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THE ACTS OP THE APOSTLES

000OOO000

In 1966 I was asked by the Bible Class Committee of the Durban
Ecclesia to conduct a Special Study Class dealing with MTHE ACTS OF THE
APOSTLES"* They planned to hold classes on alternate Friday evenings
with the late H.J· ("Mick") Walsh leading a similar study on "EXODUS"*
After parefully considering what was required by such a study, bro* "Mick"
and I decided to try to ascertain what each writer actually said and the
meanings they wished to convey0 This required a close word for word
study of such texts as were available to u&* Since neither of us were
scholars in either Hebrew or Greek,, we planned to study each word as. far
as we could from the lexicons and other works of referennce which were
available * The doctrinal portion of our exegesis would come from the
Bible itself Q It was when my part of the studies was well under way that
bro* H.Jo ('Seree") Mansfield visited South Africa and extended to me an
invitation to make a lecture tour of Australia and Tasmania in 1968 and
in particular, give a series of addresses on "Acts" at the Bible School
to be held at Rathminea, N»S*W. in August of that year·

I am not sure that my method of approach was the correct one
because it leads to over-simplification which can be tedious at times*
The least that can be said for it is that the study should appeal to those
who are making a serious study of the Bible for the first time* To such
people it is appropriate that their study should commence with "ACTS"
because it brings together the Old and New Testaments in such a powerful
manner*

It is not generally realised that the Book we know as "the Acts"
deals mainly with the acts of Peter and Paul© Here and there other early
evangelists appear but their exploits are subsidiary to the two main
divisions, the Acts of Peter and the Acts of Paul* It is also not generally
understood that there is a character applicable to the two divisions· Peter
the fisherman, worked as a fisher of meno Paul, the tent-maker, travelled
the world, building his "tents" (ecclesias) wherever he could* Peter made
many a speech proving the rsurrection of Christ* It is appropriate therefore,
that Part 1 should end with a story concearning his release from prison by an
angel, tids being analogous of the resurrection and the final call to the
Judgnent Seat. The end of Part 2 gives us the story of Paulas boat journey,
this being analogous of the difficult journey of the household of faith
throughout the agus#

The value of "The Acts" lies in the preaohing methods of the early
evangelists* The doctrines they rfchey taught and how they set about teaching
them is of immense value to every brother who hopes to take his turn on the
platform» It is of value to every sister too, when she speaks about her
faith to her children or to her friendsQ I have called this work of mine
"The Acts of the Apostles" but it would be more correct to have called it
"An Introduction to a study of The Acts of the Apostles", for that is all
it is· I hope many will find it of help to them in their studiesc

P.O. Box 6056, Ian Leask
Durban North,
SOUTH AFRICA· September, 1969*





THE ACTS OP THE APOSTLES*

INTRODUCTION

000OOO000

At the end of the sixth day, we read that "God saw everything that he
had made, ani, behold, it was very good·11 From these few words we learn that
at that time, everything was in harmony with God and, in the ultimate effect,
God reigjaed supreme · God was the Creator and Sustainer of all that He had
made, and the giving of dominion over all things to man did not destroy this
principle· Even manfs subsequent rebellion did not take away the sovereignty
from God but ± set the pattern for the growth of the kingdom of men· The
development and extension of man!s disobedience enabled the kingdom of men to
prevail over the kingdom of God upon earth and even to-day, the kingdom of men
has conquered the whole habitable earth* The kingdom of God went into a
decline when the appurtenances of worship were taken to Babylon in the first days
of the captivity, and men were then subject to the kingdom of men·

The domination of the kingdom of God upon earth over the kingdom of men,
followed by the domination of the kingdom of men over the kingdom of God and
the final outcome of the destruction of the kingdom of men and the establishment
of the kingdom of God upon earth is the great theme of Scripture· The modern
way of describing the present situation is to state that the political power of
nations is supreme upon earth and the ecclesiastical way of life plays a very
minor role· The time is coming however, when in the Plan and Purpose of God,
the ecclesiastical way of life will be combined with the political organisation
in such a way that the Returned Christ will be a Priest and KpLng· All other
organisations of men, whether ecclesiastical or political, will be destroyed·

After the return from the Babylonian captivity, Nehemiah rebuilt the city
of Jerusalem to take care of the political aspect, thus fore-shadowing a similar
work on the part of the Returned Christ· ix little later, Ezra returned and
repaired the temple, fore-shadowing the work of the returned Christ in this
connection· Thus it was that for a short while, the ecclesiastical - political
state of Israel was restored but after a while, the kingdom of men absorbed the
restored organisation and established once again, the kingdom of men character
of the Jewish people· It was with sorrow that the Lord Jesus sighed when
speaking to his enemies, he said, "Thus have ye made the commandment of God of
none effect by your tradition·" (Matt· 15· 6·) Speaking of the Scribes and
Pharisees, Jesus said, "In vain do they worship me, teaching for doctrines the
coinmandments of men·" (Matt* 15· 9·) Jesus received opposition from certain
classes of people amongst whom were the §cribes, the Pharisees, the priesthood,
and to a lesser extent, the Sadducees* This opposition arose as a result of his
preaching the KINGDOM OF GOD because his ̂opponents represented the kingdom of
men in its various levels of society· Those who were apparently ecclesiastically
minded, were largely politicians, under the cloak of righteousness· The priest-
hood practiced their religiori for political ends and the presence of the ruling
Romans in Judea was sufficient to build up a desire in Jewish hearts for their
own political power· When Jesus came preaching the Gospel of the Kingdom of God,
he was not the sort of person to'appeal to politically minded people so he and
his teaching were rejected·

• ·

The situation was not changed after the ascension of Jesus into heaven
when the ministry of the apostles had begun· The apostles still had to cope with
the political powers of the day and these included the erstwhile enemies of
Jesus, namely, the Pharisees, the priests, the scribes, and the Sadducees· A
study of their methods will help all evangelists these days to overcome the
prejudices which abound everywhere against the Word of Truth· But first we must
learn something of their opponents because such types exist to this day and it
is the preaching of such people that we have to overcome· The apostles taught
people who were under the domination of the Romans but who spoke Greek· Latin
has always been a difficult language to learn so the Greek language became the
language of the people, particularly the educated ones·

THE LAW: The Law of Moses was regarded as the most innportant of the Hebrew
Writings· It covered the first five books of the Bible, namely,

Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy· This group was known as
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the Pentateuch· The Jews considered that every word of the Pentateuch was

inspired by God· When Nehemiah caused the Book of the Law to be read distinctly

in Hebrew and then made the priests give the sense of it, he must have set in

motion a system of writing explanations of the Law which resulted in the

fiabinnical rules of conduct for all problems· (Neh· 8
#
 8.) The men who did this

work were the Scribes and these are discussed below·

The various captivities to which the Jews were subjected had many effects

upon them not the least of which was the influence of language· Upon the return

from the Babylonian captivity, many of the people spote only Chaldee so that the

Hebrew Scriptures had to be translated for them© The influence of the Medo^

Persian captivity is not pairb of this discussion but the influence of the

Macedonian invasion is· This resulted in the. Greek language becoming the

universal language of the civilised world and it set up two classes of persons,

namely, those who spoke Greek and those who did not· Those who did not speak

Greek spoke Hebrew or Aramaic, and in the N*T· they are referred to as HBBEEl/TS.

The Greek speaking Jews were known as GKEOIANS (Gk· "ELlenistes") and the

Hebrew speaking Jews were called "Hebrews
11
 the Greek form being

 f!!
Ebraios"· See

Acts 6· 1· A person who was born a Greek was called a Greek and the^Greek word

is
 tl?
Ellenos

fl
· An exainple is found in Acts 16· 1# where the fatter of Timothy

is mentioned. In the broad sense, this word is used to describe any person of

any non-Jewish nation who speaks Greek as his home language· The Ν·Τ· usage is

not so much a distinction of blood-line descent as it is a distinction between

religions and forms of worship*

The main divisions of people in Apostolic times were:-

A· Madjoly Religious:- (i) Pharisees

(2) Sadducees

(3.) Essenes

B· Plainly Political:- (4) Herodians

Zealots

Galileans

Assassins

C· Social Classes:- (8 S^nhedrin

Scribes

Lawyers

Publicans

Proselytes

Samaritans

D· Meeting Places: (14) The Temple

(15) The Synagogue

(1) The Pharisees: The name means "separatist
lf
 and is to be compared with Heb·

"parash" meaning "to separate"· The name was imposed upon

them by their opponents and gradually superceded their own title of "Chasidim"

meaning "the pious ones"· The dominant principle of Pharisaism was "separation

from all Gentile people"· It was iniposed upon themselves by their scrupulous

adherence to the letter of traditional law and it was on this principle that the

Lord Jesus exposed them· See the Sight Woes of Matt·*23· 13/33· According to

Josephus there were about 6,000 Pharisees (Ant· XVII· 2· 4··) Hastings Diction-

ary lists the following as their main characteristics;-

β
Scrupulous observance of the Law·

They believed in the immortality of the soul and Josephus explained

their peculiar belief in
 n
Abraham"s Bosom" which Jesus used against

them in his parable of Luke 16· 19/31· (̂ nt· XVIII· i· 3f·)

ic) They believed in the existence of angels and spirits·

d) They looked for the coming of the Messiah·

(e) They believed that the doing of right or wrong is within man's power

but the result is the outcome of fate·
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(f) They separated themselves completely from the people and
particularly from the Gentiles©

g) They were extremely pious and were proud of their piety©
h) They observed great purity in regard to themselves, not wishing to

defile themselves in any way·
(i) ^hey were prepared to tolerate the rulership of the Romans because

they regarded this as a punishment sent by God for their sins, which
indeed it was· They realised that when God decided to establish His
Kingdom on earth, He would do so and destroy the ruling powers.
In the face of this toleration, they regarded God alone as their
King· Hence it was a dreadful about face to cry "We have no king
but Caesar·f! (John 19· 15·)

(d) Their separateness was shown in the name they chose for themselves,
namely, "haberim" meaning "the associates"· A "haber" is one who
strictly observes the Law in respect of purity, food laws, tithes
and religions duties such as keeping the sabbath· Hence their
opposition to Jesus for his breaking of the sabbath law, his
disciples eating with unr/ashen hands, and his associating with
the publican Matthew, and other "sinners"· This explains why they
constantly questioned him on points of law, divorce, the greatest
coraniandment and the way of inheriting eternal life0

The Pharisees were a religious people and although they were represented
on the Sanhedrin, they were not politically minded· Jesus took them to task
many times for their hypocritical self-righteousness but they were not all of
that character· Some were sincere lovers of God1 s ©brd and were prepared to
study it· Such were men like Nicodemus, Joseph of ArdUathea and the apostle
Paul· For the most part they were highly educated men so they could not
understand how it was possible that Jesus, or the apostles should teach them·

(2) The Sadducees:- Authorities are divided on the question as to the
derivation of the name "Sadducees"• Some consider that

the Sadducees, being a priestly class of person, took their name from the
priest Zadok· Dr· Edersheim however, thinks the name was adopted as a
derivation of the Hebrew word "tzaddig" meaning "righteous" as a retort to the
meaning of ^pious" in the word "Pharisee"· Josephus states (iint· XIII, X, 6#
and XVIII, i, 4·) that the Sadducees were a small minority amongst the Jews and
they were drawn from the rich and those of the highest social standing· They
were a priestly aristocracy of which Caiaphas was a member· As a division of
the Jewish people, they had certain beliefs and customs which are set out below:~

(a) Whereas the Pharisees were intensely religious, the Sadducees were
almost indifferent to religion and regarded it only as a custom and
the power it gave them to regiment the people in ritual·

(b) They opposed the Pharisees in their belief in the resurrection·
They denied that therewas to be such a thing.

(c) They refused to acknowledge that there were angels who were the
Divine messengers·

(d) They did not believe in spirits in the Biblical sense of that which
is "cast out" when a person is cured of an illness or mental
affliction·

(e) They did not accept the oral law as the Pharisees did but maintained
that the written Law as the only valid one·

(f) Having priestly influence, they were the judges and as such were
unusually severe·

(g) They denied the Pharasaical doctrine of "fate" and maintained that
the doing of good or evil was left to manfs free choice· On this
basis Caiaphas made his statement reported in John 11· 50·

When Jesus warned his disciples against "the leaven of the Pharisees and
of the Sadducees" (Matt· 16· 11·) he warned them against the hypocritical self-
righteousness of the Pharisees and the worldliness of the Sadducees· When Jesus
entered the temple and drove out the money-changers, he acted against the
Sadduoees who held the financial power· When Jesus adopted the title "Son of
David" he was opposed by the Sadducees who modelled their rulership on David* s
powerful kingdom, not because he was a worshipper of God but because he was a
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man of great power· The Sadducees sought a middle course with the Roman over*·
lords because it suited their power aspirations to do so. Theyt ried to use the
local Roman rulers as a stepping stone to greater power for themselves* Their
opposition to Jesus claiming to be the Messiah was not so much an objection to
his claim for himself as it was a fear that a Messianic movement might bring
the Romans against them and take away from them their power· When the disciples
began to teach that Jesus had been raised from the dead, they went against their
strongest tenet of belief· The creation of large numbers of followers cause grejat
dismay to this politically ambitious group of Sadducees·

In the anti-types of to-day? the Pharisees would represent those people
who are religious without a knowledge and understanding of God's Word. Such
would be the Roman Catholics and those Protestant churches whose tenets of
faith are based largely upon Catholic doctrines· The Sadducees represent that
part of humanity who are politically or financially ambitious and who disregard
religion altogether in the pursuit of their desires·

(3) The Essenes: These people are not mentioned in Scripture at all but they
are mentioned here because of the type they represent· A man

named Philo of Alexandria wrote about them during the early lifetime of Jesus·
He stated that they were about 4000 in number and were a saintly group of people
who refused to sacrifice animals because they regarded a reverent mind as the
only true sacrifice· They separated themselves fx^m. people who were not of
their group and lived simple lives pursuing agriculture and other peaceful
occupations* They had no warlike weapons and forbad the employment of slaves·
If they studied philosophy at all, they studied works which taught that God
watched over all things· They read the Scriptures at regular intervals and
those who could not read, would sit down and listen· They lived in communal
fashion as did the early Christians· (Acts 2# 2*4·) Josephus states that an
Essene named Manahem foretold that Herod would become great and as a result of
this, Herod befriended the group· (Ant. XV. x. 5·) The Essenes permitted only-
adults to join them and they never married· There were no children with them
in their sdjnple habitation.

They lived near the shores of the Dead Sea. The most famous of their
villages is MASADA which is renowned as the plarae of the last stand of these
people before they disappeared completely from the earth. After the great
siege of Jerusalem in A*DO 70 the Romans besieged them but rather than yield,
they died by their own hand to the last man·

Their beliefs were not always according to the Word of God because they
believed in the immortality of the soul and thought that they received their
souls back again after death· They believed in a kind of continuing "hell" for
the bad souls·

In the anti-type, they r epresent the True Christian Believers in their
separation from an evil worldf and their worship of One God and their devotion
to a study of the Scriptures· Their refusal to have children in the sect is
typified in the refusal of the True Christian Believers to "christen" infants·
That they were largely unknown in their day and always remained very few in
numbers is also typical of the True Christian Believers.

(4) The Herodians: When Herod the Great died in BeC· 4* his kingdom was
divided amongst his sons9 Archelaus (Matt· 2· 22·) being

one of his sons, was given Idumea, Judea and Samaria· When he was deposed in
A«D. 6 (or 7) He was succeeded by a Roman procurator· A series of procurators
followed except when several of Herod's descendants ruled. Through Herod the
GreatTs daughter Cleopatra, came Herod^Philip, Tetrarch of Trachonitis (Luke
3· 1.) His family did not continue after he died in A.D· 33·

Antipas, Tetrarch of Galilee (Matt· 14· 3·) was deposed in A;D. 40.

Through the line of Herod the Great's daughter, Mariamne, came her
grandson Agrippa I (Acts 12· 1·) He died about A.D. 44·
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Agrippa II was the. son. of .Agrippa I and he is mentioned in Acts 25· and

chapter 26 when he sat in judgment over Paul· He was the last of the Herpd3 and

died about A.D. 99·

The family.mfiferods tried very hard to establish a dynasty for them-

selves but failed· In tirying, they gathered a following of adherents who were

barbarous in diaracter'and licentious and unscrupulous in behaviour· They were

politically ambitious and almost entirely irreligious yet they conformed

outwardly to Jewish ritual probably to prevent serious opposition from the Jews·

Inasmuch as Herod was established in office by the Romans, the Herodians

made a show of coeoperating with tlie Romans by trying to. keep the peace between

Jew and Gentile· In this, they were opposed by the Pharisees who strongly

supported everything that was Jewish and held themselves aloof from Romans· .

In spite of the opposition the Herodians had for the Pharisees, they were

prepared tp work with them against Jesus· (%itt. 22* 16. and Mark 3. 6·) The

attitude of Jesus towards them was fearless for he was not afraid to condemn

their teaching. (Mark 8· 15.) The combination ofI the Pharisees and Herodians

against Jesus to trap him upon the legality of paying tribute to Caesar gave

Jesus one of his most dangerous moments· (Mark 12. 13/17·) If Jesus had said

"Yes" he would have been discredited amongst the, people and if he had said
 f
$To"

he would have been accused of sedition against Caesar* How h,e handled the

situation is shown in the reference from iSark quo ted above arid also in Matt·

22· 15/22o.and Luke 20· 2θ/26
#
 \ "

In the anti-type of to*-day, they typified the I\iinisters of religion who

interest themselves in politics and move with the trend of world-wide political

thinking· As the Herodians permitted pagan teniples tP be built, so the modern

church Minister will, permit evil to spread in a city but will ignore it and will

turn to politics instead.

(5) The Zealots: They were also called "Canaaneahs
11
· They were founded by

Judas of Gamala who opposed the census of Quirinius. This

man is mentioned as "Cyrenius" in Luke 2· 2· He it was who .started the taxing»

They were in opposition to the Romans and as a result of this, were opposed to

the Herodians· Simon the apostle, was one of them as his nickname indicates·

"Simon Zelotes
11
 (Luke 6. 15·) and Acts 1· 13· In both these references, Luke

gives him the title by which he would be known amongst the Gentiles. In Matt·

10. 4. he is known as "Simon the Canaanite" which would be the name used by

Jews. - '•' '• > . -

(6) The Galileans: As the name, indicates, they came from Galilee· The name

"Galilean
11
 is one of reproach for an ignorant and

uneducated people. Their poor accent betrayed them. (lv?ark 14· 70·) They were
an excitable, energetic and industrious people. Such a character is to be found
in the apostle Peter. Their friendliness is shown by their readiness to listen
to Jesus. (John 4· 45·) : Contrast this with the hostility of $he people of
Jerusalem. The apostles Peter and John were regarded with astqnishment when
they preached in Jerusalem because they were known.to be Galileans and, therefore,
ignorant and unlearned men· (Acts 4· 13·)

In the anti-type, they are the sort of people from whom the True

Christian Believers come· Jesus thanked his Father that the truth had. been

revealed to "babes and sucklings ".and had been withheld from the wise and

prudent·. (Matt· 11· 25; Luke 10
v
2|

#
)

(7) The Assassins: Thesewere known to the Greeks as the "sicarioi" being

derived from the Latin "sica" - a short sword or dagger·

They were a secret society and concealed a dagger beneath their cloaks. They

were murderous in character bath to their awn enemies and the enemies of the

nation. Once they had used their dagger, they would rapidly mingpLe with the

crowd so that their detection was very difficult
#
 They were a branch of the

extreme'Zealots and did much to precipitate the siege of Jerusalem by the
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Romans in A.D· 70· They are mentioned in Acts 21 · 38· as Murderers" in the
A

#
V · but as

 ff
assassins

ft
 in the R.V.

(δ) The Sanhedrin: This name does not appear in Scripture but is translated
as "the eauncilV There is a tradition that they were

formed because of the suggestion of Jethro to Moses that he should have men to
help him· As a result, there came into being a council of 70 who, with Moses
and Aaron, made up 72· See Exod· ΐβ· 14; Num· 11· 10·) This body of men does
not appear in the days of Joshua· The Persians gave the Jews power to govern
themselves in purely Jewish matters (Ezra 7· 25/26j 10· 14·) Neheraiah refers
to "rulers

w
 so they must have been in existence in his day· See Neh· 2

#
 16J

4· 1'4; 4· 19? 5© 7; &nd 7· 5· Under Grecian rule, a body known as
 ft
gerousia

ff

(Senate) Was allowed and these weibe Preferred to by Josephus· (Ant· XII· 3· 3·)
Josephus states that Julius Caesatf Extended the rule of the gerousia all over
Judea· (Ant· XIV© 9· 3/5·) tinder, the procurators, the government of Judea was
in the hands of th<3 Sanhedrin, with the Romans exercising the supreme
authority·, The Qteek word is "siihedrion

11
 from whioh we get the English

"Sanhedrin
1
*·

The President of thid Sanhe&frin was the High Priest which accounts for
Caiaphas taking a leading p & H in the trial of Jesus· The council met in the
hall within the teiiiple aireal but sometimes^ meetings were held at the home of
the High Priest* (Matt* 26^ 5·) Membership appears to have been given to
descendants of ancient fairtilies anci fedme secular rulers· The Rulers who
represented the Romans seefofed to h&ve had jpoweic

4
 to elect council members because

Herod who was opposed to the Saddii#ees, appointed Pharisees to such an extent
that they out-numbered the Sadduceefc· Thfe constitution of the council in Ν·Τ·
days was the high priest and ex high priest j. exalted families from which high
priests might be appointed, scribes and thd aiders of respected families· In
this way, the coundil &p$ears to have been limited to the priesthood, the
Pharisees, the Saddubees, the scribes and the lawyers· (Matt· 26, 3ϊ Matt·
204 57 and 59} Mark 14· bl>\ 15* 1j Luke 22* 66; Acts 4· 1 and 5; 5· 17, 21,
34; 22. 30 and 23· 6*)

(9) The Scribes: The Greek word is
 n
grammateus

!t
 meaning a clerk, writer,

secretary, recorder
11
· In Hebrew, the word is "sopherim"

with reference to one learned in the Mosaic Jj&w and the commentaries j a teacher
and interpretor* Another Greek word is "nomodidaskaloi* meaning "teacher of the
law"· The Greek original of the translated title of "townderk" given in-
Acts 19· 35· is "grammateus"· The office appears to have started with the
return from the Babylonian captivity and was first combined with that of priest·
(Neh· 8· 9·) It appears from 1 Chron· 2· 55· that the office of scribe was
later confined to families· They are thought to have started the synagogue·
Some were members of the Sanhedrin· (Matt· 16* 21; 26· 3;)

The duty of the scribes was to preserve the law· They also preserved
the traditions and placed greater importance upon this than upon the written
Law· (Mark 7· 5·) They were the teachers of the law and gathered pupils around
them for instructions· See Luke 2· 46* where the word "didaskalon" (teacher) is
translated as "doctors" in the Α·Υ· The R

#
V. gives the alternative "teachers"

in the margin· When Jesus sent out his disciples to teach, he told them not to
take gold, silver or brass in their purses (Matt· 10· 9·) and this may have been
said to draw a distinction between the teachers of TRUTH as opposed to the
teachers of the traditions of men© This indicates that the office of a scribe
was a paid one· See Baul

f
s remarks in 1 Cor· 9· 3/ΐ8· Jesus condemned their

"devouring of widows
1
 houses" thus pointing to their mercenary ways· The "woes"

mentioned by Jesus in Matt· 23· point towards the character of the scribes·
Finally they had to administer the law in the sanhedrin· For this they received
the condemnation of Jesus·

(10) The Lawyers: The difference between a scribe and a lawyer is very sligjat
but a distinction must be drawn because the Greek word used

to refer to them is "nomikos"· They were scribes but had the duty of pleading
in the courts on question of ecclesiastical law such as sabbath keeping, divorce,
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and such problems* In Luke 5© 17* we read of "doctors of the law" who were
waiting for Jesus to break the sabbath lawe These men were the "nomod;iaaskaloi"
which we met in these notes on the Scribes. They were men who, basically
scribes, had been trained to appear in court· In this work, according to Jesus,
they "lade men with burdens grievous to be borne" (Luke 11· 46·) and in doing so
they earned a severe rebuke from the Lord·

(11) The Publicans: The Greek word is "telones" which means "a renter or
farmer of taxes"· Such men were hated by Jew and Greek

because they would buy the right to collect taxes and then proceed to collect
more than was lawful· The Jews hated them more because they were working for
the Romans and collecting taxes frpm Jews to pay to Romans© Zacchaeus had the
contract for the collection of taxes over a wide area· (Luke 19# 1©) In the
case of Matthew, the disciple of. Jesus, he collected customs duty and not taxes*
He was employed at a port on lake Galilee (Mark 2· 13·) and would collect duty
on goods imported from the other side of the lake© (Mark 2· 14·) His Jewish
name was Levi and he was the son of Alpheus· It has been said that a publican
was a civil servant but this is not wholly true· If he were a servant, he would
earn a salaxy or a wage but a publican of this type would earn his living from
collecting too much· In this they earned a rebuke from John the Baptist· See
Luke 3· 1-3· Zacchaeus must have received a commission on what he and M s
assistants collected because Luke says "he was rich" and Zacchaeus later states
that "if I have taken any thing from any man by false accusation, I restore him
fourfold." (Luke 19· 8·) Such was the hatred incurred by the Publicans that
they are of ten associated with "sinners"· (see Matt· 9·. 10·) Jesus was accused
of being "a gluttonous man, and a winebibber, a friend of publicans and sinners"·
(Matt·· 11· 19·) In Mark 2. 15· we read of publicans and sinners sitting
together at a meal· The Jews hated a heathen as mvich as they hated publicans
and this hatred is referred to by Jesus in Matt· 18· 17· Jesus did not condone
&§r share this hatred but he used the national attitude towards them to
illustrate points in his teaching· See Matt· 21. 31· where the Lord connects
"publicans and harlots"· ·* .

In the anti-type they represent those people of to-day who are sinful in
their ways but when they hear the Truth of the Word of. God, they forsake their
wickedness and turn, to a worship of the only True God.

(12) The Proselytes: Gk· "proselutos" meaning tfa newcomer; a stranger, an
alien· In the Jewish sense of the word, it meant a

convert to Judaism froi# the Gentiles· (fett· 23* 15; Acts 2# 10j 6· 5}
13. 43·) r-̂ he proselytes were of two types, namely:-

(a) proselytes of righteousness ~ those who accepted Judaism and
received circumcision· They bound

themselves to keep the whole of the Mosaic Law and complied with all
the requirements of Judaism·

(b) proselytes of the gate - this title was derived from Exod· 20. 10.
Deut· 5. 14; 14· 21; 24· 14; All of

these refer to "the stranger that is within thy gates"· Such
converts accepted the One God of Israel and they believed in the
tromises to the Fathers, and looked for the establishment of the
kingdom of God on earth and the coming of the Messiah for this
purpose· They kept certain specified laws but they refused to be
circumcised· This limited their worship to the Court of Women in
the temple· Cornelius was such a proselyte· Acts chapter 10.

(13) The Samaritans: In the days of Ahaz, king of Judah, the kingdom of Israel
: invaded the land and took away 200,000 women sons and

daughters· This was barely the beginning of terrible sins on the part of Israel
and as a punishment, a similar thing wa.s to happen to them when the king of Assyria
invaded them and took many of· their people captive with those of other natiohs
and brought them to Samaria· (2 Kings 17· 24·) When the people of Judah
returned from the Babylonian captivity, both Ezra and Nehemiah opposed the
offer by the Samaritans to help them rebuild the walls and the temple· This was
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because of the mixed blood of the Samaritans, The Samaritans had a religion
which included a belief in the promises and they looked for the coming of the
Messiah· (John 4· 25») They believed in Moses and the Law and regarded
I.tt. Gerizim as the proper place to offer sacrifices, this being the mountain
mentioned in Deut. 27# 12· as the mountain from which the blessings came· The
Jews despised the Samaritans and it was because of this that Jesus used them as
a type in his parable of the Good Samaritan· (Luke 10# 30/37·) Samaria
listened to Jesus at first and welcomed him when he went back the second time*
They also listened to the apostles Peter and John· See Acts 8· 25·

(14) The Temple: A description of the Temple at the time of Jesus and later
during the apostolic era,, is beyond the scope of these notes*

It is sufficient for our purpose to know that two words are used in regard to
the temple and one is ffnaosn meaning the sanctuary consisting of the Holy Place
and the Holiest· In Bagsterfs Interlinear Greek-English New Testament it is
translated as "shrine" but this does not convey the true meaning© The Holiest
was a shrine, within the shrine which was the temple itself· Matthew 27· 5·
which records Judas as going into the ftnaosfl which only the priests could enter,
and throwing the money on the floor there, is often quoted to complicate the
matter· It is said that Judas would not ha.ve been allowed that far but it must
be remembered that there may have been no one there at-the time· .

The other word translated as "temple11 is "hieron" which refers to the
whole building itself· In the use of the word "teinple" as an analogy, it is
possible to see an allusion to the body of believers in the use of "hieron"
and a reference to the Faith which is taught, in the use of "naos1*· There are
too many usages to be recorded here but the careful student will make a note of
the two words by using a good concordance· Strong concordance lists "naos"
under No· 2411 and nhieronft under 3485· The temple was the mecca or kaaba
stone of all Jewry· The Jews came there from all over the world at the time of
the Passover and at Pentecost·

(15) The synagogue: In Psa· 74· 8· the word appears for the first time in
Scripture ani the Hebrew word is flmofedf!· The Greek word

is "sunagoge" meaning "a bringing togetherj gathering; an assembly of men for
any purpose·ff In the Jewish usage it means a place where men gather to pray or
to listen to a reading or an exposition of the Scriptures· Luke 12· 11 j Acts
9. 2; suggest that the synagogue was a place of trial or examination of
individuals for religious wrong-doing. In Acts 13· 43· the Greek word is
translated as "congregation"·

The room (which it was mostly, rather than a building on its own) was
used for mutual instruction and debate upon the Scriptures or other questions ,
and on the sabbath it was used for prayers and hymns of praise· It was not
equipped for sacrifice so this forai of worship was never followed there· In
view of the general nature of its use, we can see why, it was possible for Paul,
a converted Christian, to enter a synagogue and start teaching· Acts 18· 4·
See also Acts 13· 5· Paul could never have done this in the temple because
teaching there was the office of the priests only· The synagogue, being a
meeting place and not a place of worship, could be used for the purpose of
teaching·

SUMMARX: Now that we have read a brief survey of the people and the conditions
which Jesus and the early Christians had to meet, we can compare them

with the difficulties which confront us as the latter-day evangelists· &̂ien we
have regard to the types and the anti-types, we find little difference in our
days except that we do not have the same spirit of dedication to the Lordfs
Service which was so characteristic of Jesus and his followers of the first
century· Perhaps then, now that we know something about the people and the
circumstances, we can approach our study of the Acts of the Apostles with a
view to learning how the pioneers overcame their difficulties, so that if we
apply their to ourselves, we may be better equipped to preach the kingdom of God
and teach those things concerning the Lord Jesus Christ with all confidence,
no man forbidding us· (Acts 28· 31·)
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Each Book of the Bible should be studied in the context of the history of

the days in which its story unfolds* Thus Isaiah becomes more intelligible to

u& if we know something about the days in which Uzziah, Jotham, Ahaa, and HezelcLah

were kings of Judah· (isa» 1· 1·) Likewise
t
 the Book of Jeremiah becomes much

more informative if we know something of the reigns of Josiah and Jehoiakim up to

the reign of the last king of Judah, Zedekxah* (Jer* 1» 2/3·) It is also a help

to us when studying Matthew, Mark, Luke and John if we know something of the

times in which Jesus lived· The same principle applies to the Book we know as

The Acts of the Apostles» The apostles lived and preached during a very dynamic

period of Jewish history during which a rapid change was coining about in the

political life of the Jewa» The scholars amongst them knew from the prophecy

of Daniel that their Messiah could be expected about this tiEse and they were

becoming increasingly impatient with the domination of Rome to which they were

subjected· This developing antagonism was to culminate in the destruction of

Jerusalem in A*D· 70*

ΐ/hen David set up M s throne at Jerusalem, he paved the way for the

glorious reign of Solomon· It was anti-topically proper that David should

abdicate aiif.be alivo τ/Mle bis son Solomon ascended the throne to become king

of the most illustrious empire the world had seen up to that time* David^ the

beloved of God
#
 was a king and a man of war

#
 The Returned Christ will also be

a king and a man of war and just a& Da
v
id handed over to his son Solomon whose

name means
 f!
Peacable% so the warlike character of Christ will change to the

King of Peace
#
 Had the Israelites held to the Faith, there is no doubt that

the Throne at Zion would have been more illustrious than it became* But the

evil influences all around it were too much even for Solomon and the revolt of

the Ten Tribes was the result· In the centuries, which followed, the people of

both houses of Israel went into a steady decline so that Israel was to lose its

identity and Judah in the south was to go into captivity in Babylon* The Jews

bewail the departed glories; of Israel even to this day» In the days of the

apostles, the Jew» were as politically ambitious as ever to have the kingdom

of Israel restored to them and the apostles themselves were as guilty of this

as anyone of Israel» See Acts 1» 6»

When Sahweh called His people out of Egypt, He led them through a

wilderness journey to show them that there was a God in heaven and that there

was none like Him* (Deut» 4·· 3k/35·) The journey tlirough the wilderness

showed the people that they were a separate anl peculiar people to the LORD

and it developed a character of aloofness in them which they were never to

lose» This form of isolationism made it difficult for the Jew to accept the

Gentiles into the Covenant of Promise· When Paul preached to Gentiles, he

found that the more militant Jews would follow him around, trying to establish

the tenets of Judaism and getting converts to keep the Law of Moses*

Although the Jews looked forward to the coming, of their Messiah, they

did not look forward to his coming as an event whxcnDring them salvation»

Their political ambitions caused them to look forward to his arrival to drive

out the hated Roman oppressors» That Jesus did not lift a finger to oppose

the Roman overlords went a long way to causing his rejection by the people»

In the days of the apostles, the people were interested enough in the miracles

of healing but the promise of salvation in the Kingdom of God could not compete

againa*c the more attractive prospect of driving out the Romans*,

The effect of the fore-going factors which contributed to the national

character of Israel was that the apostles had an extremely difficult task in

preaching the Word of God» Basic to all the causes of apathy from the people

was the fact that they were irreligious so that it was very difficult to

persuade the people that spiritual things were of paramount importance»

JERUSALEM: It will be seen that the ancient city of David was of iinportance

as the centre for the head-quarters of the early ecclesia^»

Although Syrian Antioch became the organising centre for preaching, Jerusalem
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remained the centre to which all pressing and difficult questions were sent
for consideration· From the point of view of the Jews, Jerusalem was the
n&Cnet for all Jews throughout the habitable world at that time· Every Jew
would try at least once in his lifetime to make one journey to Jerusalem on
a national and religious feast day· The chief glory of the city was the
Temple which Herod the Great had built and Jews from all over the world would
go there to .offer sacrifices and to worship· The Jews also would send
contributions to Jerusalem to sustain the Temple and to pay for its admin-
istration· Thus it was that the Tgmple became a Clearing House for Foreign
Exchange· The Jews were not a nation in the true sense of the word but they
were a RACE of .people who were bound together by a common belief in the
Promises of Yahweh and they were held together by their veneration for the
Temple and by a common worship under the Law of Moses· Thus it was that the
Temple and the Law played such an 'important part in their lives and it was on
the basis of a violation of these two principles that Jesus and Stephen were
falsely accused before being put. to death*

The Jewish communities in other parts of the Roman Empire were regarded
by the Romans as self-governing bodies with certain limitations such as "it is
not lawful for us to put any man to death11· (John 18· 31·) They had their
own administrators of the Law and this system worked very well indeed* The
worship in the synagogues was conducted as we have seen, when there was no
Temple near by·

ROME: Inasmuch as the Roman Empire ruled the habitable world at that ^
Rome was to its citizens and people what London was to the British

Commonwealth* If Roman citizens were in trouble in any part of the Empire,
Rome would send its legions to help them· Rome provided a !lbrain drain" in
those days so that philosophers, financiers, artists, teachers and artisans,
in a multiplicity of skills went there to seak fame and fortune· It was the
military and administrative hub on which the wheel of Eiqpire turned· From
Rome went governors with appointments to all provinces* The Emperor held a
position of absolute rule sitting as it were, in the place of God· Thus the
Emperor and t&e men v/ho represented him tended to become deified· This
happened in the case of Herod who gave not glory to God when the people
hailed him as a god* (Acts 12. 20/23·) This tendency to worship the
Emperoar led to the deification of the pope when Rome gained control over both
church and State· The Emperor1 s power was absolute in that he was not
answerable to a Senate or to some other authority· If he misbehaved himself,
l\e could be removed from office by assassination· The Empire was divided into
Provinces each of which was presided over by a Governor v/ho was appointed
either by the Senate or the EGPCTGEW· The Governor appointed by the Senate
was called a Proconsul and he who was appointed by the Emperor was called a
Prefect or, if appointed to a minor province, a Procuratorr· Whatever rank
they held, all such men were under the control of the Emperoar and were answer-
able to him· (Acts 25· 25·) In Acts we find Proconsuls in Sergius Paulus,
(Acts 13· 7·) and Gallio· (Acts 18* 12·) Both these men are called "deputies"
in the translation· The procurators are Felix (Acts 23· 2^·) and Pestus,
(Acts 24· 27·) The A.V· translates the rank as "governor11·

A well run Empire has good lines of communication and in this respect,
Rome was well served· This enabled Paul to travel as he did· The provinces
of the Roman Empire were Macedonia with its subdivisions of Illyricum in the
north and Thessaly in the south; Achaia-which was the ma#s portion of Greece
included the city of Athens as well as the southern portion now known as
P%Lopponesia· This includes Corinth· Between Macedonia and the Black Sea was
Thrace and to the east abutting the Black Sea were Bithynia and Pontus·
South of Pontus was Cappadocia and further south still; Antiochus and next to
it, Syria· South of Thrace across the Aegean Sea we get Asia with its many
well-known places such as Galatia, Phrygia, Pamphylia and Lycia·

This brief summary of the conditions in which the early apostles set
out to preach helps us to understand the great difficulties which beset them·
If we add to this the wide spread superstition that held the nations in its
grip we are surprised that they ruade the progress which they did· We must
regard ourselves as experiencing similar difficulties in this world of sin and
apostacy· Let us then be like the early stalwarts who set forth into a hostile
world, with Trust in Yahweh and a determination to work and not to yield·
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There is nothing in the New Testament to tell us who the auther §
There is no positive evidence in Scripture which can identity the author for
us beyond all reasonable doubt* Tradition is strongly in favour of LUKE*
All we can be sure about is that whoever wrote the Acts must also have written
Luke's Gospel because the writer refers to "the former treatise"ο The reasons
connecting the author of one with the author of the other are:-

(1) In Acts 1« 1· the writer addresses his work to "Theophuus" and we see
from Luke 1* 3· that the same person is addressQd«

(2) As noted above, the writer of Acts refers to Luke's Gospel as "the former
treatise" β This does not prove that the writer was Luke but merely
shows that the same author wrote both works

0

(3) Luke 24« 51· records the Ascension, as does Acts 1· 9© thus showing that
the story told by "the former treatise" and Acts is a continuous whole,
the one being the continuation of the other* The Ascension is the
connecting link between the two*

(4) The introduction to both Books is similar in style indicating that both
came from the same pen*

(5) Both Books mention Gentile people more than any other Book of the New
Testament» There is the characteristic of love for people in both Books·

(6) Both Books mention women more than any other Books of the Bible thus
showing a love and respect for women in both*

Whoever he was the writer must have been with Paul* The intimate
attention to detail indicates the presence of a fellow travellor and
companion· The author is self -effacing in both his wcsfes but mentions many
of those who travelled with Paul' s company of which the author was obviously
a member» He betrays his presence in Acts 16

%
 10

o
 with the use of the pronoun

"we" making this the first of the "we" verses· "we" occurs in the next verse
and in verses 15 a^d 17 the word "us" appears· "Us also occurs in Acts 20· 5·
and "we" occurs many times from 20» 6· onwards·

The best method of investigation is to examine all the names whom Paul
mentions in his epistles and study each to ascertain whether the person could
have been the author of "The Acts"© Consider the following:-

From Acts we get Barnabas and Mark· Both cannot be considered for the
test of authorship of Acts because Barnabas took Mark with him after he and
Paul had quarreled over Mark

e
 (Acts 15* 39·) Prom 2 Tim· 4* 11« we learn

that Mark was not at Rome with Paul»

It is important to note that in the conclusion of Acts, the writer
mentions that "

# # o
Paul dwelt two whole years in his own hired house,··" and

explains that Paul preached during that period* Therefore the writer must
have known about it and to know about it, must have been there·

Timothy is mentioned in Acts 16
O
 1; 17· 1V15J 18* 5; etc·. The

fact that Timothy received the 2nd· Epistle which was written from Rome is
proof enough that he was not at Rome and must be eliminated from the test of
authcrship·

Tychicus· Trophimus, Aristarchus, Sopater, Secundus and Gaius all
accompanied Paul· Tychicus was sent to Ephesus \2 Tim· 4© 12·) and
Trophimus was left at Miletum sick· (2 Tim· 4· 20·) Of the others, the
writer says, "These going before tarried for us at Troas"· (Acts 20· 5·)
This shows that they were not constant companions of Paul·

Prisca, Aquila, Onesiphorus, Erastus, Eubulus, Pudens, Linus and
Claudia seem to have been recent friends of Paul and were not with him from
the first "we" verse* (2 Tim· 4o 19/21·)

Demas can be eliminated because he deserted Paul, "having loved this
present world*" (2 Tim

e
 4· 10

o
)
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Epaphroditus and Epaphras are not mentioned in Acts so we can assume

that they were .friends and .not travelling companions» Neither were in a

position to be the author of Acts·

Jesus Justus and Crispus (Acts 18· 7/8·) are mentioned as converts

with the suggestion, that they were attached to a place and did not travu

about as Paul did· For further information on Justus see Col· 4* 11·

Many of the names mentioned in Rom· 16* make a one time appearance in

Scripture and do not qualify for consideration as possible authors of Acts·

It will be found that all names can be eliminated from the list until we are

left with Titus and Luke» Some commentators think that Titus and Luke may

be one and the same person and that the full name was TITUS LUKAS. This

theory cannot be entertained for a moment as both names are mentioned in the

same epistle»

It is suggested that Titus and Luke were brothers· Both names are

Roman and both men were ^entiles· It is thought that "the brethren
11
 ment-

ioned in 2 Cor· 8· Ϊ8· and 2 Cor· 12· 18· referred to Titus and Luke* Titus

is mentioned in 2 Cor· 8· 16/17» as being a visitor to Corinth and in verse

18, Paul says that with him we have sent the brother· Again in 2 Cor» 12· 18.

Paul again refers to sending Titus and with him
 n
a brother"· These verses

come no where near proving that Luke was "the brother" but it is natural!for

Paul to think of the brother when he mentions Titus· Thus we find in

2 Tim· 4·· 10· that "Titus (is departed) unto Dalmatia*··" and, in the next

verse, "Only Luke is with me"·

In Col· 4· 14« Luke is mentioned· This epistle was written

Roma and from 2 Tim» 4· 11· we know that Luke was with Paul· It is possible

that Luke wrote both treatises during those two years at Rome·

Arising out of the evidence "before us, it is apparant that Titus was

not with Paul at the end,of his life'whereas Luke was· This leads to the

alomost certain conclusion that Luke is,the only reliiable candidate for con-

sideration as the author of Luke and The Acts· All other possible candidates

could not have been Paul
1
 s companions for long wnough to write such a full

and detailed stody· Furthermore, only Aristarchus and Luke were with Paul on

his boat journey· The point is not proved but we think the weight of evidence

is in favour of Luke having been the author· This conclusion also has the

support of tradition·

For the purpose of these notes, we shall take it that Luke was the

author of both the Gospel known as LUKE and THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES.
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"The former treatise have I made, 0 Theophilus, of all that
Jesus began both to do and teach,

11

Verse 1

'"The former ···" Greek ^KiOTOS
11
 meaning first in time· Some commentators

suggest that Luke used the superlative
 ff
first

w
 instead of the

comparative "former
11
 because he meant to write three treatises, but died before

the third could be written· In the English idiom it is customary to use the
expression "the first of two" instead of the more pedantic "the former of two"
and Walker observes that the Greek idiom has the same usage· If Luke planned to
write a third treatise, nothing is known of it· We are justified in regarding
Luke's Gospel as the first in tjjne and it is referred to as such in this verse·

"treatise ···" referring to the book we known as "The Gospel according to Luke
11
.

The original Greek word is "LOCOS*· The English derivative is
"logic" and the suffix "-logy" in such words as GeoLOGY, ArchaeoLOGY, etc·, Where
the suffix is used, the meaning is "a concept" as "Geo-" (the eâ rth) "~lo$g"
(a concept) making Geology - the concept of the earth· I&ddell & Scott list many
shades of meaning and state that "Logos never means a "word" in a gramrijatical
sense as the mere name of a thing or act ··· but rather a word as the thing
referred to, the material not the formal part· On the other hand, it is opposite
to ··· a thing merely uttered and not made good ·•· not merely talking for the
sake of talking"· Dr· Thomas defines "logos" as "the outward form by which the
inward thought is expressed and made known; also, the inward thought or reason
itself· So that the word comprehends both the idea of reason and speech"·
(EUREKA· Vol. 1· page 90) Having regard to John*s use of the word, (John 1·1

β
)

we see that the Divine Concept or Plan and Purpose was in the beginning with God
and, in tezips of Prov· 8.1. the concept would have to be uttered before it
became effective. Such an utterance in the beginning would be "Let there be
ligjht"· (Gen. 1·3·) The effect "and there was light" would come into being as
a result of the utterance which was an outward manifestation of an inward
thought. The inner significance of this "inward thought" is shown by 2 Cor·4·6·
which relates the Divine Command to the "light of the knowledge of the gLory of
God in the face of Jesus Christ"·

Applying the foregoing definition to Luke
f
 a. "The former treatise", we

suggest that Luke referred to "The first account of the Divine Plan and Purpose
which I wrote to you about, ···" Luke

f
s
f
Kk>spel" was indeed, a very comprehensive

account of "the light of the knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Jesus
Christ

w
, and now his second work was to be another comprehensive account of the

same Plan and Purpose as taught by the Apostles in the early days of Christianity·

Bruce (Text) dismisses the word "logos
11
 with the observation that "LOGOS"

is used for a division of a work γ/hich covered more than one papyrus roll· Acts
is thus the second division of the work LUCAS AD THEOHULUM (Luke to Theo-
philus). Luke and Acts covered one papyrus roll each, ·.·" (Page 65)* While
this observation is undoubtedly true, we suggest that Luke, writing under Divine
Inspiration, chose his words with care as to their teaching value· This being
the case, we feel that the Biblical significance of the use of "LOGOS" is of
prime importance and should not be set aside lightly· Luke did write about the
"outward manifestation of the inward thought" and in the sense of the word
LOGOS as described, its use by him is appropriate.

"have I made
11
 The verb here is "poieo" from which we get our English word

f
*poem" signifying something which is put together, "the things

that are made" of Rom. 1.20
#
 is one usage and "workmanship" of Ephes· 2.10. is

another. The latter reference is particularly apt. It reads, "For we are his
(God

f
s) workmanship, created in Christ Jesus unto good works, which God hath

before ordained that we should walk in them"· The idea of "creating" something
according to the Divine Plan and Purpose is evident and goes well with our
definition of the word "treatise"· Other references for study are Luke 14* 16·
"A certain man made a great supper ·.·" Luke's record of this parable fore-
shadows the future '̂ ferriage Supper of the Lamb" which is part of the LOGOS*
John 7· 23· "·.· I have made a man every whit whole on the sabbath day." The
miracle of making a man every whit whole oh the sabbath day was a sign, pointing
to the Kingdom of God on earth when sinful man will be made EVEET ΜΠΙΤ whole
(cured of M s sinful nature, his mortality) during the sabbatical period of
1,000 years·
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Writing of the potter who"hath power over the clay to make one vessel

unto honour and another unto dishonour % Paul asks, "Shall the thing formed say

to him that formed it, Why hast thou Μ&ΏΕ me thus?" (Bony 9* 20/21.)

Describing Jesus, Paul wrote, "For he (God)hath made him (Jesus) to be

sin for us,- who knew no sin; that we might be made the righteousness of God in

him" (2 Cor· 5.21.) Note the Divine Plan and Purpose mentioned in this verse·

Note the use of "made" in Ephes. 2.14* and its relation to the Divine

Plan and Purpose. See also Heb. 8·9· , -

"0 Theophilus ·*." The rlame is Greek in origin and Boman in spelling. It means

"beloved by God" or "friend of God" or "dear to God". It has

been suggested that the name does not apply to any particular person but refers

to "the general reader". Commentators however, agree that a Boman person of

high standing is addressed because of the epithet "most excellent" which is

found in.Luke 1.3· Theophilus is thought to have been a Gentile convert .

residing in some place other than Judea. The title conferred upon him of "most

excellent" in Luke 1. 3. is a courtesy title and a similar courtesy is fov^d in

Acts 23. 26. where Claudius Lysias is addressed as "the most excellent governor".

In Acts 24· 3· we find "most noble Felix:" and in Acts 26. 25* we have "most

noble Festus". Tradition states tlrat ThecpMlus was a priest mentioned by the

historian Josephus but this is drawn from a coincidence of names.

Before we make up our minds on/this point, we should consider what sort

of a man Theophilus was if Luke would go to the trouble of writing for his bene-

fit the two longest books in the New Testament. Paul wrote two letters which

we know of to Timothy and one to Titus· Both these men held a position of some

importance amongst the early Christians yet apart firom the two places in which

Luke mentions him, nothing is heard of Theophilus. The two treatises did not

inspire him to help the early Christians nor does he figure as a friend of Paul·

How was it that both Timothy and Titus turned out to be hard working servants of

the Lord, yet Theophilus could not raise any enthusiasm at all as a preacher or

helper? We suggest that the name "Theophilus" did, in fact, refer to the True

Christian Believers of all agps. Addressing them as "most excellent" is

appropriate to the "elect of God". Any "lover of God" is surely an "excellent"

person] If the courtesy title is used· when addressing people of high rank,

then its use to the "general reader" amongst the True Christian Believers is

not out of place.

It is to the True Christian Believers that Luke wrote his two Books so

that they "mightest know the certainty of those things, wherein they have been

instructed". If Theophilus was a particular person, he falls lower in our

estimation because before he received both treatises, he had already been

instructed in those things which are most sure-ly believed among us* If, on the

other hand ρ Luke wrote to make sure that the True Christian Believers were built

up in the Faith which they had been taught, then his act of addressing both

books to the lover of God makes sense. The point is not proved but we think the

weight of evidence lies in favour of the Books being addressed to the General

Beaders amongst the True Christian Believers. Luke did not write to those who

had gone astray from the Truth. We have no proof of this but we know that Luke

was a follower of Paul, who, in his turn, followed his Master, Jesus. The Lord

spoke in parables so that only whose who had ears to hear might hear. He had

no time for those whose heart had waxed gross and whose ears were dull of

hearing. (Matt. 13· 35/16·)

One thing we can be quite sure of is that the "Theophilus" of Luke
f
s

Gospel is the same person/s addressed in the Acts and the use of the name helps

to identify the writer of both Books.

"of all that Jesus began ..." The use of the word "beg^n" by Luke - 22 times

in the Gospel and 9 times in Acts - is a

characteristic of his style of composition. The word
 w
all" refers to the work

which Jesus did and taugjat, such things being necessary to his purpose. He

never did anything which was superfluous. This work was BEGUN by Jesus in two

ways, (l) he was the FIRST to do it
o
 No one ever did his work for

:
him before he

did it for the first time· (2) Luke is referring to "The former treatise"

which he had made and this concerned the work which Jesus BEGAN. The second

treatise was to deal with the work of Jesus which was carried on in obedience
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to the commandment "Go ye into all the world, and preach the gospel to every
creature". (Mark 16. 15.) What Jesus had begun, the Apostles and Believers
were to continue.

"to do and teach," Luke is careful of the order in which he sets out the work

of Jesus. The Lord's work was to DO first and then
TEACH afterwards. Jesus was very severe on those who spoke but did not accord-
ing as they spoke. Speaking of the scribes and Pharisees, Jesus said, All
therefore whatsoever they bid you observe, that observe and doj but do ηοτ ye
after their works : for they say, and do not". (Matt. 23. 5·)

When Jesus did not reveal his identity to his companions on the road to
Emaus, and seemed to be unaware of what had happened during those days, he asKea
them «What things?

1
? And they said unto him, Concerning Jesus of Nazareth, wmcn

was a prophet mighty in deed and in word before God and all the people . U*«»*
24.19.) Mighty in HEED AM) IN WORD is the key phrase. Notice that his ™ * >
came first and after that, his WORDS. From this we learn that Jesus was<aman
who taught' first by example and then by word. He was not as the scribes ana
Pharisees who "say and do not".

Verse 2 :

"Until the day in which he was taken up, after that he through
the Holy Spirit had given commandments unto the apostles whom
he had chosen ϊ"

"Until the day in which he was taken up ..." Verse 1 which we have just ̂
studied tells us that Acts is

the sequel or continuation of another (the former treatise). Now verse 2
shows us the point at which the first treatise closed and the next begun.
This connecting point takes us to Luke 24.51. which records the ascension oi
Jesus into heaven. The day on which he was taken up marks the close at BOB
work on earth. Matthew and John do not record the ascension. Mark states tnat
"he was received up into heaven" (Mark 16.19.) "received" in Mark's gospel is
from the same Greek word translated as "taken" in Acts 1. 2. and in verse 11.
In all the verses mentioned here, the Afrikaans Bybel translates as ofigeneem
Prom Bullinger we get "cause to rise up

11
. (Lex. page 758).

"after that he ... had given commandments" These six words are translated
from one Greek word "enteilamenos"

which is a participle in the singolar form meaning "having charged or commanded".
The singular presents an interesting study because it cannot embrace all tne
commandments Jesus gave his disciples during the 40 days (mentioned in the next
verse) he was with them. Many commandments given over that penod of time would
have to be given in the plural form - "commandments". The Amplified ™™
Testament and the Zulu Bible solve the problem by using the verb instructed and
commanded" without supplying the answer we want. The Knox Translation gives we
then laid a charge ..." The R.S.V. and R.V. use "given/give commandment . All
other versions consulted give the plural "commandments". We have the choice of
all the commandments given by Jesus between his resurrection and ascension, and
the commandment given during his last few moments with the disciples. We prefer
to regard the latter as it is closely associated with the day on which he was
taken up.

"through, the Holy Spirit" These words come between "he" and "had" in the A.V.
A quick reading would indicate that the commandment

had been given "through the Holy Spirit". If this is the meaning of the
passage then it is rather extraordinary that Luke should record the Holy
Spirit working in Jesus at this moment and not in others. Why did not Luke
record that the Holy Spirit moved Jesus to speak when he gave commandment on
other occasions? The construction raises two questions - Did Jesus give
commandment through the Holy Spirit? or did he give commandment TO THE
APOSTLES as distinct from others, through the Holy Spirit? Verse 3 mentions
the apostles so we think there is a connection between them and what is
written in verse 2. If this is so, then we suggest verse 2 could have been _
translated as follows : - "Until the day in which he was taken up, after haying
given commandment unto the apostles whom he had chosen through the Holy Spirit.
Then we continue with verse 3, the opening words of which seem to fit in with
this meaning. If the Afrikaans text dropped the comma, it would have this
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translation - "tot op die dag d$t Hy opgeneem is, nadat Hy aan die apostels wat

Hy uitverkies het (,) deur die Heiliga Gees beyele gegee het
fr
· (Until the day

he was taken up, after he had given coimandments to the apostles whom he had

chosen (,) through the Holy Spirit
ff
·) The word order in Afrikaans indicates

that he gave commandments through the Holy Spirit. Hemoving the comma, changes

the sense·

"whom he had chosen" "chosen" in the Middle' Voice means "Selected for one
f
s-

• self"© This makes the choice a very personal one for

Jesus and he made the choice from si. larger circle of disciples· Many such

disciples followed him of their own accord but those who he chose were chosen

through the Power of the Holy Spirit operating in him*

See Luke 6· 13; John 6.70; 13·18; 15· 16*19; Acts1*24; 6.5> 15· 7· 22.25;
1 Cor. 1. 27/28. Note the care with which Jesus chose. See his night of
prayer before choosing - Luke 6. 12/13*

V e r s e 5̂ * · ' * . • · , · . •

— ^ " "To whom also he shewed himself alive after his passion by many

infallible proofs, being seen of them forty days, and speaking

of the things pertaining to the kingdom of God :"

"to whom also he shewed himself alive ..." The words "To whom" indicate the

exclusiveness of the shewing. It

was to certain disciples chosen for himself. Bear this in mind when Saul is

chosen as a servant of God.

The words "shewed himself alive" mean "presented himself alive"* But

for the pronoun, the expression is the same as 9·41· when Peter raised Dorcas

from the dead. "Presented" is used in the sense of PROVING- something.

Luke is now going into detail concerning the Lord
1
 s resurrection and we

shall find similar proofs in many places.· Luke is not only combating the story

that the disciples stole the body (Matt· 28.15.) and the theory that the

resurrection is past already·.· He is also showing his readers the tremendous

importance of the resurrection of Jesus. Without that resurrection, there is

no firstfruits and no reward for his victory. If such is the case, then there

is no hope for anyone. '

The word "also" has "a particular meaning here. In the context, he had

chosen, he had commanded and ησ/ν, also, he shewed himself alive. The identity

of Jesus with all of these shows beyond doubt, the identity of the one raised.

"after his passion" this phrase is to be read in conjunction with the word

"alive" which precedes it. "After his passion" means
!l
after his suffering". The use of the verb "to staffer" followed by dying is

common to the New Testament. See Luke 22.15; Acts 3.18; 17·3; Heb· 9*26;

13·12; 1 Peter 2.21; 3*18; 4· 1· Also compare Rom. U*15· with Rev. 1.18·

The proofs which Jesus gave were not only "many", they were also "infallible".

"by many infallible proofs ...
w
 All versions consulted omit "infallible" but

the meaning is incorporated in the noun "proof si'

Strong defines the word "telanerion" as "criterion of certainty". It is also a

token or sign defining a fact. In this connection, read Luke 24.39; 24.43;

1 John 1.1.

"being seen of them ..." The R.V. "appearing unto them" or the R.S.V.

"appearing to them" are to be preferred because they

indicate an appearance of Jesus unto them from time to time and not, as former-

ly, all the time they were with him. He was not seen of them constantly but

only when he revealed himself to them now and again. Paul lists these

appearances in 1. Oor. 15. 5/8.

"forty days ..." The R.V
e
 translates - "appearing unto them by the space of

forty days" and. the R.S.V· gives us "appearing to them during

forty days". By using
 ir
by the space of" and "during "both these versions

translate the preposition
 ff
dia" in front of "forty days" which the A.V. omits.

Die Bybel has "gedurende" meaning "during". The meaning is that the various

appearances were made during an interval or period of forty days· It does not

infer that Jesus appeared all the time to a number of people at various times

over the whole period of forty days. Luke makes his point that a number of
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appearances were made, all of themmiraculous, and such appearances were made
during a period which lasted for forty days.

This is the only passage in the N.T· which indicates to us the duration
of time "between the resurrection and the Ascension* It would not be true to say
that without this passage we should not know how long the period was. We Ip&ve
the Type in Lev* 23.15/21. which describes the Wave Offering of which the Lord*s
sacrifice was the anti-type·

Prom the day of the wave offering, seven sabbaths plus a day were to be
counted, making 50 in all» On the 50th Day (Pentecost) they were to make a new
meat (meal) offering. If we count 40 days from the resurrection of the Lord
and add the ten days of waiting from the time of his ascension to the day when
the Holy Spirit was received by the apostles, we get 50 days to complete the
anti-type.

"speaking of the thjbigs pertaining to the kingdom of God ..." At the beginning
of the Book of

the Acts of the Apostles, we read of Jesus having spoken to the apostles con-
cerning the Kingdom of God* At the end of the same Book, we read of Paul, an
apostle, preaching "the kingdom of God, and teaching those things which concern
the Lord Jesus Christ, no man forbidding him". (Acts 28. 31·) Some of us may
remark that if Jesus beg^n to preach in A.D. 30, then on a year for a day basis,
40 days would represent 40 years and bring us to A.D.70 which was the last year
in which Christianity was preached in Jerusalem. The 40 years represented a
Biblical generation and would give a long enough period for the Holy Spirit to
be given to "you and your children11 only as stated by Peter in Acts 2· 39·
That is to say, the Holy Spirit would be given to the generation to whom Peter
spoke and to their children. This would come between this particular day of
Pentecost and forty years afterwards in the year of destruction in A.D.7Q.

It should be noted that Jesus did not limit his speaking to "the kingdom
of God". He covered all things pertaining to the kingdom of God* This must
have taken into account all things concerning himself, his death and resurrection
and his Second Coming, plus the resurrection of those in Christ. Three verses
in Luke tell us of his teaching : -

Luke 24* 25· "Then he said unto them, 0 fools, and slow of heairt to
believe all that the prophets have spoken :

26· Qugjit not Christ to have suffered these things, and to
enter into his glory?

27· And beginning at Moses and all the prophets,. he expounded
unto them in all the scriptures the things concerning himselfw.

We are all fools and slow of heart to believe· If we could appreciate
the higjh calling unto which we have been called, we should give the more earnest
heed to the scriptures. Suffering and dying are part of redemption. They were
in the case of Jesus as we have seen, and they are in our case too· Suffering
by resisting the three cardinal, sins (lust of the flesh, lust of the eyes and
the pride of life)· Dying by baptism or by becoming a new man· To pay proper
attention to the things concerning Jesus, we must read all scripture as Jestts
did. Even more telling in this connection are the verses 44 to 47 of Luke 24·
John 21· 15/17· are also worthy of study. Better known references are
Matt. 28. 19· and Mark 16· 16.

Verse 4 2
"And, being assembled together with them, commanded them that
they should not depart from Jerusalem, but wait for the
promise of the Father, which, saith he, ye have heard of me."

"Being assembled together with them ..." The A*V., R^V· and the R.S.V. have a
marginal alternative "or eating with

them". The point is not iinportant. The fact is that they were assembled
together by appointment.

"commanded them ..." The word here is not the same as that of verse 2. This
is the same as a military order which had to be obeyed.

"that they should not depart from Jerusalem ..." This repeats the report given
by Luke of the Lord*s

commandment in Luke 24· 49· Alexander points out that the Greek verb
"chorizesthai" in the Middle Voice indicates that they should not depart either
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physically or morally one from the-other or-from Jerusalem· The same word is
translated as "separate" in Rom· 8· 35 and 39* Other references are Heb· 7·26.
1 Cor» 7#10/ll· and 15· Ehilem· 15· It, is not merely a commandment to stay at
Jerusalem but to stay there at all cpsts and to stay with one another as a group
separated from an evil world· This commandment ccnild well apply to our modern
Eccle-sias. . .. . Λ . / [. ' " [ ./. • . . .. ̂ .. . '* · _ . .· . * ... ..... ... . ;" '

t!
but wait for the promise of the Father, ·." Peter was to refer to this.

\ ••'-:.:••:. promise on the day it became ̂
effective by "the; giving o£ the Holy Spirit· The promise was given in ;01d'Testa-
ment times -· see Joel ;2

#
 28· Jesus also promised to send the disciples Another

Comforter (John 14· 16· and. 2δ·)
. ' " " • . ' · - • • • ' ' ' ' * . " • •

"which, saith he, ye have heard of me ···" The disciples had heard this "of" or
"from" Jesus· References are Luke

11·13;; 24·49; John 7· 38/39} 15* 26; Jesus must have had some particular
promise in mind· There could be no better occasion than that recorded by John
in the long discourse covered by chapters 13· to 17· "Let not your heart be
troubled··.

11
·

:
 The words "saith he" are not in the original Greek but intricate;.a change

from direct to indirect speech· •

Verse 5 *
ft
Por John truly baptized with water; but ye shall be
baptized with the Holy Spirit riot many' days Hence·"

"For John truly baptized with water; but ye sh$ll be baptised with the Holy
Spirit,"··· , .. . . - • · - . / . . • "" " . ·. , V'.,; ... ...; ......' ' . . - . .

These.words were called to mind and quoted by Peter - see Acts 11·16*
in connection with Cornelius·. John the Baptist said, "I indeed baptise you
with water unto repentance : · but he that cometh after me is mightier than I,
whose shoes I am not .worthy to bear :. he shall baptise, you; with the Holy Spirit,
and with fire:" (Matt· 3. 11.) See also Mark 1*8; Luke 3· 16; John 1* 26/2?·

Jesus wa.s baptised both witH water and with the Holy Spirit 3± the same
time· In view of the prejudices he had "to break down and-the enoraious apostacy
in which he started ipreaching, it was necessary for Jesus to be endowed with
special power* from God· Similarly, in the early days of Christianity, the
world was full of apostacy· .Amongst the gods worshipped were Mercury, Venus,
liars, Jupiter, Saturn,. Uranus, Neptune and Pluto (to take the planets in their
order from the Sun). The Greeks had Zeus, Aphrodite, Apollo, Minerva, Pan,
Artemis, Bacchus, Juno to. name a few· Insofar as the Jews were bonperned, it
was impossible for them to accept a crucified Christ as their Messiah· .They
had their synagpgues and the pagans had their temples· Both Jew and Gentile
had their priests and the Jews showed an alarming tendency to forsake the,
God of Israel as we see from Paul

f
s experience recorded in Acts 12*.· ll/lS· The

pagans had the great Temple of Diana, a few miles north of EphSsus· " This was .
of astounding beauty and was one of the Seven Wonders of the World· Further to
the north at Pergamos, there was the gpeat "healing" centre which was the chief
seat of worship of Asclepius, the Grecian "Saviour"· The place was noted for
its "seven fountains" which supplied the supposed "healing waters". In modern
times, the formex- Pergamos is known as Bergama·

Without the gift of the Holy Spirit, Christianity would have made slow,
if any, progress© Also, the .apostles, being slow of heart to believe, were
given a full understanding of those things which they were sent to teach·

The phrase "be baptised with the Holy Spirit
11
 >has gi-vena problem to;

trinitarians who find it hard to understand how the Third Person can be used as
a baptising medium or be

 lf
poured qut".upon recipients· If baptism is one of

immersion, then how was the baptism of the Holy Spirit accomplished? The first
answer to the problem is surely to give up the belief of a Third Person· This
does not otpply the answer as to how a person is BAPTISED with the-Holy
Spirit· The answer obviously, lies in the metaphorical nature of the baptism·
A baptism in water brings about a change in a person (or should do so) in the
same way as "baptising" a,piece of qloth in a dyer

1
 s liquor brings about a

change in the colour of the cloth· Note that baptism is a dyer*s term for
complete immersion in the liquor· No dyer would seqk to change the colour of a
cloth by sprinkling it

f
 with water which has been coloured with "dye· The '
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relative state is that in the one instance they were baptised with water and
in the other, they were changed by the Holy Spirit· Dyeing just changes the
colour of a cloth and does not impro-ve its qualities· It will sti3JL soil, tear,
shrink and do undesirable things * Likewise, a person who had been baptised with
the Holy Spirit would still be liable to siru

"Baptism/of the Holy Spirit" has a deeper meaning than is usually given to
it* The Holy Spirit moved the writers of Scripture to write as *bhey did and to
give the students the LOGOS· When one comes to an understanding of such things
as were written and baptism toUaws, the Holy Spirit has surely done its v/ork in
bringinganother to a knowledge of the Divine Plan and Porpose, and to the House-
hold of Faith. This is the initial "baptism of the Holy Spirit" which then
becomes a gradual influence working in us only insofar as we study the Scriptures
and apply the knowledge gained· Paul expresses this idea with : -

^am. 8· 14*
 if

For as many as are led by the Spirit of God, they
are the sons of God"·

The man, constantly renewed in knowledge must be moulded into a con-
stantly clxanging creature, becoming more and more a Son of God. Perfection
will neyer be reached but an improvement upon the same rough uncut stone that
was first baptised in water will emerge· In the finality of the procesa, the
son of God will be cleansed from all sin at the Judgnent Seat and given
immortality.

f!
not many days hence ..." Greek "not after many these days". (Diag·)

Schonfield translates as "very shortly" and Die
Bybel has "na hierdie dae

n
 (after these days). R.V. "not many days hence" and

R.S.V. "before many days"· ffistorically it was after ten days·

Verse 6 :
ff
lhen they therefore were come together, they asked of him,
saying, Lord, wilt thou at this time restore again the
kingdom to Israel?"

"When they therefore were come together ···" The word "therefore" introduces
a difficulty. If it was a result

of their coming together in verse 4j was the coir&ng together of v^rse 6 the same
meeting? If "therefore" means "because of this", does it refer to the coming
together or to the question which followed? Moffat has brackets from the be-
ginning of verse 3 to the end of verse 5 indicating that the substance of
verses 3 to 5 was an tofcerpolation. We must regard the "coming together" of
verse 6 as a different occasion from that mentioned in verse 4· It could rela.te
to the occasion mentioned in Luke in Luke 24· 50* where Jesus led them out as
far as to Bethany and then stopped while he blessed them» He was then taken up
into heaven. It is possible that Luke is now supplying further details of that
occasion to clarify a point for his readers. Jesus had just promised them the
Holy Spirit in a few days time. The Jews believed in the Messianic Kingdom and
the prophecies of Daniel were still in their minds. They appear to have for-
gotten the parable of the "pounds" which Jesus gave to discount the idea that
the kingdom was soon to appear· (Luke 19*11») Paul had the same difficulty
with the Thessalonians for, after writing his First Epistle telling them about
the Second Coming of Christ and giving them a detailed warning in chapter 5* he
wrote his Second Epistle to show them that the Return of Christ was not yet but
a great apostacy had to arise first. This particular "coming together" was at
the time when they stopped on the Bethany road and Jesus was about to bless
them.

"they asked of him, saying, Lord, wilt thou at this time restore again the
kingdom to Israel?"

The apostles had received the promise of the Holy Spirit· This would
mean to them that the kingdom was about to be restored· Being uncertain, they
asked him. The word "restore" is used in the N.T. in Matt. 12. 13. and Mark
8. 25. both of which record a healing and restoring of a limb and sight. Pear-
haps the Apostles had in mind the prophecy of the Lord concerning the work of
Elijah in the days to come

o
 See Matt. l?oll· and Mark 9· 12. PtOphecies

concerning the restoration are multitudinous in the 0·Τ· but the following are
of interest : -Isa. 1.26; 9*6/7; Jer* 23* 5/6; 33* 14/15. Ezek. 37· 24?
Dan. 7e 13/1U; Hos. 3» 4/5; Amos. 9· 11; Micah 4o 1/2.
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Verse 7 :

"And he said unto them, It is not for you to Imow the
times or the seasons, which the Father hath put in
his own power.ff

"It is not for you to know •. ·ff It was not their province or privilege* To
whom it belonged was explained a moment later·

"(the) times or (the) seasons .··" The R.V· and R*S.V. omit both lfthefs*.as
they have been bracketed here· Times and

seasons are not synonyihous terms· "Times" refers to the critical moments of
history· ."Seasons" refers to the epochs in which the "times" occur and cover a
period during which "tines" happen· , The Lord's meaning should be now more
clear· It is not for us to know the course of history noa? the major events
which constitute that history*

"which the Father hath put in His own power . ·." The Father ;has told us of
certain time periods .and

these should give us a good indicatipn as to "when shall these things be"·
Paul makes this quite clear in 1 ihess· 5· l/lO· God has given us sufficient
information for our needs but the "day11 and the "hour11 is not ours to know·
Neither has it been revealed to the angels nor the Son· (lark 13·32J Matt·
24e 3&.) The time of "not many days hence" of verse 5 referred to a DAY·
Whereas we may work out the probatpLe YEAR, the day has been hidden from us,
and, during his mortal life on earth, denied to the Son»

The phrase "put in his own power" means that God has predetermined the
times and the seasons in the exercise of His own power or" authority· The
power and authority belongs to God and man has no physical nor moral rigjht to
be told of the day· The answer which Jesus gave seems to give us a lesson that
we should not occupy ourselves in investigating such matters which lie in the
future• The present is here now and there is work to be done· We should be
much better occupied by preaching the gospel of the Kingdom of God·

Verse 8 t

"But ye shall receive power, after that the Holy Spirit is
come upon you : and ye shall be witnesses unto me both in
Jerusalem, and in all Judaea, and in Samaria, and unto the
uttermost part of the earth-"

"But ye shall receive power after that the Holy Spirit is come upon you ···"

In the state they were in at that time, knowing little of the Divine ELan
and Purpose, it was very essential for them to have the Holy Spirit· This would
give them power which was contained in nine spiritual gifts· These are detailed
by Paul in 1 Cor* 12. 8/10· The Power which such gifts would give them would
be very gpreat indeed. They would be able to use this power at will but it
appears that Peter was very conscious of his imperfection and often sought the
Divine Blessing in prayer before using the Power·

"and ye shall be witnesses unto me ···" Acts 1· 22· gives a most important
qualif ication of an Apostle· He had to

be a witness of the physical resurrection of Jesus. If they had had first hand
evidence of his resurrection as a person who could be seen and touched, then
they would be able to show that this was indeed the Son of God· The qualifi-
cation is also given in John 15· 27· If they had been witnesses from the very
beginning, then they would have witnessed his doctrines, miracles, life, death,
resurrection and ascension· See Acts 2e 32; 10# 39^ 10· 41; 22. 15; and
26· 16·
ftin Jerusalem, and in all Ju&ea, and in Samaria, and to the uttermost part of
the earth • · · "

Note the order which indicates an expansion in the preaching of the
Gospel· They were to start in Jerusalem, and then extend to Ju&ea of which
Jerusalem was the capital·.. Having covered this portion of the Holy Land, they
were to extend to Samaria which country had been forbidden to them in the days
of Jesus· See Matt. 10« % Thereafter their preaching was to extend to all
the habitable'earth at that time·
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Verse 9 :

"And when he had spoken these things, while they "beheld,
he was taken up ; and a cloud received him out of their
sigrt."

"And when he had spoken these things, while they beheld, he was taken up ..."

The past participle is carefully chosen here and should read 'Having
spoken . ..n This would indicate that his being taken up was something which
occurred after he had spoken and was not something which interrupted his
speaking»

"while they beheld, . . · " another participle — "they beholding", i.e. not
while they were not looking.

"he was taken up ..." The Greek word means "lifted up1* (off the ground) and
this is the translation given in the R.S.V* This was

the first of two stages. He was raised off the ground and then the next stage
took place. We interpolate here that Luke records the ascension in these words:
"··· while he blessed them, he was parted from them ···" (Luke 24· 51·) Note
the tense. ; He was not taken up. TWHILE HE WAS IN THE ACT OF BLESSING THEM but
was taken up WHILE HE BLESSED THEM. This indicates that immediately he had
blessed them, he was taken up.

"and a cloud received him out of their sight »··" This was the second stage.
Having been raised off the

ground, the cloud enveloped him and took him out of their sight. They did not
watch the cloud go into heaven. The movement was heavenwards. Jesus was taken
up bodily and disappeared when he was enveloped in a cloud* No doubt when the
cloud dissolved away, nothing could be seen. It is prophesied that the Lord
will come again in clouds» (Matt. 24. 30. and 26· 64·) This does not mean
that the Returned Christ will be seen riding upon a fast moving cloud but that
he will appear in the same way as he disappeared.

The word "clouds11 comes from the Greek "nephele" from the root
"nephos". The same word is used in Rev. 1. 7· "Behold, he cometh with
clouds ·•·" which corroborates the angelfs words, "Thissame Jesus shall so
come in like manner as ye have seen him go ..." The same word is used in
1 Cor. 10. 2* ref erring to the pillar of cloud which led the chdLldren of Israel
through their wilderness journey. Another use is found in 1 Thess. 4· 17·
where "... we which are alive and remain shall be caught up together with them
in the clouds, <>··"* In this passage, "Them in the clouds" refers to those who
will be raised from the dead. In Luke 9© 34· a "cloud11 is mentioned out of
which came the voice of God* A careful comparison of these records shows that
there is a strong leaning towards the idea of the "cherubim" or "company of
angels"© It appears to be logical that the Lord Jesus was accompanied into
heaven by angels and will return in the same manner. (2 Thess. 1# 7·)

Verse 10 :

"And while they looked stedfastly toward heaven as he went
up, behold, two men stood by them in white apparel;"

"And while they looked steadfastly ..." The Greek word means "gazing fixedly".
The word occurs twice in 2. Cor.3«7·

and 13· but apart from these two occurenees, the usage is peculiar to Luke.
The occurences are Luke 4· 20; 22. 56; Acts 3. 4; 11· 6·; 7· 55; 10· 4;
13. 9; 14· 9; 23. 1. All these passages denote the fixing of the eyes on
something with an intent gase. Applied to the ascension, such a word does
not permit of any imagination acting within the watching apostles. They
saw and saw intently, leaving no room for doubt.

"toward heaven ##." represents direction which was upwards. Cannot refer to
Godfs dwelling place.

"as he went up ..." does not refer to direction (R.S.V. "as he went") but to
his act of moving away. (Die Bybel "weggaan" went away).
R.V. also omits "up".

lfBehold ..." to introduce something unusual or surprising.
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"two men stood by in white apparel ··©" These were angels clothed in the robe
of righteousness· Probably fine
linen· See Rev* 19· 8*

It has been suggested that these two men were Moses and KLijah who stood
by at the transfiguration· Their presence on the former occasion was to
indicate that the Law and the Prophets had pointed to "his decease which he
should accomplish at Jerusalem"

Φ
 Irake % 31« 3 ^ Lstw ̂ ^ the presets were

more concerned about his Second Ocming than his temporary abode in heaven
therefore we cannot accept this suggestion* If they were Moses and Elijah then
the theory would suggest that both these men were in an immortal state· We do
not believe that any man has received immor^bality BEFORE Jesus nor do we
believe that anyone has received it since®

Verse 11 : .
ff
ffhich also said, Xe men of Galilee, why stand ye gaging
up into heaven? this same Jesus, which ]is taken up from
you into heaven, shall so come in like mariner as ye have
seen him go into heaven·"

"Ye men of Galilee ···" Thus accenting their;humble origin· There is no
derogatory statement here but is a means of bringing

home to them the mercy of God in having called them to His Plan and Purpose·
See 1 Cor· 1· 26/29·

"why stand ye gazing up into heaven?" As we, shall, see in a moment, the
"gazing" was continued AFTER Jesus

had gone into heaven· Just as the women were called from the precincts of the
tomb, (Luke 24· H/5*) so the disciples are called from their gazing which
would now reveal nothing to them.

"this same Jesus, which is taken up from you into heaven ·.··" THIS SAME JESUS

in bodily fom>
He is the Messiah* There is no need to look for another·

"is taken up
w
 is translated in R»Y· as

 fl
was received up

n
, R»S

#
V· "was

taken up", Die Bybel "opgenera is", all indicating past tense· Jesus ,had
disappeared by the time the two angels spoke to them·

"shall so come in like manner ·©·** Jesus had spoken to them about this during
his minist^e See Luke 21

#
2?

Λ
 The «like

manner" means that he will come again "with clouds
11
, "in clouds", or "in the

clouds" (Matt· 24*30; 26·64; Mark 13*26; 14·62·) The manner of the Return is
actual, when clouds will envelop him and, when they disappear, then shall be
revealed the Son of man from heaven, togeth&r with his mighty angels· This
appearance may be similar to that granted to the servant of Elisha·
(2 Kings 6*17·) For prophecies of the dramatic appearances of the Lord, see
1 Thess· 4· ^k/?-7· and 2 Thsss· 1

#
 7/10·)

Verse 12 :

"Then returned they unto Jerusalem from the mount called
Olivet, which is from Jerusalem a sabbath day's jouarney·"

"Then returned they unto Jerusalem .. · " This repeats the information given
• in Luke 24· 25.

"Olivet .··" It is suggested that Luke used this name for the benefit of
Theophilus who was a stranger to Jerusalem· He may well have

used the name for the benefit of readers throughout all ages who were
strangers to Jerusalem»

"a sabbath day
!
s journey ··." TfeditionalXy 2,000 cubits distance which the

Israelite was pe:nnitted to go from the tabernacle
on the sabbath day· It appears to have been taken from the distance between
the people and the ark at the crossing of the Joir&arw (Jbsh· 3·4*) .2,000
cubits was also the limit around a city of refuge beyond which an accidental
murderer may not pass until the death of the HLgih Priest· Synbolically,
killing a person brings about the same result as the sin in the Garden of Eden
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which is death· Wilful murder is wilful sin and accidental murder is
accidental sin© That the slayer had to remain within bounds showed God's mercy
to him and the death of the High Priest was the Type of which the death of
Jesus is the anti-type· (Num· 35· 2/34·) The distance in our measurement is
5 - 6 furlongs which is the distance between the summit of the Mount of Olives
and Jerusalem* The ascension appears to have taken place near Bethany but they
are reported to have returned from the Mount of Olives· There is no difficulty
in this· Having witnessed the ascension from near Bethany, they returned via
the Mount of Olives·

Verse 13 :

"And when they were come in, they went up into an upper
room, where abode both Peter, and James, and John, and
Andrew, Philip, and Thomas, Bartholomew, and Matthew,
James the son of Alpheus, and Simon Zelotes, and Judas
the brother of James ο"

"they went up into an upper room ·. ·
fl
 Not the same "upper room" of Luke
22β12

β
 where the Last Supper was held·

The nouns are different· The room belonged to a private house and not to one
which would usually be hired as was the room of Luke 22· 12· Same as the
"iqpper room" of Acts 9· 39J and 20· 8·

Luke now changes his discourse to one of describing the Ecclesial life
of the apostles· The eleven remaining disciples are named as living in the
room together with Mary, the mother of Jesus and the women· Thus it must have
been a big room· The disciples had recovered from the panic which caused them
to disperse· (Matt· 26·56· and Mark 14» 50·) They had met several times since
that sad occasion· (Matt· 28· 16; Mark 1δ·14ί Luke 24·36j and John 20, 19 and
26; John 21· )

The list of apostles given here is the fourth to appear in the Ν·Τ· the
others being Matt· 10. 2/4$ Mark 3· Io/l9j Luke 6· lVl6· In these lists,
Peter is always mentioned first, Philip fifth and James the son of Alpheus is
always ninth while Judas Iscariot is always last· Matthew and Luke give the
names two and two together while Mark gives the names singly·

The women who were present included Mary as mentioned above and "the
women" who are likely to be those mentioned in Luke 23· 49 and 55 who, no
doubt, are Mary*s sister, Mazy'the wife of Cleopas and Mary Magdalene who are
mentioned in John 19· 25* Since the room may well have been the same as that
of Acts 12· 12, we can expect Mazy, the mother of Mark to have been there
plus Ehoda·

¥erse 14 :

"These all continued with one accord in prayer and
supplication, with the women, and Mary the mother
of Jesus, and with his brethren· " '

l!
These all continued with one accord in prayer and supplication · · ·"

"THESE ALL" shows that all took part in aaily devotions, without
exception· They were "with one accord", meaning with one heart and mind·
Luke is fond of using this expression for it is found in Acts 2· 1 and 46 J
4«24j 5.12j 7·57; 8·6| 12·20; 15«25j I8*12j 19.29· Paul uses it once in
Bom· 15· 6· The unanimity is emphasized by the use of the word "continued

11
·

The B.V· and E
O
S*V· both omit "supplication

1
* as does the Diaglott, Khox

Amplified Version, Schonfield and Moffatt* Prayer here might have followed
the Israelite pattern of morning, noon and evening prayer· See Dan· 6· 10

#

Note that in this verse, Mary the mothex* of Jesus disappears from the
Biblical narrative· Her exalted position now assigned to her by Borne is not
supported by Scripture·

Verse 15»

"And in those days Peter stood up in the midst of the
disciples 2 and said, (the number of names together
were about an hundred and twenty,)"

"And in those days ••
<>

w
 This is a favourite expression of Luke's to indicate

the lapse of time between one event and another or a



change of subject· See Luke 1* 21*.; 1*39; 2
9
 1; Λ , 2; 6* 12j Acts 6* 1;

ll
e
 27J 21o 15· Similar expressions are "It carne to pass ..." and •Slow . · . " .

Here Luke is changing, his story from the establishment of a small body of
believers centred around the apostles

 $
 to an introduction to the replacement of

Judas Iscariot. In the continuity, it is necessary to show that Judas had died,
to shpw that he died according to the Scripture, and then to show how his place
was filled and that this filling was also according: to the Scriptures·

"Peter stood up in the midst ··." Peter takes the initiative· This is due to

the priority given him by the Lord and to
the dynamic nature of his character and energy· Matt* I6

o
18j Luke 22· 31/32;

John 21. 15/17*

"in the midst" suggests "surrounded by disciples of Jesus"and does not
mean that Peter was in the middle and the others all round bdin.

"of the disciples ..." The R
O
V· and R.S.V. both g^ve"brethren" which shows a

closer relationship than "disciples"·

"(the number of names ·©.") After the words "and said", there follows a state-
ment in brackets which is an interpolation by way

of clarification. The words "number of names" indicate an undetermined number
of people which is assessed later in the verse at "about 120"· The word
"names" shows that the people had some special character about them which
entitled them to be there» It is wrong to assume that the number 120 repre-
sented all the believers in existence at that time because of 1 0or* 15· 6*
"Names* and "persons" are no.t synonymous teriaŝ  nor do they draw a distinction
between males and females

$
 (it having been Jewish custom or O.T. usage

9
 to

register males only.) Furthemore names such.as "Galileans", "Sajoaaritans",
"Scribes"

9
 etc·, would not apply· We submit that the "names* refers to those

who had been baptised during the ministry of Jesus· (John 4· 1/2·)

"were about one hundred and twenty·
11
 Those who are interested in the signifi-
cance of numbers will find something' here

because God must have had a purpose in causing Luke to record this figure.
Nothing in Scripture is given haphazardly· Turning to the creation stoiy of
Gen· I© we find that the dry land appeared out of the seas and seed and frudlt
appeared· All these are symbols of "resurrection" to a new life· Three is the
number of Divine perfection as are the three sides of a triangle which cannot
be pushed out of shape© It also represents the full stage of existence having
three dimensions ̂ length, breadth and height. 3 x 4-0 » 120 and forty is tiie
number of years of a generation· Adding all these symbols together, we get the
thought that all generations of mankind will have a share in the resurrection
which is to come when the new creature will be immovable. In the meantime,
there have been people from all generations who have looked and waited for tJae
coming of the Lord and the day of Resurrection. This "waiting" was symbolised
in the "names" (those whose names are written in the Book of Life) who were
waiting for the baptism of the Holy Spirit·

¥erse 16 :

"Men and brethren, this scripture must needs have been fulfilled,
which the Holy Spirit by. the mouth of David spake before con-
cerning Judas, which was guide to them that took Jesus. "

"Men and brethren ·.." omit "and" - should be *Men
9
 brethren!" Normal

salutation when opening an address to a meeting. See
Acts 2. 29 and 37; ?· 2j 13. 15; 13·

 2
^5 13· 38f 15* 7; 15· 13; 22. 1;

23· lj 23. 6; 28. 17* "Men" used as a term of respect; "brethren
ft
 used to

signify a more intimate association.

"this Scripture- must needs have been fulfilled ...
w
 It was necessary for it to

have been fulfilled.
Peter's subsequent remarks give acknowledgement to the fact that the Scripture
concerning this matter was Divinely inspired ("which the Holy Spirit ·· spake")
and that David was the channel through whom the communication was made. (

fr
by

the mouth of David
11
) "Spake before .«." indicates O.T. days.

 fS
who was guide

to them ···* referring to the act of treachery by Judas. Peter is mild in
referring to the DENIAL by Judas, referring to it as Judas "becoming guide".
Luke

f
s great accuracy in this small detail shows that Peter's own denial was
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still fresh in his mind· In a word we are shown a characteristic of Peter,
namely, his great capacity for hvpility.

"concerning Judas" The prophecy did not refer specifically to Judas but to his
betrayal·
The Scripture referred to comes f rom Psa· Al # 9»

Verse 17 :

"For he was numbered with us, and had obtained part of
this ministry»tf

"For he was numbered with us, ···" The context shows that Peter felt it
necessary to explain why Judas had betrayed

his master· He was numbered with us, refers to his special place as one of a
number of men, twelve, who had been chosen by the Lord*

"and had obtained part of this ministry ·«•" He had received his portion of
apostleship*

The disciples must have been shocked to learn that one of their number
had betrayed his Lord after having been chosen by him and been gpLven his part
as an apostle· How was such a thing possible? The Scriptures must be ful-
filled· It was part of the suffering of Jesus that his familiar friend should
turn against him and that Judas must suffer the fate of a traitor· This was
the Divine Plan·

Verse 18 :

"Now this man purchased a field with the reward of iniquity;
and falling headlong, he burst asunder in the midst, and all
his bowels gushed out·" ...

"Now this man purchased a field with the reward of iniquity ···n The R*Vj
ReS*V* and

the Diag· put verses 18 and 19 in brackets to indicate that Peter was making
reference to historical facts· To regard the verses as an interpolation is to
interrupt the continuity of the story· Peter is at this time an orator and
not an historian so it would appear to be better to regaixi all verses as being
part of a continuous story· R*V· has "obtained" instead of purchased" and
this appears to be more correct· This does away with any criticism on account
of Matthew* s story that the chief priests purchased the file (Matt· 27·7·)

"field" lit· "place" applied to landed property· Instead of his place amongst
the apostles, Judas got "earth" in which he was buried and lost his

chance of salvation· The sentence of Gen· 3· 19· "dust thou art and unto dust
shalt thou return", seems appropriate here·

"the reward of iniquity ···" His reward was death and a return to the earth·
There is an undesigned coincidence here and shows

Lukefs accuracy and attention to detail· Peter used the expression during his
speech which Luke now records· Years later we find Peter using it again· See
2 Pet· 2· 13· for "reward of unrighteousness11 and verse 15 of that chapter for
"wages of unrighteousness"·

*and falling headlong ·.·* Greek word means ''prone11, i#e· head-first· He
hanged himself by diving head-first with his head

in a noose· Matthew says "hanged himself" (Matt· 27·5«) thus giving rise to
the criticism that the two accounts are at variance· Actually both are
correct· Matthew tells us that he hanged himself but does not say how he did
it· Peter, recorded by Luke in this verse, does not state that he hanged him-
self but tells us that he dived headlong· In other words, he tells us how he
did it·

"he burst asunder in the midst ·»·2 The rope broke, or his head came out of the
noose, or when he got to the end of the

rope, his fall was arrested and he spun violently to the ground and, being a fat
man according to tradition, burst asunder· Bursting signifies a bursting noise·

"all his bowels gushed out" An ignominious and gjiastly end for a traitor·
The gushing out would happen as a result of the

bursting asunder·
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"And it was known unto all the dwellers at Jerusalem;
insomucih as tliat fiqld is called in their proper ·
tongue, Aceldama, that is to say, The field of blood·

11

M
It was known to all V·· at' Jez*usalem * .

 β
" Peter admits that the death of

Judas is not something his hearers
did not know· The retribution of Judas

1
 death has a deeper significance than

the deserved death of a ir&itoro This man had sinned against the God of Israel·
The rapid punishment could not have failed to impress everyone, even
unbelievers· .

^insomuch a··
1
* because, i*e* as a result of the fore-going, the field was

given a certain naroe*

w
that field is called in their proper tongue ···" The

 f
*proper tongue" would be

the language spoken at the
time, which was an Jbramaic corruption of Hebrew·

"Aceldama" Translated as TField of Blood" because of the blood of Jesus and
not because of the blood of Judas· It was the price of the blood

of Jesus· Having been touched by Judas
1
 blood it would be polluted· Note

Luke
f
s care for Gentile readers by explaining that the name lias a meaning· The

field is described in Matt· 27*7* as a "potter*s field"· The three appearances
of the word "field" in Acts 1* 18/19· are the only places in which the word
occurs* It means a plot of ground but is different ftom the word used for a
field (of corn) or for ploughing where something will grow· It lay above the
spot where the valleys of Gehenna (HLnnom) and Kidron join· The soil there is
of clay, hence Matthew* s description'of a "potter's field"· This place was to
be the burial ground of a vessel fashioned unto dishonour and a place where
nothing will grow·

jfeyse 20 :

"For it is written in the book of Psalms, Let his habitation
be desolate, and let .no man dwell therein : and bis
bishoprick let another talce· "

Having built up his argument, Peter now returns to his main theme, and
shows that just as the betrayal was the subject of prophecy contained in the
Psalms from which he now quotes·

"Let his habitation be desolate ···** from Psa« 69· 25* This verse should be
read in the context of verses 22 to 28*

In Hebrew the word "habitation
11
 means an enclosure or encampment· In Greek it

means a shelter for the night with reference to shepherds and their flocks·
It was this abode of a man who could have been a shepherd of men, which was to
be given to another· The other quotation from Psalms comes from Psa* 109· 8»
Both these Psalms are Messianic* Both are dedicated to "The Chief Musician"
which indicates that when the Song of Moses and the Song of the Lamb is sung,
the Chief Musician who will conduct the h$mn of praise, is Jesus* Psalm 69
adds ""upon Shoshannim"· This word means Mixes, or the Spring Festival or the
Passover· Paul's quotation of Psa· 69· 22/23 appears in Rom· 11· 9/10·

Reference to Psalms 69 and 109 will show that they are written with a
prophetic application to Jesus, Israel his accusers and Judas, the Satan of
Psa· 109· 6* Peter quotes these Psalms in the singular as applying to Judas
in whom the opposition of Israel seems to be embodied· This leads to a further
application of the betrayal to all those who turn against Jesus* The True
Believer can also turn against the lord, by wilful sin .and so "crucify to them-
selves the Son of God afresh^ and put him to an open shame"· (Heb. 6· 6·) This
possibility should cause us some anxiety and induce us to resist sin at all
costs· The personal application is shown by the anxiety of the eleyen, each, of
whom asked, "Is it I?" (Matt· 26. 22j Mark 3Λ* 19j Luke 22· 23·)

"Let no man dwell therein"· Pro· Psa· 109· 8·

"his bishopric*: let another take
11
· The description of Judas

1
 vacated office as

a bishoprick is correct in a modern sense»
In those days^ the word meant "charge" as translated in Schonfield^ Moffatt, or
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"office" as in IUS.V*, Diag, Moulton, Knox· Weymouth has "work", the
Amplified Version gives the alternates "position" or "overseership"· Die Bybel
has "opsienersamp" (Supervisor

1
 s office·/ It carries a meaning of appointment

to a position of authority·

Verse» 21 :

"Wherefore of these men which have companied with us
all the time that the Lord Jesus went in and out
among us,"

Having shown his hearers the pattern of Scripture, Peter now leads υρ to
the appointment of a person to fill the high office· Because of the prophecies,
Peter would regard this duty as the result of a Divine Command· This is shown
by the introduction of verse 21 by the word "Wherefore ··."·

"of these men which have companied with us ···" in sequence, the next words to
follow could be "must one bo

ordained to be · · ·" of verse 22
#
 The teaching is that Apostles could come from

only those who can fulfil certain conditions which Peter now states· The use
of the word "men" signifies males as opposed to females· "Corapanied" signifies
the joint act of "coming" and "going", i

#
e· going in all directions· The rule

requires not only belief in the Lord's teaching but also experience as one of a
body of wen who went with him everywhere during his ministry· This is confirmed
by the next words —

"all the time that the Lord Jesus went in and out among us"· To go in and out
denotes continual,

movement· This required a knowledge of all that he said and did. "Among us"
has the sense of "over us" meaning as a "head" or "leader"· The time when this
qualifying period would start has eng^Lged much attention but it would appear to
be indicated by Mark 1· 34* when John was put in prison and Jesus started to
preach the Gospel and, chose his disciples· The qualifying period could not
have started when John baptised Jesus because Jesus did not start to preach
immediately after he was baptised· His ministry started in Galilee· See.
Matt. 4· 12· and 17·

Verse 22 ι

"Beginning from the baptism of John, unto that same day
that he was taken up from us, must one be ordained to be
a witness with us of his resurrection· "

"beginning fron* tjie baptism pf John *
 f
 · " Itegwrding John as a fore-runner but

not making it necessary for an apostle
to have followed John as well· The idea suggests the ENTIEB ittNISTHT OP JESUS
from the beginning·

"unto that same day that he was taken up ···" Means right υρ to the very last
- moment of Jesus being on earth·

"taken υρ" followed by "from us
w
 sutggests (l) their own loss, and (2) they

were witnesses of his ascension· This would require that they were also
witnesses to his resurrection yrhich is one of the great teachings of
Christianity·

"must one be ordained to be a witness with us of his resurrection
11
· The

addition
of the words

 fl
with us" gives a chance to others to be numbered amongst the

Apostles but not amongst the twelve·
The word for "witness" comes ffom the Greek "martus" from which comes

"martyr" meaning to have information which can be sυLbstantiated· The modern
meaning of having to see for one

f
s-self does not apply here· It means to have

incontrovertible proof. If we can acquire such proof from studies of the
Scriptures, then we are also ordained to preach· Having been given the know-
ledge, we are then "sent"· Carrying this idea further, we find in Romans
10· 13/15· a· strong indication that we are under an obligation to preach the
gospel of peace. How then, can we preach unless we are "sent"? We are sent
in this way and, being sent, become latter day apostles· The word "apostle"
means "one sent"·
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Verse 23 :

"And they appointed two, Joseph called Barsabas, who
was surnamed Justus , and Matthias*

tf

lf
And they appointed ···" In view of what follows, they did not appoint any*·

one at that stage· They oust nominated them for
office and left the' choice to God· Why the nominations were limited to two men
is not stated but it can be inferred that in view of the searching qualifi-
cation for one of the Twelve, only two could be found*

The nominated men were Joseph which is the same as Joshua or Jehoshua
meaning Saviour or Jahweh Saves· This man was called "Barsabas"· The prefix
"Bar" always means "son of

ff
 as in Barnabas, Bartimaeus and Bar-Jona· Barsabas

appears in Acts 4· 36. and 15· 22· but in each case is a different person· It
is generally thought that Barsabas means "son of swearing" or "son of the oath"
but this is doubtful because the etymology is uncertain· Bruce (Text) suggests
it might have been Barshabba meaning son of the sabbath from having been born
on the sabbath· His third name was Justus being a Latin name, it being
customary in those days to adopt a Latin name· (Note that Saul changed his
name to its Latin fom of Paulus·) Justus means "Upright" which signified
faithful observance of the Law· The "Judas surnamed Barsabas" of Acts 15*22·
may have been his brother·

The other naninee was Matthias which means "Gift of Jah" and is a
contracted form of

 tf
Mattithiah"· "Matthew" is another variant of the name·

The Greek equivalent is "Theodore"^

Verse 24 ι

"And they prayed, arid said, Thou, Lord., which knowest
the hearts of all men, shew whether of these two thou
hast chosen,

w
 .

n
And they prayed ···*' This is the first recorded prayer of the newly formed

Ecclesia· In the Greek it appears as a participle
9

namely, "praying said"· It has been suggested that, because the title "Lord"
appears in the prayer, that the disciples addressed the prayer to Jesus to
whom they had always appealed in their problems· There is no proof of this
because the word Kurios (Lord) is used in connection with God and with Jesus in
the Ν·Τ· A further argument is that the disciples would leave the choice of a
disciple to him who had chosen the other disciples· This is a poor argument
because we saw in our examination of verse 2 that Jesus had chosen the
disciples through the Power of God acting through him· Ultimately it was God
who made the choice· We should not entertain speculations so we shall accept
that the disciples prayed to God· Surely when they had prayed in the past, or
when they heard Jesus pray, all such prayers would have been addressed to
God·

Those who look for undesigned Scriptural coincidences will see Peter
1
 s

use of the expression "knoweth the hearts" in Acts 15* 8· and its use in this
verse· Prom this slender evidence, they may deduce that Peter led the company
in prayer· By the same process of analysis, we may deduce that John led them
in prayer as he interpolated a similar idea in John 2· 24/25· Searching the
heart is mentioned in Jer· 11.20; Jer· 17· 10; Jer· 20· 12· and Rev· 2

#
23·

Whoever it was who offered the prayer on behalf of the assembly mentioned the
"searching of the heart" for a veiy good reason· It appears to be obvious what
the choice of the assembly was· Barsabc.3 is mentioned first as a first choice,
and careful attention is gpLven to his identity by mentioning his name, surname
and assumed name· But only God sees into the heart and His choice is not always
man

f
s choice·

"show" the Greek original here is used to. indicate the public announcement
o:f the result of an election·

 fc
 ·.·*

"chosen
11
 same as the word discussed in verse 2· .
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Verse 25 :

"That he may take part of this ministry and apostle ship,
from which Judas by transgression fell, that he might
go to his own place· "

"That he may take part ·.." R.V· To take the place in this ministry ···" They

state for what end they desire the Divine choice»

"ministry and apostleship" service (ministry) and management with

responsibility (apostleship;·

"from which Judas by transgression fell ···" from which Judas apostacised·

"that he might go to his own place*
 w
 Judas left M s place as a minister and

disciple and went to the place where he
died· This would make the phrase refer to a return for the purpose of
retribution· This is in the same sense as Num* 22*.· 25·

The decision is now left to God· The disciples have indicated why they
have asked God for guidance but do not attempt to inflicence the Divine
decision· See Prov· 16* 33·

Verse 26 :

"And they gave forth their lots; and the lot fell upon
Matthias; and he was numbered with the eleven apostles·"

"And they gave forth their lots ···" There is no record of lots being cast
after this incident in the Ν·Τ· The

method of this ballot is unknown* Casting of lots was permitted under the Law·
On this, the only occasion in N,T, Days on which it was used, the disciples
were in a spiritually orphaned condition· Lots or lotteries have no part in
Ν·Τ. teaching so no support for modern lotteries or raffles can be adduced
from this incident· The O.T· references are Lev· 16· 8; Num· 26· 55· and
Prov· 16· 33· Prom the use of "lots" and "lot" it has been deduced that the
people cast forth their lots, i

#
e· they cast into a helmet (to follow ancient

custom) or some suitable container their own "lots" which would indicate the
name of their choice· Afterwards one LOT would be withdrawn to indicate the
official choice· In this way,, the number of lots cast for Joshua Barsabas
would make no difference to the final choice if God willed the result otherwise·
As it happened, God reversed the order given and chose Matthias, thus showing
that man

f
s choice is not always God

?
s choice·

In Esther 3· 7· we read of
 ft
Pur

ff
 which is the singular Hebrew word for

"Lot", the plural form being "Purim"· This refers to the "Feast of Purim" or
the "Feast of the Lots"· The Feast commemorates Divine deliverance and that in
spite of the sin of the Jews

iy
 God had not forgotten them in their exile·

(Erov· 16© 33·) The deliverance of His People by God in the days of Esther,
shows the Divine Plan and Purpose to deliver His people when the Kingdom of God
is established· God's purpose will overcome the schemes of men and
righteousness will overcome wickedness» (isa· 54· 17·)

The validity of the procedure has been called into question because no
express command was given; Peter was rash as usual; the Holy Spirit had not
been given to qualify them for such a choice; we never hear of Matthias again
and Paul was excluded from the twelve· Against these objections, it can be
answered that a commandment can be inferred and it is better to take some
action than to take none. If Peter was rash, the whole body was rash to
continue with the idea* Whether the Holy Spirit was given or not, the choice
was still God's* Insofar as we never hoax- of Matthias again, the Scripture is
equally silent about most of the .apostles· Paul could be regarded as a
successor to James who was beheaded· (Acts 12

e
 2

0
) Paul need not be regarded

as a successor but as an additional apostle for he was chosen for the Gentiles
whereas the other apostles taught to the circumcision· After the choice of
Matthias, the body were referred to as "the twelve"· (.Acts 6· 2·) See also
Acts 2· 14· Once again the calling into question of the Scriptures breaks
down· It is always best under such circumstances, to try to prove that the
Scriptures are correct· Better results are always obtained that way·
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Verse 1 :

"And when the day of Pentecost was fully come, they
were all with one accord in one place·11

"··· the day of Pentecost ·•·" To see the "day of Pentecostft in its true
perspective, we must go back to the Law of

Moses and examine the Law of Offerings with a view to finding the anti-typical
meanings· For this purpose a careful reading and study of Leviticus chapter 23
is essential· We shall briefly review the ordinances here·

Lev· 23· 5·') "I*1 the fourteenth day of the first month at
Num· 28· 16·) even is the Lord* s passov^r·"

The Passover i The purpose of the feast of the Passover was to remind
the people of Israel of that dreadful night when the

destroying angels of the Lord slew the first-born of Egypt but passed over the
house of Israel· It was also given so that they could remember their
deliverance from the bondage of Egypt© A proper remembrance of these things
would ma^e the children of Israel realise the moral demands made upon them·
Above all other considerations, the Passover made the people remember the Lord
God of Israel who had called them out of Egypt to be His special people· When
coining out, they were baptised unrbo Moses and in the sea11· (l Cor· 10# 2O)
Since Jesus was the "prophet like unto Moses", (Deut· 18· 15 and 18*) it should
be obvious to us that we are called out of the Gentiles to be part of a people
for His Name (Acts 15.14·) only through our belief and baptism into the name of
the Lord Jesus· See also 1 Cor· 5· 7#

The Feast of the Firstfruits : The record is not clear as to when this
~ "* """""" ceremony was to begin but we shall take

it as being the 15th of the first month Abib· The point to note is that it
closely followed the slaying of the Passover* Lamb· The Passover Lamb had to
be killed before sundown on one day and the Feast of the Fixstfruits had to
begin two days later· We now beg^n to see a connection between the Passover
followed by the Firstfruits and the death of Jesus followed by his resurrec-
tion when he became the "firstfruits of them that slepttf· (l Cor· 15· 20.)

Relating the two rituals to Jesus, we see that the Passover represents
his death ("For Christ our Passover is sacrificed for us" - 1 Cor· 5·7#) and
the Fea.st of the First Frtdts represents his Resurrection·

Pentecost : The Feast of the Firstfruits required amongst other things,
the offering of a sheaf of Barley as this cereal was the

first to be produced in the new season· Thereafter, the wheat crop would
ripen· This would take place about 7 weeks later thus providing the time
period for the offering of 1W0 SHEAVES·

Lev· 23· 15· "And ye shall count unto you from the morrow after the
sabbath, from the day that ye brought the sheaf of the
wave of fering; seren sabbaths shall be complete :

16· Even unto the morrow after the seventh sabbath shall
ye number fifty days} and ye shall offer a new meat
Ameal) of fering unto the LORD.11

This period was a Jubilee period and coming after a period of about
seven weeks, was called THE FEAST OF WESS3· In the course of time, it
became known as the feast of the FHTIEEHO The Greek word for "fiftieth"
being PENTECOST 9 it dropped the name by which it was known ixoder the Law and
was called Pentecost"·

The "firstfruits" are closely connected with the "firstborn11 and both
are dedicated to God* The signif ioance of the Feast of Weeks is that whereas
Jesus was the firstfruits of them that slept, the time will come when, in that
year of Jubilee, Christ will set up the kingdom of God on earth ax A take unto
himself for God, the firstfruits of niany nations, idLndreds and tongues.

The Feast of Tabernacles : This is not part of our present study but it
would be a pity to let this feast go by

unnoticed when suoh an opportunity occurs to mention it· The appropriate
reference is Lev· 23# 34· and the time of offering was the fifteenth day of the
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seventh month, thus bringing to a completion the ceremonial sabbaths of the
Israelite Ceremonial Year· The significance is the tijne of the end of the
Millenium when the Harvest Ingathering will take place and Jesus will give up
his throne to God, that God may be all in all· (l Cor· .15· 28·)

It is worth noting as a matter of interest only, that the Talmud
regarded Pentecost as being a. commemoration of the day that the Law was first
given at Sinai·: It is incorrect, however, to connect the giving of the Law
with the oui^ouring. of 'the Holy Spirit on the day of Pentecost·

: I Under the rules of the Christian church as we know it today, the modern
equivalent1 of: Pentecost is WBITSUNIHre The method of calculation, however,
is different as the; original Feast of weeks was calculated from a certain day,
irrespective of what day in the week that staxting day might be· To this
particular day, 50 more days had to be addedU In calculating Whitsunday, 50
days are added to the sabbath day of the Easter period which differs from year
to year according, to the phases of the moon, and the Sunday arrived at is
Whitsunday. This day is of no spiritxxal significance whatsoever·

Further Biblical references are·Exod* 23· 16; 34· 22j Num* 28· "2.6;
Deut· 16· 9/10·

Vas fully come ···* lit· ^was being fulfilled11· The day was still in
progress so had not yet conpletely come «•? it had

not yet ended· A meaning of **the time was approaching® is gpLven in Luke 9*51»
where the same Greek phrase is used· In Zulu this would be the MF!rogressive
tenaen where the action is going on but is not completed,· In Acts 2· 1» the
Zulu Bible does not draw this distinction but simply says "sekufikile usuku*
(Now the day had come)· In the Luke reference, the distinction is carefully
drawn with lrKwathi sezizakaphelela izinsuku ·»·"· An accurate English
equivalent can be felt in the mind easier than it can be expressed in words·
However, here is an attempt - "It happened that NOW they the days are going
to keep on finishing ···lf ("The days" in this sentence is the subject and not
the object*)

"they were all m · . " ihe problem, is, to determine who are included in this
number* Two gatherings are referred to in chapter 1,

namely, the 11 in verses 2/4 and the 120 of verse 15· The context would
lead us to believe that the "all" referred to are the 120 of 1· 15· This
would mean that the Holy Spirit was to descend upon all of them, both men and
women· This was surely ©ore than Jesus had promised in John. 14«26. The
gathering which was instrusrberl by Jesus not to leave Jerusalem but which was
to wait until the Holy Spirit was given, consisted of the 11· All. commeri^ators
we have consulted do not agree with this but maintain that the vast number of
1· 15· received the Holy Spirit· . . . ·.••

If we disregard the chapter division, we shallt see more clearly who
Luke is writing about* The latter portion of chapter 1 deals with the
Apostles and verse 1 of chapter 2 states "• · * they were all ·«· in one place."
Verse 5 tells of the devout Jews who were in Jerusalem at the time and it can
be inferred that the 120 were amongst these· When "they" began to speak in
other tongues, it is recorded in verse 7 that the question was asked "Are these
not all Galileans?" Must we infer from this that the 12(3 were all Galileans?
Verse It records that Peter stood up amongst the eleven* Why did Luke not say
"Peter, standing up with the 120, ···?" As slender as these reasons are, we
prefer to regard the word "all13 as referring to the Apostles only and not to
the 120 as well·

"with one accord in one place" This is in obedience to the commandment from
the Lord* See Acts 1. 4/5· The promise given

on that occasion and the one quoted above from John 14· 26· was about to be
fulfilled· - . . ?.

Verse 2 :

"And suddenly there came a sound from heaven as of a
rushing mighty wind, and it filled all the house
where they were sitting»"

"And suddenly · •." Luke may have used this word to indicate that it was of
Divine origin and that there was no natttral external cause
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to which it could Imve been attributed» The same Greek word is used in Acts

16, 26 j and 28o 6
O
 A similar Gredc word is used in Asts % 3i

 ar
*d 22

β
 6* The

same is also used in Luke 2© 13ϊ and 9* 3 % The word also has a meaning of

"unawares" or "unexpectedly"©

"there came a sound from heaven»··
31
 Note that the SOUND came from heaven·

The wind did not come from heaven, and, in

fact, there was no wind at all·, but just a sound resembling a mighty wind»

Luke's comparision with "a rushing mighty wind©
e

w
 is the nearest he could get

to a suitable description but it does not give us the true picture· The -trans-

lation is inadequate· The comparative "as" indicates that it was not like a

wind but a "rushing mighty-.wind" was the nearest to describing it3 The word

"rushing" is a passive participle meaning "borne" or "carried" and describes

an involuntary motion by a higher power· Used actively
o
 the partiople suggests

that the wind is not the operative agent which it is not» The m^rd "mighty"

expresses not only the quality of being "mighty" but also the effect of being

violent and destructive· The noun translated as "wind" is a stronger term

meaning "blast"» To summarise, the effect upon those who experienc3d it was

that a sound suddenly struck their ears* It appeared to come from the

direction of heaven as would thunder from above· It was "as unto" a rushing

mighty blast of air which carries everything before it* There was a SOUND

only
 a
nd no wind·

"it filled all the-hcufiee·©
11 tf

it
fl
 refers to the noise and not the wind*

There was no wind at all - just a noise· "The

house" may be that mentioned in 1· 13* but we cannot be sure of this*

WIND is a sign of Divine action of some sort· In Ezek* 37* 9/10· we

have the breath upon the dead bones which were now covered but there w as no

life in them· In the vision, they then stood up on their feet and exceeding

great army© Also, in John 3· 8· Jesus said to Nicodemus, "The wind bloweth

where it listeth^ and thou hearest the sound thereof, but canst not tell

whence it cometh, and whither it goeth : so is every one that is born of

the Spirit"ο

Those references indicate the Divine Power bringing about a state of

affairs in the Divine Plan and Purpose© It was necessary for the people of

Israel to revive as a nation© Hence the vision given to Ezekiel* In the

words spoken to Nicodemus^ Jesus told him how the Holy Spirit operates^ It

is within the power of God to chose whomsoever He will· Nicodemus had heard

the voice of him who spoke by the Power of God and he did not know whence it

Cometh^ Those who are called by God to His Covenants of Promise are called

by the Spirit Word and it is the same spirit that was to take Jesus to heaven

on this .occasion· Thus there is a connection between the sound of the "wind"

which the disciples heard and the voice of him whom Nicodemus heard<> Both

were the manifestation of the Power of God·

"•••where they were sittingo" This phrase suggests that they were at the

time
p
 sitting in their private dwellings It

could also mean that whereas the day was a feast .day, they would be at the

temple or the synagogue from an early hour and would be sitting down· The

actual place where they were is of no importance so Luke does not make it

clear· Nevertheless, we find it hard to resist the view that, in terms of

Like 24o 53· "they were continually in the temple, praising and blessing God·"

This would agree with the view that they were in the temple when they

preached later·
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"And there appeared unto them cloven tongues like as

of fire, and it sat upon each of them*
 !t

"And there appeared unto them cloven tongues
 P
 like as of fire, .. ·" "Cloven

tongues"

would describe all fleones v/hich are not steady flames like the flame of a

candle·- When ©jiything "bums* flames issue which take up the shape of tongues

cloven from the tip to the base* There may,* however, be a lesson here which we

should not miss· When Jesus was -baptised* the Holy Spirit descended upon him

"like a dove"· (Matt* 3* 1β«) Relating this description - "like a dove" - to

that which followed, we find that Jesus preached a gospel of peace» The dove

is a symbol of peace· In the chapter before us , we find "TONGUES
11
 mentioned

and the Apostles began to speak in tongues.

"like as of fire" - we must not think that the fire here was actual flame,

which would have caused a piece of paper to burn if it had been held to it·

The phrase does not refer to actual flames but to the appearance as of fire·

Such a phenomenon is consistent with other· appearances of the Divine Power·

See the burning bush" of Ezod
e
 3· 2· where the bush was not consumed· We

acknowledge the teaching value of the bush not being consumed (God will not

destroy Israel) but we notice that the appearance of this manifestation of God

did not consume as a fire consumes· Contrasted with this, we also note the

appearance of fire in the days of Elijah (l Kings 18· 38·/ as an historical

prophecy of the last days when Christ comes in flaming fire taking vengeance

on them that know not God· (2 Thess· 1* 7/8·) On the first of these
 $
 God did

destroy and on the second^ He will destroy again· In the passage before us
P
 we

find a manifestation of the Divine Presence for good and not for evil·

"*·«* it sat upon each of them·" The verse begins with the phrase "Appeared

unto them * · · " A better translation would be

"were seen upon them"· The .word "cloven" carries the meaning "distributing

themselves"· The Afrikaans Bybel has this meaning and the R
O
V· has "parting

asunder"· The IUS.V· has "distributed"· The flames of fire, descended and

spread out, settling on each of the apostles· The difficulty which we see in

this passage is that SEVERAL tongues appeared and descended
9
 yet IT $at

upon each of them* The esqplanation is given by Paul in M s letter to the

Corinthians in 1. Cor, 12." k/XL. It is "ONE SPIRIT" (Ephes. 4* 4·) although

manifested by many tongues· Paul shows that the same Spirit is manifested by

nine gifts· The use of a singular verb with a plural subject is given in

Gen· 1* 26· "And God said,, Let US make, man in our image
9
 .··" The γ/ord "us"

is plural but the verb "make" is in the first person singular· This leads

many to seize upon this verse as a
 l3
procf" of the trinity® It is argued that

whereas "God"
1
 (Heb

e
 Elohim) is plural, indicating three gods, the verb is

sixigular̂  indicating three in one· Disregarding this distortion of truth, we

find that Eloh±nr refers to angels (Psa* 8* 5· and Heb· 2· 7.) which created

man in their image in the beginning, but it was the Creator who gave the Divine

Power and everything was made according to His Will· Luke*s statement in the

verse we are . studying
P
 acknowledges the Divine origin of the gift of the Holy

Spirit* * ' .

Verse k :

"And they were all filled with the Holy Spirit, and

began to speak with other tongues, as the Spirit

gave them utterance·"

"And they were all filled with the Eoly Spirit ··." In Nam* LI· 2*1/25* we

read of the "spirit
n

which rested upon the seventy elders appointed by Moses. Two men named Eldad

and Medad also had the spirit resting upon them· The effect of these

visitations by the spirit was that the people prophesied which means "taught
n
*

"and began to speak with other tongues, ·*·" The word "began" indicates that

the speaking with other tongues

was happening for the first time* It also carries the sense that this was

only a beginning for the ability to speak with other tongues, continued for
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some years* "other tongues" means tongues other than their own· It also
implies that the tongues spoken were not normally heard in Jerusalem* Jews
from other parts would speak Hebrew

9
 Greek or Aramaic^ all of which would be

understood in Jerusalem· The languages now heard would be something so
different as to *be noticeable and worthy of comment· The Lord

1
 s promise

recorded in Mark-16© 17o where he promised that they would speak in NEW
TONGUES, bears out this -view·

The Holy Spirit would "give them utterance" by choosing the language
which each one spoke^ suiting to the nationality of the people who heard them·
The ability of the Apostles thus moved by the Holy Spirit, to make it possible
for all the hearers to understand what was spoken must be contrasted with a
previous Divine intervention when utter confusion was the result· This was
the confusion of tongues at Babel. (Gen* 11· 3/9·) (Speaking in tongues is
known as

 tf
gLo3solalia

w
·)

The significance of the comparison jost made is that whereas in the
days of Babel $ God brought confusion to the nation at Babel, and divided the
people into language groups

9
 now God showed that through M s Word$ which

needed the gift of tongues to teach^ all nations would come to a unity of
Faith and wotild contribute to the building of an holy temple unto the Lord*
(Ephes· 2

e
 21o) In this TO see why allusion is made in the Bible to ΝΑΪΙ0Ν3

as TONGUES, (isa. 66· 18j Dan· 3* 4 and 7; Bev· 5* 9; 7« 9j 10· llj 11· 9;
13· lyih. 6; 17· '15.) • . , •

The Holy Spirit would also "give them utterance
tr
 by choosing what they

spoke· Luke does not tell us what the Apostles spoke about· It could, have
been words of praise of God for His mighty acts in this instance* ^ ~
Alternatively, it could have been words of exhortation or> -it could have been
doctrinal issues· At this early stage in the Apostles

1
, career, it would most

likely be words of praise·

The gift of tongues was a gift for the occasion and for a special
purpose* The Apostle Paul claimed to speak with tongues more than anyone
(l Cor· 14*18*) yet he was unable to converse with the Gentiles at Lystri*
(Acts 34· H/14·) His ignorance of the language is indicated by the fact that
he appears from the narrative not to have known at first· what the intentions
of the people were· No dcubt the gift of tongues must have been much desired
by the early Christians for we find an abuse developing which Paul countered
very severely in 1 Cor* 34© People would show off their Spirits-given ability
to speak in other tongues and require another to interpret for them, bringing
honour to both speaker and interpreter rather than bringing honour unto God
and His Word.

The modern claim to be able to speak in tongues would, if it were true,,
be quite different from the gift of tongii.es of .the early Christian erea· Those
who daim to ha;ve the gift, cannot go anywhere and preach in other tongues·
The "gift" is not manifested unless an emotional state is built up first· If
early Christians could see what happens now, they would not recognise it for
the gift of tongues·

Verse^Jj. : • · .... • ,
 l V
 ' "'"

w
And there were dwelling at .«Jerusalem Jews, devout
men ρ out of every nation under heaven. "

w
And there were dwelling «.·" The word ^dwell

1
* carries a meaning of

"beginning to reside** See Matt· 2· 23;
4· 13? 12· 45; Luke 13.· 26; Acts 7. 2; Ephes· 3· 17·

"at Jerusalem · ·»
 w
 The Feast of the Pirstfruits was held at the tabernacle

when the Law was first given through Moses· When a
tabernacle of stone was built in the days of Solomon, the worshippers
gathered at the City of David to worship·

"devout men, ···" BaLlinger*s Critical Lexicon defines "devout" in these
words : "Avoidance through godly fear of doing anything

contrary to rights the fulfilling of all the duties of piety and humanity"·

Luke is the orQy writer in the Bible to use this worcl· It appears in
Luke 2· 25j Acts 2

#
 5j 8« 2; Greeks "eulabes"· Also Acts 10

#
2; 10. 7; and

22, 12; from the Greek "eusebes"· Acts 13*50; Γ7·4ί Γ/·17; from Greek
"sebomai"©
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"out of every nation under heaven"# The motive "behind the gathering at
Jerusalem was to worship but the motive

behind the building of the tower of Babel was stated by the people to be
"··· lest we be scattered abroad upon the facie of the whole earth"·
(Gen* U « 4«) The true motive is that wliich has characterised the human race
throughout their history, namely, the search for POWER and WEAIiTH· The
LORD [prevented the building and scattered the people* (vs. 8) The
distribution of nations as shown by Gen* 10 gives 70 nations· The total of
70 bullocks to be offered from the 15th day of the 7th month offering one less
each day starting with 15 and ending with 7 on the 7th day, was 70·
(13 + 12 + 11 + 10 + 9 + 8 + 7 S

 7°TJI thus showing that when Jesus , in the
anti-type comes to his "harvest ingathering" he will bring peace to all
nations* To show that the gospel would be preached unto all nations , Jesus
appointed 70 disciples* God had scattered the people over the earth and led
His people of Israel to every nation· James addressed M s epistle to "the
twelve tribes which are scattered abroad",» (Jas· 1* 1«) Now the people were
gathered together to worship *

It is possible that a large number of people would be at Jerusalem
because of the g^eat air of expectancy in regard to the fulfilment of Daniel*3
prophecy concerning the coming of the Ifessiah· Ancient historians refer to
this but it cannot be said with certainty that it was so·

Verse 6 :

"Now when this was noised abroad, the multitude came
together, and were confounded, because that every
man heard them speak in his own language· *

"Now when this was noised abroad, ··*" The R*V<> translates "And when M s
sound was heard ·«·" The R*S*V· has

"And at this sound ···" The original Greek is a participle - "This sound
having happened • ··" The word "sound" used here is different from that in
verse 2· A similar thing must have happened in the days of Moses and recorded
in Exod· 20*18· when the people heard the voice of God· Verse 18· says that
<fAll the people ··· saw the noise of the trumpet ··«" One cannot SEE the
noise of a trumpet nor of anything else· The word "see* is used to indicate
"perceive11·

"the multitude came together · ·»" The multitude mentioned here is the same as
that of the previous verse, and means thoae

out of every nation under heaven· The multitude came together by closing in
upon the disciples whos3 speaking in other tongues was suoh a phenomenon·

"and were confounded ··»" The verb here is peculiar to Luke and is found
only twice - here and in Acts 9· 22· The same

word is translated as "confused" or "confusion" in Acts 9·22$ 19·32· The
word is translated as "uproar11 in Acts 21· 31· Basically the word means
!tpoured out together11 showing utter confusion· Some A»Y0

fs have a marginal
"troubled in mind11· The R*S#Ve has "bewildered".

^every man heard them speak in his own language"· This statement is all the
more extraordinary when we

realise that the Greek word translated as ^language* here, is normally
"dialect11· This means that each man not only heard his own language spoken
but heard it in his own dialect as well·

Verse 7 :

"And they were all amazed and marvelled, saying one
to another. Behold, are not all these which speak
Galileans?"

"And they were all amazed ·«·" The Greek word is indicative of being out of
one1 s noxmal condition ~ to be beside one's

self with any strong emotion· They were distraught·
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"and marvelled ·•·" Their marvelling was precipitated by their amazement. It

, would be shown, by ejeculations or by eyes popping with

wonder at what
 J
they heard» .Their first statement one to another, was "Beholdl"

thus showing their utter astonishment,, .

"are not all these which speak Galileans?" There are several ways of looking

at this statement· The people who

were gathered $he#e
9
 obviously knew of the disciples for they must have seen

them with Jesus durlrig his ministry· That is one reason why they were devout «

They had seen Jeisus send heard his teaching without understanding his doctrine»

With one
:
 exception - Judas Iscariot - all the disciples came from Galilee and

must have been known as Galileans from their accent as Peter was on a previous

occasion* (Mark 14* 70a) We must remark that this incident appears to be an

undesigned Scriptural coincidence because foreigners would not have been able

to distinguish one accent from another· The fact that the people were able to

make this distinction proves that the visitors were Jews as verse 5 says they

were· Galilee was over the mountains to the north of Jerusalem* Travel from

one place to the other would have been difficult in those days* Galilee was

not a centre of learning so the Galileans would have been men of poor

education* How then^ thought the Jews who were assembled there y can these

men of little education be able to speak in other tongues, and speak'them so

well that they were accurate accordihg to dialect?

Travellors v/ould ha.ve known the Galileans as they would pass through,

the country on their way east· Isa· 9· ί· speaks of "Galilee cf the Gentiles"

and this is quoted in Matt· 4· 15· Suqh travellors would also know that if

they went through Galilee
 9
 they wquld firjd few people who could speak foreign,

languages·, Some commentators try to firid a £§ct of believers in the term

Galilean but this is not indicated by the text· Jesus had a· Judean ministry

as well as that of Galilee so must have had many followers from Judah as well*

Verse 8 : ;;•

1f
And how hear we every man in our own tongue, whex̂ ein

we were born?"

The astonishment is that men of Galilee should speak other tongues©

The statement goes further by adding Vherein we were born
w
 meaning

 w
t>ur

mother tongue" or, "as we learnt it at our mother's knee^ word for word in our

own dialect"* Luke chose these statements for his record to emphasise the

wonderful achievement of speaking in other dialects· He repeats that which

was said in verse 6· '
 :

 .

Verse 9 :

. . "Barthians, and Medes, and Elamites, and the dwellers

in Mesopotamia., and in Judea$ and Cappadocia, in

Pcntus and Asia,"

This verse is a continuation of verse 8, the sense being "We, the

Parthians, and Medes etc· ," The word "dwellers" added to the names given

suggests that there were no names given to the people of those countries
?
 i»e

o
IT
Mesopotamians, Judeans" and so on· Therefore it was necessary to add that the

"dwellers" from those countries were present·

There is a design about the roll call of people mentioned here·

ParthianSj, Medes, Elamites^ and the dwellers in Mesopotamia" lived to the east

of Judea· The Jews coming from those parts would speak Aramaic and were the

descendants of the dispersion of Israelites from the northe:rei kingdom which hau

been overthrown by the Assyrians· (2 Kings 1?· 6·) Thus it can be seen that

they did not lose their identity as some believe· Later some Jev/s from Judea

may have been added to them when the Babylonians attacked Judea· When the

Persians made decrees permitting the people of Israel to return to Jerusalem^,

such people preferred to stay where they were. The Parthians inliabited a land

v/hich was bounded in the norbh by the Caspian Sea· The Medes also bad a land

which reached to the Caspian Sea arid it lay to the west of Parthia* The

ELamites inhabited a land which, was bounded by the Tigris on the west
9
 Media

in the -north, and Persia in the south and east» Elam is often used as a word
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for Persia* Mesopotamia means "between.the .rivers
11
 arid refers to that land

which lies between the rivers Euphrates and Tigris« The first mention of it

in the Bible is in Gen·. 2^3.0. where it is identified with Nahor·

The inclusion of "Judea" causes soms confusion as it would appear to be

unnecessary to mention that people from Judea were at Jerusalem, the capital

of Jufiea· Suggestions for altering the text have been made but that is trying

to tell Luke what he should have written* It is better to find out why he

stated "Judea" as he did· Regajrding "Judea" in its widest sense possible
 9
 we

take in the land. controlled by David and Solomon v/hen they ruled from Judea*

This would include all the land from the Euphrates to the border of Egypt·

This would explain why Luke does not mention Syria.

With the mention of Cappadocia^ Pontus and Asia, Luke
1
 s geographical

survey now takes in countries to the north and east of Judea· Cappadocia

lies to the east of Galatia· Pontus is to the north of it as

far as the Black Sea· ASIA requires further study as we shall, now see
e

ASIA J Homer who lived and wrote about 900 years before Christ, describes a

swampy land in the country lying to the east of the Aegean Sea which

was noted for its wild fowl, particularly wild duck· . It was an unhealthy land

and was to be avoided for this reason» It was fever ridden· This swaxirp was

known to him as "ASIA", and it continued, with this name for many centuries·

Through changes brought about by many earthquakes which visit that pa^t of the

world vrfLth unpleasant f re quency, the land was raised and although the swainp;

was dmdjied in this manner, it still remained as a depression· Near the end

of it where it enters the Aegean Sea, the city of Ephesus grew· Although it

is. not part of this study
P
 we mention the fact that the name gradually extended

to take in country to the north, east and''south' of Ephesus, and later stilly to

the whole of the Middle East· As time went on, it extended into India and frorvi

there it embraced the whole continent» Thus a name which describes a continent

stretching from the Mediterranean to the Pacific, taking in India
 5
 Malaya *

China and Japan, had its small begibraxlng in a swamp land near Ephecuo· In the

days when Luke wrote his treatises, Asia described land abutting the Aegean Sea»

¥erse 10 :

"Phrygia, and Pamphylia, in Egypt, and in the parts of

Libya about Gyrene
0
 and strangers of Rome, Jews and

proselytes»»"

Luke now turns southward to. the African continent after mentioning the

two places in Asia Minor
s
 namely, Ehrygia (south west of Galatia) and

Pajuphylia (between PhrygLa and the Mediterranean Sea to the south)· Pkrygia

and Gala.tia are often mentioned together giving a reason why Luke emits

Galatia altogether· See Acts l6
e
 6* and. 18· 23·

Egypt had been visited by Israelites from the beginning of their
history· Abraham was a visitoi* to Egypt, in a time of famine» (Gen· 12·10.)
Jews went clown to Egypt when the Babylonians began to attack their country
and carry away captives· The "parts of Libya about Gyrene" encompasses the
land of Northern Africa known to-ancient geographers as "lybia Pentapolis

11
 or

"Lybia Fentapolitana" meaning "The five cities of-Lyfaia". One of these was a
Greek Colony and sea port named Cyrena from which the whole region about was
called Libya Cyreniaca*

The list now turns north across the Mediterranean Sea to Rome* The

description "strangers of Borne" does not mean strangers AT Rpme but

strangers FROM Rome· The word "strangers" comes from the Greek
 st
epidemeo

ff

meaning "sojourner*· The feim .used is a participle meaning "sojourning
11
· The

meaning; is one who comes .from afar and stays for a short while· Note the word

"epidemeo" from which we get "epidemic" meaning a disease which comes from a

source away from home as opposed to "endemic" being the same which starts at

home· , There was a considerable .-number of Jews at Rome ..at that time^ some

having descended from those taken there by Jpompey in B*C· 62 to celebrate

his triumph* No doubt many such Jews having been converted on the day of

Pentecost.» would return to Rome and starb the first ecclesia there. The Jews

mentioned here were Jews after the fleshly descent from Abrahsun· Luke

distinguishes them from "proselytes" from the Same city ν The Jews of Rome were

well laiown as proselyters and must have brought many of their converts with
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them
o
 The reason why Luke mentions them separately is to indicate that such

proselytes would have been bom into Gentile homes and would· therefore speak

a language other than Aramaic· Such people added to the number of languages

spoken·
 r

A proselyte was a Gentile who embraced the Jewish faith by undertaking

to keep the Jewish law and was admitted into full 'fellowship by (l) circum-

cision for males} (2) baptism in the presence of witnesses - usually a self-

baptismj and (3) the offering of a sacrifice© It was more common amongst

women than men because of the discomfort of circumcision and because often the

female wished to marry a Jew but could not do so unless she embraced Judaism.

Many men were content with being a "God fearing" person and we find this

descriptive of Qornelius» (Acts 10* 2.)

Vgrsell :

"Cretes and Arabians , we do hear them speak in our

tongues thewon&ei-ful works of God."

"Cretes and Arabians ..*
lf
 This is one island in the Mediterranean which

figures in. Paulas shipwreck story of Acts chapter

27.

Arabia does not refer to modern Arabia. In Luke:*s day it lay east of

Syria and Palestine and. sketched from the. Red Sea to the-Euphrates· Its

capital was Petra. . .

For what it is worth, we mention that/if we regard Jews and proselytes

from Rome as being two types of people, then the total of the people named .gives

17 different people. The figure 17 is *the seventh prime number, thus indicating

completeness.

Luke mentions again that the Apostles spoke all languages. He adds that

they spoke about '"the wonderful works of God
11
. The basic teaching must surely

have been "Hear, 0 Israel : The LORD our God is one LORD
11
. (Deut. 6. k+)

Verse 12 :

"And they were all amazed, and were in doubt, saying

one to another ρ What meaneth this?

"And they were all amazed ..." They were all distraught. See verse 7·

"and were in doubt ..." Luke is the only writer to use this word. His

use of it in both treatises confirms him as the

author of both. (See Luke 9» 7© and 21-.» 4« where it is translated as

"perplexed*
1
)

"What meaneth this?"· Indicating their perplexity.

Speaking in foreign tongues at this stage, caused consternation amongst

the hearers. Although each man heard his own language and dialect spoken, the

speeches were not addressed to him but to God* Coming so suddenly and for no

apparent reason at all, the people could be excused for their attitude towards

this first manifestion of what is known as "charismata" - Spirit Gifts» Baul

considered the gift of tongu.es as the least of all the nine gifts and "urged the

Corinthian believers not to use it because :

1 Cor. 14· 23. "If therefore the whole church be. come together into

one place
 9
 and all speak with tongues, and there come

in those that are unlearned, or unbelievers, will they

not say that ye are mad ?"

"Wherefore% .§aid Paul, "tongues are for a sign ... to them that

believe not .«*" (l Cor. 14. 22.) and on this occasion, the speaking in other

tongues served its purpose well which was to g<afcher many people together to

listen to what the Apostles had to say» When it came to teaching the people <,

the Apostles no longer spoke in tongues but ceased while Peter addressed the

crowd. The people hov/ever were nonplussed and associated the speaking in

tongues with the hysteria which was and still is, common to many religions of

superstitions, particularly those of the Middle East where supplicants work

themselves into a state of irrational and ecstatic utterance.
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Verse 13 :

"Others mocking said*, These men are full of new wine·
11

"Others mocking ·*«" The others referred to here are not the same as the
many Jews and proselytes from many parts· Being "others*

they were critical onlookers who had joined the throng* The "others" must be
contrasted with the word "all" of verse 7 and verse 12. If all were amazed,
some would withhold ĵudgment while others would mook

o
 The "all" were devout

men (vs· 5) who would not readily as appears in tiiis verse , make the
accusation that the Apostles were full of sweet wine·

".«,. These men are full of new wine·" The "new wine" from "gleukos" meaning

"sweet" gives "sweet wine"· (From
this Greek word we get "glucose"«,) The Boman writer Gato in his treatise "On
Agriculture" says, "If you wish to keep new wine sweet the whole year round,
put new wine in a jar, cover the stopper with pitch, place the jar in a fish-
pond, take it out after the thirtieth dayj you will have sweet wine all the
year round"* Quoted by Bruce (Commentary page 65 footnote)« It was a highly
intoxicating form of wine· Compare this accusation with Faul

T
s statement

"And be not drunk with wine, wherein is excess; but be filled with the
Spirit"· (Ephesc 5* 18*)

The accusation refutes the theory that the Holy Spirit worked upon the
ears of the hearers» They all heard but only some mocked

9

The accusation of drunkeness stung the impetuous Peter into immediate
action* He was to learn in time that 'this mocking was only a beginning of a
progressive persecution which was to happen to him* The pattern of unbelief
and resentment because of that unbelief was as follows ι

They mouk - Acts 2· 13
#

They question the Apostles
1
 authority - Acts 4· 7«

They threaten - Acts 4* 17·

They forbid - Acts 4· 18*

They imprison - Acts 3· 18*

They ill-treat end forbid - Acts 5* 40·

They murder - Acts 7· 58,.

"But Peter ̂ standing up with the eleven, lifted up his
voice, and said unto them, Ye men of Judea, and all ye
that dwell at Jerusalem, be this known unto you, and
Iiearke3a to iny words :

ft

"But Peter, standing up with the eleven, · · · " Peter lives up to the
character we know\ so well -

impetuous and energetic* The Holy Spirit has made a great difference to Irfjn*
No longer is he afraid of a servant g^rl» (Luke 22* 56*) Ke had no fear now

9

Likewise the Apostles* It was not long since "they all forsook him and fled,,
11

(Mark 14*50©) Now they were ready to stand with Peter· "·#* standing up with
the eleven

51
 indicates that Peter made up the twelfth* Luke uses this

expression - "standing up" in Acts 5·20; 11
β
13; 17*22j 25»l8j 27«2IL See also

Luke 18· 11 and 40· The teaching here indicates that in standing up, a
positive action was taken» It implies that the eleven stood up with Mm*
They were not content to leave it to Peter but stood firmly with him to refute
the false allegation of drunkeness· They showed that they were one body
united in the cannon weal© It is also indicated that Peter did not speak for
himself but spoke for the twelve·- The body as then constituted in them
represented the

 t?
bGc!y of Christ

11
* Finally,, we observe a. note of speaking

forth boldly on the part of Peter© What he had to say was more than a
refutation of a false statement· He had the Gospel message to impart con-
cerning Jesus of Nazareth and here was his cue*
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"lifted up his voice, and said to them ·*·" There were mapy people there and
there was no public address system·

Therefore Peter •lifted; up his voice" which means that he raised his voice so
that all could hear· The expression is used in Acts 14· 11; and 22.22· It
would ne$d a loud voice to reach all those who were there to hear· Peter was
the spokesman and he was determind to be heaircU

"Ye men of Judea, afcft all ye that dwell· at
:
 Jerusalem, ••»

ft
 We may wdhder why

• Peter would open
his address in this manner when he must have

:
 Known he was speaking to people

from places far apart as indicated in verges 9· tô  11· We have noted h^w
Luke stresses the fact of many tongues being represented there so it may have
occurred to him to explain that Peter did

:
 not speak in every language yet

managed to get all listeners to understand· If they were Jews or proselytes,
they would be able to speak Aramaic so the best way to indicate that Peter
spoke in this lingua franca would be to say, "Ye men of Judea

11
· We accept that

Peter actually said this but Iaike's record of it is valuable because it indi-
cates that Aramaic was spoken· Men of Judea would certainly know that
language·

"All ye that dwell at Jerusalem* wa£ addressed to the rest of the
company who were at that time, dwelling at Jerusalem· Nothing ̂in the
salutation indicates that the dwelling was of a permanent ?iature·

"•••be this known unto you, and hearken to my words·" The expression "be
. t h i s taipwn unto you*

is used by Luke ir* Acts only, §ee 4·10; 12#j58j 28· 28· In all of these
inferences, something of great |jnportanoe is Uttered therefore we understand
that what Peter meant was

 ft
! ha've something to say to you and it is important

that you should hear it"·

"··· hearken to jqy words*" This is said,by.way of advice and appeal· In
other words, "What I have to say is important to

everyone of you and of interest too· So, please, listen to what I have got
to say". ,.

Verse 15

"For these &re not drunken
P
 as ye suppose, seeing it is

but the third hour of the day· "

"For these are not drunken, as ye suppose ···" At the very beginning, Peter
shows psychological skill in

handling his critics who had accused him and the eleven of drunkeness· He
may well have vigorously denied the charge by exclaiming "WE AEE NOT DRUNK··"
and had everyone laughing at him· On the contrary, he does not accuse them of
making a statement which was very rude, but suggests that they have erred in
their supposition· Peter distinguishes between being

 lf
drunk" - the act of

being intoxicated, and being "drunken* being the character of getting drunk,
that is, being alchoholic· He takes the -worst accusation and deals with that*
In this way, he makes the first move towards getting them on his side·

"As ye suppose" refers to a groundless accusation or opinion which has
no foundation in fact· They had made an assumption without looking for facts·

it is but the third hour of the day·" It appears that Peter
1
 s -

reference to the third hour of
the day γ/as made in humour· If so, then he is losing Jest to get the people in
a good mood for the more; serious words which are to come· If it is only the
third hour of the day, then it is far too early for anyone to be drunk at this
time· The inference is not that "we are not the type of person who gets drum:'*
but that we have not had time enough in which to get drunk·

The division of the "watches" of the day and night were twelve hours
each for the day and for the night· The Jews divided each section - night and
day - into twelve hours each· (John 11· 9*) and. they had four watches, namely,
even, midnight, cock-crow and the morning· They would be 6p»m

9
 12 p*m·

6 a*nu and noon· When the Lord warned Peter that the cock shall not crow before
Peter would deny him thrice, he referred to a particular "cock-crowing" and not
to any of the thousands of roosters which crowed in Jerusalem in these days·
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The Roman soldiers would sound the trumpet to mark the watch and one of these
would be called "cock crow11* (Mark 13· 35·) Other references to the watches
are Matt· UH>25J Luke 12·38; end Mark 6o-48» The wthird hour" would be between
six a«m· and noon, being 9 'a.nu

Another line of thought is that the Jews fasted and abstained from
%dziking on all festival days. Pentecost was such a festival day and the Jews
would continue their abstinence until about 10 a©m« or the 4th hour of the day.,
If Peter debated on a serious note, then he must have referred to this
tradition· We do not accept this serious note, for it would mean that Peter
would lay claim to the virtue of abstinence without being able to provjs it,
thus risking the ridicule which might follow* We prefer to think he pointed
to the early hour of the toy and the short time in which they all had to get
drunk. Being true followers of Jesus, they would not have held to the
traditional fast*

Verse 16 :

"But this is that which was spoken by the prophet Joel;"

Note the careful use of words· The "by" in this sentence comes from
the Greek "dia" meaning "through the agency of"e In other words it was God
who prophesied through His prophet Joel« The prophet was just the inspired
writer· (R*V· margin "through"; It is highly urQJJtely that Joel knew the
meaning of that which he wrote· Peter's other remarks in this connection
are helpful to our study :

1 Pet· 1· 10· "Of which salvation the prophets have enquired and
searched diligently, who prophesied of the g3ra.ce
that should come unto you :

llo Searching what, or wliat manner of time the Spirit
of Christ which wan in them did signify, when it
testified beforehand the sufferings of Christ, and
the gLory that should follow·

12« Unto whom it was revealed, that not unto themselves,
but unto us they did minister the things, which are
IJOW reported unto you by them that have preached the
gpspel unto you with the Holy Sp5jrit sent down from
heavenj which things the angels desire to look 5jito«"

Neither the prophets nor the angels knew of the things which were to
come to pass* Itds is understandable because such things were written for us
and not for themo

Verse 17 :

"And it shall come to pass in the last days, saith God,
I will pour out of my Spirit upon all flesh : and your
sons and your daughters shall prophesy, and your young
men shall see visions, and your old men shall dream
dreams :"

"And it shall come to pass in the last days, ··." Shall come to pass,
signifying a future

happening which will take place "in the last days" of the Mosaic era. This
prophecy is not confined to the end of the Mosaic era but also applies in its
double aspect, to the days yet to come which lie at the end of the present
Gentile era· The verses here from 17 to 21 quote Joel 2. 28 up to the middle
of verse 32· Joel does not say "In the last days11 but "afterwards"· Joel
writes "afterwards" to indicate that what is prophesied will take place after
the other things he writes about. Peter takes the interpretation of the first
aspect as it applied in his day and said flIn the last days" which is the same
thing only less specific· The "afterwards11 of Joel must follow the happening
of the preceding verseso Of these, verse 23 is important :

Joel 2· 23· "Be gla.d then, ye children of Zion, and rejoice in the
LORD your God : for he hath given you the former rain
moderately, and he will cause to come dawn for you the
rain, the former rain,, and the latter rain in the first
month© "
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We find that
 M
the former ra±n

ir
has a marginal reference of "a teacher

of righteousness
11
 and "moderately" lias a marginal reference of "according to

righteousness"· Neither the R.V
G
 nor the R.S*V. are very helpful in this

connection but in Afrikaans, Die Bybel has
 w
die leraar tot geregtigheid" which

is imoh the same as "teacher of righteousness", except it is more emphatic with

the epithet "cue
11
* This is a specific teacher of righteousness". To identify

the ^teacher of righteousness", we turn to -

John 14· 26* "But the Comforter, which is the Holy Spirit, whom

the Father will send in my name, he shall teach you

all tilings, and bring all things to your remembrance,

whatsoewr I have said unto you* "

Afterwards, that is, after the "teacher of righteousness" has co;ne,

then "your sons and your daughters shall prophesy ·.·"* They could not do

this BEFORE the Holy Spirit was given so must have done such things

APTEBTARDS as Joel says.

One further point which we must make is that "the teacher of righteous ~

ness" is "the former rain"* There is also a "latter rain
11
 which will fall in

the first month· (Joel 2* 23*) The former and latter rains must refer to the

same thing because God would not use one metaphor in one v/ay and the same

metaphor to mean something else and use it in the same verse* Therefore,

inasmuch as the former rain represents the Holy Spirit which was poured out on

the day of Pentecost, the latter rain will be the same Holy Spirit poured out

when Christ comes
 β
 The "first month" is significant here because it refers to

the first month of the Millenial period. The Song of Moses was sung in. the

first month* See Exod« 12.2. and Exod. 15. M s was a type of which the

singing of the Song of Moses and the Song of the Lamb of Revo 15» 3·
 W e

 see,

therefore, that the
 w
foimer rain" period is the apostolic era and the "latter

rain" period is the resurrectional era when Christ comes. Between the two

periods is a period of spiritual drought when there is no rain. The Holy

Spirit has been withdrawn and this took place after the last person died who

had received it. It is unimportant as to when this was but we suggest that it

when the Lord spuod the Laodicean ecclesia out of His mouth.

We can further our studi.es of this by giving attention to Jer. 3· V3·

( l)
y g g 3 V3

"If a man put away his wife aĵ d she become another man
f
s «··" (verse l) which

we paraphrase as
 R
If the Jews pub away the Israelite Faith so that it was

taught to the Gentiles .o*
w
 shall he return untu her again? would God consider

again his people? Thou hast played the harlot with many lovers - God
f
s people

have absorbed inany false doctrines* "Yet return again to me" saith ths LORD.

Verse 3 adds, "Therefore the showers have been withholden, and there hath "been

no latter rain; « ο«" Having rejected Jesus in the secondary aspect of this

prophecy
p
 the Jews have been scattered and the latter rain is not yet· Its

outpouring still lies in the future according to the prophecy of the LORD

through His prophet Joel.

"I will pour out of my Spirit upon all flesh : . * · " The unusual form "pour out
of my Spirit" suggests that

only a portion of the Spirit is to be given during the former ra.iru The phrase
"all flesh" is a Hebrew expression which can mean all cz^atures, man and bea.st,
as in Gen·-.6*17· or, more often, mankind only as in Gen» 6.12. The application
in this verse ±3 to MET and WOMEN of all races. It would not be limited
to Jews only. Then Gentiles would receive it as well

o
 The collective appli-

cation is male and female of the human race as this applies to all nations.

"and your sons and your daughters shall prophesy ···" To prophesy does not

mean to foretell the

future. Its main meaning is to teacho But the simple act of teaching is not

wholly prophesying* To prophesy is to declare those things which cannot be

known by natural means© The Apostles were about to preach those things which

a short while before they did not understand· It can apply to the past.» present

or future* A problem is raised at this stage by the fact that the "daughters"

are to prophesy when it was soon to be PauX
?
s teaching that they were not per-

mitted to speak: in. churches* (l Cor* lif. 3k/55. and 1 Tim. 2* 1I/I2*) Paulas
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teaching however, has reference to teaching or speaking in churches but does not

prohibit prophesying outside of such gatherings (ecclesia^)* In Acts 21* 9· we

read of "four daughters, virgins
 9
 which did prophesy*

5
· Paul accepted the

hospitality of their home but it is not recorded that lie objected to their

teactiing.

"your young men shall see vision^ ·*·" This i^ contrasted with the old men

who shall dream dreams· In Joel
1
 s

prophecy, the old men are mentioned first and the young naen second· This is a

point of interest only and does not have any significance as-far as we have been

able to find* Hie first teaching in this prophecy is that the g^ft of the

Spirit is to fall upon young and old alike· The word 'Visions" comes from a

Greek word which means "sense of sight
11
 (horasis)· See the word "looked

11
 in

Rev* 4· 1© also
 n
to look upon* in Rev·

1
 4« 3· See the word "sigjit

11
 •- as if a

vision - of Acts 7· 31· To "dream dre&ns" - this is used in the passive voico

in the verse we are studying. * It should read, "shall be given trp to dream by

dreams". Jude writes of dreamers v/hich defile the flesh and must be those who

think evil thoughts· In Acts 2* 17· the thoughts, or dreams, are spiritual

ones, suiting to an old man who is religious and who likes to turn his

thoughts unto God· The yoxing men, being more vigorous and dynamic, would \ .

"look upon" visions and take action thereafter, as Paul did·

Before we leave this-vex^se, we must remark that Joel 2* 28· in the

Hebrew does not have
 n
in the last days"· The R.Y·; R.S*V«> and* the Afrikaans

Bybel all give "aftervTard"· The afterwaxtl refers to a tipae following the .

giving of the Holy Spirit and tells what people will do when
1
 they receive, it·

They rea.ot AFTER they receive.it· •'•
 :

 . '

V e r s e 1 8 : · • " · • • , '' • > . . · • " .
 !

'
 :

' '- -. \ •• -

w
And on my servants and on my handmaidens I willpour

out in those days of my Spiritj and they shall prophesy :
tf

"And on my servants and on my haridiftaidens ·«·" This is taken to be •

- L tautology (unnecessary

repetition) of the "sons and daughters" of verse 17« With some, it is taken ,

to show that social status'however low it may be, will not be a bar to

receiving the
1
 Holy 'Spirit· The Greek words are "doulous* and "doulas

11
 being

the male and female forms of s. word which.means a bond slave· Under the law

of Moses, bond sla\^s were often Qentiles who ser̂ /ed the Israelites. Having

regard to this distinction'
9
 we see that "sons and daughters" refers to Jewish

people and, "servants and hancimsd̂ dens
11
 refers to those Gentiles who would come

into -the Divine- Covenants of Promise ,by their belief and baptism. ,

"I will pour out in tliose days of my Spirit; ···" Once again this interesting
form of expression indi-

cating that the Spirit will be given sparingly. See above, verse 17·

"and they shall prophesy :" The gift of tongues would not come under this

particular Spirit Gift·. Brophecy was one of the
nine Spirit Gifts. This foreshadows a preaching canrpaiga which was to last
until the end of the Apostoli.c era· The gift of tongues would have a limited
use but the power to prophesy would bring many to a knowledge of the TruUh*

Verse 19 ; ':-·

"And I will shew wonders in heâ -en above, and sigps in

the earth beheathj
 ;
 blood, and fire, and vapour of smoke :"

"And I will shew wonders in heaven above, ..." This should be coupled with tho

':*·.,. .,·'; "signs in the earth beneath";

Yfhiqh is also foretold. The solutiqxx to Hie problem of what God meant by this

prpphecjr is to identify the "heaven
19
 and the "earth

1
*· To do this, we mast turn,

to Isaiali chapter 1. and compare verses 2· and 10
ο
 The "heavens" and

 M
earth"

of verse 1 are given iti figurative, language· They appear ag^dn in verse 1Q
O
 in

plain language but this tine as "rulers
w
 instead of heaven and people

1
* instead
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of earth· Thus we find a parallel :

Heavens - rulers earth - people

The word "shew" should be "give
11
. We are now able to reconstruct

the sentence in the following manner ;

"I will give wonders (miracles) amongst the rulers and signs to the
people. " Wonders, sigis and miracles are all different words for the same
thing· They all carry the suggestion of a "meaning

11
. Theref ore when God

caused a miracle to be performed, this miracle had a meaning - it was a sign
of some teaching. E.g. calming the stormy seas was a miraculous thing but it
carried a sign that Jesus will calm the stoxrcis of human conflict when he comes
again. How these signs were accomplished appears in the narrative of the story
called The Acts of the Apostles.

"blood, and fire, and vapour of smoke :
n
 All the commentators avoid these

words· We should like to avoid them
tool There is a double aspect to this prophecy which must apply in the days
which lie ahead of us now· Nevertheless, Peter must have used them for a
purpose, knowing of their latter-day aspect which he graphically described many
years later in 2 Peter 3· 10· We must find an application to fit the times in
which Peter, the other Apostles or his hearers would experience, if they lived
long enough* No doubt some of the older would die before the final fulfilment
but many would not. The words are similar to those used by the Lord in his
famous Olivet propheqy of Matt. 24· 2k. and Luke 21. 11· These refer to the
stirring days which lead up to the disastrous A. D. 70 when Jerusalem fa'LU The
"blood" suggests death; "fire" suggests destruction, and "vapour of smoke"
suggests the aftermath of such a desolation when all is in ruins. One can
visualise a destroyed city, burning in smoke as the first flames die away and
there is little left to burn. A pall of death hangs over the city·

Verse

"The sun shall be turned into darkness, and the moon into
blood, before the great and notable day of the Lord come

"The sun shall be turned into darkness, ·.." Since the prophecy comes from
Joel

f
s writings, it must refer

to Israel and not to the outside world of unbelievers. The sun represents the
rulers of Jewry. They shall not be able to throw any light upon the
happenings of the days which are to come. This will happen in regard to the
rulers of Jerusalem of those days and

9
 in the anti-type, will be

characteristic of the rulers of the world when Christ comes again·

"and the moon into blood, ...
M
 The moon shines by reflected light· The

church would be nothing without the word of God·
Those churches which have gone astray from the Truth, do not shine
figuratively. They are of spiritual darkness. They cannot be full of darkness
as darkness is not a quality of being something. Darkness is the result of the
absence of light, therefore it shows a lack of light and not a presence of some-
thing which is not light. If the moon is blood, then the church it represents
is at war. It has no light and the war which has come upon it is the result of
that darkness.

The faith of Judaism in Α·ϋ.70. was metaphorically full of blood.

"the great and notable day of the Lord . . · " We must remember that we are now
studying a prophecy from Joel and

not a speech of Peter
1
 s on the day of Pentecost. Pfeter is quoting Joel and

must be doing so with something in mind. He has reviewed the pouring out of
the Holy Spirit upon Jew and Gentile. He shows the scope of the gift - to whom
it would be given. He sees the days to come when destruction would come upon
Israel and now adds Joel's prophecy that this would all happen HEFOEE that
great and notable day of. the Lord come. The reason why Peter should quote
this far from Joel is obvious if we know that at that time when Peter spoke,
the Jews were fully expecting the Lord to come within a very short time· We
have seen how they thought he would return when they were to receive the gift
of Another Comforter and that Jesus had to tell them that it was not for them
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to know the times and the seasons,, Nevertheless $ the people to whom Peter

was now speaking, would "be amongst those who knew from the prophecies of

Daniel that the Messiah could "be expected about this time· Peter quoted at

lengbh from Joel to show that many things had to happen in regard to the

giving of the Holy Spirit^ the pi;inishmenb of nations, the fall of Judaism and

the destruction of the Holy city EtSBOKE the great and notable day of the

Lord, come· ,

Verse 21

"And it shall come to pass , that whosoever shall call

on the name of the. Lord shall be saved*
Sl

"oee whosoever shall call ιτροη the name of the Lord shall be sa"v̂ ed.
ff
 Calling

upon the

name of the Lord is a Hebrew expression which was in use when Moses wrote the

early chapters of Genesis. In Gen. 4α 2βο we read that "men began to caU

upon the name of the LGRIV
1
 The prophetic name of God is used here although

it had not been revealed at that time· Moses, however, was entitled to use it

becau.se by the time he wrote Genesis» he had received the Divine-Erophetio name

at the Burning Bush* (Exod. 3.3i^) (Note s In the O.T. , where the name

"LORD" . is given all In capital letters,: it is ι XffiMEH in the original Hebrew,,

Yahweh is the form of YEOTH which is ."I WILL BE WHO I WILL BE
11
.) or

 G
I AM

THAI I AM"· . ,

Before one can call upon the name of the Lord, one must know something

of him. John tells us that " * · . the Word was God"· («John 1.1.) which means

that the Divine Plan and Purpose cannot be separated from God so that if we

know the one, we must know the other· Jesus stated in his pjrayer, "This is

life eternal, that they might know thee the only true God, and Jesus Christ

whom thou hast sent"· (John 17· 3·) If we know God, we know His Plan and

Purpose
 #9
 and this gives us life for the age - aeionian life - end assures us

of our insurrection* With this in mind, we can understand Joel's statement,

that "whosoever shall call on the name of the, Lord ..shall be saved·" In the

N.T·, the form of Yahjeh is not used but Joel does use it in his prophecy·

This can be seen from the use of the all capital LQRD
O
 Salvation then, is

Irunited only to those who know and believe the Divine Plan and Purpose* Paul's

writings oh this subject are" very eru^itening, although often misquoted by

being taken out of context*, (See Bom· 10* 11/17·) Note that one cannot "call"

unless one believes; one cannot believe unless one hearsj one cannot hear

unless they have a preacher''And so on» Follow the logical development of the

argument a.11 through. I
l
±tia3Jy

$
' the'preacher must be SENT» BxLs is the key

wored· " " • ' · '

Peter quoted from Joel to this verse for a very good reason· How shall

they understand unless they have a preacher? A preacher was absolutely

necessary· If they did not have a teacher, then hei-e were 12 willing and

capable men who had received the gift of the Holy Spirit and -would be pleased

to teach them* Thus Peter introduces the next step in his lesson for the day·

Peter was not able to quote from Paul*s epistle to the' Romans ajs this had not

yet been written but the teaching must have been there· If a -Teacher had to

be . SENT^ then the Apostles were there^ and the word ."Apostle"-means ONE

SENT· Buke's record of Peter*s speech is a precis of what was said* No doubt

P&ter spoke for at least an hour, so it is quite possible that he led up to the

teaching of Joel 2« 32· . ,

We note the lengthy quotation from Joel which Peter gavB without

rehearsal· It is hard to believe* that Peter would have known this prophecy

woard for word e.s he quoted it ν We prefer to think that the Holy Spirit

caused him to call to .remembrance· having read it·

Verse 2 2 : .
 :

 •

"Ye men Of ..Israel.,-, hear these words j Jesus of Nazareth,

a man approved of God among you by miracles and wonders

: v and signs, which God did by him in the midst of you, as

ye yourselves also know :
fi

: l!
Ye men of Israel, hear these words; ··«" The salutation is new for a wider

scope than the' former
 l!
Ye men of
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Judea" of "verse ito The use of "Israel" embraced all the twelve tribes wherever
they may be· Every Jew present would belong to one tribe and each proselyte
would be attached to one particular tribe* Therefore the use of "Israel

15

embraced everyone without the former necessity of showing that all languages
were spoken* There is also the sense that Peter shows he is now addressing
those in the Covenants of Promise * His hearers were not merely men of Judea
and men from all parts of the world; they were the holy people of Beut· 7·6·
They were representative of the chosen people· Note the excellent
psychology of'Peter* a style. He is friendly e.t the beginning and dispenses
with dignity with the allegation of drunkeness· Now, having gained their
confidence, he flatters them by telling them, that they are the chosen people
by the use of the word "Israel"· They wex-e not now the chosen people because
they had rejected their Messiah, but Peter would come to that in due course·
For the present, he consolidates his position*

The request "hear these words" has a different word in Greek from that
translated as "hearken" in verse 14* In the R

e
V· and IUS.V· verses 14 and 22

have "give ear unto" and "hear these words",. respectively· The Afrikaans Ejybel
also distinguishes between them with 14 - "luister na my woorde"and
22 - "luistex- na hierdie woorde", respectively· ("Listen to my words" and
"listen to THESE words

!f
·) It would appear that Peter is now becoming more

forthright as he comes to has main theme* In the first place γ/hen refuting the
charge of draakeness, he shows that what they had ascribed to wine was really
the work of the Spirit which had been prophesied centuries ago by Joel the
prophet· He then quoted the said prophecy» To introduce this

9
 he said, in

effect, "Listen to me while I tell you all about it" and then proceeded to do
so

e
 Having done so^ he now says no longer "listen to me" but "listen to these

words
11
;' OouLd it be that he tacitly acknowledged that he was no longer speaking

his own thoughts but uttered thoughts under the guidance of the Holy Spirit?

"Jesus of Nazareth, . · * " Here he boldly introduces the Messiah (Hebrew) or
Christ (Greek)· Jesus had been known by this title -

just as Saul was "Saul"of Tarsus
11
· (Acts 9« 11*) Luke uses this fomi in Acts

3o 6; 4·10; 6·34| 22·8; and 26*9* In Acts 22
α
8· Jesus uses it of himself»

The title suggests th^ humble origin of him who was known to have grown up in
that city from the despised country to the north· (One goes a long way dovvn-
hill from Nazareth to reach Galilee where Jesus first preached· All
Galilleans were despised·) The use by an Apostle of the reproachful form is in
order and seems to say,, "I am going to tell you of Jesus whom, in the recent
past, you have all despised and scoffed at· He is the true Saviour·" When
Jesus used it of himself to Saul on the road to Damascus, (Acts 22·8·) he used
it in the sense

9
 "T

9
 Saul, am Jesus whom you have despised often enough in

the past and now you are persecuting me "·

Another point to remember is that this title had been jjiscribed on the
"Gross".(John 19· 19·) Perhaps those who saw that would be brought to realise
his present exalted state.

"a man approved of God among you ·«·" The E»8,V, has "attested
11
 in place of

"approved of "« The word "approved" is
an English word which had a meaning izi 1611 (when the A.V. was published)
which it does not have now· In those days it meant to demonstrate

 7
 show,

exSriibit, put forth· The Afrikaans Bybel seems to have the right idea with
"deur God *. · aangerwys·. ·" - shown forth by God· It does not mean
approbation or approval.

Before passing to the next portion of the verse $ let us stop for a
moment while we note that Jesus was a MAN· No commentator draws attention
to this fact. If a MAN then not a God incarnate·

miracles, and wonders, and signs, ··©" Jesus was attested by miracles etc*
 7

,..'.. but it was "from God"· The words
"from God" show the Divine origin of the Power which commissioned and
authorised Jesus to pz*each· Jesus was brought to men*s attention by
"miracles and signs and wonders", God being the effectual Cause and Jesus
being the Agent which God did by him* The idea of agpncy is also found in
verse 16 "by the prophet Joel". The word ^ y " has this meaning, -

 fr
by means

of". The miracles, sign and wonders were well known yet Jesus ΏΒ"ΨΟΥ at any time,
claimed these works to be his own· He always ascribed them to his Father·
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(John 5*36; 9Λ* 10· 25; 10· 37/38j 14.10; ""also John 34·'11·)

The miracles of Jesus werej with the signs and wonders, the mighty works

of God· Those who saw his mighty acts, acknowledged that God operated in them*

(Luke 7·ΐ6
β
) When the magicians in the days of Moses and the ^plagues

n
 found

that they could not produce lice, they acknowledged that it was God who had

produced them through Moses· They said, "This is the finger of God : •··"_

vExcd· 8· 19·) When Jesus was accused of casting out deyils "by the prince of

devils ~ Beelzebul - (Beelzebub) ~ he clearly and tacitly reminded the people

that Beelzebul was also the devil of lice
5
 and. that God had power over the lice

which Beelzebul did not., have· He also reminded them that the magicians had

acknowledged the Power of God when they said "This is the finger of God
11
·

Likewise Jesus said, "If I by the FINGER OF GOD cast out devils, no doubt the?

kingdom of God is come upon you"· Thus Jesus linked his miracles, the miracles .

of the plagues of Moses
1
 days, Beelzebul, the lice and the power of God, to show

that God had worked in both and that, if the pagan magicians had acknowledged

God, surely the people could do the same* The working of the power of Almighty

God was surely the Gospel of the Kingdom which had come to them in the person of

Jesus Christ·

Verse 23 :

!
'l£lm, being delivered by the deterndnate. counsel and

foreknowledge of God, ye have taken, and by wicked

hands hav^ crucified and slain :"

"Him,being delivered by the detexminate counsel and foreknowledge of God, ···"

ft
Him

fl
, is used to resume the line of thought after a long interpolation

after the opening "Jeaus of Nazareth"· Omitting all the interpolation, we get

"Jesus of Nazareth, ye have taken • · · crucified and slain"·

"delivered" - in this place we find its only appearance in the Bible in

this pax^icular sense· It means "surrendered
11
 (Afrikaans - "oorgelewer*

1
 ~

"handed over")· Particularly to evil forces or forces of evil· "Determinate

counsel
M
 has no reference to determination in the sense of resolute· It means

appointed, decreed or fixed after deliberation· We find it in modern usage as

directors
1
 Pees were dete^r^ed in the sum of H2,000"· A Minute of that

nature would indicate that after due deliberation, it was decided to pay the

Directors a Pee of R2,000 for their services over the year under review· 3.1ie

word "counsel" must be taken with "foreknowledge" for the one arises out of the

other· As John wrote, "In the beginning was the LOGOS
 <9
 and the LOGOS waa

with God, ···". (jotin Ϊ*1
Ο
) In the beginning was the Divine Plan and Purpose

and it was with God· Therefore God had a foreknowledge of what He was going

to do· Arising out of the need for a Saviour, "God gave His only begotten

Son ·*·"· (John 3·16*) Hiis was His determinate counsel and it was known to

Him long before it took place·

w
ye have taken, ··*" "Ye" is used as a collective personal pronoun meaning not

only those who were now standing before Peter and the

Apostles, but also those of their nation who clamoured for his death·(John 18*35)

"and by wicked hands have crucified and slain :" The "wicked hands" were not

their own· The Jews had no

power to put any of their people to death· Under Boman law this right was

denied to them· (John 18· 31·; The "wicked hands" were those of Pontius

Pilate and the Roman soldiers who responded to the demand, "Crucify him"·

(Johnl9«6·)

There is another line of thought arising out of a consideration of the

use of the word ^wicked" to describe the hands which did the actual ldlling of ·

Jesus· This is not the place to embark upon this stucly but it can be examined

wherever the words wicked, wickedness, soils, siiiful or sinfulness appear during

our Daily Eeadings· It will be found that more often than not, God is a

forgiver of sins but never a forgiver of wickedness· There must be a

distinction between sinfulness and wickedness· Sinfulness is what is in all of

us· It is part of our nature to be sinful· God will forgive sins· When we

examine "wickedness" we find that God will not forgive the wicked· Consider
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Erov· 11· 3ίν "Behold, the righteous^sbal 1 "be recompensed in the
earth : much more the wicked and the sinner"•

Here a distinction is mad,e between a wieked person; and a sinner· A
wicked person tfcen, is one who does not worship God in truth· He is either an
apostate or he is a Godless person &s is an atheist. Anyone who turns another
away from the !Eruth is a wicked one. See X John 5· 18· Bphes. 6·ΐ6· Matt. 13·
19 and 38. The word "wicked" in the verse we $xe studying is the same as that
in 2 Thess· 2. 8» which undoubtedly refers to the wicked apostate· Returning
a^dn to Acts 2

#
 23· we find the Afrikaans Byfoel has "diehande van goddelose

manne ···" (the* hands;of godless men) The R.V. has "lawless men
1
*, Wing men

-who are not attending God's Laws· The R»S*V· is the same as the R.VV Peter
is now showing the people that in demanding the crucifixion of Jesus, they were
aligning themselves with those -who had strayed from the Truth of God

f
s Word.

They were aligned with the apostacy.

"have crucified
11
 means to "impale" on a stake which is set upright in

the ground· It has no sense in Peter's use of the teasn, of stretching out in
the form of a cross· · The meaning of the word is not as important to our study
as is Peter

 f
s use of it«

:
 He is pointing out that they crupified their Messiah,

thus giving him an ignominious death· They could not have humiliated him more
than in the manner of his death. They gave him the death of a murderer and
asked for a murderer to be delivered to them* Ih other words, they killed him
-who brings life and set free a man who took life away· Jesus died for the
crime of which Barabbas was convicted· Baratfbas means

 n
Son of a prominent

father
w
 from Bar meaning Son and. Abba which is Father· It has a Chaldean root

which means Bride, Majesty, which when considered with the apostacy, is a figitre
of that Vidked one" of 2. Thess· 2

#
 8* The apostacy which was built up by the

unnamed "wicked one" killed many Believers in the centuries which followed.
Barabbas was NOT the "wicked" of 2 Thess· 2# 8* but he represents such in
type· - - < ' • . . . • · . ; • • *

ft
and slain

11
· This word, translated sometimes as "slew* is a favourite

with Luke, appearing 20 times in his two treatises and only twice in the rest
of the Ν·Τ· P̂ tei·* s accusation now "becomes very powerful· "You not only
impaled him on a stake set upright in the ground, which is the, most
humiliating thing you could have done, but you also killed him·

 ff

Note the analogy between Jesus and Joseph, the type of Christ·
Joseph

1
 s brethren of the house of Israel thought to do him evil but out of it

all, God brought good· (Gen. 5°#20
#
) Likewise, the Jews who clamoured for the

.death of Jesus thought only to do him evil. But out of it all, God brought a
Saviour and, in the words of Gen· 50*20· "to save much people alive·

11

Verse 24 : . •
ff
Whom God hath raised up, having loosed the pains of
death : because it was not possible that he should
be holden of it·*

"Whom God hath raised up, ··." Peter immediately contrasts their treatment of
Jesus with the treatment given to him by God·

Ihereaa they had sougjat to dispose of him by killing him, God predetermined
that he should die but raided him from the dead· The grav© did 'not triumph·
This antithesis was a favourite with Exterior we find it in Acts 3· 14/15;
A-· 10; 5· 30/31? 10· 39/40· Note that <xnaxig out of the grave, or bringing
back again to life, is always UP and never DOHN. Jesus was RAISED UP,
and not ΒξΚΧΚΪΗΤ DOWN· . ' *

"having loosed the pains of death •••
ft
 We are concerned fyere with the words

. "loosed" and "pains"· OJaking the
second first, we find that it has a double meaning in Greek, namely, i"cord" and
"sorrow

11
· We find this in a comparison of Psa» 18· 5· with Isa· 13· 8#

Taken with the word "loosed" which means "unbind", we get the serise of Jesus
being released from something which was .binding him, "but in that release, came
great sorrow and pain, with reference to his sufferings· John had· an
interesting quotation of the Lord's words in this connection· Referring to his
apprf\achixig death, the Lord encouraged hi& disciples by saying that he would
see them agfftih· !The manner of his return must have sounded astonishing to his
disciples at the time· He said :

 r
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John 16· 21.
 fl

A woman when she is in travail hath sorrow, because her
hour is come : but as soon as she is delivered of the
child, she remembereth no more the anguish, for joy that
a man is born into the world·"

In this speech by Jesus, we see the analogy of travail, sorrow and
delivery (parturition) representing resurrection* An astonishing word used is
"man" in connection with what is born of a woman in travail· No woman ever
gives birth to a man· A man-child, but that is not indicated here· Jesus
spoke of a MAN and not of a child· The point is that the "birth" referred
to by Jesus, was his own resurrection when he would be the first born of every
creature· Peter must have remembered the Lord's words because he speaks about
God loosing the pains of death and aligning this with the resurrection of
Jesus exactly as his master had done a few weeks before·

"because it was not possible that he should be holden of it·" If Jesus
1
 death

was in accor-
dance with the deteiroinate counsel and foreknowledge of God, surely his
resurrection would have been too· The "not possible" is the outcome of a
consideration of what the Lord achieved by his sacrifice· This is clearly
stated in Rom· 1Λ; k. 25; 1 Cor· 15· 12/23J Heb· 2· iyl5·

Verse 25 :
ft
For David speaketh concerning him, I foresaw the Lord
always before my face, for he is on ray right hand,
that I should not be moved :"

Having stated that God raised up Jesus, Peter now adopts his preaching
style by quoting the Scriptures to prove it· He tatesUie reference from
Psa· 16· 8/11· Luke later quotes a speech from Paul where he also quotes a
portion of this Psalm· See Acts 13· 35· The 16th Psalm is ascribed by Peter
to Oavid but this should not be in doubt as the Psalm bears an inscription
showing that it was a Psalm of David·

"I foresaw the LORD always before my face, ..." The R.V. has "I beheld the
Lord always before my face."

The R.S.V· has "I saw the Lord always before me"· The meaning is that "I
always looked at the Lord in front of me before my face

11
· The Psalmist,

writing as the Lord Jesus, shows that Jesus had constant fellowship with the
Eather all during his days on earth· He never allowed his gaze to be diverted.

"for he is on my right hand, . . · " is not only a position of honour but also one
of protection· See Psa· 109· 31j 110· 5;

121· 5> Isa· 41· 13; 45· 1·

"that I should not be moved :" Bullinger defines the word ^ove* as "to make
to shake; rock; to put in a state of waving;

rocking, to agitate"· It means to stand unmoveable from a state of steadfast-
ness in the worship of the Lord· Not to waiver nor weaken·

Verse 26 ;

"Therefore did my heart rejoice, and my tongue was glad;
moreover also my flesh shall rest in hope :"

"Therefore did my heart rejoice, ···" In all his troubles, Jesus rejoiced in
His Father· He advised his disciples

to do the same· See Matt· 5· 12· One cannot rejoice in persecution and asking
us to do that would be asking us to do something which is contrary to nature·
Whether Peter remembered the Lord's words from the sexmon on the mount and
whether he recalled the 16th Psalm when he wrote his 1st Epistle is of no
importance· He nevertheless gave tBoe same lesson in verses 6 and 7 of chapter
1· Here we are advised to rejoice in the Faith to which we have been called
whenever we are in heavy temptations· The "man of sorrows" always had joy in
His Slather and therein lay his strength·

ft
a»i my tongue was glad; · • · " The Psalm has *· · · my gLory rejoiceth · · · "· In

this connection, see Psa. 108· 1· In Hebrew,
the phrase "My tongue" corresponds with "My glory ...

fl
. Scholars regard the
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Hebrew word for "gLory" as "soul" but neither Young ncr Strong give this
meaning. The tongue was regarded from antiquity as the gLory of man.

"moreover •••
fl
 This is an emphatic addition* It lends emphasis to what is
being said·

"also cry flesh shall rest in hope :
fl
 His "flesh" refers to M s body. This
shall "rest" which means "tabernacle" or

"pitch" or "sojourn for a while" without a fixed or permanent abode· Thus the
Lord knows that when he goes to his grave , he will tabernacle his body there
but it will not be pertnanent because he will be raised firom the dead. The hope
in which he lay in his grave is stated in the next verse·

Verse 27 :

"Because thou wilt not leave iqy soul in hell, neither wilt
thou suffer thine Holy One to see corruption· "

"Because thou wilt not leave ray soul in he}l, ···" "Because" expresses the
reason - it shows that a

valid reason is about to be expressed for the hope just mentioned. The word
"soul" comes from the Hebrew "nephesh" which is translated as creature in
Gen. 1· 20/21· and by "body" in Lev· 21

#
11; Nunu 6·6; 9· 6/7j 19*11;

19· 13 and 16; Hag. 2.13. All these references concern a "dead body" and
there can be no doubt that what went into the rich man's grave was a dead body.
The word "leave" means "abandon"· The word "hell" is akin to the AngrLo~Saxon
words "hull", "hollow" and is the gpave· The Scriptural word from which hell
is translated is *sheol* in the 0

#
T· and "hades" in the Ν·Τ· Both relate to

"the state of the dead" rather than to the literal grave, the Hebrew of which
is "qeburah" which means a burying place such as Jacob prepared for Rachel·
Gen· 35· 20» "Sheol" is described in the 0*T* as a common grave for all flesh,
whether man or beast. The significance is that in 0.T· days there was no
Saviour· Jesus stiU had to die to turn "sheol" metaphorically from the
death state to a grave from which there is to be a resurrection· In N#T·
teaching, there is to be a resurrection from "hades

11
 but not from Gehenna (the

vale of the son of Hinnom outside of Jerusalem in which the rubbish of the city
was burnt and was used as a figure of eternal destruction· Mark 9· 43/46·)
The Afrikaans Bybel, reliable as usual, has "doderyk" (the realm of the dead)
for sheol consistently, and for hades in the N.T· With regard to passages in
the Ν·Τ· referring to gehenna, Die Bybel consistently translates "hel" (hell)·

"neither wilt thou suffer thine Holy One to see correction·" "Suffer" means
grant, or permit·

"thine Holy One" - the Hebrew origjuoal is a rare word in the 0·Τ
#
 and denotes

something of Divine Favour, and corresponding character· "To see corruption"
means what it says· The body of our Lord was not allowed to stay in the grave
long enough for the natural process of corruption to start· The point is well
made because although the body was not to be left in the gpave, it could well
have been permitted to stay there long enough for corruption to have started·
The statement shows clearly that God would not permit His Son

f
s body to lie in

the grave - He would not yield it to death for any length of time, but also
that period of time which would elapse before he was raised would be short
enough for his resurrection to forestall the process of corruption·

Verse 28 :

"Thou hast made known to me the ways of life; thou shalt
make me full of joy with thy countenance·"

"Thou hast made known to me the ways of life; ···" The verb here should be
future in tense ~ "thou

shalt make me know"· The second verb in the English is not in the Hebrew and
in its place is *fulness% thus making the passage "Thou shalt make rae know
the ways of life, fulness of spy with thy countenance"· This refers to the
resurrection which the Lord could look forward to· 'With thy countenance"
signifies that God would not turn away his face from His Son· This is similar
to Psalm 17· 15· which reads, "As for me, I will behold thy face in
righteousness : I shall be satisfied when I awake, with thy likeness·"
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#
 29· and 30·

Having made his point that Psalm 16 applied to Jesus and not to David,
Peter, at this stage, felt that further proof should be given· His next
remarks show this·

 Λ
 . -

Verse 29 :

"Men-and, brethren, let me freely speak unto you of the
patriarch David, that he is both dead and buried, and
his sepulchre is with us unto this day· "

"Men arid brethren, ···" The word "Men" should be omitted from this address·
Peter now addresses his hearers with intimate

friendliness - "Brethren
11
·

"Let me freely speak tint ο you ···" "EVeely" means
 fl
with boldness"· The Jews

held the patriarchs such as Abraham,
Isaac, Jacob and David in very high esteem· In vieyv of what Peter was to say
about David, he felt that it was necessary, to seek his hearers

1
 agreement that

he should speak his mind at the risk of offending their prejudices· Luke is
fond of using "boldness" when applied to preaching· His use of the word is
found in Acts 9·2,7; 9·29; 13.k&; 14·3; I8.26j 19·8; 26·26· We cannot
resist the lesson that in our preaching, we should do it BOLDLi. Holding
back our punch lines for the sake of not hurting the other person

1
 s feelings

would not have been an acceptable method· of preaching in Peter
1
 s day·

"of the patriarch David, ···" The worxl "patriarch* is found in the N.T. only
twice apairb from, this verse· Acts 7· 8/9· and

Heb· 7*4* The word means "old father" or "Father of old"· David was a
"father of old" because he had founded a royal dynasty·

To appreciate the full impact of Peter
1
 s teaching in this and the verses

which follow, we must realise that Peter spoke at a time of a well-known
festival when many people (Jews) would corne flx>m near and fax to Jerusalem to
woi-ship at that time· Thcs3 who came from far and who would make few visits to
Jerusalem would be as curious about the city as is the modern tourist· He would
go from one sight to another and one sight no Jew would ever miss was the tomb
of David (which is a "must

w
 even today)· Therefore, Peter took a glorious

opportunity of preaching the resurrection and ascension of Jesus· He would
show that David was dead and buried and his sepulchre - no doubt indicating the
well-kno^n position with the hand - is with us to this day* Over there, (and
Luke does not mention this but it is obvious) is the tomb where the Lord did
lay· That tomb is empty· The Psalm stated that God would not permit his body
to lie in the grave neither would He permit it to see corruption· Xet David

1
 s

body is still there but the body of Jesua is not
#
 David has not ascended into

heaven but Jesus has· We can watch Peter develop his argument on these lines·
We should dp well to copy Peter if at any time, we should seek in a lecture,
to prove that Jesus was raised from the dead physically·

"he is both dead.and buried, ··." A better translation is "he died and was
buried"· The R.V. R

#
S

#
V· and the Afrikaans

Version all use this meaning· Peter
1
 s statement of the fact of David

 !
s death

and burial would be accepted by all who heard him· The boldness with which he
wished to speak concerned the fact that the Psalm he has just quoted and which
was generally applied to David, could not have applied to M m at all· The
prophecy of the Psalm was fulfilled in the resurrection of Jesus· Paul used
this argument later in Acts 13· 35/37·

"his sepulchre is with us unto this day·
11
 David was buried in a part of
Jerusalem known as "the city of

David"· (1 Kings 2.10) (2 Sam· 5·7·) (Neh. 3·16).

Veyse 30 :

"Therefore being a prophet, and knowing that Goft had
sworn with an oath to him, that of the fruit of his
loins, according to the flesh, he would raise up .
Christ to sit on his throne;"

"Therefore being a prophet, ···" David acknowledged that God:spake by hdm.

(2 Sam· 23·2·) This meant that God would
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inspire him to speak of those things which would happen in the future· If
David did not speak of himself, then who did he speak of? This question would
cause the assembled people much distress· What if Jesus was really tfoe
Messiah after all?

"knowing that God had swom with an oath to him, that of the fruit of his
loins, according to the flesh, he would raise up Christ to sit on his throne;:f

This statement would refer the listeners, to the well-known proniise to
David which is oontained in 2 Sam· 12/16· The promise in verse 14 that God
would be his father - the fattier of the fruit of David's loins ~ meant that
whoever this seed of David was, he was to be called the ftSon of Godw· ("I
will be his father ···") (See also 1 Chron· 17. / )

Psalm 132 is one of the 15 "Song of degrees", this group of Psalms
appearing from 120 to lj& inclusive· The reason for 15 such Psalms is that 15
years was added to Hezekiah's life· (2 Kings 20· 6·) God also promised to
deliver the city from the king of Assyria and #hen HezeMah askad Isaiah the
prophet who was his friend, for a sign that the Lord would heal him of his
disease, the prophet gave him the option of choosing whether the sun should go
forward or backward ten degrees on the sundial· Hezekiah chose for the sun to
return· In praise of the LORD for adding 15 years to his life, Hezekiah
chose 15 Psalms and called them "Shir Eamma!aioth" or the Song of the degrees,,
He chose them because they applied so closely to himself· When he was dying
from his sickness (thouf̂ it to be leprosy) he had no son· In this he was a ty:a
of Christ because Jesus died without issue, and instead of a sickness, he had
the sins of us all laid upon him· In regard to his choice of Psalms, see
Isa· 38*20· and read this with verses 5/12· In the anti-type of Hezekiah!s
added 15 years, Jesus was raised from the dead· We shall now understand
better the application of Psalm 132· 11· as it applies to Jesus· HezekLah
regarded himself as a son of David who was dying without issue· How could
this be since the LORD had promised David that he would set his greater son
upon David1 s throne? The verse quotes 2 Sam· 12· and Peter was now quoting
the same and with reference to Jesus·

Many of the Jews in those days knew their Scriptures very well without
understanding them· UEherefore when Peter quoted these passages to them, they
would connect it with the Divine Eromise to David and, possibly, the 132nd
Psalm·

"he would raise up Christ to sit on his throne;" has an inrportant lesson·
Jesus was raised yet the

verse says "Christ" was raised· The Greek is Christos and the Hebrew is
Messiah· Both mean the same, namely, The Anointed One, the man anointed to be
king· This was the promise of God to Abraham given in Gen· 22· 17· where
Abraham was told that his seed, which Paul identifies as Jesus (Gal· 3·16)
would "possess the gate of his enemies"· The use of the singular pronoun here
shows that ONE MAN would be the king and would have the honoured position at
the @a.te# For proof that the king possessed the gate, see Esther 2*19; 2*21;
3· 2/3; 4· 2. 6; 5· 9· 13J 6· 10* 12· In each of these verses we read of
"the king's ggtte"· Therefore the promise to Abraham gave the Jews the prond.se
of the Messiah· Turning Peter1 s title of Christ back to Hebrew, what he said
was "he would raise up the Messiah to sit on his throne"· This links the
Messiah with the Son of God and centres the two Promises in Jesus · This was
Peter1 s famous declaration of Matt· 16·16. "Thou art the Christ, the son of
the Living God"· Peter declared the same on another occasion, John 6· 69
and Martha also made the same declaration of faith· John 11* 27· Matthew-
opens his gospel message with a similar statement· Matt· 1* 1*

'•God hath sworn with an oath ···" see Psalm 132· 11* which Peter now quotes«.

Peter has now shown that David was a. prophet which they a H would
affirm; David had received, an explicit promise from God regarding his greater
Son* which they knew about but did not connect with Jesus; this was sanctioned
and confixroed by a Divine oath; David would have perpetual succession; this
pexpetual succession was now broken if restricted to his mortal descendants of
which Jesus was the last; but the succession would be confirmed with the
wonderful happenings in Jerusalem, the city of David, when Jesus was raised,
thus Godfs promise cannot fail*
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Versa 31 :

""., 'Be seeing this before spake of the resixrx^ction of
Christ, that hxs soul was iK)t l^ft in hell, neither
his flesh did see coraruptioru

M

ft
He seeing this before ···" as one would expect of a prophet* David saw it

in prophetic vision not as himself but as his
greater son* He referred net to his own insurrection but to the resurrection
of itnother which lay in the future as he wrote· ihis was fulfilled in the
recent past· Also this was confirmed by the fact that in accordance with the
prophecy, Jesus was not left in the grave and he was not allowed to be in the
death state lpng enough to start to corrupt·

Verse 32

"This Jesus hath God raised up, whereof we are all
witnesses·"

This statement by Peter seems to be added to what he has already said
with great force of argument· There is a purpose behind.it and it is to
connect Jesus with the risen one· Peter had shown that the prophecy could
not relate to David; and he showed that it could relate to one long after
him; he also showed that it related to Messiah; but how could he identify
Messiah and the Son of God with Jesus? His argument develops by showing that
David wrote of the Messiah

1
 s resurrection· The Messiah was none other than

Jesus because the prophecy concerning him was fulfilled in Jesus. Where is
the proof that Jesiis was raised? There was the empty tomb for all to see·
The apostles were witnesses of his resurrection, this being the essential
qualification of an apostle· (Acts 1· 22·) Could man have done this? Of
course not] Then it must be that God. raised him as he said he would·

Before ire pass on to the next verse, it would be as well for us to
study again the development of Peter

1
 s argument so that we may use it with

profit when we give public lectures· There are two factors or pieces of
evidence to be brought together, namely, that someone had to die but should
not see corruption and that someone had to be raised from the dead· Con-
sidering these points of argument, Psalm 16· 10· cannot apply to David because
he is still dead and has long since turned back to dust· Psalm 16· 11· must be
fulfilled in someone· All Jews at that time acknowledged that the Messiah
was the greater son of David· The Psalm therefore, must refer to the Messiah·
Now, bringing the two together, since only Jesus has been raised and he is in
the lineage of David, then Jesus is the expected Messiah· The argument is
logical and convincing·

Verse 33 i

"Therefore being by the right hand of God exalted, and

;
 having received of the Father the promise of the Holy

Spirit, he hath shed forth this, which ye now see and
hear·

11

" · . by the rigiht hand of God exalted, *.··" The phrase "right hand" is used in
a different sense here from the

usage of the next verse· In ve!rse 3h it is a state of honour· In verse 33 it
is connected with some mighty act,· such an act being part of the Divine Plan
and Purpose· It is appropriate at this stage to make a short study of this
Hebrew idiom so that we undierstand it·

By the FINGER of God : TOien miracles are performed, it is by the FINSER
of God· See Exod· 8.19; Matt. 12*28; Luke 11·20

to which we referred under verse 22 above· The literal use of the finger
is found in Mark 7· 33·

By the H M D of God : The works of God axe represented by His •' ABM· Jesus
did the works of God when preaching, calming the storm*,

feeding the multitudes, raising the dead, speaking in parables and so on.
Collectively these were, the ASM of G<3d. for each of them was a SIGN of the
Plan and Purpose of God· This Plan and Purpose has riot been revealed φο
•everyone· See Exod· 3·20; %%/5y Deut· 6. 21· (This verse refers *to the
act of bringing His people out of Egypt. Their selection was a greater wonder
as we shall see in the next paragraph·) Naomi

f
s lament of Ruth 1· 13· - "the

hand of the LOED is gone out against me·" - is indicative of the trials
brought upon the Covenant people whida she represented in Type* The trials
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to which she refers should be read in conjunction with Heb· 12* 5/H· In the
Ν·Τ· see Luke 1. 66 and 9# 62* The first of these refers to the works of
Jesus which were the works of God· The second refers to man and his works*

By the ARM of God : This is used in connection with the selection of His
people· When God took a nation (Israel) from another

nation (Egypt) He selected His people and brought them out of a rejected
world· Deut· 4·34· Isaiah foretold of the preaching of Jesus and the apostles,
See Isa· 52*7* quoted by Paul in Rom· 10*15· This preaching (or REPORT)
would not be believed by everyone as Isaiah also foretold in the famous
Messianic chapter 53· See Isa* 53· 1· ^h

e
 "report

w
 mentioned in this verse

must be linked with Isa· 52.7. For N.T· confirmation of this, see
John 12· 37/38· For Ν·Τ· confirmation of the Diyine Selection of Israel from
Egypt, see Acts 13· 17·

Eeturning to the verse we are c onsidering, the "right hand of God"
signifies the ascension of Jesus into heaven· Here was an act of God which
manifested His Plan and Purpose· The use of the "right" hand signifies the
GLOET of God· See Ebcod· 15· 6·

The use of the word "exalted" signifies the elevation from one plane to
a higjher one· This idea is given in Acts 13*17· which shows that God chose
the children of Israel when they were slaves in Egypt and EXALTED them from
a position of slavery to be His children on their journey to Zion· Jesus has
been exalted from the bondage of mortal flesh to the sublime state of
immortality and fellowship with His Father·

ft
• • ·"and having received of the Father the promise of the Holy Spirit,

Jesus as a MAN had ESCEIVHD the gift of the Holy Spirit· We pause
for a moment to observe that if the Holy Spirit were a god, then this verse
has no meaning in ref erence to "him

11
· If we regard the Holy Spirit as a

POWER, then the verse makes sense·

"he hath shed forth this which ye now see and hear» " His "shedding" was
manifested in the

POiiER which was now in evidence in the Apostles who spoke with other tongues ̂
as Joel had foretold they wuld· Die ^shedding" was also in accordance with
Jesus

1
 promise given on the occasions mentioned in John 14*16· and 26· and

Acts 1. 4.

"Which ye now see and hear
11
 was obvious to all of them· They saw the

cloven tongues as of fire, and they heard the speaking in other tongues· "This"
was the gift which had now been given to them and could not be explained except
on the basis of an exalted Saviour of whom the prophets had testified to his
coining, his teaching, his death, his resurrection and now his exaltation·

Verse 34 :

"For David is not ascended into the heavens : but he
saith himself, The LORD said unto my Lord, Sit
thou on my right hand,"

"For David is not ascended into the heavens : ·.· " For all that David was a
great man, beloved of God*

he had not ascended into heaven· He was still in his gprave· We should note
that no mention is made of a soul in the popular concept of the word·
According to the "immortal soul" theoiy, the soul goes to heaven whereas the
body turns back to dust· If this were so, why should Peter point to an
obvious fact which everyone should know? Would it not have been better for
him to say that David

1
 s soul had not gone to heaven? If he had, he would

surely have been asked to state where it was and where it was to be f ound
during the 1000 years approximately since his death· The dxxjtrine of the
immortal soul breaks down on this verse·

"but he saith himself, ···" Having proved that Jesus had been resurrected,
Peter now starts on his proof that Jesus had

been exalted to the right hand of God in heaven·

"The LORD said unto ray Lord, Sit thou on my right hand," Peter goes to the

same source for
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his O^T.
1
"proof; ks he us&l for

f
the^.foxiner.proof, inainely

f
 the Psalms· He quotes

Psa· 110· I* (Critics sa# that this Psalm was not written by David, if this
is so, then Jesus niust have been wrong

4
when he uttered his sliatement recorded

in Mark 12*36·) Whereas the* Nj»T. draws a distinction between the first word
tt
L0HD

lf
,. and the secord̂ Ijorcl,' ilis distinction is not very dear· Both the 0*T.

and I$«T« give all capitals forlW^i a M Î 3wei» Case for Lord· It would have
been dearer if given ,^.^ A&on is th& root of
Adonai which, is t o d ^ Israel for t&e word *Sir

!r
 out of inspect to. a

position. David, speaiorig in the Spirit of prophecy, acknowledges some person
oth^r than himself as one to be exalted to the right hand of God. The use of
the prophetic qame YMBSER shows that the exaltation is part of the Divine Plan
and Purpose· Jesus, identified the Lordof this verse as the Messiah·
Matt. 22. 2fV45j terk 12· 35/37; Luke 20. M/hh·. Confrcnting his heaj^rs
were two facts· One was that the Messiah mentioned in Psalm 110 would ascend
into heaven. SEhe other was that Jesus had been seen to ascend into heaven.
Peter had previously proved that Jesuk was the Messiah. New he adds further
proof* '' • .

Verse 35 :

''until I make thy foes thy footstool.?

In early Hebrew times, the planting of the foot χφοη the neck of
a prostrate foe was a symbol of complete victory. See Josh. 10· 24;
1 Sam. 17·51· (David "stood upon" the vanished Goliath). R.V.-I "Till I make
thine enemies the footstool of tlby feet.

11
 R.S.V^ "till I make thy enemies a

stool for thy feet"· Affrikaans "totdat Ek u vyande gemaak het *n voetbank vs/-i
u voete". Thus the Afrikaans agrees with the R.V. "of thy feet"· ,

B&ul has a reference to this in 1 0or# 15· 25·

Verse 36 :
"Therefore let all the house of Israel know assuredly,
that God hath made that same Jesuo, whom ye have
crucified, both Lord and Christ·"

"... let all the house of Israel know assuredly, ·.·" Note that "the house of

Israelis mentioned to
the exdusion of all others. This means that it is only the house of Israel
who may regard the crucified Christ as their Messiah, their Lord, their
saviour and Master. The certainty of this is expressed in "assuredly"· The
Greek word for "assypedly" is translated as " safely

n
 in Mark 14· 44· and

Acts 16. 23· This means "safely and without any feaa? of; contradiction".

Jesus whom the people or their representatives, had crucified, had been
made Lord (as promised to David - the Son of God) and Christ (the Messiah
promised unto Abraham·) Here the two promises are once again brought together
in Christ Jesus· The use of the name Jesus in this verse indicates the Savioux
character· See Luke 2. U . · for the expression "Christ the Lord".

fr
Whom ye have crucified, . ·

 o

 n
 This is the final thrust. The wonderful argu-

ment which Peter gave ~ and Luke
1
 s record here

must be only a summary - must have bitten deej> into their; conscience·. The
gradual realisation of what had been done to the Prince of this life must have
coma upon them as Peter pirogreissed and the last thing %hey wanted to hear was
"whom ye have crucified"·

V e r s e 3 1 ι
 ;

~ •" · ' · · ' : - . · - ' · ν - ' : · ^ .-- • .
;
 - •!'-..·.·. .

"Nowr when they h^ard this, they were pricked in their
. hearty and said unto;1feter a M to the rest of the

apostles, Ifen and brethren, w]mt shall-we do?
11

-
f
T)i0iw.when they heard this, they were pricked in their heart, . · • " Peter xxses
" " •'" ' ' " ' · ' ••

 v
- '-*'

:
'
;
''"•":;• '"'••·••· •• •".· . . · · • • .•' · ' •' *.. •-. ' .- , .

v
 ^ a n u n u s u a l

wor& in "pricked".· The R*V· detains the word but the R.S.V. has "they were cut
to the heart"« It is used in a sense of being struck violently with auction.
The Afrikaans version has "ia hulle diep in die hart getref ..." also
carrying a note of tragedy in the isaamer.of being struck. After considering
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what Peter had proved to them, if what he had said was true, and who can
counter his teaching, then they had (l) rejected the Word of God;
(2) they had crucified the Messiah; they were guilty of murder, and to
their crime must be added blasphemy^ and treason against their King· As de-
vout Jews, their position now appeared to be beyond redemption· Well could
they feel perplexed in a sense of gpeat tragedy for themselves·

ftin their hearts" means in their minds· In those days, through
Grecian influence, the brain was regarded as a kind of theimostat for keeping
the body temperature constant· Thus, if a person had a temperature, their head
felt hot· On the contraiy, if they were tinder temperature, this could be felt
in their brow· The thoughts were supposed to be centred in the heart· If
anyone was excited in mind, their hearts would increase in beats per minute·
For this usage of thoughts being in the heart, see Matt· 5· 8· and 28; 12#34;
13·15; 15·18; 22^48; Jferk ?· 19 and 21; Luke 2· 19 and 5L; 9· 47; 24.32;
John 12·40; 13*2; 1U. 1; 3if 27· etc·

"said unto Peter and to the rest of the Apostles, ···* The crowd turned to
Eeter and the ELEVEN

for help· Note that they did not turn to the 120· This should indicate to us
that the Holy Spirit fell upon the 12 only and not upon the 120 as well·

*Men and brethren, what shall we do?* The "men and brethren11 were not those
who were with them· They were Peter

and the eleven to whom the question was collectively addressed· They did not
ask each other but asked those who appeared before them as recipients of the
Holy Spirit· How different an attitude from those who, shortly before, had
mocked the twelve as being filled with new wine· The A*V· includes "Men" in
the address with no connecting "and11, this being supplied in italics· ?he
IUV·, R*S*V· and Afrikaans Bybel gives sinply "Brothers" or "Brethren"· With.
Jesus Christ as their only mediator between God and men, they were now without
any access to God and, the law having been fulfilled in Jesus, they had no
altar· They could well ask in despair, "What shall we do?" The question was
not only one of despair but also one of faint hope· Berhaps there was still
a way·

Verse 38 :

"Then Peter said unto them, Repent, and be baptized every
one of you in the name of Jesus Christ for the remission
of sins, and ye.shall receive the gift of the Holy Spirit·"

"Then Peter said unto them, ···* Although the question was directed to the
twelve, Peter still speaks for them all·

"Repent, and be baptized every one of you in the name of Jesus Christ for
the remission of sins, ·.·"

The Greek word translated as "Repent" means to change oners thinking
afterwards· The change of mind involves a change to moral good especially in ,
one*s own character and conduct· Bagpet and sorrow for what is done is only a
beginning to the more important one of becoming a new man in one's thinking
and behaviour· In its fullest sense, it involves a complete change to a life
dedicated to doing God's Will* The Afrikaans use of f*Bekeer" carries a sense
of conversion and this appears to be the theme of repentance in Acts 3· 19·
The act of repentance is often found in the Acts· See also 5· 31} 8*22;
11.18; 13·24; 17*30; 19·4·; 20*21; 26·20* The verb used heare in Acts
2·38· gives a sense of repenting immediately, without delay, and repent
completely· Their rejection of Christ had to stop immediately· Under the
circumstances, it could not be continued with·

The question "What shall we do?* and the answer "Bepent, and be
baptized" remind one of a similar question asked of John the Baptist, "Master,
what shall we do?" After giving advice as to their conduct, he baptised them·
John's baptism was a baptism unto repentance Mark 1* 4· but that which Petear
now spoke of^ was a baptism into a NAME, - the NAME of Jesus Christ·

When the Lord sent his disciples to preach, he told them to baptise
their converts in the name of the Eather, and of the Son, and of the Holy
Spirit*· (Matt· 28· 19·) TShen Ffeter spoke, he was speaking to a different
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people from those envisaged by the Lord when he gave his instaructions· The
Jews and proselytes knew the PfcOraiseis· They accepted the; One God of
Israel and they accepted the Holy Spirit "by which power tfte Old Testament had
been written· Therefore, the triune "baptismal declaration was not necessary
for them so Peter required.baptism into the NAME· '

 %
 The *name

ft
 was that g£ven

to Moses at the Burning Bush -, IHjffil —which transliterated means "I m i l be
manifested in a multitude of saints"· The immortalised saints when the
Kingdom is established, will manifest td the mortal people of the world, the
Gloxy of God· It is on being part ,of this NAME, that every true Christian
Believer bases his hopes· In Acts 1J5·!**-· we find James quoting Simeon who
said, that God at the first did visit the Gentiles to take out of than a people
for His NAME· At the very first, God did visit the land of the Chaldees and
took out Abraham to be a people for his NAME - the chosen ones ~ the elected,
ones· this was the Divine Elan and Purpose that a special people should be
chosen (elected) and set'apart as the people of God· This gave rise to the
prophetic NAME of God, namely, ΪΗΒΗ or tAHSTEH· The Old Testsunent bore
witness to this Purpose because the 0*T· was written according to the
inspiration of God through His Power, the Holy Spirit· This supplies us with
the NAME of the Father, manifested in the Old Testament by the name of the
Holy Spirit· As Peter had shown, this Plan and Purpose was centred in and
around the name of Jesus, thus supplying the third and e^laining for us the
"name of the Father, and of the Son and of i?he Holy Spirit·

lf
 As explained

above, the Jews a#d proselytes accepted the first two, so by being baptised
into the name of Jesus Christ, they would then accept the threefold manifes-
tation of the Plan and Purpose of God. ·

This in no way proves the existence of a trinity of gods· Such a
concept is 'quite foreign to ..the teaching of the Bible· God's Plan and Purpose
ultimately, is that His Glory shall be manifested· For this purpose, He
created His Son so that those saints who are the spiritual body of Christ,
will be the saints who will manifest the Divine Glory in their immortality·
To elect the saints of the "body of Christ", there must be a name of the Son

9

and the only way to acquaint men with this Plan and Purpose, is to consnit it
to writing by means of the Power of God which is called the Holy Spirit» Thus
it is the NAME of God, manifested by Jesus, his Son, through the Power of
the Holy Spirit·

M
for the remission of your sins, #..

!|
 At the moment of baptism, all former

sins are washed away· Rom·6·7· Col·2.13·

"and ye shall receive the gift of the Holy Spirit·" The extent to which the
gift was to be given is

not stated· There is no doubt however, that in view of the other influences
all around them which made the growth of the Word of God difficult, a gift
was given to new converts to bring them sufficient understanding of God

t
s

Word to enable them to return to their homes and preach unto others·

Verse 39 t

"For the promise is unto you, and to your children, and
: to all that are afar off, even as many as the Lord our

God shall call·*

"For the promise is unto you, and to your children, ···** For those who claim
:
 . . . to be endowed with

the Holy Spirit, this must be a very difficult verse because Peter explains
that the promise of Another Comforter is for two generations, the one h& was
speaking to and their children·

 Λ
 This would take them up to the end of the

Apostolic era which came to an end with the death of John, the last of all the
Apostles to die· (Jesus had f dretold that John would outlive them all and
would be alive when Jesus

 tt
came again" as he did when he appeared unto John

at Patmos and gave him the Book of Revelation· See John 21* 20/22*.») We
shall see when w^ study Acts 8· 18· that only the Apostles could pasabn the
Holy Spirit to others· Therefore when the last of them died, the Holy
Spirit could no longer be» passed on .to another· ThsLt would take up to' the
generation which was present on the day of Pentecost, and to their children·

"and to all that are afar off, • ··"
 f
 Some comnentators tend to the opinion

" that this refers to succeeding
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generations but the phrase in Greek does r»t mean this· It does not relate to
time· Othea* suggestions are that it refers to. Jews dispersed in other
«countries, but this would be quite unnecessary as Jews from every country
were represented there· The indication of Scripture is that it refers to the
Gentiles· Some object to this as Peter would not understand at that time
tjrat the Gentiles had to come into the covenants of Promise· This point is
not well made as Peter was under the impression that Gentiles had to become
Jews first and then be converted to Clhristiaiiity· In writing to the believers
at SJphasus, Paul refers to the fact that at one time, they were "afar off"
wftich is another way of saying that they were Gentiles after the flesh who
were unbelievers at one time· (Ephes· 2. 13· and 17·) Δ prophecy of salvation
poming to the Gentiles is given in Isaiah 57· 19* Peter

1
 s Quotation of JoeL

stopped at 2. 31· half way through the verse· If we continue with verse 32$ we
find reference to "the remnant whom the LORD shall call»" Thus the two
prophecies seem to be in agreement that the Gentiles will come to a knowledge
of the Truth.

"as many as the Lord our God shall call." "No man can come to .me,
tf
 said Jesus,

(John 6. hh+) "except the i&ther
which hath sent me draw him : •·>" "God hath visited the Gentiles to take out
of them a people for his Name". (Acts 15.14·) It is God who calls.

"Terse LO t

"And with many other words did he testify and exhort,
saying, Save yourselves ft?om this untoward generation· "

Luke has taken out of Peter
1
 s speeches that day sufficient for the

teaching he wishes to bring to his readers
1
 attention· As we have stated,

the speeches recoxtled in the Bible are precis and rot verbatim records of
everything that was said. Luke refers to similar statements without giving
the details of what was said· See Acts 8.25; 10.42; for speeches, and
Acts 3.15$. kr.33; 5* 31/52; 10. 39/41; 13#31* for witnesses· In
summarising the various speeches here referred to without giving details, Peter
is quoted as saying, "Save yourselves from this untowSLrd generation".

The verb is passive in the midcUle voice."which means that something must
be done to them to their advantage· This is "be saved to your own advantage ..'
They had to be saved from "the untoward generation"· The word "imtoward"
means morally crooked, perverse people belonging to a particular generation.
(Vine, page 256). Garxying this description to its liinit, we find the Jews
living at that time who had rejected their Messiah and always wovild do so as
long as they lived, irrespective of what teaching was brought to their
attention· Other such people were the Gentiles with whom they lived in their
cities who worshipped gods of wood and stone, fashioned by ma*i

f
s hands· Apart

from their abominable foinn and ritual of worship, they were evil people in
their morals· See Paul

f
s advice in Phil· 2.15; Peter may have had in mind

the Song of Moses, recorded in Deut. 32. 5· The histozy of the Jews from
Moses

1
 day was a lamentable one of their perverseness and crookedness· He

did not want this generation to go the same way.

Verse 2̂L i

"Then they that gladly received his word were baptized :
and the same day there were added unto them about three
thousand souls."

"Then they that gladly received his word were baptized : ·*·" It does not say
"They received

his word ..." but that "they that received his word ..." The distinction is
that in the text, only some of the hearers received his word and were
baptised. It is not everyone that has ears to hear. One way of understanding
this section is to consider that only those who asked the question given in
verse 37 received his word arid were baptised. Those who did not receive his
word would not bother to ask the question· Note that they had to understand
what Peter had said, and understand his words and believe them· After that,
they were baptised· We shall find in many places in the Acts that belief
always preceded baptism.
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"added three thousand souls.
ff
 This enormous number was never again repeated

• --• · as far as we· are told· If a like manner- were
converted on any one day

 $
 there' '±& tio recidrd of it· S**ch a figure far

exceeded anything the Lard had dO3^ in his three and a half years of Mnistry.
Jesus foretold this in John 12f· 12# ̂  ̂  -

-o •· We. note that .2
r
G00^ Ehdse who insist that

every mention of a
 w
soul" to Sca?iptur!e is Andieed a

 f
'soul* inthel· Platonic

sense, should liote id̂ ds verse·- After th^! people'w^re baptised, only their
sotiXs weâ e added to the nunofcer of believers· IfonlythesotuJs are to "be
saved, then what happens/to the bodieswhen they, .are raised? Τ Τ ^ iito
soul .theoiy does away with Biblical teaching of resurrectquon· Many critics
argue that,with suclva large ni^er of peop^
3,000 could not h&ve been baptised· We hiave no way of laiowdjig since i e % W
not there at the tqyrae· Terse 41 says they were baptised and for us, that is
the end of the matter· . -. . ' - ,

 ;
 "!

We may be astonished that so many could believe and be baptised in so
short a time but we must remember that they were "devout Jews" (verse 5) and
would know* of the One God of Israel;- they would" know of the Promises to '

;

Abraham, Isaac and Jacob; they would know of the Covenant with David; they
would look to the coming of the ilessiah; they would -understand- the* need for
separation from the world of apostacy which surrounded them;..... they would* look
for salvation in the Kingdom of God on earth and not in heaven; they would
look for the coming of the kingdom and the re-establishment of David

1
 s throne·

All that was required of them was a belief that Jesus was the Messiah and rthat
he rose again arid ascended into heaven· Also that he would come again*

Verse 42

"And they, continued stedfastly in the apostles* doctrine
and fellowship, and in breaking of bread, and in prayers. *

"·· they continued stedfastly in the apostles
1
 doctrine and fellowship ··•"

^Continued stedfastly
11
 as in Acts 1# 14· means unwearied continuance·

See Ror% 12· 12; Col· 4· 2.
 r

"The apostles
1
 doctidne . · . " Erom the few verses we· have studied in

the Book up to this stags it is possible to draw up a statement of
Paith for the apostles· · ^

1· Belief in God the lather· Acts 1
#
 4· . " '

2· Belief tlrat Jesus is the Son of God of the seed of David, descended from
Abrahainv Acts 2. 36· Jesus was a man· Acts 2

#
 22· " , .

3· Jesus died and rose again· Acts 1· 22· This implies that Jesus
must have been mortal·

4· The Holy Spirit is the Power of God which enabled them to speak in other
tongues· (The Holy Spirit is no where spoken of as a gpd.) Acts 1* 16/21.

5· The Promises made unto Abraham and the Covenant with David both centre in
Jesus Christ. Acts 2· 36; 2. 30

#

6. Jesus is now in heaven at the right hand of God· Acts 2· 33
#

7· Christ will come again. Acts 1· 11·

8· The death and resurrection of Je&us was part of the Divine ELan and
Purpose· Acts 2· 23/24* . ;

9.· 'Baptism after Belief must come first· Acts 2· 38*
;
···..: Eep^ntance must

acxjompany Belief and Baptism.

10
#
 The Paith must be^ accompanied by BrealdLng of Brea.d and prayuts."' Acts 2.42*

"and fellowship, .··" The Greek word is "Koincinia",ftieaMng ^sharing in
,
;
 conmion", participa.tion, commxxnion, with a sense of

making a coiitribixtion and sharing the contribution of others·

fellowship witk God means to be a partaker of thê^ Promises^
Ephes· 3#6· Such fellowship requires a

:
 knowleajge of whai/God. has

"contributed" by His Promises and the gift of His Sony Jesus· Without know-
ledge, we cannot have fellowship with God· In any event, fellowship with God
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comes only through Jesus· 1 John 1. 3· 6·

Fellowship with the Son is possible only through Belief and Baptism.
The contribution by Jesus was his life as a ransom for many· Eev· 5· 9·
1 Peter 1# 19 ί Our contribution is to be buried with him in baptism after,
of course, the proper belief and repentance· Col· 2· 12·

Fellowship of the Holy Spirit came in the first place from a knowledge
of God

f
s Word· The contribution by the Holy Spirit was the written word of

God inspired by God
f
s Power, the Holy Spirit· Thus the contribution from the

Holy Spirit was the Scriptures which can make us wise unto salvation· The
gift of the Holy Spirit is no longer with us# Heb· 6· 4/5· We now have the
complete word of God and must live according to that Word· Phil* 2· 1

#

"in breaking of bread, .··* Note that we read of "breaking" 5f bread· We do
not read of "pouring out of wine

1
*· Why "breaking^

It does NOT refer to Jesus body being, broken on the cross for we know that
"not a bone of him was broken

1
"· (John 1% $€>.) The word "breaking" means

•Bividiiig asunder", with one part on one side and the other part on the
opposite side·

'Dividing asunder" was a Hebrew ritual of sealing a contract. It had
covenant significance and was irrevocable once it was perfoimed in all its
details· In Gen· 15, when Abram asked God for a sign that he would know for
sure that he would receive the land promised to M m and his seed, God told him
to "divide" a heifer, a she goat, a turtledove and a young pigeon· He took
these and "divided" them but did not "divide" the birds· When the fowls came
down upon the carcase, he drove them away· After this, Abram fell into a deep
sleep and an horror of great darkness fell upon him· Gen* 15· 5/12· In* verse
17, we oread that when the sun went down, it was dark and a smoking furnace
appeared, and a lamp of fire (margin) passed between the pieces·

It is sufficient for our present purpose to state that the animals were
divided without going into detail, except to say that the pieces represented
Christ· This was a symbol of his sacrifice in the years to come but it is
probable that Abram did not see the Saviour character of the "division"· All
he knew was that this was a formality of a covenant which would be irrevocable a
"The sun went down" signifies the death of Christ and "it was dark" - the
darkness of the grave for Jesus· There was also the significance of the dark-
nesss of igporance of Abram1 s seed after the flesh which would be scattered in
A#D#70 when a "smoking furnace" - smote only with the fire of destruction gpne
out ** over the city of Jerusalem after its destruction· Yet this was an
acceptable sacrifice to God ds is indicated by the "lamp of fire" which
passed between the pieces· The Bible has other references to an acceptable
sacrifice which was consumed by fire to show Gpdfs acceptance of it·
Judges 13· 20·

Thus was a covenant with Abram sealed and made irrevocable by means of
a "broken11 sacrifice* In regard to the BREAD, Jesus has shown us tha,t he is
the "bread of life" (John 6. 4δ·) Ihen Jesus fed the 5,000 he broke the bread,
(Matt· 14· 19; Mark 6· 41; Luke 9· 16·) thus showing the Covenant significance
of what he was doing· The "breaking of bread" then, is

 a
 Covenant assurance

of the redemptive work of the sacrifice of Jesus and. that it was acceptable to
God· For further study, see 1 Oor· 10· 16/17* Luke 22· 17· Those who renew
the Covenant in this way, should remember that just as a lamp of fire passed
through the midst of the pieces, so Jesus said, "Where two or three are
gathered together in my name, there am I in the midst of them"· Matt· 18*20·,

"and in prayers"· This would be united, and not individual prayers· The
brethren had now lost their individuality in the spiritual

Body of Christ·

tt

Terse k5

"And fear caiae upon fvery soul : and many wonders and
signs were done'by the apostles·"

"And fear came upon every soul ··· " This expression is found in Acts 5·5ϊ
5·11; 19·17· It was not a fear of

bodily h a m but rather one of awe· The verb "came" comes from the same word
translated as "were done" in the latter half of this verse·

 v
 It means

"happened"· .
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"many sigas "and wonders^^ife *φώέ'T?y the apostles·
 w
 The fear of the earlier

V
 v

 * •;* Λ -
 ;

 pert of this sentence
was caused through the signs ajnd %ond^s i/fc donfe· The signs and
wonders done by the apostles·-maintawed thl^.f-ear· Great power was used in
these* signs and wottders· See Acts 4* 35* -The sigps and wonders which were
dorie appear in the rest of ther^Bbok^of 1 ^ Ac*fes· ^

Verse 44 t " *

"And all that believed were together, and had all things
contnon;"

One.of thê  great wonders was the voluntary division of property and
the communal spirit among thenu This life was similar to that led by Jesus
and his disciples where pp one of them hiad more than another· Jesus never νladd'
down this law but it happened by the desire of the people* It came through
brotherly love· (Acts 4* 32·) There must have been a few wealthy ones and, no
doubt, many poor ones· Xet they ware all prepared to sell what vthay had and
put the proceeds in the common pool. . . .. , ,

She selling of property was voluntary and not compulsoxy·. We read of
"the house of Mary the mother of Mark" (Acts-'"12*12·) John also appears to
ha^£ hacj. a home of his own· (John 19· 27·) Simon had not given up his money
on M s baptism· (Acts 8· 20·) This coinniunal attitude· was possible only for
a vety small group of people. Once the Ecclesia grew to a considerable size,
the communal tendency Tell away· It was riot a permanent institution for we
do not find it in other ecdesias started by the apostles·

Verse 45 ι
1
 "And sold th^ir possessions ,and goods, and parted them to
all (men), as every man had need·

11

The verb here is-in the inrpe2?fect tense, indicating "they kept
selling their goods

11
, from tine to timers necessity arose· The word

"possessions
11
 means landed property - fixed assets - and is used three times

in Scripture, namely, Matt· 19· 22· and Mark 10· 22· of the rioh ruler who was
unwilling to part with his possessions· The second is in the verse we are
studying now· The third is in Acts $· 1· concerning

1
 those who were prepared

to sell but not to part with the whole price.

The woi*d "men* which is in italics, was used as an imperaor^ pronoun
in English in the early 17th Centuiy when the A*V· was published. In modern
usage, the sentence would read, "and parted them to all, as every one had
need·

 ft

Terse 46 : " -; , .
 αι

.
; :

 . , · : . "

"And they, continuing (tetily with one accord "in theteiSple,
and breaking bread, fyom house to house, did eat their meat
with gladness and'singleness of heart,"-

"And they, continuing daily, with one accord. .··" "They" referring to the
· • • • · - ' • • .' . . . . ·. .·..·, •-.-, · . ,. \. ^ - A p o s t l e s · '

"Ctontinuing
 #
.

#
" used in the same sense as in 1· 14· and 2

#
 42· It speaks of

persistent practice·
 fl

with ΟΌβ accord"> is the same as in L· 14·,,.,

"in the temple, • • •
M
W shall find this in 3· 1# ao well· It may seem strange
why newly converted Christians should attend daily in oxu

of the rooms at the tenple, which Temple was given over to worship under the
Law of Moses· It may have been done to show that there was no antagonism be-
tween what was later called the "Christian Faith

11
 and the Great Hope Of Israel

with which, in later years, P&ul cjairfed he was bound· (Asts 28·-20·) A
similar thing happened in the daysof Jbhn the Baptist who taught in the pre-
cincts of the .Temple without destroying anything; to do with ,$he worship
conducted there· The close association, of the apostles with the temple led
eventually to a dilute regarding <»x<5umcision which we shall, nô je now but
discuss later when we come to it· , >
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"and breaking bread ίϊΌΐη house to house (margin "at home") did eat their
meat with gladness and singleness of heart,"

The place in the temple where they gathered was Solomon's Borah
(Acts 3· 11·) Being organised as we have seen, on communal lines, the great
feature of their association was the communal meal· It could not
conveniently be eaten in the temple precincts so they ate by households*
A.V· says "from house to house"· R

#
V

#
 "at home" R*S.V· "in their homes"·

The Α·ΤΓ· rendering, which is also the rendering of the Afiikaans Version, gives
the true sense.

"breaking bread" must be considered in conjunction with "taking their
meat (food)"· The indication is that they partook of their meals,
spiritual and physical, from house to house» This was done in a continuing
manner, the verb being in the imperfect tense· Their "gladness" was an
exultation, such was their joy to be in the household of faith. "Singleness"
co as fix>m a word meaning "simplicity" and shows that there was no unbelief,
selfishness, nor hypocrisy in what they were doing· The ecclesia gets off to
a good start with childlike happiness and singleness of purpose, aim and
motive·

VerseJtZ ι

"Praising God, and having favour with all the people· And
the Lord added to the church daily such as should be saved·

ff

"Praising God, and having favour with all the people·
 tt
 Ttraising God" as

expressed, here, shows
a little more than praise for the sake of praising· It was part of their
worship and went further than that· Their manner of life was a foxm of
praise, of God· This desire to praise God when one is the subject of signs
and wonders can be expected· We shall find it in chapter 3* at verses 7 and C«

"having favour with all the people·" The phrase "all the people" is
often found and its use shows it to be limited to all, the Jews - the chosen
people. This favour did not last long once the Jewish Rulers detexudned to
destroy the new Paith· See Acts 4· 3/2·

"And the Lord added to the church daily such as should be saved· " "the Lord"
means God

.and not Jesus· John 6· 44# and Acts 15. 14· Also 1 Cor· 3* 7* The word
"added" is in the imperf ect tense meaning "kept adding".

ft
to the church" is not quite a true translation. The R.V· has "to

them", the R*S
#
V. has "their number" and the Afrikaans Bybel has "die

gemeente" - the community, congregation. The Bnphatic Diaglott has "And the
Lord daily added those being saved to the congregation·"

"such as should be saved"· The present participle of the verb shows
that salvation is a continuous selection of individuals who enter the race
for eternal life. It reads "Those that were being saved · · ·" A simple
translation is "the Lord guided them to the way of salvation". This is what
the Lord does for us. We are put on the way to everlasting life but do
not attain it until Christ comes·
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The scene of the action recorded in Acts chapter 3 is laid in the Temple

and its precincts· It will help us in our studies if we know something of the

Temple of those days·

The Temple mentioned in the Gospels and Acts was built by Herod the great

who had the building commenced in B^C· 20* He rebuilt the temple rather than

built it· There was great enthusiasm about that time for rebuilding ancient

temples and Herod followed fashion rather than acted becuase of soipe pious

motive© Herod declared that his plan in rebuilding the temple was to restore

religious worship but from the character of the man, he preferred to build a

memorial to himself rather than to serve God
0
 The Jews declared that the temple

in their day had been 46 years in building and was not then finished. (John 2·

20·) The date of its completion is unknown but it is thought to have been

finished in the days of the procurator Albinus· (A.D. βΣ/64·)

When we read of the Temple, we sometimes read of the entire structure and

sometimes of the inner temple· If we can es&plain where some parts are to be

found, we shall get a better idea of the layout* Yv
r
e must consider the Temple in

two sections, namely, the whole walled-in area known as the "Mountain of the

House"· This was a large shape nearly rectangular with walls in the north, east,

south and west· The eastern wall overlooked the valley of Kidron to the mount

of Olives beyond· The south wall extends into a smaller valley which penetrates

the city of Jerusalem, and is known as the "Tyropoeon Valley" and sometimes, the

"Valley of Cheesemakers"· The southwestern corner is connected to the city by a

viaduct* On the inside of the north, east and west walls
?
 there are rows of

pillars forming a portico on each wall
o
 These porticos are covered with a roof

made of carved cedar wood® There are three rows of pillars to each wall· The

southern wall has four rows of pillars and a carved cedarwood roof· It was 45

feet wide as against the 30 feet of width of the north, east and west wails*

The cast enclosed square enclosed by the walls was known as the "Court of the

Gentiles" because Gentiles were permitted to go there· The Portico on the

inside of the eastern wall was known as "Solomon
1
 s Porch" and this is mentioned

in Acts 3· 11* Jesus taught there· (John 10
o
 23·)

In the northern half of the courtyard is the Temple,, The main entrance

faces east and outside of this were the money changers and those who sold cattle

and birds for sacrifice. Thus they were not actually in the temple but outside

it, yet they were within the Temple courtyard. The Temple was elevated above

its immediate surroundings so that all access to it was by fourteen steps· The

main entrance was known as the "Corinthian Gate" and more often by the name of

"Beautiful" which we find in Acts 3ο 2» All the way round were warning signs

that Gentiles were not allowed to enter the Temple under pain of death* See Acts

21· 28/31
#
 This was the only entrance on the eastern side

o
 There were four

entrances each on the north and south but none in the west*

Having entered by the eastern entrance, the visitor found himself in the
"Court of the Women" which was not limited to women but was used by both sexes*
This was as far as women may come to worship* There were special balconies for
the women and this is preserved in modern synagogues which provide seats for the
women in the galleries· (Note: The Revisionist Group do not observe this but
permit their women to sit with the men.) The pillars supporting the balconies
formed porticos and in these were placed chests for the collection of pfferings·
Here it was that the widow cast her mite* There were a series of rooms around
the "Court of the Women" and in one of these, the Nazarites performed their
ceremonies·

Ascending by 14 steps, we reach the gate of Kicanor which forms part of

the Wall of Separation beyond which no one except the priests could pass· On

the other side of this wall was the Holy Place in which was the altar on which

the priests performed their daily sacrifices· (Heb
#
 10· 11·) Beyond this was

the Holiest of All which was separated from the Holy Place by the Veil*

Returning to the vast courtyard, a sheltered collonade led from the north west

corner of the Courtyard to a flight o£ steps which led into a building on high

ground* This building was known as "Antonia"» It is referred to in Scripture

as the "Castle" and is mentioned in Acts 21 · 34, 37; 22· 24; 23· 10, 16 and 32*





THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES

Chapter 3

Two things were to contribute to" the spreading of Chr i s t i an i ty · They
' • w e r e : - . '. , " ; ' . . , . . . . •

(1) The closely knit structure of the first ecclesia. This led to great
strength of character when persecution came. Jesus had said a "house

divided against itself cannot stand"© (Matt* 12· 25·) The opposite of
course, is also true, that if a house is firmly bound together by the common
weal, it will stand steadfast against all opposition* This was the case with
the fibst ecclesia at Jerusalem· In the words of Mark,

Mark 16· 20· "•••they went forth, and preached every where, the Lord
working with them,···"

They tended to keep in the vicinity of Jerusalem and soon built up the
largest ecclesia they ever had* There was no common place of gathering such as
we have it these days like an ecclesial hall, so they met at each other1 s
houses· Nevertheless the body of believers was united in the One Faith and
were enthusiastic in their preaching· ' ; .

(2) The growing persecution and opposition· This cape from both Jew and
&entile. The result was a three cornered contest for survival with the

evangelists trying to spread the Gospel, the Jew trying to preserve the Law of
Moses and the temple ritual and the Roman trying to stamp out the growing
concept of worship which was opposed to their gods· The RomarP saw in the
Christian movement a menace jbo their political security so when they turned
upon the zealous Jews and destroyed them in A.D· 70, the followed up quickly
by persecuting the Christians·

The manner in which these two factors contributed to the spreading of
Christianity came about in this way» The oarly Christians were so enthusiastic
about their ecclesia at Jerusalem that had nothing happened to oppose them,
Christianity may not have reached beyond Judea f QJJ jnany decades· Something had
to happen to.cause the evangelists to go further .afield» This was done by the
persecution which grew from mild opposition to imprisonments^ beatings,and
finally the murder of Stepheno The Christians were caused to flee for their
lives and in doing so, took the New Faith with them and taught it far and wide·

Luke deals with this gradual development in the first six chapters and
comes to the finality in recording Stephen1 s speech in chapter 7· During this
period, JOSEPH CAIPHAS was the high priest· He was & Sadducee with political
ambitions and like all such men,' was unwilling at any time to do anything which
may off aid the Romans· Thus it was that they were hampered to a certain extent
by their fear of what the people might do· If they rioted, they might make the
Romans think that they were starting a minor revolt» For this reason we read
that "they feared the people"· Matt» 21· 26; 26. 5; Mark 11· 32; 12· 12;
14. 2; Luke 20· 6; 20· 19; 22· 2; Acts 4· 21; etc., Caiaphas played a
major part in spreading the gospel by causing the Christians to be scattered·

In the days of Jesus, great opposition came from the Pharisees but in
the days of the apostles, the greatest opposition came from the Sadducees·
Their main point of opposition was that the apostles taught that Jesus had been
raised from the dead, the resurrection being something they did not believe·
The PHARISEES were divided into three types, namely, .

(1) The purely religious who were looking for- the kingdom to come to Israel·
.Amongst these were Nicodemus and Joseph of Ardjcathea.

(2) The wealthy Pharisees who felt it was best to keep on thB right side of .:
the Romans· Josephus the historian, was one of this type.

(3) The religiously zealous type of whom Siaul was one* They took out of
religion the qualities of humility, kindness, understanding and the
contrite spirit which is so essential. (Matt. 15· 1/14·) It was only
those of type (1) who became Christians·
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Verse 1

"Now Bster and John went up together · · . " In the Gospels we often find"Ifeter,
James and John" mentioned together»

They seem to have formed an "inner cabinet" with Jesus. NDW we find that
James is no longer part of the group but that John is s t i l l the close com-
panion of. Peter· This pays tr ibute to the strong friendship which there was
between them* A lot has happened since the Lord sent Peter and John to
prepare the passover# (Luke 22* 8· ) Peter denied ;his fester· John stood
With him until the end/ (See John 18· 15} "and 19· 26.) .From the Biblical
narrative, i t would appear that only John was a witness td the denial* yet
we find them together at the sepulchre. (John 20.2j) and la ter when fishing
together. (Jofrn 21* 7# ) I t would appear that Peter took his denial of the
Lord very much to heart and that he isolated himself from the other disciples
for a while. When Jesus was raised, h6 asked that the disciples be told and
that Peter be told too# (Mark 16· 7 # ) I t seems strange that Jesus should
ask the women to t e l l the disciples and: Peter i f Peter was with the disciples
at the time. That John should be with him a l l through shows a sterling
character in John.

The verb "went up" is used because the Temple stood on elevated ground.
This indicates that they not only went to the Temple courtyard but also x^nt
into the temple i t s e l f · •

"into the temple at the hour of prayer, being the ninth hour*" That they
•wert into the

Temple is shown by the verb "went up" as explained above* They would go -into
the'"Court of men" where laymen were permitted· The $ourt of men" was also
known as the "Court of Israel" because i t was limited to the men of Israel ·
"the hour of prayer" is stated to be the "tte ninth hour"· This would be at
5 p#m# A more accurate translation would be "towards the hour" meaning just
before the hour.

The Jews observed three hours of prayer and th i s was probably taken
from Psa· 55# 17# and Dan#§· 1D€ These~were the TH3RD HOUR (Acts 2· 15·)}
the SIXTH HOUR/ (Acts 10· 9«) and the NIHFH HOUR which we see here. There
i s an exhortation here for us as to the necessity for prayer· When we
compare ourselves in this modern world of rush, with the early apostles, we
do not get anywhere near their standard. There is a significance about the
ΝΙΕΓΗ HOUR which i s worthy of study· Consider the following:~

1 # The hour -when some of the l a t e r labourers were hired to work in the
vineyard· Matt· 20# 5·

2· The hour when the Lord cried out in anguish on the cross·
5· The hour when the lame man was healed at the temple. (Acts 5#)
4· The hour when Cornelius saw his vision· (Acts 10# 5 ard 50·)

In each of the above cases,· the, ninth hour was important to certain
people* In each case, the time, whether of the· day or the time of l i fe of
the person concerned, was well advanced· As we advance in l i fe*s Journey,
each day brings us nearer to the time when we shall stand before the Son of
Man t o give an account of ourselves. : ' , .· : t ·

Verse 2

"And a certain man lame ;f;rom his mother !s Tdomb·.·." Here we have a remark
by Luke theHiysician

who would observe such a s ta te . A doctor is concerned about the duration of
a complaint and also about the invalid*s age· The age is given in 4· 22·
The fact that he was born lame meant that his muscles had never been used
and had atrophied· This makes the miracle of his healing a l l the more
miraculous·

The exhortation which we can derive from this i s that we are a l l born
spiritually lame from our mot her fs womb and must come to Jestis to be healed.
If ye appeal to the world around us for help, we shall not get the true help
which can cure us of our i l l s .
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"was carried..." The tense in which these words wens written was the imperfect

tense giving
 v
was being carried"» This signifies that he was

carried there every day. It also means that he was being acrried there at the

precise time at which Petor and John arrived. In our lives too, God causes us

to meet with someone who can lead us to the Truth of His Word*

"whom they laid daily at the gate of the temple which is called Beaut if ml..."

This is the eastern gate and the one most commonly used· Through this

gate γ/ould pass all types of people, male and female, old and young, Jew and

Proselyte» This gate would be chosen by the cripple as it would enable him to

seek alms from the largest number of people» It also meant that he "would be

seen and f emembered by the largest number too» This turned out to be important

in view of the miracle of his healing» To get there ho would be carried through

the Court of the Gentiles and so would be seen by many of them·

There is a fiifferenco betwoen "being carried" and "laid"» The act of

"being carried" is what happened to him daily, every day in the sight of many

people» The "laid" part of the incident is what happened to the man at the

precise arrival time of Peter and John» This would draw their attention to him

more than at any other time»

1t
to ask alms of them that entered into the temple;" In many parts of Europe,

mendicants are to be found

in the porch of cathedrals where they hope to make their living by begging»Also

many Catholic cathedrals and churches have collection boxes strategically placed

so that anyone entering is confronted with a tacit request for the transference

of money from his pocket to the church. In a sense, this is psychological rob-

bery which is forbidden in some countries - South Africa is one - but which is

permitted in others»

Verse 3

"Who seeing Peter and John about to go into the temple asked an alms."

The phrase "about to go" has no equivalent in English» It has a sense of

futurity about it as if they had deliberated and had made up their minds that

after all, they would go in» They would then turn and prepare for the going in.

They showed that it was their intention to go in» The Afrikaans version says

"wou binnegaan" (would go in) seams to convey the correct meaning»

The verb "asked" has a peculiar meaning in Greek which is not conveyed in

the English. It would have been better as "asked to receive". To just ask does

not convey all of what was intended» It is obvious to us that he asked with the

intention of receiving some money. There is no |)recision of meaning in the

English "ask" but the Greek word is much more precise» He asked to be given»

Some have criticised the word "alms" and stated that the word "an" refers

to the singular and "alms" to the plural» This criticism is wrong because

"alms" is a singular word in plural form like the word "soizzors". Its meaning

is "the expression of sympathy and mercy in the form of charitable gifts."

Verse 4

"And Peter, fastening his eyes upon him, with John, said, Look on us."

Here again Peter takes the leading part. The expression "fastening his

eyes upon him" is the same as "looking steadfastly" of chapter 1 verse 10»

Refer to this for other passages using the same term»

The participle is singular referring to the act of one of them» John,

however» is brought into it by the words "with John".Both looked and both

spoke»
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spoke or - and this seems more likely - both looked and Peter spoke for both.

"said, Look on us.··". This command wa,s "given to prepare the cripple f«r what was
to follow* By askihg him to look upon them, the two

apostles would "be sure to have his attention. As a rule alms givers did not call
upon "beggars to look.upon them as they gave him money, therefore the lame man would
give very earnest heed to that which Peter was about to say or do·

Verse 5

"And he gave heed unto them,.·". As we should expect in view of what has just been
explained aboye. No doubt his ^heed" which he

gave unto them would be one of ekger anticipation*

"expecting to receive something of them." Luke had no way ef knowing what went
through the man's mind but in stating

this , Luke shows a deep insight into human character. This remark t e l l s -us some-
thing of the character of Luke. He was a great lover of people and was. capable
of giving & life-l ike character sketch. . .

Verse 6

"Then Peter said, Silver and hold have I none, but such as I have give I thee."

The word "Then" v/hich begins this sentence is the same a<s that which is
translated "And" at the beginning of the next verse* (vs 7) It is merely a con-
tinuative participle to carry the action in logical order to the .next stage*
"Silver and gold" are used figuratively for "money" which would be the type of
money the lame man would expect.

Note the unselfish and unworldly attitude of the Apostles who did not
share the distribution of goods mentioned in Acts 2. 45# If the distribution was
made "as every man had need", then the needs of the apostles was simple to an
extreme and apparantly, they had no need of money* 2 Cor· 60 10. could be read
with profit to oursleves at this stage.

as I have" would be more correct ,as "what I have"· The Afrikaans
Version and the R.V· with the R.S.V· all give this alternative ̂ ray# "such; as"
indicates something less-than money. What Peter y/as about to give was much
more: valuable than money*

"give I thee". The next sentence gives the source of power to give* Here
Peter does not acknowledge the source but states it in the next breath. In all
applications of the Holy Spirit for healing, the Apostles acknowledged Jesus*
See Acts49. 34; aiad 16* 1$. It is implied in Acts 9* 40; 14· 9/10; 28. 8* The
miracles of Jesus were performed by his own authority because all power was given
to him, yet he acknowledged Godfs hand in all that he did* (John 10* 25·)

Bruce (Commentary) quotes a story which was told about Pope Innocent II
who was visited by Thomas Aquinas as he, the Pope, was counting money. He said
to Thomas, "See...the church can no longer say "Silver and gold have I noneT".
The witty Thomas fired back the answer, "and neither can she now say, "Arise and
wolkV"

"In the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth rise up and walk". Peter uses a form
different from that

given in Acts 2* 38. The use of "Nazareth" is the same as that used in Acts ·*•
2* 22* Breaking this statement down into its components we get "Jesus"; "Christ"
and "Nazareth". Prom the meaning of "Jesus" we get "Yahweh will save" and we
know that He will save through Jesus; "Christ" means "the Anointed One" who is
anointed by Yahweh to fee-King for he is the Messiah; and finally, "Nazareth"
refers to the despised and rejected of men. Therefore, in paraphrase, what Peter
said was "in the name of the despised Nazarene who was the Messiah and who is
your Saviour, rise up and walk." Connect the following John 1. 46; Acts 2. 3Q/32·
and Isa* 53* 3*
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Some ancient manuscripts omit "Arise" thus giving a more impressive
"Walk"* The R.V· and R.S.V· both have this rendering· To be told to "Arise"
is one thing but not to be told to do so but simply be told to walk and find
that one can also rise

5
 is much more impressive* Strong omits "rise" in the

Comparative section of his Concordance»

Verse 7

"And he took him by the right hand e o · " Not to givB him assistance but to help
. « · him overcome his unbelief» Similar

touching is recorded in other miracles of healing* Katt· 8O 15; 9© 25; 14* 31;
20· 34; Luke 7· 14·

"and l i f ted him up·*·" The word " l i f t " has an unusual meaning here· I t i s used
in Matte 12· 11· to " l i f t up" a sheep from a pi t into

which i t had fallen· We find i t again in Mark 1· 31 β in connection with the
curing of Peter 's mother-in-law of a fever* Also in Mark 9· 27* in connection
with the cure of a man who asked Jesus to help his unbelief· See verse 24·
Apart from these places, the word does not appear again· I t i s used to l i f t a
person (or sheep) out of a state where they cannot help themselves· The mother
in-law from a state where she was in a com& and could not think for herself·
The sheep was in a pit through i t s own stupidity* The man wanted help in his
unbelief« In the case we are studying^ the man could not walk and needed help
which he could not give himself© The lesson appears to be that we are a l l very
helpless and cannot help ourselves but Jesus can help us if we will le t him· In
a l l cases the word means " l i f t out" and not " l i f t up",

"and immediately··." This word i s peculiar to Luke with the exception of Matto

21· 1 9/20· where i t i s translated "presently1 1· I t s appear-
ances are Luke 1* 64,· 4· 39; 5· 25; 6e 49; 8· 44, 47; 13. 13; 18· 43; 19· .11;
22* 60; Acts 3· 7; 12» 23; 13* 11; 16· 26; I t means "immediately after some-
thing else has happened" Walker states that in Greek medical language, i t refers
to prompt healing after the use of medicines© This would show Luke*s medical
knowledge· Apart from th i s , the fact that miracles have the character of happen-
ing immediately must show that they are done by Divine means and not by natural
causes*

"his feet and ankle bones received strength"· The common word for "feet" i s not
used here· The word means "steps"

The word for "ankle bones" i s simply ankles and shows again Luke?s medical know-
ledge· He knew that this type of lameness was due to weak ankles which would
prevent the lame person from making a step» "Received strength" i s a word used
only in Acts in this verse and in 3· 16 a&<l 16O 5· The las t two places give the
translations "strong" and "established" respectively·

Verse 8

"And he leaping up stood, and walked,.·" "Leaping up" may indicate a spontaneous
act of joy or it may show the progress-

ive stages of the cure which was so rapid as to be described as "immediate"· The
word "leaping" appears twice in this verse, once from Gk· "eacallomal" meaning "to
get up out of a place" and "(h)allomal" meaning to leap·

"walked···" lit· "walking about" showing that in his joy he walked here
and there· The imperfect tense shows that he kept on walkings

If he had been lame from his mother
1
 s womb then he had never learnt to walk· This

requires something greater than strnegth in one
!
s ankles· It needs balance, and

rhythm· The miracle extended to something greater than curing a physical weakness
weakness· .

"entered with them into the temple···" Apparantly while walking about in sheer
joy of a new experience, Peter and John

turned to enter the temple· He suddenly went with them*»
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"walking and leaping·.·* here is a sign of his giving way to joy at-his cure*
The picture that Luke paints here is not apparant by

reading the translation* The man was so overcome with joy at being cured that
he walked here and there, leaping for joy, even while; he was following Peter and
John into tht temple* ·

"and praising God*11 In the midst of his rejoicing he found time to praise God*
There is no suggestion that the man thanked Peter and John*

He acknowledged the Power of Him from whom al l blessings flow* The expression
also appears in Acts 2* 47* Notice the progression from one state to another<>
Health - standing; vigour - walking; exuberance and joy - -leaping; joy< and.l

gladness - praising God*

Verse 9 •

"And al l the people saw him walking and praising God*" This is not-unnecessary
' • • · • i - " ' · repetition but is added

for emphasis, and-a further step in the development of the sequel*· The'points to
note are, (1;· "a l l the people" indicates that i t being; the time' of prayer, many
people v/ould see what was happening; (2) thatniany people saw would ensure that
sooner or later i t would come to the ears of the High" Priestf (3) that a large
number of people saw the incident would impress 'upon the High Priest the fact that
he had a problem on his hands to curb the grooving' popularity of the apostles* (4)
The fact that the man gave praise to God for what was done would connect the acts
of Peter and John with God and give their work an authority the High Priest would
not like them to have* ' -. ' · · .

We have been told about the cure* We know that the man was well known by
having been on view for a long time* He must-have seen and heard Jesus but had to
wait a long time before an opportunity came· to-him* The'manner in which he gave
vent to his feelings of joy would publicise the act of healing* Since i t affected
a well-known character, the story of i t would spread rapidly* Luke! s narrative
style is excellent as he builds up to his climax* ·

Verse 10

"And they knew that it was he which sat fort alms airthelBeautifuL' gate of the

temple:
 f
*" ' '

Luke adds this point of identification to make quite sure that there would

be no misunderstanding as to who ?<ras involved in this cure* Had the miracle been

performed on a stsanger, the moral effect upon others would not have been as pro-

found as it was when performed upon a man whom the people knew well* Luke points

out that the people not only knew him but that he was the· man who had occupied that

position for many years* Luke leaves no room whatsoever for any subsequent

argument that the well-known cripple was not the man who was cured*

The sight of a previously known.eripple suddenly walking and leaping about

would have excited feelings of great wonder© But when such excitement was

accompanied by loud praising of God as if to indicate the Divine Presence in the

Temple at that'time, the feeling of wonder would have been accompanied-by a

feeling of great awe* The fact that Peter and John, known disciples' of the slain

Lord, γ/ere connected with the miracle, would give them fame which the High Priest

did not want them to have* Luke is now building up"the situation with dramatic

thoroughness* ' =
 ?

"and they were filled with wonder and amazement at that which had. happened to him
:t

c

The word "wonder" is peculiar to Luke and appears in Luke 4· 3̂ 5 and 5· 9·

The verbal root is used by Mark in 1 * 27; 10* 24, 32» The use of this word is

another of the proofs of Luke
1
 Β authorship* Th& word incorporates the meaniiigs

of wonder and awe* This is- astonishment and fear because of their astonishment*
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.The.word "amazement" has the same root as the verb in Acts 2· 7· tfc both

instances, the amazement arose as a result of a Divine Act· It carries a meaning

of being so overcome with surprise as to be dumbfounded· This is the result of

distraction of mind* It arises from terror and wonder· It occurs in Acts 10i 10;

11 * 5t 22· 17· In each of these verses it is translated as "trance**

,.._. The elaUBfc "tha-fe which had happehfcd unto him" di*aws the attention once
ag&in to· tha fact that "this was not an ordinary happening BUCh as one cov\L& expect
now .and again* I t was unusual in the extreme and the cause of the Utter
astonishment of the people!

Ve^se Ή

"And as the lame-man which was healed held Peter and John,.." Again Luke makes

quite sure that the

reader knows who is being spoken of· Luke is not allowing any loophole to appear
through γ/hich this miracle could be discounted. The six words "the lame man
which was healed" are represented by three, Greek words which mean "the healed
cripple"·

Thero is a time lag here because the time of grayers must have come to an

end· This is indicated by the fact that the people ran together to the lame man,

Peter and John· Not only did the walking, leaping and praising God and holding

onto Peter and John attract people* s attention but it also drew them out of the

Temple and into the Court of the Gentiles, to that portion knwn as "Solomon
1
 s

Porch"* This appears to have been part of the common ground for Jew and Gentile

within the precincts of the temple· Jesus also preached there· (John 10·.23·)

The act of embracing or holding onto his two benefactors, was either a

gesture of gratitude to them for being the servants of God in this matter, or

because he did not want them to disappear from his sight before he could be per-

suaded that his cure was real and permanent· That the man grasped both Peter and

John signifies that John also had something to do with the miracle and that the

man knew of his part· Failing this, it is difficult to see why the man should

have put a hand on both of them and not only on Peter who appears to have per-

formed the miracle· John* s part may have been obvious or he may have given his

consent and stood by Peter in a manner of co-operation at the time the miracle

was performed· Luke does not give any details concerning John
!
 s part as it is of

no importance who performed the miracle so long as it was done* He does show

however that John did have a share in the work
#

"all the people ran together unto them in the porch that is called Solomon's»·"

The next verse indicates that the people ran to Peter and John and not just

to the healed lame man· The story -we are reading is Luke
1
 s summary of what took

place and he is leaving out a lot of detail which is of interest to us but whioh

is not essential to the teaching plan of the story· We shall understand this

better when we read the next verse· We should like to know how it was that the

people singled out Peter and John and not the-healed man* It is possible that

the man told them who had cured him but on this point luke is silent,

Luke mentions the porch of Solomon because it must have been of some
importance· It appears in Luke's narrative in Acts 5* 12· after the account of
the death of Ananias and Sapphira. It appears in John 10. 23· in connection y/ith
Jesus to show that it must hftTe been a favourite preaching place.

"greatly wondering·" This is the same word as in verse 10 translated as "wonder"·

It is cleverly placed at the end of a sentence to show the

wonder already reported (ys 10) had not yet abated but was in full force· It was

now at its, height and it is at this point of climax that Peter makes his speech»

The way Luke achieves this dramatic turn in so few words is astonishing· The

v/onder is not just "wonder" but is accompanied by another word "greatly" to emph-

asise the high state of excitement at that moment*
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It is convenient at this stage to draw attention to the similar
story in regard to Paul when he also cared a lame man and the lame man
leapt» See Acts 14· 8/18· We shall deal with this incident when we come
to i t 'but we mention i t now as a point of interest and one which could be '-
read with -profit, befpre we proceed \7ith thq present story. ·• '

V e r s e . 1 2 · ._•• . .

"And, wheri "Pet ex. saw Cit) , he answered unto the people, Ye men of I s r a e l ^ . "

What Peter saw was the concourse of people-and their astonishment. ^ -
He seized upon this opportunity to speak t>o the people, "he answered unto
them" has no reference to' Peter .answering any of their questions. His
answer was given to the i r querulous looks in their utter astonishmeit, as
they were undoubtedly looking for an: explanation of what had happened so
miraculously. The νονά "ansx^ered" is used in a similar sense in Acts 5.8$
8# 34; and 10.46.

"Ye men of' Israel" is the t i t l e by which'Peter addresses the people.
This was very wide, in i t s meaning. He was Speaking to the relatively few
men of Israel who were gathered there at the time, but tjgr his salutation
"Ye merr of Israel" his remarks were to/be addr^dsed to the.whole nation·
This meant Jews everywhere. Those people who, x^re. gathered together before
Peter represented to Peter the entire nation of^'Igrael' who had some guilt
in'regard to the Messiah. * '•.,••"'

The speech which Peter x̂ as to make at that' time, differed from his
former sermon by the development of the gospel message and the restitution
of the kingdom of God. It was to the. "men of Israel" that the promises
were given -' "In thy seed shall a l l the kindreds of the earth be blessed".
This was the message of the prophetsof Israel. The same prophets had shown
that the Messiah should suffer and this had been-fulfilled. Even the
Gentile Pilate was willing to let Jesus go but thqp who are the children-
of the prophets, had desired a murderer to be granted to them. All that,
was left for. them was repentance and conversion to the time faith.

Note how Peter introduces the various t i t l e s of Jesus - Son (vs 15)
Holy one and ;the Just (vs 14) Prince (Author) of Life (vs 15) -Christ i .e .
Messiah (vs 18 οχβ. 20) prophet· (vs 22) an the seed of Abraham (vs 25).

In the speech of chapter 2, Peter explained the absence of Jesus
by the out-pouring of the Holy Spirit, ifow he showed that the absence of
Jesus in heaven x-jould be terminated by the restitution of a l l things·

Peter .retained these thoughts throughout his ministry. * ¥e find much
of them in the epistles. The resurrection of the Lord i s found in 1 Peter
1. 7; the preaching of the prophets of Israel in 1 Peter 1. 12; the
atoning povjer of the sacrifice of Jesus in; 1. Peter 1. 199. followed by a
further reference to his resurrection in verse 21» "Ye are the children
of the prophets" finds i t s reflection in 1 Peter 2. 9. -which is a reference
to Deut. 7. 6 and Deut. 14. 2. The return of the Lord is found in ' .
1 Peter 5. 4.

John and P&ter must have had many discussions together about the
Lord and the things concerning him* In this way, feter would adopt SOUB
of John's favourite expressions as Peter was not educated whereas John was.
We have just seen how "Solomon's Porch" appears in Acts as well as in John
and now we shall see that "lame from his mother ! s -womb" has a similar
expression in John 9. 1. The ""wonder" "wondering" and "marvel" of ver.ses
10, 11 and 12 are also found in John 5# 20 and 28 j and 7. 21. The
"glorified" of verse 13 is also found in John 2. 11 j 7. 59j 12· 41j
15. 32j The "blotted out" of verse 19 is found, in Rev. 3. 5f If Peter
and John had not gathered, something from each,other, i t would be surprising.
However, we cannot regard'every similarity as being due to the infltBnce
of one upon the other. If we do th i s , then how are we to account for the
5,000 of Acts 4.4. which ue also find in John 6. 10?
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"why marvel ye at' this?" "Why marvel ye· at this (man) or this thing which has
happened to him" - both would be correct» The point

of their marvelling was that they were marvelling at the change which had come
over the man very suddenly without seeking to find the cause» If they had given
the cause any thought at a l l , i t was surely "How did these mezi, Peter and John,
perform this miracle?" The rest of the verse seems to indicate this*

"or why do ye look earnestly on u s , · . " - why do ye FASTEN YOUR EYES·.·" See 1.10·
and 3· 4; where the verb has been

explained, "on us" - with the sense "as if we had anything to do with it1."

"as though by our own power or holiness we had made this man to walk"#

The R.V* says "power or godliness"; The R.S.V. the Afrikaans and Moffat
have "power or piety"* "we had made" - l i t . "we, having made*··"

Verso 13

"The God of Abrahajn^ and of Isaac, and of Jacob, the God of our fathers,··"

The sentence is a quotation of the angelT s words at the burning bush*
(Exod« 3· 6.) Speaking as the mouthpiece of God, the angel said to Moses that
His Name v/as Yahweh, the memorial name of God which every Jew was afraid to utter
for fear of breaking the commandment of God expressed in Exod* 20* 7· and
Deut* 5· 11 # There was more than one lesson in this statement*

(1) Their rebellion was against the God of their Fathers, against the mighty YHWH
of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob· Their sin was indeed serious if they had rebelled
against YHYffl*

(2) Peter was teaching them the rudiments of CHRISTIANITY and in doing so,
showed that badically it was no different from the Faith of the Patriarchs*

Therefore, in their rejection of Jesus, thqy had turned their backs on YHWH*

The inference was that they were too afraid of uttering the sound of the
name of YHWH yet they rebelled against him in killing the Messiah.

"hath glorified his son, Jesus;··" an added inference that "you have rebelled
against the God whose name you are afraid to

utter yet this same God has glorified him who ye killed*" Furthermore, this was
His SON. The word translated here as "son" is a word which is used for both son
and servant* See Matt* 8* 6, 8, 13; 14·-2; and Luke 12. 45· It is used in
connection with Israel in Luke 1* 54· &nd of David in verse 69* Both of these
were in a sense, sons of God* The title can be· used-for a position requiring
filial devotion or in the exalted position of a son by right* The addition here
of the ?/ords, "his son, Jesus" adds the powerful note "his son, through whom
YHWH will save", thus inferring that because of what you have done, God will not
now save you*

"whom ye have delivered up.··" ioe* abandoned to his enemies. Compare this with
the previous "his son, Jesus"* God will save

through Jesus but you did not s w e him* You abandoned him to his enemies* The
meaning of "delivered up" is to put into the power of another whether by .
treachery or by force* If Jesus had been their adversary, it had been better
that they agreed with their adversary whiles theybwere in the way vdth him, lest
he d eliver them to the judge and they be punished. Compare Matt* 5· 25·

"and denied him in the presence of Pilate,.." Peter is now piling on the agony
and giving them no chance to eoc-

cuse themselves. They had turned against the God of Israel, the God of their
fathers* Their reverence for his Name was hardly justified by their actions*
They had killed the Messiah who had come to save them, yet they could not save
him* But there was worse to follow* . t
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Not content with uhat you h?ve done, you delivered him over to a ROMAF OVERLORD -
A GENTILE - A RSPRESEFTATFJE 0? Τ HE OPPRESSORS OF ISRAEL] And t h i s is not a lU
This "dog" - this Roman - this Gentile - WANTED TO LET HIM GO but you refused to
have himj How was i t that an unbelieving Gentile had better judgment in t h i s
matter thanyou? .

"when he was determined to l e t him go". The. construction is "he determining.to
let him go.." The phrase "let him go-" ,

is exactly the same as used by Luke in quoting H l a t e ' s speech, " I vail therefore
chastise him, ard release him11· (Luke 25. 16 t) ?;

; The verb "denied" refers to a rebuttal of his claims, to be the Messiah
promised unto Abraham and the Son of God promised unto David. (Matt.16· 16 and
verse 18.) . . ,. ,. '

verse 14.- . . ·

"But ye denied the Holy One and the J u s t . . . " Even a man with an unclean sp i r i t-
a demon, recognised him as the. Holy

One of God. (Luke 4. 54. ) Even the pagan wife of R i l e recognised him to be a
"just man". She recognised his "righteousness"· (Matt· 27. 19·) See also the!
declaration of the centurion in lake 25. 47. That he was "Holy" meant that be
was separated from his mother's womb for the work which he did. This was his
FatherTs work, thus putting him on a plane far above everything else. God had
sent His Prophets.· Now He had sent His greatest Prophet. He was "righteous*! or
"just" because of his impeccable character. • ·

"and desired a murderer to be granted unto you." You not only refused to l i s t e n
to his claims and his teaching

but you desired a murderer to be granted to you. You rejected one "who would bring
LIFE and desired one who took l i fe awayj On the one hand, God sent a Holy One, a"

.Just Kan whom ye rejected. You desired a murderer]

The word "granted" means giving not as an act of just ice, but as a favour*
I " other words, you rejected the great favour given you by God and asked for a
favour from a Roman] Peter's choice cf words is simply tremendous in i t s power.

The murderer of course, was Barabbas of Mark 15. 7. and Luke 23.
The name means "bar"., son of, "abba" a father; teacher-or master. Some say
"son of a prominent father". Some texts add the najne "^esus" to Barabbas to
make Pilate ask, "Mian td.il ye that I release unto you? Jesus Barabbas or Jesus
which is called Christ?" (Matt. 27. 17·) I t is considered by some that a
description of Jesus as being "Jesus the Son of the Master" would appear as Jesus
Bar-abbas, thus accounting for the confusion. -We mention this as something t o
know and from a point of view of interest but in view of the-almost entire absence
of proof, we must reject the suggestion that Bar abbas also had the name of Jesus.

If taken from a Chaldean root, 'Barabbas means "Majesty, Pomp and Pride"
which leads us to consider t h i s from the aspect of lattetwlay Babylon. The
church known as · "daughter of Babylon" has. rejected Jesus for what he was and what
he now i s , and has acquired for i t se l f great majesty, pomp and pride. This church
claims to be the· only one in which salvation can be gjiven· It does favours to-men
by forgiving sins .(i.e. claiming to forgive them) and in doing so, grants unto men
a religion of majesty, pomp and pride. ,

Before leaving t h i s verse $ we must remark that Psa. 2. 7. has reference to
Jesus Christ. I t is thought that the Pharisees used th i s Psa. and in particular,
verse 9 in reference to what Christ will do when he comes. Thqy warned.all those
who were, "possessed of devils" about the tremendous destruction of the "irrath to
come". This explains why the people who were "possessed with^ devils "always
seemed to knov Jesusfor the man he was whereas the well educat.ec! and learned
Pharisees did not know. See Matt, 8. 29j Mark 1· 24; Luke 4* 41· When John
the Baptist taught, he opposed the Pharisees,and Sadducees ,and.asked them, "who
hath warned you to flee from the wrath to come?" Matt· 5. 7· If they had been
warning others who were afflicted by certain f ra i l t i e s of the flesh, of the wrath
to come, then who had warned them of the same?
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Verse 15

"And killed the Prince of life,·." The preference thay had shown was not only
to a murderer instead of to their Messiah,

but also in preference to the Prince of Life himself* The word "Prince" also
appears in Acts 5» 31· but in Heb· 2· 10» it is rendered "captain" and in.Heb·
12· 2· it appears as "author"· All these meanings come from the sajne G-reek
word "ARCHEGOS· The word carries the meaning of "prime mover" or "first cause"·
Paul1s words from his epistle to the Colossians are helpful here:~

Col. 1· 16· "For by him (on his account) were all things created, that are
in heaven, and that are in earth, visible and invisible, whether
they be thrones, or dominions, or principalities, or powers:
all things were created by him (on his account) and for him·

17© And he is before all things, (he is preferred above all things)
and by him (on his account) all things consist·

18· And he is the head of the body, the church (ecclesia): who is
the beginning, the firstborn from the dead; that in all things
he might have the pre-eminence·"

God is the Creator of course but He created all things for Jesus, the
Saviour· That this was in the Plan and Purpose of God is evident from a compare .
ision of Gen* 1· 3. with 2 Core 4· 60 When God first created Light out of Dark-
ness, there was a sign there of the Gospel vrtiich would appear in the face of
Jesus Christ. There would be salvation in the Divine Plan and Purpose but such
salvation would come through Jesus and in no other way» (Acts 4· 12.)

God is the ultimate Saviour but He will save through Jesus· That is the
meaning of the name "Jesus" or "'Jehoshua" or "Joshua" - God or YAHWEH will Save"»
Everlasting life will come from God but it will be given through Jesus and
because of what Jesus achieved by his life, his sacrifice, his obedience, his
victory over sin and his resurrection from the dead* See 2 Tim· 1· 9/10. and
Heb. 2· 14·

In the O.T. Joshua was a Type of Christ when acting as a leader and a type
of the body of Christ v/hen acting as a man. Just before the battle against Jer-
icho, an angel a/ppeared unto him and said he ha,d come as a captain of the Host of
Yahweh. Josh· 5· 13/15· The marginal reference to "captain" is "prince". The
prophetic symbol here is that Jesus will suddenly appear to the "body of Christ"
and lead them into battle agaibst the apostacy of latter-day Jericho. That the
saints will be immortalised in that day is indicated by the commandment "Loosa
thy shoe from off thy foot" (vs 15·) In those days, shoes were worn to prevent
defilement of the feet. Any defilement on the shoe had to be removed. Herein
lies the reason for Jesus1 instruction to his disciples, "... shake off the dust
undor your feet for a testimony against them." (Mark 6. 11.) The commandment to
Joshua shows that there will he nothing that defiles when Jesus leads his saints
into battle· Comp&re Rev* 210 27·

"whom God hath raised from the dead,.." Here again Luke presses the important
. , theme of the resurrection of Jesus· In

the obvious application of this statement, Peter draws attention to the fact that
THEY KILLED THE «fiLTTHOR OF LIFE while God raised him from the dead.. In other words
their motive and God1 s were opposed the one to the other. Compare the two words
of this verse - "you killed" and "God raised". To this we can add, "we witnessed"
as a proof that what Peter is saying is true.

The significance of "God hath raised from the dead,.." goes much deeper
than Peter wanted them to understand at this stage, although he leads them a long
way to a proper understanding in the next verse* The point is that because God
raised him from the dead, is God! s assurance to all men that they will be raised
too, provided certain conditions are observed. (Acts 17« 31·) See the inargi&al
reference to "given assurance" which is "offered faith"· Note the certainty of
the resurrection mentioned by Paul in Rom. 6. 5· The development of a similar
theme in 1 Cor· 15· 12/23 is worth careful study*
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"whereof we are vd.tnesses". Luke stresses his point again. See 1. 22. Peter

spoke the words but in his summary of Peter
1
 s

speech, Luke retained this valuable statement» Peter has had so much to say and

has shown a remarkable knowledge of Scripture when saying it, that he must have

impressed them. Therefore, they, having seen one miracle on this day,, would not

be above believing that another miracle, that of the resurrection of Jesus did

occur»

Verse 16

"i\nd his najne through faith in his name^ hath made this man strong, whom ye see

and know: .."

The opening sentence here gives difficulty. "And his name through faith

in his· name,·*" To leave a phrase like that without a verb is to add to the

difficulty so we had better rearrange the words so as to make them more intellig--

ible. "And his name··«hath made this man strong.." Now we ask, "How did 'his najne
?

make this man strong"? The answer is "by faith in his name". Who had the faith?

Surely the man who was made strong· Looking at the re-arranged sentence, we find,

"And his name hath made this man strong by faith in his name". The Afrikaans gives

precisely that rendering -
 Tf
En deur die geloof in sy Naam het sy Naam hierdie man..

sterk gemaak,.." li/hen we have discovered the identity of the name, we have solved

the difficulty· The first occurrence of the. word "name" in Acts is in chapter 2

verse 21» "Whosoever shall call upon the name of the Lord shall be saved
0
" (This

is a quotation from Joel 2
O
 32o) The next occurrence is in Acts 2* 38* where Peter

tells the people "Be baptised everyone of you in the NAME of Jesus of Nazareth©.,"

1m important use occurs in Acts 4· 17 &&& 18 where the apostles are instructed not

to teach in the NAME of Jesus and not to speak to men in thss ΝΑΜΞ
0
 In Acts % 15

and 16, when in a vision, /manias heard the Lord tell him that Saul as he then was^

would have to bear "njjr NALQ before the Gentiles..." and that he would have to suffer

"for my NiuSE
!
 S SAKE".

From Paul
1
 s subsequent history, we know that he carried the GOSPEL to all

the world of his day and that he suffered for the sake of the ecclesia. The Faith,

the Hope of Israel, the Promises made unto the fathers are all manifestations of

the Name. The ecclesias are evidence, that the NAME is spread far and wide· Every

member of &n ecclesia is part of that NAME· They did not become part because they

sought for it and found it but because, as Jesus said, "no man can come to me,

except the Father which hath sent me draw him:.·" (John 6. 44.) and God "at the

first did visit the Gentiles, to take out of them a people for His IsAME".

To speak in the NAME is to preach the Gospel. This was accompanied by the

Lord
1
 s miracles and was the fulfilment of tho prophecy by Isaiah 35· 5/6· This

prophecy has & latter-day application but it also applied to the days of Jesus

because Jesus quoted it to John the Baptist· See Matt. 11. 5· Once the Gospel is

believed, one accepts it and through baptism, becomes a part of the Household of

Faith or, as Peter called it, "the name", (vs 6.) This v/as the power of the Gospel

as foretold by God through Isaiah as quoted above. If we can believe that miracul-

ous cures were performed, then we can believe that Jesus rose from the dead. The

Plan and Purpose of God was manifested in this man by making him strong because hq

had faith in that Divine Plan· 2 Tim
0
 1;· 8/10· is of value to us in this stuiy·

In this verse there is a suggestion that Peter referred to the parlous

spiritual condition of his hearers· The lajne man had been cured of his infirm-

ities through the power of the "name" and, having sfeown how weak that had been in

killing the Prince of Life^ Peter now ir.directly pointed to the fact that a

spiritual cure of their infirmity could be effected by the same "name"·

"whom ye see and know:*," You have seen for yourself that the man has been cured.

You cannot deny this evidence** Furthermore, you have

all known this man for a very long time. There has been no substitution in his

case. You know him too well for that. IThatever way you look at it, you cannot

deny his cure·

"the faith which is by him..." A better translation would be "the faith which

is through him" The R.V. has this and the R. S.V.

gives "the faith which is through Jesus..." The Afrikaans Version gives a capital

letter to "Horn" thus indicating Jesus, ("die geloof wat deur Horn is··.") This

refers to the Faith as it is in Jesus. (1 Cor. 1. 23/24.)
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"hath, given him this perfect soundness in the presence, of you all*"

The "perfect soundness" comes from one G-reek word meaning "completeness11

and entirety"· The adjective is founl in Jas« 1 · 4· translated as "entire". His
cure w&s complete* The completeness "of %is cure was s£own by his.abili ty to
walk and leap, iill this had been done in their presenceo

Verse 17

"and now, brethren,.." Note the clever oratory used by Peter. Although we cannot
hear the change of tone in Peter1 s voice, we can well

imagine at as he changes from his forthright condemnation of their killing the
Prince of Life, to a warm and friendly, "And now, brethren/.·" They must by sow
have been in a very agitated frome of mind. Peter1 s friendly toiie would be
noticeable end would compel their attention as he turned to his climax*

"I wot..·" At the time the A.V. was published, this meant "I knov/" and was in
common use* It is retained by the R.V. but in the R.S.V. it is "I

know". The Afrikaans is up to date with "ek weet". See English "wist" and "to wit".

"that through ignorance ye did it,··" At a later date, Paul was to speak to the
• :Athenians at Mars Hill in Athens, and tell

them (the Gentiles) €hat God .winked at their former ignorance. Again referring to
ths5 ignorance of the Gentiles, Paul wrote to the believers at Ephesus saying that
the Gentiles had "the understanding darkened, being alienated from the life of God
through the ignorance that is in them, because of the blindness of their hearts."
(Sphese 4· 8·) Peter wrote "his first epostle to the "strangers which were scatter-
ed abroad" cxid exhorted them to gird up the loins of the mind "as obedient children
not fashioning yourselves according to the former lusts in your ignorance"o (1 Pet·
1. 14*) In these references, ignorance is something of the past which must not be
allowed to appear no?/0 The people had been ignorant of the fact that Jesus whom
they slew was the Christ. They were also ignorant of the fact that the· man* whom
they slew had preyed to'God asking Him to forgive them because they did it in
ignorance» (Luke 23· 34·) This is important to our study because God will forgive
in terms of His prophecy through Jeremiah· (Jer. 31· 31/34· quoted in Heb. 8» 8/
12.) The days vail come when the Jews will realise what their fathers did and they
will mourn* (Zech© 12# 10/14*) Many years later, Paul was to write;to Timothy
saying that he had persecuted Jesus in the ignorance of unbelief and that God
had been merciful to him. (1 Tim. 1. 13·)

"as did also your rulers." The rulers were the high priest and the Sanhedrin.
The statement is a comparision and not a contrast. The

The introduction of the rulers is clever because it points to the fact that the
rulers were also ignorant. The point is made ?;ithout actively and openly condemn-
ing them· To Yrtiom then, would the hearers turn? To the rulers γ/ho were, ignorant
or to the apostles νΛιο could quote the Scriptures. and perform miracles by the -Power

of God? Fpr the moment, who were of greater importance to the people? Who could

show them the way back into Divine favour? Peter develops this theme in the nest

two verses.

Versa 18

But those things, whioh before God had shewed by the mouth of all his prophets,

that Christ should suffer, he hath so fulfilled*"

H&mng adopted a more friendly line in verse 17* Peter still retains it by
showing that they had acted, in ignorance of the Word of God. This word had
required Jesus to suffer and, in his suffering, such prophecies were fulfilled·
Ρ or the moment, this statement would bring some relief to their troubled minds.

"had shewed" appears in the R.V. as "foreshewed" This word is used only

twice in the N.T. - here and in Acts.7· 52, where it appears as "shewed". It

means "to announce beforehand". Peter· is careful in,his choice of words for he

has just offered some-consolation,by indicating that their ignornace would be

taken into account. Nevertheless ignorance does not render them blameless. They

should have known because it was foretold in the Scriptures. The facts were

widely publicised by "the mouth of ALL his holy prophets" so if they had given

more attention to the Scriptures and less attention to what their priests and

rulers had to say, they would-have knownv •
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"All his prophets" covers a wide field· There are many prophets whose words
do not appear in the Bible· Furthermore, the prophets of the Bible did not

have a l l their work published*

"he hath so fulfi l led"· fthat had happened to Jesus was in fulfilment of God1 s
Plan© Everey word of what had been foretold had come

to pass* If &odf s Y/ord would never fa i l , then the words which Peter had to say
concerning the Divine Plan would also be fulfilled in God1 s own time* Peter may
have had his own rebellion in mind (Matt* 16* 22·) in mind as he spoke these ; i1 .
wordsβ

Verse 19

"Repent ye therefore, and be converted,··" This is a repetition of the challenge

of Acts 2· 38· given on the day of

Pentecost* The word "therefore" has reference to what has gone before© Because

of this teaching you are under an obligation to do something; ignorance in no

longer an excuse* "Therefore" connects what they did in the past with what they

should do now»

"Be converted" means "turn again"* The R#V*' and R.S.V· have this* Jesus

used it to Pates* in Luke 22* 32a

Peter uses it in 1 Pet* 2* 25· where it is translated "returned"* In both

instances it refers to turning away from sin and returning to God* Other refer-

ences are Acts 9* 35; 11·21} 14* 15? 15· 195 26* 18, 20; 28. 27· This final

reference quotes from Isa* 6* 9/10*

"that your sins may be blotted out,.·" This refers to erasure so that nothing

remains which can be read* Here im %

promise of the complete forgiveness of sins which Peter
1
 s hearers needed above

all other things· The Blotting out is connected with the turning again* For-

giveness and turning again unto the LORD are combined in the book of EzeJcieli—

Ezek* 33· 14· "Again when I say unto the wicked, Thou shalt surely die; if

he turn from his sin, and do that which is lawful and right;

15· If the wicked restore the pledge, give again that he had

robbed, walk in the staututes of-life, without committing

iniquity; he shall surely live, he shall not die·

16* Hone of his sins that he hath committed shall be mentioned

unto him: he hat|r. done that which is lawful and right; he

shall surely live*"

Referring to His people, the Jews, God said through His prophet Isaiah,

"I, even -I* am he that blotteth out thy transgressions for mine own sake, and

will not remember thv sins·" (isa* 43· 25o) Jacob and Israel have been "given

to the curse" (vs 28; because they had not called upon the LORD who was always

prepared to blot out their sins if they turned to him* Turning and forgiveness

go together in all God
1
 s dealings with men· They must turn again to Him*

Note the tense in $he condition which is stated* "MAY BE blotted out"
refers to the future* Subsequent to "repentance" the blotting out of sins will
come at a time which is stated to be; —

"when the times of refreshing shall come*··" The "times" here is the same as

that mentioned in 1 · 7· and refers

to set and appointed times which lie in the future* The *times" are described

as being related to "refreshing"· The Greek word translated as "refreshing" is

ANAPSUXIS and is related to M.APSUCH0 which appears in 2 Tim* 1* 16
O
 The prefix

"ana" means "back" like the prefix "re" in English "RE~freshed
1f
 and "psucho" •/·.·:

means "cool". In the sense in which Paul used it to Timothy, the meaning is

that Onesiphorus caused Paul to RELAX after his hard labours· He put an end to

Paul
1
 s labours fora while* The word MAPStiXIS-also has the prefix "ana" meaning

"again" or "back" (a return to) and Psuxis, r-ieaning "drawing breath" or "breath-

ing" in the sense of recovering from toil· Combining the meanings given, we find

that refreshment giires the sense of "breathing again" after toil is over*

Returning to the conditions under which one's sins may be blotted out, we

find that it will be at a time when we are breathing again when our labours have

come to an end* The only Septuagint use of the word renders it "respite" in

Exod* 8* 15· If we apply this meaning, we interpret Peter's words as referring
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to the time which will come when we are given respite from the trials of this
life* In either case, it refers to the time of RESURRECTION which lies in the
future· If. this interpretation isr correct, then JPeter's next words must have
some reference to it· When would the "refreshing" or "rebreathing" or "breath-

again" come? Peter1 s next words are:̂ -

"from the presence of the Lord"· The Lord must return for the breathing again
• ' >'•'•• •' to be possible· Only MORTAL people breathe

so we see that the time referred to here is when we shall stand before the
Judgment Seat of Christ as mortal people· The point to note, however, is that
the resurrection will come only when the Lord appears· This is cpnsistent with
the teaching of the apostles· The time of the Lord1 s return is the time when
sins are to be blotted out·. For this to happen, his presence is necessary*
The "presence" is &od in Christ· This means the manifestation of G-od by Christ
w|aen he comes· - ...:..

••' The "presence of the Lord also suggests that the authority will be of
Divine origin· The "Divine presence" also indicates that such a presence1 will
require a ROYAL COURT·* This means that when the presence of the Lord comes, a
kingdom will come with it * The coining of a kingdom" and rulership will require
messengers to do the Lord1 s bidding· To Christianity as we know it to-day; such
thoughts do not make sense Woause· of the belief in salvation being given in
heaven· But to the Jews who heard Peter1 s speech, it would tell them of the
coming of the Messianic Kingdom for which they had longed all through their lives·
As the Israelites had groaned under the yoke of Pharaoh, so the Jews of these
days of Peter were groaning under the yoke of Rome· Through their rejection of
their Messiah, they were to grcan much more in the centuries to follow·

The Jews must have longed for another Exodus to get away from the rulers
to whom they were subject and to whom they were in bondage in the Promised Land·
There could be no exodus from the land in which they lived· What then, were they
to do? There was' only one exodus they could make and that was from the world in
which they lived· Such an exodus could be made only by a /spiritual separation
from the world· This required a separation brought about by belief and utmost
faith in the. things, which &od had promised and which would be revealed in the
last, times· if one has sufficient faith in these things, then one can rejoice
in the privileged state of being in the Covenants of Promise· This seems t9 have
been in Peter* s mind throughout his career· See the lesson in 1 Pet· 1· 3/9·

Verse 20 ·-.."«•

"And he shall send Jesus Christ,··" "He" of course, is God whose "presence" will
- ' ' ;' ! * ' be manifested in Christ and the Saints· The

sending of Jesus Christ will take place at the time of the refreshing· This was
the great Hope of Israel to which the devout of the house of Israel had looked
forward for so many centuries· But the "sending" is to those who have repexited
and been cohvorted in terms of verse 19· Thi3 means that if we are to be part-
akers of the glories to come, we must believe in these things and signify our
belief by our baptism# 1/e then peraiit that faith to bring about a change in our
behaviour· Peter was not aksing them to believe anything different from that
which Israel had believed for centuries· They looked for the Messiah to come and
he would come at the time of refreshing· This coming had been preached to Israel
in the past and was1 being preached noww *

"•••which before .was preached unto you·" Pctar stresses the fact that this was
... , . , , pitched to them before· If they had

had confidence in these things before, then they could continue with the same
confidence· The error of Passover Sve could oe reversed now by their acceptance
of Jesus as their Messiah· Luke writes for all believers and not for Jeww only·
His constantly recurring theme is the growing rejection of Jesus by the Jews and
the growing acceptance of him by the Gentiles» (Note: "preached" means
"proclaimed"·)

Verse 21

""Whom the heavens must receive···" There ,i^ no "the" in the original and, in this
case, it is.supplied by the translators· In

Scripture the word "the" is used to apply to the plural "heavens"· The exaltation
of Jesus was mentioned in Acts 2· 33· and followed by a comparision with David,
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who "is not ascended into THE heavens"· (verse 34) Whether Peter actually used
"the" to describe the heaven to which Jesus went is of no importance· We know
that Jesus is now in heaven in a position of highest honour, at.God* s righf; hand*

In regard to "mtist receice", Bullinger1 s Concordance defines the meaning
as "It implies a subjective reception, showing that a decision of the will has
taken place with respect to the object presented, afcd that the acceptance mani-
fests it"· Vine1 s Expository Dictionary of New Testament words says^ "to re-
ceive by deliberate and ready reception of what is offered"· In short, it means
that Jesus is in heaven because pf offering of the body of Jesus Christ was
acceptable to God· . .. , •

"until the times of restitution of all things···" The outcome of the Exodus
from Egypt was the occupation

of the Holy Land and, eventually, the glorious reign of Solomon when, in a way,
Zion was the joy of the whol? earth· This was the kingdom which the disciples'
wanted to see restored by Jesus· (Acts 1· 6#) But this is not the "restitution"
referred to here· The word means a complete re-establishment of that which has
gone before· It does not solely mean a restoration of a former glorious kingdom
because,as Peter said, it is a restitution of ALL THINGS· This would envisage
a restoration of that perfect state of mankind before the fall in the garden .of
Eden· The important point to note is that this "restitution will come about
during the same period of history as the coming of Jesus· Both will not take
place on the same day but both will happen during the dame period of history·

"which God hath spoken by the mouth of all his holy prophets since the world
began·"

The expression "God hath spoken" shows that God did the speaking in all
prophetic writing· Here is an acknowledgement that all Scripture is given by
inspiration of God·

"by the mouth of" - this is a common Biblical phrase which shows the nature of
the agency used by God· Other expressions are "by the hand"

or "by the out-stretched arm", these being used where some action is involved
other than speaking·

"holy prophets" they were holy in the sense that they had been specially called
by God to do His work. It did not refer to their character· In

Psa· 106· 16. Aaron is described as "the saint (holy one) of the LORD"· He was
called this desite his weakness of character· The "holiness" of the prophets in
this sense is shown by their use of the expression, "Thus saith the LORD" or
"The word of the LORD came unto me saying,.·"

"since the world began" was used by Luke in quoting the speech of Zacharias, the
father of John the Baptist· (Luke 1· 70·) The expression

in Greek is also found in Acts 15· 18· The Greek comes from "aeion" meaning an
age· The particular age referred to is understood from the context· In the
verse we are studying, the "age" could be the age in which Enoch lived. The
prophets, whoever they may have been, must have foretold the coming of the Lord
as Enoch did· (Jude vs 14·) We feel, however, Peter referred to the Mosaic age
because Moses at that time was held in high esteem·

Verse 22

"For Moses truly said unto the fathers,·." The Jewish writings had exalted Moses
to a position which God never intend-

ed him to have· He was held in such high esteem that to compare anyone else·with
him would be blasphemy in their ears· In the previous verse, mention having been
made to an age which we submit was the Mosaic age, the name of Moses must have
occurred to Peter1 s listeners· This being the case, Peter now brings Moses ijrto
• the speech directly by referring to him by name· If these things were taught in
his day, then surely they were worthy of attention now· Jesus alsa used the
tfust in Moses to good effect during his preaching· (John 5· 45/47·...

"A prophet shall the LORD your God raise up unto you of your brethren./1

The quotation is from Deuteronomy 18. 15 and 18· At the outset we note
that Deut· states "like unto thee" (singular) whereas Peter says "unto you"
(plural) This does not destroy the sense because the promise was to Israel as a
collective person - a body of people» Stephen in Acts 7· 37« also uses the
/ X T ' L • • · · • *•'• . • .' : - · ,- • · ' •
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pronoun "you",» The Messianic application is justified because it was not ful-

filled in apy intervening period from Moses to Jesus* Moses had failed to bring

his people into the Holy Land, Jesus had not brought his people to the Kingdom

because it was not the time for such to be established* If any person had

arisen in Israel during the intervening period between Moses and Jesus, then the

Jews would,not have-asked John the Baptist,,
 rf
Art thou-that prophet?" (John 1· 21 o)

Also those who γ/itnessed the feeding of the 5Q00 would not have said, "This is of

a truth that prophet that should come into the world» (John 6» 14») Jesus was

like unto Moses in many ways and in some of these, he started at a time of great

apostacy as Eoses didi He was a great lawgiver pis Moses was* He gave his laws

from the Kount in thie-famous sermon and Moses bought the Law from Sinai»

"of your brethren" The Arabs often quote these -words to show that Kuhamed was

the prophet God spoke abcn̂ t» They maintain that it was

through the relationship of Isfamael that the expression "of your brethren" was

given» But the words were spoken to Israel and it was Israel* s brethren who werΘ

intended» Ishmmel was the half brother of Isaac»

"him shall ye hear in all things whatsoever he shall say unto you»"

Peter develops his theme» Having shown the people that they had slain

the Son of God and that they had preferred a murderer to be granted to them, he

leads them to their great hope, the Efophet liice unto Moses who was going to

deliver them from their oppressors» Mos^s was the great prophet of Israel and a

great prophet like unto him had been promised to Israel» Koses said this.in his

writings» If they held Moses in such high esteem, they would believe what he had

said» Now Peter puts them to the test» ' Would they believe all thkt Moses had

spoken? Of cpurse they would» Would they also believe'all that the prophet like

unto him had spoken? Hpw then could they hold Moses in such high esteem and

disregard the prophet like unto him?

Verse 23 ' ?

"And it shall come to pass that every soul, which will not hear that prophet,

shall be destroyed from among the people»"

This quotation from Deut. 18» 19* is'not quite what Deuteronomy said»

Peter altered the warning "I will require it of him" to "shall be destroyed from

among the people"· In making this alteration, Peter takes from Sen» 17· 14· the

words "shall be cut off from among the people"» Lev» 7· 20* and Num. % 13· use

the same expression» A close examination of these references will reveal that

Gen. 17· 14· warns against not being circumcised» God had commanded circumcision

and anyone not circumcised would be cut off from the people» Exod» 31© 14· is

important for study in this connection» beeauae it.stated that anyone breaking

the sabbath law would be cut off from among the people» Lev» 7· 20» and Num» 9·

13· teach that anyone ceremonially unclean would be cut off from among the people»

In all cases, disobedience to the Word of G-od would cause a person to be cut off

from among the people
#

Having regard to verse 22 where G-od sai£, "Him shall ye hear in all things

whatsoTrere he.shall say unto you", we see that Jesus spoke God* s words just as ,,

Moses spoke God
1
 s words» ,If there was a severe penalty for disobeying the Law of

Moses, so there would be a penalty for disobeying'the Laws of Christ» The people

had disobeyed God through their ignorance but now that this ̂ignorance had been -

removed, there was no longer any excuse for them» In the development of his ·

argument, Peter leaves no loophole whatsoever for an escape from their duty

towards God*

Verse 24

"Yea, and all the prophets from Samuel and those that follow after,.·"

Having dealt with the greatest of the Old Testament peophets, namely

Moses, Peter now turns
 f
to the prophets from the days of Samuel onwards* Prom

Mose^ to Samuel there was a period of judges during which time the first of the·

Prophets after Moses is mentioned» (Judg, 6»-8.) When-Samuel was a child there

was no prophet in Israel». (1 Sam. 3· 1 ·)
 t
 fiTaen Samuel grew, it was known all over

Israel from Dan to Beer Sheba that Samuel was to be a prophet of the LORD» (l

Sam» 3» 20») In 1 Sam."10» g/9. we find,Samuel making a prophetic utterance to

Saul. It is evident that Samuel was the founder of the school of the prophets»
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(1 Sain· 19· 20·) "Those that follow after" covers all the prophets whether or

not their work appears in the Canon of Scripture* This includes David·

"as many as have spoken, have likewise foretold of these days·
11

Here Peter states what he was to write in his 1st· Epistle many years

later· The prophets of Israel uttered their message but did not altogether

understand what they were writing* They "testified beforehand of the sufferings

of Christ, and the glory which should follow*
 Μ
 (i Peter 1* 11*)

Moses was the great prophet of old but Samuel is mentioned with him in

Psa* 99· 6* Those who heard Peter could not miss the point that if Moses and

all the prophets from Samuel onwards had prophesied of the same thing, then

there was no change to what Moses had taught and what the faithful men of his

era had believed* In the doctrine of Christianity as now taught by Peter there

was no room for the argument that "those were the days of the Old Testament but

all things are changed from Jesus onwards"* Peter has shown conclusively that

what he and others were now teaching was the fulfilment of the prophecies of

Israel's prophets· If they did not believe these things then they were

separating themselves from the Faith that Moses taught*

In later years, the writer to the Hebrews gave a masterly summary of the

position of Moses as compared with that of Christ· (Heb* 3· V^·) The writer

then points out that many died because they hearkened not unto the voice of

Moses. The lesson was that the Hebrews should not make th© same mistake with

the words of Jesus* In the 4th* chapter of Hebrews, Paul points out that the

gospel was preached to the children of Israel in the wilderness* (vs ?*)

Verse 25

"Ye are the children of the prophets···" The R.V., IUS#V· and Moffat
f
s Trans-

lation have 'feons of the prophets
11
 *

The word "sons" comes from the Greek which means someone of either sex in re-

lation to descent· By stating that they were "sons of the prophets", Peter

showed them that they were of the same race as the prophets· This would be a

necessary introductioh ίο their unique state as they and all Jews knew that they

were Bod* s Chosen People in terms of Deut· 7· 6· and 14* 2* Peter was well aware

of this attitude so in his letters, he told those to whom hei/rote that the pos-

ition of being a peculiar people now belonged to them* 1 Pet* 2. 9/10* In this

opening statement therefore, Peter refers to their unique and enviable state in

the eyes of God but with the obvious inference that through their attitude to

the Saviour, that birth-right would be taken away from them*

"and of the covenant which God made with our fathers,··" They are also sons of

. the covenant with

Abraham· This brings an even closer relationship because being sons, they are

heirs of the promise made unto Abraham*

"saying unto Abraham,
 f
And in thy seed shall all the kindreds of the earth be

blessed*"

The quotation of what was said to Abraham comes from several sections of

Genesis· In Gen· 12· 3· we find the promise of the land* Gen* 18· 18· was givon

when Abraham and Sarai were promised a son* Gen· 22· 18· was the motit important

of the Promises because it was given to Abraham after he had shown that he was

prepared to sacrifice his son· In each case it promises a blessing and in Gen·

22· 18· the blessing was to come because of obedience· There would be no point

in Peter reminding the Jews then present of the Promises made unto Abraham as

they knew of these well enough· It was the substance of the Hope of Israel· But

the promise of a blessing in the singular seed which was promised unto Abraham "

"because thou hast obeyed my voice" carried a lesson the people could well

receive at that time· They had not Ixearkenod to the ,v.oioe of the

"seed of Abraham
11
 asd , war arm- danger *of not receiving the Blessing*
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Verse 26
tfUnto you first God, having raised up his Son Jesus^··" The promise was that all

kindreds of the earth
shall be blessed in the seed who was to come· Although this incorporated the
Gentile believers, it meant that the Jew would receive his chance first* After
him would come the Gentile* This was made clear by Paul many years later when
mdting to the Romans* (Rom« 1· 16J 2* 9/10«)

"having raised up his Son Jesus,.·" The R.V. states "having raised up his servant"
Jesus was both a Son to G-od and % servant

through doing the will of his Father© The "raising up" was not the resurrection
of Jesus but the raising up of a prophet like unto Moses· (We note the doctrinal
point that if Jesus had to be raised up, then he was not "brought down" so he did
not pre-exist in heaven before he was "raised up% The resurrection from the dead
cannot apply here because Jesus was not sent to the Jews after he had been raisecu
He was sent to them after he had been raised up as the son of a virgin·)

Once he was sent, Jesus turned them away from their iniquities through his
teaching· That they did not listen to him did not destroy the value of his re-
demptive work· He was still a BLESSING to everyone who would turn to him in
belief and baptism· Thus we find Peter saying "turning away EVTERYOMB of you,.."
That Jesus was able to do this now was due to his being a Mediator between God
and man· The blessing? of Jesus wats shown very clearly by Paul in the years to
come when he wrote:-

Rom· 2· 8· "But unto them that are contentious, and do not obey the truth,
but obey unrighteousness, indignation and wrath" (will be
rendered to them)·

9· Tribulation and anguish, upon every soul of man that doeth evil,
of the Jews first, and also of the Gentile;

10· But glory, honour, and peace, to every man that worketh good,
to the Jew first, and also to the Gentile:

11· For there is no respect of persons with God."

The Law could not bring forgiveness of sins· This could come only
through Jesus· If they remained within the provisions of the Law they were
doomed· If they returned to Jesus, they would find him ready to forgive and
ready to save» Aw Peter stated clearly, "in turning away every one of you from
his iniquities"· The word "iniquities" carries a sense of active "wickedness"
such as we read of in Matt· 22. 18; Mark 7· 22; Luke 11· 39j Rom. 1· 29;
1 Cor· 5· 8; Ephes· 6· 12; As long as they resisted the truth, they were re-
sisting God's Word revealed in His Son, Jesus·

Peter1 s words remind us of the words of Moses when he made his appeal
to the people.

Deut· 30. 19· f!I call heaven and earth to record this day against you, that
I have set before you life and death, blessing and cursing:
therefore choose life, that both thou and thy seed may live:"

At this stage, Peter was suddenly interrupted and a big chain ofmevents was
was to ensuB»





THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES·

Chapter 4.

The previous chapter was written by Luke to introduce the attack

upon the first ecclesia- by the priests, the ruler of the temple and the

Sadducees. These men were an advance party which led the next άαγ
9
 to bring-

ing Peter and .John before the Sanhedrin· Although Peter and John were to

come out of the encounter unscathed, this was the beginning of a great trouble

which was yet .to come· . With excellent narrative skill, Luke traces the history

of those days showing how the ecclesia was strengthened at that time for the

hard trials which lay ahead, and records for our interest and learning, the

several events which combined one with the other to produce a wave of persecu-

tion which was to have such tremendous results in spreading the *7ord of God·

The events themselves may cloud.the inner story for us but if we pay close

attention to the teaching plan of the Acts, we shall-follow with excitement,

the stirring story as it unfolds·

Verse 1

"And as they spake to the people···" The Greek is "While they were speaking"

which tells us that Peter had not said

all he wanted to say when they were suddenly interrupted·

"•••to the people.·." The crowd'which had gathered in 3oiosaon
!
s porch

was such that the temple authorities who were near by were bound to have seen

it. Apart fron the freedom of speech concerning spiritual matters which was

of such a character as to disturb the complacency of the temple authorities,

there was also the danger of upsetting the Romans· Any concourse of this

nature would be considered to be subversive and anti—Roman and would bring a

severe rebuke and drastic preventive measures from the Roman garrison· See

Peter
1
 s remarks in 3.17·

"the priests"··. From 1 Chron· 24. l/lQ. we learn that the priesthood was

divided into 24 divisions, tile' divisions being known as

"courses". (2 Chron· 23·8·) Each of the courses performed special duties for

the week· This arrangesaient was in operation at the time of the birth of

Jesus for we read about it in Luke 1· verses 5, 8 arid 9. In verse 5 we read

that Zacharias, the father of John the Baptist, was of the course of Abia·

This course is found in. 1 Cbron· 24· 10· The priests were bound ex officio
9

to prevent or stop all disturbances in the precincts of the temple·

"and the captain of the temple···
11
 Old Teotaiuient references to this office

are found in 1 Chron· 9. 11· xvhere the

priest is called "the ruler of the house of God"· 2 Chron, 31.13 mentions the

sase individual by the same title· In Neh· II· 11. Azariah -is mentioned by

his other name, "Serajah" and, except 'for this difference and the added "TOS"

in italics, the verse is identical to 1 Chron· 9. 11. The genealogy shows

that he was a Levite*

New Test&jssent references are Luke 22· 4 and 52 where the plural

"captains" is used· In Acts 5· 24 and 26, the singular "captain" is mentioned»

In Jer. 20· •!· Pasbur the priest is'-'uientiosied who is also described as "chief"

governor in the house- of the -LORD"·

Returning to the verse before us, the title "captain .of the temple"

oeans *t!io person who was the captain of the temple guard· He would have to

be a Levite to be able to hold such office and would be in charge of a small

body of men who would be the police of the temple· With a great crowd enter-

ing the temple at times, it would be necessary for a body of such men to be

there to see that rules were obeyed and that no unauthorised person entered

any part of the temple which'v/as barred to hina. This would be the case with

Gentiles where the laws against entry were strictly enforced. Furthermore,

the temple contained treasures which had to be guarded, especially at Bight»

The word translated as "captain" is a ssiilitary title and is used in

the New Testament references given above and in no other place in.Scripture·
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This does not make the office a military one for there iras only one aray in

vhidea at that tide and that was the Roman army· The Jerrs would not have

allowed a Gentile soldier to have charge of their temple· The captain was the

person in charge and he w&s assisted by other men called "officers" on John

18· 3· and 12· and Acts 5· 22· but these did not hold the high office that

such α title has in military circles to-day· Such officers were servants

who were there to do the bidding of the captain· The captain would probably

have been a high priest at one tissuê  and mist he;ve belonged to one of the

priestly families. In·-Hebrew he was called "
!
isli har ha-bayith" meaning' "the

sian of the mountain of the house"· The guard which he controlled was probably

indicated by Pilate when he spoke to the chief priests and Pharisees after the

crucifixion of Jesus· See Matt. 27· 65.

"and the Sadducees,· · ·" See introductory remarks. It is interesting to

note that the Pharisees do not figure in this pro-

test against the apostles· Only the oadducees and priests are mentioned here*

It is thought that different motives brought the three types to the scene,

namely, the priests ca^e to stop the assumption of the priests office of teach-

ing by unauthorised persons, the captain case to put an end to the apparaat

disturbance and the Sadducees came to interfere with the doctrine of the resur-

rection which the apostles were now preaching and with which they disagreed.

This viev/ appears to be based upon the next verse.

upon tltesu" The idea presented here is that the three types came upon

them with violence to arrest then. A similar use is

given in Acts 6. 12. and 23. 27.

Verse 2

"Being grieved that they taught the people···" The usage here and in Acts

16. IS· are the only two in

the Ν.To The meaning is "deeply pained" and the feeling isust have been in-

duced by exasperation through frequent repetition. An element of pride

enters here because the priests, the captain and the 3adducees were "masters

of Israel" (John 3. 10.) and the thought that their position was being usurped

must have been very painful to them· Apart from this, the fact that the

Resurrection was being taught must have angered the Sadducees as it was to do

on later occasions in history·

"and preached through Jesus the resurrection free the dead"· The Greek

original goes

further than merely "preaching
11
· They did imich more than this· They "pro-

claimed" which carries an idea of strongly putting fonranl the TRUTH· That

this proclamation was done "through Jesus
11
 indicates that they taught a

general resurrection "but in the speech of Peter, the general resurrection in

"the tii&es of refreshing" was subsidiary to the smin teaching that the Saviour

who had been slain, had been raised from the dead in teras of the prophesies.

This would upset the priests and 3adducees because of the careful steps which

had been taken to erase ail evidence of the resurrection of Jesus· (Matt· 28*

Ii/5.) The Sanhedrin was confident that that unpleasant chapter in their

history was peraanently closed and would never be looked at again. It sauut

have been very upsetting to find that not only was their work of erasure being

uncovered but the resurrection waa being preached to people who seemed disposed

to believe it. The doctrine was more attractive in that the resurrection of

Jesus was being held out as a pattern of what would happen to all those who

believed in his.

In Luke's style, a Greek construction is used which limits the use of

the word "resurrection
11
 · In Greek literature, the Greek word is used for

rising in the presence of α superior: for rising from sleep or for raising

a wall which has fallen down·. Luke's phraseology employs a double article

which is not shown in the translation but which adds to the sentence a mean-

ing of "they taught the doctrine of α rising, not from sleep, not to show

respect, but from the dead". The words "from the dead" means "from aaong

the dead,· or froaa the state which the-dead were in". The point of "resurrec-

tion is being emphasised here to show why it is that whereas the Pharisees

had actively opposed Jesus during his ministry, they are notably absent on

this occasion·
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The Sadducees ^ho were not as zmich in opposition to Jesus non seem to be most

active against the preaching of his apostles· The Sadducees did not eind

how Mich'the teaching of the blaster confounded their enemies, the Pharisees,

but once the doctrine of his resurrection crossed their belief that there vas

no resurrection, the situation before thea took on a different character·

The doctrine of the Resurrection of Jesus is ah
;
important•one to Luke as

we have seen· It is an-important doctrine in the -teaching of the Gospel and

all servants of the Lord who teach His "Yord should be acquainted with the de-

bating points of this doctrine· Note how Luke loses no opportunity to drive

home the importance of a belief in the Resurrection of Jesus·

Verse 3 ' •

"And they laid hands on them, and put them in hold unto· tiie·. next day; for it

was now eventide ·
 M

Nothing much could be done at that late hour of the day· Chapter 8

verse 1 tells us that the· incident started about the ninth hour, which we saw,

was about 3 ο
!
 clock in the afternoon· The incident of the healing would not

take long but the speech which Peter gave after the people had assembled, cnist

have taken much longer than Luke's precis takes to read· By the tisae the

priests, the captain and the Sadducees could get together and go to Peter and

John, it would be close to sundown so they did the best they could by putting

Peter and John
 1!
in hold".

The Sanhedrin had power of arrest and-α record of this power beiD.g put

into effect is given in Mark 14· 43· when Jesus was arrested. The offence

which gave rise to the -arrest however, must be something which offended

Jewish law· Tilth one exception, they could not put anyone to death without

the procurator's ratification· The extent to which Rouse was prepared to go

in deference to Jewish religious law is shown by the fact that the Temple

authorities could put to death any Roman citizen who trespassed within the

temple limits· Notices in Greek, and Latin were placed at all entrances to

the Inner Court warning Gentiles of the death penalty for violation of the

sanctity of the place· The killing of Stephen and James was illegal in

terms of Roman Law·

!f
in hold

11
 simply means a place of detention where they would be kept

safely· See Acts 5· 18·

"until the next day: for it was now eventide." This-explanation shews

that Luke is writing for Gentile believers as well as Jewish ones for the

Gentiles would not know the Jewish law involved here whereas the Jews would·

It was against Jewish law to hold trials at night after the sun had set· This

makes the trial of Jesus a mockery for it was ultra vires the law and the

verdict should have been disallowed hj any lawyers present· "it was now

eventide" shows that it was after the twelfth hour, which is to say that it

was after 6 p.sru and it was now the "second evening". See Exod· 12· 6· margin.

See also Jer. 21· 12. showing that judgment had to be given in the morning·

The evening was a time at the going down of the sun until 6 p.si· thereafter it

was the second evening during which nothing should be done» "There we find in

the 0·Τ· translations giving "in the evening" or "at even", it should be

"between the two evenings"· See Exod· 12. 6; 16. 12; 29· 39, 41; 30· 8;

Lev. 23· δ; Num. 9. 3; 28· 4· (See"margin to some of these references·)

Verse 4 - - -

M
Howbeit many of them which heard the word believed;.*" The inference of

' • the arrest of

Peter and John was that the crowd would have been dispersed· Luke now shows

concern for them and tells us what the history of persecution has shown to be

the case, that acts of violance to teachers does not undo their work· The

healing of the lasso man and the convincing arguments brought to bear by Peter

ail had their effect upon the people who were gathered there· Not all be-

lieved for there are always those who are slow to understand just as there

are those who will not believe· But many'believed· Paul-had something "to
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say about the effect of arrest and persecution when writing to Timothy·

He said, • ·

2 Tim· 2. 9. "//herein I • suffer trouble,, as an evil doer, even unto bonds;

b
T
at the word of Sod is not bound·

11

Luke also had the s&sse thought but the translators of this verse did not

quite bring out his meaning with their introductory
 ff
Howbeit· · ·

π
 The word

should be "Notwithstanding·»·
!T
 as if to say, in spite of what was done as

recorded in verse 3, and in spite of the arrest of the speakers and the dis-

persal of the people, many, of the people believed·
11

"the word"··· Here again we have the Greek LOGOS which appears in John 1. 1#

and refers to the Plan and Purpose of God as shown by the

gospel and as manifested in Jesus Christ· Seme other occurences of this

"•arord" are Acts 4. 29. 31; 6. 2, 4· 7; 8· 4, 14, 25; 10· 36, 44; (not 10,37

where the Greek word "rhesaa" is used meaning "topic"·)

It should be noted that the belief which followed the teaching of Poter

is an essential step in the conversion of a Believer. Hearing the Word of

God and Believing the V/ord of God are essential to the proper acceptance of

the responsibilities attaching to· baptism. All such passages should be noted

carefully to be used in lectures, in debate or in teaching·

"and the number of the men was about five thousand.
n
 It is only the MEN who

are numbered, this

being accepted in Hebrew that only the men were counted· See Matt· 14· 21.

John 6. 10. See also Matt· 15. 38· Some commentators argue that the

omission of the qualifying "besides women and children" indicates that only

men were converted at first but with this \re disagree· '
v
ihen one comes to an

understanding of the Truth, one loses no tisae in bringing the knowledge of it

to others of the family· This would surely introduce the faith to females as

well· In view of Acts 2. 42/47. it is unreasonable to suppose that males

only, accepted the teaching of Christianity. Nevertheless, the Greek froua

which men is translated has a meaning of "of the i&en
11
 as distinct from "human

beings". The conclusion is that of the saen, there were five thousand be-

lievers at that time and the nuober of women believers is not stated·

It mast not be thought that there were five thousand men present on that

occasion in"-the Porch· It means that the number "came to be about" 5,000.

That is to say, the former nuober of throe thousand (Acts 2. 41.) did not-

have 5,000 added to them but that they were increased to 5,000. This was

the same as the number who were fed in the wilderness. The numbering men-

tioned here is the last time the people were numbered.

Verse 5

"And it came to pass en the morrow,·.." The time would be "next morning".

"Came to pass" is history as

"shall come to pass" is prophecy. Verse 4 was an interpolation so the in-

complete sentence· which snakes up this verse, is a continuation from verse 3.

"On the morrow
11
 refers to "towards the morning". Sosae would have it "the

next day" but the reference is to the hour more than to the day. Therefore

"next tiorning" would cover all we need to know.

"that their rulers, and elders, and scribes,·.·" The Sanhedrim is referred

to here. The sô se is

found in Mark 14. 53; 15. 1; Luke 9. 22; and 22. 66.

The "rulers" would be those of the S&nhedrin who were elected or appoint-

ed in some way to the control of the Council* In modern parlance, they

would be the Cossnaittee comprising the elected from the S&dducees, Priests?

Scribes ana Pharisees. ·

Verse 6

"And Annas the high priest, and Caiaphas, and John, and Alexander, c
 r
id as many

as were of the kindred of the high priest, were gathered together at Jerusaleml
1
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No doubt Luke felt that the family of the priesthood^ -led by the deposed

Annas, w&js important, enough to- have .special· mention·,· ..Annas had' been appointed

High Priest by the legate Ouiriaius and had held .office.- until he was deposed

by the procurator Valerius Gratua in Α.Β· 15· He had five sons and a son in

law, all of whom at one time· or another, held, -office as high priest. The

Romans exercised the power of appointing or deposing the High Priest s"o Annas

was careful to choose the right kind of friends so that his "dynasty" as it

were, -would, be .preserved.· The Jews however, regarded the law as being the

sole authority for appointing the High Priest and once this official took

office, he held it until he died· His son succeeded him as High Priest·

This being the case, whatever the Romans did about appointments and dismis-

sals, the Jews ignored them and looked· upon the duly appointed High Priest

as the High Priest until he died. The Romans did not interfere "with the

rule that only a genuine descendant of Aaron could hold office as High Priest

but their interference in regard to deposing a Sigh Priest and appointing

another may have been designed to break down the priesthood. . The Jews found

it difficult to. acknowledge one man as High Priest when his father was still

alive and had held the office before him. . .There could not be two High

Priests in office or in existence at the saae time·

Luke mentions Annas first because he had been High Priest before Caiaphas·

In .his Gospel, Luke -mentions both Annas, and' his· son in law, Caiaplias, as both

being High Priests· (Luke 3· 2'·) John states that Jesus, at his trial, '//as

led away to Annas first· . (John 18· 13*) John also records in the same

chapter, that Annas had sent. Jesus bound to .Caiaphas*. .(verse 24«) Apart

from these references, and the verse from Acts which we
 ;
are dealing with,·

Annas is not mentioned again in the Ν·Το Gaiaphas appears -in Matt· ,26· 3;

and verse 57; Luke 3. 2; John 11*. 49; 18. 13, 14, 24, 28; and Acts· 4
#
 6. . .

For the crucifixion of Jesus, Caiaphas had the greater responsibility· Froza .

this explanation we can see how it was possible that both Annas and Caiaphas

could have been High Priests at one and the same time· .·••·.

"John"'is difficult, to identify· After the fall of Jerusalem in Δ·Β·70,

the Sanhedrin formed α new branch cr body in Jabneh in western Palestine and

a m&n naraea Yochanan ben Zakkai was its first president· It is thought by

some that the name "Yochanan" could be shortened to "John" and that this w&3

the "John" mentioned in the verse before us· There see ma to be no end to

the ingenuity of commentators· Yochanan is said to..be "ben Zakkai" which

means "son of Zakkai"· There ias no· son of Annas· Bashed Zakkai and it is

unlikely that a scholar such as Yojianan-was, would come from the priestly

family· There was a son of Annas named Jonathan who succeeded Caiaplias as

High Priest in Α·Ι3· 33· and if we allow the possibility that Jonathan as α

name could be contracted to John, then we liirast admit the slender possibility

that this,could have been the man we are looking for· All we can be sure of

is that JCIIB. was α member of the priestly f&aily and he roust have held some

important position because Luke mentions hivi above other people who were

there·

"Alexander" has brought forth the ingenious suggestion that "Alexander"

is a Grecianisea form of the na?iie "Eleazar" son of Annas and snust have been

a meijber of· the priestly family* 7/e . shall see in a moment that this is

very unlikely· The name "Alexander" was often given to- oales in honour of

Alexander of Macedonia because of his kindness to the people of Israel· This

isay.have been true of aany people · acaongst the Greeks* 81112011 the Cyrenian

who carried the. cross of Jesus was the father of Alexander and Rufus·

(Mark 15· 21.) We meet α Jew named Alexander in Sphesus (Acts 19· 33) but

this is unlikely to have heQn Alexander from Jerusalem· In 1 Tin· 1· 20 we

read of Alexander who was fellow apostate with Hyxaenaeus and in 2 Tin· 4· 14.

we read of the nan Paul did not like,, naciely> • Alexander· the coppersmith·

None. of these are the man we are looking for so we saust cidinait that;we know

nothing "of him· Inasmuch as he is ..mentioned here, he imi-st have some impor-

tance to Luke. ~7e suggest that Annas is mentioned, because he was the proper

and lawful High Priest· Then we have Caiaphas who was· the acting High Priest-

After that we have John who very likely was of the priestly·.order, and-next

in line for the·. Sigh Priest's office· Having given-us · such an array of nazaes
?

Luke slight have noticed that he omitted to mention the prominent .Sadducees so

chose one of them who had followed 3 adduce an ways by giving himself a "Ionian

naise — Alexander! There is only one thing to support this theory and that is
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that it is as ingenious as any of the suggestions made by commentators· We

m̂ention it for interest only and take a varning that if we do not know, it is

better to "admit it than attempt to tell Luke what he should have written·

"and as many as ^ere of the kindred of tile high priest, were gathered together
at Jerusalem".

This statement is • added to show the importance of -the priestly faaily of

Ann^s. It could refer to the remainder of" the priestly Courses but this is

unlikely because of the use of the word "kindred"·

"At Jerusalem" can be "in" Jerusalem; "to" Jerusalem or "into" Jerusalem·

"Whichever preposition is used, it indicates that not all- the people then

present -were resident at Jerusalem but ?/ere visitors. This shows that the

Sanhedrin τ/as composed of men drawn from a wide area and not necessarily frora

the city of the head—quarters· Taking a long view of this, it seems that if

the Sanhedrin drew its members from many places, then the responsibility for

their decision in regard to Jesus must be spread over a wide section of Jewry*

Verse 7

"And when they had set them in the'midst· ··" Traditionally the Sanhedrin sat

in a· semi-circle and it would

appear that Peter and John were put in the centre point of the senai-circle·

In Grecian and Roman theatres of that date, the centre spot was the best place·

fro® which to speak so as to ensure that all who sat around in the semi-circle

could hear· The accoustics of the ancient theatres is remarkable if one

stands on the centre spot· However attractive this may be, we must not read

into a verse something that is not there· The idion is the same as that

used in· 1· 15· vrhere "Peter stood up in thesaidst of the disciples"· "fhat

happened was probably, that the Sanhe&rin- set Peter and John before them for

questioning· It would most likely be done inside where there would be no

special construction as there was in a theatre- which was -an open air building·

No doubt Peter and John, resneiisbered the Master's words:-

Luke 21· 14· "Settle it therefore in your hearts, not to meditate before

what ye shall answer:

15· For I will give you a mouth and wisdom, which ail your

adversaries shall not be able to gainsay nor resist·"

"they aaked, 3y ŝrhat poorer, or hy what nasne, have ye done this?" -

In the past when Jesus was preaching the gospel and teaching in the
temple

9
 the chief priests and scribes carae upon hisi with the elders and asked,

'·'·.· by what authority doest thou these things? or ̂ ho is he that gave thee
this authority?" (Luke 20» 2·) It should be noted at this stage, that the
lame man who was healed was with them at the iirae. Ges verses 10 and 14· He
was to prove to be α very good witness of the Power of God*

"3y what power.··" carries α sense of the use of' magical power which was

believed in as widely then as it is now· How many millions in our times are

not hood—winked by the modern "Faith Healer" or "Divine 'Healing
11
? Jesus was

accused of casting out devils by Beelzebub (Beelzebul) the prince of devils·

{Mcvtt· 12· 24·) (Mark 3· 22.) and (Luke 11. 15·) As a side issue to the

chapter we are studying, it is of"interest to note the teaching val^e of' the

lesson Jesus gave his accusers· He referred to the days of Moses when the

logicians could not bring forth lice· Exod# 8» 18· They "acknowledged in

verse 19· that this was "the finger -.of God-+. Jesus used the εαπο metaphor

when he replied "But if I with the finger of God cast out devils,·.·" The

sons ' of the people were exorcists and cust- out devils· Did they do this by

tho finger of God or by Beelxebul who was'the Egyptians
1
 god of lice? If

Jesus cast out devils by Beelzebul, then by -whom did their children cast them

out? They could not answer this of course and so came the punch line - if I

cast them out with the finger of God (and God did what Beelzebul and the

magicians could not do in the days of Moses,) then the gospel of the kingdom

Mist have come to you as it did to the people of Israel in those far off days.
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V7e shall see when we come to it that Peter ascribed the miracle to the

Power of God·

"or by. τ/hat. name?" The Sanhedrin could have asked • "by. what -authority"

tyutt .chose-.to ask leading questions· The preposition "by" should be "in"·

The question here,seems to indicate magical powers again but the use of "name"

also-carries the se^se of a leader· We see .a similar thing when Paul wrote,

asking,
 <
 ;

 ;
 . . . . . . . .

1 Cor. 3. 4· "For/while, one saitti, I am of Paul: and another, I aa of

_Appollos; are ye not carnal?"

. "have YE done; this?" · This is said i.fith some raeasure of co&teapt· "YOU

of all people - how could YOU .do this unless some great power had helped yon?"

Verse 8

Peter, filled-with the Holy Spirit, said unto them,.··" -ve are now

. • . introduced to

Peter's fourth speech in.the book of the Acts up to-this point. See 1· 15;

2. 14; 3. 12. There is a suggestion here that the Holy Spirit was not a

Power which the apo-stle-s could \ise at· will. 7e shall see later that before

they used it they prayed· Herein lies the major difference between the

Power of the Holy Spirit as manifested in Jesus with that manifested in the

prophets of Israel and others. · The prophets.could, not use it as ana when

they wanted· They did not i-'have" the Holy Spirit. It merely M0Y3D them to

write as they did. (2 Peter 1. 21·)· Daniel saw H&any years.go by before the

Holy Spirit moved hie to prophesy. He could not prophesy as and when he

wanted to. He prayed to God first. In the story before its, we find a hint

that this is what happened with the apostles. In this verse, they were

filled with the Holy Spirit which see&as to indicate that before that moment,

they were not filled with the Holy Spirit. They had it to call upon but

when they called upon it, and if it was God's Will that they should, the Power

then came upon them· Jesus was quite different. He could use the Power of

the Holy Spirit at any time, even to know what was in man. (John 2« 25.) It

was given to him without measure· (John. 3. 34·)

"Ye rulers of the people, and elders of Israel," There was a time, recorded

by Luke, when Peter's

courage failed him in the presence of a saaid and he denied his Lord· (Luke 22.

5o/57ο) Now Luke gives us an insight into a new Peter who stands up in

front of the Sanh^drin and accuses the priests and rulers of having crucified

Jesus Christ, their Î essiah ojid quotes Scripture to then.

M
Ye rulers of the people" was addressed to the priests who ruled the

spiritual life of the people., and. the 3adducees who ruled the ismai.cipal and

political lrie of the nation. "...tine elders of Israel" was addressed to

the rest of the Saahedrin- who. were there.· The opening addresses shows-

courtesy on the part- of Peter and shows how he paid respect to people who .

were important. • In later years be was to record this husable duty before men

which should mark the good Christian. (l Pet·· 2. 13/18.) Paul was also to

have a word or two to say on this subject when writing to the believers at

Boî e* (Rom· 13. 7.) We can take an exhortation here and try to be husable

and courteous in our dealings with men who have a higher station in life' than

we do· Our courtesy should be .extended to all men irrespective of their

station in life·

The two addresses could have applied to all groups then present and not

to. separate· sections as out lined .above. In all cases, the positions., they

•held vere hereditary. This gave them, an official character and dignity.

Vorse 9 • .

"If we this day be examined of the good deed done to ,the
:
 impotent man, by

what means lie is made whole;"

The sentence is unfinished and is completed' in the next verse· Peter's

gaabit here is one of irony resmiscent of the attitude 'of Jesus when he asked,
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John 10. 32· "·•· Many good works have I showed you from my Father; for

• which of these works do ye stone i&e?"

The word "examined
11
 is coupon to Luke and Paul. See Luke 23· 14;

Acts 12. -19; 17.' 11} 24. 8; 28· 18; and Paul's usage in I Cor. 2· 14/15;
4· 3/4; 9. 3; 14. 24· It is used in the sense of a judicial investigation^
The word "examine

11
 is insufficiently severe in its meaning· The R.V. E..3.V·

and-Diag· all have "examine
11
 but "the Afrikaans Bybel uses the more searching

"cndervra"· It conjures up in our minds a series of questions calling upon
then to give account, to explain &nd to justify their conduct. Peter attacks
right away with an ironic''- "if we are to be examined closely as to why we had
performed a good deed upon α cripple, then here is our explanation." The
sting is there but it is a well mannered sting. The words "good Deed" are
incompatible with an examination of the type now being held. The words "good
deed" occur·again in Scripture only in 1 "Tim 6. 2. where they are .translated
as "benefit" and refer to the great benefit of salvation. Derived words
appear in Acts 10. 38. as "doing good" and in Luke 22. 25. as "benefactors".

The words "impotent man" describe a man who is "without strength",
"weak

11
 and "infirm". In Acts 5. 15/15· it appears as "sick"· This describes

the man's former condition. . (Acts 3. 2.) Metaphorically those people who
know not'how to walk before God in α manner-which pleases Him are spiritually
sick, infirm, and without spiritual strength. The Power of God which is in
iiis -Hard can heal them· . · '·

Peter develops his reply so that he is in a position to ask "Have we
lived to see the day when men are asked what right have you to do good deeds?"
The "good deeds" as we have shown, being a benefit and something richly to be
desired.

The Afrikaans Bybel has "... 'n weldaad aan-'ii siek man..." which is more
correct than the A.V. This is shown in the R.V· and R,3.V. with "a gcod deed
to an impotent man (cripple)"· Note that the epithet "the" weakens the
Authorised Version.

"made whole" moans "saved" and this idea seems to be carried forward into
the latter portion of Peter's speech recorded in verse 12. The phrase is
used to indicate deliverance from bodily sufferings which are symbols of sin.
See Matt. 9.· 21/22; 27. 42; Mark 5.'23; G. 5G; 10. 52; Luke 8. 38; 8. 50; •
17. 19; 18. 42; John 11. 12. In the foregoing references, it will be seen
that translations have "made whole", "saved" and "do well".

Verse 10

"Be it known unto you all,.·" Note the boldness of Peter. His preamble
with its bite of sarcasm and irony is over.

He now speaks directly to the leaders and to the people of Israel whom they
represented. "Be it known" as an expression appears ia Acts 13·38; 28. 28.
and in the verse before us. In each case it is used with profound effect as
if to show the incontestable nature of tho reply. In this verse it would
appear that what Peter is saying is, "You question us and reprove us for
doing a good deed and bringing a saving benefit to an impotent man. Now you
must listen to us· That being the case, listen to this!" Note that the
statement is wade, "to you all" meaning the members of the Sanliedrin.

"ana to all the people of Israel,··" Regarding this scope from the point of
view of the priests and Sadducees of

whom we so often read "they feared the people", we see that the remarkable
healing which could not bo- denied with the healed lame man there as evidence,
a frightening doubt must have entered their minds. "T/Iiat if Peter is right?
Tihat if the people at our instigation called for the crucifixion? Elicit then,
if the people agree with Peter? He has now made an appeal to all Israel and
all Israel will look to us as the prime movers in this matter." There is a
shadow of the prophecy of Zech. 13. 4. here. No one likes to be thought α
false teacher. Peter's next words aro important for study: —

"that by the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, whom ye crucified, whosi God
raised frosa the dead,.··"
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Note carefully the terms used'to-describe JesUsl-

"Jesus" ' ' — the Saviour '· • - . - ; · · ·

"Christ" ' - the Messiah ' •

"of Nazareth" the despised one but one honoured iir pronhecy·
"crucified" by the hands of men but -

"raised" ' - -raised by God· ·

Note also this facet of Peter's debating style· A comparison is drawn

between'man's actions and the actions of God. Man kills, God raises·
1

Compare the argument here with that given in'Acts 2. 23/24. and Acts 3. 14/15·

In each case the magnitude of the crime is brought home to the listeners.

Note also the beginning of the answer to the question previously framed

by the Sanhedrin, "•••by what name have ye done this"? (vs 7o) Peter's

answer is "by the name"of Jesus'Christ of Nazareth......
#
etc.,"

Try to imagine the'effect these debating points would' have on the Sanhe-

drin who did not want to believe these things and would have flatly denied it

all HAD NOT THE CURSB MAN SEEN STANDING IN FRONT OF THEM AS WIDEN CIS. (See

verse 14.) Peter now'points to this evidence'in his next τ/ords·

"even hj him dcth this mail stand here before you whole·
11
 There were men who

7/ere made laiae hy

an accident and there were men who pretended to be lame to collect alias but

this man γ/as well known as having been laae from birth. Now he stands be-

fore you all healed hj the sase power which raised the Lord who® ye crucified.

The nan was there for all to see and he was "whole", that is
9
 not lame any

more but completely cured.

Turning back to the double question'of verse 7, where' it was'asked
 u
hj

what PG'iER, or by what NAME, have ye done this?" ~̂ e have in,, Peter's reply

& tacit reference to the prophecy of "that prophet like unto Moses" of Bent*,

18. 18/22· If the Sanhedrin who were well versed in the Law, understood that

Jesus was indeed "that prophet", then the warning of verse 19 mist have caused

them some uncossf ortable moments. Sid Jesus' speak, the words of God? That

question &Mst have occurred to them again and again.

Verse 11

"This is the stone which was set at nought of jon builders, which is become the

head of the corner"·

?eter
!
s statement that they bad crucified Jesus proves him to be the

stone· The Jews were familiar with the prophecies concerning the "stone"·

Peter quotes from ?sa· 118·22. the slight variation in wording being taken

from the Septucgint· They also knew the similar prophecy from Isa. 28. 16·

which, EK-wEiy years later, Peter was to quote in his Epistle· See 1 Pet. 2· 8.

?eter, in the same Epistle., ' quotes the Psalm reference. See 1 Peter 2. 7.

Jesus, nade reference to the prophecy from Psa· 118. 22.· in Matt. 21. 42. JOGUS

also quoted the verse following this Psalm reference and showed that it was

Sod's Plan and Purpose· He then goes on to show that because of the rejec-

tion of M s by the'Jews, the gospel ^ould be taught unto tho Gentiles· (Matt·

21. 43·)

Peter quotes "set at nought" but in the Psalm it is "rejected" which

means much the same thing,
 #
 namely, nullify* 'disregard aa worthless. Combining

this with
 v
;/liiat* & builder does regarding a stone, ve get throwing it aside o,s

being,worthless for the'building ift hand·

The quotation of this Psa in has a powerful part to play in Peter's argument·

Verses 25 and 26 of Psalsn 118 had bean quoted when Jesus oade his triumphal

entry into Jerusalem. The opening Tords of verse .25 are "save now" which are

rendered in Greek'by "Hosannc" in Mark 11. 9. and in'Matt· 21. 9. This is

followed hj "Blecsed is he that cosEeth in the naise of the Lords" which is

taken from Psa. 118. 26. Peter shows that this Psalss is Messianic in charac-

ter. The priests would knotf this Psalns -well, pointing as it does to the

coming- of their Messiah· No doubt mcbuj of thesa would reiaeiaber the triumphant

entry of Jesus into Jerusalem when the people cried out in terms of this Psalm.
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If any of them had heard..Jesus tell the parable of the Lord of the vineyard

and make reference to this Psalun after it, (Matt· 21. 42. Mark 12.. 10. Luke

20· 17.) they would recall it when Peter quoted the ?sa,l© on this occasion.

The words in the Psalm "Save now" (llosanna) would remind them that Jesus was

the iSaviour of Israel.

Paul uses the prophecy from Isa. 28. 16. in Rom. 0. 33; 10· 11. Peter

usea it in his first epistle - 1 Pet. 2. 6.

The linkage of certain relevant passages should be noted·.. In Matt. 21·

42. and Luke 20. 17 onwards, the stone which the builders rejected is connected

with the stone of stumbling on which many should fall. In this connection

see Isaiah 8. 14. We have just drawn attention to 1 Pet. 2. 8· This is

linked with the stone that the builders rejected in the next verse. Peter

also connects the metaphor of
 lf
lively stones'

1
 to represent the body of

believers with the building of a spiritual house (l. Pet· 2. 5.) as does Paul

in ISphas. 2. 19. 22· Peter then completes the tie-up hy quoting Isa· 8. 14·

to -which we have just referred. In the same chapter at verse 6 Peter quotes

Isa. 28. 18. For 'Paul's reasoning, see Rom· 9. 33.

The use of stones in the O.T. to prefigure Christ come to mind. For

example, the stone which Jacob annointed after his dream during which God

repeated the Abrahanic premise to him. Gen. 28. 18. Thereafter Jacob

called the place "Bethel
11
 - meaning "The House of God

11
· In Sxod. 17. 6. we

read of the "rock
11
 of which we are told in 1 Cor. 10. 4. that "that Hock was

Christ". Daniel refers to the .Returned Christ in his prophecy of Dan. 2. 45.

Tihere ho tells of α "stone cut out of the mountain without hands" which strikes

the i&mge in' its feet and. shatters it. Here the margin of many Bibles brings

us to Isa. 28. 16.

In Exod. 20. 25. τ/e are told that an altar of stone had to be taken from

the -mountain (cut out of the saountain without hands) and no tool was to come

upon it. Tiiis altar stone was Christ, now high in the heaven, our High

Priest and Mediator. Furthermore, the stones for the building of Solomon's.

Temple were to be fashioned far away fro3 the building site· (l Sings 6· 7.)

The stones so fashioned were types of the True Christian Believers who are

fashioned in all parts of the world in all ages of history and will be brought

to Zion when "the holy city, new Jerusalem, comes down from God out of heaven,

prepared as α bride adorned for her husband". (liev. 21. 2.)

"set at nought"... This expression is a slight variation of the verb

"rejected" frosi the Psalm which is quoted. An interest-

ing usage is found in Luke 18. 9· where Jesus had finished a parable against

certain who trusted themselves as being righteous people and who despised

(rejected) others. Likewise, the members of the Sanhedrin had regarded them-

selves as being righteous and had despised the Prince of Life. Luke 23. 11·

expresses the method of "rejection" and "despising" in greater detail·

"the head of. the corner". The fact that the rejected stone "is become" the

head of the corner is significant because πιαη re-

jected the. stone but God raised him frosa the dead. The Jews to whoa this

Psalm was quoted were not far from the Temple where the head stone of the

corner would be conspicuous. They knew that the "temple" referred also to &

body of Believers. They would be the builders of this "body" but they bad

rejected as useless, the chief comer stone. God had now lifted it up from

the place of rejection (the grave) and made it the head of the comer· The

corner is an important part of a building because it is here that the walls

meet· Here the walls, bind together to strengthen the building· If built

for defence, it has a tower at the corner from whence the battle is directed·

The corner is the part of strength and the corner stone is the stone that

he Ids the strength together.

Christ now was the corner stone and the t^o walls, Jew and Gentile, aoet

in hisa and are strengthened hy him· He holds then together in one building·

As the corner stone and to^or of defence, he protects the household of faith·

Verse 12

Neither is there salvation in any other:.." The words "any other" refer to any

other N1M2 and not any other STUNS,
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Peter is still answering the question "By vhart po^er
?
 or bj -what name··?"

The- p'oitit abotit to foe-mde· is-'-'iaiportasit, not·· only"for those· to whom it was

'but also-to'all who read these words in the ages which follow· Jesus

riot' Merely the Son- of Soft- and-therefore a man of great dignity and venera-

tion·'· "'He'-wafe the' Messiah liitt-most important
?
 he was a S&VIQUu· In Him

alone is SALVATION·' '-The system «-of religion"'of which"-he is-the corner stone'
i:

is the only oiie acceptable to God* This being the case, any other system,

i*f
:
 persisted' in, could, be fatal 'to those who persist in· it·' This gives-the-

complete answer to those- who 'maintain that there is .'good in'every religion.

T&isvis α ,nebulous statement in. any case because ."good" is a relative term..

It is not a matter of'what' is "good" but what is "right
11
 in the sight of God·

The. cripple, had been healed by'the saving name of. Jesus. No other religion

could do this·. -The healing 'of the lasie man "was a -shadow .pointing forward in

time, to the Kingdom of Qoa when all physical. infirmities would be healed and.

all .spiritual infirmities would be dispersed in Christ· · .,

"for there is none other, name under heaven···" The "name" mentioned'in this

• verse is connected with the

"any other" of the preceding .phrase· .The "name" here means Jesus for all

salvation, healing and raising from the dead will come because of"hiss, "under

heaven" sho^
r
s the wide scope - the whole world may be searched but none other

name" w i l l b e f o u n d . - - " • '..-.•..."• • •

"given among men·.·"' given of course, by God-for-God is the•ultimate Saviour

and·he will save through Jesus Christ. See Isa. 43. 3;
4 5 · s i . - ·. . · . - . : · . · ·•· · - . . . ·

-"whereby" means "by which'means"; -in which}' therein; not only by-the means

but in the possession·of it·and hj the application of it. This is

still in answer to the questions -given in verse
 i
7--Vhich the Saiihedriri by now

mist have wished they had not.asked.

"we must be saved". This, is -often distorted to "we saay be saved"· In the

paraphrase, the -Emphatic laagloti gives "can be saved":

whereas in the word for word section, it shows "iaust -,be saved". It is not a

aiatter of possibility of being saved. The first sin in, the Garden of 3den

was one of disobedience. Now Obedience will bring a person to Christ. Paul

makes this 'clear many" years later with God' "now consmandeth all men 'everywhere

to repent". (Acts 17. 30·) ' ' JLk shown above, if their sin is persisted in,

it will bring severe consequences. ·· " ·

Verse- 13 . . . . . •

"Now wfcen they saw the boldness of Peter'and John, ·.··*" Peter's Speech has now

.' . . . '. come_ to an .end· The
effect of the speech on- the S&uhedrin. was one of astonishment and dismay· The
word "BOY/" is not an adverb .of time but a continuatiye particle which could
read , "and" or "but".· In Luke

!
s narrative style," he doe 3. hot "allow any moment

to slip by .without effect. ...His akill.a's.· a descriptive writer is outstanding.
The proud Sanhedrin kept their poise with great dignity and did not ask Peter
\rliat they must do as did the common people in Acts 2· 37· -

;/
'e should do well

to stop for a moment and take an exhortation on the danger of pride ο The
Gospel is only effective amongst., the humbler folk· Compare the haughtiness
of the chief priests and Pharisees with the humbler officers in John 7·'45"/49.
It is not impossible for proud men to humble themselves· * Even the proud
chief rulers were' prepared to humble' themselves on hearing Jesus" .words·
(John 12· 42; " compare with verse 37; where »tfee coisHion people %

r
ould not believe·)

"when'they saw
11
 hast· a meaning γΛιίαϊΐ·':ΐ

Λ
3" not appa'rant' in" the translation·

The word "saw" is not the same as "the. "keeri'
i!
 "-of. Acts · 1. 11· It means to

studiously
 ;
and "attentively consider· ' · • ' - ' ' • · , . :

"the boldness, of Peter cjid John.·." The word "boldness" does not signify

' 'courage or bravery, but freedom

and frankness· The structure of the sentence here is interesting· It could

read "the boldness of Peter and of John" or "seeing ?.et.er
!
s boldness and

J o h n ' s " . '
 :/

' "' ' .· . ' · · · " • ;•·· " ""• '
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"and perceived that they were unlearned and ignorant men,·." The word "perceived"
is linked to "saw"

above· The meaning therefore, is that after observing carefully the two men and
considering the words which they spoke, the Sanhedrin came to the conclusion that,
because they were unlearned and ignorant men··· they marvelled* They would come
to this conclusion largely from the appearance of the men and the clothes they
wore· The Sanhedrin were going to pass judgment on the men but in passing judg-
ment, they were first going to give careful consideration to them and the speech·

"unlearned and ignorant men" does not mean that they were illiterate and uneduc-
ated in so far as normal schooling was concerned· In Greek usage ithe words meant
education in literature and higher learning such as philosophy, but to the Jews it
had a particular meaning· In Greek the word "unlearned" comes from "agrammatos"
meaning unlettered in higher learning· The word "ignorant" comes from the G-reefc
"idiotes" from which we get" our English word "idiots"* Whereas nowadays in Eng-
lish the meaning is uncomplimentary to those to whom it is applied, in Bible days
it meant those who had to be taught* It is applied to those who do not have pro-
fessional knowledge· Such are the common people· In modern parlance it would be
called "laity" or "layman" from the Greek word "laos" meaning people· The Jews
applied the terms to those who had not been educated in a rabbinical school*

The graduates from Rabbinical schools and institutions, of learning such as
Paul went through (Acts 22# 3·) were proud of their learning and often tried to
trap Jesus on Scriptural knowledge* His rejoinder to them on one occasion must
have struck a sharp blow at their pride* They asked his disciples, "Why eateth
your Master with publicans and sinners?" Jesus replied by quoting Hos* 6* 6» and
added "But go ye and learn what that meaneth,··" (Matt* 9· 13·) They with their
Rabbinical background were trying to teach him and he told them to "go and LEi-fiN"*
His "have ye not read" of Matt* 22* 31· is another example of Jesus showing up
their ignorance of the Scriptures* See John 7· 15·

Peter and John were not remembered as being men who had gone through
rabbinical teaching* They did not wear the "old school tie" of the Scribes and
Pharisees* Nevertheless, they showed such knowledge of the Scriptures that the
Sanhedrin marvelled· The word "marvelled" means that they were astonished and
unable to account for what they saw and heard© The tense is imperfect showing
that they continued to marvel*

"and they took knowledge of them,··" The phrase means "recognised them"
or having seen them again, recalled

that they had seen them before*

"that they had been with Jesus*" This is not surprising as the chief priests and
rulers in the past had spoken to Jesus* See

Matt* 21* 23J Luke 18* 18· The chief priests and rulers would not be happy about
connecting Peter and John with Jesus as they had unhappy memories of their
clashes with Jesus. See Matt* 7· 29; 22. 16/22; Mark 1* 22} 12. 1i*/i7; Luke
20* 40j John 7· 15 and ̂ 6 # By associating Peter and John with Jesus and remem
bering the great works which Jesus did and the words which he spoke, the members
of the Sanhedrin would have an uncomfortable feeling that these men had a greater
authority than they cared to admit* It is very probable that these thoughts were
going through their minds because of the next verse*

Verse 14

"And beholding the man which was healed standing with them, they could say
nothing against it*"

* The eloquence of the apostles and their reasoning from the Scriptures,
plus their miracle of healing the day before, come to a head in this verse*
However much the learned men would have cared to deny the whole affair, they
could not deny it secretly to themselves* Note that they beheld "the man which
was healed" and he is described as "standing with them"· Standing would be bad
enough but to be standing with them where they could see him and not tto&i away
from the scene was adding dismay to embarrassment*

"could say nothing against it*" Here Luke shows the fulfilment of Jesus' words
quoted in:-

Luke 21· 15· "For I will give you a mouth and wisdom, which all your adversaries
shall not be able to gainsay nor resist."
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Their adversaries/were* ufcable to gainsay them· Returning to verse 13 for
a moment, we now undoi*stand. what thoughts must have gine through their minds when
they rfcaljssed that these men had been with Jesus and that they had learnt from · :
him how to use the Scriptures in a way which they could not gainsay· Also, like
Jesus, a miracle had come from them as many had come from him· All this could
not be denied©

Verse 15 '* ·

"But when they had commanded them to go aside out of the council, they
conferred among themselveso

!V

This verse is part of a statement and should be read as one verse with
verse 16· "when they had ebmmande.rl" is a participle reading "having commanded"o
"to go aside out of" refers to the pratcice in those daysP as it is in many cases
now, for the .prisoner to withdraw while the judges conferred one with the othero
The phrase "conferred among themselves" is in the imperfect tense showing that * ,w
they went on conferring and that the conference must have lasted eome time· The
verb in Greek means "to throw or strike together" meaning to consult each other
carefully by exchanging opinions·

There is no doubt that the conference must have lasted some time as the
problem confronting them was of considerable magnitude· In view of the facts
before them, there was little preventive action which they could take·

The disciples had not contravened any law in curing the lame man·
Their action in doing so was to make, them immensely popular among
the people·

(3) Because of their unpopularity, the Sanhedrin could not inflict any
bodily punishment upon them·

(4) They could not let the apostles go free as they would continue to
preach doctrines v/hich were an embarrassment to the Sanhedrin·

(5) They could not disprove the resurrection of the body of Jesus which
the apostles preachedo There was the empty tomb to explain·

(6) The risen Lord had vanished and thebapostlesT claim that he was
alive had received conformation by the miracle of healing·

(7) They were right back where they started when they had Jesus to
cope with· '

It is important to note that the Sanhedrin never, on any occasion,
attemptM to disprove the apostles1 teaching that Jesus had been raised from the
dead· If they could have disproved this in any way, they would most assuredly
have done so· It was a perplexing problem to them yet we do not find any proof
from them that Jesus was not raised physically from the dead· We could use this
fgct to advantage when preaching the physical resurrection of Jesus·

Verse 16

"saying What shall we do to these men?··" Some manuscripts have "What can we do
with these men?" The question shows

how perplexed they were and how desperately they were trying to find an answer
to their immediate problem of silencing Peter and John and preventing knowledge
of the mir§cle spreading throughout a l l Judeao If they adopted the same action
with,the people as they had with the man who was born blind, they would have had
to implement the decision taken by the Jews and mentioned in John 9· 22· This
would mean excommunicating a large number of people·

"for that indeed a notable iftiraale hath been done i s manifest to a l l them that
dwell in Jerusalem; and we cannot deny i to"

The word "notable" has a particular meaning which is not given by the
English word· I t means "known with unquestionable certainty"· I t had been seen
by so many people that, not only is i t famous or notable as the word.may indicate,
but it. is absolutely certain that i t did happen· The word "miracle" - in the Greek
means "sign", being a sign of what Jesus will do to ailing mankind when he sets up
his kingdom· He will enable them to walk in paths of righteousness by his " cures" G

The meaning of "notable" is explained by the la t t e r half of the verse v/hich says
that the miracle "is manifest to a l l them that dwell at Jerusalem·" That is to
say, the happening of the mii?acle was open to al l who saw i t · I t was not done
secretly but in the sight of many· . ;
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"we cannot deny it" again shows their perplexity* The word " i t " is supplied
(see italics) and refers to the miracle· They have acknow-

ledged that i t happened but now they acknowledge i t s miraclulous nature*

Verse 17
tT
But that it spread no further among the people,··" They had given up trying to

disprove the miracle so they

adopted a negative action of suppressing the knowledge of it· It goes much
further than this· They may very well have desired that news of the sing should
not spread over Judea, Samaria and Galilee but if it was manifest to all them
that dwell at Jerusalem as they acknowledged in the previous verse, how then
could they stop news of such a remarkable event spreading further? ΐ/hereas in
passing from mouth to mouth it might well become distorted in the telling or
eventually become forgotten i:i the mass of other events, many people would write
to friends or families about it

p
 thus leaving a more permanent record* The

greater complication was that the miracle was connected with men who preached a
new doctrine· It was really the same doctrine but as far as they were concerned,
it was something new which they wanted to suppress· For this reason, it is very
probable that in using the word "it" Luke referred to the doctrine rather than
news of the miracle*

"let us staritly threaten them,, that they speak henceforth to no man in this

name"*

Years later Peter was to remember the patience of his Lord in the face of
many threatenings· (1 Pet* 2· 23·) The basis of the threat was that the
apostles were no more to PRE&CH "in this name" which is "the name of lesus of
Nazareth"· This is shown by the statement in the next verse«»

Verse 18

"And they called them, and commanded them not to speak at all nor teach in the

name of Jesus·"

The conference was now over and the decision taken was about to be

implemented. The Sanhedrin now ordered that Peter and John be called to their

assembly so that they could be told of the decision* In Greek, the verse begihs

"Having called them, they commanded···" The second "them" is not given in the

oldest manuscripts and is omitted by the major critics· The A
#
V., IUV, and R.S.V*

all include the second "them"·

The word "commanded" means "announced from one to another" indicating
that the instruction was not limited to Peter and to John but was addressed to
the whole body of Believers*

The words "at all" qualify both verbs "speak" and "teach"* This enjoins
complete silence in all ways· They were not to teach the Word of God nor were
they to talk about it* It is important to note that as the prohibition does not
draw any distinction between public speaking and private teaching· It prohibits
all forms of expression·

"in the name of Jesus"· Their silence was limited to this important
subject· This was in opposition to the command-

ments of Jesus given in Matt* 28* 19· and Mark 16* 15· We can imagine that Peter
and Uohn .would react to this immediately and not wait until they got putside*

Verse 19

"But Peter and John answered and said unto them,··" It is obvious from this
1
 ,. '. phrase that Peter was not

the only on§ who spoke· John had his say too*

"Whether it be right in the sight of God to hearken unto you more than unto God,

judge ye·" ,-

This answer did not show determination nor courage on the part of Peter

and John so much as it showed OBEDIENCE to the word of God· This is shown by

their words in the next verse·

"unto you more than unto God" does not suggest that th&y should give more

attention to the Sanhedrin than to God but was said

to introduce the emphatic statement of the next verse*
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Verse 20 ,. - , : . . . . . :
"For we cannot but speak the things which we have seen and heard·"

..- This fo(llows the words,of the previous verse "judge ye" which carry the
sense "We have made up our minds" so you can-make up yours"· They are not asking
the Council to judge for Peter and John but for the council itself» The thought
may be extended to "Whether G-od would approve of our listening to you in prefer-
ence to Him, you can judge for yourselves* As for us····" then follows verse 20
which continues "We cannot but speak···etc©,"

It is interesting to speculate on the possibility that the Sanhedrin, or
some of them, would connect Peter1 s words with those of Joshua when he spoke to
the people as recorded in Josh0 24a 1V

15· In answer to Joshua1 s appeal, the
people chose to serve &od0

Peter and John knew the commandments of the Lord to go forth and preach·
Now that 'they had received the power of the Holy Spirit, they could not turn back·
The same feeling of endeavour waps with Paul as we see from 1 Cor. 9· 16/17· The
words of the Lord recorded In Acts 1· 8· and Peter* s words in Acts 1· 22· show
how essential it was for them to preach regardless of any instructions to the
contrary they may receive from the Sanhedrin· Peter acknowledged that they were
witnesses of the resurrection of Jesus* (Acts 2© 32; 3· 15;) so if the
witnesses were to keep silenb, how could the Lord be obeyed? See 1 John 1 · 2·

The words "the things" are not in the original but italics are omitted by
the translators·

"we have seen and heard" would not refer i;o the miracle of healing but to
those things which Jesus had taught them and the things he did while he was with
them»

Verse 21

"So when they had further threatened them,.·" It would be more correct to trans-
late as "having further threatened

them,··" The word "further" comes from an interesting characteristic of the Greek
langB&ge· By affixing, the particle "pros" to the verb, the meaning of the verb
is modified to an increased degree· In Luke 10· 35· we find Jesus saying "what-
soever thou spendest MORB··." The words "spendest MORE" correspond to one Greek
verb.· In Luke 19· 16# we get "thy pound hath GilNED*··" The modification by the
particle adds the idea of "addition to the capital"· Applying this construction
to the verse before us, we find that the threatening was INCREASED thus-showing
that the Rulers, priests and Sadducees had shut out their minds to any of the
wonderful teaching which had been laid before them both by the miracle and the
words of Peter.

"they let them go··" The English gives the idea that Peter and John were allowed
to escape or slip out quietly. The Greek however, carries

the idea that they were freed judicially·

"finding nothing how they might punish them, because of the people: for all men
glorified God for that which was done·"

The reason given here for the release of Peter and John is tragic and
ridiculous.· Tragic because of the wilful blindness of the Sanhedrin in the face
of such evidence· A right of access to the race for eternal life came to them in
a wonderful manner but they turned their backs upon it· They would not have lost
their position, nor their wealth if they had accepted, yet they would not turn to
Jesus· Yiould it have been because of what their colleagues might say? The people
gloriî Led G;od because ©f what was done· -Why could the rulers and company not do
the same.?

The Sanhedrin went from one grievous mistake to anothe^l In thetfirst
place, they should not have arrested Peter and John for that brought them to the
attention of the people much more than if they had been left alone· Then, they
should not havefeougb-t them to trial because they could find nothing wrong.with
what they did and the trial showed that there was nothing to be feared in
becoming a convert because the Sanhedrin let them go· Worst'of all was to turn
a blind eye to the evidence before them©
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The phrase "because of the people" carries a lesson for many people*
Thhse who learn the beliefs of the Household of Faith and are impressed thereby,
may come to baptism or they may note Those who delay, often delay because they
do not wish to break a long association with a certain church and its minister.
Or they may not want to offend a husband or wife, or family* These things cib
not matter and they are not a valid argument· The point is that "God commandeth
all men everywhere to repent" · (Acts 17© 30·) and it is all men1 s duty to obey
God fcather than man*

Verse 22

For the man was above forty years oldf on whom this miracle of healing was
showed"*

This verse i s supplarnQn^ary to the statement in the preceding verse that
the Sanhedrin could not puainh Peter and John because of the people· The- pBople
were profoundly impressed py wriat was done because i t was so obviously a genuine
act* The man was a wellkricntfn cripple and had been lame for forty years* From
the past comes a parallel" whsre those people who left Egypt at the time of the
Exodus, did not enter the Holy Land because of unbelief and disobedience* Only
Joshua and Caleb were the exceptions* To enter the Holy Land after 40 years of
wandering meant that they must have been "above 40 years" (older than 40) as was
the cripple* The members of the Sanhedrin v/ould have time to reflect upo^ this
analogy and decide whether to join the cripple as another of the successful
"over 40^" or perish as did Israel in the days of Moses* because of their
unbelief* ' '

"hath shewed" is an incorrect translation* The Greek i s "on whom the
sign of healing had come to pass"* The R.V. is a l i t t l e wide of the mark with
"miracle (marg* "sign") was wrought"* R#S#V. has "sign of healing was performed1!
The .Afrikaans is accurate with "hierdie teken**#plaasgevind het"*

Verse 23
"And being let go·.·" lit· "having been let go·*·"

"they went to their own company*·." The story now takes up a differ̂ iit line*
The healing is over, the trial has come to

a conclusion;; the threats have been made and Peter and John have been released©
Luke enters a new phase of his story*

The word "company" has no original in Greek· The English might have been
"to their own"* The same usage is found in John 1. 11* "He came ianto his own,
and his own received him not*" Also in John 19* 27· "**«that disciple took her
unto his own" - here the translators have supplied "home" without justifidation
for we do not find later that Mary lived in John1 s house* The meaning in all
instances is "the asss&bly of people united in the Plan and Purppse of God"·

"and reported all that the chief priests and elders had said unto them·"

"The elders" appear here again (see verses 5 and 8) but the Sadducees are
omitted* The "elders" is a composite term to describe all men other than of the
priesthood, and rulers* It is thought that they must be those who at one time
held the office of High Priest, or who were of the priestly family*

Verse 24

"jfend when they heard that, they lifted up their voice to God with one accord*·."

"lifted up their voice to God" means that they prayed aloud* They did
not pray silently and individually but loudly so that all could hear* That one
prayer was said in which all joined, is shown by the phrase "with one accord"*
There has been some criticism of this verse, stating that it was impossible for
all to offer loudly the s ame prayer which is recorded here* The answer is that
very likely one person led the pthers in prayer* Any attempt tp indentify the
one who prayed would be speculation*

"and said, !Lord, thou art Bod, which hast made heaven, and earth, and the sea,
and all that in them is:1"

The opening wprds of the prayer are very similar to thpse of Hexekiah1 s
prayer which he offered to God after Rabshakeh had brought the message frpm the
king of Assyria* (2 Kings 19* 15.) The title "Lord" comes from a Greek word
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"despotes" from which we get the English word "despot" with rather a harsh

association© It means "one having a supreme authority"» In Luke 2· 29· it is

used in an address to God, as it is here and in Rev·- 6
A
 10· In 2 Pet· 2· 1 * it is

used in connection with Jeiefts as it is in Jude 4· In 1 Tim· 6· 1/2; 2 Tim· 2* 21·

Titus 2· 9ί 1 Pet· 2· 18· it appears as "masters"·

As with Hezekiah of old, the Apostles turn to God in their difficulty and

ascribe to frim all power, and acknowledge Him as the Creator of all things· They

also acknowledge God as being their Master* Being His servants (verse 29) they

must ob.ey him· The opening address of the prayer is almost identical with Psa·

146· 6· There are also similar words in ExocL, 20· 11· Years later Peter was again

to acknowledge God as the Creator· (1 Pet· 4© 19·)

Verse 25 . .. ' '

"Who "by the. mouth of thy servant David hast said, Why did the heathen rage, and

the people imagine ϋ vain things?" · .

This is the first verse of Psalm 2· The prayer acknowledges Davod to have

been a prophet for this prophetic Psalm· It is stated that God spake through the

mouth of His servant David· Whoever led the prayer, knew the Psalm very well· If

it was Peter, then it is consistent with his other references to David in Acts 2·

25 and 34· The word "servant" is used here.of· David and when used in reference to

Jesus, is translated as "Son" in Acts 3* 13· and 26,

The Greek word translated ab "rage" here has the meaning of a hcree

neighing and prancing· When used of men, it has the metaphorical meaning of being

haughty and insolent· The application herevis to the opposition Jesus received

from the Romans· A reference to this is made in verse 27· The word "people"

refers to the Jews· This is indicated by the distinction drawn in verse 26 between

the kings of the earth and the rulers, and in verse 27 between Gentiles and the

people of Israel*

To "imagine vain things" is to give anxious thought and care to something·

See Mark 13* 11J 1 Tim· 4· 15· The "vain things" in this application of the pro-

phecy was to destroy the Saviour· This explanation is given in the next verse·

Verse 26

"The kings of the earth stood up, and the rulers were gathered together against the

Lord, and against his Christ"·

The "kings of the earth" refer to Herod and Pontius Pilate vrtio are

mentioned in the next verse· The rulers are said to be gathered together with them

and this was true when we considered how "Jews and Gentiles joined their power to

crucify the Lord Jesus·

The Psalmist states that those who stood up against the Lord, who is God,

also stood up against Christ· They were determined to put an end to the teaching

of Jesus not knowing that in doing so, they were fulfilling the Divine Plan and

Purpose, God allowing each of them to do as he wished· (Acts 2. 23; ®cA 3· ̂ 8·)

The Psalm refers to Jesus as we see by the several quotations of this Psalm in the

Ν·Τ. in connection with the Lord· See Acts 13· 33; Heb» 1*5· and 5* 5·

Verse 27

"For of a truth against thy holy child Jesus, whom thou hast anointed, both Herod,
and Pontius Pilate, with the Gentiles, and the people of Israel, were gathered
together·"

"of a truth" is used by both Mark and Luke to represent certainty· See

Luke 4· 25; 20· 21 j 22* 59j Mark 12· 32j 12· 14? and Acts 10· 34·

"holy child" shows the separateness to which Jesus was called and the

special Divine mission he had to perform· The word "child" is translated as "son"

in Acts 3· 13· and "servant" in Acts 4· 25·

"whom thou hast anointed" - being "anointed" makes Jesus the Messiah*

See John 1. 42 and John 4· 25·

"both Herod and Pilate"cshowing that both acted in concert and not separ-

ately· "With the Gentiles" means "with the nations"· "the" is not in the original*
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A difficulty arises because of the plural form of the word for Gentiles which
means "nations'* and not just the many Roman people who were in Jerusalem at the
time of the crucifixion of Jesus* The Romans had occupied many countries and
would be representative of nations· They combined with the people of Israel
against Jesus·

ffHerodf! was Herod Antipas, a younger son of Herod the Great who became
tetrarch of Galilee and Perea on his father1 s death· (Matt· 2· 1; 14· 1/12J
Mark^6. 12/29* Luke 1· 5i 3· 1/19; 9· 7/9; 13* 315 23· 7/15·) He is often
mentioned in the Gospels and was the one who put John the Baptist to death· His
brother Archelaus was ruler of Judea (Matt* 2· 22·) and when he was removed from
office, the ethnarchy was attached to the Reman province of Syria and governed
by procurators (deputies of the Governors)· Of those Pontius Pilate was the
sixth and when he was recalled, it was attached to the kingdom of Herod Agrippa
(Acts 12· 1i) and after his death^ it c a&e under procurators ag&in, among whom '
were Felix (Acts 23. 24») and Porcius Pestus* (Acts 24» 27·)

Verse 28

For to do whatsoever they hand and thy counsel determined before to be done·11

God knows the end from the beginning· He has His Divine Plan and Purpose·
It was His Will that His Son Jesus would be a living and willing sacrifice· In
bringing all this about, God allowed insn to do as they pleased without interfer-
ence· He did not make men do as He wished but raised up men who would, of their
own volition, do the Divine V*ill#

The Hand of God, Finger of God, Ann of God or of the Lord were Hebrew
expressions which showed the power and might of God in performing that which He
willed· It applied in the deliverance of His people and in other signs·

Verse 29

"And now, Lord, behold their threatenings:··" All that has been said up to this
stage in the prayer, has been a

historical preamble and an application of a prophetic utterance· Now the prayer
becomes a plea for Divine interference in the problem of opposition which had
arisen· The prayer has acknowledged the hand of God in human affairs and has
acknowledged the Divine Plan and Purpose that God1 s "Sord shall be preached unto
ill nations· The opposition which they now received was powerful but it could
not be too powerful for the God of Israel· The Apostles asked God to help them·

"behold" - should be "look upon"· The only other occurence is in Luke
1# 25· where it is used to indicate "looking upon with favour"· The prayer is
not to ask God to look with favour upon the threatenings but to look with favour
upon the objects of the threatenings*

"and grant unto thy servants··." "grant" means "give"· The use of the
word "servants" follows apostolic usage

for they liked to refer to themselves in this way, meaning "bond slaves" belong-
ing to the Heavenly Master, His vassals and serfs· As His bond slaves they • ·.?
desire that His Ytiill should be accomplished· See Rom· 1· 1· Jas· 1·.1«. 2 Peter
1· 1· and Jude 1 ·

"that with all boldness they may speak thy word·" The translation gives
the subjunctive which

is not as strong as the original Greek in the infinitive form, of "with boldness
to speak thy word·" "All boldness" is relative and means such boldness* as
every occasion would require*

"they may speak thy word·" That is, acting as the mouthpiece of God· The
words are God1 s words and they are the

speakers· Note that they did not ask directly for help with their preaching but
that God's word might be proclaimed· This means regardless of who proclaimed it·

Verse 30

"By stretching forth thy hand to heal;·." Note the petition - stretch forth thy
hand to heal· The apostles could well

have asked for fire to come down from heaven to consume their enemies but they
did not· God1 s purpose at this time is not to destroy but to build up* Even
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the greatest apostate i s a potential convert* The healing asked for could be
physical healing such as had been performed the previous day or i t could be the
healing of their spiri tual ills.from which they; were suffering when they refused
to regard the truth of the miracle and the power of Peter1 s argument^

"and that signs and wonders may be done**·" l e t there be healing, both sp i r i t -
ual and physical and, to help thess

along, l e t there be signs (miracles)© ihe "wonders" are those acts which cause
surprise, not because of something done in the past, but because of the applic-
ation which such surprises have to something futureo For example, an earthquake
would be recognised as the Hand of God and would cause surprise, not because i t
happened, but because that which i t portends in the future - the anger of God
upon an evil generation,, Wonders with an application to th§ past, would tend to
be forgotten» Warnings of the future would linger in the memory· long enough to
be used by thebapostles in their preaching* A modern example of a wonder is the
phenomenon of the return of the Jews to Israelo I t is one of the. greatest
wonders of any age*

"by the name of thy holy child Jesus"© Here again v/e have the "name" and i t is
connected with Jesus* He was the author

and the finisher of our Faith and i t is preached in his name*

Verse 3*1
"And when they had prayed, o · " The prayer has now come to an end* The whole

prayer was not given as there is no suitable -
ending to it* But Luke summarised it giving the essence of what was said*
Sufficient is given to show the trend of the thoughts which were expressed to
God. . .

1* Acknowledgment of God as the great creator of heaven and earth* If the
Creator, then all blessings flow from Him*

2* Quotation from the 2nd* Psalm showing how they acknowledged God's Plan and
Purpose working in Jesus, and how thr Psalmist, speaking as the mouthpiece
of God, foresaw th:> opposition which they would receive to their preachings

3* The nations oppose God but cannot prevail*

4· Both Jew and Gentile combined against God and Jesus, but they will not
prevail*

5· God1s Will cannot be set aside*

6* Therefore 0 Yahweh, give unto thy servants .boldness to preach. A boldness
that comes from knowing that God is with them*

7* Give assurance of thy presence by permitting signs and wonders to be done*

"the place was shaken where they were assembled together:··"

A shaking of the earth in Scripture has been a sign of God's Presence
and of His Power* See Exod* 19· 18* and the reference to this in Psa* 68* 8*
The pre-figuration here is the mighty Power of God to be revealed in the latter
days against those who disobey Him* Here, in the words of Jesus, God was"con-
firming the word, with signs following"* (Mark 16* 20*)

It was also a sign that when persecution comes to His people, God will
intervene when they pray to Hime This is not a general rule of course, but has
a particular application to the latter days when, we submit, the Household of
Faith will come under severe trial*

"and they were all filled with the Holy Spirit,·." Here for the second time,
God shewed His Presence by

the Holy Spirit coming upon His servants* The effect the first time was that
they all spoke boldly in different tongues and after that, they continued
syeadfastly in the apostles1 doctrine. (Acts 2* k2/kl*) Now in the second time,
a similar state of affairs came about* They spoke boldly and continued, with all
things common, thus building up a solid ecclesial edifice* In view of the trials
which were to follow, this building up of solidity in the ecclesia was essential
and gave strength to the members*
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"and they spoke the word of God with boldness·
11
 This was the result of their

being filled with the Holy
Spirit© we see here that the Holy· Spirit was not given in one fixed degree of
intensity· At times it would barely manifest itself and at other times it would
be, as now, very powerful· Thus they had no control over the Holy Spirit but
used it as it pleased G-od to give them for the purpose at hand

o

Verse 32

"And the multitude of them that believed were of one heart and of one soul:·.1*

In these early days in the history of* the Christian churchy two.grfcat
events had taken place· (1) The day of Pentecost and (2) the healing of the
lame man and the subsequent t r i a l of the two apostles© Both these occasions
were accompanied by the giving of the Holy Spirit and a great growth ±n the
body of believers^ Both occasions are followed by a period of quiet and con-
solidation* In this connectionp we should take note of Acts 2· 43^47 &&& Acts
4· 3^37·

"the multitude" i s mentioned without being numbered but must be regarded
as being in excess of the 5*000 of Acts 4· 4 ·

"one heart and one soul" refers to knowledge and the emotional aspect
respectively· Keeping something in one9 s heart Scripturally i s to remember i t ,
thus showing the "knowledge aspect which is attached to "heart"· (Luke 2· 19. ancl
and 5*1 ·) "heart" comes from the Greek "kardia" from which we get the English
"cardiac" and "soul" comes from "psuche" from which we get the English derivative
in the prefix to "psychology"·

"neither said any of them that aught of the things which he possessed was his
own; but they had a l l things common·"

"neither said any" has a continuous meaning and does not refer to just
one action·

"was his own" i s " to be his own"· The &reek word is "peculium" from
which we get the English "peculiar", with reference to "exclusiveness"· There
is a difficult point to be understood hereo I t was not a matter of complete
renunciation of property by the believerso There would be no point in mentioning
such a thing in the detail given here· What is meant i s that while the believers
retained the property in their possession, they did not speak of i t as being "Λ
their own but regarded i t as being the property of the ecclesia· Thus i t a l l
arose out of a spir i t of self-sacrificing love of the body of believers as a
whole· This is an important difference which will be brought out more when we
study the next chapter·

"but they had a l l things common"· They HAD them· That means they retained them
as property but^ the property being common to

all, they denied ownership in f avour of the ecclesia·

Verse 33

"and with great power gave the apostles witness of the resurrection of the Lord
Jesus;·*"

This is a repetition of Luke
1
s favourite theme which he picks on again

and again· Luke has selected those incidents in the history of the early
ecclesia which helps along this view· The teaching should not stop with Luke
but should be taught by us these days in our expositions privately or in public·

The apostles "gave"· This means "gave back" to men· The usage indicates
"gave away to men" the truths which they had received through the gift of the
Holy Spirit» That they gave this "with great power" shows the seal with which
they preached and that «they were helped by the Holy Spirit·

"gave witness of the resurrection··" The meaning is "to bear witness of
the resurrection of the Lord Jesus·" This embraces not only that the Lord Jesus
rose again but also the great example and precedent which that resurrection
prefigured· This is embraced in the word "witness"·

"ahd great grace was upon them·" The words "upon them"signify that Grace
came from above upon them· In other

words, G-odwas caring for His servants© "upon them all" must include the other
believers and not only the apostles·
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Verse 34

"Neither was there any among them that lacked:.·" The'R»V#· starts the sentence
with the word "for" # This

coim-ects the sentience with the former sentence of Veî se 33·. This would then
read, "And great grace was upon them all for neither Vas there any among them
that lacked»" The believers had the faith as well as the works in terms of
Jas© 2· 15/17· I*i this connection, see the result of the grace which God
bestowed upon the ecclesias of Macedonia» (2 Cor* 8» 1/4 and 7»)

Another way ofreading this verse is to regard verse 33 as a parenthesis
and continue verse 34 after 32? thus,, "but they had all things common, for
neither was there sny among them that lacked©**

Whatever way we look at it, we find that the grace of. God was with them
and there was no hardship amongst themo They had sufficient for their needs©

"for as many as were possessors of lands or houses sold them, and brought the
prices of the things that were sold©"

The lesson of the verse is one of vietory over selfishness» The verb
"sold" is continuous and shows that thĴ y continued selling from time to time
and, when they had sold, they brought the "worth" to the apostles·. It does not
mean that everything that was sold was sold at one time, but now and again»

"brought the price" fits the sense with "bringing (or continued bringing)
the price (worth)©"

Verse 35

"And laid them down at the apostles1 feet:·»" The same occurs in verse 37· The
apostles are regarded in this

verse as being teachers» In Hebrew custom^ teachers sat down» (Luke 10» 39·)
and Acts 22» 3») Gifts and offerings were "brought to their feet and not to
their hands» By being placed at their feet would indicate that the gifts were»
for the community and not for thebapostles»

"and distributions was made- unto every man according as he had need»"»

Luke adds this last precautionary note in case his readers should think
that the apostles were the sole beneficiaries of the gift's* There is also the
suggestion that the distribution was not equal amongst all members» It was not
a principle of communism that was involved» Each person received only what he
needed and no more»

Verse 36

"And Joses, who by the apostles was surnamed Barnabas, (which is, being inter-
preted, The son of consolation), a Levite, and of the country of Cyprus"·

Chapter 5 should commehce here»

The verse is incomplete and must be read as one verse with verse 37*
Having told of the fine ecclesial spirit of the whole Ecclesia (which consisted
of 5,000 plus the multitude), Luke now tells us of one person who did the same
acts of generosity and self-effacement» » He must have had a reason for this
and the reason is shown in the next chapter in the story of Ananias and his wife
Sapphira» Thus Luke with careful and meticulous narrative skill, prepares his
readers for what follows»

"Joses" as a name comes from the Hebrew "Joseph"» No one can say
definitely, the meaning of the name Barnabas for it has not yet been satisfact-
prily explained» The prefix is certainly known» It means "Son of"» The latter
half of the name is thought to come from the Chaldean "nebiy" or Hebrew "Nabiy"
both meaning "a prophet"» This analysis, "Barnabas" means "son of prophecy" or
"son of a prophet", or "son of inspiration"· Inasmuch as the prophets gave many
exhortations to Israel, the adapted meaning is given of "son of consolation" or
"son of exhortation"» He went to Tarsus to look for Paul (Acts 11· 25«) and
persuaded the apostles at Jerusalem to accept Paul as one of their number»

Barnabas is described here as a Levite» Coming just before the news that
he also sold land is surprising because under the Law of Moses, Levites were not
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allowed to own land* (Num· 18· 20·) Note that because he was a levite, the Law
would have required the disciples to pay tithes to him· Instead he gave land
to the ecclesia showing that the Law no. longer operated· There is no indis·*
putable ground for identifying him with the Bars abb as of Acts 1· 23·

"and of the country of Cyprus," This does not mean that Baraab'earsms a
native of Cyprus but that he was of the

people of Cyprus· The same thing is found in South Africa where there are
South Africans of Huegenot descent, Dutch descent, German, Austrian, English
and Scottish descent but they have not necessarily been born in the countries
suggested by their names· Cyprus was a source of copper and, in fact, the name
we now have of "copper" is an adaption of the old name for Cyprus· It is the
Chittim of the 0

β
Τ·

Verse 37

"Having land, sold i t , and brought the money ̂  and laid i t at the apostles1 feet",

This verse completes the sentence of verse 36 ̂ d forms the introduction
to chapter 5· The chapter division here is unfortunate· Thus the word "Bmt"
which opens chapter 5 draws a contrast between Barnabas and the man and wife of
chapter 5·

The Greek word translated as "iiind" is not the same as that in verse 34··
It mearxs "fields"· The differenece is that lands can be used for houses,
grazing or planting crops but fields are used for the grass they contdin, or
they are ploughed and sown with a crop· The Law of Moses which forbade a
Levite from having land (or a field) did not extend to Cyprus· The land which
he sold may have been in Cyprus· Jeremiah was a priest· (Jer· 1· 1· but he
bought a field* (Jer

f
 32. 9·) A relative of Barnabas is recorded in Acts as

having a house· (Acts 12· 12»)

"brought the money" means "brought the worth"

"laid it at the apostles
1
 feet"· See notes to verse 35·



THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES.

....... . Chapter 5 ·

Verse 1

ffBut a certain man named Ananias, with Sapphira his wife;, sold a possession,"

It is essential that Acts 4· 36 and 37 "be read as an introduction to
Chapter 5·..' The opening word of this chapter "But" shows that a comparison is
being made between someone and Ananias and his wife. That someone is Barnabas
of Acts if· 36/37· who is described there as a God fearing man whose name is
given with the translation thereof, The son of consolation· The comparison to
be drawn is one between a fine man and a man who was deceitful· Up. to this
stage, we have been given an account of the rapid growth of the ecclesia at
Jerusalem and we have been given a glowing account of the enthusiasm and
selflessness of the members· Now we are to be given the story of the first
fall from the ideal· It is an introduction to the growth of the apostacy
alongside the growth of the ecclesia·

The most obvious element in the story is one of deceit but that is not
the major sin· Deceit in itself is something to be shunned but the state of
mind which gave rise to that deceit is the biggeor sin. Here was the first
appearance of the tares as told by the Lord in his parable (Matt· 13· 25/40·;
The state of mind exposed in this stoxy is one of hypocrisy and as such,
contains a lesson for all of us these days· Our lives are hypocritical in our
behaviour towards others· We may be exemplary characters in front of others,
yet we may work for another1 s discomfort· The story we are about to study
bears out the teaching of Prov. 23· 7· "As a man thinketh, so is he·"

The story of Ananias and Sapphira his wife is to the N.T. what the
story of Achan was to the children of Israel when they first went into the
Promised Land· (Joshua 7·) It is interesting to note that in the Septuagint
Edition of the 0#T. the sank) Greek word is used of Achan in Josh· 7· 1· in
the words "committed a trespass" as is used in Acts 5· 2. with the words
"kept back"· The Greek word also occurs in Titus 2· 10· in the word
"purloining"·

"a certain man" is an English expression which means "someone" or
"somebody" who is about to be named· The English expression refers to a
"certain" man when there is often no tiling certain about him at all·

"Ananias" is the Greek forrn of Hananiah in Hebrew which is found in
Neh. 7· 2· and Jer· 28. 1. and means "The Lord is Gracious"· Another disciple
having the same name appears in Acts 9· 10· and 22· 12· There was also a high
priest having this name and he appears in Acts 23· 2· and 2̂ · 1.

"Sapphira" is the Hebrew and Greek word for Sapphire·

the word "with" shows the closest collaboration between man and wife in
the deed which was done· Luke is being careful here to be accurate and to
obviate anyone arguing that Sapphira may not have known what Ananias did, or
vice versa·

Verse 2 : .....···

ftAnd kept back part of the price, his wife also being privy to it, and
brought a certain part, and laid it at the apostles1 feet·"

This is a continuation of verse 1 and should be read that way. if one
has to read it from the platform on a Sunday morning·

"being privy to it" means "having a knowledge of it". It is also said
to mean "haying a guilt complex" but this does not seem to be indicated here·
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Sapphira seem to be free of any complex at all and appeared quite confident
when she lied about it·

"laid it at the apostles
1
 feet"· *- This is what Barnabas did· (Acts 4· 37·)

It is also that which was done by the
members of the first ecclesia* (Acts 4· 35·)

Verse 3

"But Peter said, Ananias, why hath Satan filled thine heart to lie to the
Holy Spirit, and to keep back part of the price of the land?"

The sin of Ananias was,Coveiousness,which was the same sin that Judas
gave way to· As we study the early history of the apostles, we shall find that
greed for money or power was at the back of many of the sins and calamities
recorded in the Acts· Two great sins of the 0©T· present themselves to us as
we think about covetousness· First there was Aolian who

:
 sinned in the days of

Joshua· Secondly there is the sin of
 E
lisha

f
s servant· (2 Kings 5· 20/27·)

Combined with the sin of covetousness, there was also the sin of telling lies -
of deception· Ananias let it be a thought that he

v
 had sold his land and given

all the price to the ecclesia· This adds Pride as another sin for he desired
the praise of the ecclesia for his benevolence· To summarise:-

Ananias \l) showed his desire for money;

(2) deceived his brethren and sisters by not disclosing
what he had done;

(3) received pleasure from the esteem in which he thought
he was held because of his gift·

He was full of hypocrisy which the Lord used to condemn in the Pharisees,
and he was double-minded in his ways by loving money and also loving the Lord's:
Service. See James 1· 8· '

To the foregoing, we may add yet another sin which would not be regarded
as a sin now· This is a sin against the Holy Spirit· Ananias must have known
that, the apostles had extra-ordinary powers through the Holy Spirit which had
come upon them· Did he test the Holy Spirit hoping that he would get away
with his deception? This seems to be indicated by Peter

1
 s question, "why hath

Satan filled thine heart to lie to the Holy Spirit····?
 ;

"Satan" as mentioned here will be a favourite for those who believe in
this mythical angel of evil· However, if we look at verse 9> we find Peter
asking Sapphira, "How is it that ye have agreed together to tempt the Spirit of
the Lord?" If they had agreed together, the one was a satan unto the other·
The wife was an adversary to her husband and he was an adversary to his wife·
On the one hand, the heart had been filled by "Satan" and on the other hand,
the tenrptation came from the husband/wife· Connecting the tWO, we find that
the adversary is the husband or the wife as the case may be· Notice the
marginal alternative to "to lie to the Holy Spirit"·

Having regard to the above discussion, we find that the covetousness and
the pride are two human failings and are not so serious that immediate death is
proper· The great sin was lying to the Holy Spirit· The gravity of this sin
is shown in the following verse·

Verse 4

"vThiles it remained, was it not thine own?····" Literally "remaining did it not
remain to thee?" The Afrikaans

Bybel has an interesting interpretation. - "As .dit nie verkoop was nie, het dit
nie joue gebly nie?····" (\Yhiie this was not sold, did it not remain yours?")
The suggestion is that Ananias was not obliged to sell it· The act of sale was
spontaneous and of a freewill nature· There was no compulsion about it at all·

"and after it was sold, was it not in thine
n
own power?····" Even after it was

sold, there was no
compulsion to give away the money· lie bould have kept it all for himself and
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no harm would have been done·

flWhy hast thoxi conceived this thing in thine heart?··.·11 Note that there was no
temptation from an

outside agency· The sin came from the, heart· This agrees with James 1· 13/15·
The sinner was Ananias - "why ha^t THOU conceived this thing···o?

ft Not "why
hast thou permitted Satan to tempt thee?" It may be argued by the apostacy that
the mythical Satan destroys the personality. If this is so, then Ananias is
blameless· No such destruction happened. It is said that Ananias agreed
together with his wife, and that he lied· The initiative in all actions came
from him·

The word "conceived11 shows that a plan was laid· There was no sudden
impulse· This was a deliberate act after a careful deliberation·

"thou hast not lied unto men, but unto God11© This sentence is used to "prove"
. that the Holy Spirit is God·

The "proof" is taken from verse 3 which Bays Ananias "lied unto the Holy Spirit"
and this verse says he lied unto God? thereby showing that the Holy Spirit is
God· (The Holy Spirit is referred to as the. Holy Paraclete· John is the only
writer to use this term· John 14· 16 and 26; 15· 26 j 16· 7· a#& in 1 John 2· 1·
it is applied to Jesus, the risen Lord, in the wox'd "Advocate"· The Greek word
means "helper* or "comforter" and is ascribed to one who helps against an
adversary, an accuser or Judge, hence translated as "Advocate"· Applying the
meaning to the verses named, we find that he lied unto the apostles in spite of
the great Power of God which was their helper as promised to them by Jesus and
called the Comforter· In lying to them, he lied unto the Power which was given
them· In the other case, he lied unto God who was the giver of the power· In
no sense can the trinitarian doctrine be. partly or wholly sustained in this
statement)·

Ananias had not lied unto his fellow men as he thought he was doing· He
did not regard the Power which had been given to the apostles·

Verse 5

"And Ananias, hearing these words fell down, and gave up the spirit:····"

The participle indicates that judgment was swift and same while he was
in the act of hearing·

"gave up the ghost ( spirit )<f is not a Biblical idiom· It is purely an
English idiom peculiar to the early 17th ̂ entuzy· The original Greek does not
say this nor anything like it· The sajnple translation is "(he) expired"· The
Afrikaans Bybel says "En toe Ananias hierdie woorde hoor, het hy neergeval en
gesterwe;····" (And when Ananias heard these words, he fell down and died;··")
The word "expired" means to trbreathe out"· Before Adam was made "living", God
breathed into his nostrils the breath of Life· Now the opposite happened to
Ariar̂ ias· Instead of God breathing in, God caused Ananias to breathe out and
at that moment, the spirit returned to God who gave it· This spirit,, mentioned
in Eccles· 12· 7· is that spirit which is iri a manfs nostrils and gives him
life· Job 27· 3· and Job 33^ 4·

"and great fear came upon all them that heard these things·11 Pirobably great
fear came upon

Peter too for the incident does not show that Peter had anything to do with
this terrible act of retribution· This was not a parallel with Elijah calling
upon fire from heaven to bring death to the captains and their fifties· (2 Kings
1· 9/l6) Nor was it a parallel with the striking of ̂ ehazi with leprosy·
2 Kings 5· 20/27· During his ministry, Jesus did not act in this manner on
any occasion·

It was not Peter who took the initiative in this incident· He was
correct in saying that Ananias had lied against the Holy Spirit but it was
while Ananias was listening to him that he suddenly died· It was a miraculous
death and cannot be ascribed to natural means· If it was natural, then the
death of Sapphira a little later was more miraculous. One calls to mind
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1 Cor· 3· 16· ftKnow ye not that ye are the temple of God and
- that the Spirit of God dwelleth in you?

17· If any man defile the temple of God, him shall
; : God destroy; for the temple of God is holy,

* : which temple ye are·11 v , ·

The passage just quoted does not indicate that God will destroy us
immediately anything is done of this nature· The warning lies in the future
when Christ comes· Were this not so, we should have many such miraculous
deaths· The time of this death was different from all others· This was the
beginning of the new era, the Christian era· God sent the Power of the Holy
Spirit to teach and to help the apostles in their work· Knowing the weakness
of the flesh, Peter would not be as severe as this incident is, so it is
obvious that the power which took life away from Ananias and his wife was
far greater than Peter could control· A severe lesson had to be driven home
to the early Christians and this is how it was done* The effect Qf the sudden
death was profound upon all who witnessed it aiid who heard about it later·
The sudden entry into the Household of Faith cf a glimmer of apostacy rscseived
a telling blow which could only strengthen the ecclesia for the hard uiuies
w h i c h l a y a h e a d . ., , % ' . - . , . . . • • · . . "

Verse 6 · t -

"And the young men arose, wound him up, and carried him out, and buried him·11

The young men mentioned here seem to be a class of organised young men
who were fitted for certain tasks· When they were formed, they would not
anticipate such work as this. They were other than the "elders" of the
ecclesia and may well be referred to as the "youngers"· This epithet "tha"
denotes a special class of people·

"Wound him uplf - prepared him for burial·

"carried 1dm out11 - Cf Luke 7· 12 and John 11· 31· Outside the city·

tfand buried him"· - Not as difficult as one would suppose· There
were no health laws as strict as ours then·

Percussion for burial did not have to be sought© A grave did not have to be
dug as burials were often made in vaults which received the bodies from the
side·

Verse 7 . " *

"And it was about the space of three hours after,·.·" After the space of
three hours suggests

that the first time when Ananias came in, was a time of prayer· The second
time when Sapphira came in, was also a time of prayer following as it did,
three hours after the first one· Se<3 Acts 2O 15 and 3· 1· It suggests too,
that the incident took place in a place set aside for prayer· We were told
in 2· 2f6· that the early Christians continued in prayer.

The use of the word "And" at the beginning of a sentence is a common.
Hebrew usage and idiom. It connects the end of the first part - the death of
Ananias - with the second part which now follows·

"when his wife, not knowing what was done, came in·" Luke adds the inforaiation
that Sapphira did not

know that her husband had died· The inference is that is she had known about
this, she would have acted differently when asksd about the -sale of the land·
This information prepares vis for the deception of which she was guilty.'

The interval of three hours would give Peter time to think about what
had happened and to enable him to understand that it was God's judgment which
had come upon Ananias· Therefore he would not worry about examining Sapphira
when he saw her· *
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Verse 8

"And Peter answered unto her, Tell me whether ye sold the land for so much?
A M she said, Yea, for so much»11

That Peter "answered" sets a problem for the record does not give any
question that he would have to axxme^» The "answer11 is given to her look of
enquiry or astonishment or surprise that her husband was not there· The same
idea is given in Acts 3· 12 where Peter "answered"· -What he "answered" is
given in the previous verse which states that the people were "greatly
wondering"· On that occasion Peter "answered" their obvious surprise· In
the verse before us, nothing is said about Sapphira!s surprise but it can
be inferred.

The word "sold" is in the Middle Voice which means "sold for your
advantage"·

"so much" does not mean that Peter had not counted the money nor that
he had known the price but that Luke was careless about recording it* It must
be read in the sense that Peter asked the question while pointing to the money
which, according to verse 2, had been placed at the apostles1 feet· In other
words, pointing to the money at their feet, Peter asked her, Did you
advantageously sell it for that amount of money? This suggests that through
keeping back part of the purchase price, the amount looked small in relation
to what was sold·

Verse 9

"Then Peter said unto her, How is it that ye have agreed together to tempi the
Spirit of the Lord?

That they had "agreed together" shov/ed that premeditation of a wilful
act was known to Peter· They collaborated· She was not an accessory but a
collaborator·

"to tempt the Spirit of the Lord" is not a true translation· It would
be more accurate to say, "to put the Spirit of the Lord to test"· She and
her husband, being anxious to receive the acclaim of men, but at the same
time, retain money for themselves, decided to put the Holy Spirit under test
to see if they could get away with it·

"Behold," - again an expression which is always followed by something
unusual·

"the feet of them which have buried thy husband are at the door, and shall
cany thee out"·

"the feet" is personification and represents the group of young men
who carried out her husband· Peter could have indicated them by the use of
"the hands" but the word "feet" indicates the carrying which was shortly to
be done·

"at the door" indicates "nearby" and not necessarily standing at the
door· The expression is figurative and is used by Jesus, as recorded in
Matt· 22*.· 33 and Mark 13· 2$.

The judgment was not given by Peter· He knew she had lied and knew that
God is no respector of persons but judgeth all alike· Sapphira would not
receive any preferential treatment becuase she was a woman. Her guilt was
equal to that of her husband and the punishment would be equal too·

"have buriedw is a participle - "having buried"·

Verse 10

"Then fell she down straightway at his feet, and yielded up the spirit;···.11

"straightway" soeans "immediately11 and is akin to "immediately" in 3· 7·
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which showed that the cure was "by Divine means and no other· It would appear
to'-be .-Divine, retribution coming upon, her by her falling down dead the moment
Peter had spoken to her* Apart from this, there would be no apparant reason
why she should die so quickly»

"yielded up the: ghost (spirit)11 - she expired* . ,
• ' · . · •- '• . · · J • . # " , : • • • « . · · · · • . · ' » • . • 1 • . · ' * • . · • ;•

1 "found her dead". It is not stated what tests were applied or whether
attempts were made to revive her·,̂  Peter*s words appear to have been the
authority for them knowing that she was dead* Peter would not know it himself
that she would die but the Power of the Holy Spirit working in hin, would tell
him. , - -

"carrying her .forth" - the wooxl is the same as "carried (ham) out" of
verse 6.

Verse 11 .

"And great fear came upon all the church, and upon as many as heard these
things11· · . . . . .-,..

This is the same as the closing words of verse 5·» The fear came upon
"the ecclesia"· Those of the ecclesia saw the happenings and feared·

was many as heard" also feared· This would refer to those not baptised,
who had an interest in the new faith of Christianity and heard about the deaths
from others·

Commentators waste a large number of words in discussing why it was that
burials were carried out with such speed, not waiting to ensure that death had
taken place· The practice was against Jewish custom. 'The answer to this is
that Luke is writing about the Gospel of the Kingdom of God and the things
concerning Jesus of Nazareth. His work covers the LOGOS, or Divine Plan and
Purpose· The Jewish or Roman method and rules of burial was not part of the
LOGOS therefore Luke rightly omits any mention of it. We should find it
sufficient to know that the deaths having been brought about by ̂ ivine Will,
there could have been no doubt whatsoever that both man and wife were dead.

The effect upon the ecclesia and upon those who might join the ecclesia
was profound. It could only strengthen them in their faith and make them
realise that "The Lord knoweth them that are his, And, Let everyone that
nameth the name of Christ depart from iniquity·" (2 Tim 2. 19·) See also
Kahum 1· 7·

The Faith which, for many centuries, had been confined to one nation,
was now to be given to the whole world. Therefore a severe lesson like this
could do good rather than harm*

The lesson of Ananias and Sapphira is now closed and is never mentioned
again in Scripture. Luke turns to a theme of development in the next verse.

Barnabas was a type of Christ and the lesson is that we should follow
Jesus wholly and not in part· .

Verse 12

"And by the hands of the apostles were many signs and wonders wrought among
the people :< tt>··. .

The great sign and wonder which had taken place in regard to Ananias and
Sapphira was known amongst as many as heard these things· People who are
unwilling to leave established worship may be impressed by something but the
impression would wear off in time. Bow effectual it would have been, therefore,
to continue doing signs and wonders when Preaching the Gospel.

This verse and verses lk/16 form the transitional stage between one event
and another· A. similar style is found in Acts 2· 43/47· and 4· 32/35· Luke is
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a master at introducing his next subject ·- as we shall see in a moment»

"were··••wrought" is continuous and is literally, "continued to take
place"· This indicates that the apostles were busy and preached daily, doing
signs and wonders· Note that only the apostles wrougjht the signs and wonders·

"(and they were all with one accord in Solomon1 s porch·"

This note which continues to verse 14 is in parenthesis* Having been
with one accord in their waiting for the Holy Spirit and with one accord in
worship, they are now with one accord in their work* They all went to
Solomon*s porch without discussing where they should go· It seemed to all that
that was the proper place to go· It must have been a common and popular
meeting ground for people of all races and therefore the best place to go to
preach· It is this statement however, that .'Luke uses to introduce the next
phase in his work of teaching· If we think back upon what we have learnt, and
consider how the Sanhedrin first stopped them from preaching to the people at
Solomon's porch, and later, how the Sanhedrin warned the apostles not to
continue with their preaching, we can imagine that we are soon to read of the
displeasure of the Sanhedrin and the steps which they took to prevent the
preaching of the Gospel· It is in this way that Luke is so thoughtful and
constructive in telling his story of the struggles of early Christianity· He
always adds introductory remarks which lead vis to the appropriate event·

Verse 13

"And of the rest durst no man join himself to them:····" This is a difficult
. • · • passage becuase of

translation difficulties· "the rest" if a relative term and refers to the
rest of those who believed and who followed the apostles where? they went·
They would not usurp any authority which would rightly attach to the apostles,
probably through fear of what had happened to Ananias and Sapphira» The effect
of this was to leave the apostles as a separate group working amongst themselves
without hinderance fxxm others who wished to join them· The subsequent history
of the apostles shows them to have been a separate group of men.

"but the people magnified them·" The people who feared what had been done to
Ananias and Sapphira were the more impressed by the signs and wonders which
followed· This information is supplied by Luke to prepare us for the
information given in the next verse·

Verse 14 .

"And believers were the more added to the Lord, multitudes both men and women· "

"believers" is another participle meaning "(those) believing"·

"the more" - there is a difference between flmore" and "the more11· The
expression *the more" means that the adding of those believing was done in
much larger numbers than formerly· In Luke*s story, this must have a reason
and it is within the character of Lukefs style to introduce this· Therefore,
looking back at the previous verse, we see the reason· Because "the people
magnified them (the apostles), those believing were added in much greater
numbers than when the people heard the apostles for the first time and did not
then hold them in the same degree of popularity as now."

"added to the Lord," This must be contrasted with Acts 2· V7* where it
was the Lord who added to the ecclesia· Now we find that people are added to
the Lord· The point is a difficult one but we can overcome it by pointing out
that in Acts 2 they were preaching the Lord Jesus to the people and using the
Power of the Holy Spirit which Jesus had sent them, to do so. Therefore it is
logical to assume that the Lord gave the increase· Either it was the effect of
what Jesus had achieved that brought the converts or God gave the increase. In
the verse before us, the same conditions obtain and the increase was again given
to the ecclesia which is the body of Christ· If the ecclesia is the body of
Christ, or - to maJce it easier - the body of the Lord, then in that sense the
believers were added to the Lord.
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"multitudes both of men and women·" Compairing this statement with a
similar one in Acts 4· 4· we find

both sexies mentioned he:re an4 only men in Acts 4» 4· We submit /that 4· 4·
states ^men11 and means "men" aparrt irpni women in accordance with Jewish custom
,in numbering only males·,. In this verse however, Luke has another duty to perform·
The crime of Sapphira and her death may iiave left a wrong impression with the
reader· Women still flocked to the Faith but in keeping with his literary style,
Luke must prepare us for that which is to follow in M s writings· Acts 6· 1· shows
that there was ,a problem with widows· In enumerating th$ converts, Luke has
always mentioned men· The reader may ask How did the women get .into the Faith
if only men were numbered? The answer is given here so as to remove all doubt.
This substantiates our view that where men are mentioned, women are also amongst
the converts but the numbering is done in ̂ accordance with Jewish custom·

This closes the statement in parenthesis· The next verse must be read
as a continuation from verse 12 up to the words V* * *wrougjit among the people*ft

Verse 15 .

"Insomuch that they brought forth the sick, into the streets 9 and laid them on
beds and couches, that at least the shadow of Peter passing by might
overshadow some of them*1' ... , · ·:,·

All commentators consulted ignore the parenthesis except Alexander who
declares that brackets should not be used· This is a grammatical matter rather
than an exegetical problem·

"they brougjat forth····" ~ they brought out into the streets·

"the streetsff - literally "broad ways" as opposed to the narrow , .·
streets· The broad ways would be more public

and as the apostles sougjxb the more public places for their preaching, they
would be more likely to go through the broad "ways· The margin says "in evrery
street" which is true enough but it is in every broad ways·

"into11 - the Greek is "along" indicating that they laid the sick
along the side of the broadways·

"beds and couches" shows, two different 'types of beds· The beds are
those which were used for sleep· The couches were those used for carrying
people who could not v/alk· Luke is the only writer to use these words·
Other lexicons - and the recognised ones such as Bullinger and Fine state that
the bed is a small bed such as is used by the rich and the couch is that which
is used by the poor· This shows that both poor and rich brought their sick
to be healed·

"the shadow of Peter..« · " This seems to suggest superstition among the
people because the shadow of a person passing

by could not cure any ill, no matter how slight it may be· Curing of
infirmities of the flesh is possible only if God wills it so· . Although Luke
does not say that people were cured in this way, he says at the end of the
next verse, that every one who came to the apostles were cured· This may have
included those over whom the shadow passed. , '

The Roman Catholics sieze upon this verse to find support for their
theory that the Pope has a similar power these days· This argument is without
foundation of any sort as there, is no proof that th^ Pope is in Apostolic
succession and the very pomp and ceremony of the Pope ̂ movements would condemn
him in the eyes of God, of Jesus and of Peter· . If we jnust accept this view,
then what are we to accept in regard- %o the handkerchiefs or aprons that came
from Paul after touching his body and cured people? This w&s an even greater
miracle than the healing, from the shadow of Peter· (Acts 19· 12·) What line of
apostolic succession stained with Paul? The facts before us show that the
. apostles were thronged by an enonnous number of people with whom he could not
cope in the course of a day's work,nor many day's work. In order to help the
people and enable a r^pid build-up in the ecclesia to take place in;view pf
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the serious events which were to happen before long, God permitted cures to be
effective in this way·

It is essential that we should understand what happened in this instance·
It was not through any power which Peter had given to him that brought about the
cures· Peter would have been the first to deny this· (Acts 3· 12 and 16·) It
was not the passing shadow of Peter which effected the cures· It must have
been the FAITH of the people which God accepted and allowed the cures· Those
who did not have the proper FAITH would not be cured· Nevertheless we must
always be mindful of the fact that Peter does not state definitely that such
people who relied upon"the shadow were cured· This would be a poor defence in
a debate on the subject therefore we must be prepared to attack from other
angles· The word "overshadow

 tf
 - see Matt· 17· 5j Mark 9· 7j Luke 1· 35 and

9· 34; bhows that the Power of the Higihest was present.

Verse 16

If"There came also a multitude out of the cities round about unto Jerusalem,···

"came····" ~ should be "came together" and indicates that the coming
was continuous·

"the cities round about····" This is the first indication that the Gospel
in apostolic days had reached further than the boundaries of Jerusalem·

The reference to the "cities round about Jerusalem
11
 has a further

significance in that the Sanhedrin would soon be approached by their
representatives in the other cities as to what action could be taken to stop
this new movement from spreading· Luke is building up the situation with
great narrative skill·

"bringing sick folks,· and them which were vexed with unclean spirits: and they
were healed every one·"

"folks" - this word does not appear in the original Greek· There is
only one word and it meand "sick ones"·

"vexed with unclean spirits·»··" The Greek word for "vexed" is used
only twice in the Ν·Τ· - here and in

Luke 6· 18· The. usage in Luke is not the same in all texts so must remain
doubtful· Luke draws a distinction between "sick ones" and those who were
troubled with unclean spirits. This shows the keen observance of a medical
practitioner· What the unclean spirits signified, we are not told· Unclean
spirits often signified mental ills as in the case of Legion· (Matt. 8· 28/34·
Mark 5· l/20. Luke 8· 26/36·) In the accounts by Mark and Luke, it appears
that Legion was cured of madness· It was something which affected his brain·
Matt. 4» 24. mentions "lunatics" a$ does Matt· 17· 15 where the stafferer seems
to be an epileptic· In both cases the affliction is one of the mind· The
prevalence of malaria at that time in Judea is known and if many suffered in
this way, they would be delirious. This would affect the mind·

Having reached this stage, Luke is now ready to relate the next part of
his story· He has introduced many links which fit the events which are to
follow·

(1) They made frequent use of Solomon*s porch, at whidh place they
had been interrupted by the Sanhedrin on a former occasion·

(2) They did many signs and wonders, which had drawn the attention
of the Sanhedrin in the first place·

(3) The people showed great interest in the apostles and their work·
(4) The Ecclesia grew veiy rapidly, thus showing the spread of the

new doctrine throughout those parts of Judea·
(5) The sick were laid out in the wider streets for Peter to see as

•he passed by but the members of the Sanhedrin would also see.
(6) Multitudes from cities round about Jerusalem came to see the

apostles·
(7) Multitudinous cures were effected thus spreading a knowledge of

the apostles and their work·
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It is now obvious to us that the Sanhedrin must take immediate and

vigorous action against the apostles*..,,

Verse 1? ,;• ... ν . i , . • · . . . · ' .
 :

"Than the high.priest rose up, and all they that were· with him, (which is the

sect of the Sadducees ,) and put thepa i in the common prison*
ff
 ' . · . . . .

The action "by the Sa^edrin was exactly the .same as. that on a former

occasion* (Acts 4· V ^ · ) They arrested the apostles* and locked them up for

t h e n i g h t · • •' ." . . . . , • . • · ·

"Then" is a continuative particle denoting that there was an intimate

relationship between what has gone before and what is now to follow· Υ • ν

"The high priest" brings a much .more important movement to bear upon '

the apostles· In the former case, the priests, the captain of the temple and

the Sadducees were involved· Now the high priest is added ta ,the number who

protest thus bringing a more national and public character against the Faith.

"the- sect
11
 is used to describe; the Sadducees and may give the impression

that they were a splinter group having broken off from the Jews· .The difference

was largely one of policy within the Sanhedrin and could be called a Party· The

Pharisees and Sadducees were two opposing factions Within the Sanhedrin·

The arrest was made some, time after, the former release of the apostles·

The Sadducean party seemed to anticipate a threat to their own political

position, thus causing them to take action·

"and were filled with indignation·" They were filled with envy,

malignant jealousy, or party aeal·

Verse 18

"And laid their hands on the apostles, and put them in the common prison·"

• "laid their hands on
vl
 ~ arrested them forcibly· It may have been

necessary just to lead them away and not lay hands upon them· Thus suggests,

that there were more apostles there than just Peter and John· ", .

"cojmnon prison" - suggests a, type of prison where all types meet·
This would be an insult to the apostles who were not of the common criminal
type· This, however, is assumption· From the facts before us, it appears that
.they were put· in a prison belonging to the public and not to any powerful
private individual· .

Verse 19 . ' ·. . .· ·

"But the angel of the Lord by nigiht opened the prison doors, and brought them
forth, and said," . ' .

We see now why Luke stressed the presence of Sadducees in the arrest

party. The Sadducees denied the existence of angels· So one of the beings

whose existence they,denied set the apostles free·

fl
by night

11
 indicates, that the release was. made during a time:of darkness

to increase the terror and surprise of the miraculous release· .

.
 w
the angel of the Lorxl

111
 - .several leading commentators have distorted

this short description of the angel to mean "the Holy Ghost
n
 in person· We

must be on our guard against such distortions and debating points· The word

angel means "servant" and Luke is drawing a clear cut distinction between the

servant of menmrho could have liberated the prisoners during the night e.g· by

collusion with one of the jailers· That argument is permanently put aside by

showing that there was no man-made agency, for the liberator was the servant or

messenger of the LORD. .•.·..-·
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"opened the prison doors" - see Acts where the iron gate opened of its own
accord· The doors were found shut the next

morning· Hie angel who opened them must have closed them afterwards· Luke
adds this detail but, in writing as the Holy Spirit moved.him, he wrote with
a purpose. This piece of information would have a profound effect oh the
Sadducees· For fear of awakening the guards, human sympathisers would have
left the doors open·

Verse 20

"Go, stand and speak in the temple to the people a H the words of this life"·

This short speech by the angel shows that the liberation of the apostles
was not for their ovrn benefit or comfort but for the purpose of preaching the
Gospel·

"stand and speak" - do not move from place to place for prople to

bring out the sick and lay them in the broadways
for you to pass so that they may be healed· This is much more important work·
PKEACH THE GOSPEL - the words of Life - the words of salvation· Stand in one
place so that people may hear and learn·

"in the temple" - not in the streets but preach to those who make the
effort to get there· That is to say, preach to those who have a desire to
worship God·

"to the people" - not to the rulers nor to the Sadducees· The people
are more likely to listen·

"all the words of this life"· All - not "part" of the gospel·

Summarising the angels words, we find:-

^j

η

Do not merely talk but preach;
Do not preach privately but publically;
Not in the streets, but in the temple;
Not to the rulers but to the people;
Not a part of the truth necessary to salvation but all
the Truth·

The words of this life refer to eternal life in the age to come·
John 6· 68; 12. 50; 17· 3; Bphes 2. 12; etc*

Verse 21

"And when they had heard that, they entered into the temple early in the
morning and taught·

"When they heard·.·." - literally, "they
P
 liaving beard·..·"

"temple" - not the Holiest of all" but the sacred place where
offerings were made· A distinction must be drawn between this part of the
temple and others such.as a Court Yard and the Holier parts of the sanctuary·

"early in the morning" - about daybreak·

"taught" preached publically as directed by the angel·

"But the high priest, came and they that were with him,».··" Compare with verse
17 and note that the

word "all" is omitted from the verse we are studying· Verse 17 states that all
that were with him were filled with indignation· In this verse, it merely
states that those who were with him (the high priest) called the council·»··"

"came" - entered the hall·

"But the higjh. priest came and they that were with him, and called the council
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together, and all the senate of the children of Israel, and sent to the prison

to have them brought."

"the council" - the word translated as "council" here is Sanhedrin"·
Other references in Acts are 4· 15; 5· 27, 34, 41; 6· 12, 15; 22. 30; 23· 1,
6

9
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"senate
!t
 - Greek "gerousia"· It was a body of old ard experienced

men who were called in as assessors in important matters·

"prison" - not the same as the prison of verse 18 which is a "guard

house
11
· This is a place of bondage·

fl
to have them brought

11
· To bring them to the council chamber·

Verse 22

"But when the officers came, and found them not in the prison, they returned,

and told, "

"the officers" - used as a term to describe military officers

attending a general· Hence, members of the temple guard·

"prison" ~ Luke now exhausts the Greek words for*prison, by using

a different word from those used in verses 18 and 21· The meaning is much

the same as either·

"returned, and told·" - reported back to their superiors·

Verse 23'

"Saying, The prison truly found we shut with all safety, and the keepers
standing without before the doors: but when we had opened, we found no
man within·

lf

"prison" - as inverse 21·

"shut" comes from a word with a meaning more than just shut· The

door was bolted fast as is next described.

f
Vith all safety" - with all security·

"standing without" - in addition to secure bolting, the keepers
were standing on guard· The word "without" is omitted from some manuscripts·
Nevertheless it is obvious that they were standing without (outside) otherwise
they would long since have reported that the prisoners had gone·

Verse 24

"Now when the high priest and the captain of the temple and the chief priests

heard these things, they doubted of them whereunto this would gpow·"

' ' " "high priest" - in Greek it is siirply "The priest"· Having "The"

shows a priest of station and authority·

"captain" .. - he is mentioned here again, having been mentioned in

verse 1 of chapter 4· ' '•··.".

"doubted" is a poor translation of a very strong word meaning utterly

perplexed·

thereunto this would 'grow" - what this would become· To them it

now assumed extremely serious proportions· Wha.t would the people think?

This thought connecting the event with the people is carried into the next

verse which mentions the people·
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Verse 25

"Then came one and told them saying, Behold, the men whom ye put in prison are
standing in the temple, and teaching "'the people*"

"Then" translated as "now" in the previous verse.

"Behold" ~ again a word introducing something unusual.

"startling...." .-, Gipeek original has it "standing and teaching in the
temple". This is better as it combines the two actions together ~ standing
and teaching. This makes their action more dynamic.

Verse 26

"Then went the captain with the officers, and brought theiri without violence:
for they feared the jpeople, lest they should have been stoned."

"The captain11 - the captain of the temple guard,

"the officers" - same as in verse, 22.

"without violence11 - shoves how the miracle of the previous night had
affected than·" They had used force in verse 18 but now,, the deliverance of
the apostles had increased the zeal of the people. . > <-

"feared the people" - their own particular public image was always
their first concern. See Matt. 21. 46; Mark 12. 12; Luke 20. 19; 22. 2.

"lest they should be stoned". This was a one way fear which did not
deter them from stoning others. John 10. 31/33\ Acts 7· 58·

Verse 27

"And when they had brought them,, they set them before the council: and the
high priest asked them,lf

"And" - this word is translated as follows in the verses named:-
But, verse 22; r)ow9 verse 24 and then, in verse 25.

"the high priest" - he took charge of the trial for he had this power
ex officio.

"the council" is the Sanhedrin.

Verse 28

"Saying, Did not we straitly command you that ye should not teach in this
name?." ,

The high priest refers to the previous commandment given in 4· 17/18·

"straitly command" literally Vith a charge we charged you". This is
a Hebrewism giving intensity t.o what was said* See Luke 22.15; Acts 23· 14·

"in this name". Not6 that the Sanhedrin (Higft Priest as spokesman) does
not name the "name". He does not say "the name of Jesus of Nazareth"· This is
not reverence as is usually the case in Hebrew usage but a desire not to refer
to the Lord, either put of hatred f or him or a fear that they migjat be taking
the name of God in vain, not that they thought Jesus might be God, but that
Godf s Works had been manifested by and through him.

"and, behold, ye have filled Jerusalem with your doctrine, and intend to bring
this man's blood tipon us."

"behold" - once again to introduce something unusual. To them it
was surprising that the teaching should have made the progress it had.
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ff
ye have filled Jerusalem with your doctrine "· This is what they had

been forbidden to do·
 <f

Pilled Jerusalem" is not a Hebrewism but is a natural
hyperbole which is characteristic of many languages. See the gross
exaggeration in 2 Kings 21· 16·

"intend to bring this π&η*3 blood ΐφοη us·
ff
 This was not a fear of

Divine retribution· They were far too self-righteous to think that they had
done wrong· They feared the people and a large number of people had come into
the faith after seeing how their leaders had deceived them· The Sanhedrin
feared what the people might do to them a s a result of "the-doctrine which was
now being taught· "To bring blood upon the head" is an idiom peculiar to
Hebrew· See Faek. 33- 4; -Matto 23· 35; 27* 2%

Luke has now completed his introductory paragraph to Peter
1
 s next

speech· Reference to the Sanhedrin
1
 s fear concerning the people and tlae blood

of Jesus being upon their heads, leads us to believe that whatever Peter says,
he will make reference to the death and resurrection of Jesus and that this
was God

f
s Plan·

Verse 2?

"Then Peter and the other apostles answered and said, We ought to obey God
rather than men

11
·

In the Greek, the word for "answered* is in the singular, and the word
for "said" is in the plural· The word "answered" agrees with Peter and the
word "said" agrees with "Apostles", thus showing that Peter must have answered
but in answering as he did, he must have had the full support of the apostles·

"We ought·.··" in the Greek is *Ve must" which shows not an obligation
but a necessity· This agrees with the word "obey" which follows·

"obey" is a word peculiar to Luke and Paul· It appears in Acts 5· 32;
27· £.1; Titus 3· 1· (The reference in Acts 27. 21 is to the word "hearken"
in that verse·) It means "obey one in authority" and "to be obedient to a
ruling power"· Peter thus compares the power of Man and the power of God, with
obvious preference for the Divine Power·

Verse 30

"The God of our fathers raised up Jesus, whom ye slew and hanged on a tree!
1

"The God of our Fathers" has reference to the God who made a covenant
with our fathers· The Divine Promise had been sought eagerly for centuries·
Now Peter was connecting the birth of Jesus with those Promises· To make the
application more direct, Peter uses the word "our" to show that he was no
foreigner to Israel but was born under the same Covenant of Promise as they were·

"raised up" means "raised from the dead" and has no reference to the
raising up of a prophet like unto Moses· (Deut· 18· 18·) This is a direct
reference-to the resurrection of Jesus·

"Slew
11
 is used only twice in Scripture, here and in Acts 26· 21· It

means ^despatch
11
*, "get rid of once and for all·" It is also more direct in

its application for it carries the sense of "murder with one*s own hands"·
Thus Peter emphasises the guilt of the Jewish authorities·

"hanged
11
 - the Greek "kremarmumi" means to suspend as articles'are

suspended from a nail· (it makes one shudder to innagine the effect of this
meaning·) . ,

"on a tree" - The reference is to Deut· 21· 22/23· Verse 22 states
that if a man is worthy of death, he must be hanged from a tree· Here Peter
quotes the exact words from Deutreonomy and stresses the charge -laid against
Jesus by the Jewish authorities that he was worthy of death· (John 19· 7·)
The effect is "Now let the Jewish authorities consider the verdict again· Was
he really worthy of death"?
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"tree11 ~ the Greek word here is not used as translated "tree"· It means
a stake upright in the ground, or "wood" as opposed to any other material·
That means it is not !twoodff as in English, used to indicate a place where trees
grow· It is wood as a material, or anything fashioned from wood such as a
stake· It does not in any sense indicate two pieces of wood set at an angle to
each other·

The sentence of Deut· quoted above, was hanging by the neck. Crucifixion
in its accepted sense was not known to Hebrews in any period in their history·

It should be noted that without exception, all references in the
Scriptures to the "Crossff refer to a stake set upright in the ground· This is
true for Greek words such as "crucis11 from which the word "crosslf is taken·
The word "crucify" in Greek meant "suspend11 or "hang" and in no instance
whatsoever, meant to crucify as in the modern sense· The idea of impaling on
a cross started in the days of Constantine when the shields of his soldiers
bore the letter "X" which is the Greek for "Ch" being the first letters of the
name of Christ· The Pagan* s' had shields with the sign "T" after their gpd
"Tammuz"· Constantine decided to many the two concepts by dropping the
crossbar of the "T" and straightening up the "X" so as to get what is now
known as a Cross· The idea that a cross represents a man with his arms
outstretched is ingenious but untrue.

There is no point in studiously disregarding the use of the word
"Gross" and using "stake" instead· Being pedantic in this manner causes
distress amongst one1 s hearers who may not know the truth about the Gross·
One can carry such things too far and cause confusion or bring ridicule upon
oneself· It is sufficient to know what the "cross" really means. Bsgard it
as the sacrifice of Jesus· This brings us to a consideration of the Atonement
which is what the cross stands for·

Verse 31

ffHim hath God exalted with his right hand to be a Prince and a Saviour, for
to give repentance to Israel, and forgiveness of sins"·

"Him11 - empathic use of the pronoum; Means "This same Jesus·.··"

"hath God exalted" - lifted up· In other words, "You killed him
but the God whom you worship, the God of the Covenant, has raised him up·"

"with his right hand···." Literally "to his right hand". Purely
figurative. If God is everywhere, it is impossible for anyone, even Jesus, to
sit at His right hand. It is a position of honour, power and dignity.

"a Prince" - see notes under 3· 15# The idea of being the prdune
mover must be remembered. Jesus was the prime mover in regard to repentance
and forgiveness.

"and a Saviour" - through the repentance and forgiveness which follows·

"Repentance" and "forgiveness" - Note the teaching here * (l) Bepentance,
(2) forgiveness (which follows but never precedes repentance·) Jesus was the
prime mover in this and is the Saviour· Hence, following repentance arid
forgiveness, we get salvation througja him· Acts 10# 43j 13· 38; 26. 18·

"to Iseael" - a repetition of the reminder of their exalted status
as given in 3· 25· These are important words and are effective now as they
were then· Apart from "spiritual Israel" there is no salvation· Repentance
and forgiveness must be connected with the Promises· The only means of
connection is baptism·

No doubt these few words are Luke's suninary of what was said· Compare
carefully the teaching sequence of Peter1 s foimer speeches and see how
closely he follows the same pattern·
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Verse 32

"And we are his witnesses of these things; and so is also the Holy Spirit,
whom God hath given to them that obey him»,"

"his witnesses··.·" ~ . in keeping with Acts 1· 8· Some texts omit
"his" without altering the sense·

"of these things" - these sayings concerning his mission, his death,
his resurrection, his exaltation to the right hand of God,.his future return
apd how this fits in with the teaching of salvation, repentance and forgiveness·

They were not only teachers of these things but were also witnesses of
them having been with him from the beglnningo . • . ,

"so also the Holy. Spirit···· " they were not alone in their witness·
The teaching they gave came from Gpd who spoke through them by means of the
power of His Holy Lpirit· This agrees wi-jbh John 15* 26.

Vhom God hath given to them, that :obey him"· "» If God GAVE the Holy Spirit
, tHen surely it is beyond

ell limits of logic to argue that the Holy (Ghost) Spirit was (is) a second or
third person in a trinity of Gods· If God GAVE the Holy Spirit .then the Holy
Spirit must have been something which could be given to. a person*: God gave the
Holy Spirit not as a free gift but as a method of control over His witnesses
who spoke His words·

"that obey him" «- the first sin in the garden of Eden was one of
disobedience. Now in the broad senses, the only way in which to please God
is to obey Him· This is done by close attention to His Word as spoken by
His Son who manifested Him· The same words were now spoken by Peter who
enjoined them to repent, and then forgiveness would follow· The; word "obey"
means "submissive obedience" to an appointed authority· The tense used here
shows that the meaning intended is "those who are continually obeying him·"
One act of obedience is not enough.· It must be continuous·

Verse 33

"When they heard that, they were cut to the heayt, and took counsel to slay
them· "

"When they heard.··." literally "having heard that"·

"they were cut to the heart···." - they were sawn through . The
expression is also used in Acts 7· 54· in connection with the reaction to
the speech of Stephen· It does not occur .elsewhere,,

The effect was one of conscious guilt and extreme anger at the wilful
disobedience to their previous cxranandments· We must not lose sight of the
fact that the apostles had been set free from jail by Divine means. This
coupled with Peter1 s logic and knowledge of the Scriptures, plus the carefully
chosen words which he used, all put them in a position where there was no
apparent way out· The rulers and spiritual leaders were beaten at every turn·
Deep down in .their hearts was the gnawing * fe$.r that maybe Peter was right· The
best thing to do therefore, was to destroy the evidence by putting the apostles
to death· . .

Luke must have had a reason for writing as he did and we submit that
this was his way of leading up to the assassination of Stephen· The msing
frustration of the Sanhedrin reaches a point where. something had to be done·

The speech which follows at this stage is that of Gamaliel· It must
not be thought that he excused the Sanhedrin and calmed their sorely tried .
nerves. What he achieved was to supply for them a way of escape from a dilemma
which threatened to engulf them. They saw an easy way out and. took it· The
incident is a lesson in the vanity of human beings who will not yield a point
even when they know they are wrong· Even when they were shewn that they were
wrong before God, they did not yield·
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Verse 34

"Then stood there up one in the council, a Pharisee, named GeuBaliel, a doctor
of the law, had in reputation among all the pet pie, and commanded to put the
apostles forth a little space;"

The council had as members, certain Pharisees but these were in the
minority· Nevertheless, they commanded more respect than the other members of
the Sanhedrin so that the sadducees who always ^feared the peopletf, preferred
to tone down their opposition to .them* On this occasion, it was more impemtive
that the Sadducees should withhold the severe censure they would like to give
because of the popularity of the .Apostles amongst the' people· Another point to
remember is that Gamaliel would not take the part of the Sadducees against Peter
and the other apostles because Peter had taught the resurrection which was
something the Sadducees rejected· For all that he was an outstanding character
in many ways, Gamaliel on this occasion was a politician and spoke as oneo He
was dealing with a religious matter and spoke about it in a religious way but
however much we should like to feel charitable towards him, his main idea was
to protect the Pharisees against the Sadducees· He was sinart enough to see in
the rapidly g^xwing interest in" the new religious body, the possibility of an
ally at some later date· By all means he would prevent ther murder which he
felt the Sadducees were contemplating· How he did it was one of the most
delightful incidents in the whole Book of the Acts·

Gamaliel as a name, means 'Ifthe., reward of God11· The name first appears
in Num· 1· 10 and 2. 20* whefre a: man by this name is mentioned in connection
with the tribe of Manasseh· (See also Nym* 7· 5 ^ 59j 10· 23·) He is accepted
as being the granlson of E1.Il.ei who founded the more liberal school of the
Pharisees. He was known to be a man of high character and learning and Wu.s one
of seven Jewish "doctors" who were given the title of "Kabban" meaning "our
Master11· One of the principles he fought to establish wa3 one where the poor
heathen people should be allowed to glean along with the poor Jews· Another
was that the Jews on meeting them, should extend to them the customaiy greeting
"Shalom" meaning f p̂ eace be with you"· This was to be done even on festival
days when the heathen would be worshipping idols· Such toleration of the
apostacy is to be admired in liberal circles but it did nothing to strengthen
the Jewish faith· On the contrary, it would weaken it· We should never be
liberal in our ateligious attitude towards the apostaey·

Gamaliel was the teacher of Paul· (Acts 22· 3·) His appearance in
Luke's story at this £tage, gives him mtich popularity amongst Christian readers
and this popularity has led to much speculating as to whether he accepted
Christianity later on in his life· The theory that he was secretly baptised
can be rejected because he was of such a fearless character that he would not
have deceived his fellow Pharisees by failing to disclose his conversion· If
Paul could risk death in this way, surely Gamaliel would have done the same·
Nothing is known of his immediate family but his grandson, Qsonaiiel 2 earned ,
some fame as a scholar· When he died, it was written of him that "with the
death of Gamaliel the reverence for the law ceased, and purity and abstinence
died away·" .

Some of the narrower Bible critics disregard this story of Gamaliel1 s
speech as they find it difficult to reconcile his liberalism with the vicious
character of his pupil Saul (who was afterwards Pa,ul)· This view is almost
childish and assumes that pupils and teachers are identical in character for
the rest of their lives· It is thought by some that Gamaliel was a son of
Simeon of Luke 2· 25 who was also noted for his wisdopa·

"a doctor of the law" - "teacher of the law"· Apart from this
passage, other appearances of this compound

Greek word are Luke 5· 17 and 1 Tim· 1· 7· The title denotes one who is not
only a teacher but is also an accepted authority on his subject·

"had in reputation"·• ·· was highly honoured among the people·

"commanded· o. · " - proposed or moved that they be set apart for a
while· He preferred to address the Sanhedrin in
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private thereby tacitly confessing that they had a poor case which the apostles
should not hear·

Verse 35

fl
And said unto them^ Ye men of Israel, take heed to yourselves, what ye intend
to do as touching these meru"

fl
Ye men of .Israel,····

11
 A carefully chosen address to cover: all tribes·

"take heed to yourselves····
lf
 - Apply your minds to - be on your guard -

;
 * ' take care of yaur own position· The

warning here is to taJce care of their own safety· Gamaliel is not appealing
for the safety of the apostles·

"as touching these men·" This phrase is corrected with the verb
 n
ho

do" and makes the sentence read,
 ff
be careful what you are about to do to these

men.
11
 or, "take heed for your own safety in connection with these men, what

you are about to do·
11

Verse 36

"For before these days rose up Theudas, boasting himself to be somebody; to
whom a number of men, about four hundred, joined themselves: who was slainj
and all, as many as obeyed him, werfc scattered, and brought to nought·

ff

Josephus records the history of a man named Theudas who led a number
of people across the river Jordan, having promised them that he would divide
the river as Joshua and Elijah had done before him

o
 Cuspius Fadus was

procurator at that time and led his soldier^ against him and, having killed
many of the followers, took Theudas prisoner and beheaded him· This took place
in A«D· 2|4 which was about 10 years after Gamaliel had spoken about it· The
conclusion we come to is that Josephus must have been wrong in his dates because
Luke is very accurate in historical events in* other parts of his work, and is
not likely to err on this occasion· In any case,. Luke was writing as he was
moved by the Holy Spirit so could not go wrong* Ihe name Theudas is not limited
to one historical character· There were others haying variants of the name,
such as Thaddeus, Thaddaeus; the Greek Theodores, or the Hebrew equivalents
having the same meaning, Matthias; Mattithias and Mattaniah·

Verse 37 ' ;

"After this man ro&e up Judas of Galilee, in the days of the taxing, and drew
away much people after him: he also perished, and all, as many as obeyed him,
were dispersed·"

Josephus also mentions this man and states that he was of Galilee·

"the days of the taxing"· The days of the enrollment, registration of
propertyj registration of men liable for military service or a census of the
population· In Luke 2

O
 2

#
 it is used to mean a census for the purpose of

imposing taxes, under Cyrenius
9
.Prbconsul of Syria· ., Josephus records that

this same Cŷ beniyia defeated and destroyed a Galilean rebel named Judas· The
taxing gave tTudas an opportunity of arousing defiance of the Romans· Josephus
also describes Judas as having been a leader of a parby which survived him.
He states that they were dispersed and

:
 the Greek word used here means' to

s catter by sudden violeficeV

"drew afoay" ~ incited to apostacy·

We should note that historically, Gamaliel was not
J
 quite accurate. The

revolt by Judas was crushed but it lived on in the Zealots, thus being more
successful than Gamaliel said it was· .

Verse 38

"And now Ϊ say unto you, Befrain from these men, and let them alone: for if
this counsel or this work be of men, it will come to naught. "
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"Kefrain from these men*··»
11
 "Stand aloof from these men

11
 This advice

was contrary to that which the Sanhedrin wished· See verse 35· We see in
this statement a proof of the outstanding character of Gamaliel for he was
able to infltsence such powerful men to do that which they had no desire to do·

Up to a point, the advice is sound· Certain movements will tend to
break down if left alone· But this is not always the case as we see from the
great number of churches all calling themselves "Christian" and yet all
differing one from the other in some way or another· Nevertheless, apostacy
must be resisted·' In the case of the rapidly growing "Christianity", the best
thing the Sanhedrin could do was to disprove their Views from the Scriptures.
This, of course, they could not do· This being the case, Gamaliel's advice
to the Sanhedrin was sound because it let them out of their difficulty and did
not destroy completely their position amongst the people· The point is worth
noting for Gamaliel's advice would not be good advice to the true Christians·
If it wer§ it would oppose the policy mehtioned by Peter in Acts 4· 20· and in
his prayer recorded in Acts 4· 29· Our duty is to preach boldly in the name
of the Lord. We cannot set aside bur obligations in the light of Gamaliel's
advice to the Sanhedrin· Apostacy is there to be resisted and liberalism in
regard to our handling of the Word of God must be expunged completely from our
teaching program· The time to take a f ira stand on this matter was never so
urgent as it is now·

"let them alone" ~ permit them to go on doing as they are doing·

"Counsel or this work··.*" - The "counsel" refers to the plan which,
either they had in mind, or they had it written down and to be followed· "Work"
refers to the caritydng out of that plan·

"be of men"·.ο α ~ originating from men without regard to God or in
defiance of Him© This thougjht must have entered the minds of some of them»
There were nagging doubts and now Gamaliel is helping them in their desire to
put such worries behind them* "If it is of men, as we hope it is, then it will
fail· If it is what we fear it migjat be, then let us wait and see what happens·
If it turns out to be God's Work, then we can change"· Thus a way of escape is
given to the Sanhedrija for the present. It also saves the lives of innocent
men.

We should take careful note that a wait and see policy is no advice to
give to any member of the Household of Faith. There is ho time to wait and
see» Hebrews 11· 13/14 could well be read again and again in this connection·

Peter may have remembered this day when, years later, he wrote his
Epistle. Note carefully his words in 1 Peter 4. 11/19· '

"it will come to nought"· It will certainly do this but, in the case
of Roman Catholicism, it will come to nought long after it is much too late
for any of us to do anything about our salvation. Jesus will have come by
then* The time to resist is now·

Verse 39 '

"But if it be of God, ye cannot overthrow it; lest haply ye be found even to
fight against God*"

"of God" - corresponds to "of men" inverse 38« Originating from God.
If it be the LOGOS (Plan and Purpose of God)

"cannot overthrow" - future tense, "will not be able to"

"haply ye be found" - unexpectedly you will be God-fighters. The
verb in English is an adjective in the original Greek· Saul (Paul) leamt
this when he found that by persecuting the eeclesias, he was persecuting
Jesus· Acts 9· 5· See Matt· 12· 30· We should all remember that none of us
can be neutral in the Holy War· There is no middle path· John 1· 1· ways
"God was the word" which means that God and His Plan and Purpose cannot be
separated· Therefore to fight against the Plan is to fight against God·
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Verse 40 : ·

"And to him they agreed: and when they had called the apostles, and beaten
them, they commanded that they should not speak in the name of Jo^us, and
let them go#" . .·

"to him they agreed" *» tliey agreed effectually not to kill the apostles·

"when they had called the apostles" . - called them to be brought back to
the council· chamber from whence.they had been sent·

ft
and beaten them" - See Acts 16» 37; 22* 19» To change from a desire

to kill them to setting them f ree unhaitned was too much for the revengeful
Sanhedrin· The words "they agreed" must be regarded in this connection· By
the character of him, Gamaliel would never have agreed to this so there must,
have been some compromise amongst the various parties in the Sanhedrin· The,
punishment meted out could have been that prescribed by the Law in Deut· 25·3/3·
This permitted 40 stripes but in the.event of the number of stripes accidently
being exceeded, the number usually given was "forty stripes save one"· This is
the first recorded instance of the followers of the Lord receiving stripes·
See further comment under next verse· .

'•commanded
11
 - see Acts 4· 18· gave instructions to each one

individually·

Verse 41 . .

"And they departed from the presence of the council , rejoicing that they were
counted worthy to suffer shame for his name·"

In the order of events recorded in this and the preceding verse, the
Sanhedrin (l), called the apostles to their presence

9
 (2j they beat them - or

had them beaten, (3) warned them not to preach, and Of.) let therngp* The
apostles therefore, left the presence of the Sanhedrin unassisted· The
brutality*of the Sanhedrin is shown by the fact that the apostles were beaten
in their presence·

"rejoicing*···" They would not rejoice in the punishment itself
#

One does riot rejoice under such circumstances· The emotion goes much deeper
than that·, If one rejoiced inpuniument, then such a person would be
encouraged to look for further punishment, thinking that such punishment would
bring them greater favour in the sigjat of God· The Christian Convert, Ignatius,
at the beginning of the second century A

#
D· surrendered himself to martyrdom

when he had every opportunity of avoiding it, thus being "sounding brass and a
tinkling symbol" as Paul would have described him· (l Cor· 13» 2/3)

The, act of "rejoicing" is set out by Peter in 1 Pet· 1· 6· which shows
that the emotion is closely connected with the gospel· Whatever pain or
indignity they would suffer would be nullified by the knowfedge that they were
in the Covenants of Promise by their belief and baptism and that they were
suffering because of this,,

"counted worthy" - this expression appears only twice in the Ν·Τ·
apart from the reference here· See Luke 20· 35; and 2 Thess· 1· 5· The sense
indicates "suffering now and glory afterwards

11
·

"to suffer shame"
 ;
~ the phase is a paradoxj "Counted worthy to stiffer

shame"· The paradox exists between the things of the "name." which they preached
and the things of the Sanhedrin who^ like Jannes axA Jambres, would not yield
to the miraculqus evidence of the Pinger of God· (.2 Sim· 3· 8·)

"Beaten" (from the previous verse) ;~ the word translated as "beaten"
comes from a word meaning to flay, or skin, as with animals. . This means that
they would receive very, seirere damage

:
 as a result of the beating· They would,

be at least partly exposed to the beaters and onlookers, th&s adding dishonour
to the, beating. .
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They had been warned of punishments· (Matt· 10· 17; Mark 13· 9i
Luke 12· llj 21· 12; John 15· IB; 16. 2· The beating and the sfcame
(dishonour) were small compared with that suffered by Jesus , therefore they
were glad that they should, in a sense, be suffering with him·

Verse 42

"And daily in the temple, and in every house, they ceased not to teach and
preach Jesus Christ "·

The final verse of this chapter shows that the result of the warnings
and the beating, caused the apostles to pursue more vigorously the preaching
of the Name·

"in the temple, and in every house····11 shows that they went to
Solomons Porch - presumably - to preach to the world· They also went to
every house to preach· Thus they called the world to them (at the temple)
and went to the world themselves (in every house.) They let no opportunity
slip by·

tfto teach and preach" - taking the second of these first, we learn
that to "preach" means to evangelise ~ that is to preach the Good News of the
Kingdom of God· To "teach11 has a narrower scope and indicates the giving of
instruction· This would mean that once converts had been gained by preaching,
they would be taught carefully so that they fully understood· This is an
answer to the question, *3)oes it matter what we believe?"

The word "preach" or "preaching" is used in Acts 8· 4, 12, 2£, 35, 40;
10· 36; 11·20; 13· 32; 14· 7, 15, 21; 15· 35i 16· 10; 17· 18/

The order given by Luke is quite correct· He puts "teach" before
"preach" as if to say that the people were taught first and then had the
Gospel preached unto them· The fact is that many people had heard the Gospel
and were following the apostles wherever they went. Such people would be
taught· Others who had not yet been converted, would have the Gospel preached
unto them·

"Jesus Christ"· This is another way of stating the subject of their
preaching and teaching· It is "Jesus, the Saviour who died and rose aggdn,
and is yet to return as the Christ, the Anointed King and Priest·"

The chapter began with Ananias, an enemy in the camp of the friends and
ends with a friend (Gamaliel) in the camp of the
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THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES·

Chapter 6·

Chapters if and 5 dealt amongst other things, with the first persecutions
which came to the rapidly growing Ecclesia at Jerusalem* The persecution of
Chapter 5 was more than that of Chapter 4· This inlicates a growing opposition
to rising Christianity which took on a more forceful character as time went on·
The persecution was to grow to immense proportions and it was to be xnotivated
by a desire to crush for all time, the new doctrine· The Sanhedrin received a
big shock when they found that having put away Jesus for all time, as they
thought, his teaching was to revive and be continued on a wide scale by his
erstwhile disciples· To add to the discomfort of the Sanhedrin, the power of
the Holy Spirit working in the apostles, brought a tremendous following from
amongst the common people and the big gatherings wherever the apostles went,
would lead to the Eomans thinking that a movement towards insurrection was
underway· This Would embarrass the the relationship between the Sanhedrin,
and in particular, the Sadduoees, on the one hand, and the Romans on the other.
Therefore, politically and spiidtually, the Sadducees and through them, the
Sanhedrin, had every reason to get rid of the apostles and their following·
Chapter 6 is Lukefs lead-in to the speech which led to the tremer&ous calamity
of a wide persecution which nearly brought to nought the Jerusalem ecclesia·

Verse 1

"And in those days, when the number of the disciples was multiplied, there
arose a murmuring of the Grecians against the Hebrews, because their widows
were neglected in the daily ministrations· "

"And in those days····11 - This connects the activities mentioned in
Acts 5· 42, with what follows· There must have been a substantial time lapse
between the setting free of the apostles and the growth of the disciples
mentioned here· In Acts 1· 15· the expression indicates a few days whereas in
Matt· 3· 1· a. few years are suggested·

"when the number of the disciples was multiplied·• ·•" - note that the
followers of the apostles are now called "disciplesff· The sense is "learners'*
or . ̂ pupils "· The growth in ecclesial numbers would bring their own difficulties·
In a large ecclesia, such difficulties would present a big problem to the
apostles·

"munnuring" - discontent or dissatisfaction with a state of affairs
existing at the time·

"arose - came into being·

"Grecians" - note, not Greeks but Grecians· These were "Grecian Jews"
who are also known as 'Hellenists"· (See Acts 9· 29; 11· 20· and 14· 1·) It
refers to Jews who, on account of their dispersion, spoke Greek as their home
language· Their Scriptures were the Greek translation of the 0#T· known as
the Septuagint (LXX)·

"Hebrews" - Jews b o m and bred in the Holy Land who spoke Aramaic (as
Jesus did)· They were typically Israelites in their aloofness from other
nations and were inclined to 'dispise their brethren in the J&rahamic line of
Gentile lands·

The sudden bringing together of people with different cultures and ways
of thinking, must cause trouble·

"Their widows were neglected· · • ·" - This had been a problem in the
days of Moses (Exod· 22· 22; Deut· 10· 18·) It also received attention from
Paul, (l Tim· 5· 3/13·) The neglect conplained of was not the result of
ill-will but in the work they had to do, no one had time to care for them·
If they did have time, they would care for their own people who spoke their
language and would give scant attention to those who spoke another language·
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As a result of this, jealousy must have arisen*

"in the daily ministration* - in the daily service or attendance* All
the members of the ecclesia had all· things common so there would have to be a
daily distribution of the necessities of life·

verse ̂  ; ^' ' "'"." ':'•;;' ,." '.Z, \ " " ": * '

^ of uide disciples unto them, and said* It
. is not reason .that we should 1-ave the word pf God, and. serve tables·fl

"Thsn"··.*" "so" or "because .of this"^

. "the tv/elvs" .- Note that they are now twelve in number, and accepted
as-such· .' ' .. . • , , _ . ., ' '..',".'"."

"the multitude of thevclisciples". ~ they are now a multitude and they
are the disciples of the men.who. were at, one time disciples of Jesus· In '
fact, they were d&sciples of Jesus.too because they were part of the^body of
Christ· A. principle is now being established, namel;^, the governing of; tlie
body of believers by a smaller body chosen by them ¥rom amongst themselves·

"It is not reason·.··" - itf is not ̂cceptabi^ before God»

"that we should leave the word of God· · ·." that we should stop for â
while the preaching of the Yford of God*e·

"and perve tables·" - tables at which meals were served and clothes
or other necessities of life were* distributed·· .

Verse 3

"Wherefore 9 brethren, look ye out among you sevfen men of honest report
1, full of

the Holy Spirit and wisdom, whom #e may appoint over this business·"

"look ye out among you····" - The widsom of the apostles is shown
here where they ask those w^o complained about their management, to choose
from among themselves men who would do the work· The Apostles were men of
Galilee and were Hebrews from the language they spoke·, They had beei}
criticised by the Hellenists and now asked the Hellenists to choose men from
themselves to do that portion of the work which they had criticised·' it
denotes a spirit of humility amongst the apostles·

"seven men" - there was a precedent for a limitation in numbers as
they had the example from Jesus when he chose twelve disciples and seventy '
other disciples· Seven would appeal to the Jews as it was a Divine number of
perfection· The Jewish villages were always ruled by sevens· *' *•*"
• • · ' - • i ' \

:
 . • · - , . , . . . · • . · '· . - • '· . . · ·

. "full, pf the Holy Spirit and wisdom···0 " They had to be of ."honest
report" which means that they had to have a public testimony to their
worthiness for the office to be given to them· They also had to have received
the Holy Spirit· "Wisdom" has a two-fold character, (l) the ability to apply
knowledge in a correct manner, and (2) a knowledge of the Divine Plan and
]?urpose#, (Prov· k· 7·) ,

>,-. ; "whom we.njay appoint over this business"· The men appointed would not
be obliged to serve tables

but would have to orggunise the work and see that it was done in a manned
satisfactory to the. greatest number·

Verse 2*. " » -

"But we will,give oxarselves continually *6o player, and to ministry of the word·"

"But we····" en^hatically ihe ppostles as distinjguished"from others·

"continually to prayer" - not private prayer but the conduct of
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public worship· This work was to be continuous· Thus, the apostles having
been relieved of a minor task which took up a lot of their time, did not have
more leisure as a result, but spent the time gained in further work in the
Lord's service· *.> ,·

 :
 ,,-,·· ,• . .

• · · · ιι the ministry of the word·" Preaching the Gospel of the Kingdom
o f G o d · .-. .,- • , . ·• . . .. . , . - , - < ·.- u .;.-. .,,, _ ,-

:
 ,... .. . . .

Verse 5

"And the saying pleased the whole multitude: and they chose Stephen, a man
full of faith and of the Holy Spirit, and Philip, and Prochorus, and Nicanor,
and Timon, and Paimenas, and Nicolas a proselyte of Antioch:

11

There must have been general relief that at last something positive
was being done and they were prepared to try it out*

There were seven men chosen as arranged and without exception^ all of
them have Greek names, indicating that they must, have been Hellenists· In
view of our definition of "wisdom" given above aa "knowledge of the Divine
Plan and Purpose", we find it interesting that Stephen is described as "a man
full of faith·;··" The faith is to be regarded here in the ligjht of Paulas
definition of it in Hebrews 11* /

The only other name in the list of which anything is known is Philip
who appears as a type of John the Eaptist in the early and later histories in
Acts· He suddenly appears, does a work for the Lord and then disappears, as
dan Elijah, the pre-figure of John the Baptist· ·...·••

Nicolas is described as a ^proselyte of Ant&ochV That would be Syrian
Antioch· This means that he was formerly a heathen and had converted to
Judaism· Now he tx^msferred from Judaism to Christianity· Many commentators
have hazarded a guess that Luke

f
s home town was "Antioch

11
 and that he mentioned

it here because he was proud of it· In view of the utter humility shown by
Luke in writing his two books, it is very unlikely that he would draw the
13jneligiht upon hdjnself even in this indirect manner· We feel that the mention
of it is in keeping with his characteristic style in mentioning something,
some one or some plade as an introduction for something which is to follow*
He has already introduced us to Stephen and is new building up a state of
affairs where the Christians will eventually clash with the forces which were
against them· This clash was to disperse the ecclesia but it regathered
itself at Antiooh· This may supply the reason why Luke introduces the city
in this clever way· We know from our experience of Luke^ style, to look out
for everything he casually mentions·

Verse 6

"Whom they set before the apostles: and when they had prayed, they laid their
hands on them·"

"set before the apostles····" r· The election was left to the brethren
and sisters (if sisters had any say) and after the election, those elected
were "caused to stand before the apostles·" Therefore this is not an election
as an election had already been done· It was simply causing those elected to
stand before the apostles,

"when they had prayed" ~ showing that they acknowledged Qod
!
s

guiding Hand· ., . :
 v

"they laid their hands on them·" The laying on ofhands" was required
under the Law as a sacrificial rite acknowledging that the sacrificial animal
was at one with the sinner who laid on his hands· The sinner acknowledged
that he was at one with i;he sacrificial animal· When Israel blessed his
grandsons, he laid his hands upon them* Gten· k8* 14· In Num· 27· 18/23 Moses
laid his hands on Joshua and gave "him a charge." See also Deut· 34· 9· In
Ν·Τ* days, it was used at a time of bodily healing» (Matt· 9· 18; Mark 6· 5;
7· 32; 8· 23; 16· 18; Luke 4* 40; 13· 13·) Acts 8· 17 recoxtls the giving of
the Holy Spirit by %hp*laying on of hands·
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exactly what effect the layihg on,of .hands
ih this instance had*

 :
" -· .

It could not have been for the purpose of passing on Spirit Gifts ·
because it is recorded of these men that they were full of the Holy Spirit·
The only

i
conclusion we csii come to- is that 1.the Apostles laid hands..Q^ them

asari act of blessing them at the outset of their ministry and giving them
the Right Haxd of Fellowship· From the outcome recorded here, we see that
the act of laying on of hands is a type of dedication to the work for which
they had been elected.

• . ' V e r s e ' ' 7 • • · . . · . · : . .. ·· ",-. ,. , • .. .
 :

->.
 v
 . . .··,· ·

"And the word of God increased; and the number of the disciples multiplied in
Jeiiusalem greatlyj and a great company of the pr ies ts wpre obedient to the
faith·" -•/. ;•·, ·· · - :

• The effect of the nsw arrangement is shown here in that "the word of
God increased"· (See Acts 12·. 24; 19· 20 j for other occasions when the word
of God increased·)

The teaching'seemed to be concentrated in Jerusalem fo£ it was here ,
;
.

that the number of disciples increased greatly· ../·

Pldests are mentioned here for. the first time as being amongst the
converts· Luke mentions them last ainongst the newly converted people to show
the * great progress which had been made amongst the people· The ordinary
priests formed the larger group of those of the priesthood, the wealthy class
of High Priest being comparatively few in number yet wielding immense
political power· The· ordinary type of priest is that which counted men like
Zacharias, the father of John the Baptist and husband of Elizabeth as one of
them· Suoh men were devout in a religious and unpolitical sense and woxtLd
reaidily accept the word of God·' .

 %

In Luke
!
s context, he has built up-the tension to a. high point· The

Truth was spreading rapidly i n spite of the commandments of ;the, Sanhedrin .
not to preach· Now that a large number of the priestis has been brought into
the fold, we can iinagine the effect it would have upon the powerful opppnents
of Christianity· Luke has now built up· ojrtf anticipation and we.begin to feel
uneasy while he introduces his next character as. he does n o w — -

 :

Verse 8 ...·.,-.·.· , .
 :
, .

"And Stephen, full of faith and power, did great wonders and miracles among
the people·

Stephen makes a very brief appearance in Scripture and departs from
"the scene· His. death gave rise to one of. the greatest tragedies to befall ·
the new Faith· His appearance is of great importance in the tiistory of those
days and it is as well tliat we should know as much as we can about him· His
speech which is recorded for most of Chapter 7 is the longest in the Book of
the Acts· He was to become the first martyr after Jesus·

Stephen wa&' a "HelXfenist and with his wider experience and broader
training than the simple men from Galilee, he brings to the Faith a.n$w
approach which reconciled the teaching of the Law of Moses, the temple worship,
and the history of Israel and the world Ground him· His speech is, summarised
by Luke but is a masterly effort· The one important witness who was Btand^ng
by at his death, was to develop Stephen's sbyle to even greater proportions,"
maybe another instance of the advantage of" education being bought to bear on
such matters·

 :
 ν ' . :κ/ ·. . : ,

The great ajnportance of Stephen, in Luke
!
s historical, narrative lies in

the fact that he· is-the-link between Peter and Paul· - Paul paid tribute to the
great" te&cher Gamaliel whom we met in the last chapter but although Paul did
hot~ acknowledge it·, it does-appear that' inasmiich as

:
 Stephen, set in order, and

motion a teaching that Paul was later to pursue with great ,vigq:r, Stephen was
Paul

!
s greatest teacher· In a sense^ Stephen was. the fore-runner ot
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II
"full of faith and power·.:··

ft
 ·- The word, "faith is taken by some to be

"grace". The Grsek according to the Emphatic Diaglott, is
 M
charitos

tf
 which

io the genetive of "charis
1
* and means "favour". That is to say, he was a man

who lived according to his Faith and was humble, kind and in every way an
outstanding Christian· The "power" mentioned in the verse, is the power
which flows from the gift of the Holy Spirit. .

"wonders and miracles" are the astonishing acts which a person favoured
by the gift of the Holy Spirit can do and the signs which such astonishing
acts were meant to portray. This is the first reference to anyone not an
apostle, performing any act by the Holy Spirit.

V e r s e 9 ' • •• ' ·.?- - v ••• . · · · - · . . : · •

"Then there arose certain of the synagogue, which is called the synagogue of
the Libertines, and Cyrenians, and Alexandrians, and of them, of Cilicia, and
of Asia, disputing with Stephen."

"Then arose. •.."—They stood up to take action. See Acts,l, 15 J
;5· 17, 34, 35, 36.

"the synagogue...*" The word "synagogue" means
 !f
a gathering together".

The origin of the synagogue is lost in the remoteness, of history but it is
thought to have started after the Babylonian Captivity. When the nation was
led away from the city of Jerusalem and could no longer attend the worship at
the temple, they had to have a place of assembly γ/here they could gather one
with the other in worship and for study* To what extent this was the case
during the Babylonian captivity is impossible to say as no figure emerges from
the pages of history who would set up such a building. When the Babylonian
exile came to an end and the Meclo-Persian occupation started, there arose a
man named.Ezra who is described in the Bible and details of his work are given.
He is very likely, on his return to the country of captivity,. to., have started
such places of assembly where worship and the study of the Word of God would
be encouraged. The synagogue gradually became the centre of Jewish Social
Life.

Without a doubt, there were a large number of synagogues scattered
throughout the countries in which the Jews were dispersed. Also, in Jerusalem
there was a vexy large number indeed and some writings appear to exaggerate
the number of synagogues which were to be found in the capital city. It has
been estimated that in A

#
D

#
 70> there were 394 synagogues in Jerusalem· If

this is true, then some of them must have been very small indeed and capable
of accommodating very few worshippers. The reason for such a large number is
said to be because Jews from all over the civilised world would come to
Jerusalem and would like to mix and meet with those who spoke their language,
and who shared their social customs which they had adopted in the countries
in which they lived. The synagogues eventually became places of intrigue
where · plots were hatched against the Roman overlords. This eventually led
to the destruction of the Jewish way of life and their eventual dispersion
throughout the earth. Jesus had prophesied of the dispersion but God penuits
man to bring about those things which had been foretold, in a. natural way,
acting according to his own will. For the prophecy by Jesus, see Luke 21. 24.

The grammatical construction of the sentence giving the identity of the
dissenting synagogues is confusing and makes identification difficult. There
are different ways of reading the list - "synagogue of the Libertines, and
COyrenians and Alexandrians) and Cilisia and of Asia" or, (l) Libertines,
(2) Qyrenians ard Alexandrians, (3) Cilisia and Asia. Perhaps there were only
•cyyo, namely, (l) Libertines, Cyrenians and Alexandrians, and (2) Oilicians and
Asia. Whatever the number was is cf little importance. The fact is that
opp osition to Stephen's teaching came from foreign Jews, and the regions of
opposition were Northern Africa and that part of the world which we now call
Asia Minor.

Libertines: The majority of scholars identify these people with a
Latin description, namely, "libertini" referring to freedren who at one time
had been slaves but subsequently were given liberty. Some of these became
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Roman proselytes who,were fairly numerous in,Rome· Another theory is that
such people were the: sons = of Jews,who had been carried;to Rome as captives
by Ponxpey^and afterwards aet free· The modern, meaning of the i/jrord "libertine"
has-no part, in this verso# . .". λ · .. f . < ,;• .·;·.·

Cyrenians: Refers to men,from Cyr*ene which was the chief city of
Libya, situated about half way between Alexandria and Carthage· It was a
Greek:city and famous for its culture and. commerce··• Alex&ryier the Great had
granted the rights of citizenship to Jews on equal terms with the Greeks,,
and it. became an important-centre for the Jews of .the Dispersion· Prom . -

 ?

Acts 11· 20· we learn that theate were Cyrenians amongst the' early>
:
preachers >

of the Gospel· Other Biblical references are Matt· 27· 32· mentioning Simon
who carried the Cross for Jesus; Mark· 15· 21· tells us that this Simon, was
the father of Alexander and Rufusj and it is this Rufus who may be the friend
of Paul who was mentioned in Rom· 16· 13· Acts 13· 1· mentions Lucius who .was
a teacher'of Christianity· ...

 {
 · ,; . . · ·.·· ;

 ;
.
 v

Alexandrians: The city of Alexandria was founded by Alexander the
Great in» Β·0· 332, and was situated in &gypt, being· the

 t
 Hellenic capital· The

Jews who lived there were not popular with either the Egyptians or 1φβ, Greeks
but they were valued for the amount of commerce they brought to the city· it
^ έ in Alexandria that the Scriptures were first translated βχ&ο Grpe&k to
cater for the spiritual· needs ofhthe. Jews who hod. been brought up to speak

;

Greek mere than Hebrew· Having translated their Scriptures., into a: language,
that the Greeks could understandj. the Jews had to defend their Paith against
the -Greeks who could, read th$ir sacred writings· ·Kills the.: J^ish

v
Alexandrian

Philosophy which started with Aristobulus' aaod;ended with ,Philo>. combined Greek
philosophies with the Jewish Faith and open&d the

:
way to & marriage between

apostacy and Truth> with disastrous results to the latter·. Scriptural
references to Alexandrians are: ? Acts 18· 24 which describes Apollos as
"••••a certain Jew, born at Alexandria, an.eloquentman

r
 andmigfrty in the

scriptures,.···" ..·'.· ,. ·. ; .

Cilicia: This is the country abutting the Mediterranean Sea.and forms
the East/West Coast of Asia Minor up to the point where it joins the
North/South Coast of Israel/Lebanojn/Syria* It is mentioned as one of the
places passed by Paul during his shipwreck journey· (Acts 27· 5·) It is
closely connected with Syria and is mentioned with Syria in Gal· 1· ?1·
This double mention also appears in Acts. 15·' 23 and 41· One, of the cities
of Cilicia was Tarsus which is closely associated with Paul· (Acts· 21*. 39·.)

Asia: See comments under Acts 2· 9· ·•···.

Verse 10 •...· . . '· ,
 ; t

 „.

"An& they» were not able to resist the wisdom and the spirit by which he spaie"·

This is in' fulfilment of the promise of Jesus recorded in Luke 21· 15·
where the same word* "resist* occurs· Prom. the. desired qualification of "full
of the Holy Spirit and wisdom" of verse 3, we find Stephen, "a man full of;
faith and of the Holy Spirit" in verse 5 and ^full of faith and power

f t
 of.

verse 8· · Now the "wisdom" and -the spirit" which, guided him,, his enemies* *
could not defeat him in debate· The Sanhedrin had been defeated by Peter
earlier on «and'before that, they had been overwhelmed by the arguments of
Jesus·, Therefore they resorted to the unfair methods' they adopted with the
Lord· . This

1
 treatment appears in the· next verse..

 ;
 * . ....

V e r s e 1 1 • * . .- ' " . •- . .. • \ ' · ' .. .· . • • • • ^ , · . •• . . ,. \. . ·'..' ·,,· '· *.;

"Then they suborned men, which said, We have heard him,.» speak -blasphemous /*
words against Moses and against ,God·" • ,

 ;
 ·. j•·;;-.,

"Then" - at that

"They" - the Jevis mentioned irt veirse 9. >/. . .·: .·.:

:"suborned men^. .·",. -. This is the only use of the woa?d subp^nect in .

the Ν·Τ· It means to put forward by collusion·
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The men were procured for the purpose of false witness· The Greek verb also
has a meaning of "secretly instructing them.

tf

. Jesus had been falsely accused, (Matt· 9· 3·) The Sanhedrin had also
procured false witnesses against him. (Matt· 26· 59/61·) (Mark· 14· 55/59·)

"speak blasphemous words····" ~ To blaspheme is to utter evil or
* • · . • • • • '•·

 ;
 χ · . · . · . ' f a l s e w o r d s , a g a i n s t G o d * T h e .,

accusation against Stephen would be that he ha<3. maintained that Jesus was the
Son of God· "" ·

 4
 ... ;. ,

 r

"against Moses, and (against) God"· The mention of Moses and God here
is not irreverent· Moses was the

law Giver and he gave laws which had been given to him by God. Therefore to
speak against Moses was to speak against God

1
 s servant and against God

Himself· This would take the form of undermining the Law, thus going against
Moses· This would include undemining the Temple order by showing that the
form of worship followed therein was done away in Câ rist whp now became our
altar and our High Priest· To destroy the form of worship in this way would
be regarded as blasphemy against God· The apostles up to this stage had been
popular with the people but when they were falsely shown to be londermirdng
(instead of fulfilling as Jesus did) Moses and the Law, the people would
regard this very seriously indeed· Any suspicion of loyalty for Moses being
destroyed would shatter the image of the apostles ijranediately ajmong the
people· Recourse to this type of appeal to popular prejudice was a dis-
graceful method of combatting the teaching of Stephen and

1
 showed not only

the power of his arguments, but the determination of the Sanhedrin to stamp
out once and for all, this fast growing religion·

 |1?
 V .<

Verse 12

/ "And they stirred up the people, and the elders, and the scribes,·.··"

Prom their point of view, the Sanhedrin obviously felt they were no
match for Stephen so they sought to destroy the support he and' Ijhe apostles
had been receiving from the people· The mind of the public is a fickle one
and can be changed by clever, ji* mean, tactics» This they managed to do and
upset the popularity which the apostles had hitherto enjoyed* (See Acts 2· 47;
3· 9, H/12; 4

#
 1, 2, 17, 21; 5· 12, 13, 20, 25/26; 6,-8·) The distinct

change in the attitude of the people is noticable in Lu^e
!
.s account here·

"and the elders and the scribes····" These, being part of. the
Sanhedrin, ifciad already shown

their opposition, and would readily join each other against Stephen·

"and came upon him, and caught him, and brought him to
;
 the council,"

They descended upon Stephen as they had descended upon the apostles in
Acts 4· 1· They had come upon Jesus in a similar mariner· (Luke 20· 1·)

"they seized (caugLrb) him and dragged or carried (brought) him····
11

The arrest was an act. of violence because Stephen was forcibly apprehendeid
and taken to a mockery of a trial by the

:
 Sanhedrin·

Terse 13

"And set tip false.y/itnesses,. which said, This manceaseth not to speak
blasphemous words against this holy place, and the. lawt" >

Having chosen and indoctrinated the witnesses as to what they were to
say, they set them up, that is, they called them to give evidence· The false
witness did not take the fora of telling lies about Stephen· This would
have been rather risky as the people ,had heard him speak ard knew what he had
said· The evidence took the form of deliberate twisting of words so as to
produce a false impression upon the public· The unfairness of the trial is
shown by "This man····" a term of contemptj "ceaseth not to speak····" a
gross exaggeration; "this holy place····" the temple; "and the law····"
against Moses·
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Verse 14

"for we have heard him say, that this Jesus of Nazareth shall destroy this
place, and shall change the customs which Moses delivered us."

The contempt is carried further here by "This Jesus..·." obviously
contemptuous of him. "·..· of Nazareth" ~ again contemptuous of Jesus·
The words Jesus spoke are quoted by false witnesses and given in Matt·
26· .61; Mark· 14· 58J Comparing these two statements, we find that they
do not agree exactly· This does not mean that Matthew and Mark have
inaccurately reported what was said but that both are accurate, one reporting
one false witness and another reporting another false witness· Mark adds
"But neither so did their witness agree together·" (Mark· 14· 59·) The only
Ν·Τ. writer to report Jesus

1
 words verbatim was John who recorded the speech

in these words:-

John 2. 19·
 M

Jesus answered and said unto them, Destroy this temple,
and in three days I will raise it up·"

The Jews who were listening could not understand the deeper
significance of His words so they pointed out that the temple had been
46 years in building, so could he possibly rebuilt it in three days? Th*3
most obvious spiritual meaning is given by John when he says,

John 2. 21. "But he spake of the temple of his body·"

22. "When therefore he was risen from the dead, his
disciples remembered that he had said this unto them;
and they believed the scripture, and the word which
Jesus had said. "

He did refer to the temple of his body which was raised from the dead·
But there was another significance and that was the other temple, the body of
Christ, which, on the third day of 1000 years from that day, would be raised
up to appear in the kingdom of God as a bride adorned for her husband· Paul
had something to say of this bo<3y. (Ephes. 1· 22/23. and Ephes 2. 20/22.)

The charge of the threat to "change the customs" may have taken the
form of Acts. 7· 48. (Ocwbeit the most High dwelleth not in temples made
with hands; as saith the prophet

5
") Stephen may have said this on a fozmer

occasion· One gets the impression that Stephen was extra-ordinarily well
advanced in knowledge of the Divine Plan and Purpose to the extent of
exceeding the apostles in knowledge· He seems to show a greater understanding
at this early stage in the history of the Faith and he seems to show more and
more that he was a suitable fore-runner for Paul. His understanding of the
significance of the temple and its worship is akin to that of the writer of
the Epistle to the Hebrews.

If he was accused of trying to change the customs of the temple, he
must have seen that Jesus

!
 redemptive work made him the Saviour, the High

Priest, the altar and the mediator between God and man. This being the case,
the temple and its ritual of worship must fall away» The Temple was a symbol
pointing to the exclusiveness of the Jewish Faith in the first place, but
once the veil of the temple had been rent in twain, the way into the Kingdom
of God was made open· Furthermore, there was a rule regarding the Temple
that no Greek (Gentile), slave (bond), or woman (female; could go beyond a
certain middle wall of partition to worship God. Only accepted Jewish males
could go further. To this day, every Jewish male, thanks God that he was not
born a Gentile, a slave nor a woman so that he can go up to the altar and
worship God· Paul showed that all this was done away in Christ and Stephen
must have known of this. Paul's words are given in Gal. 3· 28 and in
Ephes. 2. 14/16. Perhaps Stephen had quoted Jesus* words, "...· one greater
than the temple is here·" (Matt· 12. 6.)

The traditions of the Temple also fell away in Christ. Paul felt
sorry for Israel for many of them had a seal of God but not according to
knowledge· (Rom. 10. 2.) He pointed out that "Christ is the end of the law
for righteousness to evexyone that believeth." (Rom. 10. 4.)
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Stephen may have known of these things which Paul was later to write about·
It was not surprising then, that the Sanhedrin opposed him in his teaching
against the very foundation of their worship· Nor is it surprising that
Paul was to have the same accusations levelled against him, many years
later· (Acts 21* 28·)

Peihaps the most telling indictment against Stephen would be that he
taught the universal nature of the new faith and that the exclusiveness of
Jewish worship was gone for ever· Now, instead of being a house of worship
for Israel, the household of Faith would become a "house of ρ rayer for all
nations" provided they accepted the Abrahamic promise ("in thee shall all
nations be blessed") and signified that acceptance by their baptism·

Verse 15

"And all that sat in the council, looking steadfastly on him, saw his face
as it had been the face of an angel· "

"All that sat····" - all those sitting in the council,···

"looking steadfastly on him··*·" - gazing into him· (See Acts 1· 10
#
)

"••••his face as it had been the face of an angel·" To the ordinary

person even in
Luke

!
s day, such a description would have meant nothing as few persons, no

doubt, had seen an angel· Therefore any suggestion that Stephen had a
glowing face as Moses had when he descended from the mount, or as Jesus
appeared in the Transfiguration, is just so much imagination· It is the
well-known hyperbole of Jewish and Grecian style of writing· In 1 Sam· 29· 9·
Achish said to David, "····! know that thou art good in my sigjxfc, as an angel
of God:····" In 2 Sain· 14· 17· the woman of Tekoah praised David for his
wisdom in these words, "As an angel of God, so is my lord the king to
discern good and bad% and again in verse 20, "and my lord is wise, according
to the wisdom of an angel of God,····" In similar vein, Mephibosheth spoke
to Saul saying, "···· my lord the king is as an angel of God····"
(2 Sam· 19· 27·)

From these passages it can be seen how Hebrew style indulges in
hyperbole· This would apply to Luke*s description of Stephen's face© He
would refer to the calmness and serenity of his appearance· Also, the shock
of his arrest and the nature of the accusations which Stephen would know
would lead to stoning in terns of the Law, would drive all colour from his
cheeks· Whether angels have white cheeks or not, we do not know, but the
exaggeration is not intended to convey what it says but to indicate something
worthy of closest attention· See E

O
cles· 8· 1·

Luke has now introduced Stephen and set up the state of affairs which
led to his assassination. The atmosphere is charged with apprehension and
anxiety and a warning of his death has been indicated by the sudden change
in the attitude of the public· Luke has drawn the word picture with great
skill and has prepared us for Stephen

1
 s masterly defence of his Faith·





THE ACTS ΟΈ TIES AP05TLKS

Chapter 7

——oOo——

The trial of Stephen which Luke records briefly at the end of Chapter 6 is

very similar to that of the Lord Jesus. His accusers had no case against him so

.they had to manufacture one and did this by resorting to unfair distortions of

what he had said· This was done in the case of Jesus and the accusation of

Matt· 26* 61. and Matt. 27· 40. is similar to that of Acts 6· 14* The big point

of difference is that whereas Jesus was as "a sheep before her shearers is dumb,

so he openeth not his mouth" (Isa."5.3· 7·) Stephen was not silent under accusa·*

tion, but made his speech which is recorded in the chapter we are about to study.

The death of Jesus followed by his resurrection is the most important

thing that has ever happened in the whole history of mankind for it provided

"the Lamb of God which taketh away the sin of the world". (John 1. -29.) Without

the death of Jesus, our faith is vain'and we are still in our sins. (1 Cor. 15· 17)

The death of Jesus and the death of. Stephen cannot be compared bacause Stephen was

not a saviour as Jesus was, nevertheless, his death was important for the tremen·-

dous repercussions which followed and the^a£feet such repercussions had on the

teaching of the Gospel throughout the world.

Stephen
1
s speech is called his"apology" which is used in the sense of

being a"defence". It was not made with the motive of securing an acquittal for

himself^, but was uttered in defence of Christianity. Subsequent speeches by

Paul had-the same motive, namely, to defend Christianity against either Judaism

or the heathenism of the Gentiles. Stephen'is'not to be criticised because he

does not "preach Jesus of Nazareth" because he was very obviously cut short and

killed before he could develop his theme to the logical conclusion· The speech

is given in answer to Acts 6· 13/14· and was designed to show the pilgrimage

character of the true faith even from the days of Abraham. The moveable tent

which the Israelites took with them through the wilderness was a more suitable

Tabernacle for the Divine Presence than was the immoveable edifice of stone

erected by Solomon.

The speech draws a number of analogies from O.T. history showing how the

rejection of the prophets of Israel was in keeping with the character in Stephen's

day of refusing to acknowledge their Messiah. Joseph suffered at the hands of

his brothers and Moses was rejected at the beginriing of his service. Their

reverence for Moses at this time was more than their fore-fathers had given him.

The disobedience of the fathers x̂ras repeated by those who rejected their Messiah.

Verse 1

"Then said the high priest, Are these things so?"

Regarding Acts 6.'15. as an interpolation in Luke*s story, we see that
Acts 7. 1. logically follows the statements of Acts 6· 14- The high priest who
presided over this meeting of the Sanhedrin, asked a question as the high priest
had asked Jesus. (Mark 14· 60.) In the time to come, Paul, too, was to feel
the power which was wielded by the high priest. (Acts 23. 2/5.) The question
before us follows the same distortion of the Truth as Jesus had to deal with.
Perhaps the high priest, Ananias, may have thought that the question which could
n<pt convict Jesus, riiay, have some success.with his servant. The high priest does
not ask the question to ascertain more about the accusation, biit to follow up the
method of trial. He may have remembered that Jesus did not reply, and it may
be that he was hoping Stephen would also be as silent so that they could convict
him and punish him without much further, ado.

Verse 2

"And he said, Men, brethren, and fathers, hearken; The God of glory appeared
unto our father Abraham, when he was in Mesopotamia, before he dwelt in Charran.

In opening his address, Stephen speaks to "men", "brethren" to show that

they are all fellow Jews and of the same nation; and "fathers" to show respect

to the senior Senators and the high priest who would be there.
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The phrase "the God of Glory" (the God of the glory) is found here and in
no other place in Scripture. His reference to God appearing (by manifestation
of a highly placed angel) to Abraham is taken from Gen. 12

#
 1. and a direct quo-

tation from this verse is given in the next verse. We shall now discuss some
difficulties in Stephen's speech before we proceed, so as to dear the air·

1. In this verse we get the .first of 15 diversions from, the record of the 0·Τ·
In this verse, Stephen makes God appear to Abraham for the first time in Chaldea,
in Mesopotamia (between the rivers,. Euphrates and Tigris.) Josh. 24· 2/3. and
Nehemiah9· 7· support this statement· The Genesis record seems to show that the
first call came when Abraham was at Haran. (Gen. 11. .32.) That Genesis is
silent about the earlier call does not disprove it and both Josephus and Philo
support Stephens statement. - The difficulty appears if we regard the appearance
of a manifestation of God to Abraham as recorded in Gen. 12. 1/3. as being after
Terah

1
 s death· The tense given shows that reference is being made to sometime

in the past, with ""Now the Lord had said ··.;" This takes us back into Ur of
the Chaldees of Gen· 11· 31· JoshUa 24· 2. tells us that Abraham's father and
undLe.were idol worshippers in 'Ur of the Chaldees· Gen· 15. 7· indicates that God
brought Abraham and his family to Canaan from Ur of the Chaldees. It would have
been possible for God to have influenced Abraham to leave with his family, but it
is more likely that God caused a visitation by a manifestation of God to visit
Abraham while he was at Ur. Gen. 11. 31· does not clearly state that God instruc-
ted, but the evidence of the references given above draws us to this conclusion·

2, Stephen says that Terah died before Abraham left Haran (Acts 7· 4·) but
Genesis 11. 26, 32. and 12

f
 4· imply that Terah had yet 60 years to live.

Gen. 11. 26* Terah was 70 and begat Abram, Nahor and Haran·
Gen· 11. 3

2
· Terah died when he was 205 years old.

Gen· 12· 4· Abram was 75 when he left Haran, so at that time, Terah
must have been 205 minus 75

 β
 130 years of age, when Abram

was born.
The apparent discrepancy arises through taking Abram to have been the first

born because he is mentioned first in Gen. 11 * 27. Haran was' the first born and
must have been 60 when Abram was born. He was born first and died before Abraham.

3· Stephen mentions 400 years as being the period of bondage in Egypt· See
• Acts 7*6. Exodus 12." 40· says 430 years, and so does Paul in Gal.; 3. 17·

.. . Paul, however, starts his period with the making of the Covenant·

Abraham^ arrival in Canaan to birth of Isaac 25 years.
Isaac

!
s age at the birth of Jacob (Gen· 25. 26.) 60 "

Jacob
!
s age on going to Egypt ( Gen· 47· 9·) 130 "

215 years

Jacob*s arrival in Egypt to death of Joseph (Gen· 41· 46.) 71 years
Joseph's death to birth of Moses 64

 l!

Birth of Moses to the Exodus . 80 ".
2Ί5 years

. Note that Gen. 41· 46· states that Joseph was 30 when he predicted 7 years
plenty. At the end of the 7 years he was 37 to which add ? years when Jacob came
making him 39. Joseph died at the age of 110 (Gen. 50. 26.) Therefore, there
was another 71 years to go from the arrival of Jacob until the death of Joseph·

Exod. 12. 40/41. and Gal. 3. 17. 430 years
Birth of Isaac when Abraham was 100, less Abraham

1
 s a.ge

1
 when he came to Canaan 75* leaving 25 "

thus leaving 405 years
Probable time taken for coming from Ur to Canaan 5

 f!

;
 leaving 400 years

Genesis 15· 13. The vSEED to be afflicted '400 years

This does not include Abraham.

From the foregoing, we see that both periods 430 and 400 years are correct,
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4· It is suggested that because Stephen adds the words "and serve me in this

place" to Exod. 3· 12. thus referring to Canaan and not to Mt. Sinai as indicated

in Exod,
t
 there is a discrepancy.

Stephen uses his words with care· . His quotation from Exodus shows that

the Israelites would be given a Law under which they would serve God. But

Abraham was born and died before the Law was given, therefore, the Law was not

essential to salvation. Another aspect is that by bringing in Moses at this

stage in connection with the patriarch Abraham, Stephen leaves the inference that

Moses was rejected in the early stages by the people, and the people to whom

Stephen was now talking, did the same thing by rejecting the Messiah· A further

point is that Exod. 3·
Α
 12. would be acknowledged as God

f
s words and would point

to the fact that before the settlement of the nation in Palestine, God had arran-

ged for worship at Mt· Sinai· If the people wished to regard the temple as invio-

late even through criticism of its ritual, then.remember that God accepted David
T
s

worship before the temple was built.. The inference drawn here is that the wor-

ship of God was possible in places other then the Promised Land even to the whole

world.

5. In verse 14 Stephen says "75 souls"· Gen· 46. 27; Exod. 1. 5. and

Deut· 10. 22. state 70. Josephus also states 70. Gen. 46. 26. says 66.

Regarding Gen. 46. 26. which states 66, there were the eleven sons and their

sons, making 66 in all. To these add Joseph and his two sons, plus Jacob to get

70. ' · . " " . . . · • • * '

The increase of 5 to make 75> are the sons of Manasseh and Ephraim. These

are added by the Septuagint to Gen. 46. 20. Details are given in Num. 26. 29/37

and 1 Chron. 7· 14 ̂ nd 20. By adding these five, Stephen showed that part of

Jacobs family were born in Egypt and from these, two Tribes came. This implies

that the exclusiveness of Israel which the Jews tried to establish was not in accor-

dance with history. The "seed of Abraham" could come from other lands too, as

did these five. ... · ' -

6. Joshua 24. 32. says that Joseph was buried at Sychem (Sheckem) in a parcel

of ground which Jacob .had bought from the sons of Hainor. In Acts. 7. 15· Stephen

adds "our fathers" meaning Jacob
 !
s twelve sons, were buried in Sychem and the

grammar of verses 15 and 16 indicates that Jacob also was buried there. Stephen

however, does not say that Jacob was buried there. ^ Stephen must have known that

he was buried in Machpelah in Judeah. Why should he then state that the twelve

sons were buried in Sychem? In view of Stephen
 T
s teaching, it is obvious that

he wished to show that it made no difference to the Divine Plan and Purpose that

the Twelve Patriarchs were buried in despised Samaria. Stephen did not mention

the burial place of Jacob in Judea.

The burial places are :- Hebron - Sarah (Gen. 23. 19.) Abraham (Gen. 25. 9.)
Isaac (Gen. 35. 29.) Rebecca and Leah (Gen. 49..31.) Jacob (Gen. 50. 12/13.)
in Sychem - Joseph (Josh. 24. 32.)

7. Stephen states in verse 16 that "... Abraham bought for a sum of money
of the sons of Emmor THE FATHER of Sychem." The words "the father" are not in
the original Greek and must be omitted for they do not record accurately what
Stephen said. Gen. 33· 19· refers to Hamor as being Shechem's father.

In the one reference, JACOB bought the land, and in the other Abraham

bought it. In Stephen
T
s statement, Emmor (Hamor) is said to be"of Sychem" and

in Genesis, he is said to be "the father of Sychem".

Disposing of the second point first, "Emmor" (in Greek) of Hamor (in Hebrew)

is a title and not a name. It means "ruler" and is used of all rulers as is the

name "Pharaoh". Thus whoever it was who sold the land, he could have been the

"father" of Sychem, or he could have, been "of Sychem" at one and the same time.
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Dealing with the actual purchase mentioned by Stephen, it must be noted
that there is no Biblical reference to this purchase in Genesis. The purchases
recorded by Genesis are found in 23. 16/20 and 33. 19. In Gen. 48. 22. Jacob
said "...I have given to thee one PORTION above thy brethren, which I took out
of the hand of the Amorite with my sword and with my bow.

M

The word "portion" in this verse is "Shechem". It appears that Jacob had
taken by force land which did not belong to him, this being contrary to the
character of the early Patriarchs who regarded themselves as "strangers and pil-
grims in the earth"· In all cases of apparent inconsistency in the Bible, ex-
cept where translation of copying errors have occurred, we must always regard
both inconsistent statements as being true. In this case, Genesis tells us that
Jacob bought land* Genesis also tells us that he took it by force from the
Amorite in an act of war. Abraham had built an altar at Shechem when the LORD
appeared unto him. (Gen. 12. 6/8.) Therefore, his purchase was justified. If
the Amorite had, in the meantime, taken it away from him, he would be entitled to
recover it by force.

Finally, the fact that Jacob bought land at Sychem does not make a diffi-
culty· A later purchase is quite possible.

8. In verse 22, Stephen states that "...Moses was learned in all the wisdom
of the Egyptians, ..." but there is no record in Exodus that this was so.
Stephen said that Moses "•..was mighty in words and in deeds"·· In Exodus 4· 10.
Moses says "...I am not eloquent..." (Mar. "I am not a man of words".)
(Afrikaans: "Ek is nie

 f
n man van woorde nie -") the Afrikaans agreeing with the

A.V. margin.

Taking the statement in sections, we find that Moses was brought up in
Pharaoh

!
s palace (Exod. 2. 10.) so it is obvious that he would have been educated

in a manner befitting one who was called the son of Pharaoh
1
s daughter.

Stephen states that he was "mighty in words ..." The word "words" is the
plural of the word "LOGOS

11
 which does not mean the written word. This would have

been "Rhema" and appears in Matt. 4. 4. Mark 14. 72 and Luke 24. 8. The Greek
word "Rhema" is also used as "saying" with reference to the spoken word. Occur-
ences are Mark 9· 3

2
· Luke 2. 17; 9· 45 (twice) also in the plural Luke 1. 65;

2. 51· 7. 1. LOGOS as we have seen, means a "concept", sn "outward manifesta-
tion of the inward thought". Moses therefore, had been educated in all the
pagan philosophies of the Egyptians. He acknowledges this in a sense by his
statement of Exod. 6. 30.

That Moses was "mighty in ... deeds" is not surprising, as he must have
been educated in the skills of the Egyptians. If he had been trained in mathe-
matics and architecture as were the Egyptians, he would have been sn ideal super-
visor for the building of the tabernacle and would have followed strictly the
pattern shown him in the mount. (Exod. 25, 40. Heb. 8.5.)

His education and position at the court of Pharaoh was a fitting educa-
tion for one who was later to be a/leader of about 2,000,000 people. But,
having been educated in the concepts and skills of a pagan people was not good
enough for the leadership of God's people. Therefore, he had to spend 40 years
under conditions which were entirely different.

9. In verse 2J Stephen states that Moses was 40 years of age when he had a
desire to visit his brethren of Israel. The only information the Bible gives
us in regard to his age is that he was 80 when he stood before Pharaoh. (Exod.
7. 7.) His last words were spoken when he was 120. (Exod. 31. 2.) and he
died at this age· (Exod. 34. 7.)

Connecting Exod. 2. U . which states that Moses went to visit his brethren
with Acts 7· 23. which says he was 40 at the time, we see that Stephen is
supplying information which could well have been traditional or could have been
well known at the time. In Hebrew custom, 40 years of age was regarded as
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maturity in the same way as,, one. regards nowadays ..the age of 21, . By this, is .meant
that he

 !?
 came of age". Having regard to; these facts, np faplt can be found with

Stephen
f
s words. . ', ' . . .

•10·· - Stephen, says that Moses was moved with a desire to liberate Israel * (verse
25)• Exodus says that Moses fled from Pharaoh· (Exod· 2. 15.) This criticism
is unfair because Stephen accurately records Moses

f
 fear after he had slain the

Egyptian. (Compare Exod. 2. 15. with Acts -7. 29.) Nevertheless, both motives
are true. By, Slaying the Egyptian., ̂ oses showed that he was willing to lead a
revolt against the Egyptians. The rejection of Moses by the people - which
Stephen quotes verbatim -compare Exod. 2· 14· "Who made thee a ruler and a
judge over us?" with Acts 7· 27· .- put Moses in a very dangerous position with
Pharaoh· Therefore, because; of the rejection of him by the people - as Stephen
quotes - he fled from Pharaoh as Exodus states*

11· The
:
commentators complain that Stephen states "Sinai" in verse 30, whereas

Exodus states "Horeb" (Exod· 3· 1·) This presents no difficulty at all if one
reads Deut· 4. 10. and 33· 2. Horeb and ^inai are identical· In Exod. 3· 1·
we read of ".. ·. the mountain of God, sven.to Horeb", and* in 1 Kings 19· 8· we
read· that Moses went up forty days and forty nights unto Horeb the mount of God.
We know from other sources that.Moses went up Mount Sinai for this period.
(Exod. 24. 16/18. and Exod. 34· 28/29.. Compare these with Deut. 9· 9. and 18·)
Compare also Deut. 4· 10. with Deut. 33. 2..

12. Acts 7· 42. quotes Stephen as sajring that the children of Israel turned to
the worship of the "host of heaven" which means that they worshipped the sun,
moon and stars. The Pentateuch tells us nothing of this· part of Israel

T
s history.

Actually, Stephen is not quoting from the. historical works, but from Amos 5·
25/27. The turn to idolatry did not take place during the Exodus, but. during
their subsequent history wheny as Jeremiah pointed out, they had made "cakes to
the queen of heaven ;. .

lf
 - the moon goddess. (Jer. 7. 18.)' The-prophet Jeremiah

is even more explicit and forthright in chapter 8, at verse 2. The criticism we
are dealing with narrows Stephen

T
s words to the history of the Exodus, whereas

Stephen is reviewing the whole of Israelite history on a broad front.

13·· ' -Stephen's words in Acts. 7. 43 are a quotation ^rom Amos 5. 26/2.7. and are
not accurately reproduced. Stephen omits Chiun and adds Remph^n as gods, and
gives Babylon in place of Damascus given by Amos. We can dispose of "Chiun" by
pointing to the fact" that the Hebrew letters for "K" and "R

rf
 are very similar and

may have led to confusion· This would accpunt for the change of Chiun
 :
into Rem-

phan pr-Rephan· -Bear in mind that there are no vowels in the Hebrew wr5&±hg* -
The actual words, are unimportant. The theme of Stephen

 !
s teaching is. that Israel

had turned to idol worship, and as idol worship and the worship, of God do not go
together, God had to punish them.

In regard to the name Babylon, which Stephen substituted for Damascus, there
is a designed sting here for Stephen deliberately takes his listeners back to the
days of Abraham and does not go back just as far as Israel under Moses in the
wilderness as Amos does» The Jews of Stephen

1
 s day were proud of Moses and

Abraham. Amos takes them back to the days of Moses, but Stephen adds the sting
that their apostacy goes as far back to their very beginning because Abraham came
from Babylop. · They had not turned against God. in the days of Abraham, but be-
cause of their subsequent "sins, Gpd would not only turn them back into a wilder-
ness where they would bg scattere.d

1
 and peeled, but he would take them back to,

Babylon where Abraham came from. In Amos 5· 27. the prophet stated where the
punishment would be, but did not state which nation would be brought against them.
In the light of Jewish history, Stephen was able to state that it was Babylon which
had punished Israel. This was"beyond Damascus" as Amos had said· (vs, 27.) The
lesson of Stephen's words was that they should not repeat the errors of their '
f a t h e r s . - ' • „· •-· ;

14. Some commentators complain that the persecution and slaying of the prophets
mentioned by Stephen in verse 52, is -not supported by Scripture except in a few
cases such as Zechariah;the. high priest in 2 Chron, 24. 20/21. andUrijah in
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Jer· 26. 23. That such details are not given does not invalidate Stephen's
words. Compare the words of Jesus in Matt. 23

#
 37. also "Zacharias son of

Barachias" of Matt. 23. 35. could be the second name of Zachariah the son of
Jehoida mentioned in 2 Chron· 24. 21· See also Luke 11. 49· and the words of
Paul in 1 Thess. 2

#
 15. Paul*s words having the same warning as those of Stephen

naniely, what the fathers did, "so do ye"* The words of Heb. 11· 36/37 ar? con-
clusive in this connection and have a similar teaching.

15· It has been observed that Stephen
r
s statement of verse 53 > wherein it is

stated that the people had received the law through the "disposition of angels"
is a development of a theory that God was aloof from Israel and that a system of
indoctrination by angels existed. This is shown by the angel of the LORD appear-
ing at the burning bush and the angel that went, before Israel throughout the
wilderness journey· (Exod. 23. 23;) It is surprising that Stephen should have
continued the acceptance of the "doctrine of angels". (The word"disposition" is
used in its military sense of a unified command sent out in array. The Afrikaans
"beskikkinge" carries this sense. The angels were there at the disposition» of
God who used each one for His Purpose.)

This objection is not really an objection, but is a misunderstanding of
Stephen's reference to the disposition of angels. Stephen is merely stating tha£
God gave His Law through the medium of angels who did His bidding. He is not
developing nor supporting any doctrine of angels as the' critics suggest. .

In this study of the Acts of the Apostles, we have considered it advisable
to deal with the fore-going objections as they are there to be answered, but it
is better to answer them in a separate work rather than in a study in which one
hopes to learn of the harmonies in the Word of God and not the supposed incon-
sistencies and the objections. As J. Carter points out in his book "THE ORACLES
OF GOD", one cannot seek the harmonies of Scripture and find out the Truth of
the Word of God by finding sn explanation to passages which others find difficult.
It is much more profitable as Islip Collyer points out in "VOX DEI" to accept
the Bible*s challenge of Deut. 18. 20· .

?erse 3

"And sail unto him "Get thee out of thy country, and from thy kindred, and come
into the land which I shall shew thee"· .

The commandment to Abraham was obeyed. The quotation from Gen. Ϊ2. 1
#

omits "and from thy father
!
s house". Abraham had to lea.ve his country, his

kindred and his father's house with all the family ties and relationships. This
Abraham was prepared to do in obedience to the LORD

!
S coimnands. In this he did

what Jesus expects of everyone who would come into the Covenants of Promise by
their belief and baptism. Jesus stated this in Matt. 10· 35/3#. If Jesus

f

words are studied in their context, it will be seen that the Time Believer should
not fear death in following his Faith. God cares for all His children. Families
will be divided one from the other and "a man's foes shall be they of his own
household". One should put the love of God above all other persons or things.
This is what Abraham did before he received the Covenant of Promise from God.
This we must all do before we are baptised into the same Covenants of Promise.

The phrase "the land which I will show thee" is too definite. It should
be "a land or whatever land I will show thee"· This is more in keeping with
"...he went out, not knowing whither he went". (Heb. 11. 8.) This points more
forcibly to the wonderful faith of Abraham.

Verse 4
 !

"Then came he out of the land of the Chaldeans, and dwelt in Charan: and from
thence, when his father was dead, he removed him into this land, wherein ye now
dwell."

"the land of the Chaldeans" is described in verse 2 as "Mesopotamia",
which means "the .land between:the two rivers - Tigris and Euphrates".
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In Hebrew, the name is "Aram-Naharayim" or "Aram-Nahaxaim"· The name is connec-
ted with Aram described in Gen, 10. as the son of Shem and the father of Ife, Hul,
Gether and Mash· (Vs. 23.) In Gen· 22. 20/21. Aram is said to be the grandson
of Nahor and the son of Kemuel. . In the.O.T* Mesopotamia (or Aram-Naharayim)
covers the northern part of the Mesopotamia we know, as well as Syria· This makes
it much further to the north than is generally accepted*' The city of Ur which
Daniel knew was the city which was near the mouth of the Euphrates. The ur of
Abraham was much further north and is thought to have been Urartu which is a dis-
trict and was known as the country of a people called "Haldi". This must not be
confused with Kaldu who were people living much further south. The people
called Kaldu were later known as Chaldeans. The language of the people from
Aram-Naharayim was Aramic and was the language 'spoken by Jesus·

"wherein, ye now dwell" - indicates that the land wherein was Jerusalem,
was the Land of the Covenant, or the Promised land.

Verse 5

"And he gave him none inheritance in it, no, not so much as to set his foot on:
yet he promised that he would give it to him for a possession, and to his seed
after him, when as yet he had no child"·

Heb. 11. 13· is the passage which comes to mind oil reading this verse.
Stephen is quoting the early promise made unto Abraham for this concerns the
giving of the land and not the Messiah of Gen. 22. 17/l8· nor the promise of a
resurrection as Paul records in Heb. 11. 19· taking this from the analogy of the
near-sa crifice of Isaac.· /

"to set his foot on" ~ would remind Stephen
T
s listeners of Deut· 2. 5·

where God commanded his people to, pass through the land of Seir, but they were
not to get any portion of it as the land had been given to Esau and his children.
Stephen

 r
s reference to this incident at Sinai end the prohibition of owning any

land in that country, would show to the Sanhedrin that the land in which they re-
joiced was a gift from God and was not due to the result of any battles fought by
David or anyone else·

"when as yet he had no child"· To add considerably to his test of faith·

Verse 6

"And God spake on this wise,: That his seed should sojourn in a strange land;
and that they should bring them into bondage, and entreat them evil four hundred
years· . " .

Stephen's reference to" the Promises now proceeds from Gen. 12. to Gen. 15·
13/14·

"his seed should sojourn" - from the meaning of "sojourn", the seed
(posterity) would live for a while and be gone. They would live as strangers and
not as possessors·

11
 a strange land ·.." - This, of course, is Egypt and is allied to the

next statement ·. "•..they should bring them into bondage" meaning.that the Egyp-
tians should bring the children of Israel into a state where they would not be
permitted to come and go as they pleased. They would become bondslaves to the
Egyptians instead of servants of God. By analogy, Jesus had to suffer before
ascending into his glory.

"and entreat (them) evil..." - the sense here is a. wide one going further
than doing them moral harm· It also covers physical harm which the people were
to suffer.
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Verse 7

, "And the nation to whom, they shall be in bondage will I judge, said God: and
after-that shall they come farth, and· serve me in this place." ., . .. · -

.;, ,'· "the nation..·•*" - Egypt· , It will be judged ten .times lay the plagues of
Egypt, "will I .judge.··" does not mean that Egypt .will be tried as a criminal „.
is tried· The .sam«e applies to Judgement Day for all True Christian Believers.

.•When. Judgement. is given it is a sentence or a liberation or a reward.. . The ...
sentence was given by God upon a Pharoah whose heart was hardened.

.-.. "setrve me in this place" - ,"thid place" is Sinai and the quotation is .
from Exod· 3. 12· Stephen makes a significant point here by showing that God,
is worshipped all over the world and the worship of Gnd is not confined to
Palestine. . The, serving of God would come to .pass,.after they had b^en. through
the Egyptian bondage. This means that Abraham did not. serve God according to. the
Law of Moses given from Sinai, thus showing that the Law "did not have the great
importance the Sanhedrin now claimed for it·

Verse 8 · . . . . .
 :

 . ,, · . ... .
 ;
 .. <

"And he gave him the covenant of circumcision: and so (Abraham) begatIsaac,
and circumcised him the eighth day; and Isaac (bega.t) Jacob; and Jacob (begat)
the twelve patriarchs." . . · •

"gave him the covenant of circumcision!! - It may have shocked the Counqil
to know that God called Ab ram when he was an uncircumcised man and accepted wor-
ship from such a man. To Jews, this would be unthinkable but with God and Abrajn,
it actually happened· God "gave" him the covenant of circumcision, not as a gift
but as a commandment· . ..;..- , .

>.. It showed the great, Faith of Abraham that he .circumcised himself at the
age of 99· (Compare Gen, 17- 1# wit.h Gen· 17» 10/15*) God gfive. two everlasting
covenants-in the early.days of which circumcision was the first .and the law of
the sabbath was; the second· , Tha/t is tp*say that there were two signs of the. ,
Divine Laws and Promises, the one of circumcision being' attached to the Abrahamic
Promise and the second being attached to the Law. Both were to fall away in Jesus
so that circumcision is now the circumcision of the heart (Rom. 2. 28/29.) and
the sabbath law is a constant leaking forward to the time of "rest" in the king-
dom of God.

Circumcision was a sign of the- cutting off of his ties with -his family ·
and Abraham must ha.ve understood it in this way. It was also a sign to him of t
the cutting off from the lusts of the flesh. It would also h^Ye the deeper
significance of the shedding of blood. To this day,, when the Rabbi circumcises
a Jewish child, he is obliged to 3ee to it that blood is 3hed. . The Jews of the
days of Stephen and of Paul relied upon circumcision as a sign of the Covenant
people and tended to disregard the other aspects. Moses had to remind them of
the deeper significance ,as he 4id in Deut. .10. 16.

An interesting sidelight to circumcision is the phenomenon of blood
clotting, or coagulation* With the exception of haemophilics^ everyone has a.
tendency in their bodies for their blood to coagulate on coming into contact
, with the air., The Press stories of "blood flowing" or "rivers of blood" could .
happen only in a world-of haemophilics. Any quantity of normal-blood would, co-
agulate imiue.diatiely upon coming into contact -with air. This wise provision of.
God saves us all from bleeding to death. Haemophilics ,could bleed to death ..in-
ternally if a timely injection to coagulate the blood were not.given.· Even then
it would have to be given in exact doses so as not to stop the flow of blood
through arteries and veins. If normal blood clotting capacity is rated·at 100,
then variations in the capacity..would vary from'pure haemophilics at 80 to the
exceptional clotting types at 115. The ability to coagulate varies according
to a persons age but is never at any time of life, better than it is at the age
tf EIGHT DAYS. At this age, the ability of the blood to coagulate is high even
in a Haemophilic. God in His wisdom has provided that circumcision which would
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cause bleeding· to. an infant, had to be done on the EIGHTH DAY* (Gen· 17. 12.)

There is a father teaching in regard.to .circumcision which can be heard
now although it is not part of this study· It had to take place on the 8th day
because God commanded that it must· But His commandment in this connection did
not contravene the Law<which stated that anyone coming into contact with $ .
woman who had b o m a .son would be unclean for she was unclean for a period of
δ days* . {Lev· 12, 2,) It was after this time that the child was named·
(Luke 1. 60.) The father did the naming and would name the child only when he
could touch it and see it. This would be on the 8th day· In like manner,
Abraham and Sarah were Renamed when circumcision was introduced» (Gen· 17;· 5·
and 15·) The son could not come into covenant relationship until the unclean
period was finished·

"so Abraham begat Isaac, and circumcised him····
11
 The two verbs here

are not repeated in the rest of the verse, but the verb "begat" is supplied by
means of italics· The sense in Hebrew is a continuation of thought in the sec-
tions which follow so that they read - taking the lead from the first use of the
verbs - "and-Isaac-begat and circumcised Jacob; and Jacob begat and circumcised
the twelve patriarchs»"

The teaching of this is Stephen
1
 s argument which he is to use again. The

outward condition of Israel had undergone several changes throughout their his-
tory, and these changes, were just t̂s. great of that blasphemy of which, he was
now charged. .

Verse 9

"And the patriarchs, moved with-envy, sold Joseph into Egypt: but God was.with
him"·

Stephen now points to another change in regard to Israel. They moved in-
to Egypt. But this movement is-allied-with the cruelty of the sons of Jacob to
their brother· When the Bible student of to-«iay speaks to others about the
Divine Plan and Purpose, and quotes historical analogies such as Joseph being
a type of Christ, the hearers do not understand and must permit long explanations
before they acquire even a slight knowledge of this essential and fascinating
part of Biblical Study· The. Jews in the days bf Stephen, however, were Very
quick to understand such things. When the Lord gave the parable of the treatment
of the servants of the vineyard and the fimal treatment giVen to the son> the
Pharisees knew that the parable had been directed against them· (Mark· 12. 12.)
People to-day must have that parable explained before they can understand it.

Ther&fofre, When Stephen referred to the cruelty meted out to Joseph, the
Sanhedrin and people who were listening, would immediately Understand that the
recent treatment of the crucified Lord was being referred to. This would be
driven home more .forcibly by the expression, "but God was with him". This called
to mind the favourite prophet Isaiah at 7· 14· which reads, "shall call his name
Immanuel". (Mar· "God with us"). See also Matt. 1. 23

#
 That which was true of

Joseph, also applied with greater force to Jesus whom Stephen had preached.

Verse 10

"And delivered him out of all his afflictions, and gave him favour and wisdom in
the sight of Pharaoh king of Egypt; and he made him governor over Egypt and all
his house,"

The analogy drawn in the previous verse is continued here. God who was
with him, delivered him out of his afflictions with the pointed meaning that
God had delivered Jesus from all his afflictions, even the affliction of death.

God gave him favour and wisdom in the sight of Pharoah· How pointed
this statement was. God had raised Jesus from the dead and released him from
flll his afflictions, yet the Jfews would not accept him as the risen Christ. Yet
Pharoah' of the despised Egyptians recognised Joseph, and had been friendly to-
wards him.
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• - ·· "he
s
made him governor over "Egypt"... . Stephen has listed some of the -

things God did for Joseph, It is not now to be thought that Stephen makes a
sudden change froto God-to PHaroah arid maintains that Pheroah made him Governor·
The grammar of the sentence does not indicate "whether God or Pharoah is the >"
-subject,'but it must be

 Λ
 that God "made Joseph-Governor. This would be consist

tent with Stephen's teaching about what" God did for Joseph* The word '"goVdr-- '
nor

11
 means "leading man", "prime minister""

!:
chief official"· Continuing

:
thfe

 r

analogy, God has noirh3.ghly exalted'the Lord Jesus and given him a name which ̂
is above every name. (Phil. 2*- 9/10 and Ephes· 1. 20/23.) A point to* note is
that-the- exaltation came in a land other than the Holy Land" to which the Jews

::

attached such"great importance.' Just as Joseph'had "been given a high ^psition
over Egypt, so Jesus would be king over all the world. ' " * ·

Verse 11
- / ' . * ' * ' · " * . ' ' · • " • • · * < " ' " ' " > - • ' ' • . " '

"Now there came h dearth over ^11 the land of Egypt arid Chajta
j
ari, and"·great

affliction: and our fathers found no sustenance." ·

!
 The continued analogy now takes a serious turn. If Jesus had really <

been the Messiah, what would God do to them now? Surely great retribution
would come. The "dearth" came to Canaan as well as to Egypt.

• The word "sustenance" is used in the Greek language as "fodder" foi*
cattle. A similar usage is found in Gen. 24· 25 and 32· When the brethren of
Joseph went down into Egypt the first time, Joseph "spoke roughly to them

1
-

(Gen. 42. 7·) Furthermore, the "youngest was not with them" (Gen. 42. 13.)
The discussions between the brothers which followed, showed that they admitted
the error of their treatment of Joseph and acknowledged that their affliction
had come because of their treatment of him. (Gen. 42. 21/22.) Would the Jews
realise that "there was a dearth in the land" at that time. Not a dearth·'of
food, but in the words of Amos, "a famine·..of hearing the words of the LORD"*
" (Amos 8· 11.) And Jesus was not with them·. If he were, would he speak roughly
to th'em? .All these thoughts could have rushed through the mind of any* knowledge-
able person who heard -Stephen

1
 s'\ speech· '

Verse 12" ' · " '
 :

 · ·· ,••

"But" when Jacob heard that there was corn'in Egypt, he sent our
;
 fathers first".

Jacob, the father of the Twelve Tribes of Israel, sent his sons, the pat-
riarchs,· into Egypt, 'for it was in Egypt that there was sustenance. God at this
time, made 'protdsioh for His people outside the*" land which He had promised them.
Stephen drives his point homawith this remark· The attitude of the Jews was
that * their land was God's land and it would be here that God would show'His
Mercy. Stephen's point was that the gospel now was to all families of the earth
in terms of the promises made ifoto the fathers.

 !ϊ
··'.1η thee shall all families

of the earth be blessed". Gen. 12.' 3; 22. 18; 26. 4; and 28. 14.

V e r s e · 1 3 ' - • * , . · . ' . ' " ·
 v
 -

;
 •'" ·

"And at the second time Joseph was made known to his brethren; and Joseph
1
 s

kindred was made known unto Pharoah".

"The second time" had some - significance to Israel. Moses wa's accepted
when he came to Israel

;
the second time after having been rejected the first time.

Again, the Israelites were not accepted before Joseph the first time but were
received the second time. Stephen must have been preaching the Return of Christ
so the. Sanhedrin would know <>f this and would not be slow to discover the ana-
logy Stephen was' trying to, build up in their minds· ·. • . · '

In the verse before us, there is a.n expression which is given twice. It
is "was. made, known to (unto)"* The first of these.is in the passive and is used
in Greek literature to- indicate-"teoWing again"'or "recognising"·:"The second
occurence is a different Greek. usage -and'means ̂ "become manifest" or "was discover**
ed" or "wa.s disclesed".: TJie analogy is that at* the.Second: Coming of our Lord,
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the Jews will not recognise .him until through circumstances they will be made to

recognise him. Then the Returned Christ will plead their cause before the

Father and the. Father's Divine Plan and Purpose will be revealed to them.

Verse 14

"Then sent Joseph; and ..called his father. Jacob, to him, and all his kindred,

three score and fifteen souls." . .

At the second appearance, Joseph sent for Jacob.afterwards called Israel,

and all his kindred. No one was left out. The inclusion of those who were

born in Egypt is significant for it shows again Stephen
1
 s theme that the Faith

is not confined to Israel now, and. the pattern of the past shows that this was

true even then. The analogy of meeting. Joseph for- the second time, shows that

when Christ comes, the whole Household of Faith, Jew and Greek, will be called

to him. ' ' ·

The phrase "Then sent Joseph..." is in the middle voice showing that the

sending was one of great benefit to the one summoned. In like manner, when

Jesus comes again, those summoned by him will go to him for a great benefit which

he is to bestow upon them.

Verse 15

"So Jacob went down into Egypt, and died, he, and our fathers,"

The sentence is this verse.is incomplete and carries on into tlie next

verse. It is significant that Jacob WENT DOWN into Egypt, as if going from a

higher plane to a lower. There may be an allusion to the level land of Egypt as

compared with the hilly land of Palestine. There also may be an allusion to the

moral .difference between the two countries. There may be an allusion to both·

The Bible? always talks of going,DOWN into Egypt, or coming UP out of it. See

Gen. 12» 9· and compare with Gen· 13· 1. The main point of the remark is that

Jacob and the fathers died in a foreign land· Here is a further development of

Stephen *s theme that the Holy Land did not have the significance the Jews wished

to give it. The Covenants of Promise had now been extended to all the world in

terms of the Promises, so the aloof, exclusive nature of Israel had been changed·

It was to embrace all the True Believers in future.

Verse 16

"And were carried over into Sychem, and laid in the sepulchre that Abraham

bought for a sum of money of the sons of Emmor the (father) of Sychem".

W5.th this verse,'Stephen's second section comes to an end. Having shown
that the fathers from faithful Abraham, onwards, all died outside the Holy Land,
they were buried in despised Samaria· The changes which had taken place were
not something new in the history of Israel. The nation had been subjected to
frequent change. God had watched them when they were outside the Holy Land and
had cared for them. Changes to Israel would come again and it was to be expected
that many things would happen to Israel outside their own land.:

THE PART OF HISTORY CONCERNING MOSES.

Verse 17

"But when the time of the promise drew nigh, which God had sworn to Abraham, the
people grew and multiplied in Egypt·"

 ;

(Acts 7· 17/41· gives a historical summary of that given in detail in Exod.
chapters. 1 to 32.)·
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This sentence is completed in the next verse. Having dealt, with the.his-
tory of Ab'raham and his1'-familyup to Joseph'-and the bondage of'Egypt, Stephen
now reaches the transitional stage in the progress of the chosen people·* He is
leading into the days of the Exodus under Moses, the great leader, prophet and
law giver·

During the time of waiting for the promise to be fulfilled, the people of
Israel increased in numbers. If we give weight to every word, then here again
we get a pointer to the fact that the people in whom a certain portion of the
Divine Promises were fulfilled, were born outside the Promised Land, thus show-
ing that it was not essential to be in the Land of Promise to qualify for God*s
Mercy· .

' Although Stephen talks about "the promise", he does not refer to all the
Promises of God which He gave unto Abraham and to Isaac and Jacob. The,Divine
Promises to which he refers is that given in Gen. 12, 1. The Promise of ,Gfen.
13. 14/17; 17. 8; 22* 17/18; 26. 3/4; and 28. 13/14, are yet to be fulfilled,
for according to them, the possession of the land is for ever and a blessing is
to come in the seed. This extension of the promise was not given in Gen. 12. 1·
It was to this promise, repeated by Moses in Exodi 12#· 25. and. mentioned by
Solomon in 1 Kings 8. 56. that Stephen now refers.

Verse 18

"Till another king arose, which knew not Joseph."

This completes the sentence from the previous verse. In the continuity
of words, it would appear that the people grew and multiplied until another king
arose, thus giving the sense that once another king did arise, the growth and
multiplication ceased. Such a meaning is apparent but· not intended. The thought
• is that when they reached a certain stage in their development as a people,
another king arose in Egypt who did not know Joseph. The new king, brought upon
them persecution and affliction in such a manner as to hinder the further growth.

The persecution and affliction suggested by Stephen is given in the early
chapters of Exodus. A particular reference which should be noted is that of
Exod* 1. 16. where the Pharoah at that time, instructed the mid-wives to allow
the infant daughters to live, but to kill the sons. When the mid-wives refused
to obey, Pharoah told all the people of Egypt to cast every son of the Hebrews
into the river. (Exod. 1. 22.)

The Hebrew women knew that one day through the "seed of Abraham" the Messiah
would come and every one of them was anxious to marry and have a child beca/use
of the possibility of the Messiah coming through her line. It then became a mat-
ter of great sorrow and disgrace if a woman was barren. To have .a threat to the
safety of their sons through whom their line of descent would be continued, was
a heavy burden to the Israelites. It Was this threat that eventually caused them
to leave Egypt. The.danger was not one of arresting the multiplication, beca.use
the· mid-wives would not co-operate with Pharoah. The underlying danger was that
the rapid multiplication had been slowed down.

The identity of· the Pharoah of the Exodus cannot be established with
certainty. Two names have been suggested and the more likely appears to be
Merenptah the son of Ramses II. Another is Amenotep III the son of Thothmes III.
The latter is thought to be the Pharoah ofwthe captivity.

Verse 19

"The same dealt subtilly with our kindred; and evil entreated our fathers, so
that they cast out their young children, to the end they might not live."

"dealt subtilly"*appears here in the N.Tv'and nowhere else. It is quoted
from the LXX in Exod. 1. 10. In the English translation of the LXX it appears
as"craftily". It means to "employ guile and cunning against anyone".
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: ;·•··; "evil entreated" means "ill treated", '̂maltreated" or "persecuted".

"they cast out their young.·." - "exposed their infants"-to a form of

brutal treatment which had as its motive, that they might not be kept alive or ,

that they might not be prooreated;

Verse 20
 K

"In which time Moses was born, and -was exceedihg fair, and nourished up in his

father
!
s house three Months*"

"In which time" - not a period but a stage in the history of the people.

"exceeding fair" - Stephen gets his information mainly from ExocL 2>2
#

which describes Moses as "a goodly child" or, leaving out the italics, simply

"goodly". The Hebrew meaning is wide and includes "fair", "well-built", "happy",

"loving", "good disposition" and "handsome". The LXX has fair. In Heb.'ll. 23·

he is described as"proper" meaning "elegant","fair", "beautiful". The A.V.

margin gives "fair to God". Profane writers are agreed that he was a person of

great beauty. His father
1
 s name was Amram. (Exod. 6. 20;)

Verse 21

"And when he was cast out, Pharoah
T
s daughter took him up, and nourished him'

for her own son".

Josep]ius says that the name of the daughter was Thermutis. Others have
suggested Hatshepsut, the daughter of Thothmes I. The O.T. is silent as to her
name and, in any case, her identity is of no importance.

The upbringing in Pharoah
f
s house would bring Moses in touch with the

great scholars of Egypt. In those days, Egypt was noted for its learning and

wisdom, (i Kings 4· 30.) Philo, the historian states that Moses was proficient

in astronomy, arithmetic, geometry, poetry, music, philosophy and all branches

of learning. Moses is thought to have been.the inventor of alphabetic writing

as opposed to cuneform writings or hyroglyphics. (Eupolemus in his work "Cn the

Kings in Judea" quoted by Eusebius in his work "Preparation for the Gospel".

All this mentioned as a foot-note in "The Book of the Acts" by F.F. Bruce, page

150.) , . .

"when he was cast out..." - Greek "he being exposed..." ' •

"for her own son..." this is expressed in the Greek in the middle voice

thus indicating that she adopted the child for her own benefit.

- As a parallel with Moses, the infant Jesus was also threatened with dearth
in his youth by the ruler of the land and had to leave his home in Jerusalem or
Bethlehem· He was< brought up in Egypt and may have learned much of the wisdom
of the Egyptians in his youth. Unlike Moses, there was "no beauty that we should
desire him".· (Isa. 53· 2.) As it was with Moses, he grew in wisdom and stature
(mar. "age") and in favour with God and· man". (Luke 2

#
 52.) Just as Moses had

been sent to Israel at a time of dire distress, so Jesus was sent to redeem
Israel at a time of dire spiritual distress when they had made the commandments
of God of none effect by their traditions. (Matt. 15. 6.) It may be forcing
the parallel to say that both Moses and Jesus were taken out of water - Moses
out of the river and Jesus out of the water of baptism. As we shall see in the
next verse, Moses was "mighty in words and deeds". The same was said of Jesus.
(Luke 24· 19·)

Verse 22

"And Moses was learned in all the wisdom of the Egyptians, and was mighty in
words and in deeds."
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The Jews who listened to Stephen
r
s speech would understand the full impact

of his pointed allusions to their beloved Moses and in particular, that he had been

educated by the despised Egyptians· In like manner, when he returned from Egypt-,

the boy·Jesus was brought up in despised Nazareth. If they despised Jesus for the

place of his upbringing, then despise Moses for the upbringing he had had in Egypt·

If Moses was mighty in words and deeds, how much more so was the departed Lord

mighty in words.,and deeds since he did the works of his Father and spoke His words.

(John 5. 36; 9· 4; and 14. 10·)

v ;
 Like Jesus, the education which Mose.s received was not enough*. . He had to

.undergo a further perfOd.of preparation»

Verse,'23* -; , \ .".·.- . . ' . · / . .· '

"And when he was full,forty years;old, it came into his heart to visit his

brethren the children of Israel·
11

"full forty years" - the first forty years of his life was drawing to a
close·- was being filled up with years· - · . .

It is interesting to note that the first 40 years of the life of Moses was
spent-in Egypt. The next 40 years, of, his life was spent in Midian to which place
he now intends to go; and the last period of 40 years was spent in the wilderness
journey. Thus his life is..divided up into three periods of forty years each.. One
period of education in the ways of men; one period of education in the ways of
God and the final period in the?; service of God.·

.·.. '
 ll
It came-into his heart.. ;",•- from ancient time?, ajid in N.T· days, the

thoughts were considered to-be contained in /the· heart· .The....brain was thought to

control body
 ?
temperature for it * was found that wheiâ  one had'a temperature, the

brow was hot. When one had an evil intention or a wicked thought, or perhaps a

fright or shock, the heart beat would -quickeni- It is in this sense that the word

is used here· -Compare Matt. 15· 19; Luke2. 52.

"to visit" means to visit for the purpose of relieving or assisting· See

Luke 1. 68, 78; 7. 16; Acts 15. 14; Heb· 2, 6:, . The··,use of "visit" to bring

punishment, is not used here. (Psa. 89. 32; Jer. 14· 10.)

"came" - to come into his. heart· is the same usage as appears in Isa. 65·

17; Jer. 3· 16; 32· 35· For the first two of these references, see margin·

"came" in this sense is a favourite usage in the LXX· In. fact Stephen quotes

liberally in sn extempore manner from the L3CI showing the considerable knowledge

he had of the Scriptures in that medium. .

The implication of Stephen's statements here shows.that althoygh the thought
entered Moses

1
 mind to visit his brethren the, children of, Israel, with the inten^-

tion of;^liberating=them from the oppressor, his was not the initial thought, for
his actions were undoubtedly motivated

 :
by God*s will working upon him. In like,

manner, the Lord Jesus'was raised up i$ his day to liberate hi$ people,>not from
the yoke of the Roman/oppressor, but from the bondage of the Law·;, Th±s."the, Jews
could not understand for ̂  hey regarded the Law as a ritual of worship instead ,of
a "school master to bring them to Christ"» (Gal. 3· 24·) The coining pf Jesus was
in accordance with God's Will.

Verse 24

"And seeing'one (of them) suffer wrong, he defended (him), and avenged him that

was oppressed, and smote the Egyptian:"

"one of them" refers to one of his brethren of the Israelites·

"suffer wrong" - means either "wronged" or "injured"·

"defended···" - this verb is used in the middle voice indicating that

what was done was done for the benefit of one
!
s self· Therefore, Moses did not

"defend" the one wronged, but defended himself when the Egyptian must have turned

on him.
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"avenged" — the meaning of taking vengeance is not contained here. The

word means "to maintain the right of the person wronged"· Whether the meaning is

strong such as taking vengeance, is determined by the context· See*Rom· 12· 19·

this statement being quoted in Heb. 10· 30·

"oppressed" means "worta out" by treatment and bondage·

"smote the Egyptian" irldicatirig that'the Egyptian did the wrongful act

upon the Hebrew· It is possible that the Egyptian was one of the taskmasters who

ill-treated the Hebrews as is described in Bxod. 5· 6/14-

Verse 25

"For he supposed his brethren would have understood how that God by his hand

would deliver them: but they understood not·"

lf
would deliver them" - would give them deliverance; Greek - "was giving

deliverance". .. .

Why should Moses suppose that the Hebrews would understand that God was

giving them deliverance? Stephen is making a very clever point here. In the days

of Moses, those who understood God
!
s Word knew that the time of the promise had

drawn nigh as is stated in verse 17· They would know from"the Qivine warning given

to Abraham recorded in Gen· 15. 13· The book of Genesis had not been written.at

that time, but the promise would have been banded dovnt" "from generation to genera-

tion.. If the people were truly religious, they would have been watching and wait-

ing for Divine deliverance to come at this time.

By the same token, there were many in Israel at the time of Stephen, who

were looking for the Messiah to come in term3 of the prophecy by Daniel. (Dan. 9·

25/26.) Would they now be as their fore-fathers were in the days of Moses and

reject Jesus as their fore-bears had rejected Moses: Both men had been sent by

God to deliver His people1 How would the people of this generation accept the

prophet like unto Moses?

One does hot like to find types and anti-types when they are not there, but

the Egyptian ̂ ho was slain by Moses seems to fit in with the pattern of sin over

which Jesus gained a victofjr by his deatlu The Jews of the days of Moses were

heavily under bondage to sit
1
 indicated .by the maltreatment received because of that

sin. Moses came to rescue them* In like manner^ the «fews of the days of otir Lord

were heavily under bondage to sin,and Jesus Ccime to deliver them.

Verse 26

11
 And the next day he showed -himself unto them as they strove, and would have set
them at one again, saying, Sirs, ye are brethren; why do ye wrong one to another?"

"the next day" - Heb. "the second day" see Exod. 2. 13.

"he shewed himself" .- This indicates a deliberate presentation of himself·

This is a delicate point and it. is not certain how Stephen used the words. If he

spoke Greek, then; the word is used to indicate a struggle with words. The usage

in this way.is shown in John 6. 52; and 2 Tinu 2· 24. Did Stephen deliberately

turn a .physical struggle of the days of Moses into a verbal contest in the days

in which h& lived? If he did, then how powerfully he showed the Sanhedrin members

that Jesus had come to them to put a stop to the endless quarrelling between Phari-

sees and Sadducees about the resurrection. Did not Jesus teach them brotherly

love?

"set them at one again·
11
 - reconciled them one to the other*
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Verse 27 <l

nBut he that did Kis neighbour wr*ng thrust him away, saying, 15/h* made the®
a toiler and a judge over us?" , .

if!he"that Sid his neighbour wrong* *+ Greek: nthe. pne^vronging the
neighbour·»·11 See Exodus 2· 13#*

"thrust him away11 ~ l i t e r a l l y "pushed him away physically4'*
Firguratively, "rejected, with disdain11* See LXX.Jer» 6· 19· and Hos· 9* 17·
also Rom* 11· 1· and 1 Tim. 1* 19· . ' .... . /

The question asked is ' similar to that asked of Jesus· (Matt* 21· 23·)
anfi la ter of the apostles· (Acts 4 i 7·) The question shows that Moses was
regarded as being an intruder who asserted some official right to interfere
with the people of Israel · Stephens drawing of the ^nalogy between Moses
and Jesus must have hit him very forcibly· · . " .

Verse 28 . . . w . ..

"Wiljb thou k i l l me, as thou diddest the Engyltian yesterday?"

!tWil/t thou k i l l me··•?".. More.focible in. the Greek.original ~
"Surely thou dost not mean to k i l l me as you did*##etc», The
Afrikaans version shows this well with " Jy wil my tog· nie doodiae«&c. soos
jy gister die Egiptenaar doodgemaak het nie?" (Surely you do not
want to k i l l me7as you killed the Egyptian yesterday?) .

There may be a clever allusion here by Stephen· It.may surprise some
that the madmen of the N#Te a l l seemed to know Jesus and asked him "Art
thou come to destroy us?" This, i s a similar .question to that asked of Moses
but Moses-had not come .to take away, men1 s l ives but $.0 libe^ete them· In l ike
meaner9\.3GSV& had t i t ^ome to teake away men1 s l ives but to offer them
salvation· (Luke 9· $6·) - The reason why the madmen .knew Jesus was that the
Pharisees had often told the .;ment ally ; deranged that they .were· in that
lamentable state because of their sins or the sins of theiip fathers and that
when the Messiah came, he would destroy them· They recognised Jesus because
of his fame which preceded him. and fel t quite sure that he had come to
destroy them· But Jesus had cured fftvsh men just as Moses wanted to help
the afflicted in Egypt· . . ·

Yerse 29 L

"Then fled Moses at this saying, and he vr.z :., stranger in the land of Median,
where he begat two sons·"

"was a stranger" - he v/as a aojcurner without possessing any land·

"Madian" In &en# 25· 2· the name of Midian is given· He was a son
of Abraham by Eetrurah· The name of Keturah means "incense" or "the %

perfumed one"· This implies that the people of that part were producers of
• and traders in incense and spices· In' Gen· 37» 25 #n.d 28· Midianites

and Ishmaelites are mentioned as bearing spidery, ted balm and myrrh for'
sale in Egypt· · ·

Gen· 25· 4· mentions Ephah, Ephe'r and Hanoch as being sons of
Midian· Gal6b of the t r ibe of Judah (Num· 13· 6·) had a concubine named
Ephah· (1 Chron· 2. 46·) Epher is mentioned in the l i s t of the sons of
Judah in 1 Chron· 4· 17> and-H'eaPob was the name of Reuben1 s eldest son·
(1 Chron· 5· 3·) These details are sufficient to show that there was a
kinship between Israel and the Midianites in the early days· There was also
a kinship· between" the Ishmaelites arid the Midianltes as i s shown by Gdn· 37·
25, 28 and 36· Also compare Judg· 8· 22 and 24· They were not the same
because the Ishmaelites came from the Abrahan/Hagar union and the Midianites
from Abrahan/Keturah· They were both desert people with a common boundary·
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In the early chapters of Exodus, the Midianites are described as being
frieoflly towards Israel· Jethro the High priest and Moses1 father in law, praised
the God of Abraham· (Exod· 18· 9/12) The Midianites were also known as Kenites and
Saul showed mercy to them because of the kindness they had shown towards Israel
in the wilderness, (l Sam· 15· 6«)

Towards the end of the wilderness journey, just before the Israelites had
crossed over Jordan, the Midianites joined vith the Moabites in leading Israel
to idolatry and whoredoms·. (Num· chapter 22 et seq·) The Midianites are not
mentioned after their defeat at the hands of Gideon· (Judges chapters 6/8)· The
historical analogy of Numbers chapter 31 points to the destruction of the nations
by the returned Christ· In this connection, Isaiah prophesies of the destruction
•In the day of Midian." (isa· 94· and 10· 26·) Finally, the prayer of the
Messianic prophet Habbakuk is significant in its reference to Midian· (Hab· 3· 7·)

That Moses took a wife from the nation which was to be a byword of evil in
Israel would not be lost upon Stephen's listeners· After all, the despised
preacher from Nazareth never did anything like. thati Moses lived in Midian and
tended his father-in-law1 s flock for 40 years· (Exod· 3· 1·) "

Verse 30

"And when forty years were expired, there appeared to him in the wilderness of
mount Sina an angel of the Lord in a flame of fire in a bush"·

The LOED appeared unto Moses thus showing that He had remembered His
promise unto Abraham and was about to deliver His people· The iniportant point
from Stephen's teaching is that God appeared to Moses in Sinai which was outside
the Holy Land· .

"in a flame of fire" - Hebrew idiom - tta flaming fire"· That is not a ?
glowing or smoking fire but a fire that issues in a .flame* This is a vigorous fire·

"in a bush" - the fire was in the bush and not round about it· This makes
it all the more significant that the bush was not consumed· The analogy of the
bush representing Israel, the fire the wrath of God with His people, and the fact
that the bush was not consumed, the survival of the Jewish people after years of
persecution, and captivity, is not part of Stephen1 s theme so he does not mention
it*

"of Mt· Sinai" - another thrust from Stephen; the LOED appeared in Sinai
which was not Israel· The LOH^S presence is not limited to Israel·

Verse 31

"When Moses saw it, he wondered at the sight: and as he drew near to behold it,
the voice of the Lord came unto him,"

"When Moses saw it·····11 the Greek form is "And Moses seeing., /. .and he
drawing near "

"the sight" - Greek word is Vision"· This is the only occurence of this
translation in Acts tut Luke makes frequent use of the word 'Vision" which is the
same as that used by the Lord in Matt· 1?· 9* with "Tell the vision to no maru · · "
See Acts 9. 10; 9. 12; 10· 3, 17, and 19; 11· 5; 12· 9; 16. 9, 10; 13. 9;
26· 19· The translation in all these is "vision" but the sense in Greek is
"something gazed at"· The translations of "vision" in Luke 1·. 22; 24· 23;
(optasia) denote "a sight", "an appearance" or "a coming into view". See also
Acts 26· 19; 2 Cor· 12· 1; The sole appearance in Bev· 9· 17· refers to that
which is seen - a sigjat·

"to behold it·····" to observe more closely· See Matt. 7· 3j Luke 6· 41;
Luke 12. 24; (the word "consider")·

"came····*11 Greek ftto come into existence"· It would appear that Moses
was so astonished at the "sight" that he heard it after a while when he had
recovered from his initial astonishment·
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Verse 32

• ."§ayihgj"I "am'-.tjjb .Qod of thy fathers^ the G$cT of'Abraham, axn the God Of Isaac,
arid;the Gpd of'Jacob· Then Moses frenibled, and *&&£% not Behold·"

;
 " '·····'•·.· "Π

The Greek has
 ff
Theos

ff
 translated'as

 n
God

ft
 Whereas the original in

ExocU 3· 16· has
 n
elohim". It is a pity that in the Greek and in the translation

the original Hebrew word is
;
 not conveyed in its true meaning· "Theos" in Greek is

simply a general name for any God· .The "God" whom Stephen.meant to convey would
"be the God of the . Covenant with the fathers· There would be no doubt in Jewish';
minds as to what God was meant· In some manuscripts, the word "God" does not
Appear before the names Isaac' and Jacob indicating that it was the same "God" icr
all of them» Jesus mentioned the same series of titles as recorded" in Lukie

:
 20. J7«

Jesus quoted the incident from Ebcod. 3· 16# toshow the Sadctucees who did not
believe in the resurrection, that God was the God of the fathers who at that time
were dead· In view of the promises which God had made to the -fathers, it is"
obvious that if He were their God, He would raise them from the dead at some time
in the future as He is not the God of the dead but of the living· Although
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob were dead at the time, they were

 ft
living" for the

purpose of salvation for their death was a sleep which would terminate at the
time of the resurrection·

Verse 33

"Then said the Lord to him; Put .off thy shoes from off thy feet, for the plaee
where thou standest is holy ground·" .. · •

In the East from very ancient times, it has been customary to wear shoes to
prevent defilement of the feet· The commandment to Moses as described in Exod.
3· 5· and referred to here by Stephen, is the same as that given to Johhiia in Josh·
5· 15· The commandment came from the holiness and purity of God therefore any
defilement adhering to the shoes had to be removed before Moses could remain in
His presence - the" presence, of God* being manifest in the presence of the angel·
No defilement can come 'into the presence of God· (Rev· 21· 27) · The commandment
was one from God because of His holiness and purity and not because of any
Eastern custom from ancient times

 0

"When Jesus sent the twelve forth two by two to preach, he instructed that
if any place would not receive them, they were to shake off the dust under their
feet as a testimony against them* (Mark· 6*11·)· This, surely was a sign that
the place of rejection of Jesus was defiled by their refusal to listen* The *
Muslim of to-day, do not permit the wearing of shoes when one enters their
mosques and give more than one reason for it· One is that shoes are made of
leather which* is the hide of a dead animal and therefore something which would
defile a holy placej a second is that shoes pick up dust and mosques have
valuable rugs on the floors which would be damaged by much dixij and a third is'
that Mahomed has commanded that shoes shall not be worn in the mosque. Since
Mahomet borrowed a lot from Judaism in foradng his Faith, the'last of these three
is very likely to be right· The argument that shoes are made from the hide of a
dead ardinal has no bearing on, the commandment given to Moses as the Law of Moses
had not at that time been givers

The lesson of Stephen
1
 s statement is that God chose to reveal Himself by

manifestation in a place which was not Israel. Not only was it not Israel but
God declared a particular piece of ground to be holy·

Verse'34 %
 v ;

 , \.
 :

"I have seen, I have, seen the affliction of my people which" is in Egypt, and I
have heard, their groaning, and am come down to deliver them· And now come, I
will send thee into Egypt." ' "' . '

W
I have seen·*···^ Literally "Seeing I have seen··.··" giving a more

emphatic form such'as
 lf
I have indeed seen·····" or

 W
I have certainly seen·····"#

Comparable emphatic statements are found in Gen· 2· 17·(see margin); Gen. 22. 17·
In N.T· see Matt. 13· 14; Mark 4· 12; Heb· 6· 14· The repetitive "I have seen··"
is to be' regarded in this way· . " W

"affliction" «- Bullinger defines this word as "ill-treatment, vexation·"
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"am come down···" - God is everywhere and cannot "come down"· God
cannot be reduced to human proportions · But God

can send down ftx>m heaven a manifestation of Himself which He did in this
instance· See Gen, 11· 5; 18. 21 j Psa· 144· 5;

"And now,..·" - since this is so#

"I will send thee···" - The meaning is more forceful than appears in this
translation· Schonfield translates "I am going to send.··" conveying a definite
purpose· The Afrikaans Bible has "· · *Ek wil jou na Egipte stuur· " This is
idomatic and shows a definite plan and purpose to send Moses into Egypt·

The allusion to the state of Jewry at that time would have been noticed
by Stephen1 s listeners· The Jews were under the Roman yoke and found it
burdensome· God had intervened on Israel!s behalf in the days of Moses and had
intervened again in the days of the prophet like unto him·

Verse 35

"This Moses whom they refused, saying; Who made thee a ruler and a judge? the
same did God send to be a ruler and a deliverer by the hand of the angel which
appeared to him in the bush·"

The lesson of the previous verse is continued here· The Jews did refuse
their deliverer as their fore-fathers had refused the deliverer in the days of
Mofcses· The comparison is not drawn directly in words with the connectirig
"like11 or "as* but the connection is too obvious to be missed by such scholars
as Stephen1 s audience were*

"This Moses.··* - These words are found at the beginning of this verse
and the beginning of verses 37 ard 38· The Greek of verse 36 also begins with
"This.··"

The pronoun "this" draws a clever distinction between the first Moses
and the second one# The first ̂ oses had been "sent into Egypt* The second
"Moses" had also been sent into Egypt· (Matt· 2# 13/14*) Now Stephen refers to
llThis Moses whom they refused.··" Who refused him? The people of the days of
ioses or the people of the days of Jesus? The people!s consciences must have
oven pricking them very much at this stage. „ Stephen was drawing his analogies
well· He had referred to the brethren of Joseph rejecting him· Now he referred
to the people rejecting Moses· The Jews were well informed as to Type and Anti-
type and would not miss the thrust Stephen was making* If they thought about this
at all, and it is certain that they did because of their great anger subsequently
as a result of hearing his words, they would remember that God delivered His
people with signs and wonders by the hand of Moses· It was not long ago that
Jesus had shown g^eat signs and wonders in their midst· They could not deny
that God was with Moses theref ore how could they deny that God had been with
Jesus· God had made Himself known to His people by His signs and wonders through
Moses· Had not God made Himself known to His people through the signs and wonders
which Jesus did through the Power of the Holy Spirit which God bad given him?
Stephen may well refer to "This Moses··•" and leave it to them to decide which
"Moses" he was speaking about·

ftwhom they refused···" - "whom they denied·.." See Acts 3· 13/14·
The effect of "denying" was that inasmuch as

both Moses and Jesus represented the Plan and Purpose of God in all that they
said and did, the denial was in effect $ a denial of God, the God of Abraham,
and a rejection of His Promises·

"ruler and a deliverer···" - Stephen has altered his quotation given in
verse 27 from "judge" to "deliverer11, but

not without telling effect. The title "judge" was judge such as we find in
a modern Law Court and means a person who dispenses the justice of laws which
have been framed by a person (or legislator) other than himself· The title
"deliverer" means a "redeemer", one who redeems or pays a ransom and takes away
from a place of bondage© In such a case, a ransom had to be paid· With Jesus,
the ransom was his blood· (Rev· 5· 9·) The exodus therefore, was a symbol of
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an escape from sin as well as talcing out of the Gentiles a people for His Name·

See Matt· 20· 28; Mark 10· 45j Luke 1V 68 j 2· 385 22*.·. 21; Heb. 9· 12;

1 Pet· 1· 9; In a sense, God redeemed His people when he brought them out of

the bondage of Egypt by the man whom He sent, namely, Moses· In Jesus, God

again redeemed Hi3 people from the bondage of'sin·

"by the hand of the angel·.." - By the protection and control exercised

by the angel whom God had sent·

Verse 36

"He brought them out, after that he showed wonders and sigis in the land of

Egypt, and in the Red Sea, and in the wiXcfemess forty years·
 ft

"He.··" - The original states "This is he,.·"

"brought than out.··" - the original is more emphatic than the trans-

lation· It could be
 K
ihis sane man did bring them out·.·" The reason for

emphasis is that Moses was #:bren the commission and he did it· He led the people

anc they followed h±n. God gave him streiigth and gave him power to perfcry.

miracles· He was the grea:c legislator by giving them Gcd
T
s Laws· He brought

them out after he had shomi sigAs and worxlers by God
r
s Power·

The emphasis points more and more to the fact that the prophet like unto

Moses also used such pov/er as God had given him and-he too, perforaied signs and'

wonders· "In the land of Egypt refers to those Evlrraa given in the ten plagues

and the incident with the rod £.nd the serpent©
 w
Iti the Red Sea" refers to the

crossing which was made possible by the division of the waters· It also includes

the destruction of the pursuing host of the Egyptians·

Jesus also performed great signs and wonders by his many miracles on land

and in the sea. (The draught of fishes, the coin.in the fish
f
s mouth and the

calming of the . storm· )

Verse 37

"This is that Moses, which said unto the children of Israel, A prophet shall the

Lord your God raise up unto you of your brethren, like unto mej him shall ye

hear· "

"This is that (the) Moses.··" - Stephen*s continued use of this phrase

now begins to show the people that the Moses for which they had such a profound

respect was being dishonoured by those who thought they were doing him honour by

their loyalty· He had prophesied of the prophet like unto him who wâ -io come
#

If they could believe so illicitly in Moses, why could they not believe in the

prophet he spoke about?

Peter mentioned this to many as we find in Acts 3· 22. which quotation is

taken from Deut· 18. 15 and 18· All that Stephen had told them of Moses up to

this point was showing Moses to have been a type of Christ· Now that same type

was the author of a prophecy concerning the Messiah of whom he was the type·

"like unto me···" - commentators are not agreed as to the true form of

this statement· It would appear that the
 M
like" refers to the raising and not

to the man· That is to say, Jesus would, 13Joe Moses, come from the nation of

Israel as Moses did· He .would be raised U? and not brought down from heaven as

an angel was· He came from the bretliren of the fore-fathers just as Jesus came

from the brethren of the accusers of Stephen· In this, there is not argr

suggestion of pre-existence· Being raised "up" is too big an obstacle to be over-

come in tr̂ ying to pro-re that Jesus pre-existed· Being "raised" has a particular

meaning which cannot be applied to pre-existence· The verb is transitive and

means "cause to stand up"· In other words
?
 he was not there in any shape or

form either present or pre-exLstent but was caused to come into being·
 lf

From

among your brethren" precludes any possibility of Jesus having come from heaven

because none of the brethren were in heaven for Jesus to come from thein*

"Him shall ye hear.·." is omitted by the oldest manuscripts. The R.S.V·
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omits the phrase and translates the preceding sentence, "as he raised me up"
for "like unto me"·

Stephen leaves the Sarihedrin in no doubt as to his meaning that Jesus
was the prophet like unto 'Moses'· Therefore, in rejecting Jesus, they and not
Stephen, dishonoured Moses· Eor other references to the prophecy by Moses,
see John 1· 21 and 25J 6· 14;

Verse 38

"This is he, that was in the church in the wmlderness with the angel which
spake to him in the mount Sina, and with our fathers: who received the lively
oracles to give to us;"

"church·.·*1 *- the Greek original is "ecclesia" meaning "the body of
people who have accepted the invitation to come out of

the world..·" Just as the member of the modern ecclesia accepts the Divine
invitation to come out of latter day Egypt and follow the Lamb whithersoever he
goeth, so the people in the days of Moses ted accepted the Divine invitation to
qora out of Egypt and follow the figure of the .."Lamb11 throughout their wilder-
ness journey· The "invitation" is an invitation but when it is given by God,
one cannot refuse· It then becomes a suninons. Inasmuch as no man can conse
unto Jesus except the Father which hath sent him draw him, (John 6. 44·) when
a person comes to a" knowledge of the Truth as it is in Jesus, it is because God
lias invited· This being the case, no one called may refuse to come· This
ecclesia made up of all who accepted the invitation to come out of Egypt, was
led throughout the wilderness journey by an angel who went before them·
Exod· 14· 19; Num· 20· 16·

"oracles" - Greek "logion" being a diminutive of "logos". See here and
in Rom· 3· 2; Heb· 5· 12; 1 Pet· 4. 11; The choice of words seems to be very
accurate here for the Law which was given at Mt· Sinai was not the whole LOGOS
of God but a shadow of good things to come· (ffeb· 10· 1·) Therefore the choice
of a diminutive seems to be correct·

"lively" used to describe the "oracles"· They were words which were
spoken by the living God and did not appear in script· Given by the living
voice of Almighty God·

"received1*· Moses was the Law giver but it was Godfs Laws which he gave·
None of the Law was his for he received it all from God and passed on what he
had been told·

Stephen's point here is that the chosen people had come out of the world
through an invitation from God· In these latter days, God had sent His son
who was a prophet like unto Moses, who also gave them Godfs invitation to come
out of this world of tradition, false doctrine and unbelief· Jesus did not
speak his words but spoke his Father1 s words as Moses had done· These words
were "lively words"· They were spoken from the living voice of our Lord which
he had received from his Father· As an angel had spoken to Moses, so Jesus
was ministered to by angels* (Mark 1· 13·)

Verse 39

"To whom our fathers would not obe;r, but thrust him from theiia, and in their
hearts turned back aĝ iin into Egypt·"

"To whom..." - this is bad grainmar copied from Tyndale· It stems from
the English "be obedient tof!# The word "to" can be

omitted without destroying the sense·

"would not·.·" shows an exercise of their will as opposed to the Will of
God· They would not do that which they chose not to doc

"thrust away..." ~ see verse 27· Stephen impresses the rebellion upon
his listeners.

"in their hearts.··" - the heart was thought to be the seat of the
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emotions and thoughts·

"turned back again· ··" - ' this does not refer to the desire to return to
Egypt for the fleshpots as is described in

Exod· 16· 3} 17* 3j and Nunu 14· 4· This verso must be regarded as being the
first part of a longer verse of which verse kO is the second portion· Then,
following verse 40 with verse 419 we get the full context of what Stephen is
pointing to· The reference is to their desire to worship the deities of Egypt·
There were many deities in Egypt and because of this multiplicity of gods,
Pharaoh's heart was hardened. When the magicians could not copy the miracles
done by Moses, they would be quite prepared to acknowledge that the God of
Israel was more powerful than their Beelzebul, the god of lice for instance,
but they would not acknowledge that God was more powerful than Ea, their sun-god
until the plague of darkness that could be felt, provided this was done in the
middle of the day when Ea was supposed to shine· So it was that1 when Uioses
went up into the mount to receive the Law, the people lost contact with the God
they could not see, and asked for a new god to be made for them·
(Exod. 32· 1/4; ard Neh. 9· 18·) See also Ezek. 20· 5/8·

The lesson which Stephen is giving here shows that just as their fathers
made the mistake of turning away from God, they too had done the same thing by
thrusting away His son. On the surface they had not done so· They still had
that air and bearing of righteousness but in their hearts they had conceived
this rebellion when they rejected the Messiah»

Verse 40

"Saying unto Aaron, Make us gods to go before us: for as for this Moses, which
brought us out of the land of Egypt, we wot not what is become of him·11

This verse is an enlargement upon what went before in verse 39· It
shows how the people turned back again into Egypt·

"gods11 - the noun is in the plural, being "elohim". In view of the
multiplicity of gods which characterised the worship of Egypt,

it is veiy likely that they did ask for more than one god· That only one was
made is due to the fact that Moses returned from the mount before another could
be made· If Mose$ had not intervened, it is quite possible that more gods would
have been made· The verb "make" is in the plural showing that more than one
"make11 or manufacture was required*

"to go before us·*." - As God had done in a pillar of cloud and a
pillar of fire· (Exod· 13· 21.) This was not

for the purpose of guiding them back into Egypt but to take the place of the God
of Israel during the absence of Moses in the mount.

Stephen1 s reference to this lamentable incident in the history of Israel
was for the purpose of showing his listeners that the rebellion of Israel and
Judah against the God of Abraham had its beginning in the "Wilderness· As
Stephen is yet to show, Israel continued to reject the God of the Fathers
throughout their history and the climax of their rejection was not the rejection
of the system of worship which God had laid down, but the rejection of Hi3 sou·
Whereas the pillar of fire had been a light unto the path of Israel, in
the latter days, Jesus was the light of the world. Just as the Israelites had
rejected the pillar of fire, and had asked for another god to lead them by
going before them, so the Jews of Stephen1 s day had rejected the ligjit of the
world and had returned to the blindness that is happened unto Israel·
(2 Cor· 3· 14.)

wthis Moses.··" - This title appears as a niminative absolute without
a verb· It is thought to indicate the same degree

of ridicule that the Jews at that time accorded Jesus·

Verse VI

wAnd they made a calf in those days, and offered sacrifice unto the idol, and
rejoiced in the works of their own hands*ft
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"calf.·" ~ The phrase "theymade a calf" is taken from one Greek word

which appears in the Bible here only and in no other place
 #

It is literally "And they calf-made·.·" The meaning of the calf portion of the

word is "bull" and there can be little doubt that the image made by Aaron was a

young bull in shape
#
 In Egypt there were the sacred bulls named "Apis" and

"Mnevis" which were supposed to be reincarnations of Osiris and Ea the River and

Sun gods respectively· In India, the worship of bulls is well-known and is

associated with Siva· The worship of the cow is even better known·

Note the three stages. (1) they made the calf; (2) tfcey brought

sacrifices to it; (3) they rejoiced in the works of their hands· For their

rejoicing, see Exod· 32· 17/19 and 1 Cor· 1Ό* 7. Taking a lesson from this, (1)

idolatry is treason against Godj (2) active participation is a greater sin;

(3) to rejoice or glory in it, is the greatest sin of all· See Psa. 115

in particular verse 4· See also Psa· 135 &nd in particular verse 15·

The rejoicing in the works (plural) is the rejoicing not only in the

calf but also in the altar and all that went with it to make the sacrifice

possible· God alone has the right to rejoice in the works of His hands· If

mar; should rejoice at all^ let him rejoice in God
!
s tforks and not in his own·

To rejoice in one's own works is to yield to idolatry· (1 Cor· 10· 7·)

ihatever we make, we make with the materials which were created by God· We can

make nothing by ourselves· Whatever skill we have, God gave it to us, there-

fore whatever we do, we do it because of God, unless our works are evil for

then they would be of our own sinfulness© To rejoice in the works of our own

hands, is to worship the creature rather than the creator· (Rom· 1. 25·)

Verse 42

"Then God turned, and gave them up to worship the host of heavenj as it is

written in the book of the prophets, 0 ye house of Israel, have ye offered

to me slain beasts and sacrifices by the space of forty years in the wilder-

ness?"

n
God turned..·" - the verb "turn" is the same as that used in verse 39·

The people had turned from God so He turned from them·

The "turning away" consists of withdrawing His favour from them· See Josh· 24· 20;

Isa. 63· 10· God
!
s blessings upon his servants are conditional upon their

utter obedience to Him. Jesus also taught this lesson· (Matt· 6· 33·)

"gave them up..." - A pursuance of wrong-doing will result in a

sinner being left to his own devices and, his

heart being what it is and always has been (Ge· 6. 5·) he will turn to more

and greater evil· In this way of leaving man to his own evil way, God gives

them up to other worship, whether of other gods or of self· Rom· 1· 24, 26, 28·

Ephes· 4· 19; 2 Thess· 2. 11· The "giving up" can take the form of complete

disregard· See Hos· 4· 17·

"the book of the prophets" is thought to be the twelve minor prophets
which, in Stephen

1
 s day, were put into one book·

"host of heaven" - the sun, moon and stars· There is a reference to this

in Deut. 17· 3? 2 Kings 17o 16; 21· 3; 23· 4/5; 2 Chron· 33· 3 and 5;

Jer· 8. 2; 19· 13; Dan· 8· 10; Zeph· 1· 5; The heathen worshipped the sun

because it gave ligjit and warmth during the day and in its absence, there was

darkness and cold· As it proceeded south, the days grew shorter and when it

came north again, the days lengthened and temperatures became warmer· The

turning point from south to north was mid-winter
1
 s day and was turned into a

festival day which has been given a so-called Christian form and called Christmas

Day. The full moon gave light during harvest so that crops could be reaped·

The growth of the moon from a crescent to full moon was regarded as the growth

of pregnancy and from this point, it was a short step to making the moon a

goddess of fertility· In every egg there is a potential of life so the egg

came to be associated with the full moon, especially at a time when a festival

was held in honour of the moon goddess Astarte (from which we get Easter.)

The brightest of the planets wasand is Venus which is the morning star in

ascendancy and the evening star when setting· Being on the plane of the ecliptic,
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it makes a fascinating objected when in conjunction with the moon* This led to

the idea of the crescent moon carrying -tine morning star in her womb, or at the

breast or just simply at her knee· This has led to Christianising a pagan idea

by the many pictures #iich have been painted of the madonna and child·

The worship of the sun wa.s done every day by the pagans and it started

every morning as the sun rose· To bow in worship to the sun meant that people

had to rise early to see it and it could be seen earlier from the tops of the

hills than from the valleys© Therefore altars of worship of the sun-god were

built in the "high places"· Israel joined in thds form of worship and even when

they returned to the Gcd of Israel, they world turn from worshipping the sun and

would worship God bu;fc 'from the "high places"* Reference to the cult of the high

place β is found in mar̂ r places of which the following are a few:-

1 Kings 3· 2/3? 13· 2; 13· 3?-/33l 15* 14? 22. 43; 2 Kings 12. 3* 5}

2 Kings 14· 4; 15. 4 and 35; 17. 9/11J 18* 4 and 22; 21. 3} 23. 5, 8/9,

13, 15* 19/20; l&c. 1. 5ί

"have ye offered to me...?" The question asked by Amos is not to

accertaijn whether the people offered

sacrifices during the wilderness journey but to enquire as to whether it was

to God whom they offered such sacrifices or was it to the sun, moon and stars?

If it was to none of these, then it could have been a sacrifice just because a

sacrifice had been commanded* Once the sacrifice was offered the ritual had

been accomplished and the offeror went his way. The offering of sacrifices

required heart-worship to go with it* This required penitence from the wo3>-

shipper and an acknowledgement of guilt in the eyes of God. The rebellious

nature of the people and their insincere worship had its begLniung in the wilder*-

ness journey and this set the pattern for their subsequent history.

Verse 43

"Yea, ye took up the tabernacle of Moloch, and the star of your god Hemphan,

figures which ye made to worship them: and 1 will carry you away beyond

Babylon· * .

fr
Ye took up·.·" - It is positive that Moses who dealt very severely

with the golden calf (Exod. 32· 20.) would not have permitted the Israelites to

"take up" and carry a "tabernacle of Moloch". The verse however, does not

directly relate to the wilderness jotjrney but is an enlargement of Stephen
1
 s

theme that the people turned to idolei-tiy and that the beginning of it was in

their hearts during the wilderness journey. If it could have been manifested

then as it was later when they turned to the worship of Moloch (Melech), who

could deny that it was being manifested in their later history and even now when

the people turn away from God's anointed Son? It was because of these things

that God had carried Israel away as prophesied by iiinos, and brought Judah into

captivity as Daniel
 :
and others like Jeremiah had prophesied, therefore it was not

unreasonable to expect that God would punish this generation for their wickedness.

Stephen does not say all this but it is inferred from his general theme.

The offering of human sacrifices to Moloch is mentioned in the O.T.

(Lev. 18. 21; 20. 2/5; 1 Kings 11. 7; 2 Kings 23. 10; Jer. 32. 35· It is

referred to as Milcom in 1 Kings 11* 5; 1 Kings 11. 33; 2 Kings 23. 13· and

as Malcham in 1 Chron. 8. 9; Zeph. 1. 5.

Verse 44

"Our fathers had the tabernacle of witness in the wilderness, as he had

appointed, speaking unto Moses, that he should make it according to the

fashion that he had seen."

"the tabernacle of witness" ~ not the temple situated in a fixed place

but the tent where God said "there I will

meet with thee..." (Exod. 25. 22; 29. 42; 3Q/6. and 36; Num. 17. 4;)

"as he had appointed· ·." - as God had directed in His instructions to

Moses· Everything had to be made "..after
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their pattern, which was shewed to thee in the mount·" (Exod. 25· 4-0; Heb.

8· 5·)

The theme of Stephen
1
 s argument here is that the tabernacle was not in

a settled place· It had been made strictly according to the pattern laid down

by God but it moved from here to there with no fixed abode» When the people

entered the Hold Land under Joshua, the tabernacle went with them and was kept

by them until the time of David· It was replaced by the Temple in the days of

Solomon· The moving nature of the tabernacle of witness was a witness to the

fact that God
!
s Laws undergo a change as they did in the days of Jesus but this

was in accordance with the Divine Pattern»

Verse 45

"vihich also our fathers that came after brought in with Jesus into the

possession of the Gentiles, whom God drave out before the face of the fathers,

unto the days of David»
ff

M
our fathers which came after··." - 'Which also (the tabernacle) our

fathers received by succession or

in their turn, and brought it with Joshua into the land which was the

possession of the Gentiles (God having driven out the Gentiles nations who were

there· (God drove out those nations·; The people kept the tabernacle up to the

days of David· This sentence can be shortened as follows:- Our fathers,

inheriting the tabernacle, brought it in with Joshua at the conquest of the

nations who were there, God having driven them out· It remained with them up to

David
1
Ε day·

During the long intex-val between the entry under Joshua and the peace

which came towards the end of the reigp. of David, the tabernacle never had a

fixed abode· Therefore, from the time when the tabernacle was first given up

to the latter days of David's reign, the tabernacle never had a complete rest

but went here and there, from one generation to another·

The tabernacle was at Shiloh (1 Sam· 1. 3·) then in Nob, (1 Sam. 21. 1·)

and in Gibeon· (2 Chron. 1.3·) Finally it was carried into the newly built

temple of Solomon· (2 Chron. 5· 5·)

Verse 46 ·

found favour before God, and desired to find a tabernacle for the God of

Jacob·
11

In 2 Sam· chapter 7 we read how David was ashamed that he dwelt in a

house of Cedar but the ark of God dwelt within curtains (in a tent). This

chapter is repeated in 1 Chron. chapter 17· Stephen quotes Psa. 132· 5· from

the LXX, in the verse before us.

Stephen
1
 s theme is that although David had found favour with God and

although his wish was that he should build God a "house
M
, he was not allowed to

build it. Therefore it is quite unecessary for there to be a permanent and

solid temple for the worship of God. Men should worship God in their hearts,

with desire..

Although it is not part of our present study, it is of advantage to look

$t Psalm 132 because here David expresses his reverence for God who had given

him Divine protection» Throughout all his campaigns, God had brought him

safely to a state of peace· God had preserved him with care* In the Psalm,

we find a name for God which is not often used· It is
 fr
abiyr

lf
 and is

translated as "mighty God of Jacob
11
. It is used only in connection with

Jacob and no other. The name "God
11
 is in italics showing that it does not

occur in the original Hebrew· The title is "mighty of Jacob
ff
 and occurrences

are Psa. 132. 1 and 5; Isa· 49. 26; 60
#
 16J In Isa· 1. 24· it is trans-

lated as "mighty one of Israel" but Jacob
!
s name was changed to Israel*

Its first appearance in the O.T. is Gen. 49· 24* where it is used with Jacob.

The word carries a sense of ̂ height" and suggests a protection from a height

like a soaring eagle. Therefore the "height
tf
 comes from One, the Mighty One,
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who is above all, and who has looked down upon Israel (Jacob) with protection
throughout their history· This had been promised to Jacob· (Gen· 28· 15·)
See also Psa· 20· 1j k&· 7j 146· 5· To David, the protection he had
received urged him to build God a "house

ft
 and to pray that God would enter

His rest so that the Ark would no longer wander from one place to another·

Note that Stephen says "find a tabernacle for the God of Jacob·
11

Verse 47

"But Solomon built him a house."

In spite of his wisdom and the glories of his reigp, Solomon occupies
a very inferior position to David in Biblical history· Nevertheless God chose
him to build the temple because he was a man of peace whereas David had been a
man of war· (1 Chron· 22

#
 8/9J 28· 3.) David was immensely popular amongst

all the Jews and Stephen was taking a risk in speaking about him as his words
could have been distorted as the Jews distorted his words about Moses·
(Acts 6· 11·) Solomon also, was a source of great pride amongst the Jews in
spite of the inferior position he held in comparison with Moses· Stephen
therefore, mentions both with care, so as not to lay his statements open to
distortion and shews that although David was beloved of God, Solomon built
the temple·

The word "temple" is used to describe the edifice which Solomon had
Luilt but in the whole of the dedicatory prayer by Solomon, nothing is said
about it being a place where sacrifices are offered. It seems to have been
used solely as a house of prayer· This idea appears to be taken up by Stephen
in the next verse·

Verse k&

''Howbeit the most High dwelleth not in temples made with handsj as saith the
prophet·"

The temple gave rise to a frame of mind and was akin to Faith· A
discussion of what constitutes Faith is not part of our study but a few words
will clarify the position for us· If we have Faith in that what God has
promised He is able to perfom, and if we have Faith that the kingdom is a
place that we should all lite to get into, then our belief in these things will
induce a change in us so as to make us a different person from what we were
before our baptism· liaving induced a change in our behaviour and thinking,
it will also induce a change in the work we do· We shall give the more
earnest heed to the things we have heard, lest at any time we should let them
run out as leaking vessels· (Heb· 2· 1.; If the Tenrple of Solomon induced
the worshippers to bring about a change in character in themselves, then it
would have to a certain extent, fulfilled the purpose for which it was built·

In his prayer of dedication (i Kings 8· 23/53·) Solomon stated that the
heaven of the heavens could not contain God^ therefore how much less this house
which he had built· (vs. 27·) See also 2 Chron· 6. 11̂ /42· and in particular,
verse 18· See also Acts 17· 24· for Paul*s quotation of these words·

Solomon
1
 s -words were not a condemnation of temple worship but were

uttered in acknowledgement of the infinite majesty of God· The tent was
appropriate while the people were wandering but when they stayed in one place,
a more fixed abode was suitable· Nevertheless, the permanent nature of the
temple should not be taken for granted because the original temple of Solomon
had disappeared and so had that built by Zerubabbel· These had disappeared
because of the people turning away from God· How sure were they that the
present tenrple built by Herod was permanent?

"built with hands·." - See Mark 12* 58j Ephes. 2· 11 j Heb· 9· 11 and
2k.

"••as saith the prophet·
ff
 - See Isa· 66. 1. The reference deals with

the quotation of verse 49 and not with this verse we are now studying·
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Verse 49

"Heaven is my throne, and earth is my footstool: what house will ye build me?
saith the lord: or what is the place of my rest?11

This verse is a continuation from verse 48 as if the whole read,
"Solomon built him a house but Solomon said that the Most High dwelleth not in
temples made with hands, as also the prophet has said, and his words were,
"Heaven·•••etc,"

Stephen now quotes Isaiah 66. 1· following very closely the LXX version»
Reference to Solomon* s prayer of dedication will show that he asked God to hear
in heaven his dwelling place in each of the sections of his prayer· See
1 Kings 8· verse 32 for ths oath of ordealj verse 34 for. national defeat;
36 for drought; 39 for afflictions; 43 for the stranger's prayer; 45 for
Israel at war; 49 for Israel in captivity^ In all of these Solomon showed that
God was in heaven·

In the N#T· we find Jesus acknowledging the God in heaven by giving the
n^del prayer, "Our Father which art in heaven,··.M (Matt· 6· 9·) Man could
not ascend unto heaven, Godts dwelling place. (1 Tim· 6· 16.) John declared
that no man hath ascended into heaveru (John 3· 13·) sond Peter stated that
David had not ascended into heaven· (Acts 2. 34·) Peter also quoted
Psa. 110· 1· to show that the prophecy of wSit thou at my right hand until I
make thy foes thy footstool* was fulfilled in the ascension of Jesus to the
right hand of his Father in heaven· See Acts 2· 3h/35· Jesus caused John to
writer-

Rev· 3· 21. "To him that overcometh will I grant to sit with me in my throne,
even as I also overcame, and am set down with my Father in
His throne·"

Stephen was fully aware that God was in heaven and dwelt not in tents
made by man!s hands, neither was he to dwell in a fixture of stone such as the
temples built by Solomon, Zerubabel or Herod· The prophet in verse 2 shews
that God would dwell in the heart of a man who is of a contrite spirit and who
trenibleth at God*s Word. Such a man is "###the true tabernacle, which the Lord
pitched, and not man·" (Heb# 8· 2#) This was Jesus who said of himself,
w··.Destroy this temple, and in three days I will raiee it up·" (John 2#19·)
When Jesus taught, God was in Christ, reconciling the world to himself·
(2 Cor· 5· 19·) and when Christ rules on his throne on earth, God will be in
h±tn in a glorious manif estation*

Having shown the Sanhedrin that their fathers had resisted the Spirit
of God, and that God would dwell in a Saviour, the attachment" they had for the
temple made by hands was contrary to what the prophet Isaiah had predicted·
Temples in the past had been polluted by false doctrines and ritual of worship·
Jesus whom they despised, had shown the true worship which was from the heart·

Verse 50

"Hath not my hand made all these things?"

The chapter division here is unfortunate for the words of this verse
are the opening words of verse 2 of Isaiah 66. The rest of verse 2 is not
quoted·

Stephen has now completed his defence· He has shown that he is not
guilty of the charges brought against him, namely, that Jesus would change the
customs which Moses had taught them (Acts 6· 14·) He has now answered the
charge that he was speaking blasphemous words against the temple· (Acts 6· 13·)
Jesus had fulfilled the law and the temple in which God was to dweU, was the
Saviour, and, through him, the spiritual body of Christ· The Sanhedrin were the
culprits· They had permitted tradition to govern temple worship· They had
resisted the power of the Holy Spirit as it spake througja Jesus· The very
Scriptures which they venerated and professed to know and understand, testified
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against them right throughout their history as the people of God
#
 Insofar as

their charge of Jesus taking the place of the temple, he did not deny this· In
factj he affirmed this and showed from the prophet Isaiah why this was so

#

Whether the people would understand the deeper significance of the prophet
 !
s

words which were written against Judah in the time of Manasseh, will never be
known but if they did, the quotation was most pointed· Manesseh had shed
innocent blood very much till he had filled Jerusalem from one end to the other»
(2 Kings 21· 16·) The evil which he did after the righteousness of HezekLah,
was very closely akin to the suggested evil of Israel after the righteousness of
Jesus» After stating the words which are quoted in this verse from Acts, the
prophet Isaiah said, "but to this man will I look, even to him that is poor
and of a contrite spirit, and trembleth at my word·" (isa· 66· 2·) Those who
heard Stephen's quotation froia this verse, must have supplied the rest of the
verse and would have known that this referred to the Messiah, the man Jesus»

Thus Stephen
1
 s quotation would connect for the people, the history of

Israel which condemned them for their behaviour before God, and the similarity
between Israel of old and Jewry as Stephen addressed it during his speech·
This was contrasted in the behaviour of the wicked Manesseh as compared with the
righteousness of Jesus· Stephen's hearers were well enough versed in the
Scriptures to know what Stephen meant»

Verse 51

"Ye stiff necked and uncircumcised in heart and ears, ye do always resist the
Koly Spirit: as your fathers did, so do ye*

lf

The accusation of "stiffnecked" must have reminded the listeners of the
strong words Moses used against the rebellious people of Israel· (Exod· 32* 9j
33. 3 and 5; 3k. 9; Deut· 9. 6 and 13· See also an appeal in Daut· 10· 16·
and 2 Chron· 30· 8·) The severe accusations made by Stephen during his speech
must have been a trial to the Sanhedrin and now that Stephen goes on to the
attack, his remarks must have been even harder to bear· The allegation of
"stiffnecked" means "obstinately disobedient (to God)" and being "stiff",
"urwilling to bend to His Will·"-

The accusations of "uncircumcised" has a double meaning, first, they had
not cut themselves off from evil thinking· This would apply to an "uncircurncised
heart"· (See Lev· 26· 41 ϊ Deut· 3©· 6; Jer· 9· 26; Ezek· 1*4· 7.) The second
meaning is that "circumcision" was first given as a sign of covenant relation-
ship with God· (Gen· 17· 10·) If they were spiritually uncircumcised, then they
would come out of the Covenants of Promise· By their rejection of Jesus as their
Messiah, they had sold their birthright as the Covenant people·

Being uncircumcised of ear is referred to in Jer· 6· 10· This regarded
them as having no deligftt in God

f
s Word and Law· They would not listen to God·

Since Moses had said so much about circumcision, Stephen
f
s accusation that

they were uncircumcised meant that they were disregarding Moses whom they
respected so much· This would be a gross insult to them· Stephen may as well
have told than to their face that they were just as much Gentiles (or heathen)
as were their fathers who had rebelled against the Moses they so much admired·
Thus did Stephen turn their accusation against him back to themselves and with
much more convincing proofs than the Sanhedrin had brought to bear·

"Te do always resist the*-Holy Spirit···" -* as their fathers had done
against Moses in spite of the

miracles he had performed· They had resisted Jesus who performed wonderful
things by the power of the Holy Spirit and later, the apostles had also performed
miracles and through such, had gathered many followers· The Sanhedrin were
denying the evidence of their own eyes by refusing to believe such things· As
their fathers did, so they were doing now· The point would not be lost on all
those who heard·

Verse 52

"Which of the prophets have not your fathers persecuted? and they have slain
them which shewed before of the coming of the Just One; of whom ye have been
now the betrayers and murderers· "
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Stephen now returns to his first point· The Holy Spirit had been
resisted by their fathers not only in the Law but as it spoke to them through
the prophets· In v/hatever form the Power of God had appeared, they had resisted
it· As the prophets spoke as they were moved by the Holy Spirit (2 Pet· 1· 21·)
so their fathers had not only resisted them but they had slain them# The great
prophet Isaiah had (traditionally) been sawn asunder· (Heb· 11. 37·) These
great men who had acted as they were moved by the Holy Spirit had spoken of
the coming of the Messiah and now, the descendents of those people who had
slain the prophets, now had slain the Messiah·

Stephen accuses the Sanhedrin of the most dastardly crimes it is
possible to commit and in doing so, they did not prove the prophets wrong, nor
did they pro* *e that Jesus was wrong· In the same way, Stephen uses this for his
defence that their accusations against Stephen were not necessarily true·
(For an exsuiiple of the murder of a prophet, see 2 Chron· 2k~. 20/22·)

Compare the words of Stephen in this verse with those of Jesus in
Matt· 23· 29/37· Just as their fathers had killed the prophets who wrote of
the Messiah to come, so the people to whom Jesus "was speaking^ would .kill the
Messiah of whom the murdered prophets spoke*» Stephen concludes his speech
with words very similar to those used by Jesus· There must have been many of
the Sanhedrin who heard the words of Jesus and were now listening to the same
from Stephen· Just as they were anxious to kill Jesus to bring to an end
the embarrassing things he had to say against them, so they would now have a
desire in their hearts to murder the man who reminded them not only of the sins
of their fathers but also of their own sins.

Verse 53

"Who have received the law by the disposition of angels, and have not kept it·"

Stephen now reaches the most effective part of his speech· They had
received their Law from angels of God· This privilege was given to them as the
Covenant people and to no other nation on earth· Yet in their attitude, they
had betrayed that great honour· ingels were the messengers of God. Jesus was
also "sent11 by God to give the Divine message to the Jewish people· The reference
to the Law has the added thrust that such was given to the people of Israel yet
they had acted in the manner of the Gentiles. If the fathers had received the
law through the ministry of angels, acting as a well ordered body of soldiers of
the LOHD, and rejected the Law, how much more did not the members of the
Sanhedrin receive at one time the message from God delivered by His Son, the
Lord Jesus, and yet they rejected him and his words·

Verse 54

"When they heard these things, they were cut to the heart, and they gnashed on
him with their teeth."

"these things..." must refer to the whole discourse of Stephen and not
just to the words of attack given in verses 51/53· Kis argument was logical and
the Sanhedrin must have anticipated his summary but put it away from them.
Now, at last, they were told directly of their shortcomings and their anger
was too much for them·

"they were cut to the heart..." - they were "sawn asunder"· The
same expression is used in Acts 5· 33· - &n idiomatic expression meaning to
be overcome with rage·

"they gnashed on him with their teeth." - The verb means to cry out
in pain (Mark 9· 18.) or in rage as is meant here· It is accompanied by bellow-
ing, groaning or roaring· They may have clenched their teeth in rage. The
idiom indicates that they were overcome with rage and turned upon him in
ungovernable rage·

Verse 55

he, being full of the Holy Spirit, looked up stedfastly into heaven, and saw
the glory of God, and Jesus standing on the right hand of God,"
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"being full of the Holy Spirit··•" does not refer to a sudden inspiration,
but merely reminds us that, in view of what follows immediately, Stephen had been
given the gift of the Holy ?3pirit· The fact that he was full of the Holy Spirit
should be borne in mind when reading verse 56·

"looked up stedfastly into heaven·.
 #

ft
 - the "look stedf&stly" is the

same as in Acts 1 · 10. That
he looked into heaven simply means that he diverted his gaze from the Sanhedrin
and looked upwards in a heavenly direction· Some commentators suggest that it
was an attitude of prayer but nothing is indicated in Luke

f
s script that Stephen

offered a prayer at this instant·

"and raw· · ·" - much more is given to this passage by way of interpret-
ationthan actually appears in print· It is quoted to prove that "souls" - what-
ever such may be - go to heaven at death because Jesus was seen there by Stephen·
The inomortality of the soul cannot be proved from this verse and neither can
the doctrine of the trinity· If, as some maintain, Stephen saw both God and
Jesus, then he didn't see the other person of the alleged trinity, presumably
because the verse states that the Holy Spirit was in Stephen, since Stephen was
full of it! Such distortions of Scripture should be treated with the contempt
they deserve·

The verb "saw" in this usage, appears only in the past tense as it does
here· Its meaning is not limited to merely seeing by the eye, but also
embraces a meaning of "have knowledge of" and ^understand"· it is also used
in Acts 6. 15· where it would appear that the people Just saw with the eyes·
It appears in Gal· 2· 7· where Paul states that certain men "saw

11
 that the

Gospel had been committed to Paul to preach to the Gentiles· "Saw
11
 in tliis

instance, has no relation to sight but rather considers the understanding· The
verb is used throughout Revelation where John "saw" certain visionary things
which had a.symbolic meaning but he did not understand them· In Rev· 1 · 7·
we find "every eye shall see him

o
·." where the word "see* is translated from

another verb which does not have the meaning of "seeing" as a physical act, but
embraces the idea of understanding or contemplating· Thus both words are
related through showing an understanding of certain events which are seen in
the mind's eye or certain events before one, lead ,to an understanding·

Carrying this idea a little further, we find Job listening to the words
of Almighty God as He showed Job that his arguments and self defence had missed
the true significance altogether· Job could not understand the righteousness of
God for if he had had the slightest knowledge of the Divine Righteousness, he
would loathe himself* Once Job had heard the end of God

f
s words, he said

Job 42· 5·
 ft

I have heard of thee by hearing of the ear: but now mine
eye SEEHI thee· "

Since no man hath seen God at any time (John 1· 18·) it is obvious that
Job never saw God on that occasion· The Hebrew "ra

!
ah" lias a variety of

applications amongst which is the idea of understanding or perceiving· What Job
said was that he had heard God*s words and now that he had heard them, he began
to understand their meaning and realised how foolish he had been· Hence his
confession, "Wherefore I abhor myself, and repent in dust and ashes·" (Job 42· 6·)

Applying this reasoning to the passage before us, we find that Stephen
has gone to considerable trouble and used great detail to show the Divine Plan
and Purpose which the Jews had resisted throughout their history· This Divine
Plan involved the coining of the Messiah whom the Jews had rejected* Time and
again Stephen compares the early Jews or the Jews throughout history with the
Jews present when he was speaking· Stephen showed that he had a wide under-
standing of Scripture and that he understood the Divine Plan and Purpose as
it centred around Jesus of Nazareth· Through that understanding, Stephen
could well say that he

 w
saw" the glory of God which before was "in the taber-

nacle" as a figure of that which is to come, and he "saw" the Son of man
"standing on the right hand of God*

1
 in a place of high honour. The Jews would

give him no honour but the God whom they worshipped had exalted him and given
him a name which is above every name· (Phil· 2. 9·) ^he statement of Stephen
relates to understanding and not to actual sight· ,
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"the glory of God···
11
 - from NUHW 14· 21 • we learn that "all the

earth shall be filled with the glory of the LOHD·" We also know that the glory

of the LORD filled the temple· In Stephen
1
 s speech, he showed that the LORD does

not dwell in temples made with hands an! we learnt from this that the glory of

the LOED is in Jesus and will be manifested in Christ and the Saints when the

Kingdom is established· Therefore, if Stephen actually saw the glory of the

LOHD in heaven, then his interpretation of the Divine Plan and Purpose as

outlined in his speech is wrong· But, regard his statement about seeing the

glory of the
 L
ord as an understanding of the Divine Plan and Purpose, then the

statement makes sense· He also understood tiiat in spite of all that the

leading Jews load done to Jesus, God had exalted him to a position of high honour·

"Jesur> standing on the right hand of Gcd," - compare this statement

with that of Jesus in

Mark 14· 62.
 ft

ye shall see the Son of man SITTING on the right hand of power.
ft

In Hebrew custom, one stood up to read (Luke 4· 16·) and sat down to

teach· (Matt· 13. 2; 15· 29; 26· 55J Mark 9· 35; 13· 3; Luke 4. 20; 5· 3.)

The reference to Jesus sitting at the right hand of God after M s ascension,

(*iark 16· 19#) shows that Jesus
T
 work was now done and that being so, he sat

down· This agrees with the vision of the kingdom given by Jesus when he said,

"•••many shall come from the east and west, and shall sit down with Abraham, and

Isaac, and Jacob,··
w
 (Matt· 8· 11·) The saints work will then be done; they

will have gained the prize and will sit down©

It was also a custom that an advocate stood up to defend· This would

account for Jesus "standing" at the right hand of God, acting as our advocate

with the Father· His act of "sitting" when he comes again, is indicative of

the fact that he will return as a King and will "sit
11
 to gp.ve his judgements·

The fore-going seems to tie up with Scripture much more than does an

extraordinary suggestion by a number of writers that in "standing", Jesus had

got up while he waited to help the soul of Stephen into heaven! Such an idea

is utterly foreign to the lesson of Stephen
1
 s speech and has nothing to support

it even remotely, in Scripture·

Verse 56

"iind said, Behold, I see the heavens opened, and the Son of man standing on the

right hand of God
#

ff

"the heavens opened·.·" ~ here we have more than one heaven· It is

not God
!
s dwelling place but the expression

is a Jewish metaphor for an insight into Divine tilings· See Matt· 3· 16;

9. 30; (after their declaration that they knew that Jesus was the Son of David;)

Kark 1. 10; Luke 3. 21; Luke 24· 45· Further apocalyptic references are

Rev· 4· 1; and 19· 11.

η other words, what Stephen said in effect was, "I understand the
Divine Plan and Purpose and can picture Jesus whom ye have crucified, now-
acting as our mediator, ready to plead your cause if you repent and turn to
him·"

"Son of man···" - this is the only usage of this expression or title

outside the four gospels· The use of it would

remind the Sanhedrin more than ever of the Lord Jesus whom they rejected·

Rev· 1· 13· and 14· 14· are words by Jesus himself and describe himself as no

other writer does except the gospel writers·

Stephen
1
 s choice of words here is deliberate for they were veiy similar

to those words used by Jesus in Matt· 26· 64; Mark 14· 62; Luke 22· 69·

When the Lord uttered these words, the Sanheditfin regarded them as blasphemy and

took insnediate action to have him crucified· Likewise with Stephen· The

words ĝ Lven here had the immediate effect of precipitating action which led to

his death within a very short time·
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Verse 57

"Then they cried out with a loud voice, and stopped their ears, and ran upon

him with one accord.
ft

"Then they cried out·.·" ^ a continuation of the previous verse^

and reads, "and crying out· ••"without saying what they cried about· Their

words are unimportant· They could have cried out in anger, or cried out

asking or commanding him to be silent and not utter any more blasphemous

statements·

"stopped their ears··.
11
 - arises out of their cry which is mentioned

here· They did not want to hear any more of that which they called blasphemy·

"ran upon him with one accord*" - the words "ran upon" are the same as

the "ran violently" of Matt· 8. 32· Mark 5· 13; Luke 8· 33. They mean* to
 !l
put

oneself in violent motion" or to "rush
11
· The three gospels mentioned use the

words in connection with the headlong rush of swine into whom "madness" has been

sent· Here, in the verse before us, the madness of a highly excited crowd, did

1
τ
4β same thing· They rushed madly at one man· The highly excited crowd of

Acts 19· 29· did the same and the Greek words used are identical·

Verse 58

"And cast him out of the city, and stoned him: and the witnesses laid down

their clothes at a young man*s feet, whose name was Saul·"

"cast him out of the city···
11
 - They obeyed the provisions of the Law

by killing him outside the city· See

Lev· 22f. 14; a reference to stoning outside the city is gp-ven in Nura· 15· 35/36·

Cf
#
 Luke k. 29;

"stoned him:··
11
 - The punishment for blasphemy· (Lev· 24· 16; .See also

1 Kings 21· 10·) The tense indicates a continuous stoning, showing that their

temper was such that after he was dead, they went on stoning him·

The law provided for witnesses v/ho discovered anyone doing wrong· If

the culprit was guilty, the witnesses had to cast the first stone but to guard

against abuse by witnesses, the casting of the first stone was in the eyes of

all the people and carried some responsibility·

"the witnesses laid down their clothes· · •" ~ in view of the voluminous

clothing worn by men in those days, it was customary to remove the outer

garment so that stones could be hurled quite easily· iiaving done the deed, and

left non*-witnesses to add their contribution to the death of Stephen, the

witnesses would lay down their clothes to show that they had been the true

witnesses·

M
a young man SAUL·

11
 Here is the first introduction by Luke to

one of the most famous men of histoiy, Saul
#

the great apostle to the Gentiles· The term "young man" does not mean a youth,

nor a man in his early twenties· Saul at that time must have been about 30

years of age· It is characteristic of Luke
f
s narrative style to introduce his

characters very gradually and without flourish no matter how famous they may

become later when his story is developed·

In laying down their clothes, the chief executioners (witnesses) would

lay them down to one of authority and to whom they would have to give account

if ever the case was examined· Therefore the one before whom the clothes were

laid dcv.n would have equal guilt with the actual executioners as he would be

an acssssoxy after the fact· In later years, Paul acknowledged his guilt and

the responsibility of this remained with him for many*years· We read of an

interesting reference to this in Acts 22· 20·

Verse 59

"And they stoned Stephen, calling upon God, and saying, Lord Jesus, receive

my spirit·
11
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"they stoned Stephen..." ~ they continued to stone Stephen.·"
There is no record of a proper judgment having been given but it can be assumed
that one was given. The Sanhedrin were particular about keeping the Law and
many of them were anxious to keep in with the Roman rulers. Therefore nothing
would be done to offend the Roman overlords. If Pilate was still in office, it
would not have been difficult to get M s hurried assent even before the
trial started.

The Romans had taken away from the Sanhedrin the right to operate their
Law when it came to putting anyone to death. The Jews acknowledged the
limitation in John 18. 31· The inference here is that the Jews had the power
to ascertain whether anyone had contravened the Law to such an extent that he
was guilty of death and then call upon the Romans to carry out the death
sentence. If gilate had been asked to give his consent to the death of Stephen
and had agreed to the Jews carrying out the sentence, then all would have been
in order. On the other hand, if the Governor in pffice had been weak, he w ould
not have risked offending the Jews at a time of great emotional stress such as
they were going through at that time. This appears to have been the case with
the death of James, the Lord!s brother. (Acts 12. 1/2.) Herod would not have
d liberately killed James unless application had been made by the large body
of influential Jews for his death* It is to be noticed that from Acts 12. 3·
that Herod, would was always anxious to increase his popularity, was pleased
to note that the death of James pleased the Jews. See Matt· 27· 20; Mark 15·
11; Luke 23· 23/24·

"calling upon (God).·.'1 - The title "God" is not in the original. The
phrase "calling upon11 is simply petitioning*.

"Lord Jesus.··" - is taken by all commentators consulted to mean that
a prayer was offered by Stephen to the second person of the trinity and that
this statement by Stephen proves the divinity of Jesus· One commentator states
that Stephen preyed to Jesus because he had already seen Jesus get out of his
seat at God*s Right Hand and step forward ready to help his ascending soul into
he&veni This is a case of one wishful thinking (or distortion of Scripture)
leading to another. How Stephen would know what Jesus intended to do was not
stated· If this was the actual appeal made by Stephen, then it contr&dicts
all that he said in his dynamic speech. He spoke the Truth of the word of God
during his discourse but turned to apostacy just as he died· Nowhere in
Scripture are we told to pray to Jesus. Nowhere in Scripture does it say we
have a soul which survives us after death· If Stephen's words are to be
distorted to mean this, then the immortality of the soul theory rests upon a
slender and threadbare foundation· Jesus promised on four separate occasions
to raise the true believer at the last day and this promise did not refer to
the day of individual death but to the general resurrection which is to take
place when Christ comes· (John 6· 35, 59, 40, 44· and 2 Tim· 4· 1· and 8.)
If we build our faith on a misunderstanding of what Stephen said, then we must
discard the promise of Jesus and the statement of Paul· If we relate Stephen's
statement to the promise of Jesus and the firm declaration by Paul referred to
in the quotations given, then we find that Stephen appealed for his life
in the service of the Lord Jesus to be acceptable in the sight of God.

Stephen was well informed in the Scriptures and must have known a great
deal of the teaching of the Master· Therefore he would have known that Jesus
said, "•••when they persecute you in this city, flee ye into another:.·"
(Matt. 10. 23·) Acts 6. 9· tells us that Stephen went out of his way to dispute
with the Jews about Jesus, thereby bringing himself to the notice of the
Sanhedrin and bringing severe punishment upon himself, all of which could have
been avoided if he had gone about his preaching with less open zeal. But
Stephen was courageous and did not spare any effort to preach Jesus to all who
would liaten to him· He did not anticipate his death, as his appeal shows but
it must have worried him for a moment that he was to go to his death and leave a
great work of preaching undone. Therefore his last appeal, *Lord Jesus, receive
my life·.·ft that is to say, tfmy work is over· Let it be acceptable such as I
have done·*1 That interpretation fits more in with the teaching of Scripture
than the wishful interpretations Just referred to·
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Verse 60

"i*nd he kneeled down, and cried with a loud voice, Lord, lay not this sin to
their charge· And when he had said this, he fell asleep."

Having made M s appeal, Stephen now turned to prayer to GOD and not
to Jesus· :lhe kneeled down·.·11 is the same as "bending the kneew of Rom· 11· 4j
14. 11; Ephes· 3· 14; Phil· 2· 10·

"cried with a loud voice·.·" - as was the case with Jesus as we see
from Matt· 27. 50j Mark 15. 37j Luke 23· 46.

"lay not this sin to their charge·.V1 - This is the same plea made by
the dying Jesus· The translation is not. quite correct here and would be better
as wdo not set this sin against their account immovably"® Compare with the
prayer of the dying Zechariah who prayed,, "The LORD look upon it and require it"·
(2 Chron· 24« 22.) with the prayer of Jesus as he was on the cross, .."Father,
forgive them; for they know not what they do#" (Luke 23· 34·) Stephen load
learnt his Master1 s lessons well·

It is to be noted that Paul, who was a witness to this murder and
consented to it, also made the same appeal in the closing stages of his life
when he was about to be offered· See 2 Tim* 4· 16· The important point
of difference is that Stephen did not add "e.#for they know not what they do."
The reason is that in the light of Stephen1 s speech, they .did know what they
had done.

"and when he had said this, HE FELL ASLEEP*" The "falling asleep" is not
what one r/ould expect of a dying person whose soul has just gone to heaven to
be helped up by the standing Jesus * Surely if the commentators are correct,
Luke should have mentioned that Stephen9 s soul drifted upwards until it entered
heaven for the waiting Jesus to receive it· • But Stephen used the same expression
as Jesus used concerning the dead Lazarus· (John 11. 11·) Both Lazarus and
Stephen were dead· Lazarus was raised and Stephen was not· Did the soul of
Lazarus go to heaven? If it did, and it must have done to be consistent with
the view that Stephen1 s soul went to heaven, then did not Jesus do Lazarus a
great disfavour to bring his "soul" back again to unite it with his body which,
in the words of Martha his sister, "stinlceth"? (John 11· 39·) Did Martha
think that the soul of Lazarus had gone into heaven? The answer is !fNo" and
if souls do go to heaven, it is extraordinary that Martha did not know since
Jesus had given so many talks in her house· She said, "I know that he shall
rise again in the resurrection at the last day." (John 11· 24·) If what Martha
said here was wrong, then why was it that Jesus did not correct her?

Luke!s record of this stirring event in early Christian history now
draws to a close· One chapter closed in the death of Stephen and it is a
chapter which was never opened again. The ecclesia was compact, living on
pooled resources and as such could not afford, ecclesially or individually, to
go from one end of the country to the other to preach under such pooled
resources· The large and rapidly growing body of believers felt that the new
order was for Jews only and mild efforts were made to bring Gentiles into the
Faith as it is in Jesus. Unless these conditions had changed, little progress
could have been made in spreading the teachings of Jesus throughout the world·
The matter between Stephen and the Sanhedrin was to have tremendous reper-
cussions on both sides and before we close this chapter, we shall give a. short
consideration to this to prepare ourselves for what follows· The development
was two-fold, namely:~

A· The Jews: Many conditions combined to make the controlling powers of Jewry
determined to stamp out the x'apidly rising movement which started,

apparently, with the teaching of one named Jesus, a man from the city of
Nazareth who claimed to be the Messiah· One wonders just how much the Jews
really looked forward to their Messiah when one considers the power grabbing,
or power retention by those who had it, which went on for a long time· The
ruler Herod who died just before Jesus was born, set up a ruling dynasty which
was to last for some time and the ruling house of Herod became veiy powerful·
The same can be said for the priestly family of Oaiaphas whose sons reigned as
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^igh iriests for several decades· Thus all power was vested in two factions who

were not fully co-operative but at the same time, were not so opposed to one

another as to destroy themselves· There was the rivalry between the Pharisees

on the one side and the Sadducees on the other to fan the flames of rivalry·

Y/hen Jesus arrived upon the scene, he brought with him something which threatened

the very existence of the rulers. ELs doctrines were uncomfortable so there was

only one thing to be done, they had to eliminate h±m
#
 Alongside of the main

factions were the Zealots who were opposed to the Roman overlords and they tiled

everything possible to make the life of the Romans as uncomfortable as they

could. In some parts this amounted to open rebellion which was put down with

cruel vigour by the Romans and revived again by equal vigour by the resurgent

Zealots.

Thus violence was always present in some form or another in the ruling

classes of Israel· The Zealots used violence against the Romans and the

ruling classes used violence against the Christians. In the death of Stephen,

the pattern was set for a general rising against the Christians and the heavy

rioting which followed his death led to the virtual destruction of the powerful

ecclesia in Jerusalem·

B. The Christians: The growing church as already indicated, was centred in

Jerusalem and only the visiting converts who came to

Jerusalem were of any value in spreading the new doctrine over a larger area as

the brethren at Jerusalem tended to stay where they were· Those returning to

their homes were ambassadors for the New Faith but they were few in number and

it needed an apostle to make the Jews accept a crucified Christ as their

Messiah.

Stephen
1
 s martyrdom was the match which kindled the flame of a conflag-

ration which intensified from day to day· This is dealt with in Acts 80

The effect of the scattering of the giant ecclesia at Jerusalem was that those

who got away with their lives, preached the gospel up and down throughout the

civilised earth at that time*

The Zealots continued their defiance of the Roman rulers and the Jews

continued to seek out and destroy the Christians. All this was prophesied in

the ^persecution Psalms" of David - Psa
e
 79 and 80« These have a latter-day

application as well· The Zealots went too far and precipitated the great siege

of Jerusalem by Titus in U.D
#
 70 which led to the destruction of the city and the

scattering of the Jews throughout the length and breadth of the earth· Out of

this devastating event, a remnant of the Jews survived· The Christian Faith

however, had been spared this destruction as the Christians had been driven out

by the same zealous Jews and, having been driven out, had grown stronger in

dispersion than they would have had there been no opposition to them.

The early chapters of Acts up to the conversion of Saul, deal v/ith tiiis

growing persecution of Christians· Later in the Acts, Luke takes up the story

of the evangelism that was to cover the whole habitable earth and also to

record the work of Paul and his helpers· Luke died before the fall of

Jerusalem in A«D
#
 70 but by that time, it was possible for Paul to write to

the Colossians and say that the gospel had been preached unto all the world.

(Col. 1· 6. and 23.)

Similarity between the death of Jesus and that of Stephen*—

JESUS STEPHEN

1. The accusations. Matt. 1>δ· 61. Acts 6. 14*

2. The temple. John 2. 19· Acts 6. 13·

3. Illegal arrest. Matt. 26. 47. Acts 6. 12.

4· Unable to resist

his wisdom. Luke 20. 40. Acts 6. 10·

5· Slain outside the

city· John 19· I6/17. Acts 7. 58.

6. The dying prayer· Luke 23. 34. Acts 7. 60.
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JESUS

7· Gave up the s p i r i t · John 19· 30· l o t s 7· 59/60·

8· Divine vision Luke 22· 69· Acts 7# 56·

BIBLICAL MftKKBS: ;

1· Abel· Gen· 4· 8· 2, Naboth 1 Kings 21· 13,

2· Zechariah 2 Chron· 2^· 21 o 4· John the Baptist Matt· 14·

3· Stephen Acts 7· 59/βΟ·
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Luke chose his historical events with great care for the murder of
Stephen marks a crucial point in the history of the early ecclesia at Jerusalem·
Not only does Luke choose the incident which led to the breaking up of the large
Ecclesia but he also chooses this event which was to have repercussions far and
wide by the tremendous persecution which followed and which drove the Christians
to all parts of the civilised world where they spread the Gospel of ths Kingdom
of God· It is at this stage too, that Luke introduces one of the great characters
of history, Saul of Tarsus, a ra&ft who was dedicated to any task he undertook
and was as great a persecutor of Believers as he became a teacher of Christianity·

There is a further aspect of this point in Luke!s narrative which has
escaped all the commentators consulted and for a study of this, we must go back
to Genesis chapter 10, and in particular, to the distribution of the family of
Noah· Verse 1 of this chapter tells us that the three sons of Noah were Shem,
Ha^ and Japheth· The migrations which took place after the Flood, came from tie
descendants of these men· The sons of Japheth are mentioned first in Gen· 10·
They migrated north into Europe and having arrived there turned westward into
the lands of Europe which are now occupied by the white skinned races· The sons
of Ham, turned westward and southward into the continent of Africa· On
account of the Sahara desert, they kept to the littoral of north Africa in the
parts Known to us as Egypt (Misraim), Libya, Algiers, Mauretania and Phut·
This took the migration to the west coast of northern Africa^ On the east,
where they were hampered by the desert, the southward migration followed the
Wile and the Red Sea coast into Cush, Ethiopia, Abyssinia and southern Africa*
How far south the early migration went is difficult to say but it would appear
that the voyagers penetrated as far as some miles south of the Zambezi river·
There are no artefacts or evidence of foreign occupation much further south than
this river except those found on the Zimbabwe line to the coast· It would appear
that the country now known as South Africa was unknown to people of Bible days,
even as late as the time of Christ· The descendants of Shem, tended to stay
more or less where they were and founded the Arabio races and the Semitic (Shemitic)
people·

From the for3-goingP we learn that there were three major migrations
forming three major divisions of the human race, the Europeans (Gentiles), the
Africans (Ethiopians) and the Semites· Luke is about to deal with each in turn·
In chapter 8 he describes the conversion of the descendant of Ham, namely, the
Ethiopian eunoch· In chapter 9 he describes the conversion of the Semite, Saul,
and in chapter 10, he tells of the conversion of the son of Japheth, the centurion
Cornelius· Thereafter, chapters 11 and 12 give more detail of the work of
Peter who, by this time, is ready to fade from the- scene so that thereafter, Luke
devotes the rest of his work to describing the adventures of Paul·

The fact that in chapter 8, Luke tells us of the conversion of the son
of Ham, the Ethiopian eunoch, it must not be taken to mean solely an indication
that the Gospel was being preached to all the world and this one-third in
particular· There is a further interesting lesson* That the convert was a
eunoch is significant because he vrould be UNMIUITFUL in himself· By one analogy
the eunoch was readirg about Jesus who left no issue and was a eunoch in terms
of Jesus* statement in Matt· 19· 12· To support this, the eunoch was reading
about Jesus in Isa· 53· vfoere it is written ""Who shall declare his generation?11

By another analogy, the Truth has not germinated in Africa and with the exception
mentioned in the notes to verse 26 of this chapter, Africa has not been fruitful
of believers. All this is typified by an infertile eunoch·

We have stated earlier in these notes, that Stephen was a type of Elijah,
being a fore-runner for the Apostle Paul· On his death, Saul (Paul) was intro-
duced by Luke as having been a witness to Stephen* s death· Before Saul could be
converted, God provided a man named Philip to develop the work still further to
open the way for Paul· In this he was a type of Elisha, the prophet who
followed Elijah· Up to his ministry, the gospel had been taught to Jews, but
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with the coming of Philip on the scene, the gospel was to be extended to the
Samaritans· Thus Philip had an important part to play in the early development
of Christianity by preaching outside the realm of the Jews. We shall deal with
him when we come to him* In the meantime 9 let us turn to chapter 8 and find
out something about the great persecution which followed the death of Stephen·

Verse 1 «

nAnd Saul was consenting unto his death· And at that time there was a great
persecution against the church which was at Jerusalem; and they were all
scattered abroad throughout the regions of Judea and Samaria, except the apostles·"

The chapter division is very unfortunate here, coming as it does at the
beginning of a new phase in Luke's narrative. The phrase "ind Saul was con-
senting unto his death." would have been much more appropriate if put at
the end of Acts 7· 60. With the exception of verse 3 Saul does not appear
again until Acts 9· 1· so it would have been better if he had not been
introduced in chapter 8. The 7th. chapter ends "And when he had said this,
he fell asleep." Now add. · · "And Saul was consenting unto his death"· Saul
i*3 now cleverly introduced and the mention of him leaves us in suspense until
the beginning of chapter 9 with "And Saul, yet breathing out threatenings....etc·,11

"And Saul was consenting unto his death·" Note the continuing sense of
"was consenting". It is not an separate one-time consenting, but a continuing
consent with an act of violence against anyone connected with the new Faith*
The word "death" is more violent, being "destruction" to indicate that Paul was
consenting not only to his death but also to th$ violent manner in which his
death was brought about. See Paulfs description of his attitude in Acts 22*
20; and 26. 10/11·

After Stephen's death, everyone would deplore his passing but it would
not have been possible for the Ecclesia to realise that his death was to
have an important bearing on the conversion of Paul· Throughout the remainder
of his life, Paul had the nagging remembrance of his consent to Stephen1 s
death· He often referred to it for it made him painfully aware of his own sin-
ful state. In the resurrection Stephen will know what his death meant to Paul
and how great the effect of it was to be in the life of the ecclesias.
Similarly in our lives, things may happen and we may be at a loss to see any
reaeon for them· Yet some good may come from the greatest tragedy·

"And at that time*.·11 The Greek is more specific than the translation·
It is "In that very day.·." indicating that the persecution followed immediately
Stephen had been killed· It is as though mob violence overtook the crowd and
they went here and there killing Christians wherever these could be found· The
Emphatic Diaglott has "In that the day..." and the R.V. "in that day·.."

"there was a great persecution·.." ~ a great persecution arose·

"against the church (ecclesia) at Jerusalem;.." The persecution was
against the believers only and directed, of courseP against the (ME BODY of
unified believers which was at Jerusalem· This unity was about to come to an
end through the enforced dispersion·

"all scattered abroad.·." - not all really· This is permissable
hyperbole in view of the tense situation in Jerusalem· The effect of the
persecution however, was to break up the powerful Jerusalem ecclesia in which
several thousands of the believers had all things common· This communal way of
living was never to rase again.

"throughout the regions of Judea and Samaria·.·" - This excludes
Galilee, The point is unimportant because the name "Judea" could be used as, B.
wide description of a territory embracing Galilee·

"except the apostles." The apostles must have felt their responsibility
at this time for if they had fled, the Christian Movement would have been
deprived of its leaders. For this reason, it is probable that the apostles
stayed on at Jerusalem so as to provide a rallying point if ever the persecution
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stopped· As we shall see later, it was a wise decision to stay because when
they were wanted, they could be found· The Lord had prophesied something of
this nature· Acts 1· 8·

Verse 2

"And devout men carried Stephen to his burial, and made great lamentation
over him·"

Luke introduces this quiet interpolation to show that there was no
panic amongst the Believers for they went about the burial of Stephen calmly
and sedately· The "devout men" were not necessarily Christians but could very
well have been religious Jews who knew Stephen and who deplored his death·
The "great lamentation11 means wailing and beating the breast which was
customary in those days whenever a loved one or olose friend had died· See
Luke 23· 48·

Verse 3

."As for Saul, he made havock of the church (ecclesia), entering into every house
and hailing men and women committed them to prison·"

Note the contrast of the vigorous, merciless Saul who invaded the privacy
of homes to arrest not only men but women as well, with the quiet funeral rites
of the previous verse, vi/hile the Christians mourned their dead and buried him,
being oblivious to the cruelty of Saul's persecutions $ the zealots went about
their persecutions. For Christians to have acted in this manner, they must
have had great faith in God· Lukefs dramatic skill rises to great heights here»
"Hailing" is an old English form of "hauling" i.e· violent arrest.

Verse 4

"Therefore they that were scattered abroad went everywhere preadiing the word."

"Therefore.··" - because of the persecution, they were scattered
abroad. The scattering was not of their own volition· This is important
because one wonders how the Gospel would have been preached to all nations
before the end of the apostolic era if this scattering had not happened· The
Noun in Greek is "diaspora* which is the word used to denote the dispersion of
the Jews amongst the Gentile nations· An important derivation here is that the
Greek word is derived from a word meaning "scattering the seed*" Here is a two-
fold usage for the Christians were "scattered" but in that "scattex-ing" they
sowed the seed of the Gospel· They broadcast the good seed well.

"everywhere" - a fulfilment of Acts 1. 8·

"preaching the word" - sowing the seed.
• · · . · ••• • > '

The verb "went everywhere" often appears in the Acts to describe
itinerant preaching. See Acts 8. 40; 9# 32j 10* 38; 11. 19; 13· 6;
14. 24j 15. 3; 16. 6; 18. 23j 19· 1? 20· 2, 25. The expressions used are
"gone through"; "passed through"; "gone over" etc·,

"the word"· As we can imagine, this is the LOGOS - The Divine Plan and
Purpose.

The phrase "preaching the LOGOS" gives us an exhortation as to what we
should do with the knowledge which the Lord has given us. "Preach the LOGOS".
It is far better to preach the Divine Plan and Purpose than to give a lecture
on a subject which directly breaks down some false doctrine. A lecture on the
"Manifestation of God" built upon a basis of the LOGOS, would leave the false
doctrine of the trinity badly shaken if not destroyed. Likewise, a lecture
on the Divine Plan and Purpose of Salvation would leave the false doctrine of
the immortality of the soul without a prop to keep it from falling· A
revision of our preaching methods seems to be indicated· itfe should be known
as a body of people who believe in certain specified doctrines rather than a
people who do not believe in this and who do not believe in that· Whatever
we speak upon must be constructive and not destructive·
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To adopt a constructive method of preaching is to develop interest in
what we have to say. By developing the theme of salvation in the Kingdom of
God on earth, a question may arise about the immortality of the soul· We should
not straightaway try to break down that belief otherwise we shall get our
listener on the defensive and it is very difficult to break down anyone *s defence·
Rather let the person attempt to explain wliat he understands by the immortality
of the soul and when he finds his attack breaking down, he is more likely to
lose confidence in his opinion·

As we study the Book of the Acts, we should pay careful attention to the
method adopted by the apostles when they preached the gospel· After all, they
spoke as they were moved by the Holy Spirit therefore their methods must be
faultless· tfe can learn a great deal from them*

Verse 5 . .

"Then Philip went down to the city of Samaria, and preached Christ unto them·fl

Here we find the second mention of Philip in the Acts, the first having
be^n in the choice of the tfsevenff· See Acts 6. 5· After the incident mentioned
in chapter 7> he disappears from Lukefs narrative for a long time until many years
later we find him at Caesarea ("Maritime11 on the Palestine coast) where he lived
with his four daughters who were virgins and who prophesied· See Acts 21 · 8/9
and note that he is referred to as "the evangelist", this being the only time in
Scripture that anyone is given this title· He must have been one of the seven
because the apostles stayed on at Jerusalem and this Philip did not· He was
unable to pass on the Iloly Spirit and the other Apostles were· We shall read
of this in this chapter· • .. .

"the city of Samaria" - Jesus connected the Gentiles and the Samaritans
in Matt· 10· 5· as if to indicate that the Samaritans were Gentiles· In 2 Kings
chapter 17 we read that in the days of Ho shea, king of Israel, Shalmaneser, king
of Assyria, came against Israel and Hoshea became a vassal king and had to pay
yearly tribute· (vs 3) Hoshea, however, sent messengers to Egypt and stopped
paying tribute whereupon the king of Assyria put him in prison· (vs 4) The
king of Assyria came against Israel and also went against Samaria, besieging
it for three years· (vs 5) In the ninth year of the reign of Hoshea, king of
Israel, the king of Assyria carried Israel away captive and put them in a part
of Mesopotamia and in the country of the Medes· (vs 6) Thus Israel were carried
away out of their own land· (vs 23) Having taken the people of Israel out of
the cities of Samaria, the king of Assyria replaced them with people from Babylon,
Cuthah, Ava, Hamath end Sepharvaim· (vs 24) The newcomers brought their
pagan gods with them and this false worship brought upon them the wrath of God
who sent lions amongst them to punish them· (vs 25) When he recognised the hand
of God upon the people, the king of Assyria called for a priest to go to the
people ajnd teach them the ways of the LOHD· (vs 26/27) Nevertheless, the people
still v/orshipped after the manner of the Gentiles· (vs 27/41) In the days of the
good king Josiah, the false worship of Samaria was destroyed· (2 Kings 23· 19·)
It is extraordinary that people could combine paganism with its abominable
ritual with the worship of the God of Israel, yet this is what the people did·

$hen the Jews returned from the Babylonian captivity, and started to re-
build the -walls of Jerusalem and the temple, the Samaritans offered to help
the Jews but this offer was refused. (Ezra 4· 2/3·) Once they were refused,
the Samaritans tried all they could to prevent the work from going ahead·
(Ezra. 4· 5·) See also verses 7/13· The Samaritans were a fickle people in so
far as their religious loyalty was concerned for they would change "face11 as
and when it suited them· Samaria was under the rulership of Assyrian,
Babylonian, and Persian rulers until, with Palestine, it fell under the yoke of
the Greeks (Macedonians)· The Greeks permitted them to build a temple on Mt#
Gerizim and it was in this temple that the Samaritans offered sacrifices after
the manner of the Jews· Although they showed a weak kind of a desire to worship
God, they would bow in acknowledgement of any heathen conquerer if they thought
it was politic to do so·

There were many Samaritans in Judah in the days of Jesus· They were much
despised by the Jews as we see from John 4· 9· Tliere must have been some
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intermarriage with the Jews and we see evidence of such affinity in John k· 12·
How could the Samaritans speak of "our father Jacob" linless they considered
themselves to be in the Covenants of Promise through some marriage tie»
The Samaritans then, were a pagan people with some knowledge of the Plan aid
Purpose of God (John 4.» 25 ο see also verse 2$) but who did not worship God in
Truth or in purity© Philip was the first to preach the Gospel to such people,
thus being the first to preach the Gospel to Gentiles*

"and preached Christ unto them"* - To "preach Christ" is to preach the
Messiah and this means preaching the promises made un-to Abraham and all that
flows from such a study*

Verse 6

"And the people with one accord gave heed unto those things which Philip spake,
hearing and seeing the miracles which he did·"

The Samaritans were very superstitious people so that a person like Simon
(Magus) who we are to meet in verse 9

9
 would have great power over them©

Philip did much greater works than Simon as we shall see from verse 7 so the
people, with one accord, listened to his word· If they associated themselves
with the coining Messiah and the establishment of the Kingdom of God, they
would be intensely interested in all that Philip had to say about "Christ

11
·

"hearing and seeing the miracles" - One does not "hear" a miracle· The
phrase should be "hearing of the miracles" and "seeing them"· Therefore the
people, having heard of many miracles which they did not see and having seen many
for themselves, believed the words which Philip spoke to them. This is more
than the Jews did in response to the miracles and teaching of Jesus· Jesus
had to appeal to the Jews, "or else believe me for the very work's sake"·
(John 14. 11·)

Verse 7

"For unclean spirits, crying with loud voice, came out of many that were
possessed with them; and many taken with palsies, and that were lame,
were healed· "

Unclean spirits crying when they came out, are mentioned in Mark 1· 26;
3· 11J 9* 26; Luke 4· 41 ·

 r
 The "unclean spirits" of course, did not utter a

sound· It was the afflicted person who cried out* It was the custom of the
times to think that people were possessed of devils or unclean spirits when
they were physically or mentally sick. There would have been no point in Jesus or
any later teacher telling people that there were no such things as "unclean
spirits" because the people of those days could not be expected to understand
20th. century medical science* The most important thing at that time was to
teach the Gospel of the Kingdom of God· Correct diagnosis was not to come for
more than 1800 years·

Luke stresses here what he has just said in the previous verse and is
proving his point· The grammatical construction of the first part is difficult
and the R«V· has "For from many of those which had unclean spirits, they came
out, ciying with a loud voice:··" The RSV puts it ~ "For unclean spirits came
out of many who were possessed, crying with a loud voice;··"

"taken with palsies··" - lit: paralysed*

Verse 8

"And there was great joy ±n that city·"

The "great joy" which came to the city after Philip
 !
s preaching, is what

one would expect from a doctrine which was known as "the good news" of the
Kingdom of God. When one comes to an understanding of the Divine Plan and
iurpose^ one experiences a joy which never grows less, unless through neglect>
one turns away from the great Hope of Israel·
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There would be joy because of the healing which was done but the more

lasting joy would arise from a realisation that one is in the Divine Plan of

Salvation*

Verse 9

"But there was a certain man, called Simon, which bef oretime in the same city

used sorcery, and bewitched the people of Samaria, giving out that himself

was some great one:
w

This verse introduces us to a conflict between the Paith as it is in

Jesus and a system of ritual or regimented thiriking which has poisoned mankind

for thousands of years. Nations differ amongst themselves in regard to their

susceptibility to mysticism· In our time, Eastern countries would have little

"religion
11
 if mysticism was taken away from them· .Amongst Europeans,

superstition is more rife than is generally realised because obvious super-*

stitions are regarded as Biblical doctrines and the Scriptures are distorted

to "prove
tf
 them· One would think that in this scientifically advanced age,

silly superstitions such as a personal devil who is given the name of "satan"

would find no
;
 place· In spite of its Vicked giant" character, responsible men

and women will not grow up mentally and leave it in the nursery· If advanced

western thinking and education cannot show people the folly of such iniquitous

doctrines, how much less would the Samaritans be able to cope with mysticism,

coming as they did, from pagan and superstitious origins· In such a world

of primitive thinking, a person like SDJCN M&GUS or SIMCN THE SORCERER would

exercise unusual power·

In the Bible he is called "Simon
11
 and he appears only in this chapter·

In verse 24 of this chapter, he makes his last appearance for lie is not heard of

again. Luke mentioned him in his historical account to warn his readers against

the evil forces which were at work to exalt the individual and destroy the

Faith· The name "Magus" which m s given to Simon comes from the same word

"Magi", this being the plural fo:nn and referring to prominent people such as

scholars and wise men* The wise men guided to the young Jesus were men of this

type· The lesser and evil form of such men also existed and of this type, Simon

was a prominent example· Justin Martyr who lived about the year 150 AJD·

wrote about Simon and said that he was a Samaritan from a village called Gitta·

There is no doubt that he used his name in his works, the name from which the

word "Magic
11
 is derived· By using his name, he was a "imagician" and performed

many wonders amongst a superstitious people so that he was regarded as the

Bible says, "•••some great one·" He claimed that there was a statue erected

to him at Rome with the inscription "SIMONI DEO SANCTO" meaning "To Simon the

holy god"· It was not until the year 1754 that this statue was unearthed on an

island in the middle of the river Tiber· It carried the inscription "SEMGNI

SANCO DEO PIDIO" meaning "To the god Semo Sancus" this being a Sabine dignity·

This great deception was sincerely believed by well meaning but misguided

people·

Simon founded a sect known as the "Simonians" which survived until the

3rd
#
 Century A*D· He was regarded by Irenaeus a.s the founder of Gnosticism

which was a philosophical exercise of the mind running concurrently with the

growth of early Christianity· In its wider extension, it embraced extra-

ordinary ritual, incantations $ and spoken formulae which were supposed to

guard one against devils and evil gpds· Simon had a woman named Helena with

him who was formerly a prostitute but who was supposed to have been created by

Simon· With his magic arts, Simon "seduced" many and had an enoraious following·

Coupled with the intellectual enquiry
 ?
 he was accepted by the scholars of the

day and this may have induced Paul to warn Timothy, ".«.keep that which is

committed to thy trust, avoiding profane and vain babblings, and oppositions

of science falsely so called: which some professing have erred concerning the

faith···" (i Tim· 6· 2θ/ΐ·) It is said by many profane historical writers

that Simon
!
 s greatest enemy was Peter with whom he first clashes in this chapter

which is before us· The famous quarrel between Peter and Paul which is referred

to in Gal· 2· and in particular verse 11· has led to the extra-ordinary theory

that Simon was actually Paul under another name· Simon called himself the

"great power of God" while Paul claimed that "he lived by the power of God"·
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(2 Cor# 13· 4·) It is insinuated that whereas Simon attempted to buy the
Holy Spirit with money, Paul attempted to buy apostleship by the gift of money
to the Ecolesiaa at Jerusalem* This ingenious theory is discounted by the
behaviour of Paul, and his writings which are so opposed to anytliing which
savours of gnosticism. His wide knowledge and understanding of the Scriptures
do not lend any support whatsoever to such a view»

After the encounter with Paul, apochraphyl history states that Simon ,
returned to Rome where he went from strength to strength through his magic·
He used all the subterfuges of the modern "inagi" of the baser type who build up
an atmosphere by incantations and other psychological aids such as tte clever
use of lighting· nftien at the peak of emotionalism, the entranced participants
"come to Jesusff or *give themselves to Jesus" and are temporarily cured of
certain ills· The deception of *faith healing" brings great wealth to the
so-called "healer" and Simon1 s confidence in the power of money would attract
him to this·

Simon was the leader of false doctrines· He was the leading heretic of
the apostolic age and his trickezy with magic and incantations, chants and such
like, made him the gpeat enemy of Christianity as taught by the apostles· He
was the greatest impostor of his time and it is on his methods and theories,
that the intellectual apostacy of Roman Catholicism was based· Since those
days, they have always held the people in a trance by their sorceries and have
accumulated a great deal of money in the process· Simon did not found the
Roman Catholic church but he laid the foundations of apostacy upon which it was
built· He has given his name to the English language with the word "simony"
which means buying ecclesiastical preferment i#e· buying higja office in the
church·

Samaria gave rise to a combination of Judaism and paganism· In like
manner, Roman Catholicism has attempted to combine Christianity with heathen-
ism to produce their form of worship· Thejr have retained the altar and the
priesthood, pretending it is taken from the Bible* The altar of tie Law of
Moses has no resemblance to the Catholic altar and the priests of the Mosaic
pattern wore white clothes (Exod· 28· lfi/k-2.) whereas the Catholic priests
are attired in the black of the pagans· The prophet Zephaniah has something to
say about the clothes of the priests when he prophesies of the punishments to
be brought upon the "Chemarims" (Zeph· 1.4·) The meaning of this word is
"black-f rocked priests"· The incantations are to be found in the Latin chants
and the use of limiting is found in the many candles in their churches· Simon
took his ritual from paganism and Roman Catholicism has done the same, led in
the first instance by Simon and his followers· That modern Catholicism is
opposed to Faith healing does not disprove these statements· They do not need
faith healing when their priests claim to have the power to forgive sins -
which they do for a fee* We shall meet other pretenders to extraordinary power
later in the Acts·

"beforetime in the same city· · " - means that Simon reached the city of
Samaria first, before Philip got there·

'•used sorcery···" - from Greek flmageuoff (the noun "magos" - Magus)
meaning "used the skill of the Magian lore"a This is not the same word as in
Rev· 9· 21· and Rev* 18· 23· (sorceries)· See also "sorcerers" in Rev· 21· 8}
and 22· 15· These words from Rev· come from "pharmakos" from which we get our
English word "pharmacy" and "pharmaceutical11· The sense in these words is
"drugs11, "potions" or "spells"· Simon was a prominent person of the type of
"vagabond exorcists" of Acts 19· 13· He would reach the city before Philip
during his wwandering"·

"giving out11.·· Middle EngLish idiom for "declaring", used in the
sense of putting something forward with his tongue in his cheek· Bluffing·

"that himself was some great one"· - compare this teaching with the
apostles teaching that JESUS was some great one· They had no interest in
bringing fame to themselves·

"bewitched" - Greek, "existemi11 meaning "to put someone out of their
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wits" -
 ft

to astound
11
· The meaning is a neat one,-showing that whoever was the

subject of this influence was put out of -their mind* This word is not the

same as that used in Gale 3
O
 1· whence the Greek is "baskaino" meaning

 M
to maligxi"

or to "fascinate "by false pretensions"
o

The analysis of this verse shows clearly how old is the tendency for

false teachers to fascinate people with false doctrines» The recipients of

such doctrines are put out of their minds
o
 Festv.s had the idea about Paul

that much learning made him mad* (Acts 25* 24·) This remark from Festus was

made sarcastically and in contempt· Paul's admonishment to the Galations

was made In astonishment that they should permit themselves to be so deceived*

Verse ί 0

"To whom they all gave heed, from the least to the greatest, saying, This man

is the great power of God·
11

"To whom they all..·" - the word "they" can be omitted for it is not in

the original· It should be "To whom all gave heed..·" (Afrikaans: "En almal.··

tut horn aangehang...") The R«y
#
 and R#S.V. retain "they"·

"gave heed..." - compare Hie use here with the same in verse 6# In

the former verse, the people gave heed to Philip preaching "Christ" (vs 5)

and in the second, the people gave heed to Sjjnon preaching about HBSELF and

his great power·

"the least to the greatest.··" - Hebrew idiom meaning "all ages and

classes, young and old."

"the great power of God"» Diags "This is the power of the God which is

being called gpeat"· Traditionally this is Simon's description of himself*

There is no record of what Simon called himself but the fore-going is quite

possible· If he did give himself the title then he was doing no more than

many pseudo mystics did before him· This is an off-shoot of Babylonian mystery

whbh was confined to the priesthood· rfhen Gnosticism was advanced as a

philosophy combining religion with philosophy and science, the idea of

mediatorship between God and man developed* Simon would have claimed to be the

chief of all mediators by calling himself the great power of God· From the

expanded version given above we see that Simon also claimed to be a "god" which

means that in accordance with Babylonian practice
 $
 he would claim to be

re-incarnated· The false theory of the pre-existence of Christ arose £rom

Babylonian thinking and not firom Scriptural teaching. The present Pope makes a

bold and unfour&ed claim to be God
f
s vicar on earth but this is mild compared

with the claim of Simon co be a

Verse 11

"And to him they had regard, because that of long time he had bewitched them

with sorceries·
 w

"had regard..." - same as "gave heed..·" of verses 6 and 10·

"of long time..
#
" - he had been-there several times and was Just doing

one of his annual or periodic visits*» Therefore he was well-known to the

Samaritans· The more frequently he visited them, the more he was likely to

deceive them for they had no knowledge of the scientific principles he put into

effect in playing his "magic" nor would they know of the; mechanical effects he

used. .

"lie had bewitched them with sorceries." He had astonished and con-

founded them by'his magical illusions* To get an idea of what he did, we

should realise that JugglSjng is pure skill requiring dexterity in balancing

objects on hand, foot or chin; throwing objects into the air and catching them

as they fall; and otherwise showing great control over the movements of certain

objects like spinning plates etc· It is hardly likely that Simon would bother

to keep in practice doing things which others, if they were persevering enough,
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could do after much practice. Conjuring originally meant to bring things
to view which were not there before, but it has come to embrace the skill of
the, fingers and hands in making things disappear and recovering them from
nowhere· This requires great digital dexterity and sometimes cleverness
in guiding the gaze of the onlookers away from that which is being done· No
doubt Simon had a few of these at hd.3 finger tips· The modern magician does not
bother about such methods but uses apparatus to bring about an illusion· Thus,
he is sometimes called an "illusionist"· He can do nothing without apparatus·
The modern "escapologist11 (escape expeii;) who gets aw&y from hand-cuffs, straight
jackets and sealed boxe3, is merely a specialist in illusion· He "cannot escape
from any hand-cuff, straight-jacket and sealed box· He has his own special
apparatus·

Verse 12

"But when they believed Philip preaching the things concerning the Kingdom of
God, and the name of Jesus Christ, they were baptised, both men and women·"

Note that baptism FOLLOWED belief· This is the pattern of the early
chapters of Acts· Again and again we read of "hearing", "believing" and "being
baptised"· The belief is stated to be (1) the things concerning the kingdom of
God, and (2) the name of Jesus Christ· The one must be considered with the
other for they are inseparable· One cannot just trbelieve in Jesus" or "accept
Jesus as my saviour" without knowing the promises concerning the Kingdom of God·
A consideration of the Kingdom of God must give rise to a study of the Gospel
of the Kingdom of God and this will, in turn, require a study of Jesus the
Christ· When studying Jesus (Yahweh will save) we must understand the Divine
Plan and Purpose as it is in Jesus, the Saviour· God is the ultimate Saviour
but He will save by Jesus· Then, Jesus cannot be fully considered without
Christ· In his capacity as a Saviour, our ̂ ord is JESUS· In his future
capacity as King, he is CHRIST· This leads us to a study of the Promises for
we must realise that the Promises were not made to us but to Abraham and his
seed. (Gal· 3. 16.) A study of the type and anti-type of Melchizadek will
show that of the two men, Jesus is the Senior for Melchizadek gave bread and
wine· But we must remember that the promises were made to Abraham and Jesus
only and iot to us· Therefore if we are to share in those Promises, we must
recognise the Abrahamic Faith, believe in it and practice it· To be associated
with this Faith, we must be baptised into Christ for it is only then that we
become the "seed of Abraham"· (Gal· 3· 27/29·) We know from John if· 25· tliat
the Samaritans looked for the coming of the Messiah but we note, too, that Jesus
had to relate that coming with himself· The Samaritans appeared to be ignorant
of tliis· Therefore it is highly probable that Philip enlarged upon these points.

"both men and women·w Luke's introduction to this fact is taken by
some commentators to regard Luke as a lover of women· This may be so, for Luke
mentions women more than any other N©T· writer but we submit that he stresses
the point which Paul stresses in Gal· 3· 28· that there is no longer a
distinction between male and female for we are all one in Christ Jesus. It is
necessary in this early stage of Christianity about which Luke writes, to
stress the breaking down of the sex distinction in regard to baptism·

Verse 13

"Then Simon himself believed also: and when he was baptised, he continued with
Philip, and wondered, beholding the miracles and signs which were done·"

"Then···" - at that ttoe - not afterwards· He heard Philip preach,
saw his miracles and believed· having believed, he followed the usual
course and responded to the impulse of his belief and was baptised·

"he continued with Philip,.··51 - he went with him from place to place»
It was during this time that his faith was to undergo its stiffest test and he
was to "be weighed in the balance and found wanting"· It is difficult to
understand why an ambitious, wordly man such as Simon was, should follow
Philip wherever he went· He may have been overcome by the logic of Philip!s
arguments and he may genuinely have desired salvation· One would like to think
so but it is hard to get away from the feeling that having seen Philip fs
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miracles, and having seen in them a great threat to his livelihood as a faith
healer (exorcist), he went with Philip to see what could be done if one had the
power of the Holy Spirit, and to see HOT the miracles were performed· It must be
remembered that MAGIC such as Simon practiced, was ILLUSION* He knew that nothing
he did was genuine but Philip1 s acts must have looked genuine enough to Simon.
Like every magician, he was keen to see how his rival did his "tricks" so he did
a mean thing by travelling with him in order to study his methods and find out
how it was done» One commentator suggests that Simon went with Philip to hide
his identity from the publick for he could not match the "skill11 of Philip·
We submit that this applies a feeling of htcnility to Simon which he did not have·
We feel he was out for pure gain and nothing more*

"and wondered···" - a suitable headline here would be "The Bewitcher
Bewitched]" for that is what happened· Philip was "bewitched" - this being
the same word as used in verse 9 and 11· liis false teaching and his magic had
"bewitched" others whereas Philip's Truth and the Power of God had "bewitched"
him# Luke uses a clever play on words here©

"beholding···19 - looked earnestly as a curious spectator· Having a
chance to examine the works of the opposition, he would give earnest attention
to all that Philip did·

lfthe miracles and signs···" - Here is another example of Lukefs
clever play with words· The words in Greek for "great" and "miraclestf are the
same as those for "great power11 in verse 10· Note the A*V· margin against
"miracles11, this being "signs and great miracles"· Now compare with "great
power" of verse 10· The phrases used are identical showing that whereas Simon
called himself "the great power of God" he was now lost in admiration of the
great power of God shown by the miracles, signs and wonders which Philip did·

Simon had developed a theory of "Powers" arjd claimed to be the chief
Power. The theory must have exercised the early preachers for we find
references to "powers" in Rom· 8· 38; Ephes. 1· 21; 1 Pet· 3. 22> 1 Cor·
1. 24;

Verse 14

"How when the apostles which were at Jerusalem heard that Samaria had received
the word of God, they sent unto than Peter and John:"

In spite of the persecution of Christians, the apostles were at Jerusalem*
This seems to bear out the view that they elected to stay there as in the
confusion which followed the persecution, they could always be found if they
were wanted· Now the wisdom of staying there in spite of the dangers, is
apparent·

"Samaria had received the word of God·«·" - the preparatory work done
by Philip was bearing fruit· The apostles must have been surprised at this
because they made no attempt that we know of to help the evangelista Once they
heard of the success of Philipls preaching, they did not wait for an invitation,
but went of their own accord·

The apostles must have shown concern because in the absence of Philip
in his missionary journeys here and there, the baptised believers in Samaria
would be on their own with no one of authority to guide them in their s tudies of
God's Word· The problem was a serious one as it is now when new converts are
made in strange lands or cities and there is no chance of a follow-up· The
solution in Philipfs day was for the apostles to send someone to Samaria so that
they migjat pass on the Holy Spirit· Having done this, the recipient of the
heavenly gift would have inspired knowledge to help him teach others·

"they sent them Peter and John"· Again the two fltdends go together·
The remarkable thing about John being sent on this occasion is that some years
previously, Jolin had noticed that the people of Samaria were not prepared to
accept Jesus so he asked Jesus if fire could come down from heaven and destroy
the people· (Luke 9· 54·) Now John was being sent to those same people, not
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to destroy them, but to help them in their Faith* This is the last mention
of John in the Acts· He disappears from the narrative altogether at this stage·

Verse 15

"Who, when they were come down, prayed for them, that they might receiie the
Holy Spirit·"

The preliminary prayer offered on this occasion shows that the apostles
did not have the power at any time to pass en the Holy Spirit. The power to
do so rested with God alone.

The point to notice is that the apostles had to be present for the
passing of the Holy Spirit. With God it would be possible for the Holy Spirit
to be given at any time and in any place but here, God was going to use His
servants for this work# Therefore the servants had to be on the spot* The
modern claim by the Pope to have the power of passing on the Holy Spirit to the
priests has no basis in Scripture* No matter where a priest may qualify, when
he is ordained, he is supposed to receive the Holy Spirit regardless of where
ho may be. In Biblical days, this would not have been possible and there is
nothing in Scripture to indicate a change having taken place.

One wonders how it can be believed that the Holy Spirit is a God when
the apostles had to pray to One God for Him to grant that another God may be
given to men!

Verse 16

"(For as yet he was fallen upon none of them: only they were baptised in the
name of the lord Jesus.)ff

As the brackets indicate, this is an interpolation of explanation as to
why the apostles wished to bestow the gift of the Holy Spirit to men.

"he was fallen..." ~ "heff is used here as personification. Jesus used
the same idiom in John 14· 16 and 26.

"falien..·" - metaphorically "to overcome". Examples of this usage are
Acts 10. 10. (trance) 19· 17* (fear) 13· 11· (blindness) In none of these
examples is trance, fear or blindness personified because each of them is
a state of the mind - in a trance, he was not his normal self ; fear - the
people mentally, were overcome by fearj blindness - the ability to see was
withdrawn. In the case of the Holy Spirit, it could never be a constitutional
change. It was an extraneous power given by God and as such, could be person-
ified.

"in the name of the Lord Jesus·11 - the same as "the name of Jesus Christ"
(ucts 2# 38.) Note that the baptism is always into a NAME* This indicates
a NAME which is the outcome of the Divine Plan and Purpose.

Verse 17

"Then laid they their hands on them, and they received the Holy Spirit."

The "laying on of hands" ia referred to in Acts 6. 6· in connection
with the Sevenj and in Acts 19· 6. when Paul passed on the Holy Spirit to others.
The bestowal of the £bly Spirit in thi3 instance was not because of the wish
of the apostles but because God willed it so.

In many quarters of modern Christianity, it is thought that i/drat Peter
and John did was the proto-type of "confirmation11 which can be done only by a
bishop# This of course, is stretching the meaning of the passage before us to
an extent which the passage cannot bear. Modern confirmation is unscriptural
so cannot have any foundation whatsoever. Coimentators find difficulty in
explaining why those at Pentecost did not require the laying on of hands;
others required baptism alone and the Holy Spirit fell upon them; others, as
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with Cornelius, required baptism AFTER receiving the Holy Spirit· The answer is
that God is not subject to' rules which He imposes upon Himself nor does He v;ork
haphazardly· Consider the following:-

1# The disciples were baptised into Johnfs baptism apparently although there
is no record of this· They were NOT baptised into the NAME of Jesus·

2· Jesus washed the disciples1 feet and pronounced them clean· This was
equivalent to their baptism· (John 13· 5· et seq·)

3· The disciples received the Holy Spirit on the day of Pentecost without
being baptised· They had been symbolically baptised when their feet were
washed* (Note: the washing of feet also carried a lesson on humility,
hence the remark from Jesus that they should wash each others1 feet·)

4· The people on the day of Pentecost received the Holy Spirit APTER baptism·
They were Jews and proselytes· They would need the Holy Spirit to guide
them as the Jews would,, find it almost impossible to accept a crucified man
as their Messiah· Therefore God was merciful to them and gave them the
Holy Spirit to help them in His TSiay·

5· The people of Samaria had to be baptised first and then, subsequently, to
receive the Holy Spirit as they had a mixed belief formerly and it was
essential that they should be given Divine help in their new Faith· The
Divine help was given only after some time had elapsed so that they would
have had time to prove themselves worthy of such an honour and gift.

6. Cornelius received the Holy Spirit BEFORE he was baptised· (Acts 1G· 47·)
It must have created a tremendous impression with Peter when Cornelius, a
Gentile, received the Holy Spirit the same as the Jews· The vision given to
Peter in Acts 10. 11/16· was insufficient to impress upon him thoroughly
that the Gespel was to be given to the Gentiles· The giving of the Holy
Spirit before baptism must have given him that final assurance that this
was so·

7· The men of î cts 19 had been baptised with Johnfs baptism but had not
received the Holy Spirit· It was given to them with the laying on of
Paul's hands· Such people believed in the Gospel but the heavenly Gift
had not been given to them until Paul, seeing that it was necessary for
them to have it at Ephesus, the "home" of Diana the great goddess and the
"home" of such powerful paganism· The effect of the gift at that time is
given in Acts 19· 6· where the twelve men prophesied and spake with
tongues· This would help them in spreading the gospel amongst the pagans·

From the fore-going, we see in each case where the Holy Spirit was
given, there was a Divine Plan behind it·

Verse 18

"And when Simon saw that through the laying on of the apostles1 hands the
Holy Spirit was given, he offered them money*"

Here 3imon breaks down under test. We can never know what desire had
entered his heart when he was baptised· We can never know for sure why he
followed Philip around for a while· We can only surmise and from his subsequent
break-down as recorded here, we can assume that his conversion was not really
a* conversion· It was an impulsive act which he felt was necessary at the time
and which may lead to better things for himself. It was only when lfhe saw"
that through the laying on of the apostles1 hands the Holy Spirit was given,
that his careful observation is revealed· So this is how it was done· Just get
an apostle to lay his hands upon you and you have all the. power you want at
your disposal·

Siipon wanted POWER for powerTs sake· He wanted it for what it could do
for him and not for what he could do for others. He was a magician wielding
power by the cleverness of his illusions· Now he did not need to carry.around
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such apparatus· The power of the Holy Spirit could bring about results without

apparatus· In other words, Simon was a magician and not a religious convert*

He had wielded power in the past but from now on, with the Gift at his

disposal, he could wield a much greater power for himself and earn a lot of

money in the process· lie bad a love of POWER and MONEY* In no sense could

Simon say that his conversion and baptism had made him a new creature· He was

still the same ambitious, power grabbing, covetous Simon··

"laying on of the apostles
1
 hands···

11
 - it was only through the

apostles that the Holy Spirit could be given· There are other cases where it

was not one of the twelve who did the laying on of hands· Such a one was

Ananias who was "sent" by God to lay his hands upon Saul, and pass on to him

the Holy Spirit· (Acts 9· 17·) Later we shall study another one who was

"sent* ί Barnabas) and shall find that he, too, became an apostle because of

being sent. Remember that the meaning of the word "apostle" is "one sent"·

Prom the fore-going, we can understand that in the absence of anyone

being sent now, there are no apostles to pass on the Holy Spirit· The historical

period in which we are now living is between the former and the latter rain and

is a period of spiritual drought where the sun has gone down on the prophets

and we are without the lioly Spirit to guide us except in so far as the Spirit

abides in the Word of God· The statement in this verse that only the apostles

could pass on the Holy Spirit is something people cannot answer when trying to

prove that they have the Holy Spirit· This verse is a hurdle they cannot

surmount and must always remain so until the truth is acknowledged that nowadays

che Holy Spirit is withdrawn·

"he offered them money". Hence the English word "simony", the buying

and selling of ecclesiastical office for money or money
r
s worth· The pronoun

"them" indicates that both Peter and John were there·

This incident must have impressed itself upon Peter's mind for he

referred to it indirectly many years later when he drew attention to the people

lite Balaam who have a heart which "they have exercised with covetous practices;"

and who "loved the wages of unrighteousness"· (2 Peter 2· 12*/15·) Another

Scriptural "type" is Gehazi, the servant of Elisha who coveted money· (2 Kings

5# 20/27·) Such men fall under trial because their heart is not right with

God· They do not put spiritual things first·

Verse 19

"Saying, Give me also this power, that on whomsoever I lay hands, he may receive

the Holy Spirit·"

This verse is a continuation of the previous one· "Give me this power"

shows that Simon regarded it as a"power
f
Vhich it was· It is the Power of God,

The modern trinitarian could hardly call it a "power" and be true to his

trinitarian doctrine* Either it is a "God" or a "power" but it cannot at one

and the same time, be both· The Greek word means an authority with the added

implications that what is authorised will have effect· Such a meaning could in

no way apply to a God such as is contemplated in the doctrine of the trinity·

Simon
1
 s reason sounds good enough but we cannot believe that he was

sincere in his desire to pass the gift on to others* He wanted it for the

power it gave whoever possessed it in such a way as to make its possession

powerful· If for instance, he was given the gift of tongues, he could extend

his tours to other countries and so extend his influence·

Verse 20

"But Peter said unto him^ Thy money perish with thee, because thou hast thought

that the gift of God may be purchased with money. "

The two Simons confront each other - Simon Peter and Simon Magus· We

saw above that from the word "them
11
 we may infer that John was still there,
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^ we see again that Peter takes the initiative and does the talking»

"Thy money perish with thee·.·
11
 - Commentators are not agreed as to

what was spoken here» It would appear that Peter stated that both Simon and his

money would perish but this hardly makes sense· Money is an inanimate thing.

From the "way of escape" suggested in verse 22, it would appear that Peter
1
 s

statement in verse 20 suggests that if Simon did not repent, his money would

lead him to destruction© The evils of money are plainly taught in Acts 1· 18;

5· 1/11; 6. 1; 8· 18; 13· 6/11; 16· 19; 19ο 25/27·

"the gift of Godo·« " —· the Holy Spjxit v/as a GIFT and was not

merchandise* God cannot be Bought and neither can His gifts· We have nothing

of ourselves that we can give to God for whatever we have, must come from Him·

The only thing we can give God is our obedience to His Will, and that Simon did

not laaow· The only will he was concerned about was his own· It was a sin to

attempt to bribe God and it was a sin to THINK that the GIFT could be bought·

If it could be bought, it ceased to be a gift*

Verse 21

"Thou hast neither part nor lot in this matter: for thy heart is not right

in the sight of God·"

"part nor lot..·" - the O.T. reference is in Deut· 12
#
 12· where the

law for the Levites who had no inheritance, was given· .Another reference is

in Deut· 12*.. 27/29· . ·.

"matter..·" - the Greek word is LOGOS, the outward manifestation of ihe

inward thought - the Divine Plan and Purpose· The word "matter" comes from the

same word translated as
 ff
Wbrd" in John 1© 1« and John 1· 14· What Peter said

to Simon was, in effect, "Tour thought that the gift of God can be purchased

with money is a philosophy which is entirely opposed to the Divine Plan and

Purpose· Your plan and purpose is not the same as God
r
s î lan and Purpose

therefore you have no part, no inheritance in the Kingdom of God·" God load

given him his wealth, therefore just as also the early Israelites had to pay

tithes, Simon had to pay a spiritual tithe of dedication to the Lord*s Service·

If he continued with his covetousness, he was not giving spiritual service

to God and that being the case, he had no part or lot on which tithes could be

paid·

"thy heart is not right···" - indicating that a true religious

attitude is one where one
f
s thoughts are continually in tune with the Divine

Plan and Purpose· In other words, one must continually be spiritually minded·

Verse 22

"Repent therefore of this wickedness, and pray God, if perhaps the thought of

thine heart may be forgiven thee·*

There is always a way of escape from every sin· (1 Cor· 10. 13·) Simon

has sinned grievously but if he repented sincerely and prayed to God, he would

be heard· Repentance requires a change of heart (mind or thinking) and if

Simon could do this, God would forgive him· Note that it is WICKEDNESS that

was involved· Sinfulness is the result of that which is in our* evil, sinful

nature· Wickedness is false doctrine which must be entirely forsaken if

God is to forgive·

"pray God" ~ this is essential· Without an approach to God in prayer

during which one confesses the sin, there is no proper basis for forgiveness

being granted· Simon had regarded iniquity in his heart and therefore, God

would not hear him· He would have to discard the evil thought first and then

make his approach to God through prayer. (Psa. 66· 18/20.)

"thought of thine heart..·" ~ the word for "thought" here is the only

time used in the N.T* It means a premeditated plan which bas been conjured up

in the mind. This was no sudden impulse· Simon had thought about it·
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^ Note also that the LO&OS referred to in verse 21 is again referred to in
verse 22 as

 H
the thoû vfc of thine heart"· Simon's LOGOS> or H a n and

Purpose was in his mind and manifested outwardly when he offered payment for the
gift of the Holy Spirit·

Verse 23

"For I perceive that thou art in the gall of bitterness, and in the bond of
iniquity·

11

The ϋ·Υ· renders this passage in the margin as, ".··thou wilt become
gall (or a gall root) of bitterness and a bond of iniquity·

11
 The first portion

of this statement by Peter is a quotation from Deut· 29ο 18* In this verse,
reference is made to the Israelite « who turns away from God and becomes a root
that beareth gall or bitterness· Ihe A.V· margin has *poisonful herb" or "rosh*
for gall» What Peter means is that Simon lias made a statement which points to
the fact that he may veiy well be an influence for evil amongst the people to
whom he preaches· This is borne out by the second portion of the statement
which is taken from Isa· 58· 6· where the prophet takes the people of Judah to
task for the insincerity of their fasts· The fasts that God wanted included
the lossening of the bands of iniquity which means, a cessation of the
iniquitous practices they had been warned about. Applying this to Simon, Peter
saw that he was such a man who would encourage iniquity rather than bring it to
an end· Iniquity in the days of Isaiah was a bond which held the people back
from repentance· Simon was of that evil type which would hold people to
iniquity· Peter

1
 s statement goes further than has been indicated here for it

carries the hint that the work of Simon will have serious repercussions on
succeeding generations who will follow in his way· The

 ff
poisonful herb" of his

LOGOS would spread throughout the whole world and hold many millions in its
grip·

Verse 24

"Then answered Simon, and sai3, Pray ye to the Lord for me, that none of
these things which ye have spoken come upon me·

w

The arrogant Simon is very much taken aback at the powerful words spoken
by Peter· ,He adopts a more humble attitude with.··

"P**ay ye to the Lord for me···" - 3imon must have been at a very low
ebb spiritually if he has to ask another to pray for him to the Lord· If he
really felt repentant, the first thing he would do would want to pray to God*
asking for forgiveness. Yet, Simon asks Peter to pray for him· At this stage
Simon is in a repentant mood for he does not argue the point nor defend himself
with Peter. He asks the apostles to pray for him just as a powerful church
to-day, will pray to the virgin Mary or other dead people such as Peter, anfl
ask them to intercede for them . The best we can say for Simon at this stage
is that he is moved by great fear in the presence of an apostle who could deal
with him as fiimly and drastically as he dealt with Ananias and Sapphira·

In this verse, Simon disappears from the Book of the Acts and from
Scripture but not from history· Ke went to Borne where he became famous in the
sphere he had chosen for his livslihood and became a great enemy of Peter·
His entity into Luke's record of the early growth of Christianity is appropriate
because he was the first to introduce heresy into the faith· He did not start
Roman Catholicism but he laid the foundation for false doctrines and the
marrying of pagan beliefs with Judaism and Christianity, just as it suited his
purpose·

No one can be sure of tradition and legend concerning anyone and Simon
in particular· His antagonism towards Peter at Borne was a legend encouraged
no doubt, to bolster up the idea that Peter had been to Rome and was the founder
of the church at Rome· Wn±le we cannot say for sure that Peter did not go to
Rome, the indications are that he never went within several hundred miles of it·
That Simon went to Rome is pretty certain because many prominent men wrote of
him having been there· itom what we know of him as described by Luke, he is
the intellectual type who would have gone to Rome in those early days·
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In conrparing Simon with other figures of the Bible 9 we think of GEHAZI
the servant of 2 Kings 5" et seq·, Gehazi coveted money· .He who coveted money
is to be contrasted with Naaman who obeyed and was baptised· Likewise, Simon
who coveted money is to be contrasted with the Ethiopian eunoch who obeyed and
was baptised*

Verse 25

"And they, when they had testified and preached the word of the Lord,
returned to Jerusalem, and preached the gospel in many villages of the
Samaritans*"

Luke has now finished with the story of Simon and lias to introduce the
next episode in the work of Philip. He makes the transition by telling us how
"they" - meaning Peter and John - returned to Jerusalem* Being a skilful
author, Luke does not leave Peter and John in Samaria but brings them back to
Jerusalem and on their way there, he records that they preached in other places
in Samaria· This shows their activity for they did not remain at the city
where they met Simon but continued through the country^ holding a preaching
campaign on a wide scale· vYhile this was; going on, Philip received his next
assignment· · •<

Verse 26

ftAnd the angel of the lord spake unto Ihilip, saying, Arise, and go toward the
south unto the way that goeth down from Jerusalem unto Gaza, which is desert·11

We are now to be given the story of PHILIP AND THE ETHIOPIAN EUNOCH*
Philip received a visitation from an angel· It has been suggested that an
angel appeared to Philip in a dream and that Philip was told to "Arise!" There
is nothing in the passage to indicate that Philip was asleep when he received
his assignment9 we can take it that the command "Arisei

M simply meant that
Philip had to make a start now·

"south· ··" - by irnplication only, it means "south"· The wo id comes
from the position on the sundial and means lfnoonM or "midday11· "Go toward the
midday quarter (of the sextant)··" inplies, go in that direction which is
southwards· Acts 22· 6· has the translation lfnoon" because it refers to a tijne
of day, in the context· Acts 8· 26· and 22· 6· are the only occurences in the
N.T· All other translations of "south" cones from a different word, namely,
"notosV

"down" -* south or southwards was always considered to be the lower
half of the heaven or the earth so one went "down11 south and "up" north© In
the case of Jerusalem, it is situated at a high altitude therefore one always
went "up" to Jerusalem or down from it, irrespective of whether one was going
north or south·

•Gaza -̂  This was one of the five cities of Philistia and was situated
almost on the Mediterranean coast· It was in a territory where there were
large sand-dunes which often threatened to engulf the city when a lasting wind
blew· It is felt that the town which Samson knew, must long since have been
buried under sand· Inland from the town is a ridge rising nearly 300f above
the plain and it is thought that this is the "hill that is before (in the
direction of) Hebron" which Samson climbed after he had wrenched out the doors
of the gp.te of the city and the two posts· (Judges 16· 3·) As a side-issue,
we should like to mention that the stoiy of Samson being held prisoner in the
city during the night and getting away in the morning in the manner described,
is a beautiful analogy of the Lord Jesus lying in his grave during a period
of darkness (the death state) and on the dawn of the next day, (his resurrection),
he took out the doors and posts (he took captivity captive) when he ascended
into heaven· (Ephes* 4· 8·) (when he ascended the mount·)

Gaza is one of the oldest cities of the Bible* being mentioned in
Gen· 10· 19» It is mentioned as one of the cities captured during the invasion
of the Holy Land by the Israelites· (Judges 1· 18/19·) It figured in many
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wars between the Egyptians and Assyrians because it lay in the only accessible
path between the two nations· In the time of Alexander the Great, B.C

#
 332,

it had a great protection from the high sand-dunes which guarded it· It fell
to Alexander eventually· Prophesies of its decay are given in Jer· 47·
Amos 1· 6; Zeph· 2· 4; Zech· 9· 5* There are two rivers where the eunoch
could have been baptised, one being five miles from Gaza and the other 12
miles·

There is always a danger in looking for "types
11
 as one may find a type

which is not there· Nevertheless, we must mention a character which fits
in with the eunoch and his nationality as an African and a descendant of Ham·
Those who have been engaged in the preaching of the gospel to Africans, will
know of the tremendous difficulty there is in getting even a mild response from
an ufrican· There are exceptions of course, Malawians being an outstanding one·
But by and large, Africans are impenetrable in the matter of preaching the
gospel to them· This seems to show how appropriate it was that Philip should be
sent to meet the eunoch at Gaza where it was so barren that far from anything
growing in the sand, there are sand-dunes so big that they can swamp a city·
The countryside was unfertile* and by analogy, anyone trying to plant the seed
of the gospel in African hearts, will find a very unfertile soil· Our reason
for giving this "type" is that the verse we are studying from Acts, ends with
"which is desert" as a description of Gaza· There must have been a purpose
in adding this description and maybe the "type" we have suggested, gives the
answer· But see the notes t ο the begnLnning of the next verse·

Verse 27

"And he arose and went: and, behold, a man of Ethiopia, sin eunoch of great
authority under Candace queen of the Ethiopians, who had the charge of all
her treasure, and had come to Jerusalem for to worship,"

"behold" - as we have explained in these notes, the word "behold" is
used in Scripture to indicate something surprising to follow· Perhaps this
may be tht; reason why the words "which is desert" appeared in the previous
verse· If the country was desert, one would not expect to find anyone there·
Therefore it must have surprised Philip to find the eunoch sitting in his
chariot, reading from Scripture· One does not do that sort of thing in
chariots in deserts!

"a man of Ethiopia,··" - Ethiopia is mentioned very early in the Bible
and appears in Gen· 2· 13· as one of the boundaries of Eden· It is in Africa
and in the Genesis reference, has a marginal note of "Cush"· vihereas Libya is
that part of Africa to the north which abuts the Mediterranean Sea, Ethiopia
lies to the east of the northern portion of the continent and is bounded by the
Red Sea·

n
a eunoch· · ·" - In early days, the word meant "chamberlain" which is

the person who looks after the most intimate portion of the harem· The inner
room is called a "chamber* and the person in charge, is called the Chamberlain

11
·

In view of the prohibition of Deut· 23· 1 · a eunoch was seldom found in Israel·
"Blastus" of Acts 12· 20· was not a Jew but a Roman· He was chamberlain to
Herod, see Gen· 37· 36; Esther 1· 10·

"great authority.··" - being under the ruler - (in this case the Queen)
the eunoch would be the mediator between the Queen and many of her officers of
rank· It would be possible for him to pass on his own rulings under the
pretence that they were the Queen's.

"under Candace.··
11
 - "Candace" (Candake) is a title and not a name·

"had charge of all her treasure···" - he would be in charge of the
royal treasure and money· This gave him a position of great trust·

"had come to Jerusalem for to worship". No doubt came up for the feast
of Pentecost for that year· He must have been a Hellenist or a proselyte from
paganism to Judaism.
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Verse 28

<frWas returning, and sitting in his chariot read Esaias the prophet·lf

This verse completes the sentence -which was started in the previous verse*

"Was returning..." - He had completed his visit to Jerusalem and was
on his way home via Gaza, thence to Egypt and on to Ethiopia·

"in his chariot···" - that he was in a chariot shows his rank· No
doubt he had others in attendance with him·

"read*©*" - lit· "was reading" showing the continuous nature of what
he was doing· The version he was reading, would be the LXX which was written
in Greek· He had just come from a place of worship and was still full of
enthusiasm for his Faith*

"Esaias the prophet·" - Isaiah 53·

Verse 29

"Then the Spirit said unto Philip, Go near, and join thyself to this chariot·11

"Then the Spirit said···" - this is not the angel of verse 26· Philip
must have received the Divine instruction within himself· It would be similar
to thb prophets of old when they wrote9 "The word of the LORD came unto me,
saying·.." The "word of the LOHD" did not speal out aloud but spoke to them
within·

"Go near,..·" - not go within speaking distance or near enough to
touch him, but go near enough to make actual contact· -

"join thyself..·" - the meaning in Greek is stronger and aiuch more
forceful than it is in English· It means "go to the chariot and do not leave
it until the Divine Purpose has been accomplished."

Verse 30

"And Philip ran thither to him, and heard him read the prophet Esaias, and
said, Understandest thou what thou readest?"

"ran thither..." - note the immediate obedience -to the Divine Ctommand.
He did not just walk quickly on his assignment· He ran· In the manner in
which this Information is given, we feel that Philip did not delay for one
moment in carrying out the Lord1 s Command· His action was two-fold· He
started ixiimediately and he ran·

"heard him read.. ·" - this means that the eunoch was reading out aloud·
Ancient Greek writing was very difficult to read and had to be spelt out
letter for letter. It was much easier to do this aloud than quietly, hence it
was quite possible for Philip to "hear him read11·

"the prophet Esaias,.·13 - the actual portion being read was Isaiah
53 half way through verse 7 to half way through verse 8 in the Septuagint
version which differs sligjitly from the A.V·

"understandest thou what thou readest?" - there is a play on words
here· The Greek for "understand" is "ginoskein" arid for "read" is
"anagino skein" ·

Verse 31

"And he said, How can I, except some man should guide me? And he desired
Philip that he would come up and sit with him·"

"except some man should guide me?.." - The eunoch confesses his
inability to understand the Scriptures. His use of the word "guidetf seems
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appropriate here· Jesus said, "No man can come to me, except the Father which
hath sent me draw him: ft (John 6. 44· see also verse 65·) Paul had a similar
teaching in 1 Cor. 3. 6/7· where he shows clearly that God gives the increase·
God, therefore was working in this instance. He had chosen-Philip as His agent
and servant in this matter· The Power of God had caused Philip to go to the
eunoch. He had brought them together at that particular time for His Purpose·
In all this, God had guided them* Now He was to use a man to guide the eunoch
to that narrow path of righteousness which leadeth unto life. It is a "way" and
the newcomer needs a guide·

"How can I..·?11 - In the Greek idiom, the meaning here is wider than just
"How can I?". It carries a strong sense of doubt in the speaker*s mind as if
he had said, "How can you expect me to understand this unless I have some
assistance?11

ffhe desired Philip that he would come up and sit with him"· This not
only shows a degree of humility - for the eunoch did not resent this sudden
intrusion upon his private study of Godfs Word ~ but he also showed that he
recognised Philip as being the type of person he needed above all others to
give him the instruction which he needed. That "he desired" a solitary
man to come up into the chariot with him showed a wonderful trust for a man who
was intelligent enough to attain a high position in his own country· He would
surely know the dangor of inviting anyone into his place of defence in the
chariot. Nevertheless, the eunoch was not afraid and the common interest of
both men in the Word of God seemed to be the assurance that both needed for
their own safety·

Verse 32

"The place of the scripture which he read was this, He was led as a sheep to the
slaughter; and like a lamb dunib before his shearer, so opened he not his
mouth:"

The next verse (vs 33) continues the extract from Isaiah. As stated in
the notes under verse 30, the particular reference from the prophet was Isa.
53· 7/8· as taken from the Septuagint version.

The prophet Isaiah who was Godfs messenger in such words as are quoted
here must have wondered who the "sufferer" of his prophecy was to be· Peter
wrote many centuries later:-

1 Pet. 1· 11. "Searching what, or what manner of time the Spirit of Christ
which was in them did signify, when it testified beforehand
the sufferings of Christ, and the glory that should follow.

12. Unto whom it was revealed, that not unto themselves, but unto
us they did minister the things, which are now reported
unto you by them that have preached the gospel unto you with
the Holy Spirit sent down from heaven; which things the
angels desire to look into."

It is doubtful whether anyone during the time between the utterance of
that prophecy and its fulfilment knew who the "sufferer" was to be. This was
one of the mysteries which was to be revealed* when the Messiah should come the
first time. If a person had known the Scriptures and had kept the Faith of
Israel pure and unadulterated by tradition or superstition, then he must have
been able to connect the "suffering Saviour" with the subject of the prophecy of
Isa. 53· Thus it is that God*s Word is revealed as time goes on, only to
those who understand the gospel· It is not revealed to those who worship in
apostacy· Yfhat person of the Mosaic era would have believed that his Saviour
was to be led as a sheep to the slaughter? Once the "sheep" was indeed led to
the slaughter, the prophecies concerning him and the sacrificial symbolism of
the Law would begin to fall into place. As times goes by, it becomes more and
more difficult to fit the pieces of the scriptural jig-saw together because of
the growing lack of interest in scripture· To the Jews of Philip's days however,
Type and i\nti-type was well understood so the details of the death of Jesus
should not have been missed by any serious student of Godfs Word·
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The eunoch hajjpened at this time to be reading of the atoning work of the
Lord Jesus· Paul

f
s exposition of this in Romans chapters k and 5 is masterly

but, for all that, it cannot be understood by those who believe in the trinity
and who believe that Jesus was not mortal·

Verse 33

"In his humiliation his judgpient was taken away: and who shall declare his
generation? for his l i fe is taken from the earth*"

The ϋφΥ
Φ
 says "In his humiliation his judgment was taken away:

His generation who shall declare?
For his life is taken from the earth*"

The R*S
#
V· says: "In his humiliation justice was denied him·

Who can describe his generation?
For his life is taken up from the earth·

11

The commentators have great difficulty is explaining this verse· It may
be that the doctrine of "clean flesh

11
 makes it difficult or even impossible to

imagine a-Saviour being humbled as a servant (Phil· 2· 7·) and having sin
f
s

flesh upon him so that he had to get salvation for himself first· (Heb· 9· 7«
and verse 12 read without the italics)· In his humiliation of having our sins
upon him (Matt· 8. 17* quoting Isa· 53· 4·) he went to his death· He had no
sin in himself but was offered as a willing sacrifice· This was his "judgment"
which in the passage before us, refers to the "verdict" or "sentence" which
brought him to an undeserved death· Because of his sinless character, his
"sentence

11
 did not remain but was "taken away" and as a result of that, he was

raised frem the dead·

In support of the foregoing point of view, it must be noted that the
previous verse refers to M s being led as a sheep to the slaughter· This must
mean that he was a living sacrifice and went to his death meekly. Therefore,
that which follows must be connected with this "lead-in"· In going to that
death, the verdict which he faced, namely death, was not permanent because he
was taken from the earth (the ground as opposed to the heaven) which is another
way of saying that he was raised from the dead· Because he was not only taken
away from the earth by ascension into heaven, who can recount his generation?
His generation is to be a multitude without number·

Verse 34

"And the eunoch answered Philip, and said, I pray thee, of whom speaketh the
prophet this? of himself, or of some other man?"

This verse deals with an answer with no question immediately preceding
it· The question was asked in verse 30

9
 "Understandest thou what thou readest?"

None of the writers of tne Mosaic era found the answer to this question· Some
suggested that the "suffering servant

11
 migjat be Israel and in this interpretation

there is a certain amount of truth· Nevertheless, it is a Messianic prophecy
and is something which no Jew could have understood because their training in
the Law made it impossible for them to connect their Messiah with a person who
DIED and became a DEAD BODY* To make it even more impossible, a CRUCIFIED Messiah
was more unacceptable to them· The writers of old had suggested that Isaiah
was referring to himself whereas others suggested it may refer to Jeremiah·

Verse 35

"Then Philip opened his mouth, and began at the same scripture, and preached unto
him Jesus·"

In preaching about Jesus, taking one's proofs from the 0·Τ· a better
chapter could hardly be found· Philip must have preached the Gospel and the
atoning work of Jesus,, The lesson can be broken down ijnto many parts:-
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In preaching unto him Jesus, Ehilip followed the same scripture·
This starts with the sacrifice of Jesus and speaks of his resurrection and
ascension into heaven· The ascension must lead to an explanation of his return*
The "same scripture1' was only a beginning of Philip fs teaching so more of
Isa.,.53 must have been considered· That this is true can be seen from the verb
translated as "preached"· . This word means "evangelised" which embraces the
glad tidings of salvation· This incorporates the promises made unto Abraham
and the covenant with David, the first giving rise to the doctrine of the
Messiah and the second, telling of the "Son of God" who was to come, both
these promises being centred in Jesus, the Lamb of God· The promises were made
unto two men and nobody else. These twoiwere Abraham and Jesus· Therefore, if
one wishes to partake of the salvation offered in these promises, one must
become associated with the Abrahamic covenant and become related in some way
to the Son of man* This way is by baptism, after believing in these things.
From the eunoch*s question which followed Philipfs teaching, it is obvious that
Philip must have spoken about baptism and if he spoke about that*, he must have
shown the arguments which lead up to it*

Verse 36

"And as they went on their way, they came unto a certain water: and the eunoch
said, See, here is water; what doth hinder me to be baptised?11

"certain water" - the Greek goves the sense of some water, indicating
a quantity· Obviously, the eunoch must have meant, "see, here is sufficient
water..·" This would agree with the Greek word for "certain"·

Some have cast doubts upon the eunoch1 s observation that there was
water nearby· The country in which they were travelling was dry and sandy·
There are two brooks within reach of Gaza, one being Wady-el~Hessy which is 12
miles from Gaza and Wady^el-Halib which is 5 ndles away· Both are on the
Jaffa to Ga?;a route and were conveniently placed for the baptism·

Note that the request for baptism followed belief and did not precede it·
The doubt running through the eunoch1 s mind lends support to the viev/ that he
was, previously, a proselyte and followed the «Jewish Faith· Under Gentile
rules there should be no hindrance at all but under Jewish Law, the fact that
he was a eunoch would preclude him from any participation in Divino worship·
(Deut· 23. 1.)

Verse 37 '

"And Philip said, If thou believest with all thine heart thou mayest.
And he answered and said, "I believe that Jesus Christ is the Son of God."

This verse, which gives a logical reply to the eunoch1 s question, is
considered to be spurious· It does not appear in the "best" Greek manuscripts·
What constitutes the "best" in manuscripts has not been defined. Age is not
necessarily an assurance of genuineness and reliability· Some of the oldest
MSS include this verse and it is quoted by such ancient writers as Cyprian and
Irenaeus. Having regard to the declarations of belief given in Matt. 16· 16·
and John 6. 69; as well as John 11· 27· the expunging of this verse from
Scripture does not destroy the truth of the teaching it proclaims· Coming in
the context of Luke's story of this event and the one immediately preceding it,
the harmony it has lends support to the view that it is genuine. Philip
recently had experience of Simon Magus who was baptised without believing
in his heart· This is a lesson to us all not to baptise people without making
quite sure that they know what they are doing and that they understand the
Truth· How appropriate then that in the eunoch*s case, Bhilip should make it
quite clear to him the terms under which baptism was permissable·

We cannot resist the observation that whereas early translators and
scholars added to the Word of God such verse s as suited their particular
beliefs (1 John 5· 7/S. are examples of this), so it is possible that
they would expunge a passage if it became an embarrassment to them· The verse
before us is not the emphatic doctrine now that it was in Philip*s day*
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Verse 38

"And he commanded the chariot to stand still: arid they went down both into the

water, both Philip and the eunoch; and he baptized him·
11

"he commanded the chariot to ̂ tand still···" He could not have given

a commandment to the chariot but to those or to him who drove it· This proves

that the eunoch was not alone but had someone else with him·

"they went down both···
11
 - One commentator (Alexander) states that the

"going down into the water" could be done for a purpose other than baptism·

For instance, they could have gone down into the water to wash their hands but

all the time could have remained standing in the water· This may be true but

when used with the word "baptized", there can be no doubt that there was a

complete immersion· The word "baptise" is used by dyers who would never attempt

to change the colour of a material by sprinkling it with water. They would dip

the article right under the water· Thus, proper baptism is complete immersion

whatever the meaning of
 fl
went down" may be·

Note Luke
!
s use of the double "both"· The first of these is the

word "amphoteros" iaeaning both components of two· The second of the words

translated as "both" comes from the Greek "te" which implies a connecting

relationship, joining one to another. In other words, positively BOTH*

The use of two words, each meaning ^both" gives the sense, "the two of them went

down into the water, the two together, one alongside the other·
11

Verse 39

"And when they were come up out of the water, the Spirit of the Lord caugjxfc

away Philip, that the eunoch saw him no more: and he went on his way

rejoicing·"

We must guard against being too confident with the expression "come up

out of the water" for this can mean that, having been standing in the water up to

their ankles, they came up out of it· Nevertheless, we cannot get away from the

fact that baptism was the rite performed in that water and for the eunoch, it

was a matter of coming up out of it· Philip may have been in water up to his

knees, χ·β· deep enough to have immersed the eunoch completely· We are not told

how the rite was performed, but from the meaning of the word, complete immersion

is the only way in which baptism could have been performed·

"the Spirit of the Lord caught away Philip···" -
 T
he Greek word here for

"Spirit" is "pneuma" from which we get the English word "pneumatic"· This word

is translated as "spirit" with a small "s" and "Spirit
11
 with a capital "S

11
·

It appears in "the Holy Spirit"· An examination of all these references, will

show that the great Power of Gk>d is meant» It does not niean another God· If it

did, then this other God belongs to God and God gives "him"to whomsoever He

will·

"caught away*
1
 - the Greek is the same as that translated "caught away

11

in 1 Thess· 4· 17· It means (actively) to take away by force, hence the Dia&Lott

giving "seized
11
· It has the sense of "suddenly," and "unexpectedly"· The

Afrikaans Bybel has "skeilik weggevoer" meaning "suddenly kidnapped or abducted
11
·

The R»V· says "caught away" and the R^S.V· has it as "caught up"·

There seems to be no reason for the sudden removal of Philip from the

scene except that God had finished the purpose for which He brought Philip

there· This being the case, He removed him and prevented the eunoch giving any

praise or thanks to Philip instead of to God· For this principle, see

1 Cor· *· 7· iiow Philip was taken to Azotus, the Scriptures do not state and it

is not important that we should know·

"the eunoch saw him no more* - to be contrasted with Simon Magus who

continued with Philip after his baptism· Acts 8· 13· Apparently Simon was put

under test whereas Philip was not·

"he went on his way rejoicing·
11
 - See Matt· 5· 12; Luke 6· 23; Luke 10·

20; Luke 19· 37i John 4· 365 14· 28; Phil· 1· 18; 3· 1; 4· 4;
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Compare the eunoch1s rejoicing with the rich young man who went away sorrowing·
(Matt. 19. 22; Mark 10· 22.) .

The eunoch now disappears from-Luke's story· Apparently he returns to
his home without the gift of the Holy Spirit· See notes under verse 26·
The eunoch represents the acceptance of the Truth by the sons of Ham· (see
Introduction to chapter 8) Preaching the Truth has always been difficult for
preachers in Africa as the African has a mental "block against religion which is
hard to remove· Malawi seems to be the only exception and David Livingstone
found it so too· Therefore, in the type, the place of the baptism was in
the unfertile lands of Gaza. The person baptised was an African* To complete
the analogy, he was a eunoch who war. infertile in himself· We do not read of
any work which lie did although the Ethiopians claim that he founded their
church. There is no proof of this· Irenaeus writes of him but his information
must be tradition and not known fact,» The best we can do is be kind and infer
that he spent the rest of his life preaching the tilings that Philip taught him·
If God wanted us to know what happened to the eunoch, He would have told us.
Failing any Divine message, we shall take our lesson from Lukefs story and leave
it at that·

Verse 40

"But Philip was found at Aaotus: and passing through, he preached in all the
cities, till he came to Caesarea·"

"But Philip was found at Azotus···11 - the sfwas foundft information does
not indicate that he was looked for· The verb means ffcome upon" without being
looked for· "Azotus" is the N.T. name for the O.T. Ashdod* It is not far
away from Gaza and lies to the north. Its Hebrew name means "fortress" and it
was one of the five cities of the Philistines· They were Gaza, Ashdod, Eshkalon,
Gitta and Ava· (Josh· 13· 3· See also Josh· 15. 47j 1 Sam. 5· 1· 2 Chron·
26. 6.)

"passing through" ~ lit· "went about"·

"in all the cities,···11 - probably Ekron, Jamnia, Lydda, Joppa and
Antipatris.

"Caesarea11. There are two "CaesareaaM in the Bible. One is Caesarea
Philippi of Matt. 16* 13· where Peter made his declaration of faith· ^here
was another Caesarea in north Africa in Mauretania abutting the Mediterranean
Sea, but this is not mentioned in the Biblee The second was at Caesarea
Maretime on the Mediterranean coast north of Joppa and the modern Tel ^
It was a territory given by Augustus Caesar to Herod who rebuilt the town which
used to be called "Stratos Tawer. He named it after Caesar· It had a harbour
which no longer exists and the big open air theatre which he built, still
stands as a fine example of its type· Caesarea Maritime will be known as the one
city which cleared tip a difficulty for Bible students· The critics showed
that there is no record in Roman history that Pontius Pilate ever existed and
because of this, doubts were cast upon the Bible story of the trial and convic-
tion of Jesus. A few years ago a stone inscription was found bearing the
engraving of the name "PONTIUS PILATUS PROCURATOR"· The modern ruins show
evidence of occupation by the Saracens through an "onion top" tower here and
there. There is also evidence that the Crusaders were there and had heavily
fortified it. Around the settlement there is a deep moat to keep out invaders.
There is also a relic of a Roman water aqueduct leading from the north into the
town· It is said that water was led in those days £rom the Mount Carmel hills
in the north. If this is so, then it must have been a stupendous feat of
engineering to have led water so far in those days·

Here Philip stayed and he now leaves the Book of the Acts for a period of
at least 20 years when we shall pick him up again in the narrative in chapter
21 at verses 8 and 9.
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In telling M s stoxy, Luke has carefully omitted any mention of Peter
in this chapter· Peter is about to disappear from the Acts of the Apostles
and Paul is about to take over· Luke vezy cleverly drops Peter for a while but
not altogether· fe still has an important work to do with the conversion of
Saul and of Cornelius· Having introduced Saul casually but suddenly in Acts
8. 1. and 3, Luke drops Saul for the rest of the chapter so that he can tell
us of Simon and the eunoch and then bring us to Caesarea where the next big
event is to take place· Now we are to hear Peter again but we are also to
be brought face to face with Saul, the greatest man who ever lived from the
days following the ascension of Jesus up to now·



THE ACTS OF ΤΈΕ APOSTLES

Chapter 9

000OOO000

In the layout of .the Book-of .the Acts, Luke records the incident of
lt
Satu.

t
s
lf
 conversion after the baptism of Simon Magus and the Ethiopian eunoch·

It must not be thought that the one event followed the other for if we read

carefully Acts chapter 8 at verses 1 and 3, we shall see that Luke drops Saul

for a while so that he can deal with Simon Magus and the Eunoch· Once he has

told us their stories, Luke returns to take up where he left off τ/vith Saul·

Therefore when reading Acts chapter 9 we should start with 8· i/4· and then go

straight on with Acts 9· 1 et aeq? The 8th
0
 chapter is an interpolation which

records events that took place at the same time as the stirring events of

chapter 9·

The death of Stephen was an important stage in early Christian history

for it marks the beginning of the great persecution of Christians and the

scattering of the believers· This dispersion meant that the Gospel was preached

over the whole world at that time and the stories of Simon Magus and the eunoch

tell us a little of the early dispersion, and the preaching which was done by

those people who worked away from Jerusalem* The death of Stephen also marks

a very important happening and that was the introduction to the general reader

of that great character, SAUL.

Saul was a man of aristocratic birth and upbringing· He differs from the

other apostles in that he was brought up in a home where, there must have been

money and influence· The story of the portion of his life which Luke has

given us shows that he had private means* We shall see that money and

influence were to bring him before some very prominent people· The governor

Felix gave him a private audience and this would have been djnpossible for an

ordinary Roman citizen who did not have means· King Agrippa and Queen

Berenice listened to him· Felix "hoped that money (a bribe) shouli be given him

of Paul, that he might loose him:
#
.

e

ff
 (Acts 2i+.

#
 26·) No Governor would look for

a bribe unless he confidently felt that the bribe he expected would be a big one·

When Paul was at Caesarea, he was "kept in Herod
1
 s judgnent hall"· (Acts 23·

35·) The appeal unto Caesar was not possible for every Roman citizen· Only the

wealthier people would have a chance to be heard provided they were prepared to

pay for the very expensive trial that this would entail· Paul obviously, realised

his value to the growing ecclesias and was prepared to pay what was required to

get himself freed·

Coming from a wealthy family, Saul was given the best education possible

at that time· His zeal for the things he undertood to do must have applied to

his education for he became one of the most outstanding men of his age, being a

scholar, a man of letters, a man of affairs,, and a theologian· He was born at

Tarsus which was an ancient city and the capital of Cilicia· It was known for

its university and school of philosophy· In these institutions of learning^

Tarsus University was considered to be behind only Athens and Alexandria·

tfe was sent to Jerusalem to be taught by the great Rabbi, Gamaliel, the greatest

teacher of his day and a man who was popular with Jew and Gentile alike· Paul

had a married sister and nephew at Jerusalem.

Saul had something else which was very valuable at that time, namely,

Roman citizenship· The ability to say "CIVIS ROMANUS SUM" (I am a Roman Citizen)

gave him a tremendous advantage over other Jews who did not have this right·

It could have come to him in one of three ways - (i) by "manumission" (handing

down from father to son)· This meant that his father may have iDeen a Roman slave

and was subsequently liberated· When such a slave became freedman, he was given

Roman citizenship* (2) Roman citizenship could be bought, but it cost a lot

of money· See the remark by Claudius Lysias to Paul recorded in. Acts 22· 28·

Rote Paul
f
s reply, "I was freeborn"· (3) %" a gift· In this case, it would be

given as a favour for some great service rendered to the State· It would then

"be given by a General or an Enrperor·

Saul was the complete man to satisfy all types· He was a Jew, of the

tribe of Benjamin, and understood the Hebrew language· (Acts 21«, 40· and 22. 2·)
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He was very well versed in the Law of Moses - as one would expect of a pupil
of Gamaliel· He knew Jewish tradition and upheld them with characteristic
vigour· (Gal· 1· 14·) He had a spiritual insight which enabled, him to grasp the
things taught by Stephen during his last speech for Paul showed in later years ,
how much he understood of the lessons from Jewish history. 1 Cor· 10. 1/12# is
one indication of hi3 understanding·

Paul was acceptable to the Greeks because«, having been brought up at
Tarsus , he would be able to speak Greek and would learn Greek customs * literature
and philosophy. Speaking to the men of Athens $ he referred to the Greek poets·
(Acts 17* 28·) His references to the Olympic Games are well known· (1 Cor·
9· 2k; Gal· 2. 2j Phil· 2· 16; Heb· 12. 1|) He was also acquainted with
boxing. (1 Cor· §« 26.)

Paul was acceptable to the Romans as we see from the courtesies given him
by Felix and his wife Drusilla, and Agrippa and M s wife Berrri.ee:> His deep
knowledge of Roman law would earn him the respect of Roman citizens· He was
given a Roman name which was Paul and it is certain that he would also be given
a ftgensM name$ this being a surname to identify him more closely· For instance,
Joseph the historian, took the Latin form of his name, being Josephus, but,
at the same time, he was given a surname of Flavius· We are not told what
Paul!s flgens" (surname) was and it is not inportant that we should have been
told· Nevertheless, it would have been nice to know·

Saul was a Pharisee (Phil. 3* 5·.) and had the zeal of the most righteous
Pharisee· lie was a born leader of men and showed this by his gpeat work amongst
the Gentiles. With his brilliant brain, his tireless energy which enabled him
to make use of every faculty he had, and his profound scholarship and great
understanding of human beings, Saul stood out ĝ aongst his f ellowmen· Neverthe-
less, there was a weakness about him which caused him great grief all his life
and which he acknowledged had been given to him lest he should become conceited·
(2 Cor· 12. 7·) We are not told what it was and many guesses have been made.
Some suggest it might have been a squeaky high pitched voice, or a stammer,
because he acknowledges that it was said of him that he was "rude of speech"
and that his speech was contemptible. (2 Cor· 10· 10· and 11. 6.) This however,
cannot be altogether true because Paul confesses that he prayed to the Lord
thrice that it may depart from him* (2 Cor* 12. 8.) A squeaky voice would
remain with him all his life but a stammer is curable· Others have suggested
that he was bald and very bandy legged», Being bald would not be contemptible
but being bandy would bring a lot of ridicule upon him· Still it is difficult
to see hew Paul could pray that bandy legs should depart from him· IJbwever,
there is an element of truth in this for the Grecian form of the Hebrew Saul
would be "Saulos* and it is suggested by some that the meaning of this is
Vaddling" -which describes the manner of walking of a very bandy person· Paul's
prayer then would be that the ridicule rather than the bandiness should pass
from him· Other suggestions are that he was an epileptic· All sufferers £rom
this were held in great contempt in those days. Whatever it was must always
remain a mystery·

It is to be noted that Saul was of the tribe of Benjamin as was Saul, the
son of Kish· (1 Sam· 9. 1/2.) Saul, the Benjamite, tried to prevent David's
accession to the throne of Israel· Saul of Tarsus persecuted Christians*
Under Rehoboam, Benjamin stayed with Judah. Saul (Paul) the Benjamite, became
a devoted follower of Jesus* <

In the early days of Christianity<, Peter and Paul will always stand out
as the great protagonists of the True Faith, Peter to the Jews, and Bxul to the
Gentiles· Both had a tremendous personality and both were untiring in their
efforts for the Eaith· It is appropriate that a meeting between the two should
have come about and that this meeting should draw to a close with the baptism
of Paul· Just as Peter1 s pride was to be abased (when the Lord asked hdjn the
same question three times - John 21*15*16, 17») so Paul*s pride was abased in
more ways than one and we shall deal with these when we come to them· We should
note however, that Saul's Roman name - Paul - means "Idttle"·
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PETER and PAUL are as inseparable as Elijah and Elisha of the 0
#
T. The

one should not be considered without the other» Elijah performed ei^at recorded

miracles and Elisha performed sixteen which are recorded· Thus it appears that

Elisha did the greater work* In the same way, Peter did a wonderful work in

the Lord
f
s sei"vice but Luke records more of what Paul did so we must consider

that he was the greater of the two* The work of the two men was extraordinarily

similar· What the one did, so did the other· Rackham in his valuable comment-

ary, sets out the following parallelism between the work of the two evangelists:*-

1· After his conversion, Simon was called Peter· After his conversion, Saul
f
s

name was also changed and in his case, he was called "Paul
11
*

2. Peter receives baptism by the Spirit· (Acts 2. 1/4.) Paul was separated by

the Spirit. (Acts 13· 2.)

3· Peter was accused of being drunk and Paul was accused of being mad· Both

men denied the respective allegations and answered by making a forthright

speech· (Acts 2· 13/14; 26. 2Z|/25·)

if· Both men preached to Jews· Cf· Acts 2· and Acts 13·

5. Both healed a lame man· Acts 3· 1/11J 14· 8/10·

6· In both cases, the lame men were cripples from birth· Both Peter and Paul

"fastened their eyes
w
 or "steadfastly beheld

11
 ~ both expressions meaning

the same thing· Both cripples were told to rise· Both leaped and walked·

In both cases, the people who saw, greatly wondered* The cures brought

both men into trouble·

7. Peter said, "Silver and gold have I none.
11
 (Acts 3· 6·) and Paul said,

 ft
I

have coveted no man's silver, or gold,··
11
 (Acts 20· 33·)

8· Peter and Paul were both arrested in the temple and brought before the

Sanhedrin· (Acts 4· 1. et seq· 5· 18· et seq·) and (Acts 21· 25· also

chapter 23·)

9· Peter and Paul were both "filled with the Holy Spirit
11
* (Acts 4. 8· and

13· 9.)
10· Peter was considered to be "unlearned and ignorant" (Acts 4

#
 Λ3·) Q-̂ d Paul

was considered to be mad because of "much learning
11
· (Acts 26· 24·)

11· Both men were confronted with the practice of "curious arts" (magic, faith

healing, etc·) Peter in Acts 8. 14/24* and Rml in Acts 19. 13/19.

12· Signs and wonders were done by the hands of both men. (Acts 2. 43; 4· 30;

5· 12· compare with iicts 14· 3·)

13· Miraculous cures were associated with both Peter and Paul· (Acts 5· 15;

and 19· 12;) These were the shadow of Peter and the handkerchiefs of Paul·

14. The success of the preaching by Peter and Paul brought opposition and anger

from the Jews· Acts 5· 17; 13. 45·
15· Well known Gentiles help them by their speeches· See the speeches of

Gamaliel (Acts 5, 34/39.) and Gallio (Acts 18. 14/15·) A beating follows

in each case for the evangelists· See 5· 40; and 18· 17·

16. Peter ordains the "seven men of honest report"* (6. 6·) and Paul

ordained elders· (14. 23·)

17· By laying on of hands Peter passes on the Holy Spirit (8· 17·) and Paul

does the same· (19· 6·)

18· Those who received the Holy Spirit in this way, spoke with tongues·

10· 46. compare with 19. 6.

19. Peter denounced Simon Magus. (8. 20/23.) Paul denounced Barjesus·

(13· 10/11.)

20· Peter cured Aeneas of palsy. (9. 34·) Paul cured the father of Publius of

dysentery· (28· 8·)

21· Peter presented Dorcas alive· (9. 41·) Paul did the same for Eutychus.

(20· 9/10·)

22· Peter
f
s first Gentile convert had a Latin name - Cornelius· Early in

his minis try, Paul preached to SergLus Paul us· Cf. 10· 1. and 13· 7·

23· Peter spoke to Cornelius, a centurion of Caesarea· (10· 1.) and Paul was

given into the care of a centurion at Caesarea· (27· 1·)

24· Before his mission to Cornelius, Peter is hungry· (1O· 10·) Paul was

without food or drink for three days· (9· 9·) Peter had a vision at

midday· (10· 9·) so did Paul. (22. 6.) Peter heard a voice, (i0. 13.)

Paul also heard a voice. (9. 4·) Peter* s vision was repeated three times.

(1O. 16·) Paul's experience is repeated three times in Acts. (9. 3/8;

22· 6/10; 26· 12/18·)
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25· Cornelius sees a vision which led to a meeting with Peter· (1O. 3/6·)
Ananias saw a vision which led him to Paul· (9· 1O/i6·)

26· Cornelius felt inclined to worship Peter· (ΐθ
β
 25*) The Lycaonians wanted

to worship Paul and Barnabas* "(14· 1i/i3·) Cornelius fell at Peter
1
 s

feet* In Paul
f
s experience, the jailer at Philippi fell down before him*

(16· 29·)
27· The question of circumcision gave trouble to Peter· (11· 2/3.) and to

Paul. (15· 1/2·)
28· Peter was arrested by Agrippa I. Paul defended himself before iigrippa H ·

See 12, 3Λ· and 26, 2/29·
29. Peter was imprisoned in Jerusalem. Chapter 12· Paul was imprisoned at

Philippi. Chapter 16*
30· Both Petar and Faul were delivered miraculously· See chapters 12 and 16«
31· An angel appeared to Peter. (12. 7·) and an angel appeared to Paul·

(27· 23·)
32· In Peter

1
 s case, prayer was followed by an earthquake· (if. 31«) In Paul

f
s

case, see 16
#
 25/26·

33· Peter was bound with chains· (12
P
 6

e
) Paul was also bound with a chain.

26· 29.
3/+.· Both Peter and Paul beckoned with the hand· See 12· 17· and 13· 16«
35· When Peter was released from prison^ ha went to the house of Maxy· 12. 12

#

When Paul was released, he went to the house of Lydia· 16
#
 40·
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Verse 1

"And Saul, yet breathing out threatenings and slaughter against the disciples of
the Lord, went unto the high priest,tf

"yet· ·." - this word shows the connection between that which follows
and Acts 8. if·

"breathing out.··" - the word does not occur elsewhere in Scripture but
is peculiar to this context· It means "breathing in11 and carries a meaning of
angry fervour like a wild beast snorting with rage·

"threatenings and slaughter···11 - The plural of "threatenings" is an
error· The word means "threatening11· "Slaughter" means umurdertf·

"the disciples of the Lord···" -those who had disciplined themselves
after Christ· Dos s not mean the apostles·

Paul!s confession of his intense hatred for Christians and the measures
he took to exterminate them, is given in Acts 26· 10/11· Note particularly
verse 11 which records flI persecuted them even unto strange cities·11

Verse 2

"And desired of him letters to Damascus to the synagogue^ that if he found any
of this way, whether they were men or women, he migjit bring them bound tmto
Jerusalem©ft

flDe sired of him letters·.." - This verse is a continuation of verse 1·
The word "desired" is really "asked" or, better still, "asked for himself"·
The "letters" which he asked for would give him a commission to cariy out the
work he intended to do· This work was to take him to Damascus. Saul succeeded
in getting the letters he wanted. Vie read about this in Acts 22. 4/5 and Acts
26. 9/11·

"to Damascus.··" - The high priest*s authority would extend to Jewish
communities outside of Palestine· As President of the Sanhedrin, he would be the
head of Israel in so far as its internal affairs were concerned. The religious
authority of the high Priest was upheld by the Boman authorities. By claiming
that certain Jews were offenders against Jewish laws, Saul could have demanded
their extradition*

Damascus is supposed to be the oldest city in the world· It is first
mentioned in the Bible in Gen· 14· 15· in connection with the defeat of
Chedorlaomer by Abraham. See also Gen· 15· 2* The Jewish population of
Damascus at the time of Neroy must have been very great indeed for Josephus
states that 10,000 Jews were massacred there at that time A«D. 66 9 Ananias who
is mentioned later in connection with the conversion of Paul, might either
have gone there after the persecution of Stephen, or the gospel may Imve been
taken there by the Jews vino were scattered and driven out of Jerusalem by the
persecution which followed the death of Stephen· There must have been a large
number there for Saul to have taken the positive action which is recorded here»
Some might have gone there after Pentecost.

Damascus is about 60 miles from the sea and about 2,200 feet above sea
level. It was at one time on the highway of traffic between Egypt and Meso-
potamia· Several caravan routes converged there. In the ?th· Century it came
under the control of the Muslims·

"this way" - the word "way" is used many times in the N.T· to indicate
the Christian Faith· The meaning in Greek is a "path" or "highway", being the
same as the word Jesus used when he said, "I am the way, the truth and the life"
(John 14· 6.) and "straight is the gate, and narrow is the way.··" (Matt· 7·
14.) Also the seeds vjhich fell by the "wayside"· (Luke 8· 5·)
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Consider the following:~

(1) The WAY of God· .Matt· 22. 16; Mark 12· 14. Luke 20. 21. Acts 18· 26·

(2) The WAY of the Lord· Matt. 3· 3. Mark'i. 3. Luke 3· 4· John 1· 23·

(3) The WAY of peace. Luke 1. 79· Rom. 3· 17·

(4) The WAY of salvation· Acts 1.6. 17·

(5) The WAY of truth· 2 Peter 2. 2·

(6)
 T
he WAY of righteousness· 2 Peter 2. 21

 φ

(7) The WAY of the kings of the east· Rev» 16. 12·

Compare with:-

(1) The way of the ^entiles· Matt. 10. 5.

(2) The way of Balaam. 2 Peter 2· 15.

(3) The way of Cain· Jude 11·

•men .and women»©
11
 - Saul

p
 who later as Paul, wrote so tenderly about

women, did not consider their sex when he turned his violence upon them. His
zeal was above all other considerations·

"to Jerusalem." - To the Sanhedrin which was centred at Jerusalem.
As stated above, the Sanhedrin were permitted by the Romans to punish their own
people if they contravened Jewish Law.

Verse 3

"And as he journeyed, he came near Damascusj and suddenly there shined round
about him a ligjtxt from heaven."

"As he journeyed..." - Greek "In the journeying.,*" In the act of
progressing from one point to another*

It is not mentioned here, but the time was about mid-day· See Acts
22. 6· and 26· 13·

"there shined..·" - Greek usage of this verb is applied to the flashing
of lightning· The sense here, is one of continuous shining and not a momentary
flash. It was the brightness which was like lightning·

"from heaven·.." It was not a light coming from heaven· ^he passage
refers to the direction from which it came. Luke must have described the light
in this way to show that it was of Divine origin.

Verse 4

"And he fell to the earth, and heard a voice saying unto him, Saul, Saul, v/hy
persecutest thou me?"

The act of a man who was suddenly overcome and confounded· Those who
were with him also fell to the grounds (Acts 26· 14·)

"heard a voice..." - compare this statement with Acts 22. 9© "they
heard not the voice of him that spake to-me··

11
 The answer is that Paul not only

heard the voice but understood what was said. Those that were with him, heard
the voice but did not uri&erstand what was said.

"Saul, Saul,..·" - the name here is given in the Hebrew form
 w
Shaul,

Shaul,..
1
* This agrees with the information given in Acts 26. 14· which says

that the Lord spake in the Hebrew tongue.
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The repetition of the name is a character of the writings of Luke· See
11
 "Martha, Martha" of Luke .10. 41; "Jerusalem, Jerusalem," of Luke 13· 34;

"Simon, Simon," of Luke 22. 31. all of these references contain a certain

measure of rebuke, and warning· In the 0·Τ
β
 there is an interesting example in

"Samuel, Samuel" of 1 Sam· 3· 10· where the LORD called Samuel preparatory to

"calling" him to His service· In the case before us, Saul's name is uttered

twice and in the events which followed, it is obvious that in this there was a

REBUKE, a WABNING and a CALLING· For those to whom the LORD gives the increase,

there are:-

1. The REBUKE - thou shalt not

2· The WAHFING - dust thou art and unto dust shalt thou return.

3. The CALLING ~ believe and be baptised*

In this we see a further connection with the dream which "was doubled

unto Pharaoh twice;··." (Gen· 41· 32·) The reason given for this was that
tf
the thing is established by God,··" In other words, it was the Divine Plan and

P* rpose that this should be so· Connecting this with our own "calling
11
 in

Christ Jesus, we must agree that inasmuch as
 w
God giveth the increase" (1 Cor»

3· 6·) it must be the Divine Plan and Purpose that we should be called·

John, the writer of the Fourth Gospel, depicted Jesus as the manifestation of

God and His Purpose, so we find throughout that gospel, the repeated words of

Jesus, "Verily, verily···* The doubling up of this word is not found elsewhere

in Scripture· It occurs 24 times in John© Whatever Jesus said after opening

with those words, must have had something to do with the Divine Plan and Purpose·

A study of these instances can be most rewarding. See John 1
O
 51? 3· 3* 115

5. 19, 24, 25; 6.26, 32, 47, 53; 8« 34, 51, 58; 10
9
 1, 7; 12· 24;

13· 16, 20, 21, 38; 14· 12; 16. 20, 23; 21. 18· It will be found that in

every one of these instances, there is some facet of the Divine flan and

Purpose· The double worded introduction shows that they are all given because

they are "established by God"·

lf
Why persecutest thou me?" - Many years later Paul was to write, "Now

ye are the body of Christ, and members in particular"· (1 Cor· 12. 27·)

See also his words in Ephes· 2· 19/22
O
 The words of Jesus in Matt· 25· 44· have

a bearing on this principle· Any persecution of the
 tr
body

tf
 of Christ must be a

persecution of Jesus himself·

The word "dioko
11
 translated as "persecute" has the meaning of "drive away"

and "put to flight" - these being brought about by the undeserved cruelty which had

been inflicted upon the followers of Jesus· When Paul came to realise how

severe he had been, he never forgot it and wrote about it many years afterwards·

See Gal· 1. 13· where he acknowledges that he had gone beyond what would

normally have been required· His shame at what he did is acknowledged in

1 Cor· 15* 9· His confession is also contained in Acts 22. 4· and 26. 11·

Verse 5

"And he said, iftio art thou, Lord? imd the Lord said, I am Jesus whom thou

persecutest: it is hard for thee to kick against the pricks·"

The question "Who art thou, Lord" is asked with a good idea as to what

the answer was. This is diown by the title "Lord" instead of "Sir
0
· There was

a doubt of course, but the sudden realisation that this was something Divine is

shown by the use of the word "Lord"·

"I am Jesus..·" - The pronoun here is emphatic© It is as though Jesus

replied,
 W
I am that very Christ, - the one whom you are persecuting·" The

emphasis goes further because Jesus identifies himself with bis people· He

refers to "that Jesus — the very one whom you are persecuting" showing that Jesus

and his people are one. It v/ould not have been said if SauL had been persecuting

pagans·

Compare this incident with that described in John 18· 4/6· The officers

had come to arrest Jesus and he asked them "Whom seek ye?" knowing full well who
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they were (unlike Saul who had a good idea but who was not sure·) Once the

Lord was identified, the people fell to the ground* Saul fell to the ground too,

but not because of identification© It was due to the brightness of Christ
 f
s

presence* The people had come to arrest the literal boay of Christ· With Saul,

he had come to arrest the spiritual body of Christ*

"it is hard for thee to kick against the pricks·
ft
 This expression is well

known in Hebrew, Greek and Latin literature. It is omitted from most English

texts and appears in italics in the Aarplified Version» Khox includes it with a

very free translation of what was said· It is therefore, accepted as being a

spurious introduction into some later manuscript* Nevertheless, it has some

merit for it is indeed a painful thing to continue to sin when we know that we

are sinning© S7e ignore the pricking of conscience and continue to do those

things which we ought not to do* It is generally well known to all who read

their Bible, that the pricks mentioned here refer to the spiked goad which is

used to urge oxen to pull the plough*

Verse 6

n
Ar& he trembling and astonished said, Lord, what wilt thou have me to do? And

the Lord said unto hdm
p
 Arise, and go into the city, and it shall be told thee

what thou must do
0
"

"And he trembling.*..*
0
the Lord said unto him,*.**

tf
 A3.1 this-section is

an interpolation to fit the context after the introduction of the statement
 tf
It

is hard for thee to kick against the pricks." The next word "Arise.
o
" should

follow immediately after
 M
I am Jesus whom thcu per&ecutest:" Now continue with

lf
Bise,...etc. ,* This has the effect of running verse 5 into verse 6 as one

continuous statement*

"Arise·..." - The Greek is "Rise"*» There is a usage in Heb* 7. 15*

but this word is nearly peculiar to Luke. See Luke 15· 18; 17ο 19i Acts 8. 26j

9o 6, 11, 5k
9
 40; 10. 20$ 11* 7i 12. 7} ?0* 30; 22. 10, 16; See also

Paul
f
s use of it in Ephes. 5· 14· Note the number of times it appears in the

sentence
 ft
Arise and go..·

11
 indicating that one must get up and go somewhere

to do the Lord
1
 s bidding*

"go into the city**©'
1
 - It is just as well that the Lord gfive Saul

these instructions. lie was in such a state of mind at that time that any

detailed instructions as to what he had to do would have been lost on him* The

journey into the city would give him a chance to collect his thoughts, calm down

a bit and be in a fit state to follow out further commandments.

The city was Damascus as we shall see. It was to this city that Saul
was going. See verse 2. "It will be told thee.*·" - this prepares us for what
follows* We know that God will call upon another servant to speak to Saul. Note
how God works through His servants*

Verse 7

K
And the men which journeyed with him stood speechless, hearing a voice,
but seeing no man."

Paul was not alone but had men with him* This shows his importance in

those days because he would be in charge of the whole party* VVe are not told

who they were but the fact that the Bible mentions them without giving them a

name, shows that they have some teaching value* The Bible is the Word of God so

if people are referred to even indirectly, they are a type of something or

someone* They would not have been Gentiles as Paul was too much of a Jew to have

anything to do with the despised Gentile* They were a type of the unbeliever.

"stood..*" - in. contrast with Saul who fell to the ground, they stood

still ρ without moving. It also indicates standing, in opposition to sitting or

lying down, that is they stopped further movement. A moment later they must

have fallen* See Acts 26. 14»

"speechless,..·" - the Greek word indicates those who were both deaf and

dumb* Many years later, Paul said that "they that were with me saw indeed the
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light,···· but they heard not the voice of him that spake to me
#

ff
 (Acts 22· 9·)

When they saw the light, they were speechless (and deaf in a sense)·

"hearing a voice,··" - a similar phenomenon is found in John 12. 28/29·.

where the people heard a voice from heaven and Said that it thundered· They did

not distinguish articulated words* It was the same here where Saul*s companions

heard the voice, bub could not understand the speech* In Acts 22* 9· Paul

recounts that his conpanions did not hear the voice» It is true that they

heard the sound but we must not take it further than this· They heard not the

articulation of the voice* This distinction is drawn from "hearing a voice
M

from the verse before us and "heard not the voice of him that spake to me"·

This latter from Acts 22, 9· In the one they heard a voice and in the other,

they heard not the voice that spake* The ona which was heard was just a sound

of a voice· The one which was not heard wa3 the speaking of the voice·

"seeing no man." We must draw a distinction here between the seeing no

man by Saul
f
s companions and the sightlessness of Saul which we shall read about

in verse 9· The companions did not lose their sight· It is just that they saw-

no one·

Verse 8

"And Saul arose from the earth; and when his eyes were opened, he saw no man:

but they led him by the hand, and brought him into Damascus*"

"Saul arose···" - the first act of obedience by Saul* His reaction to

the command
 w
Arisei" was immediate*

"when his eyes were opened,··*" - The sense here is not that he had

previously kept his eyes closed and now suddenly opened them to find that he could

see no man· It is that in spite of his eyes being opened, he could see no man,

not even his companions «ho were with him©

"but they led him
o
*·" - "they

11
 as a word in this sentence, is tied to

"man" which Saul did not see
9
 not even his companionSo "they" must mean his

companions·

"brought him into Damascus
o
" Commentators sieze upon this statement to

show that the incident took place outside the c ity* Tradition is referred to

which states that the scene was at a little bridge outside the city© Such

information is of no value whatsoerver
e
 To say that it occurred here or there

would convey no teaching lesson for us ο But the Bible mentions that Saul was

taken to Damascus and God must have had a purpose in stating this· The answer

is that in the first place, Saul wished to go to Damascus© He arrived there in

due course, but not of his own freewill» No doubt he would, have been pleased

enough to return to Jerusalem to wherever his home was· He reached Damascus

because God willed it so* He went because he was told to go and he must have

told his conrpanions to take him there otherwise they would have brought him back

to his home· The companions had not heard the articulated voice so did not

know of the special instructions to go to Damascus© Saul must have instructed

them, thus giving the second evidence of his obedience to the Word of the Lord.

In these few words, recorded in Acts, Luke shows his consummate skill as a

writer· He has a tremendous capacity for using an economy of words·

Verse 9

"And he was three days without sight, and neither did eat nor drink·"

"three days···" These are analogous to the three days our Lord spent

in the grave when he lay prone on the groundj he saw no thing j he was

speechless; and he did neither eat nor drink· In other words, this was Saul's

spiritual death in symbol* The Saul that arose was a v^ry different person

from that which started out for Damascus* It was appropriate in the Divine
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scheme of things, that Saul, the great enemy of the body of Christ, should follow
the pattern of the man whom he persecuted· God led hiiji through the way of that
man whom he had despised· Saul the man who would save no one of the WAY of
righteousness had been brought face to face with him who would have saved even
those of the way of Cain if they turned to him· Having been given .this
revelation, Saul acted immediately in belief and the'Saving Grace of the Lord
came upon him, bringing him through the same stages as our Lord, and electing
him to high office·

It is appropriate at this stage, when in Luke*s narrative, the scene
swiftly changes from Saul on the road to Ananias at Damascus, tha,t we should
compare the three versions of this remarkable incident.in Paul's life·

chapter 9· vs 3/9.

3. And as he Journeyed, he
came near Damascus: and
suddenly there shined round
about him a light from
heaven·

4· ̂ nd he fell to the
earth, and heard a voice
saying unto him, Saul,
Saul, why persecutest
thou me?

5· And he said, Who art
thou, Lord? And the Lord
said, I am Jesus whom thou
persecutesti (it is hard for
thee to kick against the
pricks·)

7· ̂ nd the men which jour-
neyed with him stood speech-
less, hearing a voice, but
seeing no man·

6· And he trembling and
astonished said, Lord,-what
wilt thou have me to do? And
the -^rd said unto him, Arise
and go into the city, and it
shall be told thee what thou
must do·

Acts

chapter 22. 6/11·

6· And it came to pass
that, as I made my jour-
ney, and was come nigh
unto Damascus about noon,
suddenly there shone from
heaven a great light
round about me·

7o And I fell unto the
ground, and heard a voice
saying unto me, Saul,
Saul, why persecutest
thou me?

8. And I aaasweredp Who art
Lord? he said

unto me^ I am Jesus of
Nazareth, whom thcu
persecutest·

.9. And they that were with
me saw indeed the light,
and were afraid} but they
heard not the voice of him
that spake to me*

10· And I said, What shall
I do Lord? And the Lord
said unto me, Arise and
go into Damascus j and
there it shall be told
thee of all things which
are appointed for thae to
do·

chapter 26· 12/18O

12· ./hereupon as I
went to ̂ fejnascus with
authority and commiss-
ion from the chief
priests,
13· At midday, 0 King,
I saw in the way a
light from heaven,
above the brightness
of the sun, shining
round about me and
them which journeyed
with me·

14o Ard when we were
all fallen to the
earth, I heard a voice
speaking unto me, and
saying in the Hebrew
tongue, Saul, Saul,
why persecutest thou
me? It is hard for
thee to kick against
the pricks·

15· Arid.I. said,."Who
art thou, Lord? And he
said, I am Jesus whom
thou persecuteste

16· But rise, and
stand upon thy feet:
for I have appeared
unto thee for this
purpose, to wake thee
a minister and a wit-
ness both of these
things which thpu
hast seen, and of
those tilings in the
which I will appear
unto thee·
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chapter 9· 3/9· chapter 22· 6/11. chapter 26· 12/18·

17· Delivering thee from

the people, and from the

Gentiles, unto whom I now

send thee ,

18· To open their eyes, and

to turn them from darkness

to light, and from the

power of Satan unto
 G
od,

. that they may receive for-

giveness of sins, and

inheritance among them which

are sanctified by faith

that is in me·

8· And Saul arose from the 11· And when I could

earthj and when his eyes were not see for the glory

opened, he saw no man: but of that light, being

they led him by the hand, led by the hand of

and brought him into Damascus· them that were with me,

Icame into Damascus·

9· And he was three days

without sigjit, and neither

did eat nor drink·

Whereas some have criticised Luke for inconsistency in narration, the

fore-going will show that at one telling, certain things were included and

omitted from others© In others, we are given certain information which is

missing from the, earliest account· It is to be noted that the inclusion of

certain words in verse 5 and 6 of chapter 9 are accepted as being by inter-polat-

ion, yet the same words included in Acts 22· 10* are in order· It is a case of what

Luke actually wrote and not of what was actually said at the time· Luke did not

include these words in Acts 9· 5/6* "but included
 :
;hem in 22

#
 10· In the trans-

lation of chapter 9* the wo ids have been borrowed from Acts 22» 10» The _.

additional matter gpLven in chapter 26, verses 17 and 18 is interesting· Note
lf
to open their eyes and to turn them from darkness to light··." No doubt Saul

would think a great deal on these words during his three day spell of blindness·

It is significant that he remembered the words for so mar̂ y years·

The value of the revelation of Jesus Christ to Paul lies in the call

which was made and the preparation for the teaching cf the Word to the Gentiles·

The story is told simply and without embellishment· Nothing is made out of the

incident which is not there· The glory of the appearance of Jesus to Saul is

left to our imagination· Luke
f
s motive is not to add anything of ostentation

but to reveal some facet of the Divine Plan and Purpose· This is consistent

with his introductory remark,
 ft
that thou lightest know the certainty of those

things wherein thou hast been instructed· "

The appearance of the Lord Jesus in Glory is recorded for us on two

different occasions· The first is the transfiguration on the mount to Peter,

James and John· (Matt· 17· 1/9· Mark 9. 2/9β lr*ke 9. 28/36·) The second is

here in Acta 9· Three other occasions are (1) the statement of Stephen that he

saw the heavens opened···etc·, We have seen that this was not an actual

revelation but a declaration of understanding· (2) The appearance of the Lord to

John on the Isle of Patmos was by -vision and not by sudden appearance as

to Saul and to the three on the mount· (3) To ijnanias in a dream·

Verse 10

there was a certain disciple at Damascus, named Ananias; and to him said

the Lord in a vision, Ananias, And he said, Behold, I am here, Lord·"

"a certain disciple·••Ananias··" - It is ve:cy unlikely that this

disciple, Ananias by name, who is introduced to us here for the first time, was
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a refugee from the persecution of Christians at Jerusalem* Acts 22» 12· tells
us that he was a devout man who was held in high esteem by the Jews there· It
seems likely therefore, that he was converted either by one who returned after
the miracle on the day of Pentecost, or one who subsequently took Christianity to
Damascus· No doubt there were converts other than he in Damascus but he was
the one selected by God to do a certain work for the Lord· This is the first
time we meet him in the Bible and it is the last, except for a repeat appearance
in Acts· 22· 12· He suddenly appeaxs in the narrative· does his work for the
Lord and then disappears altogether· &is name is the Greek form of the Hebrew
name HANANIAH meaning "Yafo/veh hath dealt graciously"·

 ri<
here are two others of

the same name in the Ν·Τ· and they are Ananias of Acts 5· and Ananias the high
priest who was noted for his greed and whom Paul, was to meet on a later occasion·
{Acts 23· 2·)

Ananias was given a vision wherein he heard a voice telling him to do a „
certain work· Luke is anxious that the supernatural nature of the vision will
be understood so he is deliberate about his telling of it·

"Behold, I (am here) Lord·
11
 - Greek is "behold I, Lord." Note the

italics of "am here" in the A#V· The usual rep3.y would be "Here am I"· See
Gen· 22· 11· This is the same answer given by Samuel when he heard his name
called· (1 Sam· 3· 4, 5, 6·) The case of Samuel is not parallel with that of
Ananias because Samuel was not asleep so heard an actual voice· Ananias dreamed
that he heard it·

Verse 11

"And the Lord said unto him, Arise, and go into the street which is called
Straight, and enquire in the house of Judas for one called Saul, of Tarsus:
for, behold, he prayeth·"

"Arise and go·.·" - see notes to verse 6·

"the street which is called Straight·." - "Straight Street" still
exists in modern Damascus. The word from which "street" is translated, means
a lane or alley and not a broad highway· The Straight Street of modern Damascus
is long and straight - something which is extremely rare in Middle East towns or
cities· It goes through the whole city from east to west· It is probable but
uncertain that this is the actual street referred to here - the only place in
the N.T. where a street is named· Damascus has been subjected to many attacks
and has been rebuilt many times· The street is named here because it was unusual
for streets to have names· Ananias had to seek Saul as Saul was incapable of
looking for anyone ̂ because he was blind·

"enquire in the house of Judas,.·." - "enquire" is "seek". The Greek
word means "to look for", "to strive to find"· Coupling this with the address
"the house of Judas", we infer that Judas, or more commonly Judah, was a well
kncwn name, so it must refer to a particular Judas (Judah)· It must have been
a boarding house known as "Judas

111
 and there iinanias had to strive to find the

man named Saul· '

"Saul of Tarsus.." - There would be many "Saul's
11
 but to limit it to a

certain Saul of the city of Tarsus was to narrow the search considerably. Saul
at that time, was well known throughout all Judea*

"for, behold,···" - once again, the word "behold" indicates something
surprising is to follow·

"he prayeth". - here is the surprise· Saul, instead of going about
seeking those whom he may destroy, was PRAXING· If Ananias was afraid, perhaps
this piece of information would comfort him» Ananias was a devout worshipper
of God otherwise he would not have been called, so if he were told that Saul
was now praying, his opinion of him may change© ;.
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Verse 12

"And hath seen in a vision a man named Ananias coming in, and putting his hand
on him, that he might receive his sight·"

This verse is a continuation of the previous verse· iinanias is told that
Saul is praying because he hath seen a man named Ananias coming in·«.etc·, If
Ananias connected this with the prayer of Saul, he might have had more con-
fidence in the success of his mission because Saul would see a man he had
never seen before, come in and put his hand on him· Furthermore, he would know
that this man!s name was Ananias· How would he know and recognise all this
unless God had revealed it unto him? Ananias is also told that Saul is
blind and thet when he puts his hand on him, Saulfs sight would be restored·

Verse 13

"Then Ananias answered, Lord, I have heard by many of this man, how much evil
ha hath done to thy saints at Jerusalem:11

The consternation of Ananias when he heard his mission, can be understood.
To ask ar$r Christian to go looking for Paul the assassin, the murderer of many &
Christian, would be like asking someone to touch a live wire· They would know
they were going to get a shock and would be very much afraid that the shock
would kill them! His fear is akin to that of Obadiah when Elijah told him to
go to Ahab and say "Behold, Elijah is here·" (1 Kings 18· 8·) iihab had been
looking for Elijah for a long time with one idea, namely, to kill him· To
tell Obadiah to go to the king and say that Elijah was here and that he had sent
Obadiah to tell the king, would bring certain death upon him* The king vvould
want to know why Obadiah did not kill Elijah instead of letting him go· The
consternation of Obadiah can be felt when reading 1 Kings 18. 9/14· Likewise,
we can sympathise with Ananias who was told that Saul knew he was to come to
him and knew he would recognise him straight away. Such a fierce persecutor
could hardly become a reformed man in a short time. Hair-raising stories must
have abounded about Saul, as Ananias indicates with his complaint, "I have heard
by MANY of this man,··."

"how much evil he hath done to thy saints*··" - he had gone about with
companions who arrested people, bound them and took them to Jerusalem for
punishment· Saul was one problem, but what of his companions too?

"thy saints·" - the people whom God had called to come out of the world
to be a separate axu peculiar people to hiiflself - a royal priesthood· (1 Pet·
2. 9.)

Verse 14

"And here he hath authority from the chief priests to bind all that call upon
thy name·"

"And here.·.11 - even HERE, in a foreign city, Saul has authority from
the high priests to capture and extradite all Christians who, by their Jewish
origin, would come under the control of the high priest·

"all that call upon thy name·11 This would apply to preachers more than
to the humble converts who did no preaching but gathered together for breaking
of bread and prayers· Tnose that call upon the name of the Lord are defined in
Itom· 10· 13/15· Following Paul's reasoning through these verses, we find that
to call upon the name of the Lord is to profess the Faith and proclaim it abroad·
Such people would become known and that is what had become of Ananias· He was a
prominent Christian and one whom Saul wanted more than others·

How Ananias would know the terms of Saul1 s mandate from the high priestt
is not stated· We can infer that Saulfs companions gave out the news and it
was the type of news that would spread very rapidly amongst the Jews· They
would want to warn each other as quickly as they could, if they had become
converts to the new faith· In those days, there would not be the rapidity of
communication between cities to enable advance news to reach Damascus· If Saul*s
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companions had told of their object, then the news would spread·

Verse 15

"But the Lord said unto him, Go thy way: for he is a chosen vessel unto me, to

bear my name before the Gentiles, and kings, and the children of Israel:
11

"the Lord said,···
11
 - Jesus said·

of the explanation given in verse 17·

We know that it was Jesus because

"Go thy way·.·" %t· "Co!" a complete disregard of the objections

raised in the previous verses· When God calls, and when Jesus calls, it is not

for the chos3n servants to show reasons why they should not go· This rule must

apply to our lives as "the elect "· There is no excuse for non-attendance at a

breaking of bread· It is an invitation which cannot be ignored. There can be

a reason such as illness, absence on holiday, om
!
s turn to "baby sit

11
 and so

on, but never an excuse· If there are to be any excuses at all, there should

be excuses as to why we should neglect other considerations and attend the

Table of the Lord· The same principle applies here·

"a chosen vessel·.·
Μ
 - The use of this metaphor to describe the

"elect of God
11
 appears to have its explanation in Rom. 9· 21· which says,

"Hath not the potter power over the clay, of the same lump to make one

vessel unto honour, and another unto dishonour?
11
 If God gives the increase,

and if God makes us as we are before our call, then He is the great Potter,

iraking one vessel unto honour and another unto dishonour· Those nations who

do not turn to a worship of the. Gad of Israel.are vessels of wrath just as

Pharaoh and the Egyptians were· (Rom* 9· 17·) Everyone who comes into

the world is a vessel of some sort· Consider the following:*-

(1)

'§,
The weaker vessel ~

The chosen vessel -

The vessels of wrath **

(4) The vessels of mercy ~

(5) The vessels (earthen) -

ν 1 /

ill
the wife

servant of God -

the nations -

the believers ~

fragile mankind -

1 Pet. 3· 7α
Acts 9· 15*
Rom· 9· 22*
Rom· 9· 23. •
2 C

O
r· k. 7.

The word "chosen" (eklekbos) means "chosen" and is translated as

"elect" in other places· The Divine Potter has chosen Saul and fashioned him

throughout his life for the work he is to be called upon to do. Saul was

separated from his mother's womb to be a servant of the Lord. (Gal· 1· 15·)

tf
to bear my name··'

11
 ~ "to bear" means to carry a heavy burden· He

who had brought burdens to bear upon others would now have a heavy burden to

bear· "my name..·" ~ the name of Yahweh which is the prophetic name of God

and which contains the Divine Plan and Purpose· ("I will be who I will be")

This was manifested by Jesus, the Son of God and manifested through the power

of the Holy Spirit, hence the triple baptism into the name of God the Father,

and the Name of the Son and the name of the Holy Spirit· (The I&vine Plan and

Purpose which is God, - John 1· 1© - manifested by the Son through the power

of the Holy Spirit·.)

"before the ̂ entiles.. ·" - It was necessary that "such a man be pre-

pared for the work of bringing the gospel to the Gentiles· Saul
!
s good

education, his wealth, the connections he had througjh. family influence, his

ability to meet highly placed individuals at their own level, were tilings which

are rarely found all together in one individual· Such a man was Paul of the

mission years. Paul
f
s letters to the various ecclesias show the extent to

which he preached to the Gentiles·

"and kings,·i" - Paul preached to governors and kings· To Agrippa in

Acts 26· Some think that the "lion" of 2 Tim· 4· 17· is a metaphor for KERO·

"and the children of Israel·
11
 These are mentioned last because in the

order of work, Paul did not spend a lot of time with them· Nevertheless, he

did not lose interest in them· See Rom· 10· 1·

The' extent to which Paid, suffered in his work for the Lord is shown in

the list he gave in 2 Cor. 11· 23/33·
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Verse 16

"For I will shew him how great things he must suffer for my name's sake*"

"For I will shew···' -. this is complementaary to "Go thy way···" of the
previous verse· In other words, You go lour way and I will do my own part· The
emphasis is not shown in the English (Translation· Saul had made others suffer
for the Truth's sake· Now he was to suffer too in much the same way as he made
others suffer· ^or this reason, Ananias is told to get on with what God has
called him to do because God will now give Saul just a glimpse of what God is
going to do to him*

"how great things be must suffer* ©*" - the sense seems to be "Ananias,
do not worry about what Saul may do to you· His days of persecution are
over ο If anyone is going to suffer , it is Saul and not you·

"for my name
f
s sate©" - the sense mre is "bending over to protect

fl

o

Therefore Saul was called to the Lord*s Service to protect those people whom
God is taking out of the Gentiles to be a people for His name» They had to be
protected from such a Saul; they had to be encouraged; they had to be taughtj
otners had to be brought into the Faith; the Gentiles were to come into the
covenants of promise·

Verse 17

"And Ananias went his way, and entered into the house; a
v
id putting his hands on

him said, Brother Saul, the Lord, even Jesus, that appeared unto thee in the
way as thou earnest, hath sent me, that thou mighte&t receive thy sight, and
be filled with the Holy Spirit· "

"went his way and entered··" - lit
o
 went away and went in· The passage

of time between going out of his own house and entering the house of Judah, is
not indicated by the text· It should be understood after careful reading·

"the house·" ~ the house of Judas (Judah) which would have to be looked
for unless Ananias knew it very well·

"putting his hands upon him· *" - when hands were put on as indicated
here, it was an indication that the lioly Spirit wasgiven· It made a contact
between the servant of God and the one to whom the servant was sent· It was
also a sign of authority· This authority is indicated in the short speech
Ananias gave·

"brother Saul,··" - a brother of Israel, a fellow man, and a fellow
servant, not yet a brother in the Lord by baptism, but a chosen vessel unto God»

"the Lord Jesus that appeared unto thee - hath sent me·." Here is a
statement of the authority which was indicated by the putting on of hands·
In this speech, SauL also gets to know definitely that it was indeed, Jesus who
appeared unto him in the way ο This appearance ranks with the appearance of the
Lord to his disciples after his resurrection· (1 Cor

#
 15· 8·)

"hath sent me···" - it is the same Lord acting on each of us· Jesus
commanded me and has also commanded you· This tiea up with the salutation of
"Brother.··"

H
that thou mi^itest receive thy sight· " - Saul was blind for three days.

Vs 9 above· Therefore the events recorded in the foregoing few verses did not
take long to happen. This was the third day after the appearance of Jesus to
Saul.

"be filled with the Holy Spirit. " ~
 T h e

 passing on of the Holy Spirit
by Ananias is contrasted with the inability of Philip to pass it on and having
to call upon Peter and John for this purpose· It is suggested by some that on
the authority of this verse, anyone could pass on the Holy Spirit. The fact is
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that-God is not limited by any rules· The passing on of the Ifoly Spirit was

subject to the Will of God. If it was Goa
f
s Will that Philip could not pass on

the Holy Spirit, then it would be so, If Ananias suddenly found that the Holy

Spirit was passed on through his agency, then that does not set a pattern which

would bind God to a course of actioru It is the passing on of the Holy Spirit

which is important to our study
e
 The agency through whom it was passed on

(presumably Ananias in this case), is quite unimportant· It is unusual for any*-

one to receive the power of the Holy Spirit on the third day of his conversion

but it was God*s Will that this should be so and we must accept it as such»

Verse 18

"And immediately there fell from his eye3 as it had been scales: and he

received sight forthwith, and arose, and was baptised·"

"immediately···" - as' soon as Ananias had declared what God intended to
do, it was done, immediately·

"there fell···" This is the only occurence of this word in the N.T. It

we * a term used by physicians for the falling off of diseased parts of the body·

Luke
f
s usage of such a word here shows his medical training·

"scales.··" - here again is the only occurence of this word in the Ν·Τ·

It refers to rind, husk or anything not wanted which can fall off· It is purely

a medical term and is another sign that Luke was a physician©

•• \j

"received - arose - baptised©" Saul could do little while he was blind·

Once his sight was restored, he arose - He did not delimit in the restoration

of sight but was concerned to do God*s Will immediately· The word
 M
arose"

always signifies action of some sort· Saul was baptised because one cannot start

to be a servant of God without being baptised and thereby coming into the

Covenants of Promise·

Saul was the only Apostle who was baptised into the Name of Jesus· The

other apostles did not have to be baptised after the death of the Lord because

he had already washed their feet and proclaimed them clean, every whit· Saul

also had the very important qualification of an apostle because he had seen the

Lord Jesus after his resurrection, thereby being a witness of the fact that he

had been :raised physically from the dead· (Acts 1· 22·) The men who were with

Saul do not fall into this category at all. In the pattern of things, they

represent those who do not believe and, as a result of that unbelief, are not

baptised· The narrative shows that although they heard a voice, they did

not understand· Many hear the gospel preached but it does not sink into their

understanding so they do not hear the articulated voice· If they are baptised,

their baptism is not the one that Jesus commanded» This is signified by the fact

that they were not blind for three days· They had no proper association with the

Lord Jesus in his death·

Verse 19

"And when he had received meat, he was strengthened· Then was Saul certain days

with the disciples which were at Damascus·
 w

"•••he had received meat,··" - a typical observation by Luke, the

physician v/ho would be concerried that a man should abstain from food and water

for three days· The word translated as "meat" does not mean solely the flesh

of an animal· It means "sustenance
11
, ̂ nourishment", "food*·

"he was strengthened·" The verb means to invigorate and to make strong·

That is to say, Saul was not only made physically stronger, but his energy was

improved· There is also a very strong suggestion that he was spiritually .

strengthened too for this verb appears in Luke 22· Jf3· where it is recorded that

an angel appeared to STRMGTHEN Jesus in M s time of severe trial·
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It could very w ell be that food at once strengthened him and invigorated him*
Thereafter, a breaking of bread ceremony would have strengthened him spirits
ually·

"Certain days·
11
 — This expression appears in Acts 10· 4-8; 15· 36$

16. 12; 2kr* 21±; 25* 13· Wherever it is found, it means a comparatively
short period of time

e

"with the disciples· . · " - Saul now openly identifies himself, .with
those whom he recently had persecuted·

Verse 20

"And straightway he preaelxed Christ in the synagogues, that he is the Son of
God·

11

"straighway" - means "immediately, without delay"© This has an
important bearing upon the narrative here^ In Gal· 1· 15/17· Paul states that
when he had turned to God and His service, he went to Arabia where he sought
retirement with God· When he returned, he came back to Damascus· (vs 17)
The word "immediately" means that the visit to Arabia cannot be put between
verses 19 and 20 to indicate that he went to Arabia before preaching· Saul
must have preached as indicated here so that the historical record of his
sojourn in Arabia could be placed between verses 21 and 22 to get the sequence
right.

"he preached Christ*··" - he preached the Messiah, to use the Hebrew
"Messiah" in place of the Greek "Christ"· The Messiah was the one anointed to
be king ~ the one who would possess the gate of his enemies· (Gen· 22· 17·)

"the Son of God·
11
 - this refers to the covenant with David that a son

(son of man) would come through the line of David but that God would be his
father (the Son of God)· 2 Sam· 7· 1Α· The preaching of Ghrist and the Son of
God simultaneously, combines the two covenants - the one with Abraham and the
other with David - and centres them both in Jesus, the son of man and the son of
David. :, * .

The preaching of these two themes was tantamount to preaching the very
things which Saul had formerly denied·

"in the synagogues.·" - Saul now preached in the same places to which
hs went to get his authority to persecute Christians· He carried letters from
the Sanhedrin to such places, authorising him to persecute such people as
he now was, γ/ho preached Christ and the Son of G"od<»

Veree 21

"But all that heard him were amazed, and said, Is not this he that destroyed
them which called on this name in Jerusalem, and came hither for that intent,
that he might bring them bound unto the chief priests·*

"they were amazed..." - this is an understatement· They must have
been utterly astonished· Saul was a well-known figure throughout Judea and
in Damascus· He was, without a doubt, well known in every synagogue· For him
suddenly, without warning, to wall: into a synagogue and preach those things he
had fought so vigorously against, would be sensational· Could we imagine a
person like the Russian national leader, suddenly preaching the gospel instead
of his political doctrine? The people must have listened to him with astonish-
ment as well as shock·

"is not this he..." - here is an indication of the extent of their
astonishment and shocko The people asked each other, being too afraid to ask
Saul what had happened to him that lie should preach those very things he had
so vigorously condemned·

"destroyed them·.*" ~ literally wasted than as in war· See GaL . 1. 13·
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"them xvhich called upon this name··/1 ~ See Acts 29 21* and notes thereon.

"and came hither for that intent··*.11 Lit· "had come"* "for that intent"
shows some knowledge of SaaUs character and work· They knew him as a man who
did not turn from his purpose once he embarked upon a project· Now he was
doing the very opposite of what he was known to do· This work was so much
part of him that* not being content with persecuting Christians, at Jerusalem,
he had volunteered to go as far as Damascus to carry the persecution still
further. His "about face11 in viw of his resolute character, made it all the
more astonishing·

"bring them bound···" - giving them no chance of escape, thus indicating
the severity of the punishment which was in stcre for all arrested· People would
try to flee from a severe punishment which often ended in death·

"to the chief priests0
 w - to the Sanhediin of which the chief priest

was the leader· The chief priests stood to lose a great deal through the growth
of Christianity$ therefore Saul could take them to no people more determined to
destroy the followers of Jesus^ than the chief priests· Luke*s descriptive
waiting here powerfully indicates the drastic measures which were taken against
Christians and, above all, the absolutely amazing character of his sudden
change· The letters he had asked for (verse 2 above) and received, were not
presented to the synagogues» Saul was too well known a figure for his change
to pass unnoticed·

Verse 22

"But Saul increased the more in strength, and confounded the Jews which dwelt at
Damascus, proving that this is very Christ·"

"increased the more in strength·.·11 - lit· "was continually strengthened
more and more" (the verb is passive)© The "strengthening" of course, refers to
spiritual strengthenings Paul was aware of the spiritual strengthening which
was so necessary in the "Christian.walk", and often referred to it· See Rom.
4·· 20j Ephes· 6· 10$ Phil· 4· 15j 1 Tim· 1O 12;. 2 Tim· 2. 1; Heb* 11· 3M

"confounded···" - See note under this heading to Acts 2m 6·

"proving.··" - The ̂ eek word means "put together and compare"· That
means that Paul quoted Scripture to prove his points·

"this is very Christ·" - This is indeed the Messiah - the singular seed
(Gal· 3· 16·) promised unto Abraham·" The use of the word "very11 shows the
emphasis given to THE Christ· "This is THE Anointed One11·

Verse 23

"And after that many days were fulfilled, the Jews took counsel to kill him© n

"many days*.*" - Idt·· "sufficient days"* See verse 43 Acts 18· 8;
27· 7; It means a long period of time· See Gal· 1· 17/18·

^took counsel· ·•" - planned with each other" as they had done in the
case of Jesus·

Verse 24

"But their laying await was known of Saul· And they watched the gates day and
to kill, him.1·

"laying await" - used in Acts only· See Acts 20· 3· a^d 19 and 23· 30·
Means "to plot"· Paul referred to this plotting many years later· See
2 Cor· 11· 32· The reference from 2 Cor· gives the name of the ruler at the
time· This was Aretas* Coins from the period show that Damascus came under
Roman administration in A*D« ^ ~ 34· If Aretas had control of the city,
it could have come into his possession only after A#D* ^3 ~ 34· Therefore
Damascus must have come under his control a few years later*
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Roman Snperors did not encourage giving rule to one man in this manner but one
particular Emperor did and his name was Caligula who ruled during the period
A#D# 37 - 41· He. is the most likely of all Snperors to have given Aretas
the control of Damascus. The year is probably A.D, 38 &n& is most likely the
year of this incident recorded by Luke· Comparing Luke!s account with Paul's
stoxy, it is obvious that Aretas co-operated with the Jews in tiying to arrest
Saul·

The phrase "watched, the gates. ··" is found in Mark 3· 2· where the
Pharisees kept watch upon Jesus to accuse him* Luke 6· 7; 14· 1j and 20· 20·
are all used in this sense too· In Gal· 4$ 10· the observation of "days, and
months, and times, and years" are referred to·

''the gates" - the only means of ingress and egress to and from the city
except in the most unusual manner described in the next verse·

Verse 25

"Then the disciples took him by nighfc, and let him down by the wall in a basket·lf

In this verse is recorded one of the most humiliating experiences in the
life of the once very proud Saul (Paul)· In the recent past, Saul had sought out
the disciples (followers) of the Christian Faith and had led them bound to
Jerusalem· Now, the same pursued people were leading Saul - not bound, but under
fear for his life· Saul now owed his life to his erstwhile enemies who were
risking their lives to save his· He weakly submitted to their leadership·
Hitherto he had travelled openly by day· Now he crept furtively by night, afraid
to show himself to his own people·

"let down.. • in a basket "· As if being led by those whom he had earlier
sought to kill, and committing himself to their care, he had the even more
humiliating experience of being let down by a basket·

The basket of Acts 9· 25· is a "spuris" v/hich is a lunch basket and large
enough to hold a man· The "basket" of 2 Cor· 11* 33· is described as "sargane"
which is a different word and tells us of the material f ran which it was made·
It was a "wicker" basket· It does not indicate a different type of basket· Both
words are correct for the type of basket used. It is the same type as used
by the disciples of Jesus in Matt· 15· 37; 16· 10; Mark 8. 8· and verse 20·
In Matt· 14· 20; 16· 9; Mark 6. 43; 8· 19; Luke 9· 17; and John 6· 13;
Jesus uses the word "kophinos" which again does not make it a different type of
basket from "spuris11 or "sargane"· Whereas "spuris" refers to the large
basket, and "sargane" refers to the wicker from which it was made, "kophinos"
refers to its size and tells us that it was a very big one arid large enough to
carry a man· This particular basket could have been a basket for carrying
a dead body and from the teaching of verse 43^ it would appear that this was so·
?aul was very ashamed of this, that he should be carried down through a window
instead of walking through the gates which would always be opened to an
important person such as he was· Apart from being let down through the window
and apart from having to look to the discip3.es for M s safety, (not the disciples
of Jesus but the disciples of Christianity), faul had to staffer further indignity
by being put in a basket which had been used for carrying a dead body. This
association with death would contaminate anyone who had regard to the Law of
Moses· $hen Jesus fed the 5 #000, the fragments were gathered up in a "kophinos11

thus indicating that all those "f^aguents" of Christianity who will be saved, will
be saved, will be taken from the dead·

In view of the wonderful teaching of the "basket", we can see that the
old "Saul" was about to die (symbolised by the "kophinos")·

Verse 26

"And -when Saul was come to Jerusalem, he assayed to join himself to the disciples
but they were all afraid of him, and believed not that he was a disciple·"

"Saul was come to Jerusalem* . · " - î any years later Paul described this
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in-Gal· 1. 18· From this letter to the Qalat ions we learn that Paul went-to

Jerusalem especially to meet Peter * In Gal· 1· 22· Paul writes of the "churches

of Judea" showing that the ecclesias were still scattered throughout Judea and

had not all gone back to Jerusalem*, Others had been formed in the meantime·

"he assayed*·." ~ · imperfect tense - "kept on trying"»

"to join himself··." - to come into fellowship with the disciples.

Note how often "-disciples" are mentioned in this chapter* There ware men who

"disciplined" themselves after Christ and they were to be found over a wide area·

"they were all afraid of him»
o
/" - imperfect tense - the fear of

him continued for some time· Such was the apparent impossibility of the

conversion of Sseul that the disciples could not bring themselves to believe that

the change had taken place©

"he was a disciple·" How impossible that this Saul should be a

disciple and discipline himself after the character of CHRIST·

Verse 27

"But Barnabas took him, and brought him to the apostles, and declared how he

had seen the Lord in the way, and that he had spoken to him, and how he had

preached boldly at Damascus in the name of Jesus© "

"Barnabas" - the "son of consolation" was ready to console Saul in his

troubles© This is the second mention of Barnabas· See Acts k· 3&*

"to the apostles,··" - from Gal. 1. 18/20. we learn that these were

Peter and James, the Lord
T
s brother who had been appointed as an apostle through

the subsequent appearance of the Lord to him. (1 Cor. 15· 7·)

"he had seen the Lord in the way·. •" - Barnabas refers to this

astonishing event· Paul was to mention it on two occasions v/hich are recorded

by Luke. No doubt Paul mentioned it on many other occasions which have not

b^en recorded. It made a profound impression on him. Acts 22 and 26.

"he had spoken to him" - Jesus gave him a commission. The additional

record in Acts 26* 16/18. is very enlightening in regard to the work for which

Paul was called· Being spoken to by Jesus gave him a very special position

amongst the followers of Christ. His immediate obedience was praiseworthy©

**preach boldly" - the original Greek is one word and this is the only
occurence in Scripture. It means to preach freely and in full candour, holding
nothing back·

"in the name of Jesus." - This is the Plan and Purpose of God as it is
in Jesus. This was the name into which converts had to be baptised. (Acts 2.
38.)

Verse 28

"And h& was with them coming in and going out at Jerusalem."

"he was with them·..
11
 - he was accepted by the apostles and lived with

Peter. (Gel. 1. 18·) f̂e was not only "with them" as a conrpanion and guest, but

he associated with them in preaching labours. The word "them" indicates the

apostles and not the other disciples who were now scattered at this time

It is important to note that the special mention earlier on that the

apostles remained at Jerusalem during the persecution shows that the Hebrew

or Aramaic speaking apostles stayed at Jerusalem· The Hellenists (the Greek

speaking Jews) were the scattered ones· Paul τ/as to associate himself with

the Hellenists later in his ministry.

"coming in and going out.·." ~ See Acts 1. 21. in connection with Jesus*
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3ee also John 10· 9· Anyone not going in or coining out by the door is a thief
and a robber* They are evil· But those who go in axu come out by the door -
which Jesus also claimed to be - are true followers· They are to be trusted·
The same teaching appears in regard to David in the 0»T# See 1 Saia, 18· 16·
Tte connection of "going in and coining out" with Saul shows that he must have
become a leading figure amongst ths Jews and that he set them a good example·

It must be remenibered that by this time, when he was in Jerusalem, Saul
had been a convert for three yê jTs» (Cal© 1* 18*)

Verse 29

"And he spake boldly in the name of the -Ĥ rd Jesus <, and disputed against the
Grecians J but they went about to slay hio^ ?f

The verbs "spake" and "disputed11 are in the imperfect tense showing
that they continued speaking and disputing* In Acts-6*· 9· we find that Stephen
"disputed" with the synagogue· Now Saul, once on the side of the synagogue
against Stephen, was successor to Stephen and disputed with the synagogue·

"in the name of the Lord Jesus"· See notes to Acts 2· 38*

"the Grecians:··11 - the Hellenist Jews who had withstood Stephen·
3aul had previously been their champion. Now he was a^inst them·

"they went about to slay him·" - This seemed to be the best way of
gettirg rid of a man v/ho could tie them up in any argument on the Scriptures.
See notes on verse 22 and in particular the word "proving" where he gathered
various parts of Scripture together and fitted the puzzle together so as to
make a complete picture·

It is at this stage that, in the continuity of Paulfs history, that the
vision of Acts 22# 17/21· took place· Paul was not to leave Jerusalem and it
was this sudden departure that saved his life· This accounts for the story as
told in the next verse from Lukefs record·

Verse 30

"Which when the brethren knew, they brought him down to Caesarea, and sent him
forth to Tarsus."

"itfhieh when the brethren knew,*·" ~ lit. "But the brethren having known"·
The word "which" is supplied by the sense of the passage. Note the intimate
"brethren" showing the unity of the disciples at that time, who regarded each
other as brethren in Christ.

"they brought him down···* ~ Paul allowed himself to be "brought down to
the coast· xiere is another hianiliation for Saul who, not lor.g before, would
have directed his own steps and would not have permitted anyone to guide him·
The reason for his willingness to be brought down was due to the vision of Acts
22· 17/21· referred to in these notes at verse 29 above*

*sent him forth···" - this expression is the same as "send thee afar"
as in Acts 22. 21 · The idea is that Saul is to be sent on a long journey and
some it would be by sea, hence the reference-to Caesarea (Maritime) which was a
sea port· Saul was sent to Tarsus, his home town and here, for the present,
Luke leaves him to continue with the history of Peter. We shall meet Saul
again in Acts 11. 25·

It is as well that we should note a slight difficulty in correlating
Acts So 29/30. with Acts 22. 17/21· It is not absolutely certain that the
vision incident is historically tied up with Saul's first departure from
Jerusalem· It may well have been after the visit made to Jerusalem during the
great famine, this being recorcLed in Act3 11· 29/30· Having regard to Acts
13. if· which tells us that Saul and Barnabas were "sent forth by the Holy Spirit,·f>

it is possible that they were moved by the Holy Spirit after the vision and that
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Luke
1
 a way of referring to the vision after the second visit was to mention

in Acts 13· k· that th^y were moved by the-Holy Spirit· This would account

for the apparent discrepancy in Acts 9· 30· which leads one to believe that

the disciples led Saul away to save his life, and the reason given in Acts 13· 4·

that Saul had left Jerusalem because they were led by the Holy Spirit. There

seems to be a greater tie-up between Acts 22· 17/21· and Acts 13· 4· than there

is between Acts 22· 17/21 · and Acts 9· 29/3O
#
 The point is not proved, but it is

as well that we bear this possibility in mind·

THE DOOR OPENS TO THE GENTILES*

In the introduction to chapter 8, we pointed out that in Genesis chapter

10, we are given the distribution of nations after the Flood· This divided them

into three major groups, namely, the sons of Ham, the sons of Shem, and the sons

of Japheth· It was pointed out that these three ethnic types would be dealt

with in Acts chapters 8, 9 and 10· In 8 we were introduced to the Ethiopian

eunoch, the son of Ham, and in chapter 9 we learnt of the conversion of Saul the

son of Shem· Now we are to be introduced gradually to the third stage, namely,

the opening of the door of the household of Faith to the Gentiles by the baptism

o^: Cornelius the son of Japheth· He is dealt with in chapter 10 but the

balance of chapter 9 from here on, brings us back to Peter and builds up the

introduction to Cornelius· The Ethiopian eunoch was also a Gentile but he was

also a stranger· The Truth never made headway in Africa until the sudden

spiritual explosion of 1960 onwards in Malawi*

Verse 31

"Then had the churches rest throughout all Judea and Galilee and Samaria, and

were edifiedj and walking in the fear of the Lord, and in the comfort of the

Holy Spirit, were multiplied©
 n

"Then.··" - this word leads us to believe that because of-Saul's
 Λ

conversion, the ecdesias throughout Judea had rest from persecution· This is

not quite true· The persecution would have died down a bit because the chief

persecutor had stopped persecuting but Saul had done most of his persecuting in

foreign cities. (Acts 26· 11·) The Greek of this verse starts "So then..·"

which does not limit the connection to the departure of Saul from Jerusalem·

Luke has made a switch from writing about Saul to writing about Peter so if we

go back a little, we may find a connection· Peter stayed in Jerusalem after

the murder of Stepnen and it was necessary that he should remain there to simply

a rallying poijt for the believers· Acts 8· 4· tells us that during the great

wave of persecution, the disciples went about preadiing the fford and this

preaching took Phillip to Samaria· (Acts 8· 5· /• Now we learn that after Saul

had gone from Jerusalem, all Judea, Galilee and Samaria had peace· Whereas

Saul took a very big part in the persecution, he was not the only one so we

cannot infer that because he went to Caesarea (Maritime) the persecution stopped·

Therefore, if we time the coming of peace with the advent of Philip, we can

join Acts 8. 4· to Acts 9· 31 ο and get "•••they··.went everywhere preaching the

word so then the churches had peace throughout all Judea, feililee and Samajria·
11

In between all this, came the incidents of Simon Magus, the eunoch and Saul·

Having given us these incidents, Luke returns to the story of the ecclesias

and leaves individuals alone for a short while·

Much persecution came about as a result of the actions of Caligula, the

mad emperor· After the attack on the Jewish quarter cf· Alexandria by the

Gentile population of that city in A«D· ̂ 8
9
 the einperor Caligula ordered the

erection of his image in the temple at Jerusalem· The certain war which would

have broken out had this project been put into effect was averted by the

assassination of Caligula in AJV M · It was a combination of influences that

brought about the peace which Luke refers to·
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"had the churches rest··*
11
 - the word translated as "rest

11
 means "a state

of repose, tranquillity" and is the same word translated as "quietness"

in Acts 24. 2· Therefore "rest" does not give quite the true rendering· The

state of there being no peace had changed to one where there was peace.

"and were edified,.·" - the word "edify" refers metaphorically to

building a house. The house which was now being built as a result of the peace

was first, the house which they were, that morbal body of sin which was

destroyed at their baptism and which was now being built up spiritually*

Secondly, the body of the ecclesias of which Jesus was the chief corner stone·

"walking in the fear of the Lord.·
11
 - permitting the Faith to work in

them that it would bring about a change in their character© This new walk

was evidence of the spirit of Christ working in the believers· The principle

is expressed in "walk in a newness of life" of Rom
#
 6. ke The "fear" is not

of a servant for an unforgiving lord, but the profound respect of children who

can call God "Abba, Father"ο

"comfort of the Holy Spirited" ~ the word "comfort" means "consolation"

and is defined by Bullinger as "a calling near, a summons to one*s side, hence,

an admonitory, encouraging and consolatory e:xho:rbation, invitation or entreaty·"

usages are "consolation" in Luke 2
Q
 25 j 6. 24; Acts 4· 36; 15· 31; Horn· 15· 5i

2 Cor· 1* 5? twice in verse 6 and once again in verse 7· 2 Cor· 7· 7; Phil^

2
ft
 1; 2 Thess* 2

O
 16J Philem. 7l Heb· 6. 18; as "Comfort" in the verse

before us; Rom· 15· 4; 1 Cor. 14. 3; 2 Cor· 1· 3 and 4; 7· 4 and 13;

Phil. 2. 19; Bearing in mind the meaning of encouraging, exhortation, at one
f
s

side, we can understand the application to the gift of the Holy Spirit and the

name which Jesus gave it, the COMFORTER* This canes from the same word

EARAKLETOS and "comfort
11
 comes from PARAKLESIS. The Power of

 G
od brought them

knowledge, understanding and spiritual wisdom· All this would be a great comfort

to them·

"were multiplied·" ~ Imperfect tense therefore
 ft
were continuously

multiplied"·

This introductory verse brings us again to Peter to witness a great

extension of the growing cnurch»

Verse 32

"And it came to pass, as Peter passed throughout all quarters, he came down also

to the saints which dwelt at Lydda· "

¥e left Peter at Acts 8« 25© when he had finished with Sunon Magus and

had returned to Jerusalem· Now we find him going down from Jerusalem in the

&Llls of Judea and going to Lydda on the plains· Peter at this tome, found that

the great persecution having died down^ he was able to leave the capital city

and go elsewhere* Luke's account of the work of the early Christians gives

only a very small portion of the work done "because a record of the work of even

half of them would take up more space than the rest of the Bible· In summarising

the work done by all, Luke is masterly in his choice of events because it will

be found that in bringing the Gospel to the three major groups of mankind,

(Shem, Ham and Japheth) he chooses the work of Peter. In view of his subsequent

long friendship with Paul, it may be wondered why he chose to give so much

publicity to the work of Peter. We think that it is because Jesus had told

Peter that he would give to him the keys of the kingdom (ifett· 16. 19·) This

ordained Peter to preach the gospel and Luke shows how Peter was instrumental

in bringing the gospel to Saul (Shem) and Cornelius (Japheth)· It was left to

Peter to take down the barriers between the Hope of Israel and the ̂ entiles*

^passed throughout all (quarters).." - allowing the word "quarters" to

remain, we get the idea that Peter passed through every part of the country

between Jerusalem and Lyuda. The word is in italics and so must be disregarded·

Reading the phrase as "Peter p
a
ssed throughout all,.." the idea is changed to

Peter going from one place to another, from one ecclesia to another and from
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one believer in isolation to another. No part of the Household of Faith was
neglected.

"the saints which dwelt at Lydda*" - The word "saints" comes from the
Greek "agios" meaning "devoted to the gods" or "pious" and "pure". Applied to
people, it must refer to those who devoted their lives to God and who tried to
be pure in the doctrine and blameless in their walk through life. In the Bible
it is liinited to those who are in the Household of Faith because Paul writes to
the ffsaintstf and to no one else. Other references will show that this is the
only meaning it can be given* The commentators, as well as Bullinger's Lexicon
describe it as applying also to Godfs heavenly people14· This meaning does not
emerge from the pages of Scripture. 2 Thess· 1. 10. tells us that Christ will
return again to be admired by his saints and all them that believe, thus
grouping the two together - the saints arid those who believe. The saints in
the verse before us were believers who dwelt at Lydda· This place is called
LCD in the O.T.

Lydda lies eastward from the Israel coast* and about 10 miles south east
of the twin cities of Joppa and Tel Aviv. It is on very flat country which is
part of the plain of Sharon· The flat nature of the country has helped in the
chosing of a site for the national airport of Israel* It is mentioned in O.T.
history in 1 Chroru 8. 12. wherein it is stated that the sons of Elpael built
the cities of Ono and Lod. During the return from the Babylonian, captivity,
Ezra 2. 33. tells us of the children of Lod and others who went back. Zerubbabel
also brought people of Lod. Hadid and Ono (Neh. 7· 37·) and the same book
Nehemiah at chapter 11 verse 35 describes Lod as "the valley of craftsmen*.

Lydda was on the great caravan route between Babylon and Egypt. This
route passed through what is now known as the Gaza strip* Such a trade
passing through would give rise to a demand for leather work, saddlery, sacks
and general repairs. This explains why Nehemiah describes Lod as "the valley
of craftsmen". The proximity to the sea-port of Jaffa would also help the
trade of Lod. From the Second Century onwards, it was called in Greek
"Diospolis" but this name never took hold. Therefore over the years, the name
has changed to the modern Lydda· Richard the Lionheart is said to have built
a church to"St· George" (whoever he was!) and it is said that the ruins of this
church can still be seen.

It was to this ancient city that Peter now came.

Verse 33

??And there he found a certain man named Aeneas, which had kept M s bed eight
years, and was sick of the palsy·"

"Found.." - Peter did not go looking for him and then FIND him. He
came upon him accidentally·

"which had kept his bed·.*11 - who had been lying upon a bed or couch.
This is the "krabbatos" which is a mean sort of bed. A mattress for the poor·

"palsy". The word here could mean "very weak and enfeebled"·
The noiroal use of this word is "paralysed". The most likely meaning is that
he could feebly move his head and hards but otherwise he was paralysed·

Verse 34

"And Peter said unto him, Aeneas, Jesus Christ uoaketh thee whole: arise, and
make thy bed.. And he arose immediately·"

It is not stated whether Aeneas was a convert or not. We can assume that
he was a Gentile from his Grecian name.

"Jesus Christ maketh thee whole." ' — Peter shows him very clearly that
it is not by Peter* s power- that the cure is to be done but by the power given to
him by Jesus. There is a play on wdrds here in the Greek language· "The healer
healeth thee"·
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"Arise" - Lit· "stand up
11
 - an act which, a few moments ago would have

been impossible for him· If the man had failed to "arise" when instructed to do
so, Peter and the Faith he represented would have been brought into contempt·

"make thy bed···
11
 - lit· "spread thy bed

11
· This was a custom requiring

little effort or skill but when asked of a paralysed man, was a severe test of
the power which was to perform the m&racle· The man had to sit up or stand up
to do it· The imperative tense shows that the command had to be obeyed there
and then without delay·/'

The phrase can also mean
 w
get ready to eat" by making the bed (the KLINE)

on which one reclined at meals· They did not sit at a table in those days·
It is to be noticed haw Luke, the Physician^ sees things through the eyes of a
physician· He has noticed the poor bed on which Aeneas lies· He learns it
has been going on for eight years· Every physician wants to know how long a
person has been incapacitated· Now he tells the inan to get ready to eat, thus
showing the concern for a healed person to eat which Jesus showed· Luke 8· 55·
Mark 5· k3.

"he arose immediately"· After putting the Power under test, the miracle
was performed and the man arose immediately· All he had to do would have been
quite impossible for a paralysed man

o

Verse 35

all that dwelt at Lydda and Saron saw him, and turned to the Lord·"

The indication in this verse is the gradually widening of the Gospel net·
Looking back over recent history covered in the Book of the Acts so far, we find

1· Jews and proselytes of the dispersion at Pentecost· Acts 2· 9·
2. The Grecians (Hellenists) Acts 6. 1* .? ../;.•
3· The Samaritans· Acts 8. 5·
4· The Ethiopian eunoch Acts 8* 27· . .
5. Semi-Gentile towns· Acts 8» ^0· 9ο 20·
6. Lydda and Sharon valley, fi-om Joppa to Mt. Carmel in the north. Acts 9· 35·
7. Cornelius. Acts 10·

"turned to the Lord·
5
* - The area was semi-Gentile so in thpLa we see a

definite spreading of the Gospel to all the world·

Verse 36

"Now there was at Joppa a certain disciple named Tabitha^ which by intei>-
pretation is called Dorcas: this woman was full of good works and almsdeeds
which she did·"

The miracle at Lydda was a sign of the healing which comes in the Lord
Jesus· All our infiiroities are healed in him. The fame it attracted paved
the way for the call which introduced Cornelius to the Faith· After mentioning
how the fame of it spread throughout Lydda and Sharon, Luke now takes us to
Joppa where he introduces another character who is to be cured and that cure is
to bring further faras and further converts to the movement·

"Now..
11
 - "at the same time..·"

"Joppa" - the modern Jaffa. This is one of the seaports of Israel
on the Mediterranean coast. .Another seaport is Haifa in the north but this was
not a harbour in Biblical days. It was at this port that the materials for the
building of the temple by Solomon were landed» 2 Chron. 2· 16. When the temple
was rebuilt after the return from the Babylonian captivity, Joppa was again used.
(Ezra 3· 7·) In Joshua 19· k&. Joppa is mentioned as being part of the
inheritance of Dan· It was used by the Crusaders as a landing port. The name
in Hebrew means "beautiful"·

"Tabitha" .- this is a woman and she had two names, one being Aramaic
(Tabitha) and the other Grecian (Dorcas)· It means a gazelle or antelope·
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The two names indicate the possibility of there having been mixed nationalities
there· The corresponding name of Tabitha in Hebrew is "Zibiah11 - see 2 Kings
12» 1. The names are symbolic of tenderness, gracefulness and gentleness·

"full of good works and almsdeeds···" - The "good works" refer to any
works which are praiseworthy such as general behaviour, piety and morality· They
do not necessarily mean generosity· This is conveyed by the next word
"almsdeeds". This means giving away unto others not as well placedj helping
others not only by giving but also in doing.

"which she dad11· This is in the imperfect tense and means "did
continually" «

Verse 37

it came to pass in those days, that she was sick, and died: whom when
they had washed, they laid her in an upper chamber·"

"in those days···11 - during the days Peter dwelt at Lydda.

"when they had washed· · ·" - the word "washed" comes from the Greek
Mlouoft meaning to w&sh the whole body and not just the face and hands· In this
case, it obviously refers to preparation for burial· The rerb is masculine
plural suggesting that inasmuch as she was prepared for burial by more than one
male, the family must have called upon undertakers to prepare her, and, probably
to bury her. Luke mentions this work to show how far she had gone in death
before the miracle took place. The washing v/ould be a purification of the
in terms of the law of Moses.

"upper chamber", meaning "upstairs", "upper room", "top storey %
Things seemed to happen in "upper rooms" - see Acts 1· 13; 9· 39J 20. 8.

Verse 38

"And forasmuch as Lydda was ni$i to Joppa, aid the disciples heard that Peter
was there, they sent unto him two men, desiring him that he would not delay to
come to them."

<rbeing near to Joppa··" - 10 miles on a very flat road.

"the disciples had heard·. · " - the group of believers mentioned here
as "disciples", were still acting as a body - as one unit·

"two men" - frequently two men are sent· Acts 8. 14; 9· 38j 13· 3}
15· 27; 19· 22j 23· 23; Luke 10. 1.

"desiring·.." - Greek nparakaleolf meaning "to use every kind of
speaking which is meant to produce a particular effect11 - "to appeal to the
head rather than to the heart", "to encourage" "Toexhort·ff see Matt. 18. 32;
Acts 8· 31; 9· 38; 19· 31; 28· 14; 1 Cor. 16. 12; 2 Cor· 8. 6; 2 Cor.
12· 18; For translations as "exhort -ed - ing - ethw see Acts 2. 40; 11· 23;
14· 22; 15· 32; Bom. 12. 8; 2 Cor. 9. 5; 1 Thess. 2. 11; 2 Thess 3· 12;
1 Tim· 2· 1. (see margin) 1 Tim. 6· 2; 2 Tdjn. 4· 2; Titus 1. 9; Titus 2· 6
and 15; Heb. 3· 13; 10. 25; 1 Peter 5· 1· and 12; Jude 3·

"do not delay···" - fldo not hesitate nor put off coming·"

Verse 39

"Then Peter arose and went with them· Whence was <Dme, they brought him
into the upper chamber: and all the widows -stood by him weeping, and shewing
the coats and garments which Dorcas made, while she was with than."

"went with them··." - went to Joppa with the two men.

11 the widows stood by him weeping·.·11 either the widows of the Joppa
ecclesia or the widows to whom Dorcas had given gifts· We note that the
ecclesia cared for its widows. There were "keeners" in those days - people who
were hired to bewail the passing of a member of the household. It is possible
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that some of these were present·

"shewing the coats and ̂ nnentsa.." - The verb is in the Middle Voice

indicating that tlriey must have shewed coats and garments which Dorcas had made

for them* That is, they must have been wearing them as they shewed them©

The coasts and garments would mean the lower and upper garments which were

common to both sexes in oriental custom of those days*

"which Dorcas made,»·*" - the verb is in the impeirfect tense showing that

she used continually to make then·

Verse 40

lf
But Peter put them all forth, and kneeled down, and prayed; and turning him to

the body said, Tabitha, Arise· And she opened her eyes: and when she saw

Peter^ she sat irp*
fi

"put them all forth/·*
11
 ~ Peter did what Jesus had done in the case of

Jairus daughter· (Matte 9· 25j Mark 5» 41; Luke 8. 51;) There is a hint

tnat Jesus put them out because many laughed him to scorn* Symbolically those

who scorn the Truth will not see the Resurrection*

"kneeled down and prayed· ·" ~ * Peter acknowledges that he is merely the

instrument of God
f
s Bower.

"Tabitha arise" - very similar to Jesus
1
 commands recorded in ivlark 5· 41·

"Talitna arise
11
·

In the case of the miracle performed by Jesus, we note that there were

people there who made much ado vd.th their weeping and meaning· These might have

been professional mourners. They and those that scorned were put out* The

mother and father of the damsel and all those who were with Jesus were allowed

to remain. Symbolically all those who mourn for what they know not, those who

worship under a false faith, will not experience the resurrection of the dead·

It will be f or the household only*

Ve note also that Jesus was not contaminated by his contact with the dead·

Under the Lav/ he would have been ceremonially unclean for a prescribed period*

Peter too, was not under the Law and was therefore, not ceremonially unclean by

entering the room where Dorcas was* Nevertheless we must remark tliat Peter

did not touch the woman yet Jesus "took her by the hand
11
 (Luke 8· 54ο) Peter

gave her his hand after she was "raised" - when she was auve· Jesus gave the

damsel his hand when she was dead· There is no discrepancy here» Rather is

there a lesson for us that Jesus will raise the dead when he comes again* Peter

did not symbolise what Jesus will do but showed what can be done by the 'Power of

God» Therefore in the first instance, Jesus touched the girl while she was

dead and in the second, Peter touched the woman after she was made alive·

It is interesting to note tliat none of the commentators take Peter to
task for being so cruel as to bring her soul back from heaven! The issue is
avoided· The inference is not drawn that Dorcas was dead· Her life had
departed· Her breath had gone forth and she was dead· There was no return from
bliss here· Just an awakening from the sleep of death·

"she sat up" - Having opened her eyes and seeing Peter whom she had

never seen before, it was natural that she should immediately sit up·

Verse 41

"And he gave her his hand, and lifted her up, and when he had called the

saints, and widows, presented her alive·"

"gave her his hand - see notes to previous verse·

"called the saints·*" - Bible commentators state that "saints" often

are the heavenly host of angels· This does not apply. In Rom· 15· 25· we read

that Paul had to go to Jerusalem to minister to the saints. In the next verse

(26), Peter says that a collection had been niade for the poor saints which are
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at Jerusalem· The word obviously refers to the members of the ecclesia·

Verse 42

"And it was knov/n throughout all Joppa; and many believed in the Lord·"

"it was known· ·•" ~ what had been performed is, to any ordinary person,
a miracle· To the Bible student or to those who show interest in the Plan and
Purpose of God, a SIGN has been performed and witnessed· It was a sign that in
the finality, Jesus would raise the dead· Those who are to be raised however,
are of the household of faith only· Those who scoff are not permitted to come
into the household but will be put out· This sign was known through all Joppa
but not all believed* Only MANY believed· It is assumed that once they
believed, they would signify that belief by their baptism for it is only in that
way that one may cone into the Household of Faith·

"believed in the Lord·" A wide statement which has its answer in Rom·
10· 11/17· It is a simple matter to state "I believe in Jesus" but not $o
simple to explain that belief© One must know what Jesus lias achieved by his
death; what he means to us now - being our high priest and mediator; and #iat
he means to the Plan and Purpose of G

Verse 43

"And it came to pass, that he tarried many days in Joppa with one Simon a tanner·

"it came to pass···" - Luke does not state how it came to pass that
Peter, having been called there by a state of emergency, decided to stay there·
^he opening phrase of this verse indicates that staying on at Joppa was not his
original intention but that he found it expedient to do so·

"many days" - sufficient days (for the purpose in hand·)

As it happened, his next call was to deal with Cornelius· uen from
Cornelius were sent to look for Simon1 s house· This no doubt, would have been
easier to find than Peter1 s lodging at Lydda·

4tSimon a tanner·" - This man has the same name as Peter (Simon the son
of Jonah - Simon Barjona - or Snjnon Peter) · This was Simon the tanner· The
trade of a tanner was one which made the tanner cei^emonially unclean under the
Law as he constantly came into contact with the skin or hide from a dead body·
(Note skins come from sheep and goate· Hides come from cattle·) That Peter
was content to dwell with such a man showed the gradual breaking down of the Law
and the traditions which flowed from it· This would prepare the way for the
next work which Peter was to do and that was to extend the precious covenants
of promise to the Gentiles·
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10

In the Boman army, the regiment was called the "Legion
11
 and it coraprieed

6000 men· Therefore, when Jesus said that if he prayed to his Father he would
receive twelve legions of angels, (Matt· 26· 53·)9 "he" had in mind 72,000 angels·
The literal number was of no importance in the meaning Jesus attached to it for
he knew he was the personification of Israel, the first-bom of Clod and that
Israel consisted of twelve tribes· Therefore he would require one legion of
angels for each tribe· Alternatively, he could have required one legion each for
himself and eleven apostles but this is doubtful* Twelve must be associated some-
how with Israel· See the pattern of this in Eev· chapter ZL»

In each legion, there were ten cohorts, each cohort consisting of 600 men*
The officer in charge of a cohort was called a "tribune* in Latin and "Chiliarch"
in Greek· $or example of this office see Claudius Lysias in Acts 23# 26· and
2if· 7· He was called "the chief captain

11
 which is the same as "chiliarch"· The

cohort was divided into six divisions called "centuries", each century comprising
100 men· The person in charge of a century was a' "centurion" in Latin and' a
hekatontarch in Greek· This sub-division would give the centurion the rank
equivalent to a sarjeant or some non-commissioned off icer in a modern aimy·

The centurions we meet with in the Ν·Τ· are all men of outstanding charac-
ter· See the centurion of Matt· 8* 5? and Luke 7· 6* Note the humble acknowledg-
ment of the Divine Sonship of Jesus expressed by the centurion of Matt· 27· 5k-}
Mark 15· 39; and Luke 23· 47· Note also the fairness and consideration of the
centurion in Acts 22· 25/26» The centurion who was with Paul during his disas-
trous sea voyage of Acts 27 was friendly to Paul and showed himself to be kind and
considerate as well as trusting·

The centurion of Capernaum and Cornelius were men who had been' impressed by
the teaching of Judaism concerning the One God of Israel· This seemed to be more
acceptable than the worship of the multi-gods of paganism· It is said of the cen-
turion of Capernaum that "he loveth our nation, ajnd he hath built us a synagogue· •"
(Luke 7· 5·) We shall see in a moment that Cornelius was a man who had turned to
the God of Israel and was well known amongst the Jews·

The Romans allowed service in the Centuries and the Cohorts to be voluntary·
(in Acts, "cohort" is translated as "bands")· The volunteers never served in the
place where they volunteered but were always moved elsewhere· Service in a Eoman
legion, cohort or century automatically gave Roman citizenship to the soldier·
Centurions never rose above non-commissioned rank and at the end of their military
life, they retired and lived on what they had been able to save· Being in a
position of authority, they would respect authority· If this could be combined
with devotion in worship and a feeling after God, then a man of unusual character
would emerge· Such a man was Cornelius, the centurion of Acts chapter 10 - a
Gentile·

Verse 1 · . : . ·

"There was a certain man in Caesarea called Cornelius, a centurion of the band
 ;
 ^

called the Italian band,"
 l

Cornelius is a famous name amongst the "gens" of Boman history. Scipio and
Sulla were of this "gen"· How closely Cornelius was related to -them is unknown
but he was evident-!^ a man of great personality and influence in spite of his non*-
coircnissioned rank·

In the Α·Υ· the word TTrand" is in italics, showing that it was not in the
original· The "Italian band" means the "Italian cohort" and was composed of
volunteers who were recruited in Italy and who could not find a place in the
Praetorian Guard· This Guard was the Royal Bodyguard for the Etiiperor· The title
"praetor" was given to the commander of the army and the Guard which was founded
by the Eraperor Augustus in the years before Christy became the Iniperial Guard and
operated close to the king· In later years, it became very powerful indeed and
had a considerable political influence until it was suppressed by CJonstantine in
A.D.312· All those who failed to enter the Imperial Guard were posted to the other
regiments of which the Italian Band "was one·
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Before we go to the next verse, we shall observe that Jesus also met a
centurion during the early part* of his ministry. He was so impressed by him and
the simple faith he exhibited that Jesus remarked, " many shall come from the
east and west, and shall sit down wit̂ Ab-raliaiii, and Isaac, and Jacob, in the king-
dom of heaven·" See also the record by Luke in Luke 7· 2/10* Now in the Book of
Acts, we are to read of another centurion who was no less full of faith.

Verse 2 - . ;

"A devout man, and one that feared God with all his hous$, which ga,ve much alms
to the people, and prayed, to -Sod aiway%" " ' jf;i ;, - . · - •

"A devout maritt^i·11 - this qualification is written from the point of view
of the Jewish worshipper· Although Luke wrote these words, he was correct in his
interpretation of how the Jews would, regard Cornelius. There; were ,many proselytes
such as he who attached themselves to the Jewish faith and attended the synagogue.
They approved of the monotheistic worship and preferred the complete absenae of
linages of any description which' was so characteristic of 'Judaism, ..They observed
the Sabbath laws and kept strictly to the food laws as well· The main point of
difference is that they were not circumcised· Because of. this, they were wt
allowed into the Holy part of the temple· . *\ . . ..

"one that feared God···.." ~ Ctornelius feared God to the extent that he
opposed the worship of other gods» He abided closely to the laws, of God as fax· .
as he knew and understood them·

. "with all his house·····11.- Cornelius brought his: religion into his own ·.
home and brought up,his family in the nurture and admonition oi* the Lord· v(Ephu6*4·)

• ••· • • . * • ' . . . - . , 4 . 1 « . - , - • . .

"gave much alms·.···" - The association of prayer with alms-giving i^ found
in the Bible· See the proximity of th$ teaching of the orie with the teaching of
the pth^r in Matt. 6· 1/8. See also 1 Pet· 4· 7/8 where grayer and charity are
coupled closely. " ,:;V. .?/

"to the people." - not to all people but to" the Jewish people. In the Acts
this word "laos" (from which we get the English word "laity") is used in connec-
tion with Jews. On every occasion where the word, "people" occurs up to Acts 7·34·
the Greek word is "laos" and it is used in connection with Jews. In the chapter
we are studying, the word ocpurs at verses 2, 41 and k2m

grayed to God alway.". He did not continually pray to God but meticulously
observed the standard Jewish hours of prayer· We find one of these in the next
verse.

Verse 3

"He saw in a vision evidently about the ninth hour of the day an angel of God
coming in to him and saying unto him, Cornelius·"

"He saw in a vision····." - "he saw a sight*···.n. See notes to Acts 7·31·

"evidently11— this word occurs in Mark 1. 45J John 7· 10· as "openly", and
in the verse before us· It does not occur elsewhere other than in these places.
Other words translated as "openlyw carry the meaning "frankly "j "bluntly". In
this verse, the meaning is "in the sight of" "openly" showing that Cornelius did
not see the "vision" (or "sight") in a dream but saw the angel actually standing
in front of him. There was no illusion.

"about the ninth hour..·..*1 - M s was one of the Jewish hours of prayer,»
See Acts 3· 1· and the Notes recorded there* .-

"an angel of God·...·" - see Motes to Acts 1. 10. and 5· 19·. regarding
angels. The popular idea of angels having wings is derived from the Biblical
descriptiori of the cherubim. (Exod. 2$. 20j 37. 9i 2. Kings 6. % and 27j
2 Chron· 3· ]Ll/l2.) Angels however d.o not have wings and there |JS nothing in
Scripture to suggest they have· . '

"coming in to him....." - coming into his house.
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Verse 4

"And when he looted on him, he was afraid, and s>aid. What is it Lord? And he
said unto him, Thy prayers and thine aims are cane up for a memorial before God"·

w
he looked on..him··*

11
'·? see Notes to Acts ϊ·.10· "looked steadfastly

0
·

Cornelius must have been astonished at the sight and g^zed veiy intently upon
the angel to tiy to convince himself that wh^t he saw /before him was indeed an

l (as it appeared to be)·

"he was afraid···
11
 - It was .pnusual for soldiers to be afraid· Luke

mentions the fear so he imist have had. a reason for mentioning it· The usage of
this expression is peculiar to .Luke· In Luke. 24··. 5· we find the women bowing
their faces to the earth with fear at the appearance of two angels· Verse 37
tells us of the fear of tjie disciples when they saw Jesus suddenly appear in
their midst· Apart ftom being uniform in usage, the expression shows that the
supernatural is always something greatly to be feared· There is a vast gulf
between man and the Power of God·

tt• ··thy prayers and thine alms are come up for a memorial before God"#
The angel immediately puts Cornelius at his ease· It was a great fear

amongst the Jews to be forgotten by their God* After the return from Babylon,
Nehemiah prayed to God asking Him to remember· "Bsmember me, 0 my God···% see
Neh. 1· 8; 4* 14j 13· 34, 22, 29, 31· See also Psa· 25· 6j 25. 7} 74. 2;
106· 4j 132· 1; 137. 7; Isa. 38· 3? I^n· 5. 1·

The angel used the words of the law· The "Meal offering" of Ley· 2. 2
#

records a ceremonial offering which was "a memorial
H
» In Lev· 2

#
 9· we read of

an offering which had to be burnt on the altar and which was a sweet savour unto
the L0HD

#
 The sacrifice ascending upwards to God was a fora of worship· See

also the sin off ering of Lev· 5· 12# which was also a memorial· Another, appears
in Lev. 6. 15· this being the priestly meal offering

#
 There is another offering

by fire for a memorial in Lev· 24· 7·

Such foxtns of worship were to be remembered· In the N
#
T

#
 another form of

worship appeared where the nameless woman anointed Jesus
 w
for his burying*

1
· This

act said Jesus, would be spoken of in the years to come ^for a memorial of her·
1
*

(Matt· 26· 13· and Mark 34· 9.) In the case of Coanelius, his prayer (incense)
and his alms (meal offering) would ascend unto God as a memorial for him· Be
had no part in temple worship because of uncircumcision but God recognised his
worship·

Verse 5 :

"And now ^end men to Joppa, and call for one Simon whose surname is Peter·"

The same principle applies to .Cornelius as applied to Saul, namely, that
he would not get a direct revelation from heaven but would have to go to the.
ecclesia for infowaation· In doing so, he would have to humble himself·

"to Joppa" - men were sent to Joppa as Cornelius may find it difficult to
leave his military duties· Joppa would be about 30 miles away from Caesarea
Maritime· This long journey by foot would account for the time lag which will
have to be explained in verse 30·

"and call for···" - the Greek means
 lf
send one for another" or "summon"·

"Simon, whose surname is Peter"· - On the authority of Idatt·. 16· 17·
Simon* s surname (as we understand a surname) was "Bar^jona" meaning "son of
Jonah". Peter was the nickname given to Simon by Jesus, this being the Latin
form of a word meaning "stone"· (Luke 6· 14·) Peter was also called "Cephas"
which is a Greek w4rd also meaning "stone "· (John 1· 42·) The Greek word
translated as "surname" is "dpikaleomai" meaning a name "called, by % It is not
a family name so the word "surname" should be "nickname"·

Verse 6 . ,

"He lodgeth with one Simon a tanner, whose house is by the sea-side: he shall
tell thee what thou ougjitest to do·"
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"He lodgeth. ·.ft - passive "he Is entertained as a guest· ff

11 a tanner, whose house is by the sear-side:..·w - the fact tftat Simon was
a tanner must be considered together with the faqt thett he lived by the sea-*side#
In the first place, a tanner, plying an obrKxxious trade because of the smell
coming from tan pits, made it obligatoiy for a tanner to be outside the town·
The fact that his house was beside the sea is regarded by the commentators as
being due to the fact that a tanner requires water for his tannage and would
draw his water from the sea· This assumption is incorrect because the tanning
liquor must be acid in character to do the work of tanning* Sea water being full
of salts, would be alkaline and would hinder the tanning process. Having regard
to the fact that Simon was outside the town of Joppa, the next problem was to.
state where· The answer given was that his house was beside the sea which, would
narrow the search down to the coast line·

"he shall tell thee what thou ougjitest to do· w The same principle applies
to Cornelius as applied to Saul· Be did not receive a direct explanation from
heaven but was sent to an ecclesia where he would be told by the servants of God·

Verse 7 '

"And when the angel Which spake, unito Cornelius was departed, he called two of his
household servants, and .a devout sdldier of them that waited on him continually·n

"was departed· · ·ff ~ shows that the angel was real because he departed·
;If it had been a vision, he would have disappeared·

tfhe called two of his household...tt - Cornelius the soldier was used to
giving orders and having them obeyed immediately· Another centurion was also
^accustomed to immediate obedience from those under his command· (See Matt. 8· 9·)
ffhen commanded by a higher authority, Cornelius gave the same immediate obedience.
He called servants from his daily work of being a soldier and also from his
private life· These were two of his domestic servants and one batman who
attended him in the azray. More than one batman' waited upon him in the anny but
Cornelius chose only one of them and he was a man who was a worshipper of God.
Cornelius chose his messengers very well· It is inferred that the two household
servants were devout because Cornelius had them working for him and he would
surely tell them of the Hope of Israel. Such servants which also appear in
Rom. 14· 4· and 1 Pet· 2. 18. were closer to the family unit than were the
ordinary slaves·

"waited on him continually· " - the same verb is used here as appears
in Acts 1· 14· where it is translated as "continued"· This is unwearied conr·
tinuance such as is found in Acts 2. 42· ("continued steadfastly"). 6· 4· ("give

. continually"), Rom· 12. 12· ("continuing"), Col· 4« 2. ("continue";· Cornelius
had servants of the right type, for the conversion of a whole household to the
true Faith·

. Verse 8

"And when he had declared all these things unto them, he sent them to Joppa·"

The inference drawn in the previous verse that Cornelius would surely ĥ ive
told his servants about the Hope of Israel seems to be confirmed here because
Cornelius explained everytliingto them before he sent them on their way·

"declared all these things···" ~ liuke used a similar statement in Luke 24
verse 35 where the men on*the\road to Snmaus "told what things were done.··"·
They gave an historical survey of all that had'happened· The same meaning is in
the v^rse before us· Cornelius must have recounted all that had happened from
the time of the appearance of; the angelv R.V· "rehearse" R#S.V# "related"
Afrikaans "vertel" (to make known by narration)· See also Acts 15· 12 and 14j
and 21. 19· ' '

"sent them· · · n - Bullinger defines this word thus "When anyone is thus
sent it implies the mission which he has to fulfil, and the authority which backs
him."
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Verse 9 ;v.

"On the morrow, as they went on their journey, and drew nigh unto the city, Peter
went up upon the housetop to pray about the szqcth hour·ff

With characteristic narrative skill, Luke leaves the three servants of
Cornelius to complete the time interval of their journey to Joppa· While they
are on their way, Luke picks up another thread of the story·

"On the morrow···11 - the day after they set out· They spent a night on
the way· This time period will have some importance to us when we study verse 30·

was they went on their journey···11 - lit· ^pursuing the journey of them"

nand drew nigh unto the city··.* - lit. "they to the city drawing near···11

"upon the housetop· ··" - Greek ndoma" from which we get the English "dome11·
Modern usage supplies the idea of a curved dome but this was not the character*-
is tic of houses in Judah or Israel in those days· The word means "housetop11 as
translated but it should be noted that houses had flat roofs· Often the house
was built around, a court and examples of this can be seen in the ruins of Pompeii·
Access to the rooftop was by means of a stair outside the building. Around the
edges of the parapet, a small raised wall was built for safety· Die open court
in the middle would be covered by a covering similar to the modern awning in
effect· This explains how a man with the palsy was let down before Jesus
"through the tiling". The light tiles made of day would, cover the open court*
See Luke 5· 19· The housetop is used in Scripture to indicate a place of leisure.
See 2 Sam. 2 where David was rela.yi.ng "upon the roof of the kingfs house" when
he should have been at war as it was the time when Kings go forth to battle
(vs l). See Matt. 24. l?j Mark 13. 15; Luke 17. 31· for the warning from Jesus
not to leave the housetop (place of idleness) and go into the house to collect
possessions, but to go straight from the housetop to flight. In other words,
do not bother about worldly goods when Christ comes.

See also 1 Sam· 9. 25/26; Neh· 8. 16·

"the sixth hour" - This was one of the three hours of prayer for the
Jewish people· It was about noon* See notes to Acts 3· 1· .

Verse 10

"And he became very hungry, and would have eaten: but while they made ready, he
fell into a trance·11 '[

"•••he became very hungry···" - Greek "prospeinos" this being,the only
occurence of the word in Scripture· The root word is ^peina" meaning "hunger"·
The additijon of the prefix *p;ros" intensifies the meaning thus giving the trans-
lation "very hungry"· Hie R.V· gives just "hungry". Afrikaans "hy het baie
honger" - "he was very hungry."

(A point of interest is that the only other place in Greek literature
where this word is found is in a work by Demosthenes who was an eye doctor· His
work was quoted by a sixth century writer named Aetius who was a medical writer.
Thus with the medical background to the word, it is understandable that Luke
should use such a rare word· It is further proof of Luke being the author of
Acts· Being a doctor, he must have read Demosthenes' work·)

"and would have eaten" - lit· "wished to taste food"·

"while they made ready··· " ~ lit· "they preparing"· "They" refers to the
people he was living with. They v/ere preparing the mid-day meal·

"he fell into a trance. ff - He was in a state of being out of his senses·
The word occurs again in Peter1 s explanation of what happened· (Acts 11· 5·) and
in Paul*s explanation of what happened to him during his conversion. See Acts 22
verse 17· The Greek word is "ekstatis" from whence we get the English Mcstacy"
meaning to be in a state of rapture, to be bewildered, to be carried away out of
onels senses· The same word occurs, translated as "amazed" in Mark 16· 8;
Luke 5· 26j Acts 3· 10· For a translation of "astonishment" see Mark 5# 42·
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The original Greek is "fell on him a trance11 which carries a different
meaning to the A.V· translation· The R.V. and R.S.V. are the same as the A*V·
The Afrikaans conveys the meaning more accurately with "het daar *n verrukking
van sinne oor horn gekem:" "a rapture of the senses came over him% The point is
that the ecstacy overcame him because it emanated from a higher power· It came
to him from a source exterior to himself and did not originate within him by any
form of self-hypnosis©

Verse 11

"And saw heaven opened, and a certain vessel descending unto him, as it had been
a great sheet knit at the four corners, and let down to the earth·n

wsaw heaven opened·.." ~ being in a trance, he waw this in a vision· It
would not be God's Dwelling Place which opened· It merely indicates the
direction from which the sheet came· See Acts 7* 56· This would indicate to

Peter - when he had time later to think about it — that whatever was to be
revealed to him in this vision, was part of the Divine Plan and Purpose because
it came from the direction of heaven· It appears here in the singular·

ffa certain vessel··* * — Greek: "skeuos" a general term for any kinl of
container· See Mark 11· 16; Luke 8· 16; John 19· 29; Acts 9· 15; 10. 11;
10. 16; 11· 5? Rom. 9· 21; 1 Thess. 4· 4; 2 Tjja. 2# 21; 1 Pet. 3· 7.

"a great sheet···" - occurs only here and at Acts 11· 5· The word "sheet"
is misleading because one may think that a bed-sheet is indicated· The word
refers to the material £rom which is was made (linen) and does not refer to shape·
That it was made of linen migjxt indicate that inasmuch as linen symbolises that
which is clean (righteous) the contents of the "sheet" may now be regarded as
being dean·

"knit at the four corners··." - lit. "four ends having been bound". The
"ends" referred to here are the extremities and could apply to corners· The
Greek philosopher Hippocrates uses this word "ends" to indicate the end of a
bandage. Thus we have another proof of the authorship of the "beloved physician"
Luke·

"let down to the earth"· The whole assembly was lowered until it touched
the ground·

Verse 12

"Wherein were all manner of fourfooted beasts of the earth, and wild beasts, and
creeping things, and fowls of the air·"

"all manner of fourfooted beasts··." ~ we are reminded of Lev. 11 and
Deut. 14· wherein details are given concerning all forms of edible life both clean
and unclean. "Clean beasts" were those which divided the hoof and which chewed
the cud. Symbolically this meant that:-

1. The cloven hooved beasts walk steadily without stumbling and were surefooted
like the mountain goat. The True Christian Believer is careful how he walks
through life and does not stray. He may stumble through the weakness of the
flesh but he will soon regain his balance and poise·

2. The True Christian Believer does not offer his worship in gulps but "chews"
slowly. He studies Godfs Word by "ruminating" over the Daily and other
Headings*

In Gen. 6. 20. three types of creatures are given, namely, birds9 cattle
and creeping things. The Greek for "creepings things" is "expeton" which is also
the word for "serpents". This embraces all creatures that fly through the air;
that walk upon the ground and that creep from here to there·

When Noah brought the animals into the Ark, he followed the Divine Instruc-
tions iy bringing the "clean" beasts in by SEVENS and the "unclean" beasts by
TWOS· (Gen· 7. 2.) The anti-typical teaching underlying all this is*
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1. The Ark represents the Millenial age;
2* Noah represents Ghrist;
3* The. SEVENS represent the people of Israel after the flesh who will have a.

privileged but mortal state in the Kingdom;
4. The TfOS represent the Gentile nations who, in terms of Zech* 14. 6l "shall

even go up from year to year to worship the King· · · "•

Seven is the Covenant Number and a symbol of Divine Perfection· Two is
the number of''division1* and represents the nations* "Can two walk together,
except they be agreed?11 (Amos. 3. 3.) "A double minded man is unstable in all
his ways. " (Jas. 1* 8.)

Applying the fore-going to the verse we are studying, we find that the
number of unclean beasts must represent in anti-type, the Gentile nations* Such
under the Law of Moses were unclean and no Jew should come into contact with an
unclean beast or a Gentile otherwise he would be defiled* Complete separateness
was required* during his ministry, Jesus showed that these things would be done
away. The prohibitions regarding the eating of unclean things would also disap-
pear. (Matt· 15· 17·) Peter may have remembered this teaching but he was due
in a few moments to have this impressed upon him in no uncertain manner* The
removal of the restrictions in regard to clean and unclean "meat" has a double
application, the first being the preaching of the Gospel to the Gentiles and the
second lies in the future during the Millenial period* That all types will have
a place in the Millenium is shown by the covenant given as, under:-

Gen* 9· "And I, behold, I establish my covenant with you, and with your
seed after you;

10* "And with every living creature that is with you, of the fowl, of
the cattle, and of every beast of the earth with youj from all
that go out of the ark, to every beast of the earth*

11* And I will establish my covenant with you; ***

12. And God said, This is the token of the covenant which I make"
between me and you and every living creature that is with you,
for perpetual generations: *

Then followed the covenant of the rainbow* (Gen. 9· 13/17·)

"and wild beasts.·· " - to distinguish between domestic and wild anamals*
In the anti-type here, there is a hint that both civilised and uncivilised
nations will have their place in the Millenium and in the preaching of the Gospel*

Verse 13

"And there came a voice to him, Rise, Peter; k m , and eat."

"Rise, Peter;*.." - Peter must have been on his knees* Therefore the
trance came upon him while he was in the attitude of prayer* This was the
position taken by Solomon as recorded in 2 Chron* 6. 13· Ezra also prayed while
on his knees* ( Ezra 9· 5·) Daniel knelt upon his knees three times a day in
prayer. (Dan. 6. 10) See Paul's remark in Ephes· 3. 14* for the continuation
of the prayer which he had started in verse 1* - note the repetition of the
words "For this cause*.*" in verses 1 and 14*

On a previous occasion the same command was given which also required
immediate action* See Acts 9· 6* The cxrarniandment "JEiise" or "Arise" can also
carry a command to do something at once*. See also Acts 9· H · where the same
theme of a commandment requiring iinme&Late attention occurs*

"kill·**" - the Greek is "thuo" which has a meaning limited to killing
for aacrificial purposes* It is translated as "kill" in Luke 15* 23j John 10.10;
and in the verse.before us* The translation of "killed" appears in Matt* 22* 4;
Mark* 14* 12; Luke 15· 27; 22. 7; Translated ''sacrifice" in Acts 14· 13 and 18;
1 Cor. 10. 20 (twice); as "sacrificed" in 1 Cor. 5. 7; The act of Sacrifice
is translated A S "sacrifice" and comes from "thusia"· See Matt. 9· 13; 12* 7;
lark 9· 49; Luke 2. 24; Acts 7· 41; Ephes. 5* 2; Phil. 2. 17; 4· 18;
Heb* 7· 27; 9· 26; 10. 5, 8, 12, 26; 11. 4; 13* 15;
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"and eat
11
 - The Greek is "phago" which means "to eat up

w
, "devour

11
·

Bullinger draws a distinction between this word which he says means
 n
eat and

drink" and "esthio" which is confined to eating alone and not the combined act of
eating and drinking· Vine says this distinction is not drawn in the Ν·Τ

#
 The

point is of no iniportance but what is of significance is that Liddell and Scott
define ^phago" as having a meaning "to eat of" i#e· to eat part only·

Applying this meaning, we find the teaching that Peter was to understand
that the Gospel would be preached to the Gentiles but only a part .— and a small
part represented by what Peter could eat in relation to the whole ~ would be
taken away for food· That is to say, "few there be that find it·"

Verse 14

"But Peter said, Not so, Lord; for I have never eaten any thing that is common
or unclean·"

Peter
1
 s answer here indicates that the Holy Spirit which was given to him

at Pentecost, was not a Power and "Comforter" which he could call upon at all
times as Jesus could use the Power which had been given to him· Had this been
the case, the Holy Spirit would have made him understand what was required of him·
In the case of the apostles, and others to whom the Holy Spirit was given, they
are often recorded as praying before they used the Spirit Gift·

"Not so, Lord;···
11
 ~ This reminds us of Peter's rebuke of his Master, "Be

it far from thee, Lord; this shall not be unto thee·" (Matt· 16. 22·) The
impulsive Peter was immediately horrified that he should act against the oonffiaand-
ment which had been drilled into him from early childhood· His protest "Not sol"
is followed by "never

ff
 and "anything"·

"I have never eaten· .." - Several centuries before, the prophet Ezekiel
had cried out in siinilar words· (Ezek· 4· 14·) Luke

!
s record of this is import

tant to our study because the Mosaic Law which prohibited the eating of unclean
animals, implied that the Gentiles who ate these things, were unclean also.
Therefore, the w r y act of going to Cornelius, a Gentile, was repulsive to a
devout man such as Peter was·

The lesson of the sheet full of unclean animals ηστ becomes more clear·
The indication pointing towards the Gentiles would show Peter when he thought
about it, that visiting the Gentiles and sharing the Covenants of Promise with
them was the Divine Will·

"common or unclean" - There are two qualifications here, namely, "οοπκηοη"
and "unclean"· The word Common means not called out; not separated; not chosen·
Unclean means impure and, in a Levitical sense, unatoned· Peter now declares
that he will not defile himself now because in the past he has never defiled
himself with anything which had not been separated by the LOED and "which was
impure and without atonement· In a metaphorical sense, this applied to the
Gentiles who were not chosen by God nor did they come under the law of atonement·

Verse 15

"And the voice spake unto him again the second time, What God hath cleansed, that
call not thou common·"

"the voice···" - like P&ul
f
s companions, Peter heard a 'Voice* but saw-

no one· The difference in Peter
1
 s case of course, is that he understood·

"the second time·.·" - Scripturally, when a thing is done, revealed or
spoken twice, it is because it is the Word of God. (Gen. 41· 32.) Although this
was the second time that the voice spoke, it was the first time these words were
spoken· Nevertheless, God had spoken them on a previous occasion through Jesus
when he said,

 w
.. .whatsoever thing from without entereth into the man, it cannot

defile him·" (Mark 7# 18·) In this lesson, Jesus made all meats clean·

That all meats were now clean was fully understood by Paul* See Romans
14. 14

#
, also 1 Tim. 4· 4· Some commentators refer to Gen· 1· 31· "but this verse

cannot apply here as the idyllic state in the beginning has not yet been restored·
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*What Giod Hath ulteahsedi··
11
 '*· "olefensed

1
* is translated from "kathariao"

meaning "t& prorlotince clean iit a LeVltical sfcnsdi" iEhai is to say, God has now
removed, the stigma of the law against suuh meats*

"oall not thoti uncoiamon"· -
 H
de not regard it ceremonially unclean

11
·

Verse 16

"This was done iiiricet and the vessel was received up again into heaven."

"This was done··*" - the whole scene of, letting down, speaking, commanding
and taking up again was done·

"thrice···" ~ Three is the figure of Divine completeness* This signifies
that the change which was sjymbolised in the vision is in complete haxmony with
the Divine Plan and Fi&pose*

"was received up···
1
* - Greek "analambano"· Occurs in Acts 1. 11· where it

is translated as "taken φ
1 1
, and in 1 Tim· 3· l6i> as well as in the passage before

us· The meaning expresses the. idea of reception after ascension· The ascension
had to be made and having been made, the sheet and the contents were received·

"into heaven·" Peter was not looking at God^ Dwelling Place so it must
not be inferred that the whole assembly went to heaven as soul are supposed to
go to heaven· The teaching point here is that inasmuch as the living creatures
had now been ceremonially cleansed by God, they were in harmony with him· In
the anti-type, the Gentiles who are received into the Millenial Age, will come
into harmony with God·

Peter never forgot the incident-. of the sheet full of unclean animals·
Many years later when he worte his First Epistle, he was to make an indirect
reference to it in these words:-

1 Pet· 1· 14· "As obedient children, not fashioning yourselves according
to the former lusts in your ignorance:

15·
 tf
But as he which hath palled you is holy, so be ye holy in
all manner of conversation;

16· "Because it is written, Be ye holy; for I am holy·"

The wording of these verses reminds us of the Law of Unclean Beasts as
given in Leviticus chapter 11· A comparison between a portion of this Law and
the vision which Peter saw, is interesting· Taking the Law first:-

Lev· U · 41· "And every creeping thing that creepeth upon the earth shall
be an abomination; it shall not be eaten·

42· "Whatsoever goeth upon the belly, and whatsoever gpeth upon
all four, or whatsoever hath more feet among all creeping
things, that creep upon the earth, them ye shall not eat;
for they are an abomination·

shall not make yourselves abominable with any creeping
thing that creepeth, neither shall ye make yourselves
unclean with theip, that ye should be defiled thereby·"

The fore-going forbids the eating of any creeping thing* We also read in
this chapter of the prohibition as food of other animals, birds and fish· All
such were contained in the sheet Peter saw in the vision. The connection
between this and the verses quoted above from 1st· Peter is shows bye-
Lev· 11· 45 · "For I am the LORD that bringeth you up out of the land of

Egypt,
 t o
 be your God; ye shall therefore by holy, for I

am holy·
 lf

It is this particular verse from Leviticus that Peter quotes with obvious
reference to the Law of unclean Beasts· The teaching of Leviticus was that of
physical separation from other nations and people· The teaching of Christianity
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is a spiritual separation known as "holiness
11
· .Without this explanation, why

should Peter quote from Lev· 11
#
 Λ5? Peter knew that the people of Israel were

called out from Egypt to be a peculiar people unto the LORD* (Deut· 7· 6#) Now,
the gospel was preached unto the Gentiles and they too, were called to separation
from latter-day Egypt to be God

f
s peculiar people· (l Pete 2· 9*)

Verse 17

"Now while Peter doubted in himself what this vision which he had seen should
mean, behold, the men which were sent from Cornelius had made enquiry for Simon's
house, and- stood before the gate·

11

"Now.··
11
 - translated as ''but

11
 in verse 14 indicates incorapleted action·

The incident and story was still going on even after the sheet and the contents
had disappeared and the trance had come to an esxU

"Peter doubted·.·" ~ he was at a complete loss· See notes to Acts 2· 12·
and 5· 24*

"this vision· ··
ft
 - see notes to Acts 7· 31· under "the sight"·

"had made enquiry·.·" - Greek "dierotao" meaning "to enquire deligently
right through to the end·" This is the only pccurrence of this word in the Ν·Τ·
The use of such a word signifies that the servants had a great deal of trouble
trying to find the house of Simon the tanner· They persevered until they found
it· In this, the servants of the Lord have an example of continued service
which carries on right througja to the end#

"the gate·" Greek "pulon" meaning a gate or a vestibule· The gateway
leading from the street· (Acts 12·. 13/14* Acts 14· 13«)

Verse 18 ;

"And called, apd
:
asked whether Simon, which was surname^Peter,· were lodged there·"

"And called·.·" - doors were kept locked in those days as a safety measure·
The visitors, having knocked, would have to shout out details of their errand
before the door would be opened to them·

"and asked··." - Imperfect tense indicating "kept on asking" which seems
to indicate that they all stated their errand·

"whether Simon, which was surnamed Peter,··" - not Simon Peter because
that was not his full name· His full name was Simon Bar-gonah but he had been
given another surname (or nickname) by Jesus which seems to have stuck to him·
The messengers asked for him because they had already ascertained where Simon
the tanner lived· All they wanted to know now was "Is Peter here?".

Verse 19

rt
While Peter thought on the vision, the Spirit said unto him, Behold, three men
seek thee·"

"While Peter thought· · ·" ~ lit· "Peter pondering· · · " The meaning is that
Peter was turning thoughts over iii his mind· There is an intensity of thought
which the English translation does not give· Therefore it is better regarded as
"thought very deeply"· The vision agitated Peter in his mind and he thought
very intensely about it·

"the spirit said,.·" - See Acts 8· 29· Some Commentators point to the
personality of the Holy Spirit given here but this is quite unfounded· There is
no indication that a god known as the Holy Spirit was there with Peter· The verse
tells us the intensity of thougjat in Peter

1
 s mind and then continuej with the

information that as these intense thoughts were going on, the Spirit spoke·
Obviously the Spirit spoke in Peter

T
s mind·

"behold,**" ~ again this word introduces something which was surprising
and unexpected·
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nthree men seek thee** Note the narrative skill of Luke who now brings
• the ends of two threads together to tie the knot* Two diversions in the story
meet at this point*

Verse 20

"Arise therefore, and get thed down, and go with them, doubting nothing: for I
have sent them*11

"Arise therefore***ft - lit· ftBut having arisen*··" The Spirit tells Peter
that he must get up from his recumbent or sitting position which he must have
assumed while thinking deeply upon what happened* The command $lso requires
immediate action on the part of Peter*

"get thee down***" - Peter was still on the roof and had to go down to
meet the visitors·

"and go with them*** " - there is a connection between the word "Arise." and
the word "go" making the phrase "arise and go" as in Acts 9«U* See Notes to
Acts 9· 6* The commandment to "go" comes from the Greek "poreuou" meaning to
"go" "by proceeding from one place to another, and not just "go away" from here*
There is a destination in mind»

: "doubting nothing···" ~ the verb is in the active voice suggesting that
Peter should cast aside all doubts· He had to go with the men notwithstanding
that they were Gentiles* This usage appears in Acts 11* 12* where Peter,
relating this incident, says he was told to go "nothing doubting". This means
that he was not to make any distinction between Jew and Gentile*

"for I have sent them*" The ccmmaund was of Divine origin* Connecting
this with the angel, the vision, the voice during the vision and now the voice
speaking within, Peter must have known that there was a Divine pattern to be
revealed to him when he reached whatever destination he was being taken to*

Verse 21

"Then Peter went down to the men which were sent unto him from Corr^elius; and
said, Behold, I am he whom ye seek; what is the cause wherefore ye are come?"

"'iihen Peter went down.*." - Lit· "Then Peter descending*·*" That means he
went down by the stairs at the side of the house leading from the roof to the
ground level*

"to the men* * * " - who were standing at the front door*

"Behold, I am he*·· " - Compare with the reply given by Ananias in Acts 9
vs 10· "Behold, I (am here), Lord·" The use of "Behold" which indicates a
surprise to follow, gives the idea of t!You don!t know me and have never seep, me
before* I donft know you but 1 am the man you want"* It also shows courage on
Peter's part* As indicated, doors were kept locked in those days* A voice or
voices cry from without and Peter gpes boldly down to declare that he is the
wanted man without first enquiring as to why they wanted him*

%hat is the cause.·*" ~ Peter asks the reason why the men are there*
After the two communications (the vision and the voice within) he gives no
indication that he knows why the men have come*

Verse 22 '

"And they said, Cornelius the centurion, a just man, and one that feareth God,
and of good report among all the nation of the Jews, was warned from God by an
holy angel to send for thee into his house, and to hear words of thee*"

"Cornelius the centurion·*." - There were many centurions so the introduc-
tory "*«*the centurion··*" seems to be incorrect* It would be a better trans-
lation to put "Cornelius a centurion*·*" (See Acts 21· 32·)*
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"a Just man···
w
 - a man who walked in God*s Way· Vine points out that

the English word "ri^rteous" was originally "^ghtwise", i
o
e

a
 "in a right way

H
·

This explains the word before us
#
 (Expository Dictionary page 283)·

fl
one that feareth God···

11
 - See note to verse 2* The meaning is not that

he ΪΈΑΕ22) but that he feared GGD and not the gods of the pagans»

- "of good report·.*" - Greek "martureo" meaning "to be well testified of"#
It carries a meaning that Cornelius would be spoken about and people would tes-
tify to the fact that he was a just man·

"among all the nation of the Jews···" - hyperbole· All the nation would
not know of him but many in Caesarea would· This was known amongst the Jews and
Peter was told this because he was a Jew as well· No doubt Cornelius was equally
well known amongst the Gentiles to be a worthy man but this would not impress
Peter as much as if he were told that the report was wide spread amongst the Jews·

"warned fiOm God···
11
 ~ same verb as is used in Matt· 2· 12, 22; and

Efeb· £· 5; (admonished) Heb· 11· 7* *&& word for "warn* means to do business
dealings; regarding money, to touasact business % re kings and magistrates, to
do business publically and to give audience to ambassadors; in regard to Divine
matters, to speak as an oracle, a M to watti from God· The phrase is "divinely
instructed

11
 as in the Di&glott· the A*V· "from God

11
 is supplied by the trans-

lators to fit the sense of Divine authority· Af:rikaan&
 w l

n goddelik* operibaring"
a Divine revelation·

"by an holy angelj··* - The commentator J*A<> Alexander considers that this
phrase draws a distinct ion between a holy - "unfalien" -* angel and the ^defil and
his angels

 tf
l Shis observation is absurds k Shexqualification "holy

11
 distinguishes

between the angelic and separated "servants" of God and the mortal servant of
God such as Peter·

"to send for thee···" - explains why Cornelius did not come himself·
He had been instructed by God to SEND for Peter to come to him* When Peter came
to understand fully the lesson there was in the whole incident, he would realise
that the Lord*s servants must go forth to preach and must not expect others to
come to them. Hence Peter the preacher, was instructed to go to Cornelius and
Cornelius was not expected to go to Peter·

Verse 23.

"Then called he them in, and lodged them· And on the morrow Peter went away
with them, and certain brethren from Joppa acconipanied him·"

"Then called he them in··*" - G-reek - "Having therefore, called them
in·.·" from "eiskaleo"· The derivation is "eis" meaning "in" and "kaleo" from
which we get English "call"· This is the only occurrence of "eiskaleo" in
Scripture· The verb "kaleo" appears in Matt· 20. 8· when the labourers are
called in from the field; Matt· 25· 14; where the man about to travel in a far
country, "called" his servants to deliver them his goods. Also used by Paul
in Rom· 8· 30· referring to the Divine call to the Faith· See also 1 Cor· 1· 9·
1 The^s· 2· 12j Heb· 9. 15·

"he lodged them···" - the verb in G-reek is "xenizo" meaning "to receive
as a jjuest", "to entertain"· Coupled with "calling them in" and then lodging
them, we get the idea of inviting them into the house and giving them some food·
The invitation to enter would cover shelter for the nigfrt and lodging would take
care of all meals while they were being housed· Thus Peter was putting into
effect the first lesson of the vision·

%ent away with them·.·" - lit· went OUT with them, i
#
e· went out of

the house and of the city.

"certain brethren* · ·" - actually six in number. See Acts 11. 12.
If there is a lesson here, it must be that preaching is not only the responsi-
bility of one person but of the Ecclesia. Petez*

!
.s immediate thougjat must have

been to have witnesses with him.
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Verse 2k

the morrow after they entered into Caesarea· And Cornelius ?/ai±ed for them,

and had called together his .kinsmgn and near friends·
 w
_. >, . ,. ;

u
Qn the morirow after···

fl
 - the day after leaving Caesarea· Therefore they

must have spent a night on the way· 30 miles would be a long walk but it could

have been covered ths same day· The test of duration is given in verse 30· 10

men would travel more slowly than f our
a

"Cornelius waited for them»·*" ~ the verb "waited
11
 comes from "prosdokao"

meaning
 w
to watch f or

Si
· This indicates that Cornelius must have been waiting

outside watching for Peter or he must have told a slave or servant to take up a

position where he could watch for the arrival of the party·
>{
 His anxiety in this

connection can be understood in view of what had happened over the past four days·

"called together his kinsmen and near friends·" Cornelius called his

relatives and his very intimate friends· The assumption is that he called these

people together with him for their own spiritual benefit and not just to keep him

company while he waited· Cornelius was a devout man and,would wish his closest

friends and relations to derive the same spiritual benefit he was looking forward

to receiving from Peter*s visit·

Verse 25

"And as Peter was coining in, Cornelius met him, and fell down at his feet, and

worshipped him·"

"
#
»Peter was coining in·.·

11
 •— Peter was entering the house· The entrance

of verse 24 was into the city·

"/•fell down at his feet/and worshipped him·" Palling down at the feet

and worshipping are inseparable acts of veneration· Both go together· The

Vorshipping" is not the same as worshipping the Greater in prayer although the

attitudes may be identical· It is an act of homage and was customary in the East·

It is probable that Cornelius did not copy this eastern custom as it was not

followed by Jews nor by the Romans. Cornelius acted in a spontaneous manner such

as is found in the Ν·Τ· where one is about to ask a favour of another· Examples

are found in Matt· 8· 2j 9· 18; 15· 25; 18· 26; 20· 20*

Verse 26

"But Peter took him up, saying, Stand up; I myself also am a man·"

* "But Peter took him ιΐρ··^
η
 ̂ Ι η protest Peter helped him to his feet so as

to bring to an abrupt end the assumption of a prone position· This act of Peter

is not to be compa;red with- that of Paul in Acts Hii-o 15· where ..Paul and Barnabas

were- worshipped as gods and not as men* In the homage shown by Cornelius , Peter

was not in a position to know what it mean··; £o took the precaution of stopping

any possibility of worship· The exhortation here fc>r the humble servant of the

Lord is clear· It is the ^ord which speaks and not the speaker, therefore give

glory to God and not to man· ·.

Verse 27

".And as he talked with him, he went
v
 in, and found many, that were come together· "

"as he talked with him, he went in,.·" - the entrance of verse 25 was
interrupted by the act of veneration by Cornelius· Peter was in the act of
"coining in" and stopped while he corrected

 c
ornelius· He could hardly have walked

past him· Now both walked intogether to the conrpany which was assembled inside
#

As they entered, they linked arms, or put aims on each other
1
 s shoulders or did

whatever was customaxy in those days to show intimate association· The verb
"talk" is used here only and in no other palce· The holding of conversation is
not indicated by this verb· •*
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It is much more appropriate to the story that Peter and Cornelius should
be linked together in a friendly embrace rather than they should hold a conver-
sation which Luke fails to record* This is another instance of Lukef s narrative
skill that he mentions this friendly apparoach one to the other to prepare us for
what Peter says in the next verse about it being contrary to Jewish custom to
enter the home of a Gentile· It shows how Peter is prepared to disregard all
the Jewish aloofness towards a Gentile which had been nurtured in him since child-
hood·

wmany that were come together*· All those mentioned in verse 24*

Verse 28

"And he said unto them, ye know how that it is an unlawful thing for a man that
is a Jew to keep company, or come unto one of another nation; but. God hath
shewed me that I should not call any man common or unclean* "

ffye know##*
M - meaning that they, the Gentiles, not only knew of Jewish

aloofness in regard to associating with Gentiles, but that they also had had
experience of it· That Peter used the word !lyeff instead of Ve", shows that he
was speaking to the Gentiles and not to the whole company which included his own
brethren in the Lord from Jqppa· (vs 23)·

"an unlawful thing···11 - this illegality applied to custom rather than to
the Law of Moses. The Mosaic Law forbade marriage with a Gentile but did not
forbid having anything to do with them· If all association had been forbidden,
then how could proselytes have been made? The ancestry of Jesus would not have
included such as Bahab and Ruth·

ffGod hath shewed me···11 - Peter now realises that the vision was a lesson
from God·

flI should not call any man common* • 0" - Note that the vision gave no such
instruction· In the vision Peter was told not to call any POOD common or any
ANIMALS common· Peter now sees that animals which were previously regarded by the
Law as being unclean, referred by analogy to Gentiles·

Verse 29

"Therefore came I unto you without gainsaying, as soon as I was sent for: I ask
therefore for what intent ye have sent for me?ft

"Therefore came I unto you···" - Because of what I have just said, namely
that I have been shown by God that no man is to be regarded as being common or
unclean from now on, I am obeying Godts Words and coming to you· Furthermore,
I came as soon as I was told to go· I obeyed instantly, without refusing·

"I ask therefore···" ~ Having told the people how it was that he, a Jew,
now mixed with Gentiles and how he had obeyed God instantly without question,
Peter asks why they had invited him·

'What intent.··" - the Greek is LOGOS, as if Peter asked "what Logos?"
Peter had acknowledged the hand of God in his visit to Cornelius therefore
whatever Peter did must be Godfs Will» He new recognises that whatever it was
that induced Cornelius to send for him it must have been God*s Will too· By
recapitulation, Peter acknowledged that it was God who sent him to Oornelius·
That is to say, it was God's Plan and Purpose that Peter was sent to Cornelius·
Now, what was the Divine Plan and Purpose that made Cornelius send for Peter?

Verse 30

"And Cornelius said, Pour days ago I was fasting until this hour; and at the
ninth hour I prayed in my house, and behold, a man stood before me in bright
clothing·11

"Four days ago···" ~ lit· from the fourth day· This construction has given
rise to the view that he had been fasting for four days prior to the vision· It
is difficult to separate the four days from the narrative, but it would appear
to be the following:-
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1st day: Cornelius has the visit from an aqgel and despatches the servants*
vss* 3/8·

2nd day* The servants visit Peter and spend the night under his roof·
vss· 9/23· (During this period, Peter has his vision*)

3rd day· The journey from Joppa to Caesarea is started» vs· 23

4th day· The party arrives at Caesarea· Vs· 24. They enter the house· vs· 25·

"f asting.··
n
 is not in the original·

'•until this hour···" - that was the ninth hour (see vs· 3·)* therefore
Peter arrived at the house and went in at "this hour

11
· He must have arrived at

the ninth hour· (3 oldook in the afternoon·)

"behold,.· " - again the use of this word to indicate that what follows is
unexpected*

"a man stood before me··.
11
 - Alexander says, "•••a man, because in human

form, whether merely apparant, or belonging to a real body, worn for the occasion
and -iien laid aside, perhaps dissolved·" It is tragic that such an explanation
could come from so great a scholar· The idea is absurd· Confusion arises *
because in verse 3 the visitor is described as "an aggel" and in the verse before
us, it is described as a man. Yfhy confusion should arise, is strange because the
Scripture cannot be broken (John 10· 35·)· If both terms, angel and man, are
used, it mustshow, surely, that an angel is a man* The same is said of Christ
Jesus in 1 Tim· 2· 5. where he is referred to as "the man Christ Jesus·" This
is another of the many tragedies of false belief which have arisen as a result
of the Platonic theoiy of the immortality of the soul·

Verse 31

fl
And said, Cornelius, thy prayer is heard, and thine alms are had in remembrance
in the sigjit of God·

n

w
thy prayer is heard···" - Greek "eisakouo" to hear by answering, as in

Matt· 6· 7ί Luke 1· 13; Heb· 5· 7· See also 1 Cor· 14· 21. See also notes to
verse 4· •

Verse 3?.

"Sesnd therefore to Joppa, and call hither Simon, whose surname is Peter; he is
lodged in the house of one Simon a tanner by the sea side: who, when he cometh,
shall speak unto thee.

11

"Therefore··." - This corresponds to the "And now···" of verse 5#

"in the house of··." - this is a much more definite statement than the
^lodgeth with one Simon* ·." of verse 6#

The repetition by Cornelius of his experience is one part of the whole
story· The other half is given by Peter in 11. 5/14·

Verse 33

"Immediately therefore 1 sent to thee; and thou hast well done that thou art
come. Now therefore are we all here present before God, to hear all things
that are commanded thee of God."

"Immediately.··" - Greek "Forthwith" or^rom the same time" or "from that
very moment"·

"therefore· · · " ~ beca.use of what he had just explained. What he did
subsequently arose out of the commandment given him by God·

n
thou hast well done..** - a fOMI of expressing thanks· It is also vised

as a form of approval· See Matt· 12· 12; Mark 7· 31i Luke 6· 27; Jas· 2· 19·
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fVe are all here present before God*··" - a n jjnportant statement in view
of the-next clause* Peter was here but it was God who had called Go2^lel±us and
God who had called Peter to come to this place# Therefore this was God1 s work
and not manfs* Paul expressed the same idea in 1 Thess* 2* 13© '

• •- · • ·-, . . · ' ' / . • . • . ' * · , . " .

"to hear all things that are commanded thee of God" ~ We have been gathered
together to hear those things which God has willed that we should hear* In other
words, Cornelius ackndvvledges the power pf God working in all o£ them»

Verse 34 * : . ' . . , .

"Than Peter opened his mouth, and. said, "Of a truth -I perceive that God. is no
respecter of persons»tf

"opened his mouth· · ·tf - suggests the commencement of a speech* See how
this is used of Philip in Acts 8· 35* It is also used in connection with Paul
who was about to make a speech» See Acts 18· 14·

"Of a truth···" - see notes under Acts-4· 27·

."I perceive···" --Greek "katalambanp " meaning "to lay hold of"; "to comr-
prehendV She. use-to which it is put here seems to indicate that Peter, meant he
was gradually laying hold of the lesson in ftis understanding* It was beginning
to dawn, upon him in full v/hat the vision was all abo.ut* What he understood is
given in the balance of the sentenoe* '; ·

"that God is no respecter of persons*" The term "respecter of persons11

comes from one Greek word ^rosopleptes" which is used here only and in no other
place in Scripture* It meajis one who is partial in his acceptance of persons»
The impartiality of God is referred to in the 0*T* in Deut*, 10* 17; 2 Chron* 19· 7;
Peter was to remember the lesson he had learnt for he repeated it in his epistle *
See 1 Peter 1* 17· The Greek "aprosopoleptes" is the negative form and appears in
the yerse from 1 Peter 1* 17· One word therefore, means "without respect of
persons"·

_. We stop to take an exhortation here for it is enjoined upon us to disregard
persons in all our judgments· ImpartAality was required of the children of -Israel
as we see from Lev* 19· 15? Deut· 1* 17J 16* 19· See wh^t James has to say to
us* Jas. 2· 1 and 9·

The meaning which Peter attaches to this impartiality is that anyone who
will turn to God will receive His Blessing and will be led to the Truth* i\irther-
more, God would not limit participation in His Bromises to one nation but would
offer salvation to all*

Verse 35 .

"But in every nation he that feareth hiin, and worketh righteousness, is accepted
with him· " .

"he that feareth him,·*" ̂  whereas God2s ¥ord would be preached unto all
nations, it is not all nations nor any one nation which would receive it· Peter
makes this quite clear with his limitation of God's acceptance to "he that feareth
him"· To fear God is not to be frightened of Him but means to have such profound
a sense of humble duty towards Him that one would make a very special effort to
doing that which God comm^ds* This in turn, requires that the worshipper shall
know/who God is and what His &laxx and Purpose is* To know God is to know His Plan
and Purpose because in John 1* 1* we are told that God was the Logos* To know His
Plan and Purpose is to know God as manifested by Jesus Christ* See Notes to
Acts· 9· 31· -:"

"and worketh righteousness··." - the Knowledge of God ard His Plan and
Purpose which comes, from fearing the LORD,, is not enough for salvation* This was
a lesson Cornelius was to learn* His piety and morality inipressed man but was
inaufficient in the sight of God for the purpose of salvation· The lesson was that
works by themselves, are "dead" just as a full knowledge of the Faith without the
works is also Mdead". It was one of the Divine commands that all believers must
be baptised* If Cornelius feared God he would ask for baptism* Having been
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baptised, he would then be required to "walk in a newness of life
11
· (Rom· 6· 4·)·

Thereafter he
 n
should not serve sin"· (Bom· 6. 6·)·

lf
is accepted with him

11
· Is acceptable to him·

Verse 36

"The word which God sent unto the children of Israel,, preaching peace by Jesus
Christ: (he is Loxxi of all:)"

"The word which God sent*··" - the translation here is a bit free and does
not accurately record what was said· Peter is outlining the history of the -work
of Jesus .showing that the gospel was first taught in Galilee· But Peter ackno*·*
ledges that this was God

f
s work which was done through His Son, Jesus* The opening

sentence here, then, reads, "He (God) sent the word unto the children of Israel·. "·

"preaching peace by Jesus Christ:··" - The Gospel was a gospel of peace·
The peace is not one of nonr-canbatant existence but the peace which comes from
harmony with God· This harmony had been broken ever since the s in of Eden but the
Gospel gave that binding back into harmony with God (religion) to all who would
hear· The binding back again would come when the Kingdom is established. The
Gospel destroyed the discord there had been between Jew and Gentile and made peace
between them· This was another facet of the Gospel of peace· As Paul wrote in
later years :-

Ephes. 2. 14· "For he is our peace, who hath made both one, and hath broken
down the middle wall of partition between us;

15· Having abolished in his flesh the enmity, even the law of
conmiandments contained in ordinances; for to make in hiift-
self of twain one new man, so making peace;

16# And that he migftt reconcile both unto God in one body by the
cross, having slain the enmity 1 thereby:"

In the first place, all this had been preached unto Israel but now it was
to be preached to Gentile nations too· The first preaching was done, as Peter
said, "by Jesus Christ"· 2he preaching to the Gentiles had been foretold by God
through the prophet Isaiah· (See Isa· 42· 6; and 49· 6·) Luke recorded the
quotation of these prophecies by Simeon· (Luke 2. 29/32·) For the Gospel of Peace
taught by Jesus to bring hamony between God and man in the Age to come, see
Rom. 5· V

2
;

 2
 °°r· 5· ϋ»/ 21; Col· 1· 19/23. The Peace all True Christian

Believers can look forward to is given in Luke 2. 14·

ir
by Jesus Christ":·· - The word which God sent was preaching peace by Jesus

Christ· That is to say, Jesus was the Gospel· Everything we may study about the
Plan and Purpose of God will finalise itself in Jesus· The Gospel them, is not a
meaningful promise but a living actuality in Jesus· He is the Word made flesh·
(John 1· 14·)·

fl
(he is Lord of all:) Because the whole Plan and Purpose of God centres

around Jesus and will be fulfilled in him, he must be Lord of all· fk>d*s Plan will
be manifested in him and he will manifest God*s Flan· Both are entirley wrapped
up in each other· He is Lord of Jew and Gentile·

Verse 37

"That word, I s
a
y* ye know, which was published throughout all Judea, and began

from Galilee, arter the baptism which John preached·"

"That word···
11
 - Greek word for "word" in this verse is "rhema" and not

"logos
11
· It does not refer wholly to the Divine Plan and Purpose but to the

uttered part of it· (see Ephes· 6. 17·) See also acts 28· 25; Rom· 10* 8 and
17; 2 Cor· 13· 1} Gal· 5· 34; 6· 6; Ephes· 1. 13; 5· 26; Beb· 1· 3; Heb· 6.5}
11· 3; 1 Pet· 1· 25; (both)·

Having started the previous verse with "The word.··" and added a few words
of explanation, Peter starts again with the phrase "That word···" in this verse·
It was the word of God which was preached when Jesus started his ministry in
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Galilee axicL he started that after the ministry of.:John the Baptist, lou kngvr .
about it because you heard it» It was published throughout all..Judea# /.

 4

"ye know" ~ Cornelius and his
 ;
 friends must have heard the Gospel preached

by Jesus·

"throughout all Judea..." - indicating a U the country beyond the border
of Judea* ; .

"after.*.,.John··." - John the Baptist knew that this would be so. The
prophet Isaiah prophesied of John the Baptist in Isa. 40. 3· This was the first
of the "sejrvant" prophecies of Isaiah» JThe prophecy of Jesus as a servant of.
God.was..given in^Isa.*42;/l/7« Siee-John

1
 s-remarks in John 3· 28/jl#

/ V e r s e . 3 8 . . '*. . -. . . , • · . ' · • • • • : '•• :.'

"How.God anointed Jesus of Nazareth with, the Ho3,y Spirit and with power: who
went about doing good, and healing· all that were oppressed of the devilj for ,
. God was with him. " , . '.

;

"God anointed Jesus.·.
 fl
 - at the very beginning of his ministry, God ..-..,-, ;

anointed Jesus with; the Holy Spirit. (Matt· 3. 16j Mark 1* -9/Ϊ1; Luke 3· 21/22*
John 1· 32/33·.) ·.· ." · '

fl
with the Holy Spirit..." - The anointing of Jesus was similar to the

anointing of the apostles. See Notes ..to Acts.2. 3* The effect however, was
vastly superior in the case of Jesus, for he received power without measure.
(John 3· 34*) Jesus could, call upon the Divine PowQr at any time. The apostles
could not do so but of ten prayed before they used it. The Holy Spirit was a
Power which could be passed on by an apostle arid which Simon Magus wanted to buy
for money. (Acts 8· 30.),

 : :

"with power..." -- The "power
11
 comes from the Greek "dunamis" from which

we get "dynamo", "dynamic
11
 and "dyne", (unit of force). If the Holy Spirit was a

Power, then Jesus did not have to have power to use.it. , The power of healing,
performing miracles etc., was given with the Holy Spirit. The power referrecjL to
here was that power which enabled Jesus to lose the power of the.Holy Spirit on
any occasion and in any manner which he isaw fit* .

This anointing was prophesied by.God through His prophet Isaiah in
Isaiah 61.' 1/2../ Actually the .prophecy of ,the baptism of Jesus extends to halfway
through verse 2

#
 This was a ,s f$r as Jesus quoted when he ̂ opened the Scriptures

and read therefrom. See Luke 4· 18/L2. The latter half of the verse related to
the Second Coming of our Lord when, in terms of the prophecy^ and not quoted by
Jesus, it will be "the day of vengeance ,of our God; to comfort all that mourn."

It is extra-ordinary how the commentators, who are all trinitarians, make
no attempt to explain how one God could anoint the other God with the

 r
thirfi God.

In explaining the verse, they acknowledge that God anointed Jesus by giving him
the power of the Holy Spirit and that it was in fulfilment of Isa. 61. l/2. that
this was done. Yet in the next breath, as it were, they "will support the trini-
tarian doctrine by regarding the Holy Spirit as a God.

"went about doing good and healing... " In contrast to the rulers of Judea
at that tijne who had tremendous power but abused it, Jesus went about doing goodi
The "healing" was symbolical of the ills of mankind which will be cured in the
Kingdom of Gpd. (Eev. 21. 4·)· Lixke is summarising Peter

1
 s speech but we know . ••·

from the teaching of Scripture that this symbolism i3 so*
 ;

 . . , . :"

"AH that were oppressed of the devil; " r the Greek for "oppressed
n
 is

"katadunasteuo?
1
 meaning, "to exercise power over". It occurs hqre and in Jas. 2^. 6.

The Greek for "devil" is "diabolos" from wl^ich ̂ e get the Engli^h
n
diabolic".

,Note that the "healing" did not apply to those v^howere sick. The people here were
those who were oppressed by the "slanderer, false accuser, oy. traducer% It is
interesting to note that the great Qa?eek Lexicon "Idj&dell & Scott" which gives the
meanings of words as they are used in Greek literatyre, does not give any meaning
of Mevil" to Diabolos except to say--th^t this meaning occurs in the N^T. only.
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Luke would not have understood "diabolos" to have the popular meaning of "devil*
as Christianity has it-today* To him it would have the meaning ascribed to it by
all the Greek writers throughout the ages· Those who were "oppressed of the devilff

were those who had been lad astray by false doctrines or those who had no religion
in than at «JLl but in whom a desire to worship God had been stirred·

"God was with him· " See 2 Cor· 5· 19·

It is considered by commentators that when Jesus was anointed with the Holy
Spirit and with pwer, he was then anointed as the CHRIST* The title "Christ" means
"anointed"· It is not true to regard Jesus as having become the Messiah the moment
he was baptised and the Holy Spirit was given to him· On the occasion of his
baptism, the voice of God said, "This is my beloved son in whom I am well
pleased·" (Matt· 3· 17; Markl· 11 j Luke 3. 22)· John does not mention this
Divine statement· This baptism did not constitute Jesus as the Messiah or the
Anointed King of the whole world, but gave him a title which he did not have
before, namely, "Son of God"·

. The same statement was heard during the transfiguration on the mount«
(Matt· 17· 5} Mark 9· 7; Luke 9· 35) # The statement had an additional "Bear
ye him" (or "hear him" in Mark and Luke)· During the vision, there appeared two
men with Jesus, namely, Moses and Elijah, representing the Law arad the Prophets·
There being no representative of the Priesthood there, Jesus must be regarded as
being anointed a priest on that occasion·

When Jesus comes again, Jesus will return as a King· We must consider that
his kingship has been given to him in heaven by God· This would agree with Jesus!

parable in Luke 19· 12/2J. concerning the "certain nobleman" who went into a far
country to receive for himself a kingdom and to return· Jesus has gone into
heaven to receive for himself a kingdom and to return· Therefore, he was not
fully "Christ" when he ascended into heaven, having been "Son of God" and a Priest
after the order of Melchizadek· On his return he will be the full Ohrist, anointed
to be a Kong and a Priest while, at all times, he will be ^Son of God"·

"went about doing good· · • " - a pointed comparison with the priesthood who
did not do good, and with the Romans who were cruel overlords·

Verse 39

"And we are witnesses of all things which he did both in the land of the Jews, and
in Jerusalem; whom they slew and hanged on a tree. "

"And we are witnesses*·· " ·* See Acts 1· 8· The apostles were to carry on
the work of Jesus· There were six stages in the work, namely,

1· The work of John the baptist and his baptism· This is stated in verse 37·

2· This was followed by the ministry of Jesus starting in Galilee· Verse 37·

3· The ministry of Jesus started with his baptism and the giving of the Holy
Spirit· Verse 38* •

4· The crucifixion· Verse 39·

5· The resurrection of Jesus· Verse 40*

6· The apostolic ministry· Verse 42# . · ' , " •

Peter is now explaining briefly stage 4«

"they slew and hanged on a tree·" Preparatory statement to the comparison
which is drawn in verse 40 where Peter states that God raised him up· The
apostles were witnesses to this resurrection·

Verse 40

"Him God raised up the third day, and shewed him openly·"

Here follows the comparison of what the people did and what God did· The
Jews slew - · God raised*
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"And shewed him openly·" This is the only occurence of the verb "emphanes"
where it is translated as "shewed· ·· openly"· In Rom· 10. 20· it is translated as
"made manifest"· That God "shewed him openly" means that Jesus appeared in exactly
the same state as everyone knew him· Although he was immortal by the time he
shewed himself to his disciples, he appeared to be no different from what he was
as a martal man* This enabled them to establish his identity beyond all doubt*

Verse 41

tr
Not to all the people, but unto witnesses chosen before of God, even to us, who
did eat and drink with him after he rose from the dead* "

After his resurrection, Jesus did not appear to all the people· Those to
whom he appeared are listed in 1 Cor· 15· 5/8·

"witnesses chosen before of God···
11
 ~ Although Jesus chose his disciples,

he chose as God directed him· This is inferred from John 17· 6
#
 which states that

the disciples were given to Jesus by God·
 ;

, "who did eat···* -See Luke 22f· 30; and verses 4ΐΑ·3·
 J
ohn 21· 12/15« All

this is further substantiation of the fact that the disciples are witnesses to the
physical resurrection of Jesus* It should be noted that Peter stresses the
physical resurrection of Jesus and does not mention anything about his soul being
in heaven which it must have been if the Platonic theory is true#

Verse 42

"And he commanded us to preach unto the people, and to testify that it is he
which was ordained of God to be the Judge of quick and dead·" .

"he commanded·.·" - Thus Peter gives his authority to be the teacher he is*
Later on, Paul was to be very capful to state his authority when writing his
epistles· See Bom· 1· 1; 1 Cor· 1. lj 2 Cor· 1· 1; Gal· 1· 1; Bphes· 1. 1

#

In Phil· 1·. 1· Paul claims to be a "servant" of Jesus Christ· Col· 1· lj
1 Tim· 1· 1; 2 Tim· 1· 1; When writing to Titus, Paul claims to be a "servant of
God, and an apostle of Jesus Christ % Tit· 1· 1; To Philemon (flail· 1· 1·) Pa

u
l

says he is "a prisoner of Jeeus Christ··· "· In both his epistles* Peter claims to
be "an apostle of Jesus Christ"· (l Pet· 1· 1; ̂ and 2 Pet* 1· 1·/·

"to testify···" ~ having the prefix "dia", the Greek word means to "call
throughout to witness·"

"ordained of God to be the Judge···" - See John 5· 27· Jesus is to be the
Judge because he is the Son of man· All judgnent has been committed to him·
(John 5· 22·) Jesus has been given that 'quickening life which he can give to
others at the Judgment* (vs 26)· Since Jesus covercame sin in himslef, he is now
the Judge· Having been made "like unto his brethren

11
 (Heb. 2· 17

#
) he is able to

judge according to knowledge*

"quick and dead·" ~ Jesus as the Saviour appointed to be the Judge,
(Acts 17· 31·) has been given the power to resurrect. This is stated in John
5· 28/29 and is indicated in this verse· If Jesus is to judge the quick and the
dead, then there must be a resurrection and the Judgnent will take place at the
resurrection and not before· The resurrection here is not confined to Jews only·
It is not speqifioally stated that the resurrection will be fore Gentiles as well
but in view of the vision given to Peter, this can be inferred with confidence·

Verse 43

"To him give all the prophets witness, that through his name, whosoever believeth
in him shall receive remission of sins·"

"through his name···" - this is a very important qiastlification and directly
affected Cornelius· The ceaturion is described in verse 2 as having been a devout
worshipper of God and a benefactor of his fellow men· This was not enough· He had
to believe in Jesus· The prophets had borne witness to Jesus, thus shelving their
belief in him· Therefore anyone looking for salvation must also come to Jesus and,
as we shall see, be baptised into his Name· (̂ ee Notes on Acts 2· 38·) The
importance of Jesus is such that Peter gives an historical summary of his work,
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starting from John the Baptist· No matter how exemplary we may be, our behaviour
before God is incomplete until we believe in Jesus, attd signify that belief by
baptism into his Name#

"remission of siiis·" See Notes to Acts 2# 38· The "whosoever" shows no
partiality to Jews· All men are included in the "belief" qualification for
salvation and for forgiveness of sins*

Verse 44 ': , ' •

"While Peter yet spake these words, the Holy Spirit fell on them which heard the
word*11

;.• "spake these words····* ~ "words" comes from the Greek "rhema"· Being in
the plural, it cannot mean lfLogos", because .there is only one Logos*

"the Holy Spirit fell on them···11 - this is'most unusual· The Holy Spirit
usually fell on people in this way only after baptism and not before as in this
case· There was a good reason for this because of two problems facing the Jews·
These were:- .

1* Tiie acceptance of a crucified Messiah· The Sanhedrin were deterodned to
discredit Jesus by all means in their power· Having him crucified was an
act most calculated to make him unclean in the eyes of all Jews who had even
the slightest knowledge of the Law· If Jewish converts could believe in
Jesus in spite of this, then they were well on the way to salvation· The
gift of the Holy Spirit aftei· their baptism would bring them further knowledge
and understanding*

2· The sharing of the Promises with Gentiles* The "untouchabuity" of Gentiles
was such that Jews found it very difficult to accept tha fact that Gentiles
were to come into the Covenants of Piromise» The lesson had been given to
Peter through the vision and he was to get another powerful lesson that
uncircumcised Gentiles were to be accepted by God as the "seed of Abraham"·
We shall see in a moment what effect it had on him*

Verse 45 ·

"And they of the circumcision which believed were astonished, as many as came
with Peter, because that on the Gentiles also was poured out the gift of the
Holy Spirit· ft

"they of the circumcision*··" - This does not refer to Jews only but to
Jews who insisted that Gentile converts should be circumcised· When such men saw
that uncircumcised Gentiles had received the same Holy Spirit that the Jews had
received, they were astonished· They would be converted Jews·

"as many as came with Peter···" - those who were astonished as explained
above were those who* had come with Pete*** .

"on the Gentiles also··*"•*- all Gentiles would be involved* Cornelius was
a Roman but we do not know the nationality of his companions· It is quite possible
that they would have been other than Roman, thus showing that the Gospel would be
preached to all nations*

Verse 46

"For they heard them speak with tongues, and magniiy God· Then answered Peter,"

It would appear that the first inanifestation of the Ebly Spirit conferred
in this way was to speak with tongues· In speaking with tongues, they did not
speak the gibberish that today goes for the modern pretence of receiving the Holy
Spirit· They praised God, See Acts 2m 4· and notes thereon· The speaking with
tongues was necessary as evidence that the Holy Spirit had been received by all
the Gentiles· Speech immediately following would be heard and would be understood
as something miraculous·
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In view of the similarity to the day of Pentecost, this occasion is referred
to by scholars as the "Gentile Pentecost"·

"TJjen answered Peter,11 - This should introduce verse 47·

Verse 47

tfCan any man forbid water, that these should not be baptised, which have received
the Bbly Spirit as well as we?11

Peter's question substantiates the views expressed in these Notes against
verse 44· The Gentiles received the Holy Spirit BEFORE baptism to dispel any
doubts amongs/fe the devout converted Jews, that the Gentiles were now to come into
the Covenants of Promise» The speaking in tongues had been recognised as a sign
that the H£ly Spirit had been given, so Peter was immediate in showing that he
fully understood now the lesson of the vision* . .

The question is asked in the form of a challenge· If God had accepted
these men, then can any MfiN forbid water to them?

"as well as we?ff Thus showing the absolute equality now between Jew and
Gentile· No longer did Israel hold an exalted position in the eyes of God in
regard to the preaching of the Gospel·

It is to be noted that Peter asks a question, "Can any man forbid water?ft

The eunuch asked a similar question^ "What doth hinder me to be baptised?" (Acts
Cbu 8· 36·) From this it would appear possible that a custom of the land and
times was to ask this foim of question as v/e now have to ask during a marriage,
if there is any just cause or impediment*

Verse 48

"And he commanded them to be baptised in the name of the Lord· Then prayed they
him to tarry certain days"·

"he commanded them···" - Peter commanded them to be baptised thus showing
the importance of this rite· They may have the Holy Spirit but without the
essential washing away of sins and the submission to baptism, they cannot be the
Covenant People· That Peter "commanded" shows that he did not perform the bap-
tism himself but delegated it to others who were with him·

prayed they him to tarry certain d#ys·" They asked him to stay
with them for a few days· To "tarry" means "to remain with for longer11· This
would mean that Peter had to live with, eat with and associate with men who were
the despised Gentiles in Jewish eyes· A hurried or short visit may pass unnoticed
but if Peter were to stay with them for some time, then news of his prolonged
visit would get around and tongues would start wagging· It was not all men who
had received the privilege of a vision from God as Peter had·

Thus Luke, with his narrative skill, prepares su for what follows in
chapter 11·
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Chapter 11

Verse 1

"And the apostles and brethren that were in Judea heard that the Gentiles
had also received the ¥ord of God·11

The chapter division is unfortunate here because the result of
such division is to lose the effect of the last words of chapter 10 which
read, "Then prayed they him to tarry certain days·" The inference is that
their persuasion was effective and that Peter did stay with them for some
time during which, he would preach unto them· To talk to Gentiles was
something many proud and aloof Jews would not allow but to live with them
in their homes was going from bad to the very worst· A reaction amongst
Jewy was bound to follow so Luke in his characteristic way, gives us a
hint of the protest which was to follow by stating casually that the
Gentiles persuaded Peter to stay with them for a certain period· Now he
leads up to the bitter climax by adding that the apostles and brethren
heard about the Gentiles receiving the Faith which was based upon the
Promises made unto the fathers· All this is also an introduction by Luke
to the story of the building up of the great ecclesia at Antioch·

"the apostles and brethren·• ·" — Indicates that the apostles were
still residing in Jerusalem or the environs· The "brethren" would apply
to those who were tlie officers and teachers of the ecclesia·

* ' " * .
"the Gentiles···" - The nations represented by Cornelius and his

friends.

"in Judea···" - throughout the country of Judea, showing that
ecclesias had been formed outside Jerusalem and were in existence in
Judea·

"received the word of God"· The word "reveived" indicates that?
they accepted it and believed in it·

F'the word of God." The "word" comes from LOGOS which is the
gospel, or the Plan and Purpose of God. This is the same word as "lord"
of John 1· 1· ana is not Jesus as some would say· It is the gospel and
all that flows therefrom and all this mist centre in and around Jesus.

Verse 2

"and when Peter was come up to Jerusalem, they that were of the circumcision
contended with faiia,"

"when Peter was coiae up···" — from the coast at Caesarea to the
heights of Jerusalem·

"they that were of the circumcision···" - This refers to converted
Jews of the type mentioned in Acts 10· 45·

"contended wit:i him," - disputed with him (Peter) for talking to
Gentiles, teaching them about tiie precious Promises, entering Gentile
homes and living with them·

Luke now shows how a great division started which was to exist
for sossae time· The Jews had not had the benefit of a vision such as Peter
and Cornelius had had· They were still full of Jewish prejudices against
tlie Gentiles. Luke's mention of tliis dispute prepares lis for the quarrel
which Peter was to have with Paul over the question of circumcision and
the Christian converts· It also prepares us for tlie rise of James--to a
position of authority after Peter's authority had been called in question·
If Peter as the leader of the Christians had entered the home of a Gentile
and conversed with or taught other Gentiles, then a breach between Jew and
Gentile would h$ve been started· It is from such small beginnings that
big things can come·
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Verse 3

"Saying, Thou wentest in unto men uncircumcised, and didat eat with them·"

The accusation is directed to Peter personally· The offence is

twofold, namely, meeting with uncircumcised men and eating food with such

men· Under the Law, association with the uncircumcised was forbidden and

orthodox Jews were very particular about such association· Their

uncircumcision made the Gentiles unclean in the eyes of the Jeira and the

fact that they were ceremonially unclean would make them Unfit companions at

a meal· The attitude of the Jewish converts to Christianity who retained

the feelings of Israel in such matters, was one of hostility to Peter

because he was now a leader amongst the Christians· He was not taken to

account for baptising Gentiles because Jews were used to receiving proselytes

into fellowship with them·

Verse 4

"But Peter rehearsed the matter from the beginning, and expounded it by

order unto them, saying,"

Peter
1
s defence is to begin at the the beginning and tell them all

that had happened· Luke
!
s repetition of these details shows what importance

he attached to them·

"by order···" — in telling them, Peter recounted the events in the

order in which they had occurred·

Verse 5

"I was in the city of Joppa praying and in a trance I saw a vision, A

certain vessel descend, as it had been a great sheet, let down from heaven

hj four corners; and it came even to me:"

In Acts 10·11· the sheet was seen "descending unto him.··" Here

it is related that it came unto hisa. This is further detail than is given

in chapter ίθ·

Verse 6

"Upon the which when I had fastened mine eyes, I considered, and saw

fourfooted beasts of the earth, and wild beasts, and creeping things, and

fowls of the air·"

Luke adds further detail to say that Peter fastened his eyes upon

the contents of the sheet thus indicating that he observed it closely·

This guards against an accusation of mistake· He did not look casually·

He observed very closely·

"I considered·..·
1
- having observed closely, I gave much thought

to what I saw·

Verse 7

"And I heard a voice saying unto me, Arise, Peter; slay and eat·"

This is an accurate repetition of Acts 10. 13·

Verse,8

"But I said, Not so, Lord: for nothing uncommon or unclean hath at any

time entered my mouth·"

In Acts 10· 14. it is recorded that Peter said, "I have never

eaten···"· Here it io recorded that "nothing.·
#
hath·..entered mjr mouth"·
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Verses 9 and 10

"But the voice answered me again from heo,ven· lhat God hath cleansed, that

call not thou uncoiamon· And this ?/as done three times: and all were drawn

up again into heaven·
11

The difference between these words and those recorded in chapter 10

is "all were dram up·.·" instead of "was received up···" The former is

more expressive·

• · · . . . . ' . · • • ! -

Verse 11

"And, behold, iajsnediately there were three men already come into the house

where I was, sent from Caesarea unto nie."

This is a brief susaiaary of the occurences of 10· 17·

Verse 12

"And the Spirit bade me go with them, nothing doubting· Moreover these six

brethren accompanied me,' and we entered into the man's house:"

"Behold···" -* indicating Peter
1
s surprise at something unexpected·

"nothing doubting.··" - without hesitation - without wavering.

"these six brethren..." - the number is mentioned here but not in

chapter 10. The expression "these six brethren" tells us that they had

accompanied Peter to Jerusalem. They were there for him to refer to them

as "these.·"

"tile man
!
s house·" — Cornelius

1
 house. That Cornelius is mentioned

as "the man.." shows that he had not accompanied Peter to Jerusalem· It

appears that Peter's speech here is summarised and that he may have said

"we entered, into the house of the man whom yon no?/ accuse me of associating

with." ' ", ·

Verse 13

"And he shewed us how he had seen an angel in his house, which stood and

said unto him, Send men to Joppa, and call for Simon
?
 whose surname is

Foterj" · . '
 r

"he had seen an angel·.·" - the original Greek has "he had seen THE

angel" which is more emphatic and refers to a particular angel.

Verse 14

Μ
$1ιο shall tell thee words, whereby thou ana all thy house shall be saved".

"words..." - not'LCG03 but MEHA meaning'discourse. To be

distinguished from LOGOS as part pf that which is spoken, or part of a

sentence, or part of a discussion. In all senses it is only part of the

whole and cannot be the whole LOGOS.

"whereby thou·'· · .shall be saved." - Differs from 10. 6 v/hich infers

the ritual to be followed, namely, baptise· Here the requirements are

widened into "words" which connotes doctrines. For all that Cornelius was

a pious man, he;'had to hat*e a knowledge of the TRUTH and then had to act

upon that TRUTH by following it to its logical conclusion· In this case,

he would learn about the Covenants of Promise- and how he could become

Abraham* s seed by his belief in this and M s signification of belief by

baptism. " ' ' ' '· ·

Cornelius was shown that piety and morality are not enough. One

mast know of the LOGOS and believe in it. Then one must show belief by

submitting to baptism.
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Verse 15

"And as I began to speak, the Holy Spirit fell on thesi, as on us at the
beginning·11

"began t.o speak***" — not at the moment he had started to speak* It
carries the sense o'f "after I had begun to speak" but does not say how long
after* ' ' ' '

"fell on··" — not from a height but from "above" in the sense
that it had a Divine origin·

"as on us*.·" - an important remark· This showed that the giving of
the Holy Spirit was "as on us" without distinction because they were Gentiles
and we were Jews· The gift was the same in both cases·

Verse 16

"Then remembered I the word of the Lord, how that he said, John indeed
baptised with water; but ye shall be baptised with the Holy Spirit·"

Peter now quotes the words of Jesus before his Ascension and given
in Acts 1· 5· Their baptism of the Holy Spirit was in fulfilment of that
promise but here again was another mianifestation of it. This being the case,
Jesus1 words must have applied to Gentiles as well as to Jewish believers.

"the word···" — same as in verse 14·

Verse 17

"PorassRich then as God gave them the,like gift as he did unto us, who
believed on the Lord Jesus Christ5 what was I, that I could withstand God?"

"the like gift.·" - the same gift to the Gentiles as was given to
the Jews· Thus once again the fact is emphasised that there is "neither Jew
nor Greek, bond nor free, male nor female" but that all are one in Christ
Jesus·

"who believed on the Lord Jesus Christ,··" - an important distinction·
Peter had been called upon to state why he had associated with the
circuiacision, and why he had associated with them· Now he shows that it is
not circumcision that makes a person .acceptable to God· The state of
acceptability rests on BELIEF ON THE LORD J1SSUS CHRIST· In view of this
statement by Peter, it. is surprising that, in preaching to the circumcision,
he erred in regard to circumcision for converted Gentiles· See Gal. chapter 2·

"what was I,.···?" — now that God had shown very clearly that former
barriers were to be broken down, who was Peter to maintain those barriers?
That middle wall of partition which kept apart Jew and Greek in the temple
was now broken down as a result of the death of the Saviour. (Spha* 2. 14.)

Verse 18

"¥hen they heard these things, they held their peace, and glorified God,
saying, Then hath God also to the Gentiles granted repentance unto life."

"they held their peace···" - indicates a cessation of argupexrt
rather than a full understanding. They had been told how God had made no
distinction between Gentile and Jew and to them, that must have been a
rather shattering realisation. Rather than comment upon it, they said
nothing. They accepted the situation as it stood in so far as the Gentiles
ware to come under the mercy of God for purposes of Salvation· The question
as to whether such new converts were to be circumcised or not was not fully
settled then as history records. All they did was to accept Peter1 s words
and glorify God for having permitted salvation to come to the Gentiles·
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TBS ECCLESIA AT ANTIOCH.

In the days of the history we are now studying, there were two cities
having the name of Antioch· One was in Pisidia in Asia Minor and the other
was in Syria. It is the latter which is meant no;/· It was founded by
Seleucus Nikator of the Seleucid Empire. This was after the conquest of the
xrorld by Alexander when the Greeks frosa the European mainland flocked into
Asia· With the fast expansion of the Grecian Empire, it was necessary for
the Greeks to have a capital city on the Mediterranean and in Asia Minor*
The site chosen was about 16 miles (120 stadia) from the sea on the river
Orontes. It was strategically placed to control access to a valley
through the mountains. The port at the sea was called Seleucia and the new
city was named after the father of the founder, namely, Antiochus. It was
built partly on an island in the river and partly on the north bank. This
helped to buiid up a strong defensive position against any attack from the
south. The Greeks as well as their Boia&n successors built large public
buiilings and, of course, their pagan temples. Seleucus Nikator permitted
Jews to live in Antioch so they were there from the foundation of the city·
During the centuries between the founding of the city and the days after
the ascension of Jesus, many Jews flocked to Antioch to get away from
Roiaan persecution, particularly after th» Maccabean rebellion. When the
Ronan General Pompey conquered the city, he made it a free city# It became
the seat of the Prefect and was the capital city of the Roman province of
Syria. Herod the Great built theatres, Roman baths.and streets.

As is the case with a mixed population, the skills and arts of each
were joined to make the city exceedingly prosperous and vigorous. Their
achievements in art and literature have been mentioned by Greek and Roiaan
historians and philosophers. Such was the great progress made at the time
of j?aul that Antioch was the largest city in the Rouian Empire after Rome
and Alexandria· Christianity readied Antioch early in the Christian era
for we find a proselyte of Antioch being one of the seven chosen men of
Acts 8· 5· His name was Nicolas· After the persecution which followed the
imirder of Stephen, the powerful ecclesia at Jerusalem was largely destroyed
and it never regained its former importance· Many Christians must have fled
to Antioch because the ecclesia which grew there at that tiaae became very
influential· We shall read much about it in the chapters of the Acts which
are to follow·

Verse 19

!tNow they which were scattered abroad upon the persecution that arose about
Stephen travelled as far as Phenice, and Cyprus, and Antioch, preaching
the word to none but unto the Jews only."

Luke now picks up another thread of his story, this being the one
he dropped temporarily in Acts 8. 4· The verse read, "Therefore they that
were scattered abroad went everywhere preaching the word·" Here Luke uses
the same words but adds more detail· His starting point in time is the
period during the terrible persecution which came after the murder of
Stephen· This is indicated by the words "upon the persecution!1 •

"about Stephen···" — during the time of the scattering which came
about as a result of the murder of Stephen.

"travelled as far as.." - they passed through the intervening country
and taught there. The places Mentioned form the limit of their teaching.

"Phenice··" - on the Levantine coast in Lebanon· It is not a port or
city but is a strip of land stretching along the coast and taking.in the
ports of Tyre and Sidon. It is also known as PHOENICIA.

"Cyprus..." - an island in the eastern Mediterranean. In ancient and
medieval times, Cyprus was a producer of copper· The metal derives its name
from that of the island. The supplies were exhausted during the middle ages
and are not worked now. At the time of the history recorded in this verse,
Salamis was the principal city· The Government of the island at the time was
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at Paphos· This city is mentioned in Acts 13· 6· and 13· From the use of
the plural in Acts 13·5· we learn that there was more than one synagogue in
Salamis· Joseph the Levite, surnamed Barnabas and a great friend of Paul and
uncle of John Mark the gospel writer, came from Cyprus. (Acts 4· 36·)
Another convert to Christianity who came from the island was Mnasoii,
(Acts 21· 16*)

"Antioch" has been mentioned in these notes above· Anyone starting a
religious campaign at that time would hardly choose Antioch because of its
infamy as a city given over to the worship of sex· The nearby grove was
dedicated to Artemis and Apollo at a place called Daphne· At the same placa
the pagan goddess Astarte was worshipped» It is from her name that we get the
modern Easter* Ncverthele3 the early pioneers endured and prevailed to such
an extent that Antioch became the most important centre for Christianity·

"none but unto the Jews only·" The Jews at Autioch formed a separate
community on their own and had their own governor· They were prosperous and
boasted a large body of proselytefs· Their aloofness which was and is
characteristic of the Jewish people and the low abominal morals of the cult of
Artemis and Apollo would tend to keep the Jews apart from all others· Thus it
is not surprising that when they adopted the new faith of Christianity, they
kept it to themselves· Hence, the Faith was taught to none other than unto
Jews· ¥ - '

Verse 20
ffAnd some of them were men of Cyprus and Cyrene, which, when they were come to
Antioch, spake unto the Grecians, preaching the Lord Jesus·11

"men of Cyprus···" - these men would be Hellenists (Greek speaking
Jews) like Stephen and Philip* Barnabas was also one of these· He is
mentioned in Acts 13* 1* as is Simeon (probably an African, because he is
called Niger, meaning "black" such as "Nigeria", the land of the Blacks.
There is also the word used in countries outside South Africa - "nigger"
being an insulting term for such people·)

"and Cyrene..." - Cyrene was a town in Cyrenaica of North Africa,
situated at a spot between modern Bhengazi and Tobruk· Such visitors would
include Lucius mentioned in Acts 13. 1·

"spoke unto "the Grecians···" ~ There has been much discussion amongst
the critics as to whether "Grecians" (Greek speaking Jews) or "Greeks", non-
Jewish people were taught· Textual certainty is impossible because the texts
differ one from the other and the most ancient is not necessarily the most
reliable· If Greek speaking Jews is meant, it is surprising that Luke should
mention that the gospel had been taught to them because this had been the
case from the beginning· See Acts 2· 5; 6· If and 9· 29· From what we know
of Luke's Style and his. cleverness in introducing some small piece of
information preparatory to recording the full story later, we can imagine
that on this occasion, Luke.is giving us, a hint that the Gospel is about to
be preached unto the Gentiles. Therefore .we shall assume that those who came
over from Cyprus and Cyrene taught, not only their own people the Greek
speaking Jews, but to Gentiles as well· It was because of this that Antioch
became such a powerful centre for Christianity·

"preaching the Lord Jesus·" Preaching the things concerning the name
of Jesus of Nazareth. Acts 28· 31·

Verse 21

"And the hand of the Lord was with them: and a great number believed, and
turned unto the Lord·"

"the hand of the Lord was with them:··" - see Luke 1· 66· in
connection with John the Baptist· God was with him because he was to do the
Lordfs work amongst men. The "finger" of God was used to perform miracles·
Exod· 8· 19· and Luke 11· 20· The "hand of God" was used to show God's
mighty works. See the plagues of Egypt· These are works amongst men· The
"arm of God" was used to show the omnipotence of God. Deut 4. 34· and in the
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protection and selection of His people· Isa· 53· 1; John 12· 38} Acts 13· 17·

"a great number believed.·." - The "hand of the Lord" was there so the
Lord gave the increase· We take an exhortation here when we read that God
blessed the effort which ?/as made by the early evangelists· If we do nothing
but hope for converts, the Lord will not bless us· We qualify for
consideration in this way only if we worjs: and make an effort in the Lord's
Service·

fland turned unto the Lord." The word "turn" here indicates a turning
away from ope course and facing another. The same idea was conveyed in the
name Orpah of Ruth 1· 14· Her name means "bacfc of the neck" indicating
turning away from God and showing Rim the back of her neck· See verse 15
which reads, fIthy sister in law is gone back unto her people, and unto her
gods·11 The reverse could take place where one turns away from his pagan gods
and turns to the God of Israel· One can also turn from evil men and evil
ways and return unto God» (2 Tim· 3· 5·)

It cannot be said with certainty which conversion was first in point
of time, that of Cornelius or those of the Greeks mentioned here. The point
is not of any importance because the conversion of Cornelius had a teaching
value which does not appear in the chapter we are now studying. In the case
of Cornelius, he was a type. With the eunuch and Paul, he forms a trio,
namely, the eunuch representing the sons of Ham, Paul representing the sons
of Shem, and Cornelius representing the sons of Japheth, thus showing the
universality of the teaching of the gospel· In the case of Cornelius, there
was also the teaching that piety and morality were insufficient in themselves
to qualify one for salvation. Belief and baptism were essential before one
could even make a start along the road to eternal life· In the chapter
before us, we are shown a facet of the growth of the Christian church and we
are introduced to the historical fact of the teaching of the Gospel to the
Gentiles· Exhortatively we are shown that if we are to expect God's blessing,
we must work in His Service·

Verse 22·

"Then tidings of these things came unto the ears of the church which was in
Jerusalem: and they sent forth Barnabas, that he should go as far as Antioch"·

"Then tidings·.." - the word "tidings" comes from LOGOS and not from
"evangelion" which is the gospel as in Luke 8. 1· This raises the matter
far above a normal report of activities in that part of the world. 'tliat was
conveyed to Jerusalem was the whole plan and concept of the preaching
campaign with news of the results to show that the campaign was having the
Divine Blessing.

"came unto the ears··." - Hebrew idiom "came to their knowledge."

"of the church.· ·" - Greek !fof the ecclesia". It is to be noted
that the tidings came to the ears of the ecclesia and that the Apostles are
not mentioned. This cannot mean that there were no apostles there for
Acts 15· 4. shows clearly that the gpostles were still there. Matters of
management were, by that time, given over to the managing panel in the
ecclesia while the apostles would be out preaching.

"they sent forth Barnabas···" - a wise choice since he came from
Cyprus and had had a wide experience of Greeks and Jews· He had a persuasive
manner as is indicated by his nickname meaning "son of consolation" or "son
of exhortation"·

"he should go as far as Antioch·" - the phrase "as far as" means that
he had to do his preaching all the way up to Antioch· This included all the
country iijAetween Jerusalem and Antioch. When he reached Antioch, he stayed
there.
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Verse 23.

"Who, when he came, and had seen the grace of God, was glad, and exhorted
them all, that with purpose of heart they would cleave unto the Lord·11

"when he came, and had seen*··" - Greek : "having come and having
seen"· The "having come" portion of this sentence means that he had not
only come all the way from Jerusalem and arrived safely but he had also
accomplished what he had been commissioned to do·

"the gre.cc wf God*·*" - having .'seen the effects of the mercy God had
bestoveu up'oa tbs work"'of- the evangelists· Barnabas must have been astonished
at the Grace of God operating -amongst the uncircumcised Gentiles.

"was glad" — the fact that Gentiles had now turned unto the Lord did
not upset Barnabas as many devout Jews would have been upset· On the contrary
he was glad about it·

"exhorted them all..r" - the use of this word may be a play on the
nickname of Barnabas* Ee gave them encouragement as well as advice· Note
the words "them all" which must include people of all nations who had been
converted to the Faith· Having been glad, he would not be above giving advice
and encouragement to all people, Jew and Gentile·

"cleave unto the Lord·." - Greek "to adhere in the Lord"· To stand
together, firmly united one with the other in the Lord, and to stand firm in
the Lord and not turn away· This is guarding against any back—sliding amongst
the new converts.

"with purpose of heart" - to have a purpose in their faith· It is one
thing to be religious but another to have such Faith that work in the Lord's
service becomes a desire of the heart· This can be cultivated by thinking
about it a lot and building up enthusaism.

"The word "cleave" is in the Middle Voice showing that they must
cleave to their own advantage· By cleaving, they would derive a benefit·
The adherence is like that of one metal joined, *° another - joining by
fusing·

Verse 24. :

"For he was a good man, and full of the Holy Spirit and of Faith: and much
people was added unto the Lord."

"For he was a good man.··" - It is difficult to account for the
apparent meaning here. Are we to understand that because Barnabas was a good
man he exhorted the«a: or was it because he v/as a gooS^tWt he had been sent
from Jerusalem; or because he was a good man ,did the ecclesia grow at Antioch?
There seesis to be a connection with this verse and verse 23 which states that
3arnabas "was glad". This would then give the sense - when 3arnabas saw
what he immediately acknowledged as being tlie work of God, he was glad
because he was a good man. That is to say, he was a gentle, fair-minded
person who would not adversely criticise nor condemn without a reasonable
cause. He was also full of the Holy Spirit which would give him a capable
discernment so that he could see easily that the hand of the Lord was there.

"(full) of faith:.." - his implicit faith in the things he taught
would influence his hearers.

"much people were added.··" - compare verse 21. This number is in
excess of those of verse 21 because they believed after Barnabas had come·

Verse 25·

"Then departed Barnabas to Tarsus, for to seek Saul:"

In the original Greek, the nasae "3arnabas" does not appear· The
sentence stands as "Then he departed to Tarsus, to seek Saul." Saul had
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gone there after his conversion· (Acts 9. 30·) Tarsus was Saul's "home town"
(Acts 21; 38· and 22* 3·) He was born there and had been brought up there.

"for to seek Saul·" Bam&bas had met iPaul (Acts 9. 27· and had heard
him preach·5 He had brought Saul all the way from Damascus to Jerusalem and
must have got to know him better than most during that journey· Saul was just
the type of man who would impress the Gentiles so Barnabas, having noticed
Saulfs excellent qualities and having seen his complete conversion to Jesus
of Nazareth, must have considered him worthy of seeking out with a view to
using his talents as a preacher· He would be much better with Gentiles
rather than with Jews· > - ·

*. < . -i · ' · . · -

There is no doubt that finding Saul would be difficult. As we have
seen, there is a strong possibility that Saul came from a wealthy family and
had private means· : This being the case, his family would have been well
known in Tarsus· Nevertheless, Saul!s conversion to the new Faith in Christ
Jesus would have estranged him from his family· There is a strong hint
that Saul must have been disinherited· Paml writes of Jesus "for whom I have
suffered the loss of all things,..."(?hil· 3· 8·) Enquiring from his family
would bring little help so Barnabas would have to search far and wide·

Verse 26.

"And when he had found himfhe brought him unto Antioch· And it cane to pass,
that a whole year they assembled themselves xnth the church, and taught much
people. And the disciples were called Christians firot in Antioch·"

"when he had found him···" - suggests that some trouble was
experienced in finding him·

'!it came to pass,··" — the result of finding Saul and bringing him
to Antioch was that Barnabas and Saul were associated together in the
ecclesia·

"were called Christians···" — There is some doubt about the origin of
this word "Christians"· All commentators agree that there was a man named
Chrestus who brought about insurrections against the Romans· It is suggested
that his followers were called "Chrestiana"· One thing is certain and that
is that the Jews would never have used the term "Christian" because to do so
would acknowledge that there had been a "Christ" or "Messiah". Even to-day
the Jews so not like mentioning the title "Christ" but prefer to use the
name "Jesus"·

Antioch was known for its epigrams and witty nicknames so it is
understandable that the New Believers would soon be given anasae· The nane
would be epigrammatic in form and would have a touch of humour about it·
The name "Christian" would fit none of these requirements· The Greek word
"chrestos" would be Jtnown to all who heard it· To give the disciples the
name "Christianos" would mean nothing to anyone who had not heard Christ
preached. Yet the name "Chrestianoi" would be known by all who heard it·
The meaning is "worthy fellows" and would describe the character of the new
believers which would be so different from the pleasure loving Greeks of
Antioch· The nick-name "worthy fellows" would not be given through
admiration but rather through contempt as one would be described as a
"goody-goody"· Agrippa used the word as a term of contempt. "Almost thou
persuadest me to be a Christian". (Acts 26. 28·) Paul!s reply was not in
reference to his Faith but in regard to his physical state· "I would to
God, that not only thou, but also all that hear me this day, were both
almost, and altogether such as I am, except these bonds (Acts 20· 29·) If
Agrippa had used a word meaning a follower of Christ, ?aul would hardly
have given tha reply he did· But if Agrippa used a term of contempt, Paul
could be expected to show that he cared nothing for such contempt and
preferred that all men should be in the. same state of contempt as .he was·
When writing about the sins of the world, "murder", "thieving", "evildoing"
and being a busy body, Peter asks that no one should suffer as a Christian,
thus linking it with the 'outside world· In other words Peter says, "Do not
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suffer as a criminal through the abominable practices of this world, but if
any of you suffer as a "worthy fellow" LET HIM NOT BE-ASHAMED.· (l Pet· 4. 16·)
Being a Christian was more likely to bring fear of death but to be regarded as
a "worthy fellow" was something connected with shame and contempt· The same
contempt was given to such people as "Quakers", "Methodists", "Puritans"·
With the exception of Peter

1
s statement and as used by Agrippa just quoted,

there is no record in the Ν·Τ· of the use of the name "Christian" by Paul
or other writers· The Christians would not hatre had contempt for each
other and would not have used a tera which was knoim to be contemptuous,
therefore it is quite understandable that Paul in his writings, never once
used the term· If it had been coined as a term for a "follower of Christ"
then we could expect Paul to use it· Whereas our point is not proved, we
submit that the evidence in favour of "chrestians" far outweighs anything
that may be said in favour of the term "Christians"· Our conclusion
therefore, is that the disciples were not called "Christians" in those early
days but were contemptuously called "chrestians". The fact that the
earliest profane writers known -jbo us used the term "Christians" does not
prove that this term was given at Antioch· The use of the term at the
present time is in order· As long as we know who is meant, why change itr?

Verse 27

"And in these days came prophets from Jerusalem unto Antioch·"

"in these days···" - the days contemporary with the joint preaching of
Saul and Barnabas·

"prophets···" - The prophets are usually confined to the 0*T· for
during the Christian era, there were disciples, apostles and individual
teachers· Certain "prophets and teachers" are mentioned in Acts 13· 1·
and amongst these are Barnabas and Saul· In Acts 15· 32· we find Judas and
Silas described as "prophets"· In Acts 21· 10· we find Agabus said to be a
prophet· In 1 Cor· 12· 28· prophets are mentioned second after apostles·
In verse 29 they are put between apostles and teachers· See also 1 Cor. 14·
32 and 37} Ephs· 2· 20; 3· 5; 4· 11· The prime function of a prophet was to
teach but in doing so, he preached God

Y
s Word and, on other occasions,

foretold of something which was to happen in the future· The use in this
verse means teachers who were inspired by God when giving His message to
the people·

"from Jerusalem··." they would have had contact with the apostles·
That they came to Antioch shows that the Christian movement had got off to
a good start through the hard work of the early teachers, followed by the
offices rendered by Saul and Barnabas· Luke now shows us a reason for the
rapid growth of the ecclesia at Antioch· If God blessed the work giving the
increase and if "the Lord was with them", it is appropriate that inspired
teachers should be sent there·

Verse 28

"And there stood up one of them named Agabus, and signified by the Spirit
that there should be great dearth throughout all the world: which came to pass
in the days of Claudius Caesar·

fi

"Agabus··" - He now see why Luke introduced the coming of PROHIETS to
Antioch· Here we are introduced to one of the prophets who was going to
foretell of an important event. Thctt he "stood up" shows that he preached his
message in public· We meet Agabus again in Acts 21· 10· where he prophesies
an event·

"signified···" - used by John to indicate a disclosure of the future.
See lev· 1. 1. See also John 12· 33; 18. 32; 21· 19.

"by the Spirit..." - as is usual with prophets. They do not speak
their own thoughts but speak as they are moved by the Holy Spirit. See 2 Pet.
1. 20/21.
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"there should be a great dearth···
11
'- this helps to date the events

we are now studying· Luke tells us that the events which were prophesied
came to pass in the days of Claudius. This man was emperor of Rome from
A#D# 41 to 54· The famine took place during the 4th. 5th· and 6th. years of
his reign which would make it Α·ΐ). 45, 46 and 47. Josephus states that
during the reign of Claudius, "so great a famine was come upon us, that one-
tenth deal was sold for four drachmae··." (Ant. Book 3· Chap· 10· 3.)

During the reigil of Claudius, there was no single famine throughout
the world· The famine mentioned by Josephus was one in Judea and not over the
civilised world. I» the 9th· year of his reign, there was a great famine in
Greece· In Ant· 20· 5· Josephus meritiones that Helena the King's mother,
went to Jerusalem and saw the effect of the famine there· She sent to
Alexandria for corn and to Cyprus for dried figs· (See also Book 20· chapter
5· section 2 for a further report of the same famine·) According to Josephus,
the date is between Α·Β· 44 and 48·

"throughout all the world"· - Throughout all the civilised world· To
the Greeks, the world would mean their own world and no more· To the Roman
the world would mean the Empire but not beyond· To the Jew, if they
regarded the event in the same way, would limit the famine to Judea, Samaria
and perhaps Syria. We have booB/bcywever, that there is evidence that the
famine extended to Greece.

"Claudius Caesar." - All cosamentators point out that the title "Caesar**
should be omitted· It is not in the original·

Verse 29

"Then the disciples, every man according to his ability* determined to send
relief unto the brethren which dwelt in Judea."

"the disciples·.·" - this included everyone who disciplined
themselves after the teaching of Christ·

"according to his ability···
11
 - the disciples obviously believed

the words of Agabus, the prophet, and began to prepare for the famine which
they felt was sure to follow. The phrase here, in the original, meaas,
"according as each had prospered". Actually the mood is passive "as each
was prospered". One does not prosper· It is God who is the Giver of
everything we have· He prospers some but not all·

"determined·." - this has nothing to do with inflexibility of purpose·
It refers to the assessment of what each should contribute. The basis of
reckoning was how much each had been prospered. This idea is carried into
the next analysis which now follows·

f!
to send relief..." — if the famine was to be over the whole earth,

then surely Antioch would suffer as much as would Jerusalem. The point here
follows upon the determination of contributions· Whereas the people of
Antioch were more prosperous than were the brethren of Jerusalem, it was
fitting that they should help their less fortunate brethren· This shows that
the difference in wealth was considerable· Alongside of this, there was also
a filial devotion to the Mother Ecclesia. See Mark 12· 4l/43j Luke 21· l/4{
Rom· 15· 25/27; 1 Cor. 16· l/2; 2 Cor· 3· l/l5; 9· l/l5·

"which dwelt in Judea·" Judea has always been poor due to the
mountainous terrain, the poor rainfall, and the lack of arable land·

Verse 30

"Which also they did, and sent it to the elders by the hands of Barnabas and
Saul·"

"Which also they did··" - This is complementary to the determination
of verse 29· Having determined, they did· That is to say, whatever they had
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decided upon, they put,it into effect·

"th$ elders···" — the identity of these is found in I Pet· 5· 1·
vfhere the.APOSTLE Peter describes himself as an ELDER· In % John 1· 1·
John describes himself as an ELDER, he being the apostle· The same is found
iii 3 John 1* 1* These references show that the ELDERS were the high
ecclesial officers· This is the first mention of the office of an ELDER
in the ecclesial organisation· The Greek word is "presbuteros" from which is
derived the word PRESBYTER· Fine

f
s Expository Dictionary explains that the

Greek word derived frojn 'ipresbus" meaning."an pld man" aî d is Used to describe
an alder ttrho receives office because of long ecclesial experience· Therefore
the,money was taken to those who were put in charge of ecclesial affairs.

It is to be noted that the money was not sent to individuals and,
in .sending it, the donors dici not attach any strings· Therefore the elders
at Jerusalem could distribute the bounty to any deserving case, whether Jew
or Greek.

"by the hands of Bjarnabas and Saul." "by the hands·.." - through the
mediation of. The ecclesia did not. SEND Barnabas and Saul, but sent the
money with them. That means that Baraabas and Saul were planning to return
to Jerusalem after their year of ministry was finished, so they siezed upon
the opportunity of sending the money with them· Relating the incident to the
times in which it took place, we find that the ecclesia put a very high trust
upon Barnabas and Saul.

• % . ' • ' . · . . • . • . •

Note that precedence is given to Barnabas over Saul. This is to

continue until chapter 13 at verse 9 where Saul is mentioned for the last
time and the name of Paul appears· (See verse 7) Compare with verse 43.

This was the first of the collections on behalf of ecclesias and
Paul was to remember it in after years. See Acts 24· 17; ROB· 15· 25/27;
Gal· 2. 10. Ί

Paul's journey on this occasion is mentioned in Gal· 1· 13·
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Chapter 12

Verse 1 , ,.--.*.'

"Now about that time the king stretched forth his hands to vex certain of

the church·
11

"Now about that time···" ~ The close connection wit£ th%,previous

chapter is.< shown by these few words· Usually the connecting word "Now." means

"And" or "But". In thifc instance however, the connection is closer with

"about that time" meaning "while all that was going on
ft
· T/hat was going on

is tfce ministry of Barnabas and Saul at Antioch recorded in Acts 11· 26/29
t

terminated by the visit of verse 30· It ντβ,β- when Barnabas and Saul "irere-09

their way to Juuea that Herod stretched forth his hands as described in the

verse before us·

"Herod the king···" - this is Agrippa 1, the grandson of Herod the

Great* Having been brought up in Rome he became friendly with Caligula who,

when he became Caesar, ĝ tve Agrippa the tetrarchy of Galilee· See Luke 3· 1·

His father was Aristobulus and his moiher was Bernice, daughter of Salome,

Herod
1
s sister, her father being Costobar· When Caligula died at the age of

41, the new Emperor Claudius gave him Judea and Samaria over which he ruled

until his death. Ha observed all Jewish customs and paid the cost of many

who wished to fulfil their Nazarite vows· He showed much more loyaltj to

Judaism ttan did his grandfather Herod who built the temple which bore his

name· When his daughter Brasilia was engaged to Epiphanes, Son of Antiochus,

king of Comsaagene, he made his future son—in-law undertake to be circumcised·

This pro^-Jewish character makes it understandable r̂tiy he turned against the

Christian movement and Had Jaimes beheaded. It also explains why he had ?eter

arrested·

JFosephus has a story about him (Ant· 19. 8· 2·) which is basically

the same as that recorded in Acts 12· 21/23· He went to Caesarea to preside

at the games which were being held there in honour of Caesar· Re was

surrounded by all the leading men of the province· On the second day he

wore a rotte of silver and when the first rays of the sun shone upon it, a

wonderful effect was produced· The people thereupon cried
?
 "Be propitious;

if up to now ive feared thee as a man, henceforth we confess that thou art

more than mortal·" Agrippa did nothing to stop this form of praise·

Immediately he was siezed with severe pains and died about 5 days after· The

account by Josephus and that by Luke in this chapter should be compared·

This Herod is not the Herod of Matt· 2· 1 and 3 who was Rerod the

Great· During the end of his reign, Jesus was born· Also, he iras riot the

Herod of Mark 6· 14· who was Herod Antipas, the uncle of Agrippa· Luke

refers to Agrippa 1 as Herod as we find it in this verse. Luke gives his son

the name of Agrippa· See Acts 25· 13·

"stretched forth his hands·*·
91
 - he arrested· Luke uses this

expression as in Acts 4· 3; 5· 18; 21· 27; See also Luke 20· 19; and 21·12·

"to vex···" - Greek "to affect with evil"; "to do evil to anyone

physically"; "to maltreat"; "to harm". This tells us that dreadful

persecution and illtreatment was handed out to the Christians.

"certain of the church", "certain of the ecclesia." Note that only

one ecclesia is referred to, showing that the ecclesia at Jerusalem and in

Judea was considered to be one ecclesia· Although there are many ecclesias

in the True Christian Faith to-day, (each having complete autonomy in

themselves, thay are nevertheless all part at one world-wide ecclesia*

The word "certain" means "those belonging to"· This indicates that

the persecution came upon those belonging to the ecclesia only, and not to

other, people· The ecclesias teaded to be widely scattered after the

persecution of Stephen but in the Vicinity of Jerusalem, it was still one
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ecclesia·

Verse 2

"And he killed James the brother of John with the sword·"

This was Herod
f
s way of pleasing the Jews· Eusebius "Ecclesiastical

History" Book2, chapter 9 page 58 states that the man who led James to

judgment was so impressed by his testimony to the faith that he believed and

asked James to forgive him· The inference is that James did forgive him

but this is most unlikely· It is more than probable that James would tell

him to ask God in prayer for forgiveness. The story is continued to say

that both the guard and James were beheaded together· Laying aside this

story which Eusebius quoted from another historian named Clement, a death by

being beheaded is very likely how James met his end because Herod would

know that this manner of death was considered disgraceful by the Jews·

Thus James received the death prophesied of him by Jesus· "Ye shall

indeed drink the cup that I drink of..." Mark 10· 39. His brother John

outlived him by many years and, in fact, whereas Jaaes was the first apostle

as far as we are told, to be put to death, John his brother, was the last to

die. The father of James and John was Zebedee. Jesus surnamed them

"Boanerges" which means "The sons of thunder". (Mark 3· 17·)

In the four Gospels, Peter, James and John are often mentioned

together in that order. When the two brothers are mentioned, it is usually

"James and John" and never "John and James", except in Luke 9· 28· Again,

the order of mention is "Jchn the brother of James"· The only time we get

"James the brother of John" is in the verse before us·

"with the sword"· Probably the decapitation for the reason as

stated above. This is supported by the fact that "it pleased the Jews" as we

shall see in the next verse.

Some conmaentators are astonished that the martyrdom of an apostle

should receive so little publicity in Luke's work· One consentator gives

the follov/ing extraordinary theory, - "For an apostle indeed it was a

birthday, an entrance into true life and return to companionship xrith the

Master" (l) (Rackham op. cit. page 174·) This absurd theory can be ignored.

Luke's omission is quite in order· His present "treatise" is the LOGOS and

the death of God's servants is not part of the LOGOS· Therefore Luke

mentions it to preserve the historical record and to prepare us for the

further persecutions which were to follow·

Verse 3

"And because he saw it pleased the Jews, he proceeded further to take Peter
also. (Then were the days of unleavened bread·)"

"it pleased the Jews,··" — the Jews would be pleased enough to see

the prominent men of any religion other than their own suffer in this way

but it would please them more if it happened to men who consorted with the

despised Gentiles. The incident of Peter and Cornelius would be well known

so the Jews would be pleased to see him taken by Kerod because he had

dropped Jewish standards by consorting with Cornelius· The ττονά "pleased"

means "proved acceptable"·

"he proceeded further" - Luke used this phrase (which means "he added")

in Luke 19. 11. This now carries the meaning that having killed Jasaes, he

saw it would please the Jê rs if he took Peter because of his prominence

amongst the apostles. Therefore he added to his crime by arresting Peter·

··" - not the adverb of time but a continuative particle

meaning "Now" or "And"· In verse 1 it is translated as "now" and in verse 2

it is translated as "and"·
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"were the days of unleavened bread
11
·)·• - This referred to the days

of the Passover, the Law having been given in Exod· 12· 15/20· See also

Deut· 16· 1/4· This period is also mentioned in Matt· 23· 17/19; Mark 14· 1}

and 12; Luke 22· 1 and 7/14· We find a further reference to it in Acts 20· 6.

The day according to the ...lav was the 14th of Nisan which corresponds to our

March or April· At the time of "unleavened bread
11
, there would be a large

multitude of Jews at Jerusalem, so Herod could be sure of pleasing the

greatest number at this time· The fact that the murder of Ja:aes "pleased the

Jews" was significant of further trouble to come for the leading Christians.

Having derived some popularity by this dastardly act, Herod would try

something else» His test of public opinion so far had gone his way· Luke

does not keep his readers waiting long before telling them of Herod* s next

move· He had Peter arrestedο

Verse 4

"And when he had apprehended him, he put him in prison, and delivered him to

four quaternions of soldiers to keep him; intending after Easter to bring

him forth to the people."

"And when he had apprehended him,··" - lit· "whom having also siezed."

The verb "apprehend" comes from the Greek "paizo" meaning to "take by force"

"to take in a violent and hostile manner'
1
* For this we can be sure that Pater

was arrested in a brutal manner and suffered some pain· John uses this word

six times when describing attempts to arrest Jesus· See John 7· 30} and

verses 32 and 44; 8· 20; 10. 39; 11, 57· In Rev· 19· 20· the violence to be

done to "the beast and the false prophet" is referred to· In 2 Cor. 11· 32;

Paul refers to the danger of arrest which threatened him in Da&;**-scus· In

John 21· 3» there is an unusual use of the word in connection with catching

fish·

"and delivered him···" - this expression follows that telling us that

Herod put Peter in prison· "Putting in prison" is one act and "delivering"

is another· It is mentioned to show the unusual precaution which was taken

to ensure the safety of such an important prisoner· Luke does not waste

words so we are warned of some extraordinary happening which would take

place in spite of the precautions taken· ;V
T
e know enough of Luke

T
s style by

now to measure carefully everything he says· It would be quite unnecessary

for Luke to add this precaution if something unusual did not happen later·

"four 2
u
&t-e

ri
*ions of soldiers···" - One quaternion consists of four

soldiers· It is more precise than using the modern terra "squad" which

indicates a small group of soldiers without saying how many in the group·

This is not another way of saying "sixteen soldiers" but is exact in its

meaning· There were four groups of four soldiers each· The night was

divided into four watches, each watch lasting for three hours· When Jesus

told Peter that before the cock crew twice, he would deny him thrice, Jesus

did not have the literal crowing of a cock in mind, but referred to a

particular time of the night· This is shown by Mark 13· 35. which mentions

the watches by saying, "at even,(9 p©m) or at midnight (12 p
9
m·) or at the

cockcrowing (3 a.m·) or in the morning (6 a·©·)" Note that each watch was

three hours long so each quaternion of four soldiers would be on guard duty

for three hours each over the night of twelve hoars·

These special precautions were necessary, not because Herod thought

Peter might escape through his own efforts, but because he had many friends

a&ongst the Itomans, such friends being interested in his teaching and his

healing, so they might plan and bring about his escape· Two of the soldiers

would be chained to him and would be at his side in the prison» The other

two would be on guard at the doors, one at the inner door and the other at

the outer·

"after Easter···" - this is a deliberate mis-translation of the Greek

original τ/hich states Passover" and not Easter. The festival of Easter was

brought into Christian favour in the Second Century Α·Β· The dispute as to
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which date was to be observed was one of the reasons which induced Constantino
to summon the Council of Nicea in A·!)· 325· It then became an official church
function· The Pas's over however, was of much earlier date·

"to bring him forth··" - to bring him to trial·

"to the people·" - In their presence» Not to them as judges but as
spectators so that, by neans of false accusations, they may convince the
people of their error in following such men* Their attention to the ritual
of the Passover would help them to turn against the leaders of the New Faith·

Verse 5

"Peter therefore was kept in prison: but prayer was made without ceasing of
the church unto God for him·"

"kept in prison···" - Greek, "Peter was watched by the guard"·

"prayer was made without ceasing···" — this doee not mean continuous
prayer but refers to its intensity· The ecclesia would be very upset by
this arrest and no doubt, many saw the violence of the soldiers in arresting
Peter· Luke must mention that intensive prayer was made on behalf of Peter,
so that his readers may derive a lesson from it· When they found themselves
in a difficulty they prayed to God· Finding that the difficulty was greater
then they first thought, and coming so quickly after the murder of J&ises,
they prayed to God more earnestly· A parallel case is found in the case of
Jesua who, praying in the Garden of Gethsemane before his arrest, is recorded
as "he prayed more earnestly"· (Luke 22· 44·) The lesson is that prayer is
necessary in all our difficulties and, if the difficulties are not resolved
after the first prayer, then pray more earnestly.

"of the church···".— the ecclesia is still regarded as one, and they
pray jointly, as one body·

"unto God···" - many might have preferred to petition Herod for
safety· If the young men of an ecclesia are arrested for refusal to do
military service and are put in prison because of that refusal, maybe we shall
feel inclined to petition the Minister of Defence on behalf of those arrested·
At the same time, we shall take the precaution of praying to God as well on
the principle that it is better to have two inaethodn of approach in case either
break down· Our lesson is that we should not bother to approach men at all
but should pray more earnestly as an ecclesia, united in the common weal»
Men, like Herod, would do whatsoever is good for them and for their public
image· God would act with utmost justice and mercy·

Verse 6

"And when Herod would have brought him forth, the same night Peter was
sleeping between two soldiers, bound with two chains: and the keepers before
the door ke'pt the prison·"

Luke is now about to sho?<r how effective was the earnest prayer which
was made·

"would have brought him forth···" - Greek "was about to bring him
forth"· Herod was determined that Peter would go the same way as Jam&e but,
having tried out public opinion by killing James, and finding that it pleased
the people, he was determined to do this more openly in regard to Peter·

"the same night···" - the night before Herod would have brought him
forth· That is, the night before the proposed bringing to trial before the
people·

"Peter was sleeping···" - Peter relaxed in sleep for a number of
possible reasons· (l) his reaction to the bruising of his violent arrest·
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(2) The result of earnest prayer having been made for him· (3) utmost
faith that God would deliver him· (l Pet· 5· 7·} We shall see later how
Peter

1
s experience at this time fitted by analogy, the suffering, death and

resurrection of Jesus·

"between two soldiers*··" - as he would have to being bound to each
of them· See notes to verse 4·

lf
bound with two chains·.." - one chain for each soldier· See notes

to verse 4·

"the keepers before the door···" *- the inner and outer door· See
notes to verse 4·

Verse 7

"And, behold, the angel of the tidrd came upon him, and a light shined in the
prison: and he smote Peter on the aide, and raised him up, saying, Arise up

quickly· And his chains fell off ftfoa his hands*"

"behold,···" — the usual warning of something very unusual about to
happen or appear·

"the angel of the Lord··." - a messenger of Yahweh· The Greek word
translated as "Lord" here is "liurios" being the Greek equivalent for LOHD in
Hebrew· Where the spelling of LOUT) is all in capitals, the word is YAHT3H·

"casae upon him···" — Greek "stood by him" χ·β· stood at his side, or
stood in his presence.

"a light shined in the prison·
11
 — it was a supernatural light brought

by the presence of a Divine messenger· The "prison" is, in Greek, "oikema"
meaning "a dwelling" being a mild expression instead of the harsh word
"prison"· The cruel place of incarceration has now become, through the
presence of an angel, a place of temporary abode·

"smote Peter···" - the verb "smote" is used in Matt· 26· 31j and
Matt· 26· 51} luke 22· 49/50· to denote a smiting with violence· The angel
did not strike lightly· Peter was deer* in sleep and he had to be aroused
quickly and firmly·

There is a possibility of a future analogy in the manner in which
Peter was aroused· When Christ comes, he will send his angels to the four
corners of the earth to gather his elect to the Ju&gzaent Seat· (Mark 13

f
 27·)

When the elect receive the summons, they will be in either of two states, (l)
they will be dead and in their graves, or (2) they will be alive at His
coming· In either case, they will be summoned to come· Those who are in
the prison of the grave, will be vigorously awakened· Both will be told
to dress quickly and to come with all haste·

"raised him up···" — does not mean to pick up· nor to bring to a
position of being erect, but means to awaken out of sleep· In the analogy
drawn above, this would obviously refer to awakening the dead who sleep·

"Arise up, quickly···" - stand up in haste· As Jesus (and Peter on
another occasion,) "I say unto thee, Arise" when raising the dead·

"his chains fell off from his hands·" - Greek literally, "And fell
off of him the chains out of the hands." 3y falling "out of the hands", we
get the idea that the chains being heavy, were held off the wrists by being
carried in the hands* When he was raised out of sleep, Peter would stand
up and in doing so, hold his chains· Then he would let them go·

In the analogy of the retmrn of Christ and the sending forth of His
angels which has been drawn above, we see in this portion, a loosening of the
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bonds of».death, tax those Ik. .will b$ raised·' Epr. those who are alive' at His

coming,·, .w$.-s$e. .the, loosening of t lie, forces which bind us to .where: ire, are,, so

that we may be transported with haste to the'Ju-ig-iaeut seat·'.. ~¥e.can learn,

from this that vhen we are suz^oned to appear before the returned Lord," 'we"

.shall have to go in h&ste in ttye saâ
v
i3q,?iaer ̂ s $t .the time of the Passover,

when the people had to be ready at all times..to leave in haste· (3xod· 12· 11·)

,Verse 8 ' .. , • . .- ,

"And the angel said unto him, gird thyself, and bind on thy sandals· And

so he did· And-he saith unto him, Gĉ st thy garaent about thee, and follow

me ·
!l

"Gird thyself···
11
 - Biblically, this is something which was always

fallowed by action· (l Sam· 17· 30; 1 Kings 18· 46j Jer 1. 17j John 13· 4;

1 Pet· 1· 13·). The long.tunic was loosened during the night and fastened.

again. ix} - the morning· Note, the precision of the.angel
?
s directions· 'lie. did

not say simply "Get dressed" but detailed what articles of clothing had.to

be secured·

3y analogy, when we get the call to the Judgseiiî iteat, if left to.

ourselves, we eight be so excited or anxious, that we shall forget imaiiy things

which, should be,done before we are ready, to go· "7e .have no fear about this

because we. shall be told everything that .is .necessary for us to know as to

what we· should do· .

"so he did·
11

 (
—, Peter did not doubt· It was a severe test for hia to

be awakened out of a deep sleep to suddenly find himself in the presence of

an angel and commanded to dress and follow the angel· A slight time lag is

indicated., by., the phrase "and. so-he did" but this necessary for the dressing

process·, 3o, by apaiogy, \aieii we· get the call to the Judgment Seat, we shall

be given tisae to do what we are told to do· . ,

Peter did not hesitate· -He .had faith, in the angel, as God*
1
 s'Messenger·

Likewise with us, we un&st not hesitate to do exactly what we are told when

w e a r e *tο I d . . · . ;
%
 •·· _ • .

 p
 .

V e r s e S , •
 >(

"And he went out, and followed him; and wist not that it was true which was

done by the -angel;, but -thought he saw a vision.-," •

• . ' "And he went out..." .- lit· "And having gone out he followed hisa···
11
'

That is to. -say that .Peter, having gone .out-of the- prison cell,, followed the

angel, thus lowing that t̂ ie-airgel led the way· .' ..

• .. · •• "wist not tliat.it was true···
11
 — he was- not a,ware tiiat his experience

in this matter was real and not just ,a dream.

"thought he.saw a vision." The imperfect tense indicates that he

continued to think that he saw a vision· . V • ..

To continue the analogy which has been drawn above, it is very likely

'that-when-we receive the call to the Judgment Seat,-we shall raagi&e that

what we see is a drea^·· This will.prevent any panic such as might_happen if

such a vision suddenly cane upon us· As long as it lasts', we'siiall" continue

to see the whole, "call" as in ..a dream· .•. . . , ,.

Verse· 1 0 - · •-, ,
:
 . . . " • / ' ., ". .' , .

"When tliey were past., the first and-the second
 ;
ward,

/
..%

>
!he

i
y came unto the iron

gate that leadeta unto the city; which opened' to them of his own accord: and

they went out, .and -passed on through one
<
 street^ and forthwith the angel

• d e p a r t e d f r o m h i n u
1 1
 ·. .. . • • • , . • · • " · '• •
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"past the first and second ward·.·
11
 - Greek "passing through first

and second guari··." The
 ff
guard

lf
 in this sense is the place where prisoners

are kept and means the first and second divisions of the prison· The Greek

is "phulake" meaning a place of detention and is not "phulax" meaning the

keeper of the place of detection. This dispenses with the easy speculation

of thinking that they, passed the first and second guards'who were the other

two soldiers of the qua ernion on guard at the time. It now means that Herod

had caused Peter to be'put in a very central part of the prison so that access

to him by his friends would be impossible and any chance he would have of

getting away would be most improbable as he wo ild have to go through so many

divisions of the prison»

"the iron gate···
11
 - a massive gate which was the last obstacle before

the freedom of the city was reached·- The question would'arise
 lf
?/ho' shall open

for us the gate?" in similar manner to the question "Who shall roll us away

the stone from the tomb?
11
 (Hark 16· 3·}

"which opened to them of his own accord···" — "And when they looked

they saw that the stone was rolled away···" thus runs the record from Mark

16· 4# In the same way, Peter saw the gate opening of its own accord·

That is the way it would appear to him but to us, we know that the power

of God opened the gate·

"they went out···" — The Bezan text adds "and descended the seven steps"«

These led from the prison gate to the roadway·

"passed on through one street···" - lit. "Went forward street one··."

This means that either they went the length of one street or they went past

one street to the next block·

"forthwith the angel departed from'him·
11
 - Lit. "iiainediately stood the

messenger from him." The word "stood from" must be regarded as the opposite

of "canae upon" of verse 7. In English the words of verse 7 could mean

"appeared" and in verse 10 which we are studying now, the meaning could be

disappeared." It is not simply that in the one instance an angel appeared and

in the next, it disappeared. The angel was there by his presence and in the

second, the angel withdrew the presence.

In the future analogy, we shall be taken to the Judgment Seat but

once on our way there, the angel who suaaons us will withdraw, leaving us to

continue the journey by the Power of God·

Verse 11

"And when Peter was come to himself, he said, Now I know of a surety, that the

Lord hath sent his angel, and hath delivered me out of the hand of Herod, and

from the expectation of the people of the Jews·"

"when Peter was come to himself···" - lit· "And the Peter having coiae
into himself···" What had appeared as a drean was now'apparent to hiia. It
was real and not a dream· Peter's reaction to this realisation is now given·

"Now I know of a surety..·" - "now I know really and truly, without

any doubt··."

"the Lord hath sent.·." - "the Lord hath sent forth.·" or "sent out"

thus signifying having sent a, great distance, or sent forth from His Presence.

"his angel··." - his messenger. The English word "angel" has a

meaning now which was not apparent when the Ν·Τ. was written, nor for that

matter, when the 0·Τ· was written· In all cases, the word "angelos" means a

messenger without any implication that the messenger is a Divine one. The

Divine nature of the heavenly messenger is to be found only in the words

uttered by that messenger or in his acts. There was no distinction drawn

between a heavenly angel and a hunaan one, except that which was obvious from
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what he said or did.
 t

This has led some critics to seek to find some practical reason for

Peter
1
s escape· The angel was not necessarily a Divine one and could have

been a human collaborator working from the inside, la viei of the great

detail given by Luke as to the obstacles to.be overcome, it is almost

impossible for the. messenger to have been a human one· In this order, Peter

had to pass the following hrudles: loose, his chains without disturbing the

guards· If it were possible to bribe one guard, it would not necessarily be

possible to bribe all four, especially since their lives depended upon

keeping Peter safely inside the prison· (2) collect his clothes and get

dressed (3) leave the cell after getting the door open· (4) get past the

first, guafcd. (5) get past the second guard. (6) pass through the iron gate.

(.7)..get the iron gate open. · ... • '. ' ' . ,

It is extraordinary that scholars should seek ,f or a practical way in

which an apparent miracle could have been performed. To us, it is obvious

that a miracle had been» performed·

"hath delivered me.?·" - the verb used'.is"the same as thai in Acts

7. 34· which, speaks of the LOlTO.. delivering His .people from Egypt. This was*

done during the Passover. This surely, is a clever play on words because at

that time, the Passover was about to be held and Peter was delivered by the

special "passover" of God delivering Eis servant from the people, and from

Herod. Thus the analogy of the people of Israel being saved from Pharaoh and

the people of Egypt, was repeated in "a very small way by Peter being saved

frost Herod and the peoiple.

"all the expectation of the people···" — with reference to a watching

for or expectation of something of evil. The only other use of this word in

the_N.T. is in Luke 21. 28. The people-would be looking forward to something

which τ/ould be evil to ..Peter, but pleasure to.' the people·

/'of. the Jews." - All the.Jewish.nation iTho. were present at that time·

It does not refer to. any particular individuals·

Verse 12 "
 t

 ·

"And when he had considered the thing, he came to the house of Mary the

mother of John, whose surname was Mark; r̂here saany gathered together praying·"

"when he had considered the thing···" - when he had given thought to"

the circumstances of his deliverance. The word occurs again in Acts 14. δ. .

• • "he c&me to the house···" — implies that he "came upon" the house hj
.chance. He TOS deep in thought concerning his deliverance and in this deep
mental state, he suddenly found himself at a certain house.

• - "Mary··*
1
 - the Greek in regard to this name is in the genatiye fora

"Mirias" which is derived fro^ Miria% a co^on'Hebrew name·
 7
ie are not told

who -her husband was so τ/e mist assume that she was a'widow at ibis time. • She

was the sister of Barnabas. (Col· 4· 10·)

"whose surname was Mark···" — in agreement with the custom of the

times which was to give a person a Roman surname to add to his very cosaoon

Hebrew name of Jphn. Thus, his. surname, would -be Marcus· The Greek fona of

the name is Markos·. John Mark was,a close friend* of Peter for τ/e find Peter

referring to hisi many years later· (l Pet· 5· 13·) Whereas Paul did not

hold him in much esteem at* first,. (Acts 15. 38·) he. later regarded him with

great admiration, and- affection· ,{2 Τiau 4·· · 11·. Philesa. 24·.)' The surname

"Mark" would be known as the
 v
"gens" name· ..

 %
 . " .

., .. "many were gathered together praying.." Prayer v/as often e&de by the

brethren, and· .sisters but .on tais occasion, they Qould very τ/ell have heen

praying because of the present emergency.
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FUBTHSB NOTSS ON MuuK: "John" was his Hebrew naae and Mark was his "gens" or
Gentile name· Proa Col· 4. 10· we learn that he was a cousin of Barnabas or
his nephew· "Sister's son" could mean that Barnabas and Mark were sons of
two brothers, two sisters pr brother and sister of the same family· When Saul
and Barnabas left Jerusalem to return to Antioch, Mark went with theia· (Acts
12. 25*) He later went with them to Cyprus· (Acts 13. 4/5·) When they got
to Perga in Pamphylia, Mark left them and returned to Jerusalem, thus incurring
the anger of Saul, who by that time, was called Paul· (Acts 13. 13·} Paul
therefore, refused to have Mark with him and this refusal precipitated a
quarrel between Paul and Barnabas and split the Paul/Barnabas preaching team·
(Acts 15· 36/39·) Many years later he was to join Paul in Borne. By this
time, he was a more reliable person and was Paul*s trusted companion· (Col·
4· 10· and Philesn 24·) Mark left Rome and during Paulrs second imprisonment
there, we read of him asking Timothy to come to Rosae and bring Mark with him·
(f> Tim· 4· 11·)

Mark was also, in his earlier days, a friend of ?eter!s· In later
yeais we find him mentioned by Peter in 1 Pet· 5· 13· Many scholars think
that the second gospel story which bears Mark!s name was written by him at thq;
dictation of Peter. There is no proof of this·

Verse 13

"And as Peter knocked at the door of the gate, a damsel came to hearken, named
Ehoda."

"as Peter knocked···" - in the Greek original, Peter's name is not
mentioned· The passage reads, literally, "Having knocked at the door of the
gate···"

"the door of the gate·.·" - this is the same as the "gate" of Acts
10. 17* In those days, the door led on to the street but once this was ooen,
access was available into the house· Having passed through the doorway, a
visitor would come to the courtyard and would have access to the rooms leading
off· Sometimes the doorway was a double door· One leading into a vestibule,
and the other leading to the courtyard·

"a damsel·.·" - a maidservant· This showed that Mary was fairly well
off or she had such a large boarding house, that she was obliged to have a
maid-servant to help her·

"to hearken·.." - the meaning here is to listen from a place of
concealment· The word is used in the Classics to denote "answering the door."
One would hardly "listen" if one heard the knocking and as a result of so
hearing, went to the door· The margin of the A.V· states "to ask who was
there" and there is a great deal of truth in this· Having heard the knocking^
the person going to the door would ask who was there and would listen from a
place of concealment for the reply.

"Rhoda." The name means "a rosebush". It does not apply to a rose
but to the bush which produces it. Thus it is allied with the word "rhodon"
a rose. With his characteristic love of people, Luke mentions her name. This
lends charm to his narrative·

Verse 14·

"And when she knew Peter1s voice, she opened not the gate for gladness, but
ran in and told how Peter stood before the gate·"

"when she knew Peter1 s voice." - Lit. "and knoY/ing the voice of the
Peter···" This could mean that Peter had been in the habit of visiting the
house but we cannot be sure of this· They may have heard him speaking in
Solomon's Porch or some other place· Perhaps his accent as a Galilean may
once again hare "betrayed" him as in Matt. 26. 73· and Mark 14. 70·
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"she opened not the gate for gladness··." - Luke introduces a very
human touch here showing his capacity for noticing details about human
behaviour· We can imagine the household at prayer, earnestly pleading to
God to spare His servant Peter, when suddenly they hear a knock at the door
and Rhoda, going there, suddenly finds Peter there· Her joy would compete
with her utter astonishment and her joy at knowing Peter was safe would
compete with her joy knowing that God had answered their prayers· flJoyff and
"gladness" are the sasae in the Greek as we see from a comparison of Matt·
13· 44. and Luke 24· 41. The first of these is used in a parable and the
second is the historical record of the joy when the disciples knew Jesus had
risen from the dead·

"ran in···" - she hurriedly turned frona the vestibule and ran to the
room where they were gathered together in prayer· . ,,

"told how·.." - Greek, "give intelligence"; "bring word from any person
or place"; "relate"; "inform ofh; "tell what had occurred". The same verb is
used in Acts 4. 23; 5. 22; 25; 11· 13; (shewed us) and in verse 17 of this
chapter, we find "go shew these things"·

"the gate"·'- See notes to verse 13·

Verse 15

"And they said unto her, Thou art mad· But she constantly affirmed that it
was even so· Then said they, It is his angel·"

"they···" - the people of the house who had been gathered together in
prayer· The word is also used in this way in.Acts 10. 10. See also Acts
5· 12·)

"Thou art mad·" - The same one Greek word from which this expression
is translated is also used in John 10· 20· It is also uaed against Paul by
Festus. See Acts 26. 24/25.

"constantly affiraed.··" — also comes from one Greek word which carries
this meaning· The same verb is used by Luke 22· 59· and it is ^Iso used about
Peter but in a different way· The meaning carries a sense of persistance,
giving "persisting in confidently affirming·"

"it was even so·" - Lit· "thus to be·" making the sentence, "she
persisted in coafidently affirming this to be·" The sâ ie expression occurs
in Acts 7. 1.

"It is his angel·" — See notes to verse 11. Basically the word means
"messenger" and this is very likely what the people in Mary's house thought·
They knew that Peter was in prison and they knew that escape from such a
place was impossible. But inasmuch as in certain prisons, people could visit
certain prisoners such as those who were in for debt, and prisoners in certain
categories could send messages outside, it is reasonable to suppose that the
people thought something like that had occurred here·

Some commentators quote Matt. 18. 10· to prove the existence of a
personal guardian angel who looks after individuals. This cannot be proved
from the text of Matt. 18· 10· because Jesus refers to the fact that angels
do behold the face of his Father and control over affairs in this world has
been given to angels. From the beginning the Elohina have been closely
involved with this world and the human race which was made in their likeness·

The idea of a Guardian angel is of remote antiquity and starts from
Gen· 48· 16· This verse however, is a prophecy of the future and does not
cover anything that was with Jacob in those days· He says in his blessing
upon Joseph that the angel, or messenger of the LOUD "redeemed him from all
evil". He used the past tense but the utterance dealt with a/time in the
future when a particular messenger of God-would redeem him from all evil·
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During his lifetime, Jacob had not been redeemed from all evil so his remarks

must refer to a future time· This particular angel w$s JESUS who was yet to

come at the time of the blessing· It definitely did not refer to Jacob's

alleged guardian angel·

Another passage quoted is Heb. 1. 14· but this verse discusses the

position of the angels who are public serving spirits who are sent to look

after the interests of those who will be heirs of salvation. That is to say,

they go forth to care for the household of faith as a group but not as

individuals· One may quote Psa· 34. 7· which says,
 n
The angel of the Lord

encampeth about them that fear him and delivereth theia"· Here one angel is

mentioned as caring for many people· If we cry unto the LORD, He will save

us· This is the teaching of verse 6 of that Psalm· Verse 7 follows

naturally u^on such a teaching but does not indicate that we all have

guardian angels· Exod· 14· 19; 23· 20; 32· 34; 33· 2# mention an angel who

is to look after the fortunes of the people of Israel and does not in any way

refer to a guardian angel looking after an individual·

Two or three centuries before Christ, the doctrine of angels had

taken hold of Judaisia· 3y the tizae of Jesus, the Sadduceeβ ' strongly opposed

the doctrine· The conclusion is that very probably the people of the house

still believed in guardian angels but this is nowhere taught in Scripture·

Nowhere do we find a teaching that at birth an angel is sent to look after us·

Suck a theory cannot be proved from the verse we are studying nor from

any of the verses mentioned in the discussion·

Verse 16

"But Peter continued knoeking: and when they had opened the dour, and saw
him, they were astonished·

tf

"Peter continued knocking· · ·" — in view of the urgency in getting

under cover, there is no doubt that Peter continued knocking in increasing

anxiety· This was one place where the soldiers would come to look for him

so something had to be done quickly· The delay in opening the door mast have

worried him a lot·

"they had opened the door···
11
 - if Shoda had returned to open the

door, the passage would have read "she opened the door"· But now that "they"

did the opening, it shows that they all, with one accord got up and went to

the door in their excitement at the prospect of seeing Peter·

"they were astonished." - The clue to their astonishment must be found

in verse 12 which records them all as praying together· They mist have been

praying for Peter
1
s release and while praying, the answer comes· Their

astonishment :nust have been full because his release m s most unlikely, his

escape impossible, yet their prayers had been answered· How had this been

done? They would ail want to knoY<r. With Peter in their midst, some would be

raising their voices in excitement and astonishment· Luke's narrative builds

up a very natural situation under such circumstances»

Verse 17

"But he, beckoning unto them with the hand to hold their peace, declared unto

them how the Lord had brought hina out of prison· And he said, Go shew these

things unto James, and to the brethren· And he departed, and went into

another place·"

"beckoning···" — the Greek word indicates a shaking up and down of

the hand to indicate silence. See Acts 13· 16; 19· 33; and 21· 40. This

verb is used in Acts and in no other place in the Bible·

"hold their peace." - The Greek word is only one word and indicates

"be silent"* This request was necessary because of their excitement at

seeing him· Exciteiaexrt would lead to a lack of caution. One thing they
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wanted least of all was to draw attention to themselves·

"Go shew these things···11 - Report these happenings···" As stated
above, Mary's house would be one of the places to which the soldiers would
come In their search for Peter· Therefore he had to go and his departure was
extremely urgent· There was no time to lose* Obviously certain prominent
brethren were not there so Peter asked that news of the happenings to
transmitted to them·

MJames·..11 — the Lord!s brother· He was to take a very prominent part
in ecclesial affairs· We shall read of him again in the Acts·

Peter now walked out into the night and disappeared so completely
that he was not found· There.is no record where he went into hiding so it
must forever remain a mystery· In case any sect should insist that he went
t; Rome, he does make a very brief appearance in Jerusalem again in Acts
15· 7· but apart from this, he disappears from Luke1 s story and does not
re-appear. Luke closes the chapter with a record of what took place in
regard to Eerod and this brings to a close the first portion of M B story·

Verse 18

"Now as soon as it was day, there was no small stir among the soldiers, what
was become of Peter·"

<fNow as soon as it was day···11 — lit· "Having become and day···"

"no small stir···" — lit· "no email commotion···" this being under-
standable amongst the soldiers who were responsible for the s&fe incarceration
of the prisoner· Under Roman Law, they would be liable to suffer the saiae
penalty as would have been given to the prisoner, had he not excaped. The
phrase here occurs again in Acts 19· 23· these being the only occurences in
Scripture·

Verse 19

"And when Herod had sought for hi% and found him not, he examined the keepers,
and commanded that they should be pnt to death· And he went down from Judea
to Caesarea, and there abode·"

"sought for him.··" — In Greek the whole phrase trnaslates "Herod,
and having sought him, and not having found, having examined the guards,···"
indicating a continuous action or thorough search·

Under Roman military law and practice, Herod would coiraand that a
search be made· If the prisoner were not found, he would institute a Court
Martial where the guards would be put under trial·

"they should be put to death·" - The Greek means "to be led off" in
which case, the translation could well be "coMaanded that they be led off to
punishment" without stating what the punishment was· The punishment would
most probably have been death·

Taking up the analogy again, when we are taken to the Judgment Seat
of Christ, a search for us will be made but we shall not be found.

"went dora fro© Judea to Caesarea·" - Herod went from Jerusalem to
Caesarea on the coast· Jerusalem is high above sea level therefore the
journey from there to the .coast could only have been downwards· But both
places are in Judea· Judea in the broad sense was the whole province and in
the narrow srmse, referred to the limits of the Jewish realm of Judah· See
Acts 21· 10· for a similar use of this phrase· This was to be Herod's last
journey·
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Verse 20

"And Herod was highly displeased with thea of Tyre and Sidon: but they came

with one accord to him, having made Blastus the liing
1
^ chamberlain their

friend, desired peace; because their country was nourished by the king's

country·"

"highly displeased···" - see margin "bare a hostile mind intending

war"· This marginal reference goes a little too far because Rome would not

have permitted a war between two of its dependencies· Therefore the reference

should stop at "bare a hostile mind···" The Afrikaans Bybel is more correct

with "Sn Herodes was verbitterd teen die Tiriers en Sidoniers·" He was not so

much displeased "WITII" as hostile "AGAINST"·

"them of Tyre and Siaon:··" - Ports arise because of several reasons·

Sometimes all are present (such as London) and sometimes only one or perhaps

t'YO localising factors are present· In the case of Tyre and Sidon, there was

water deep enough up to-the shore line to make a harbour possible but the

hinterland was poor and would not justify the building of a harbour· Never-

theless, Tyre developed because of its entrepot trade and because of the skill

and industry of the people, plus the large mercantile fleet which had been

built up· See Isaiah chapter 23, and Szekiel chapters 27 ψιά £S· Note the

enormous import and export trade which was carried on· Tyre and Sidon, the

two cities of Phenicia, were dependent upon Palestine for essential supplies·

For this reason there had been a close commercial relationship between the

cities and Palestine· This had been in evidence since the days of Solomon·

(See 1 Kings chapter 5·)

"they came with one accord to him···" — having found that the quarrel,

whatever it was, was turning out to their disadvantage, they came jointly to

Herod to restore the former harmony which had existed for so long· The "one

accord" suggests that they may not have been in agreement before, but now,

under difficult circumstances, they were of one mind·

"Blastus···" - this is his only appearance in Scripture·

*
!
the king's chamberlain···" — lit· the one in charge of the king's

bed chamber. In modern usage of the term, he was the one who was the king
f
s

chief officer of the realm·

"having inade« · · «.him their friend···" — lit· "having persuaded···"

They could have accomplished this diplomatic success by bribery·

"desired peace···" — does not mean that they simply wanted peace but

that they asked for it· Afrikaans "vrede gevra" (asked for peace)·

"their country was nourished···" — shows in what manner their country
was dependant upon Judea· They-imported food·

Verse 21

"And upon a set day Herod, arrayed in royal apparel, sat upon his throne, and

made an oration unto them·"

"upon a set day···" - a day by arrangement· See notes to verse 1· It

was the second day of the games which ^ere held at Caesarea·

"arrayed···" - see notes to verse 1 for the impressive clothes which

he wore· The verb is the middle voice which means he was so arrayed for his

own advantage· This shows the vanity of Herod Agrippa which was the cause of

his downfall· Had he been humble when elaborate praise was heaped upon him,

God might have spared him to live·

"sat upon his throne···" — an elevated seat· It is translated as

"judgment seat" in Acts 18· 12, 16 and 17} 25· 6, 10 and 17. See also Matt·
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Matt· 27· 19; John 19· 13; Rosa· 14· 10} 2 Cor· 5· 10· Josephus says that
this incident took place in the theatre· If this is so, the theatre still
exists and the higher seat can be seen·

"made an oration·-··" - Greek "harangued the people·.·"

"unto them"· - The "them" mist refer to the delegates frosa Tyre and
Sidon· . • . , .••"....

Verse 22

"And the people gave a shout
?
 spring, It is the voice of a god, and not of a

man·" · .

See notes to verse 1 for the comment•of Josephus on this event.

"the people···" - Bullinger defines this word as "the people as a
imxnicipality, free citizens enjoying a popular constitution". The Greek word
is "demos" from which we get the English "democracy"· The Greek "laos" from
which we get the English "laity" is used to refer to the people of God,
Israel or Gentile believers. For Israel see Matt. 2. 6; 3* 23; John 11· 50;
Acts 4· 8; Heb· 2· 17· For Christians as the people of God see Acts 15. 14;
Titus 2· 14; Heb· 4· 9; 1 Pet· 2· 9· The word in this verse, then, refers to
. the Greeks,· " . • , ... . , .

"gave a shout·»·" - acclaimed (Herod)"· Loudly acclaimed H~rod·
 :
 This

shows that the meeting must have composed Greeks and not Jews· No Jew would
ever shout out such a thing for a man otherwise be would be guilty of
blasphemy· ,

Verse 23

"And immediately the angel of the Lord smote him, because he gave not God the
glory: and he was eaten of worms, and gave up the spirit."

"the angel of the Lord··." — see notes to Acts 5· 19.

"smote him·.·" - In Book 19· chapter 8 paragraph 2 Josephus said of
this incident, "Upon this the king did neither rebuke them, nor reject their
impious flattery·" Then follows an account of how Josephus presently saw
an owl sitting on a rope over his head and felt this was an evil omen· He
fell into a state of deep sorrow· Just then a severe pain arose in his belly·
Josephus continues, "He therefore looked upon his friends, and said,

 !
I whom

ye call a god, ana coinmanded presently to depart this life; while Providence
thus reproves the lying words you just now said to me; and I, who was by you
called immortal, am immediately to be hurried away by death···

1
" As he spoke

his pain became very violent and he was carried to the place where he died
about five days later, in the 54th year of his age and the 7th year of his
reign· Historians assign the date 1st August Α·Β· 44 to his death·

The verse before us may give the idea that he died
whereas in the account of Josepbus, it is evident that Agrippa died about
5 days later· In the verse, the word "immediately" applies to the verb "smote"
and not the his death,

Luke omits any mention of Agrippa seeing the owl and attaching an
evil significance to it. We mention it here to show that the king was full
of superstition· Such foolishness should be rejected by all truly God-
fearing people· There is no room in true religion for superstition of any
sort·

"he gave not God the glory···" - lit.· "gave not glory to God"· The;
expression "glory to God" is also found in Luke 17· 18; John 9· 24; Rom·
4·20| and lev· 11· 13· He allowed praise to be given to himself and made no
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attempt to correct the people in. their misdirected adulation·

"eaten of worms·.·
11
 - this is the explanation given by a medical man·

What cause of death would be given now is hard to imagine· One does not die
by permitting worms to eat one without making an attempt at having the
irritation removed· One could hazard a guess that Herod had a sudden attack of
appendicitis and that it burst· After his death, an autopsy may have been
carried out and the abominal apiearance of the intestines then observed· Luke
must have had a reason for giving us this information for, as we have noticed,
he is very sparing in his use of words and he would not add those details
just from a point of view of medical interest· Worms are used in Scripture to
show that if children of Israel did not obey implicitly the commandments of
God in regard to the gathering of manna, it woudl breed worms and stink·
That is to say it would be of no use to them· (Exod. 16· 20·) Again, if the
people of Israel would not hearken to the voice of the LOHD their God, then
if they planted vineyards, they would not eat of the fruit thereof because the
worms would eat it· (Deut· 28· 39·) In the case of Job

f
 he iras shown that

life is a hard bondage from which there is no escape other than death» He
said, "My flesh is clothed with worms and clods of dust; my skin is broken,
and becouie loathsome"· (Job 7· 5·) This suggests that he was stricken with
leprosy which symbolically, represents the slow, inevitable decline towards
death to which, we are all subject because of the sinful nature of our flesh·
Yet Job knew that in spite of the complete obliteration of his body by "worms

11

- the symbol of eternal death, he would yet stand in the presence of God·
(job 19· 26·) This analogy of worms and death is also found in Job 21· 26·
In Isaiah 14· 11· it is used as a metaphor to depict the everlasting
destruction of Babylon· See also Exod. 16· 24; Job 17· 14; 24· 20; 25· 6;
(twice) Psa· 22· 6; Isa· 14· 11; 41· 14; 51· 8j 66· 24$ Jonah 4* 7. In the
Ν·Τ· Mark 9# 44 and 48· In all cases the worm symbolises complete destruction·

The conclusion therefore,, is that failure to give God the glory, and
to disobey God by being puffed up with a feeling of one

f
s own importance and

pride, dooms one to eternal destruction·

1l
gave up the ghost (spirit)

11
 - see notes to Acts 5· 5·

Verse 24

"But the word of God grew and multiplied·"

"But···" — a contrast is drawn between the unpleasant death of Herod
and the virile growth of the new Faith as it is in Jesus·

"the word of God·.·" - lit· "the LOGOS of the God..·" If Jesus was
the LOGOS made flesh (John 1· 14·) then he was the Plan and Purpose of God
made flesh. In like manner, the spiritual Body of Christ was made flesh too
on this occasion, grew. The point to note is that the "word of God" could
not grow. The Divine Plan and Purpose was not something small in the
beginning so that it had to grow bigger· The Body of believers was small in
the beginning and had to grow· After the death of Herod, it did grow ;
whereas a proud man like Herod was to be eaten of worms·

"and multiplied·" - lit· "it was multiplied". That is, its numbers
were added to as time went on·

Verse 25

"And Barnabas and Saul returned from Jerusalem, when they had fulfilled their
ministry, and took with them John, whose surname was Mark·"

"Barnabas and Saul···" — Still retaining the same order of mention·
Compare Acts 13· 7· with Acts 13. 43. where Saul is now Paul and is accepted
as an apostle·
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"returned from Jerusalem···" - Acts 11· 30· recorded their going to
Jerusalem· Now they are coming back to Antioch· They had gone to Jerusalem
in anticipation of the predicted famine· Some commentators state that
Barnabas and Saul returned to Jerusalem and, in a sense, this is correct.
They worked in Judea and returned to Jerusalem before proceeding to Antioch·

"fulfilled their ministry" ~ the word "ministry" means a service in
which there was sopie work to do· It does not necessarily refer to preaching·
The wprk which Saul and Barnabas had to do τ/as to distribute the charity which
had been entrusted to them aa we saw in Acts 11· 30· The work done was not
confined to Jerusalem but was spread, through Judea·

The year given to this work is A.D. 46 which is two years after the
death of Herod·

"John, whose surname was Mark·" See notes to verse 12·

The First Volume of Luke's narrative of the growth and development of
the early Christian Church now draws to a close with the return of Saul and
Barnabas to Jerusalem, and tlie disappearance of Peter· The first volume can
be called the Story of Peter and the second volune can be called the Story of
Paul· The first volume has concerned itself mainly with the preaching of the
Gospe<l to the Jewish people and has shown how the work developed in spite pf
the antagonism of the Sanhedrin· The work amongst the Jews reached its
climax with the conversion of the 5,000· (Acts 4· 4·) Thereafter, Jewish
converts to the new faith became more and more difficult to get· The Jews
found JLt almost impossible to surrender the ritual of the Law, especially that
of circusacisipn and this was a big stumbling block to many Jews, even to
those newly converted. These difficulties added to the reluctance of the
Jewish people to share the precious Promises with the Gentiles, led to the
teaching of th$ Gospel to the Gentiles· It is the preaching of the Gospel to
the Gentiles by Paul that forms Luke

!
s second volume from chapter 12 onwards·

It is at this stage that Jerusalem declines and Antioch arises as a centre
from which the gospel is taught·

We shall close this Volume dealing with the work of Peter by giving a
summary of the teaching of his recent imprisonment and his remarkable release
therefrom·

The Teaching Plan of Peter
1
s Imprisonment and Escape·

It is possible that this story was not given purely for the sake of
interest· Luke does not waste words and, being inspired by God to write as
he did, gave us an allegorical picture of what the resurrection or the call
to the Judgment Seat will be like·

Verse 5 "Peter therefore was kept in prison··." Those who are alive when

Christ comes are kept in
the prison of sinful flesh and of mortality· Those who are dead, are kept
in the prison of the .grave· . -

"But prayer was wont to he made···" During the existence of the

' Ecclesias, prayer is always
made for all brethren and sisters to be sustained during their time of
weakness against sin·

Verse 6 "when Kerod would have brought him forth··." This suggests that

ί before Christ comes,

the True Christian Believer will be tried severly by the Government of the
land in which he lives·

"Peter was sleeping···" Either those who are dead are sleeping in
the grave, or those who are alive are literally asleep in their beds·
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"bound with tifo chains.·." apart from the "chain of the Hope of
Israel" by which both the dead and those who are alive are bound, there is

also the bond of death for the death for the dead and sinful flesh for those
who are alive· These are the two chains·

Verse 7 "the angel of the Lord came upon him···" The angel comes to awaken
the dead or to call those

who are alive (and asleep) to the Judgment Seat·

"a light shined···" If we are raisod or awakened at night, we shall
need light· Tiiis will be provided by the

presence of an angel·

"he smote Peter···" The manner of calling us out of sleep·

"his chains fell off·.·" The chains of death or the chains which
bind us to earth·

Verse 8 The angel gives full instructions as to how we shall dress and
gives us tiinae in which to obey· He will see to it that we do not

omit to do anything we are told. We shall not suffer the embarrassment of
appearing before the Judgment Seat half dressed· We shall all be told to
dress in a modest manner· The angel will lead the way·

Verse 9 "wist not that it was true···" Just as Peter thought it was all a
dream, so we shall also think our

call is a dream· Thus we shall be spared the utter panic which could besiege
us at such a call· As with Peter, we shall think that "we saw a vision"·

Verse 10 They passed the first and second ward· This indicates that the
angel will guide us through the place of Judgment· If we come

through that test, we shall be given immortality· This is indicated by the
iron gate which opens on its own accord· Then we pass into the city and the
angel departs from us when we get iEDaortality·

Verse 11 As Peter "came to himself" so we shall come to ourselves and
realise that it was the Will of God that we are where we are.

Verse 12 Peter came to a house where they were all praying. If we are given
a place in the Kingdom of God, we shall come to a gathering where

they are all praying, giving thanks to God for His Mercy towards them.

The conclusion of the story tells how the people were delighted to
see Peter· In like manner, when we enter the company of the redeemed, there
will be great rejoicing when we see each other·

Introduction to the ministry of Paul·

The closing verses of Acts 11 tells us that Saul was brought to
Antioch because he could be of great use to the growing ecclesia· Then at
the end of the chapter, Barnabas and Saul are sent on a journey to Jerusalem
with help for the poor in view of the impending famine· After the story about
Peter being released from Prison, we come to the end of chapter 12 which tells
us that Saul and Barnabas returned to Jerusalem· Between chapter 11 verse 2Θ
and 3o and shapter 12 verse 25, the story of Herod

1
 s persecution and Peter's

imprisonment appears· This is dated U . 44. Acts 11· 29 states that it was
decided to send relief to the brethren at Jerusalem Some commentators say
that relief was not sent to the apostles because the apostles were not there·
This inference however, is not correct· We have seen from chapter 6 verse 2
that it was considered unwise that the apostles should "serve tables" but
that they should devote themselves to preaching· Therefore, it would have
been out of order to have sent the relief to the apostles as it had already
been decided that they would delegate this work to others· Note that the
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same Greek word "diakoneo" is used in Acts 6· 2· for "serve" tables as Paul
uses in 2 Cor· 8· 19· where it is translated as "administered" with reference
to the distribution of gifts for the ecclesias·

Paul does not mention this visit to Jerusalem in any of his epistles b
but gives brief details of his later visits in Gal· 1· 18· and 2· 1· This may
indicate that the visit mentioned by Luke in Acts 11· 29/30 - Acts 12· 25
was not made specifically to Jerusalem but to the district· The effeet of
this visit would be to make Paul better known to the ecclesias and to give
him ecclesial experience in difficult circumstances which would stand him in
good stead in the years to come when he wrote his epistles to the various
ecclesias and helped them with their problems·

The narrative prepares us for the history of Paul and his preaching
and gives us information concerning the growth of Antioch as the new Christian
centre·



THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES

Chapter I S

oooOOOooo

\ . PART 2

THE ACTS OF PAUL

PREACHING TO THE/UNCIRCUMCISIOK

FROM AETIOCH TO ROME

oooOOOooo

Part 1 which covered chapters 1 t o 12, gave an o u t l i n e of t h e preaching
of the Gospel t o t h e Circumcision and shoved t h e progress of the Eccles ias from
Jerusalem to Antioch. In Volume 2, we are to read about the preaching of t h e
Gospel t o the Uncircumcision and follow t h e progress of t h e e c c l e s i a s from
Aiitioch t o Rome· The f i e l d of endeavour was confined during Part 1 t o t h e Holy
Land but i n Part 2, i t extends i n t o t h e Roman Enrpire, using as i t s base, not
t h e Jerusalem of Part 1, but t h e new metropol i s , the c i t y of Antioch· I t i s
from this city that Paul !s First Missionary Journey i s about to s t a r t · The
year when a l l this began w$s about A.Dd 46·

Verse 1

"Now there were in the church that was at Antioch certain prophets and teachers;
as Barnabas, and Simeon that was called Niger, and Iucius of Cyrene^ and
Manaen, which had been brought up with iferod the tetrarch,. and Saul·"

"in the church·· ·" - l i t e r a l ^ "in the being e c c l e s i a · . · " The word
"being" creates a difficulty for the translator for i t could mean the "existing"
ecclesia as i t then was, or i t could draw a distinction between the true church
as opposed to the false one· The false church would be the one following
Judaism* The R#V· has "in the church that was "there" with the word "there" in
i t a l i c s . The R.S.V. simply says "Now in the church·· ." The Afrikaans has a
convincing "in die plaaslike gemeercte" (in the local congregation) which refers
to the local ecclesia in existence at that time and in that place*

"prophets. · · " - A prophet i s often identified in Scripture by the words
"The Word of the LORD aame unto me saying,*·." or "Thus saith the L6RD,*."
Then would follow a teaching of some sort, whether i t foretold something which
was to happen in the future or whether i t was an exhortation to better living
and behaviour or an appeal to turn from a false way and return to the LORD·
In the s t i r r ing events which introduced the coming Christian era, prophets were
heard· Ife find t h i s in the "magnificat" of Mary (Luke 1· 46/^5·) and Zacharias
(Luke 1, 68/79)# Another was Simeon (Luke 2· 29/35) and Anna (Luke 2· 38·)

On the day of Pentecost, the disciples prophesied and spoke in other
tongues· In Acts, we read of several prophets namely, Stephen who was a prophet
after the style of Elijah or John,the Baptist· Acts 2. 17· records the prophecy
of Joel who wrote that at t h i s time, "your sons and your daughters shall
prophesy·#•" Up to th i s stage in our studies, we met Agabus in Acts 11· 28·
who prophesied the famine which was to come and we shall meet him again in
Acts 21· 10· when he prophesied of the captivity of Paul by the Romans· In th i s
chapter (Acts 21#8#)we also read of the four daughters of Philip who prophesied.
The early apostles were also prophets. As proof of th i s we find prophecies in
2 Ffeter 3. 10· and Jude 14Λ5, In 1 Cor· 12. 28· Paul l i s t s them in this order:-
Apostles, prophets, teachers, · . · Prophets and teachers were associated with one
another as ve see from Ephes· 2· 20· and Ephes. 3· 5# In Ephes. 4· 11· they
are l i s ted as follows:- apostles? prophetsj evangelistsj pastors and finally
teachers*

As the years went by, prophets became a class of persons and some of them
like the damsel of Acts 16· 16· had a large following. Others were false prophets
who did the Christian Faith great and lasting harm· See Acts 20· 29/31· and
2 Tim. 4. 3.
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nand teachers,· ·" - Under the Law of Moses, when the Law itself was
codified and. commentaries were composed on the Scriptures, men were required
by the worshippers to teach the Scriptures· Such men were called "scribes" and
"lawyers", such men opposing Jesus on pany occasions· They were addressed as
"Rabbi" and "Master". Jesus was so addressed as we see from Matt. 8. 19j
12. 38; 19. 16} 22. 16, 24, 56j 23. 8, 10} 26# 18, 25; and many others in
Mark, Luke and John· The Greek is "didaskalos" meaning "teacher of scholars
and disciples" with special reference to those who were acquainted with the
Word of God· The t i t l e Rabbi comes from "Rabbi" meaning a guide and a great
Master, this being a t i t l e of honour in Jewish schools. In John 20. 16. we get
"Rabboni" which is a t i t l e of the highest dignity amongst the Rabbi. See
Matt. 23· 7, 8; John 1. 88, 49; 3* 2, 26; 6. 25.

From the day of Pentecost onwards, the disciples became teachers and
their method of teaching has become clear to us after our studies· The teaching
would cover the death and resurrection of Jesus; his moral teaching^ the
ritual of worship; discipline within the household of faith and finally, the
Divine Plan and Purpose as is shown by the strong meat of the Word· It can
now be understood that Luke mentions "prophets and.teachers" with a purpose to
show that although the ecclesia at Antioch was a'comparatively new one, i t Vas
well-equipped with the right type of men to build up a following· .

" a s . · . " - both the R·^.. and the R.S.V. omit the word and the Afrikaans
Bible has "naamlik" (namely)* The Greek word "te" means "both". This makes
the sense "not only Barna,bas but Simeon»·· e tc ·^"

"Barnabas···" - named f irst as he no doubt, was the most senior man
there, not only in age but also in knowledge and repute· He had been sent to
Jerusalem. (Acts 11. 30· ) This would distinguish him above the others·

"Simeon·.·" ~ His Roman name was "Niger" as mentioned here. This would
suggest that he was an African with a typical dark brown skin which is more
black than brown in West African negroes and probably not as light brown as i s
the skin of some South African Bantu people of Abenguni origin· Be may have
been Simon of Cyrene who was compelled to bear the .cross (stake) of Jesus*
(Matt. 27. 32; Mark 15. 21; Luke 23· 26. •·

"Lucius of Gyrene·*··" - also from Cyrene and may have been a friend of
Simon. He may be... the same "Lucius" whom Paul salutes in Rom. 16. 21. In this
verse, Paul refers to Lucius as his kinsman and this term must be regarded as
the same word in Acts 10. 24·· -where i t means a very special friend. These
possibilities are interesting but, unless we are certain, they remain pure
speculation and are given here merely, from the point of view of interest only.
This type of identification can be carried too far and we can then say that the
Lucius Λ Luke) of Rom· 16. 21. is the Luke of the Gospel and Acts· There is a
possibility of course, that this is true, but i t i s highly improbable.

··!? - The Greek is "Herod1 s foster brother"· .Some margins
give this rendering· The Hebrew is "Msnahem" as we see from 2 Kings 15· 14.
In his "Antiquitiedtftehapter 15, section 10 paragraph 5, Josephus says that
Manaen was the son of a prophet who had predicted that Iferod would become king,
this having been foretold' when Herod was s t i l l a boy. When the prediction came
true, Manaen received a special favour from. Herod because of his iather*s
accurate prophecy. He was brought up with Herod Is sons and la ter became a
Christian Luke must have been aware of some connection between Manaen and
Herod., because he mentions, the name of the kirg. In Luke 8. 5. he mentions
another of Herod!s household who became a Christian, this being Joanna the,wife
of Chuza, Herodfs steward· The Herod in,this case was Herod Antipas the tetrarch.

"and Saul." Here he is mentioned las t . Iwke writes with great care
because he doesnot give Saul a higher position unti l he has earned i t . He held
an undistinguished position at that time so remains for the present undisting*·
uished·

Verse 2

"As thqy; ministered to the Lord, and fasted, the Holy Spirit said, Separate me
Barnabas and Saul for the work whereunto I have called them."
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η
Αβ they ministered to the kord, and fasted, the Holy Spirit said,
Separate me Barnabas and Saul for the work whereunto I have called
them·

w

"they ministered» ·. " The Greek word means *performed some public
service, especially in religious worship

ff
· It also means to slerve in this

manner at one
!
s own expense* This meaning is obvious in the following

passages where the word occurs:- Bom· 15* 27; Heb· 10· 11· E*rom Greek
word "leitourgeo" we get the English "liturgy

n
.

"and fasted,•·" - Under the Law, on the day of Atonement, the people
had to "afflict their souLs

w
 I.e. fast· Lev· 23, 32· This having been

strictly observed for many centuries and carried forward into the Christian
era, it is not surprising to find the early Christians fasting* Such
Christians would have been of Jewish extraction. Many in their zeal fasted
twice a week* Luke 18· 12· Some of the devout Pharisees fasted often
(Matt. 9· M·· ) but the same verse from Matthew shows us that the disciples
of Jesus did not fast at all* The Christian practice of fasting was Juda-
ising and was not encouraged by such teachers as Paul· When Paul says that
T
.e "was in fastings oft·

11
 (2 Cor· 6· 5; and 2 Cor· 11· 27·) the context

suggests that such fastings were enforced upon him· Apart from the 40 day
fast in the wilderness, it is not recorded of Jesus that he fasted· Such a
ritual was connected with the Law but was not one of the teachings of Jesus*
In the verse before us, it is rightly connected with "ministering

11
 but it in

no way indicates that this was the proper thing to do in Christian worship·

"The Koly Spirit said,··" - the Power of God transmitted to the people
in some way not disclosed here, that it was the Divine Will that Barnabas and
Saul should be chosen for certain work· We can speculate as to how that
message was communicated and we shall most likely be correct in our assumptions·
Luke, however, did not think it something to be known how God gave His servants
His message· The fact is that it was so, and we shall leave it at that,
knowing that if God had wanted us to know, He would have told us But Luke
does not waste words so he must have had some good reason for telling us that
it was the Power of God working through some undisclosed channel which sepa-
rated Barnabas &nd Saul· We could ascertain the reason by reading ahead to
find out· At this stage

>
 we must know that God

1
s Power is mentioned here as

being the cause behind the preaching of His Servants· Maybe we are to read
how this Power came into conflict with some other and weaker "power"· We
shall comment upon this when we come to it·

"Separate me Barnabas and Saul··." ·· The Greek word appears in the
LXX in Exod· 19· 12 and verse 23· where Jit· Sinai was "sef apart" as a
mountain that may not be touched· See also Lev· 20· 25· where Israel was
separated from unclean beasts· The separation of the first bora for the Lord
was on similar lines to this separation· (Exod· 13· 12·) The separation of
the Levites is given in Num· 8· 11· The separation of the High Priest and
his sons is given in Exod· 29· verses 2k. 26 and 27· The separation of God

f
s

people is mentioned by Isaiah in Isa. 52# 11· Coming so dose after verse 1
which mentions the five men, we rerlise that there must be something veiy
special for the two men Barnabas and Saul who were among the five· The point
is that the five are mentioned as an important group of "ministers" for the
Lord· Now two of those men are called for further separation· This must mean
that they are about to be called out to apostleship which would give them a
higher rank above others· Paul later, in writing to the Bcmans, refers to his
separation as an apostle· (See Horn· 1· 1·) Paul also goes a lot further by
saying that he was called by God before his birth· (Gal· 1· 15·)

"for the work.··" ~ this work, x^aieolcnod as yet, was to be something
unusual and important· As we shall see, it was work which could carry them
far ai-d wide in preaching the gospel. '

"I have called them." God has called THEM as opposed to the others.
They were to be separated from the five and from the ecclesia for a special
work for the Lord· God chose His servants well for these were two men extra-
ordinarily well fitted for the work they were about to do·
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Verse 3

"And when they had fasted and prayed, and laid their hands on them, they sent
them away*"

The verse is written in characteristic style - "Having fasted and having
prayed and having laid their hands on them, they sent them away*"

"fasted·*" - here again we find the pre-Christian ritual which was given
under the Law and enlarged upon through tradition» .

"prayed·«·" - having heard that such separation as they were about to
give effect to was the Will of God, they naturally would turn to God in prayer#
Apart from this, the early Christians were a prayerful people from whom we can
take an important lesson* Paul was veiy much aware of the power of prayer for
he enjoins us to "Pray without ceasing" (1 Thess* 5· 17·) &&& in verse 18, he

"in everything give thanks:··"

"laid their hands on them···" - We find a similar sequence cf praying
and laying hands upon in Acts 6· 6# This was a form of giving one1 s blessing
to a work about to be done* This positively had nothing to do with the giving
of the Holy Spirit as both Barnabas and Saul had received this Divine Gift·
See Notes to Acts 6**6·

"they sent them away"· The Greek is "release" or "let go away"* This
means that the ecclesia released Barnabas and Saul from all. off ices they held
at Antioch and from all Ecclesial obligations which they had· They were then
quite free to go· In this way, the members of the ecclesia showed their obed-
ience to the word of God and were quite prepared to lose the services of their
most outstanding brethren· There is a suggestion here that the ecclesia gave
them a farewell service by praying and thanking God for having called two of
their number and asking God to give than his Guidance and Care·

Some commentators state that by laying hands upon Barnabas and Saul,
the other members of the ecclesias ordained them to their new service* This
cannot be as ecclesial members are unable to ordain others tp a higher rank
than they possess· Furthermore, it was God who did the calling and the
separating so the brethren had no part in this except to do as they were told
and release the two men for other work·

PAUL* S FIRST MISSIONARY JOURKE5T·

Verse 4

"So they, being sent forth by the Holy Spirit, departed unto Seleuciaj and
from thence they sailed to Cyprus·"

We now come to the reason why Luke mentioned in verse 2 why two men
were chosen by the Holy Spirit· They had the important task of preaching
to the Gentiles*

"they, being sent forth by the Holy Spirit··" - Most authors would
have written "they left for Seleucia·" That would have indicated the deliberate
action of men leaving one place and going to another* Luke, however, makes
it clear that the preaching journey was the Lord1 s work which Luke had mentioned
in verse 2* Therefore the jrravellors were going because God willed it so and not
because of man1 s intention*

"departed···" - Bullinger defines the meaning of this Greek word as
"to come or go down, to descend·" (Lexicon page 215)· The city of imtioeh was
not on the sea coast so a journey from there to a port would have to be "down"*

"Seleuciaj··" - This city was founded in B#C· 301 by Seleucus who was
one of Alexander1 s lesser Generals· It was after the battle of Ipsus that he
founded the port to serve the new western capital of Antioch· This was the
beginning of the Seleuoid Dynasty, many of whose kings bore the name of
Seleucus or Antiochus* The dynasty lasted for about 250 years and during this
period, the mixed population was hellenized so that they could develop into a
nation of power* The first Seleucus was also known as Nikator*
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In Daniel 8· 22. the prophet states "Now that being broken···" the
power of Alexander title Great came to an end through his untimely death ~
Vhereas four stood up for it" - the kingdom was divided into four heads,
each set up by a general of Alexander's army· The Third Head according to
Dr· Thomas 9 "Exposition of Daniel" page 12, comprised the kingdom of the
north east taking in Asia, Babylon and its provinces, extending as far as
the Indus river beyond the Euphrates· This was the Macedo-Babylonish Kingdom
of the Seleucidae· Several cities called Antioch were founded and named after
the father of Seleucus and the city of Laodicea was named after his mother,
Laodice·

Returning to our subject, the city of Seleucis was on the coast, 16
miles from Antioch, and about four mil.es north of the point where the river
Qrontes enters the sea· It ssiwed a busy and populous hinterland, so was a
city of considerable cciamercial irapor̂ tance, giviag entrepot facilities to many
ships coming from and going to the Syrian and Palestine ports down to Egypt
in the south· To the north west, the ships sailed along the Asian coast and
on to Europe and the Roman world· Nearby and to the west was the island of
Qyprus· It was on one of thes$ trading ships going to Cyprus that Paul and
Barnabas made their first missionary journey·

"from thence they sailed to Cyprus*w The verb "they sailed" would be
more correct if rendered Hhey sailed away11· The Afrikaans Bible correctly
states "weggevaar11. The Greek "apopleo" is found only in Acts· See 13· 4;
14· 26; 20· 15,· 27· 1· .

tfto Cyprus" - thia island may have been chosen because of the assoc-
iation Barnabas had with the island· It mav also be associated with Mark who
was %isterfs son to Barnabas11 (Col# 4^ 10· ) Therefore, having two men from
Cyprus, it is understandable that they would go to a place where they were
known· -

verse 5

"and when they were at Salamis, they preached the word of God in the synagogues
of the Jews: and they had also John to their minister·11

"at Salamio,··" - the modem name for this city is Famagusta, having
formerly been called ConataxLtia after Constantine, and before that, Salamis·
It was a city of great importance as far back as the 6th# century B.C· It
was the centre of government for the eastern half of the island during the
tin» of the visit· It was destroyed by an earthquake during the areign of
Constantine (died AJD« 337) and rebuilt by his son, Constantius and named after
his father· During the period of Roman occupation, the island was populated
by a very large number of Jews· This was due, no doubt, to the fact that Herod
had sent many Jews there to work on the copper mines· An influx of a large
number of workers would attract merchants and so a prosperous community evolved*
After the murder of Stephen, the Word of God was preached there· (Acts· U ·
19/20·)

"in the synagogues···11 — see notes to Acts 6· 9·

wof the Jews:··1* - whereas the synagogue is a place closely and in~
separably associated with Jews, it is extraoiniiimzy to find Luke qualifying
his statement about the synagogue by saying "the synagogues of the Jews·11

The statement gives rise to the question, "Who else had synagogues that these
should be described as belonging to Jews?" The meaning of the word "synagogue1*
is simply a place of public assembly but by usage it was confined to assemblies
of Jews for religious purposes· The Gentiles had places of assembly but they
were not called synagogues· It would appear that in view of the rapid growth
of Christianity amongst the Jews, some synagogues may have been taken over by
Jewish converts to the Christian faith· Therefore Luke was careful to show
that Barnabas and Saul did not go to Christians but went to the Jews and taught
them in their own synagogues·

• • · - . - . - • » · ' • . . •_

"they had also John· · · " - this was John Mark who went with them· See
"FURTHER NOTES ON MARK11 against Acts 12. 12· See also note urder lfto Cyprus11
in the previous verse·
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. ! ito the i r minister"· Gk. "as the i r attendant"· This does not mean
that he looked after them spiritually as a church leader* T^is would be the
modern sense Χμ bur lat^guage·.,,. I t .means^that jie was their attendant and cared
for the i r normal needs virile they preacfeed·· Some have attempted to determine
the nature of the uork which Ma$c did but in view of the fact that we are not
told, we..cairmake guesses ^ίΐΐιομΐ "being stire of any of them· I t i s best that
we just accept that in whatever: work he did, .Mark Was useful to both Saul

, and Barnabas· . . , ;

Verse 6

"And .when they had gone through the i s le unto P&phos, they found ascertain
sorceror, a false prophet, a Jew, whose name was B&r-Jesus:"

"they had gone through·»·" -. Lukefs words are a l i t t l e more definite
than the translation indicates· •• HSb wrote, "Having gone through and whole the
island to Paphos.·" That is to say they made a very comprehensive tour of the
whole island. As the preaching routine was in those days, they retst have
preached in a l l the small towns and villages as they came to them on every road.
See Acts 8. 25· for the work of the apostles after the incident with Simon
Magus· See verse 40 of that chapter for the work of Philip after "he had
baptised the eunuch· See also Acts 8» verse 4· where the work of the scattered
Christians is brisfly described. .

"unto.*." — again emphasising the extent of the preaching· Throughout
the whole isle even unto ( as far as) Paphos.

"Paphos,.." - There were two places of th i s name in ancient Cyprus.
The Old Paphos was founded by the Phoenicians and was of great antiquity• Only
a vestige remains· It was associated with the worship of the goddess Aphrodite
and the city was popular because of t h i s · I t was severely damaged over the
centuries by many earthquakes and was finally abandoned in favour of the New
Paphos· The few remains of t h i s city are to be found near the modern Kbima on
the west coast· The Romans annexed the island in B.C. 58 and the new Paphos
grew up at that time. I t was established as the ruling centre by the Romans.
Here i t was that Paul was to have a similar experience to that of Tteter in
Acts 8· 18/24·

"a certain sorceror*." - Gk. "magus" See notes on Simon Magus in
Acts 8T 9· • • · . · - .

"a false prophet.·" - this qualification shows that· he was combining
a pseudo-religious ch&racter to his work·

"a Jew,· ·" — as opposed to the other magi, Simon Magus who was a Gentile·

Luke here has used the t r i p l e description which i s so characteristic of
his .s tyle · "sorceror"} "false prophet" and "Jew"# Wfe shall come across
another in the course of our studies in Acts 14. 8· where we read of (l) ..a man
impotent in his feet} (2) being cripple from his mother's womb and (δ) had ·
never walked. The t r i p l e t character of the description impresses us ::sb that we
take notice of what Luke has to say.

. There were majqy such men in those days who drew attention to themselves
(and earned a living ty i t) and toured throughout the .realm· Some were philo-
sophers who la ter received university posts but maiqy were charlatans who com-
bined^ juggling and magic to at t ract attention· ,This man obviously, combined
a kind of religious worship with his displays much in the same way as the i r
modern counterparts* the faith healers, conduct what goes for a religious service
to get their hearers in the right frame of mind. Some of such philosophers
would become attached to rulers who would be interested by νtheir pseudo—science
and religious doctrines. We are soon to find thgt th i s sorceror was with the
ruler of the country. ·· .. . . ..

"Bar*Jegus*!! Lit. Son of Joshua. The prefix "Bar" means "son of" and
i s found attached to a number of names. See BarabbaS^.^son of a father"
(Matt· 27# 16Λ7 etc . ,) Bar-jora "son of a dove" of *fson of Jonah" .(Matt. 16.17#)
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Barnabas "son of consolation" Acts 4. 56j Barsabas and Barsabbas (R*V.)
Acts 1. 23. Bartholomew Matt. 10. 5. Bartimaeus Mark 10. 46. The name
Β ar~Jesus is the Aramaic form of Bar-Joshua.

Verse 7

"Which was with the deputy of the country, Sergius Paulus, a prudent man? who
called for Barnabas and Saul, and desired t o hear the word of God."

"was wi th . · . " - from the custom of the times, t h i s could mean that he
was resident with the deputy. This was a very common occurence and was carried
on in eaply English history Tqy the presence at Court of a Court Jester. Such
a practice has long since fallen away biit a remnant survives in the modern
custom of the "Command Performance "# Also there i s the "Mayor* s Chaplain".

m *>the deputy of the country.*" - Found in Acts 15.7, 8# 12 and 19. 38·
and nowhere else· Luke i s correct in describing his office as that of
"proconsul"· The Roman writer Pliny describes a man named "Sergius Paulus"
who was interested in science in i t s many forms and in natural history. The
deputy therefore, was just the type of man to have encouraged an importer l ike
Ear-Jesus and would permit him to take a place as part of the governors suite·

The emperor Augustus had divided the realm into two classes, namely,
senatorial and imperial· The senatorial was governed by pro-consuls and the
imperial by propraetors or Consular Legates. Since Cyprus was formerly an
Imperial province, i t was considered that Luke had blundered in describing the
office of the ruler as a proconsul· It has been discovered, however, that the
island, prior to these events,had been transferred from one class to another,
so i t was actually under the control of a proconsul as Luke s tates . This i s
confirmed by the existence of a Cypriot coin, in which a man named Proclus, the
successor of Sergius Baulus, is described with the t i t l e given by Luke. The
date of the transfer was B*C. 22 which brings i t before the date of Saul*s v i s i t .

"a prudent manj*·" r> the word occurs in Matt· 11· 25} Luke 10· 21 j
in the verse we are s tuping and in 1 Cor.l· 19· In the Matthew reference, Jesus
thanks God that He has hidden his Word from the wise and prudent. Luke KU 21·
records the same remark by Jesus and in Corinthians, ?kul quotes a prophecy
where i t i s written that God will bring to nothing the understanding of the
prudent· In a l l these we find that i t refers to the way the apostacy think· I t
i s thoughtful and reflective but i s not in accordance with the things of the
"Name".

"desired to h e a r · . · " - there teing many philosophers travell ing from
one place to another and being popular wherever they went, the Deputy would be
keen to hear what these new travel lers had to say· Therefore he would send a
message to them inviting them to come to him.

"the word···" - Gk· "the LOGOS"".

"of God" · - the Divine Flan and Purpose.

Verse 8

"But ELymas the sorceror ( for so i s his name by interpretation) withstood them,
seeking to turn away the deputy from the f a i t h · "

"Elymas.·." - the name is xrery similar t o an Arabic word meaning "wise"
but in spite of what some commentators say, i t is doubtful if t h i s had anything
to do with the choice of name. I t is probably something from the Qjrpricrt dialect
and was chosen rather than to use the na&e meaning "son of Jesus"· This would
be moet unpopular amongst the believers of those days· As the words in brackets
indicate, th i s was a name given "by interpretation" therefore i t is incorrect to
attempt to translate a word that has already been translated, unless the word in
the Cypriot dialect i s lrnown. In the absence of t h i s information, we must be
content to leave the name as i t i s .
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The danger of such a man as Elyipas can be imagined when one considers
how close he could get to the ruling authority. I t may be that Luke Twites
with prophetic insight concerning Elym&s because the fadt that Saul and BarnabaS
went to see Sergius· Paulus and preach to him is of great importance to us^ the
readers of Luke!s work· let Luke, having introduced the deputy, says nothing
about what was said to him by the evangelists· Luke pays much more attention
to Paul's encounter with the sorceror· To Luke, th i s was the most important
thing to come from the entire v is i t to Cyprus so he leaves the story of the
rest of'the endeavour there to our Imagination and deals intimately with th is
meeting· Would i t not be th.^t Luke could see into the future by the gift
that was in him and foresee the gro.wth of .an appstacy that would attempt, and
to a great extent succeed, to control both church and state? >In la ter years
Paul was to show his understanding of such things when he wrote to the
Thessalonians of "him whose coming is after the working of Satan with a l l power
and signs and lying wonders," ( 2 Thess· 2· 9· )

"withstood them··." - tho scene was a tense one* Here was a meeting
between truth and error; light and darkness5 'falsehood and true worship»
The gospel was opposed to tho clever distortions of an apostacy which invented
beliefs to suit their own ends. Here the true,evangelists were opposed to
those who taught falsehoods under the cloak of religion. The same battle
i s being fought each day wherever the Truth is,taught» The situation is , that .
"mafic" in the shaps of false doctrines are more popular than the plain humble
truth ox" God's Word*.

"seeking··*" - the position held at court by Elym&s was at stake·
This could severely harm his reputation and livelihood. His thought was not
for the truth of any doctrine which .he had to expound but was centred purely,
on that of self interest . The word used here'means "endeavoured" with.the
idea of trying to achieve an end.

ffto turn away the deputy·· ·" ~ the Greek verb is a strong one which
means "to turn throughout"j "to dis tor t" j 5fturn away"; "seduce" j "pervert"·
One can now imagine the tinfair means used by Ely$as to influence Sergius Paulus
against Saul·

. "from the fai th ·" - the endeavour of Elymas was to turn the deputjf away
from the Truth as i t is in Jesus·

Verse 9

"Then Saul (xAio also is called Paul,) filled with the Holy Spiri t , set his
eyes on him,"

"Saul·.·", — here we leave "Saul" for a l l time and pick up the stoiy of
Paul, the apostle· Luke is careful to introduce the new name of Paul at the
correct time· Hitherto Saul had been a chosen servant of God and had served his
apprenticeship in Antioch and la ter at Jerusalem· Then, having returned to
Antioch, he was selected by Divine Revelation and rose to a position which the
growing church could not give him but which they could only applaud· He was
ordained by God to be an apostle of the Divine Plan-and Purpose· Bat he did
not reveal th is Plan and Purpose unti l he was confronted with the apostacy
personified in th is agent of evil* the man BaivJesus, alias Elymas. Therefore,
when the encounter started, Luke changes from Saul, who now disappears as a
personality, to PAUL, the great apostle to .-the Gentiles·

It cannot be that Luke changes the name by which he refers to Paul
because of the fact· that?they were speaking in front of a prominent Gentile·
Paul was far too stalwart a Christ i&n/to humble himself before the apostacy·
In his past l i f e , P&ul had been a wsll-to-do man, and was well-educated and
well-connected· He was a Pharisee, the son of a Pharisee* (ACTS 23· 6·) He
was most l ikely, a member of the Sanhedrin at one time, particularly when -
Stephen was martyred· He was a power to be reckoned with but as a servant of
God, he was nothing· No true servant of God seeks to be anything of importance
in this l i f e · This being the case, i t i s not stretching things too far to
suppose that Ikul welcomed the change to his Homan name, not only to help him
in his work amongst the Gentiles, but also to adopt the meaning of the name
which i s "LITTLE"* So Saul the big man, becomes Paul the l i t t l e ·
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«filled with the Holy S p i r i t · . · " - as.with a l l God's servants who
received the Holy Spir i t , they did not receive i t to use any time they so wished.
It operated often when they prayed f i r s t , and i t also operated when suddenly,
they1 were'filled with the Holy Spirit as though i t were God!s will that i t should
be so· Ifere Luke shows us that Paul did not call upon the power of the Holy
Spirit to help him· God operated upon him by causing him to act as he did as a
result of the Divine Bower operating in him·

"set his eyes upon him·. ·" - see note to Acts 1· 10.

Verse 10

"And said, 0 ful l of a l l subtil i ty and a l l mischief, thou child of the devil,
thou enemy of a l l righteousness, wilt thou not cease to pervert the right
ways of the lord?"

"Full of subt i l i ty ·* ·" - "full" means that Elymas was composed of such
an undersirable t r a i t · "subtilty" is used to mean "bait" hence used figuratively
for "deceit" and "guile" or something which le^ds a victim to destruction*

"al l mischief.•·" - means "recklessness" and "unscrupulousness" ( in
doing evil) ». '

I t i s important that we note the Hebrew style of setting one point against
another· This i s poetical in form. Whereas. Elymsts was considered to be WISE
and CLEVTCR, he is now described by P&ul as being "deceitful"· Whereas he was
considered to be a good adviser to a ruler, Paul describes him as being
"unscrupulous". Note the further comparisons which are made·

"child of the devil" ~ in contrast to his name of "son of the Saviour"
he i s now called "child of the devil"· The word "devil" comes from the Greek
"diabolos" which did not have the meaning in Paul's day which i t has now· I t
was not used in the sense of an immortal agent of evil but as a vile and
undesirable chraacteristic· Mote that the re were desirable characteristics
which were also ascribed to a diabolos, as Socrates ascribed his genius to a
"diabolos" which he had· Paul told ELymas that he was not, as his najne would
indicate, the son of Jesus, or the son of a Joshua, but he Has the son of an
evi l diabolos which wa,s deceitful, and unscrupulous·

"enemy of a l l righteousness.··" ~ instead of being a prophet of the
God he pretended to worship, he was an enemy of allrighteousness. The
accusation is not that he is the enemy of righteousness but that he is the enemy
of ALL righteousness· This is another way of saying that there is nothing good

him.

"wilt thou not cease to pervert· ·*?" *- the statement i s put in the foitn
of a question. This i s more direct and powerful than a straightforward a us-
at ion because i t links the la t te r pa.it of the sentence with a statement from
Hosea 14· 9« Paul's t!*rust here, strikes deeply· (l) by referring to the
Scriptures, he points.to the fact that Elymas had been quoting Scripture and
distorting the Word of God to support his false teaching. (2) He had done so
consistently in the past and would do so again, therefore the ruler could not
very well entertain a repentant Elymas· (5) His ways had been crooked, but the
Loitl's Ways were straight.

"the right t*jays of the Lord"· - Hosea said, "the ways of the Lord are
r i g h t · · · " and Paul makes the obvious cross reference that Elymas' ways were
crooked* . Hosea1 s statement ends with "transgressors shall fa l l therein."

The comparisons which Paul made were:-

(1) Elymas claimed to be Wise and clever· Paul showed him to be ful l of
subtilty and mischief· *

(2) Elymas had a name meaning "son of Jesus, the Saviour" - Paul showed him
to be the son of the devil.

(5) Elymas claimed to be a prophet. Paul showed him to "he an enemy of
righteousness. *

Thus once again, Luke uses a t r ip le application· See note to verse 6.
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Filaally, by pointing to the quotation from Hosea, Paul showed that
Elymae was trying to make crooked the paths of the Lord which were straight,
( r i g h t ) , - ' · ; ' -•••'•

•Verse 11

"And now, behold, the hand of the Lord is upon thee, and thou shalt be
blind ρ not seeing the sun for a eeason. And immediately there fe l l on
him a mist and a darkness; and he went about seeking some to lead him
by the hand·"

"And now,··." - a phrase which is used to mark the end of the
preamble and to introduce the main action. See Acts 3. 17; 7» 54} 10* 5#

20· 25; 26* 6, The finality of the matter i s shown here that x^erease he
had tr ied to prevent the Word of God being preached, the end of his evil ways
had now come·

"behold,··" - to introduce the element of'surprise which is to follow
immediately# . .

, "the hand of the l o r d . · " - the power of God in mercy or in judgment·
See Exod. 9, 5, 15} Judges 2· 15; 1 Sam. 5 / 6 , 9, 11; 2 Sam· 24. 14;
2 Ghron» SO. 12; See also Acts 4· 28, SO; 5. 31; 7. 25; 11· 21; 13» 11;
The hand of God was, in a moment, to be used against ELymas in judgment but
in mercy. He could so easily have suffered the punishment of Ananias and
Sapphira· He was spared from death but made blind as i f to show evidence that
in his faith, there was no light at al l*

"thou shalt be bl ind,·*" - Paul had had a similar experience before
his conversion·c Would Elymas have the same readiness to belief as did Paul?
The punishment which was severe, was akin to his deliberate act in shutting
his eyes to the Truth as Paul expounded i t t o Sergius Paulus* Now he was
blind against his will ·

"not seeing the sun··*" - a complete blindness which prevented him
from recognising light from darkness* Bbth would appear the sajne to him* He
was spiritually blind before and unable to discern spiritual light when i t
shone in his presence, now, in a physical way, he could distinguish neither,
light nor darkness.

"for a season·" The blindness would not be permanent* Paul apparently
does not v te l l him what will bring an end to his KLindness, or if he did, Luke
does not record i t j l*fe may assume that he would see again once he recognised
and acknowledged the hand of the Most High God· We should lake to think so^
but in the absence of special infomation, we cannot say what the conditions
were for the restoration of sight· (See Luke 4. 13· for the only other o<rcur-
ence of t h i s phrase*) Note that there are indications that.Paul never had his
sight fully restored to him· The fact that he never wrote his own epist les,
but signed thems seems to indicate inferior sight· Also the statement of
Gal· 4. 15» may contain a reference to the desire of others to help him with
his pooi* sight· The phrase being used in Luke 4.13· in connection with the
temptation of Jesus, shows that possibly, the loss of sight would remain for .
as long as i t pleased God to afflict him· In the same way, the Temptation of
Jesus lasted"as long as God would allotf i t · ·

"immediately there fe l l on him·»" - indicates the suddenness with
which he was struck with blindness. It also shows that the affliction "fell"
which i s to say i t came from above·

"mist · ·" - Gk· a mist which shrouds objects, from view.

"darkness.." - coming after the word "mist" shows.the gradual, although
rapid, change from blindness to complete darkness. Luke's description of the
onset of the affliction is very vivid.

"went about seeking··" - l i t · "going.about sought·. ·"

"some to lead him by the hand·" These seven words come from one Greek
word meaning "hand-guides."
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Verse 12

"Then the deputy, when he saw what was done* believed, being astonished act
the doctrine of the Lord." '. • .;.

• "Then»··." - : After a l l th i s had happened. :·:··• '·.

"when he saw what was done· , ·" - l i t · "seeing the proconsul that
having been done,*··" This has reference to the sudden onset of blindness·

^'believed" - he must have believed in what he had heard from the
teaching of Paul· Although Elymas t r ied to prevent Sergius Paulus ffom .
learning of the Truth, he would not interrupt Paul while he was speaking but
would await his opportunity to state what he maintained was the Truth· Thus*
Sergius Paulus would have heard both PaoxL'and the sorceror· Now he believed
what Paul had taught him·

"being astonished at the teaching of the Lord·" Literally th i s i s
exactly as in the Greek original· The "teaching" at which he was astonished
vould not necessarily mean the doctrine of the Lord· His astonishment arose
as a result of the Lordfs method of teaching with such wonders as he had just
seen· The word "astonished" is found in Matt. 7. 28j 13· 54; 22· 35;
Kark 1· 22; 6. 2; 7· 57; 10· 26 j H* 18} Luke 4 / 5 2 ; and in the verse
before us. In a l l those verses, the astonishment does no t arise as a result
of the truth taught but because of the manner of i t s teaching· The same must
apply here and so connect the doctrin? he had been taught with the miracle he
had witnessed.

There has been much speculation as to whether either Sergius Paulus or
Elymas believed and were baptised. The fact that Sergius believed does, rot
mean that he accepted Christianity as th i s would require his resignation from
the position of proconsul· There i s no record of his having done t h i s · He
therefore remained as a ruler in a State which upheld the worship of idols·
Elymas disappears from the Acts and from history· Luke i s not concerned with
What happened to them· He i s more concerned with the appearance of a. subtle
apostacy which sought to influence the State and he devotes space to' the record
of how i t was defeated in th is instance· The lesson for us i s to hold fast
to that which is good and turn away from everything that i s false *

Verse 13

"How when ftiuL a:nd his company loosed from Paphos, they "came to Perga in
Pamphyliaj and John departing from them returned to Jerusalem· "

Luke abruptly drops the story of the campaign in Cyprus and t e l l s of
their sudden departure for ths mainland· One big change we shorld note i s
that Luke no longer writes of Barnabas and Ikul but mentions Paul only.

"Raul and his company»*·" - l i t · Tfthose about the Pau l · . . " This
includes Paul as well as his companions· Barnabas is s t i l l with them and i t
would appear that he was. regarded as the leader of the party by being nentioned
f i r s t , because the campaign was being held in his home country· Now that they
were about to leave, th is importance fe l l away and Paul is mentioned and
Barnabas i s not mentioned at a l l · That Barnabas would s t i l l contintB with the
preaching campaign in other lands* says much fdr his humility and character·

"loosed·.." - This word is translated as "loosed" In Acts 16· 11; and
27. 21; and i t is a naxttical term· It i s also used in Acts 21· 1; and 27· 2
and 4; where it i s translated as "launched"· In Luke 8· 22· i t appears as
"launched forth" and as "sailed" in Acts 20« 5 and 13; In Acts 21· 2· the
translators put "set forth"; and "departed" in Acts 27· 12· sand 28· lO/ l l ·
The Greek word "anago" means "to lead up, conduct or bring up" and i t i s used
in tk l s sense in Acts 9· 39 # and 12· 4* When used as a nautical term, the
meaning i s "to lead a ship out to sea, or to put to sea." The word is here
used as a passive participle with the meaning "having put to sea " or simply
"having sailed1*· ·
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"from Paphos they came to Perga···" - the journey from port to port

named here would be in a north westerly direction*

Perga was the ancient name foi? the modern city of Murtan^· With the
city of Side, they were the two greatest cities of ancient Painphy^iae It was
7 to 8 miles from the north of the river Cestrus· From the nature, of its
architecture which is Seieucid in style, it must have been "built during the
3rd· century B.C· The local goddess was the Greek Artemis, the short-clad
huntress but in some fihe figures of her, she is similar to the Ephesian
Diana* The city was served by the port of Attalia which we read of in Acts
14© 25· the modern name of the port being Adalia or Antalya·

"John departing from theme·." - John is, of course, John Hark as stated
in the notes to verse 5· The verb "departing" is stronger in meaning than is
indicated here· It means "desertion*1 and is used in Matt· 7* 23* where the
sense is "depart from me, ye that work iniquity"« In Luke % 39* the sense is
that of an undesirable spirit departing. The separation of Mark and faul is
referred to again in Acts 15· 39· where the word "departed" is used again* In
all these references, the sense is an unfavourable one·

Luke now hints at a quarrel within the party and whereas Barnabas, on a
later occasion was to side with Mark, (Acts 15· 39·) he does not appear to do so
on this occasion for there is no record of his leaving the team·: The quarrel
and separation came at the same time as Paul supersedes Barnabas as the leader
of the evangelical party· This suggests that Mark was hurt because Barnabas had
suddenly been replaced as leader by Paul who, when they left Antioch, was the
junior partner· Maybe it was because Mark could not stand the rigours of a
preaching campaign or maybe he found he was not suited to the worts There is a
suggestion that in this part of his career, Hark was not a devout worker and this
would certainly receive some form of censure from such a dedicated man as was
Paul· * Later in his life, Mark appeared to turn over a new leaf and become the
worker which Paul desired for we find Paul writing his very last epistle and
saying, "Take Maidc, and bring him vdth thee: for he is profitable to me for th§
ministry·" (2 Tim· 4· 11·) This verse and verse 1o give us an insight into the
character of three men, Luke, Demas and Mark for Demas had been with Paul ts a
willing worker· (Colo 4· 14· Phil· 24·) but later turned away (verse 10)· Mark
who had been unprofitable iri the beginning, improved later and became the
profitable servant which Paul desired to have* Luke the faithful friend, never
changed once he had put his hand to the plough for he earns this tribute grom
Paul at the end of his life, "Only Luke is with me" (2 Tim· 4· 11·) We come to
the conclusion that the cause of the quarrel was that Mark was unfitted at that
period of his life for the work of an evangelist and this brpught a censure from
Paul· This hurt him so he left and returned to Jerusalem· Paul continued as
"Paul" and Mark returned as "John"·

Verse 14

"But when they departed from Perga, they came to Antioeh in Pisidia, and went
into the synagogue on the sabbath day, and sat down·"

"They·.." - in an emphatic form of "These»·" thus drawing a distinction
between Mark who had returned to.Jerusalem and THESE (Paul and Barnabas) who
continued with tie work·

"departed···" - · G-k· "passed through··" showing that no preaching was
done and none wa,s'attempted at Perga· .No reason is given so we must assume that
their plans were changed by the sudden departure of Hark· Most commentators
suggest that Paul experienced a recurrence of his malady while at Perga and that
the work ceased for a while· It is hard to see how Paul could;have suffered an
attack of some infirmity while at Perga when we are told plainly that "th6y passed
through·" / ' •• . *·•-*•*.

Seme commentators put together the following bits of information:- >

Gal· 2· 1· states that 14 years later, Paul went to Jerusalem·
2 Cor· 12· 2· states.that 14 years previously, Paul met a man who showed him a
vision· It is thought that this man was Agabus, the prophet· Verse 7 of this
chapter tells of "the thorn in the flesh" which buffeted Paul· This is supposed
to time the first onset of this malady at the time of the visit of Paul to Perga·
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In writing to the Galatians, Paul said,. " · · . you know i t was because of
a bodily ailment that I preached the gospel to you at f irst j and though my
condition was a t r i a l to you/you did not scorn or despise me, but received me
as an angel of God, as Christ Jesus·fr (Gal* 4.13/L4· R.S.7.) This was written
because Paul and Barnabas did not stop at fferga but passed through to Galatia.
It i s thought that Paul may have suffered from Ophthalmia and that the Galatians
were sympathetic towards him* Thys he wrote, "For I bear you witness that, if
possible0 you would hare plucked ονΛ your eyes and given them to me*" (verse 15·)
Prof· tfcu M. Ramsay ("SEePAUL THE TRAVELLER AMD ROMAN CITIZEN") suggests that
Paul may have had a very bad attack of malaria. \fe can never be sure of what i t
was but there i s a very strong indication that the party did not stop but went
right through* There is also a strong indication that they changed their plans
in so doing because Luke says Kthey came to Bsrga in Pamphylia" (vs· 15) when
there was not another Iterga so i t would be quite unnecessary to say where i t was·
The fact that Pamphylia was mentioned in connection with Perga shows that "they
came to Perga of the Pamphylia which they intended to vis i t" and it was here that
John deserted the party. Thereafter they left Perga and went to Pisidian Antioch,
and Paul was very i l l at the time. ;

"went into the synagogue··." . — a synagogue, being a meeting place for
public worship, could we 11 have been a private house. See notes t o Acts 6# 9·

"on the sabbath day·*" - lit., "on the day of the sabbaths". This would
bs the best time to get the largest hearing because many Jews would go to the
synagogue at this time·

"sat down*11 Β y custom, they stood up to read and sat down t o teach·
See Luke 4· 16. "stood up for to read" and verse 20 where, having finished
reading, "he sat down"· Then in verse 21, i t i s recorded that he taught them·
On this occasion, however, the visitors did not appear to take up the most
important position, becausx i t is recorded that the rulers did the reading and
spake to them afterwards· When Paul got an opportunity to speak, "he stood up"
(see verse 16.) The wards "sat down" in this verse, simply means uhat they wenfc
in as worshippers and sat down to listen* They would sit down on the floor as
Paul had once sat at the feet of Gamaliel when he was taught* (Acts 22*3·)

"Antioch in Pisidia.*" - Gk, "Arrtio^h of the Ilsidia"· This was the first city
into which they came during their visit to Galatia· It lay in Hiiygia but was
on the border of Pisidia· Bamphylia was on the coast with Pisidia north of i t ·
Then to the north of Pisidia, was Phrygia being part of Galatia© Antioch was
another of the cities founded by Seleucus and named in hormsr of his father,
Antiochus the Great. It was 5,600 feet above sea level and was the civil and
military centre for that part of Galatia· The emperor Augustus gave it colony
status and called i t Colonia Caesarea· The city, 100 miles from the sea, wqs an
important one and had a mixed population which was latin in administration,
Greek in civilisation, Phrygian in. population and there were a large number of
Jews· F&ul and Barnabas passed through again on their way back· (Acts 14· 24·)

Verse 15

"And after the reading of the law and the prophets the rulersof the synagogue
sent unto them saying, Ye men and brethren, if ye have any vord of exhortation
for the people, say orw"

"reading of the law and the prophets..·" - obviously two readings were
taken, one from the Pentateuch and the other from the prophets, the lat ter would
include the historical books·

"the rulers of the synagogue»··" - The Romans permitted the Jews to
worship according to their custom and recognised them as a nation* This helped
the Jews to organise themselves according to their interpretation of the nLaw",
but making no distinction between the religious and secular. The men they
appointed as magistrates ware known as Rulersor Elders (Presiyters)» To these
men was added one individual who was known as the Ruler of the Synagogue* Ke
had to preside over public worship· (See Mark 5. 339 Luke 8# 49j 15· 14;
Acts 18. 8#) Any Israelite of good standing could be called upon to preach,
pray or read, the choice resting with the ruler of the synagogue·
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"sent unto them...n - the rulers would not go themselves but would said
messengers to speak to them ,a,nd invite them.; From this we gather that they were
not ,in the chief seats where one would expect to see the Pharisees. (Matt. 25. 6#)
They probably sat at the entrance. This, indicates a great deal of humility on
the part .of Paul χΛιο must have sat in the best seats before his conversion. The
man sent to them would probably be one of the servants of the synagogue ( the,
minister. See Luke 4. 20..)-

"Ye men and brethren..." - disregard the i ta l ics ard read; "Men,
brethren·· ." See notes to Acts 1· 16.

"if ye have any word..." Gk· "if is a word in you..." that i s , if
there is in your minds a word of exhortation which you can give us*.#"

"say on." Imperative "say. you" or simply "speak!"

Verse 16

"Then Paul stood up, and beckoning with his hand said. Men of Israel, and ye
that fear God, give audierce."

"Paul stood up. . , " f- He appears now *to" be the chief speaker· This is
recognised in Acts 14. 12.

"beckoning with his hand·.." ~ the same as Acts 12. 17. where Paul
beckoned with his hand to call for silence while he spoke, There must have been
talkinp· in the synagogue then as there is now. A modern Jewish service is ofteji
bedlam for noise. ,

EXHORTATION.

"Men of Israel . . " - See Peter's opening salutation in Acts 2. 22;
5. 12; and,the opening salutation of Gamaliel in Acts 5. 35. This limited the
address to the covenant people, the descendants of .Abraham, Isaac and Jacob.

"ye that fear God..·" - the proselytes who had been converted to the
Jewish faith.

"give audience." - Lit. "listen! "

Verse 17

"The God of this people of Israel chose our fathers, and exalted the people
when they dwelt as strangers in the land of Egypt, and with a high arm brought
he thorn out of i t . "

The speech is in three parts,, namely:-

1. Verses 17/25.

Short reviews of historical characters. What Gog did for His people.
Leading up to Jesusthrough John the Baptist.

2. Verses 26/57 •"• '

The things concerning Jesus .of Nazareth. How God raised him from the dead.

5. Verses 38/41 ' '

What Jesus means to a l l men. Forgiveness comes which the Law could not give.
This leads to justification by Faith· . •·

Stephen started with the cal l to come out of Chaldea· Paul starts with
the call to come out of Egypt·* " .. ' .

This speech and the speech of Stephen both deal with the history of Israel
but Stephen is concerned with the Ifessiah, Moses and the Tabernacle while Paul is
concerned with the major events which led up to the coming of the Messiah·
Stephen shows that Ibses isthe mediator whereas Paul emphasises the kingly descent
of Jesus·
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"this people of Israel*·." - &k#
 nthe people of Israel.#

M Spihe
commentators omit "of Israel" from the text·

"chose··" - middle voice, therefore "picked out for himself·11 Note
that God did the choosingo

"exalted the people*·*" - metaphorically the meaning is "exalted them
to a dignity above other nations because they were the people of God·" Note
that God did the exaltingo

"with an high arm·ov" - the "arm" is used metaphorically as a means
whereby God selects and protects His people*, See Deuto 4o 34# Isa· 53· 1· and
the quotation of this in John 12· 38O See Exodo 6* 6/80 for the sevenfold
promise contained therein, as under:-

Verse 6 I will bring you out·©·
I will rid you.out of their bondage·0·
I will redeem you· · ·

7 I will take you to me··.
I will be to you a &odo··

8 I will bring you in unto the land···
I will give it to you···

"brought he them out of it··" Note that God brought them out·

Varse 18

"And about the time of forty years suffered he their manners in the wilderness·'1

"forty years···" - some maintain it was 38 years· Paul is not emphatic·
He says "about the time of forty years" with obvious reference *o the duration of
the actual journeying· .

"suffered he their manners©" ~ This is the translation of the R.V. but
the R»S.V· gives "he bore with them**" This agrees with the Afrikaans "het hy
hulle (in die woestyn) verdra"· The change of a single letter in the verb givejs
the marginal rendering - "bore them or fed them as a nurse beareth or feedeth
her children"· The idea of a nursing father is taken from Deut· 1· 31* Paul
makes further reference to this idea of nursing in 1 Thess· 2· 7·

Verse 19

"And wher he had destroyed seVen nations in the land of Canaan, he divided their
land by lot·" ;

"He had destroyed··" - lit· "having destroyed···" Note that God did
the destroying· Deut· 31· 3·

"seven nations©··" - Hittitesj Girgashites; Amoritesj Canaanitesj
Perizzitesj Hivitesj Jelmsites· See Deut· 7· 1·

"in the land of Canaan··" - the seven nations were tribes in the land·

"he divided their land··" - Greek "to give by lot to each" that is to
say, God gave them their complete inheritance* Note that God did the "dividing!1

or the "giving by lot"·

Verse 20

"And after that he gave unto them judges about the space of four hundred and
fifty years, until Samuel the prophet,·"

The problem of the period of 450 years is explained by the spurious
insertion of a confusing clause» After "he divided their land by lot" of verse
19, omit the words of versa 20 from "ant after that - " to the word "judges"·
This makes verse 19 continue "he divided their land by lot about the space of
450 years, until Samuel the prophet©" That makes the period cover the years from
the division of the land xuider Joshua to the death of Samuel· For the division
of the land see Joshua chapter 12 et
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"until Samuel the prophet©" ~ Samuel was«a judge all his life* See

1 Sam* 7· 15ο The reference here is given to introduce this important figure in

history because ha spuuplied the link between the judges which Paul had just

mentioned, and the kings whom Paul is about to mention* Peter? also used Samuel

as a figure in point of time
#
 See Acts 3ο 24·

Verse 21 · ..

"And afterwards they desired a king: and God gave unto them Saul the son of Cis,
a man. of the tr ibe of Benjamin, by the space of. forty years*"

' ^afterwards.·*" - Gk. "And then·..·11 *

"they desired·· ·" - they asked for* In the. Middle Voice, showing that
they asked for their own benefit. See Acts 3· 1'4j 7· 46; and % 2.

"God gave unto thenuo<»" - Once again note that i t was God who gave. He
gave in displeasure but granted their request after warning them what would happen.

"Cis . . . w - Heb. "Kish". ^ ' ;

"tribe of Benjamin.*·" - See introductory notes to chapter 9 second page,

second last paragraph
e

"forty years". The duration of 'Saul's reign is not mentioned in Scripture

but Josephus states that he reigned 18 years up to the death of Samuel and 22

years after his death.

Verse 22

"And when he had removed him
y
 he raised up unto them David to be their king;

to whom also he gave testimony, and said, I have found David the son of Jesse,

a man after my own heart, which shall fulfil my will."

"He had removed him..·" ~ God did the removing* The record states that
Saul died and this is true but it was God who took away his life

o

"he raised up.··" - once again God acts by raising up David. He was

raised from a lowly position to a high one
0

"a man after my own heart.*" - see 1 Sam© 13· 14· Although Paul stated

that God said this, there is no record in Scripture that God did say the words

Paul now ascribes to him© Adding to 1 Saini 13· 14· the-words of Psa. 89· 2o·

("I have found Daibd my servant") we find a summary of God's words< Spoken on

different occasions. · .

"shall fulfil my will." - lit. "shall fulfil ALL my wills·" showing

that there is more than just one will. David would do all the things God wanted

him to do. . '

Verse 23

1!
0f this man

f
-s seed hath God according to his promise raised unto Israel a

Saviour^ Jesus:"

"This.." - the word is emphatic arid mskes Jesus: the "son of David".

Also important is the fact that Jesus was the Son of God through God saying to

David of the son He promised him, "I will be his father, and he shall be myison."

(2 Sam. 7· 14·)

"man
f
s seed..." - this is David's seed and must have reference to

2 Sam. 7· Ι3Λ6* and 1 Chron
o
 17· 11/14·

"according to his promise,,.·" - All pomme^tatcrs
:
 are, agreed that the

promise referred to here is that gives in 2 Sam. 7β Ι^/ΐδ* In spite of this

unanimity, we cannot disregard the fact, that the "promise" mentioned in this

verse, related to the SAVIOUR, Jesus© The promise of 2 Sam. 7· 12/16. however,

relates to the "son of God" and to a future king who would have his throne

established in David's presence, (vs i6©) It also referred to the building

of a "house". For a description of this house see -ucts 15* 14j 1 Pet. 2. 5·

and Ephes. 2. 19/22.
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This is a spiritual "household of faith" comprising the saints in Christ Jesus·
This "house" wuld grow as a result of the "son of God" and the "son of God"
would have to be brought under the power of death. This last provision i s shown
by 2 Sam. 7. 14. the la t ter half of which could be translated in th i s way -
" . . · in his suffering for iniquity, I shall chasten him with the rod due to men
(the children of Adam)"» This future King was symbQlised in the type established
by Solomon who is the subject of verse 159 but the substance of the promise i s
CHRIST, the KING who, before ascending hid throne, would be brought under the
power of death.

This now brings us to a consideration of Gen. 5. 15· which reads, "And I
will put enmity between thee ( the serpent) and the woman, and between thy seed
and her seed; i t shall bruise thy head (Jesus, the seed of the woman - Mary,
would have to die) and thou (sin and death) shalt bruise his heel". That i t was
to be a bruise which is temporary, shows that Jesus would not die for a l l time
but would be raised· Returning to the promise to David, we find David a lot
overwhelmed by the promise but showing a wonderful understanding of the Scriptures.
HB said, " . . · i s this the manner of man, 0 Lord GOD·1' ( verse 19). The LXX
translation has "is this the law of man"· The word for "law" i s "nomos" which
was the established name for law as decreed by a lawgiving authority, law in t h i s
sense being that which has to be obeyed. The law f irst given t o Adam was
addressed to the serpent - "thou shalt bruise his heel". A consideration of these
passages suggests that David suddenly became aware that in t h i s promise of the
"son of God" who is yet to establish David !s throne in a "great while to come"
(vs 19) was the Saviour who would gain a victory over death when "he shall bruise
thy head". There were three promises given by God and they are

Gen· 5· 15. "the seed of the woman" (Jesus) the Saviour who would die but
be raised again (when the bruise is healed^*

Gen0 22. 17# a Messiah, a future King and Saviour in xjhom a l l families
would be blessed.

2 Sam. 7· 16/22. a future Kirg who wouli be called the Son of God.

From the foregoing, we can now imderiband the suggestion that the Saviour
which God promised and mentioned by Ifeil in his speech which we are now studying,
comes from Gen. 5· 15.and not from 2 Saau V"· 16/22· as the commentators agree·

"raised u n t o · · · " - if Jesus was "raised" he could not have "come down"
from a heavenly pra-existence· This has reference t o the promise of Deut. 18· 18·
Gk. "egeiro" meaning t o raise up (fron* the dead) (see Acts 5. 15.) T&us Paul t i e s
up the promise of Gen. 5. 15. with the raising after the bruising of "his heel".

"unto I s r a e l · . · " - the promise was to David as King of Israel · Jesus
came to Israel and not to the other nations. This agrees with the statement by
Jesus in John 4. 22. "..•salvation i s of the Jews·" ftiul i s speaking t o those
whom he addressed as "Men of I s r a e l · . . " for he had not yet turned to the Gentiles
- see verse 46· See also Rom. 1. 16.

"a Saviour Jesus"· Matt. 1. 2.1. Luke 1· 51· The name JESUS i s the Greek
equivalent of the Hebrew JOSHUA meanirg "ϊ^/wsh. Saves"· The connection of the
name with the promise made unto David joins the prophetic Name of God, (stating
that Yahweh will save through Jesus,) with the "Son of God" promised to David.

Verse 24

"When John had f i rs t preached before his coming the baptism of repentance to
a l l the people of Israsl#"

"John had f i r s t preached..." - John the Baptist was the fore-runner of
Jesus· John was the greatest of the prophets (Luke 7. 28.) and came to prepare
the way for a greater prophet. Bb was also the last of the prophets of the
Mosaic era (Luke 16. 16·) John gave a l l acknowledgement to the seniority of
Jesus. (Luke 5. 16·) (lohn 1. 26/27* John 5. 50#)

"his coming·.·" - Gk· "eisodus" means "entrance" as opposed to "exodus".
See 1 Thess. 1. 9} 2. l j Heb. 10# 19j 2 Ftet. 1. 11.
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"baptism of repentance*.." - Baptism had been practised in Mosaic times
but it- had become a r i tual and had lost aiy sigriifance i t should have had. Now
John prepared the way by making the entry into the Household of Faith a serious
undertaking and an awareness of the forsaking of former sinful ways.

: "all the people of Israel*" - I? ALL the people of Israel were preached
to by John, then a l l the t r ibes must have been there. So a l l Israel was given
a chance for repentance.

Verse 25

"And as -John fulfilled his course, he said, Whom think ye that I am? I am not
he# Bu t , behold, there cometh one after ine, whose shoes of his feet I am not
worthy to loose*"

"r* John fulfilled his course. . ." ~ l i t* "John was fulfilling his race . ."
i . e . during the time he was running his race. Paul uses th is analogy of the
Olympic Games to i l lus t ra te his point. (Acts 20. 24; 2 Tim. 4.7.) Both Paul
and John were "runners" in such an analogy* John was the forerunner atd Paul
was the swift messenger to the Gentiles.

"Whom think ye that I am?" - Whom do ye suspect or suppose me to be?"
A further question seems to be inferred here - "The Messiah?" with the obvious
answ3r "WoJ" aid then follows "I am not he."

"there cometh one after me.##" - See Matt* 5. 11; Mark 1# 7;. Luke 5·16#

"shoes of his f e e t . . . " - This seems to be a tautology because where
would one expect to find shoes but on the feet? The Greek however, i s
"underbinding" which could be in several places. Here i t is accurately defined
as being the underbinding on the feet.

"to unloose." - the most menial task. Thus John shows the enormous
disparity between Jesus and himself.

Verse 26

"Men and brethren, children of the stock of Abraham, and whosoever among you
feareth God, to you is the word of this salvation sent." "

"M3*u.«brethren.. *" - Pfecul shows his close connection with his l i s teners .

"children of the stock of Abraham*·." - l i t · "sons of the race of
'Abraham·" This expression stdms from verse 17 wher'e Paul t e l l s how God called
his "sons" out of Egypt as He was many years l a te r , to c$ll His Son Jesus out of
Eg7P"t· Hs passes over the giving of the Law which was so important to them, and
shows how God destroyed the seven nations who opposed Him· Then he t e l l s how
God raised up a King and removed him to ir>stal David as king. Paul makes much of
the fact that David was a man who pleased God as opposed to Saul - and Israel-
who did not· To David, the Promise was macfe" and God did eventually raise up
David's "seed" Jesus· Paul underlines the promise and does not mention the Law.
When writing to the Galations, Paul was to dvaw the same careful distinction.
See Gal. 4. 2l/SL# One of the Promisees had hoen made to Abraham and his
multitudinous seed so Paul now reminds hia l isteners that the promises were made
for them as well* This meant that Jesus was raised up for their salvation.

"and whosoever among you feareth God»." «- the proselytes from the Gentiles.
See verse 16.

"to you isthe word..." - to you igthis LOGOS (sent). All th is is in
the Plan and Purpose of God and is sent to you a l l .

"of this salvation.**· — as explained above, the history of Israel i s
one of tHe bringing up of a "son" by ecmaabivig and· admonishing him· The birth
was in Egypt j the youthful errors appeared in the wilderness j the entrance
into the inheritance came vhen the Jordan was crossed;* and, a l l throughout the
course they were guided fcy theLaw· AH th is happened to the "sons of God"· But
Jesus also was a "Son of God" *who came out of Egypt; his, youth was. .spent - as
far as ye know - in giving attention "to my Father's business"; his. baptian
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followed bub.all through his l i f e he was guided by His Father· The msans of
education was that God provided His Law; lfe gave Judges; He sent prophets?
he set up Saul and also David; finally Ife raised up the prophet like unto Moses.
It was in Jesus that a l l th i s history was to be summarised· His would be the
kingdom; he would ascend the throne of his father D&vid; he would be the great
judge; he would be the divine prophet; he would be the anointed one· Thus the
stages were:- Abraham the progenitor to whom the Promises were made; Moses was
the law-giver; Samuel was the prophet; David was the king; John was the fore-
runner and Jesus was the Saviour· It a l l has i t s end in Jesus·

Verse 27

"For they that dwell at Jerusalem, and the i r rulers , because they knew him not,
nor yet the voices of the prophets which are read every sabbath day, they have
fulfilled them in condemning him·" . .

" . . t>»ey that dwell at Jerusalem.··" - the inhabitants of Jerusalem were
more actively engaged in condemning Jesus than those who lived in other areas·

"and the i r r u l e r s . · · " ~ the high priest and the Sanhedrin.

"because they knew him not . . . " - because they did not recognise him for
the person he was. See Peter!s words in Acts 5· 17.

"nor yet the voices of the prophets· . ." -- th i s is a clumsy sentence and
makes l i t t l e sense as i t stands. Alternative renderings are : -

R.V· " · . . because they knew him not, nor the voices of the prophets which
are read every sabbath, fulfilled them by condemning him"·

R.S.V. " · · . because they did not recognise him nor understand the utterances
of the prophets which are read every sabbath, fulfilled these by con-
demning him".

The sense is that they condemned him because they did not recognise him
for the person he was and by condemning him in this way, they fulfilled the voices
of the prophets who had prophesied of his death and these prophets uere read every
sabbath. The fact that the. prophets were read every sabbath does not excuse the
condemnation of Jesus. On the contrary* i t deplores i t because having read the
prophets every sabbath, they should have recognised the Messiah when he cane.

Verse 28

"And though they found no cause of death in him, yet desired they Pilate that
he should be slain."

".•though they found no cause of death . · . " - Such was their blind
determination to destroy^ him that they had no regard for just ice. They condemned
an innocent man in th i s way.

"yet desired.*." — i t w&s their desire that he should be kil led. All
the arguments of law yeve set aside because there was nothing ty which the Law
could operate to have him killed. Therefore, the law had to be set aside and
the i r desire had to be answered.

"Pi la te . . . " - the t r i a l was before the high priest and the Sanhedrin. .
Yet they turned to a Gentile Governor for the final permission to destroy him·
In the f i r s t place they turned to a ruler of the hated Romans. In the second
place, they asked permission of a Gentile unbeliever.

This was the substance of Ifeter^ arguments against the Jews. (Acts 5. 13
et seq.)

The crushing accusations now being made ty Paul were softened by his
admission in verse 27 that they "knew him not" which is to say they did i t a l l
in ignorance. Paul acknowledged this ignorance again in 1 Cor. 2. 8.
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"that he should be slain·" - This appeared to be the only effective way
of eliminating Jesus' who had become an embarrassment to theSanhedrin. They could
have asked for banishment or imprisonment bat neither of these punishments would
have ensured that he would not.be back in Jerusalem again after a time had elapsed·
He had to be destrqjfed to be effectively eliminated from the scene of his acti-
vit ies· .

Verse 29 · · · . . · · .

"And when they had fulfilled a l l that was written of him, they took him down
from the tree, and laid him in a sepulchre·"

"fulfilled all that was written of him,·*" - All that happened to Jesus
on. the day of his death, had been foretold by the prophets.

"they took him down··." - "they" refers to the high priest ard
Sanhedrin. Actually i t was Joseph of Arimathea and Nicodemus who attended to
the removal from tho·tree-and the burial··. It i s thought that inasmuch a£ both
men were members of the Safihedrin (Luke 25· 50*. and John 5· 1*) the liiole bocjy of
rulers is responsible for both acts, the crucifixion and the burial· In other
words, when the garihedrin members had crucified him, the Sanhedrin members took
him down and buried him· See Deut. 20· 23.

Verse 50 .

"But God raised him from the dead·"

This contrast between the acts of men and the act of God is similar to
the contrast made by Beter and recorded in Acts 5· 15. See also Baterfs words
in Acts 10· 59/40· · \ -

Verse 51

"And he was seen many days of them which came up with him from Galilee to
Jerusalem, who are his witnesses unto the people."

Stating that Jesus, had been raised from the dead is one thing, proving i t
is another· Both Efeter and PauL, having reached this stage in their speeches,
realised the need for proof· Peter had been an eye-witness and the Jews to whom
he spoke.had been the executioners· In Paul!s case,, i t was different· Efe had not
been an eye-witness, of the risen Lord before his ascension and he did not want to
make the case more difficult by describing his experience when Jeous appeared
unto him. Therefore, he had to refer to the many witnesses who had seen the risen
Lord.

rfthem which came up with him from Galilee to Jerusalem,,·." These would
not only be the twelve but the other disciples who were not counted amongst that
special group of men··

"who are fcis witnesses.··" - the tense is important here· They ARE his
witnesses. Kot they WERE his witnesses· The point is that some of his disciple^
were s t i l l alive and bore testimony to his resurrection·

"unto the people·" - The chosen race, the Jews· Not to the Gentiles
as yet. That was something yet to come· . ... ·

V e r s e 5 2 ' : : - . • • · • · . '

"And we declare unto you glad tidings, • how that the promise which was made unto
the fathers,"

This sentence i s incomplete and is finished in verse 53.

"glad t i l ings · · · " - the gospel.

"the promise···". - this was the promise of a resurrection· This had
been promised to Abraham wĥ n he shox^d that he was prepared to sacrifice his
only son, Isaac· Luke 20. 36/57·
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Verse 55

"God hath fulfilled the same unto us the i r children, in that he hath raised
up Jesus again; as i t i s also written in the second Psalm, Thou art my Son,
th i s day have I begotten thee·"

"fulfilled the same unto us their chi ldren· · ·" - the fulfilment of the
prophecy was doznein our day, says Paul. Therefore i t was fulfilled unfco us·
\fa are the children of the fathers, either by de see rib from Abraham or by our
belief in such things and our signification of the belief by our baptism»
See Gal· 5. 27/29·

"he hath raised up Jesus · · · " ~ the resurrection of Jesus relates to
the "promise" mentioned in the previous verse·

"again}.·" - There were two raisings· The f i r s t was the actual birth
of Jesus who then became the Son of God· The second raising was when he was
resurrected to an exalted position of Sonship· Many years la ter , Paul wrote,

Rom· 1· 4. "Aid declared to be the Son of God with power, according to
the sp i r i t of holiness, by the resurrection from the dead."

In th i s statement, Paul recognises three declarations of the Son of God,
one being with power, the second being according to the spi r i t of holiness and
the third, by resurrection from the dead· The f i r s t of these was a witness to
the fact that Jesus was the Son of God because of the works which he did· He
claimed that these were his Father's works* The second was that spi r i t of
holiness which distinguished Jesus above his fellows· His defence in John 8
draws a clear distinction between Jesus and his fellowmen· "Which of you
convinceth me of sin?" (John 8· 46#) The third takes us back to the day when
Jesus cleansed the temple and he was accused of saying that he would destroy
this temple and raise i t iri three days· He spake of the temple of his body.
(John 2· 19·) When he was raised from the dead, he established his authority
to cleanse his Father !s house· At other times in Bible histoiy, people had been
raised from the dead· See Elijah's raising of the dead and Jesus raising Lazarus.
When Jesus was raised, there was no one standing by operating through the power
of God. "Him hath God raised up, having loosed the pains of death, for i t was
not possible that he should be holden of i t · " (Acts 2. 24O)

The resurrection of Jesus was proof that he was the Son of God and that
is what Paul i s now trying to prove * Peter had the task of th i s proof on the
day of Pentecost and used the same argument that Paul now uses.

"the second psalm..." - the opening verses of t h i s Psalm are quoted
by the apostles in Acts 4. 25. They show that i t applies to the time of the
death and resurrection of Jesus when the heathen (the Romans) raged against God
and His Anointed. God would "laugh" at the i r efforts when Ife would raise His
Son from the d&ad. Here would be a manifestation of God and Ms Plan and
Purpose as i t centres in Jesus· Verse 7 of th i s Psalm is quoted in Ebb. 1» 5·
where i t i s shown that because of the wonderful things that happened to him,
Jesus is undoubtedly the Son of God. Again i t would appear that i t was on the
day of his resurrection that Jesus became the "begotten Son of God" but th is is
not what Paul is trying to prove. I t i s the Sonship of Jesus which matters. In
a long speech he has shown how Israel was the "son" of God· Now he shows that
Jesus is the Son of God by the more wonderful things that happened to him. Ife
quotes the Hebrew Scriptures to prove his point.

VeSse 54

"And as concerning that he raised him up from the dead,now no more to return to
corruption, he said on this wise, I will give you the sure mercies of David."

"And concerning.·." ..·*- Now because God has raised Jesus from the dead.· .

"now no more to return to corruption.. ." - . and because he has been raised
from the dead and given immortality, he will no more return to the state of the
dead where there is corruption..."
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"he said on this wise.*»" - "he spoke in th i s way···"

" I will give you the -sure mercies of David." - This is a cpi citation
from Isaiah 55. 3. -The meaning i s " I will fulfi l for you the sacred promises
made to David." The Diaglott gives, " I will give to. you.the holy things of
David the faithful". The Afrikaans i s "Ek sal aan julle gee die heilige
weldade van Dawid wat betroubaaT i s" · ( I shall give to you the l}oly blessings
of David who i s faithful". ) This refers to the p r a i s e of 2 Sam. 7· 12A6.
and 1 Chron· 17. /

The Hews connectedthis Promise with their Messiah so in using i t at
th i s time, Paul showed that the resurrection of Jesus was in part fulfilment
of that Promise· Hs was DavidTs greater Son who i s to s i t upon the throne of
his father David. This was promised to Mary> by Gabriel. Luke 1. 30/33. .

Paul has now shown that Jesus i s ' the Son of God; he has been raised
from the dead; his resurrection is the vgreatest proof that he i s the Son of .
Godj he has been given immortality so that he will never return to the grave
which i s a state of corruption; because of these things, the promise of God
to David concerning his- greater son must apply to Jesus and th i s being the case,
Jesus* is the long looked for Messiah. "

Paul now turns t o a proof that Jesus is immortal·

Verse 35 .. • * . . .

"Wherefore he' saith also in another psalm, Thou shalt not suffer thine Holy-
One to see corruption." : .

The promise unto David was an eternal one so.if Jesus was the Messiah,
he would have to live eternally to receive the kiiigdom which had been promised
unto him. This requires a proof that he, was now alive and had immortality.

The Psalm quoted is Pssu 16· 10. Bster had quoted the same Psalm at
greater length, as is recorded in Acts 2· 25/28. .

The use of the t i t l e !!Holy One" i s important to PaulTs argument because
he has just made reference to the "Holy things" of David. These "Holy things
or Β lessings" promised the coming of the Messiah and having shown that th i s
pointed to-the "Son of God", Paul adds to the identification, by referring to the
"Holy One" who did not see corruption. - ·

"Thou shalt not suffer . . · " - lrThou" meaning God, would not permit His
Holy One to reach a stage of corruption. The init iat ive of raising His Holy
One rested with God, therefore God must have raised him* This connects with the
previous argument that Jesus was the Son of God because God raised him from the
dead·

Verse 36

"For David, after he had served his own generation by the will of God, fe l l on
sleep, and was laid unto his fathers, and saw corruptίς>η;"

Paul now shows that the verse from Psalm 16 cpuld not apply to David
therefore i t must apply to Jesus. <* ·

"For David, after he had served his own generation·. ·" — Baul is
speaking at Antioch· Peter spoke at Jerusalem· The local conditions were so
different that even although both men used the same argument, they had to take
a different l ine at t h i s point. Peter could well have had the sepulchre of
David in view as he spoke and made the best dramatic "use of i t · Pointing to
the sepulchre, he could have stated that David was dead and buried and that his
sepulchre is with us to this day> as his hearers eauld see for themselves. Paul
however, did not have the advantage of a nearby sepulchre so had to make
reference'to the great service that David· rendered to his people, arid -to God.
He served his own generation and, at that time, obeyed the Will of God.·
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"fell on sleep,·»" - he died, with a suggestion that he died peacefully
as the record in 1 Kings 2. 1/Ϊ0* indicates.

"he was laid unto his fathers*··" - he was buried with his ancestors·

"and saw corruption." Some commentators suggest that this refers to his
body* It does, but in no way indicates that he had a soul which went to heaven·
His body was laid in the grave and, being corruptible in nature, decayed and
turned back to dust·

Thus Peter and David both dery that Psa· 16. 10. refers to David. Both
use i t as a proof that Jesus was raised from the dead.

Verse 37

"Bub he, whom God raised again, saw no corruption."

"But h e · · . . " - with obvious reference to Jesus. See verse 30# and vs. 33.

"whom God raised again·.·" - contrast David being "laid unto his
fathers. · ·" with Jesus being raised· The verb is "raised up" and appears in
Acts 3. 15; 4· 10; 5. SO; 10 # 40; and again in Acts 15. 30,

"saw no corruption." - did not experience corrtqption.

This being the case, Psa. 16# 10. can in no wgy apply to David.

Verse 38

"Re i t known unto you therefore, men. and brethren, that through this man
is preached unto you the forgiveness of sins:"

Paul now makes his proclamation. He has completed his proof that Jesus
was raised from the dead and he is now the mediator sitting at the right hand
of God.

"Be it known unto you therefore··" - because Jesus i s alive, there is
no other Saviour·

"That through this man.··" — he alone is the mediator and the Saviour·
It is important to note at this stage, when Jesus is IN HEAVEN, Paul refers to
him as a MAN· He is an immortal man ard not a God. Compare 1 Tim· 2. 5. The
use of the word "through" indicates the mediatorship.

"is preached unto you the forgiveness of sins." Having regard to the
full statement of "through this man... forgiveness of sins*" there is a pro-
clamation (l) through Jesus - (s) forgiveness of sins - (3) is preached»

If the threefold statement is regarded as a proclamation, then there is
an invitation to come to Jesus to receive what is proclaimed.

Verse 39

"And by hjjn al l that believe are justified from all things, from which ye could
not be justified by the law of Moses. "

"ty him" - means "in him.." Being "in Christ" is essential to
salvation*

"all that believe.." - "belief" is merely a mental approach· Something
is taugixt and one believes that i t is the truth. This is insufficient to justify
the believer because belief must precipitate further action. The required action
is a signification of one rs belief by being baptised INTO Christ.

"are justified from al l things, · ·" -\ the word "justify" means to
"present righteous"· I t does not relate to one !s sins which can be forgiven but
relates to oners sinful flesh which makes a person unacceptable in the sight of God«
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With the righteousness of Jesus, upon the believer, the unacceptable
condition is changed to one where the believer i s accept able* All these
attributes are inseparable and must go together - (l) belief, (2) baptism
arising out of that belief, (3) putting on Christ, (4) being acceptable»

"ye could not be justified by the law of Moses·" The Law could and did
forgive sins because the element of sacrifice provided a covering for sins in
the same way that the coat of skin in the Garden of Eden provided a covering
for nakedness which was the symbol of sin· (For only one of many examples of
forgiveness under the Law see Lev· 5* 10·)

Nevertheless, as i t was in the άεζ/3 of Adam, so i t must be now· Adam's
coat of skin covered his nafeacln ŝs but did not take away his sinful flesh· This
being the case, "as in Adam a l l die"· When one is baptised into Christ, one
puts on Christ and, although sinful flesh is s t i l l retained^ one is justified
— made righteous «- and i s therefore acceptable before God and may be given
immortality at the Judgment Seat· The Law of Moses could bring temporary
forgiveness but could never provide that covering for sins which presented the
sacrificer in an acceptable manner· That is to say* the sacrificer could never
be "justified".

Verse 40

"Beware therefore, lest that come upon you, which i s spoken of in the prophets;"

This is an uncompleted sentence which comes to completion in the next
verse· A warning is given here and coming at this stage, is in harmony with
Scriptural method of making a promise or proclamation first and then following
i t with a warning· See Deut· 28 where a proclamation of plenty is made as a
reward of obedience and. this isfollowed by dire warnings for disobedience· See
also the proclamation of Gen· 3. 16 followed by the warning of verse '17·

"beware···" - "Take heed·.." I t carries a sense of "look" or "give
careful thought to"· This is a favourite expression of Paul who used the same
in 1 Cor· 5· 10; 8· 9j 10· 12; Gal· 5· lo ; Ephes. 5. 15} Phil· 3. 2.
Col· 2· 8; 4· 17; Efeb· 3# 12; 12· 25. The translations are "beware", "take
heed" and "see·"

"Therefore···" - because of what has happened to Jesus, lest ye be
taken to task for i t · · · "

"come upon you·.." - fal l upon you suddenly from above·

"spoken of in the prophets;" - referred to and quoted in the next verse·

Verse, 41

w Behold, ye despisers, and wnder, and perish: for I work a work in your days,
a work which ye shall in. no wise believe, though a man declare i t unto you· "

The quotation is from Hab· 1· 5« This passage from Eabakkuk was given
directly as a warning of the Babylonian invasion which came to pass long before
Paul !s day, yet he quotes i t as something to happen again if the Jews do not
repent.

The effect of the quotation by Paul'is to warn the Jews that if they did
not repent, God would bring a punishment upon them similar to that brought upon
the fathers by the Babylonians because they turned away from God· This invasion
would be such that if i t had happened in the past, they would hardly have believed
i t · Yet, i t would be accomplished in their day· The prophecy came true in the
destruction of A.D# 70#

Verse 42

"And when the Jews were gone out of the.synagogue, the Gentiles besought that
these words might be preached to them the next sabbath·"

In the R.V# and R.S.V. the w>rds "Jews", "synagogue" and "Gentiles" are
omitted· Most of the translations consulted omit them.
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"##when the Jews were gope o u t · · · " •- should be "when Paul and Barnabas
had gone o u t · · · " :

"the Gentiles besought.,." - should be "the people besought·."

"these words..." - from Gk. "rbema", the "word of instruction",

"might be preached·.." r l i t · "to be spoken..."

"the next sabbath." - l i t . "the sabbath between·" The speech was made
on a sabbath (see verse 14) so there was/no sabbath falling betx^een t h i s occasion
and the next sabbath· Two points in time cannot be ascertained from t h i s passage
so i t is convenient to translate "nesrt sabbath"· Rackham suggests i t means
"during the following week." (footnote page 218)

Verse 43

"Wow when the congregation was broken up, many' of the Jews and religious
proselytes followed Paul and Barnabas ι who, speaking to them, persuaded them
to continue in the grace of God·"

"the congregation was broken u p · . . " - the word for "congregation" in
Greek is exactly that translated elsewhere as "synagogue" and refers to the
gathering of people and not to the building we now know as a synagogue» It was
th i s gathering of worshippers which was broken up and not the synagogue which
was broken up.

"broken u p . · . " - "dismissed·.." Verse 42 states that Paul and Barnabas
had gone out (see notes) so they must have * withdrawn from the assembly when they
had finished speaking.

"the Jew© and religious proselytes*.." - again both are referred t o #

This time the reference is different from those given in verses 16 and 26· See
notes to these verses.

"who, speaking to them,.. ." - i t is not certain what the subject of
th i s clause i s . Either i t i s "Paul and Birnabas" or i t is "the Jews and religious
proselytes#.#" Either the two evangelists urged the Jews and proselytes to
continue in their pleasing response to the favour that God had brought to them i n
the preaching of His word, or the people had been so taken with the preaching of
the two evangelists that they urged them to continue to preach sucli wonderful *
things. Most likely i t was the people who did the urging because they had asked
for the addresses to continue at a later date and now urged Paul and Barnabas to
continue preaching such wonderful things.

Verse 44

"And the next sabbath day· . . " - l i t · "the coming, (ensuing or following)
sabbath.·." without the word "day".

"almost the whole c i t y · . . " - hyperbole. Means a great multitude,

"came../together..." - assembled. Same Greek word as in .Acts 4. 26·

"word of God·" - Greek "LOGOS of the Theos" i»e. the gospel or Divine
Plan and Ptirpose·

Verse 45

"But when the Jews saw the multitudes, they were fi l led with envy, and spake
against those things which were spoken by Paul, contradicting and blaspheming."

"••when the Jews saw the multitudes. · ." - there would be a large number
of Romans, Greeks and others there· The Jewish pride of race together with t h e i r
ingrained aloofness and imwillingness to share the Projiiises with the despised
Gentiles, would arouse strong resentment. -
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"they ware fi l led with envy*,*" - the Greek is "zelos" meaning zeal·
This is used in a good' sense meaning emulation of a superior, or zeal for the
cause of another* In a bad sense, which is used here, i t means jealousy and
indignation·

"spake against those t h i n g s · . " - the verb "spake against" is from
the same one word in Greek as that translated "contradicting" in th i s verse·

"#..blaspheming·" . - reviling* saying evil· things about God and His Wbrd·
It i s suggested by commentators that the Jews referred to the fact that Jesus,
having been crucified',..was cursed because he met his death by being hanged from
a tree β This is supposition. Whatever was. said was something embarrassing and
disappointing t o Paul and Barnabas* . ·

Verse 46

"Then Paul and Barnabas waxed bold, and said, I t was necessary that the word of
God should f i r s t have been spoken to you: but seeing you put i t from you, and
judge yourselves unworthy of everlasting l i fe, l o , we turn to the Gentiles."

bold· . · " - Gk· "speaking f r e e l y . . · " without any thought for the
feelings of their l isteners who, by this time, had shown that they were unworthy
of such consideration. - ' „..,

w I t was necessary···" - th i s has^ef ere nee to the Divine ELan and Purpose
of preaching such things f i rs t to the Jews and then to the Gentiles. See Rom·, 1*2β«

*the word of God···" - "the LOGOS of the Theos·· ·"

"spoken to you**·" /- from the history outlined by Paul, i t was obvious
that they had been the people of God«

"put i t from you· · · " *-· Gk# "thrust i t away from you· · · " indicating a
forceful rejection· The same verb appears in Acts 7· 27 and .59« relative to
Moses being thrust aside by his fellow countrymen·

"judge yourselves·.·" - They did not actually judge themselves in t h i s
way but by their conduct, they brought t h i s judgment upon themselves»

" l o , * · * " - like the word "behold", indicates something unusual to follow*

"m turn to the Gentiles·" - Lit· "we are turning*·" This does not
mean that BauIJ. and Barnabas would no longer preach to the Jews but that, in
turning to the Gentiles, they had in mind the people of Antioch. This "same
turning to the Gerrtiles would take place 'wherever i t should be thought necessary
to do so· The point to note i s that the door was not irrevocably shut to the
Jews by Paul# He preach to Jews many times after th i s incident. See Acts 18· 6·
where Paul t e l l s the Jews of Athensthat he is turning to the Gentiles, meaning
the Gentiles of Corinth» Again in Acts 19· 9Αθ» Paul preached to both Jew and
Gentile in Ephesus· Later on at Rome, Paul told the Jews there that the gospel
is now to be preached to the Gentiles· Acts 28* 28· Those commentators who see
in Paul's statement, a cr i t ica l point in Jewish history have erred· There was
no definite cutting away from Jews and going to Gentiles. The Gospel was to te
preached to a l l nations in a l l the world.

Verse 47 > r ...

"For so hath the Lord commanded us, saying, I have set thee to be a l ight df the
Gentiles, that thou shouldest be for salvation unto the ends of the ear th ·"

"•••*so hath the Lord commanded u s · · . " ~, an introduction to a q^iotation
from the word of God which-Ifeul is about to quote· This shows that the worcJ
translated here as "Lord" must have reference to God and not to Jesus who is the
subject of the prophecy* -•-" . .

" I have set t h e e · . . . " ~ a quotation from Isa« 49. 6· See also Isa·
42· 6# Simeon also quoted Isa. 49 # .6· in Luke 2. Sl/52. This psalm of praise
i s called "Mine Dimitis".
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Terse 48 . . · . . . · r:... . , .

"And when-the Gentiles heard th i s , they were .glad,' aid glorified the word of
the Lord: and as'many as were ordained to eternal l i fe believed·"

. ,:;• "when the Gentiles, heard.··". .-? the Gentiles nQw heard, as was prophesied
in* the prophecy just quoted· · / . ! i . . .\ ·

"they were glad,**" .?v. th is made the. preaching the GLAD TIDINGS because
what had previously been conf in3u to Jews and to nous other, was now preached unto
the world and .men could now come into the, covenants of promise·

"glorified··*" - gave praise and honour to««·

"the word of the Lord:. ·" - the LOGOS of the Lord. This was the Divine
Plan and Purpose as revealed by the prophet Isaiah· . ·

"as many as were ordained··*" ~ this raises the question as-to what pre-
destination was a l l aboub. God knows the end from the beginning and knew who
would come into His-Covenants of Promise but that did: not. eliminate others from
having the same chance· The predestination concerned the "bocfy of Christ" "which
would come into being .because i t was·God!s ELanthat i t would be so. The.coming
into being of a body of persons who, in the age to come, .will show forth the
praises of · him who hath- called, them out of, darkness into his marvellous l ight ,
\l Vet. 2· 9.) i s not ' to be left to chance· God calls and men answer· Either
they answer "Yes" or they answer "No.", in each case exercising their own free
«rill· Many are called but few are chosen. (Matt· 20· 16. and 22· .14·) The people
here exercised their own free will in making their choice and were "elected"

- (chosen) to hold the high calling in Christ.

"eternal l i f e . · · 1 1 - "aionian l i fe" · '

Verse 49

"And the word of the Lord waspublished throughout a l l the region·"

. "the word" of the Lord.··" - the LOGOS of 'God·'*

"was published· · ·" - in the active mood i t means' to carry through' a ;
place or country· In the passive it means to be circulated·

f^.hroug}iout.·." .. - ; l i t · "through" meaning from one end to the other·

"the region·" ~ the country, without regard to pol i t ical boundaries·
I t was the country.of the Galatians.

V e r e e 50^:: '[' \ . , . . . ' ' ..

"But the iew^ - stirred up the devout and honourable women, and the chief men of
the ci ty , and raised persecution against Paul and Rarnabas, and expelled them
out of thei r ooasts.". - . .. ....'".... . . ' . " • · .

"stirred up . . . " -"urged oh" or "incited". This i s the only'use of th i s
word in Scripture.

"devout..·" - a description usually applied to Genbile coiiverts who
worshipped the One God of Israel , having fc^en taiight by Jews· See vs 45·.

"honourable··." - ,Gk· "elegant iii figure or bearing? decent, becoming".
The word i s applied to those held in high esteem» See1 the word "comely" in
1 Cor· 1?. 24· See "honourable" in Mark 15. 45.

"women,··" — a large number of women turned from heathenism to the
worship of God as taught by the Jews· It appears to be characteristic of mankind
that women turn to religion more readily than men. As i t i s today, so i t was in
those days.
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"and the chief fcwm. of the c i t y · . . " - ·*>**<* +Ψ%ΧΆ<*ΙΧ\Χ>Γ8 ox* leading
citizens» Some oamxwxibatoi'e suggest t t o t such men were the husbands of the
women who had been siirred up/"buti& "the sense of the passage, i t is the Jews
who didthe inciting and not the wives·

I t i s important to note that i t was always the Jews who gave opposition
to the spreading of the Gospel· For the most part, the heathen authorities at
t h i s time did not oppose the evangelist s f I t was certain individuals who
opposed Paul but thoy vote fcot the rulers of the country nor the c i ty ·

"raided*· ·" - Gk· "epegeiro" meaning to rouse up or excite.

"persecution..·" - no details are given as to what form the persecution
took but in the meaning of the word - "pursuit" ~ i t i s certain that i t took a
violent form· In l ist ing his troubles which beset him during his preaching,
Paul included "forty stripes save one", "beaten with rods", "in per i l s W W
own countrymen", "in perils by the heathen", and " in perils in the c i ty" ·
See 2 Cor· 11· 24/25·

"expelled·· ·" - the context suggests a violent expulsion and th i s i s
probably what happened· It would be inconsistent to treat the appstles with
violence and then put them quietly out of the city. The same word i s used in
Acts 9. 40· where Peter "put out" certain people· He would not have been violent
on that occasion showing that in the use of th i s word, violence i s not always
indicated·

"their coasts." - borders, boundaries, frontiers· Can refer t o the
boundaries of a city· See Matt. 2. 16. "a l l the coasts of Bethlehem"; Matt. 8· 34.
for "coasts of the country of the Gerges&nesj" Matt. 15. 39» "coasts of Magdala"·
See also Matt. 13· 1} Iferk 5· 17 j 7* SLj (twice) ID. 1·

Verse 51

"But they shook off the dust of t h e i r feet against them, and came to Icor&um."

"shook the dust off . . · 1 1 - a symbolical act indicating a complete break
away* so complete that they would not take even a grain of dust with them· This
was commanded by Jesus. See Matt· 10. 14j Mark 6e 11 j Luke 9. 5; and in
particular note Luke 10· 11· .Shaking the raiment free of dugt i s a similar act ·
See Acts 18· 6·

I t is difficult to say how the habit arose apart from the commandment of
the Lord Jesus. Reference is sometimes made to Josh. 5. 15· where Joshua was
told by an angel to "Loose thy shoe from off thy foot; for the place where thou
standest is holy." The eastern habit was to wear shoes for going out, not for
protection so much as to prevent defilement from anything on the ground. Therefore
any defilement remaining on thu shoe could not ccme into the presence of God. A
similar instruction was given to Moses· See Exod. 3. 5· Perhaps the rejection
the apostles suffered which made the Jews unworthy of everlasting l i fe (vs«46) was
considered to be a spir i tual defilement as i t was if persisted in· Nevertheless,
in the absence of any passage connecting the taking off of shoes and the dusting
off of feet, no decision can be arrived at except t o say that th i s , act was com-
manded by the Lord·

"Iconitun·" •- This was an anciert city in Fhrygia mar the border of
I^caonia. Paul was yet to endureparsecutions here as woll. Ho wrote to Timothy
about th i s and his notes can be read in 2 Tim. 5. 11. The city is also mentioned
i $ Acts 14· 1; 14·. 19, 21} 16. 2. and i s always mentioned xdth Antioch where
Paul was in the previous verse, and Lystra, three c i t ie s which are quite close
together. .
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Verse 52

"And the disciples were f i l led with joy, and with tha Holy Sp i r i t · "

Being f i l led with (l) joy and (2) the Holy Spirit appears to be necessary
because the persecution which they had just suffered, was designed to f i l l them
with sorrow and make them lose enthusiasm for the work of God. The effect was
the opposite of that intended for the disciples were more enthusiastic than ever
the more they were persecuted* They wouldbe strengthetBd by t]he Holy Spiri t ·
Paul suggests th is in 1 Thess. 1# 6# where he says, "having received the word
in much affliction, with joy of the Holy Spir i t · "

The disciples must have received violent persecution as the apostles did·
Like the apostles, they were undaunted and i t would appear that they were f i l led
with a joy which was inspired by the Holy Spirit .
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CHAPTER 14

The missionary journey· of Paul and Barnabas now changes from Pisidian

Atttioch to IcoBiusn·

V e r s e 1 ' ' - · : / · • · · • · • • • ' * : · " - • • · . • · . ? , . .

•'"And it caiae to pass in Ieonium, that they went hoth together into the

synagogue of the Jews, and so spake, that a great multitude both of the

••'Jews and also of the Greeks believed·"

"they went both together·*·" - "they" means Paul and Barnabas/ They

went together means-that they went both at one and the same time·

"into the synagogue···" - this being the one place where Jew and

devout Gentile could meet together·

"so spake···" -- spoke in such a manner that their hearers were
profoundly impressed· Luke describes not that they spoke but the manner in
which they spoke· *'• • -- • .•-.·..

"the Greeks
1
·
1
··" -not Jewish Greeks or Grecian \J£ws but Grecian

G e n t i l e s ·
 ?

- " • ' • '" '
?
 • • " * ' · '

;

"believed·" Believed in the Word of the Lord· (Acts 13·49·)

Verse 2

"But the unbelieving Jews stirred up the Gentiles, and made thair minds evil

affected against the brethren·"

"unbelieving Jews···" - "unbelieving" in the sense that Paul used it

means disobedient and "disobedient" in Paul*s usage means those who will not

believe· The Gospel was not only God
!
s Word of Salvation, it was a commandment

from God to every man to repent. (Acts 17· 39·) Therefore if any did not

obey the gospel, they were unbelieving as well as disobedient· The tense here

is imperfect showing a continuing disobedience·

f
*stirred up.·*" — see Acts 13· 50· and notes thereon·

"evil affected··" τ This is the only placg where this translation

appears· See Acts 7· 6· for "entreat evil" and Acts 7· 19·. for "evil

entreated"· Acts 12· 1· gives "vex" and Acts 18· 10· gives "hurt"· the

meaning is to do spititual harm·

"against the brethren·" - this refers to the new converts and not to

the apostles. Here oiiee again, the Jews were in opposition to the new

converts through jealousy· See Acts 13. 45· which describes the Jews as

being "full of envy·" The jealousy was aroused by the new converts claiming

to be "the seed of Abraham" by their belief and baptism· (Gal· 3· 27/29·)

The Jews would not share the promises with the'Gentiles· This state of

affairs would not arise now because Christians and Jews do not believe in the

Abrahamic Promise.

Verse 3

"Long time therefore abode they speaking boldly in the Lord, which gave

testimony unto the word of his grace, and granted signs and wonders to be

done hy their hands·"

The late Wm· M· Ramsay (St. Paul the traveller and Roman Citizen",

page 107 et seq·,) draws attention to the apparent error in Luke's record by

an account of the great persecution whi<p|i arose as a result of that preaching.

Then in verse 3 the character of the story undergoes an astonishing change

where as a sequel of the Jewish action, the apostles-remain a. long, time -
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preaching boldly and with marked success» The critics also sieze upon this
apparent discrepancy to regard the ffActsff as a patchwork and not the inspired
Word of God.

We must realise however, that Luke is recording a history of a preaching
campaign which lasted some time and he condenses the story considerably· This
being the case, one must have regard to the time lag between verses 2 and 3·
The commentators point out that verses 1, 2, 4 and 5 are similar i.n' thema
whereas verse 3 seems to be the odd one out. Nevertheless, Luke ia 2:3 verding
the acts of Paul and Barnabas and is not particularly concerned with the
opposition their preaching received. Therefore we submit that all verses are
correct and that the history which Luke records here is reliable* Verse 3
is to be regarded as true in spite of the opposition mentioned in the other
verses.

"Long time···11 - lit· "sufficient time11· Being unconcerned with the
acts of the opposition, Luke does not give any hint as to the duration of the
happenings of this verse, except to say that sufficient time was given for
the work mentioned to be done·

"therefore···" — the participle here is connected with verse 1 and
indicates that because of the readiness to believe of the multitude, the
apostles spent sufficient time speaking boldly·

"abodel1·." — the Greek means to consume or wear away time· See Acts
16. 12. See also verse 28 of this chapter·

"boldly···" - Gk. "to speak with fearless candour"· They had no fear
in preaching in the sight and hearing of those who opposed theim·

"in the Lord···" - this expression is related to the speaking boldly,
which they did, trusting in the Lord to sustain them.

"the word. of. his grace··." - the LOGOS of his favour· It was in the
Plan and Purpose of God to bestow His favour upon certain people called to be
Eis servants· The following expressions appear in the Acts:—

The word of God Acts 4· 31; 8. 2; 8· 14; II· 1; 12· 24;
13· 5· 7. 44, 48; 17. 13; 18· 11; 19· 20;

The word of the Lord Acts 8· 25; 13. 49; 15· 35/36; 19. 10;
The word of the gospel Acts 15· 7.
The words of the Lord Jesus Acts 20· 35
The word of this salvation Acts 13· 2o.
The word of his grace Acts 14. 3; 20. 32.

"granted··." - gave without forcing the recipient to take. That is
"freely gave". ,· .

"signs and wonders." - see notes to Acts 2. 22; 2· 43; 4. 30; 5· 12;
6· 8; 7· 38; The phrase is to occur again in Acts 15· 12·

"to be done by their hands·" - God permitted Eis power to operate
through His servants to show the Divine approval of those things which were
being taught.

Verse 4

"But the multitude of the city was divided: and part held with the Jews, and
part with the apostles·"

Thai verse now continues the theme of verse 2 showing that Luke must
have added verse 3 as a parenthesis. The persecution which he records caused
the apostles to go eventually to Lystra and Derbe (verse 6) so Luke, in his
characteristic style, is preparing his readers for that stage in the preaching
journey·
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fIthe multitudet··" -, a great number, of people without reference to
its character. .

, t "Divided··*·" - The %e$tence in Gr§ek i$ "was 4ivi d e d W#, tke multitude
of the city and these indeed we re with the JQWS. .*".. The Greek is "schizo".
from which the English ^schizophrenic11 (split personality) is derived, also
"schism"·

"part held with the Jews···" - the unbelieying Jewa.

"part with the agostles·" - the apostles and the disciples who were
with them·

The division was between the unbelieving Jews on the one part,,
supported by unbelieving Jews and Gentiles, and the believing Jews on the
ooher, supposed by the believing. Jews and Gentiles·

This was the character of preaching the gospel and it continued as
such throughout ?aulfs preaching life. See Acts 28· 24·

Verse 5

"And when there was an assault made both of the Gentiles, and also of the
Jews with their rulers, to use them despitefully, and to stone theia,"

Th& verse is completed at the end of verse 7·

"assault···" — Gk· "a violent impulse"· In Jas· 3· 4. it appears as
"listeth" referring to an internal impulse. This appears to be the sense here
because in the verse we are studying, no actual assault was made· It was just
that the impulse to attack was known to the apostles and disciples.

"with their rulers·*·"·-' refers to the heads of families who would
become the heads of the Jewish community· This was the character of the
patriarchal system·

"usfe them despitefully·*·" - Gk· "to use wanton insult" "to act with
insult"·

1!to stone them·" — The Jews would act very correctly according to
their interpretation of the Law so that if they heard Jesug preached that he
was the Son of God, they may regard this as blasphemy and consider themselves
entitled to go to this brutal extreme·

Verse 6

"They were ware of it, and fled unto Lystra and Derbe, cities of Lycaonia,
and unto the region that lieth round about:11

"ware of it···" — Gk· "to know in conjunction with another or with
others·" The word is the same as used in Acts 5· 2· and translated as "privy"·
The meaning here is that all the apostles and disciples were aware of what was
in the mind of the people. They knew of the inward impulse to persecute them.
This suggests that the secret impulse was a secret plot to do away with the
preachers·

"fled···" — this was not headlong flight. There was no panic amongst
them as verse 3 shows» The flight was in obedience to the Lord1s commands
given in Matt· Lo· 23* which reads, "•·· when they persecute you in this city,
flee ye into another?··" Martyrdom is one thing but deliberate martyrdom is
just plain suicide and would render the martyr a "sounding brass or tinkling
cymbal·" 1 Cor· 13· l/3.
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"Lystra·.«" -> This was a city about 18 miles from Iconium and to the

3.3*W. of it· The city was founded in 3*C. 6 by the Eomans to control the

mountain tribes who, by their brigandage, disturbed the use of the road

through Galatia. The inhabitants of the city would be the Romans who would

represent the upper classes together'with the Greeks, and*the Lycaonians who

would be largely uneducated and who spoke the Lycaonian language which Paul

and Barnabas did not understand·

"Derbe···" - this city was east of Lystra and south of Iconium» It

was discovered in 1956 and is situated about 60 miles Lystra· Gaius who was

one of Paul's fellow travellers, came from Derbe· (Acts 20# 4·)

"Lycaonia···" ~ this was a region which included Lystra and Derbe. It

lay between Phrygia, Cappadocia and Cilicia·

"the region that lieth round about:" - the region that lay round about

Lystra and Derbe within the province of Lycaonia·

Verse 7

"And there they preached the gospel*"

The tense is "were preaching···" indicating a continuous effort·

"gospel" - Gk·"Evangelium" meaning "the Glad Tidings of the Mngdom

of God"· See Acts 5· 42; 8· 4; 8· 12; 25, 35, 40; 10· 36; 11. 20;

Verse 8

"And there sat a certain man at Lystra, impotent in his feet, being a cripple

from his mother's womb, who never had walked:"

The miracle which is about to be recorded, is similar to that performed

by Peter and John and recorded in Acts 3· l/il·

"a certain man···" — The Greek word does not indicate anyone certain·

It means "anyone···" without being particular as to the identity. The name

of the person about to be cured is unimportant to the story·

"impotent in his feet···" — lit· "unable in his feet···" i#e· was

unable to make use of them.

"being" — omit· It is not in the original Greek·

"a cripple from his mother
1
s womb···" — See Acts 3. 2·

"who had never walked·" — Lit· "who had never wulked about." The

repetition is given to emphasize the incurable nature of the man's affliction,

(l) he was impotent; (2) a cripple; (3) he had never walked about·

Verse 9

"The same heard Paul speak: who steadfastly beholding him, and perceiving

that he had faith to be healed,"

The sentence here is incomplete and ends with the next verse·

• ' . • •*. • • > • * · ·

"The same..·" - lit· "This man··."

"•••Paul speak..." - lit. "Paul speaking.··" ί·β· the man heard Paul

while he was speaking· The word "speaking" refers to his preaching and not

to just talking· .

"steadfastly beholding him·.·" - see notes to 1· 10·
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"perceiving that he had faith···" - The sense here is that Paul read
his mind* This could not be unless Paul was guided by the Holy Spirit·

Verse 10

"Said with a JLoud voice, Stand upright on thy feet· And he leaped and walked·"

"Said with a loud voice···" - see John 11· 43· where Jesus gave a
command with a similar voice·

"Stand upright···" — medically, the standing upright would signify a
complete cure·

"leaped and walked·" — See Acts 3· 8· The "leaping" was continuous —
"leaping···"

Verse 11

"And when the people saw what Paul had done, they lifted up their voices,
saying in the speech of lycaonia, The gods are come down to us in the
likeness of men·"

"·· the people···" — lit· "the crowds···"

"lifted up their voices···" — the indication here is of a sudden
shout which is not an uncommon thing amongst Eastern crowds. See Acts 4· 24;
7. 57; 8· 7·

"·· the speech of Lycaonia·.." - It is suggested by commentators that
neither Paul nor Barnabas understood the vernacular of the Lycaonians because
they are not reported to have objected when likened to gods and when given
the names of Mercurius and Jupiter respectively· Yet when the priest came
upon the scene, Paul and Barnahas immediately took action· This opinion is
not well founded because Paul and Barnabas did not object to the names nor to
the statement that the gods weire come down in the likeness' of men, but
rightly objected when they were about to be worshipped· It cannot be inferred
from this that they did not understand the language· The Holy Spirit
working within them would make them understand· This is evident from their
sudden outburst recorded in verses 15, 16 and 17· What language did they
speak then? It is inferred that they spoke Greek vrtiereas the people spoke in
the vernacular· This, however, is not evident from the text. All spoke the
same language·

"in the likeness of men·" - There is a myth that in Phrygia, not far
away from the present scene, Jupiter and Mercury had visited a man named
Philemon and his wife, Baucis without disclosing their identity· The couple
entertained them so.well that they were given special honours from the gods·
The superstitious people could very well think that this myth was to be
re—enacted in real life·

Verse 12

they called Barnabas Jupiter; and Paul, Mercurius,' because he was the
chief speaker·11

"••Mercurius···" - This was Mercury, the messenger of the gods to the
Romans, the Greek name being Hermes· Being the messenger and the interpreter,
he would do, all the speaking so it was natural that Paul should be given his
n a m e · . ' · . . • . . · ' . . • . '

"Jupiter···" — The Greek naae was "Zeus". This was the chief of all
the gods· Barnabas with his quiet dignity would earn this name·
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Verse 13

"Then the priest of Jupiter, which was before their city, brought oxen and
garlands unto the gates, and would have done sacrifice with the people·11

"••the priest of Jupiter··.11 ~ in the pagan system of worship, there
were many priests· This may have been the high priest but, at the same time,
he may not· He must nevertheless have heen of some importance as he was the
priest of Jupiter and Jupiter was the chief of all the gods· In some texts
the word translated as "priest" here, is given in the plural, thus indicating
that a number of priests would have been there·

"which was before their city*··" - was it the priest of Jupiter who
was "before their city"? Some insert "whose temple" in place of "which" giving
"the priests of Jupiter whose temple was before the city·" It is thought that
the god Jupiter (Zeus in Greek) would be in his temple and it was more
important to mention the god rather than its temple· Prom this, it is
thought that the many cities scattered about the Rouaan Empire had testples
before tham but outside the cities· Some texts have "Zeus Propolis" meaning
"Zeus before-t&e-city"·

"oxen*··" ~ the sacrifice of a bull is of very ancient origin· It
was common in Babylon and spread froia there to India where the cow is a
sacred animal·

figarlands···" - these were rings of flowers and sometimes of wool·
They were put on the oxen as they were brought to the place of sacrifice·
This is also a very ancient practice and was spread abroad from Babylon· It
has also gone to India and is a favourite practice by Indians who wish to
honour any visitor· They put garlands of flowers upon them·

"unto the gates*··" - It is not clear to which gates they were taken·
Some consider that the gates mentioned here were the city gates· Others
think that the temple gates are intended while it is also likely to have
been the gates of the lodging where Paul and Barnabas were staying. (See
Acts 10· 17* and 12· 13·) The word translated as "gate" however, is in the
plural bo it seems to point to the temple·

The Greek word for "gate" is "pylon" and a house would not have more
than one "pylon"· The word fro "gates" in Acts 9· 24· The answer to the
problem seems to be given by the position of the lame man when he was healed.
He is very likely to have sat at the temple gate to ask alms of all those
who entered· By so doing, he would ensure that the largest number of people
saw him· This is very similar to the action of the lame man whom Peter
healed and who sat at the gate which is called Beautiful"· (Acts 3· 2.) The
pagan priests would like to offer their sacrifice, not within the temple but
outside where the cripple had sat and where he had been cured. There would
be no problem then in regard to getting oxen and garlands· All these would
be ready for the normal service which was given in the temple·

"would have done sacrifice···" — the meaning of these words in
English is "they would have done sacrifice if they had not been prevented as
is to be explained in the next verses"· This, however, is not the meaning of
the Greek text· This is "they intended to do sacrifice". The intention
follows upon the error of identifying Paul and Barnabas as gods·

"with the people·" They intended to do sacrifice to those whom they
supposed to be gods and this honour was to be shared with the "crowds". The
Greek word translated as "people" is "ochlos"· The R.V· has "multitudes",
the R.S.V· "people" and the Afrikaans Bybel has "skare" - crowd or
multitude·"
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Verse I4 ' .

"Which, when the apostles Barnabas and Paul, he^rd of, they rent their clothes,
and ran in among the people, crying out," v .

"the afostles·*·" - - this t i t l e is not confined to the iwelve for i t i s
here applied to Paul and Barnabas· TJie meaning of the word i s "one sent" and
Paul and Barnabas had been sent by the ecclesia in Syrian ikntiooh·' In addition,
Paul had been sent by the Lord Jesus and by God« (Gal* 1· 1.)

"heard of11 - they were not there to see i t done so i t is obvious that
the priests did not bring their oxen and garlands to the door of their lodging·
The news of the intention must have been brought to.thfe apostles©

"rent their c lothes · · · " - an Eastern custom to signify distress, grief and
abhorrence of impiety and blasphemy*» See Matt· 26Φ 65* and Mark 14· 63/blf· for the
attitude of the high priest at his wrong assumption that Jesus had spoken blasphemy*

"ran i n . · · " ~ Gk# "rushed out"· .

"among the people· · ·" - Gk· "into the crowd···"

"crying out," - this must be read in conjunction with the opening words
of the next verse -"And saying,··" That is to say, the sentence i s "crying out
and saying" giving the meaning that they made a noise by shouting out the words
which appear in verse 15·

Verse 15

"And saying, Sirs, why do ye these things? We also are men of l ike passions with
you, and preach unto you that ye should turn from these vanities unto the living

God, which made heaven, and earth, and the sea, and a l l things that are therein:"

" S i r s , · · " - Gk# "men" used in the sense of "Gentlemer/·
nWe also are men···" - the use of the word "also" i s used tc draw a

comparision between Paul and Barnabas and the "gentlemen" and to show that there
i s no basic flifference· The word "men" i s not the same as "Sirs" but is
"iinthropoi" meaning "mortal men"·

"l ike passions·· ." - Git· "homoiopathes"^from which the English
"homoeopathy" is derived and means "of l ike nature, affections and feelings"· RV
margin "nature" R.S.V. "of l ike nature with you"·

"preach unto you»·." - l i t · "ebangelising you" or proclaiming the glad
tidings to you· ?

"vani t ies · · . " - things which are useless in regard to their results ·
Things which achieve nothing·

"the living God···" - as opposed to their god of stone·

I t is important to note Paul1 s tact and opportunism· He opens in a polite
way with "Sirs" and then humbles himself and Barnabas in their sight by stating
emphatically that there i s no difference between them, the people, and Paul and
his companion· They are both of a similar nature· Then he takes the opportunity
to evangelise them by preaching the gospel· In th i s , he s tar t s with the Creator
and His creative works· This they could believe· He had come to t e l l the people
about this God*

, I t i s now easier to assess the opinions which have been expressed by some
commentators that Paul and Barnabas did not understand the Lycaonian language
because they did nothing to counter the words of praise expressed in verse 11*
Paul did nothing to counter these words at that stage because he knew he would
preach to them on a later; occasion· The present dilemma however, was different.
Here Paul and Barnabas were being worshipped so they took immediate steps to
prevent th i s · If they spofee to the people in the manner now reported, what
language did they speak? Could a l l the people understand a different language
which the apostles were now speaking? I t does not make aense^ Surely Paul and
Barnabas would speak in the language of the people so that they could a l l under-
stand· This means that they did under 1st and the Lycaoniaa* language and spoke i t
when i t was very necesaaiy to do .so*

Verse 16
"¥Λιο in times past suffered all nations to walk in their, own ways·"
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"suffered··." - i t is not that God permitted but that He did not hinder·

"all nations. . ·" - Gk. the plural of "ethnos" meaning a l l the Gentiles·
That i s , a l l those nations who were not Israel .

"walk in their own ways." - Compare with Gen. 5. 22 and 24· which
describe Enoch as wetlkitfg with God· Also Gen· 6. 9. which states that Ibah
"walked with God". In the verse before us, the nations do not walk with God
but walk according to the i r own ways.

Verse 17

"Nevertheless he left not himself without witness, in that he did good, and
gave us rain from heaven, and fruitful seasons, f i l l ing our hearts with
food and gladnecs."

Paul has a difficult task» If these i s a God in heaven, why did Ife
permit generation upon generation to come and go yet never reveal Himself to
them? Why is i t that God revealed Himself to the nation of Israel and to no
other? ( i t would not be correct to argue that God had revealed Himself to
the nation of Israel to the exclusion of a l l others because there was no nation
of Israel when God revealed Himself to Abraham* Nevertheless, He encouraged
the development of Israel as a nation.) Paul argues that God permitted the
nations to go their own way but at no time during that period, did He leave
Hlnself without witnesses. These witnesses were to be found in nature which
Paul now describes.

"ifevertheless·.*" - in spite of having permitted the Gentiles to do
as they pleased.· .

"he left not himself without witness. . ." ~ See Acts 17. 26/30j
Rom. 1· 18/22 j if man looked at nature, he could not have missed the evidence
that there was a Controller·

"he did good..." - God did that which was good in contrast to the
pagan gods who were jealous, angry, vicious and had to be bribed or induced to
give their blessings.

"gave us r a in . . . " - introduces the fruitful seasons of the next clause.
Rain brings l i fe and vigour. Drought brings famine and death.

"fill ing our hea r t s . . . " - the "heart" was not f i l led but in the
Scriptural sense of the. heart being the seat of the thoughts, the meaning i s
that our minds wsre f i l led. Enjoyment is experienced only in the mind.

For "rainfall and harvest" as a theme showing God!s mercy, see Gen· 8. 22.
For "food arn gladness" see Iks. 4. 7j Eccles. 9. 7; Isa. 25. 6.

If men had-paid attention to God!s works which were a l l around them, God
may well have visited them. Paul builds up this theme in Rom. 1. and shows that
God gave them up to their own devices as a punishment for their rejection of
the limited witness which God had given them. See itom. 1. 17/22.

The errors of the pagans had been overlooked by God because of the i r
ignorance of His laws· Thus God had been patient with them. This speech of
Paul should be studied in conjunction with his speech from Mars Hill of Acts 17.

Paul shows how the nations* should have understood that there was an
invisible God. The seasons which· bring the rains and the harvests show forth·
the mercy of God towards His creatures, f i l l ing them xdlth "food and gladness".
The Psalmist wrote on th is theme and his wonderful tribute towards his Maker
is given in Psain 104. Particular attention should be given to verses 14 and
15 of th i s Psalm.

I t i s important to note that when the apostlas taught HEATHENS, they-
started with showing who God was* This did not involve breaking down the. belief
in gods of wood and stone which the h#athen worshipped but adopted the method of
building up a belief in the God of heaven and earth. At no time did the' apostles
attack the pagan belief f i rs t and build up the Truth afterwards.
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The method was always to prove the existence of the God of heaven f i r s t .
Thereafter, they would develop the theme of the God of Israel which involved
the promises made unto the Fathers. In our preaching we should do well to
copy th is method··- The question as to whether or not the gods of wood and
stone were worth worshipping, w012lS.be a problem for the pagan to work out for
himself later* "'"When he contrasted th is with the teaching of the apostles,
there would be no doubt as to which was the Truth.

Verse 18 - i

"And x-dth these sayings scarce restrained they the people, that they had not
done sacrifice unto them;"•·-.•

"scarce· . ." - See also Acts 27. 7· Also for "scarcely" see Rom* 5. 7.
and 1 Bst. 4. 18» The meaning is "with labour, with painsj with difficulty"·
In English, "hardly" would give a good definition in one word.

T*they had not done sacrifice. . · " - in Greek th i s i s a negative
infinitive reading "not to sacrifice"» The Greek i s in the present tense but
the translation is in the pluperfect.

"unto them·" - not to Paul and Barnabas but as unto Mercury and Jupiter,

Verse 19 · ' . . · ' . . · • • . , · • . . • · · · ,

"And there came thither certain Jews from Antioch and Iconium, tjho persuaded
the people, and, having stoned Paul, drew him out of .the c i ty , supposing he
had been dead." . . . . .

Here again we find that the greatest oppositi8n to th@ preaching cf
Christianity was to come from the Jews and not from the Romans or the pagans
of other nations· Opposition from the heathens was to arise at a much la te r
date. See Acts 17. 13. for further acts of agression by the Jewe·

"the people· . ." Gkf "crowds"· See notes· to verse 13.

."having stoned Paul , · · " - Paul was the one stoiBd because he .was the
chief speaker· (verse 12) Barnabas apparently was not stoned· This shows
the enmity of the, Jews because Paul had rade euoh a cfaaasge of face fyom a
vigorous upholder of. Jewish tradit ion to an opponent of i t ·

I t i s not clear whether the Jews persuaded the people to stone Paul or
to permit them to do the stoning. The evidence is in favour of the l a t t e r
because i t was a Jewish and not a pagan tradit ion to stone people. Therefore
i t appears that the Jews persuaded the people to permit them to stone Paul.

"drew him out of the ci ty. .*" - Here is evidence that the Jews did
the stoning for they would remove Paul out of the city, to remove any contam-
ination which would come ( in thei^mind) from a dead body.

"supposing he had been dead·" This connects with their motive in taking
the body out of the citv to avoid contamination. . Stephen was stoned outside
the ci ty· (Acts 7· 58·; Paul may have referred to this in 2 Cor. 11. 25.
"in deaths oft". . . . -

Verse 20

"Howbeit, as the disciples stood around him, he rose up, and came into the c i ty:
and the next day he departed with. Barnabas; to Derbe.ff ·

"howbeit..·" - Gk# "but". See R.V. "But"; R.S.V. "but" and
Afrikaans "Maar"·

"stood round about him·· ·" - "encircled him"· If they had bent over
him, i t would iixlicate that they were trying to revive him· But the word i s
"stood" which follows as a result of "supposing he had been dead"· Therefore
they just stood, apparently lamenting his "death"·
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"he rose up···11 «- in the straightfoiward manner in wliioh Luke tells
the story, it would appear to be miraculous that a man, having been stunned
by stoning, suddenly gets up and goes into the city· Luke however, records
only essential facts and does not add the minor incidents which happened
between his regaining consciousness, standing up, being helped by his companions,
speaking to them, and finally entering the city· One would think that some of
the stones must have hit him on the legs, thus making walking difficult. That
he was able the next day to accomplish a thirty mile journey on foot, says much
for his constitution and determination, but also leans to the idea that he was
not hit on his legs· It also indicates that there must have been very few Jews
there to do the stoning, unlike the case with Stephen where there were many.
Early on in the stoning, a stone must have struck him on the head, knocking him
out and putting a stop to further stoning. This undoubtedly, would save his life.

"came into the city..·" - The facts before us show that some time must
have elapsed between the stoning and the recovery. The disciples were standing
over him without trying to revive him, showing that they could very likely
have been planning his burial since they supposed him to be dead· The crowds
of onlookers had moved away for there is no mention of them. The scene is a
tragic one with the unconscious Paul and his perplexed companions. That he
went into the city, shows that it must have been about nightfall, when most
people would have dispersed to their homes·

"and the î ext day..·11 ~ showing little time for recovery from serious
pl:ysical injury· The conclusion is that he did not suffer much in the way of
physical damage.

"he departed···* ~ without taking any action for damages or other
redress.

"with Barnabas·.·" - who luckily, not being the chief speaker, was not
attacked· L\j]$e may add this information to show the outworking of the Divine
statement "...I will shew him how great things he must suffer for my name!s
sake·11 (Acts 9· 16·) Therefore it is PAUL who suffers and not Barnabas.

"to Derbe." - this was a city of the Lycaonian plain, lying at the foot
and to the north of the Taurus mountains, about 30 miles from Lystra. Nothing
is known of its early history. "Geius of Derbe" (Acts 20. 4·) appears to have
been a convert from Derbe.

Verse 21

"And when they had preached the gospel to that city, and had taught many, they
returned again to Lystra, and to Iconium, and Antioch. "

"when they had preached the gospel to that city,.." - lit. "having
preached the glad tidings (evangelised)..·

"and. had taught many·.." - lit· "made many disciples···"

"they returned again·.·" - Derbe was the limit of their outward journey.
Now they returned to their starting point which was Antioch.

Verse 22

"Confirming the souls of the disciples, and exhorting them to continue in the
faith, and that we must through much tribulation enter into the kingdom of God."

This verse is a continuation of the previous one. Paul, Barnabas and
their company returned to Antioch a long way round and could have taken a much
shorter route through Cilicia· Their return journey made it possible for them
to revisit the people to whom they had preached on the way out, and so make a
very valuable follow-i^· Those of us who preach in various places during our
annual vacation, could well take an exainple here and preach again to the same
places on our way back.
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"confirming the souls*·*" - the word means "establishing" and "strengthens
ing"· See Acts 18* 23· Paul

f
s epistles show his efforts in this way* The

"confirming" was done by encouraging and exhorting them# That Luke uses the word
"psuehaston" from "psuche" meaning the "breath" that is in man, shows that that
which was "confirmed", was the spirit of man as opposed to his body* In other
words, they turned the hearts of the people to God*

"exhorting them to continue·*** ~ see Acts 13* 43· where we find, "pursuadecj.
them to continue· **** This is part of the "confirming" and shows how it was done*

"through much tribulation···" - Gk* "through many afflications·*·" which is
more powerful than the English* The term "affliction" connotes the idea of
physical violence and this could be expected from the Jews* The word "many"
denotes a wide variety of such afflictions· See Paul

f
s reference to "tribulation"

and "afflictions" in Bom. 5* 3; 8* 35; 12· 12; 2 Cor· 1* 4; 2 Thess· 1· 4· for
"tribulation" and 2 Cor* 2

#
 k; 4· 17; 8· 2; Phil· 1* 16; 4· 14; 1 Thesa* 1* 6;

3· 7; for "affliction" and 2 Cor· 6· 4; Col. 1. 24; 1 Thess* 3· 3; 2 Tim. 1* 8;
 ?

3*11; 4· 5; for "afflictions"*

Such tribulations and/or afflictions were because of the Will of God* It
was easy enough for God to prevent them, but He permitted them as a kind of trial
for His elect*

"enter into the kingdom of God"* This was and still is the prize of every
true Christian Believer* The "kingdom of God" is not the prize for that is to be
given to Jesus* The prize is the "entrance" into that Kingdom* Such an "entrance"
leads the believer into his "inheritance"* See 1 Cor* 6· 9* 10; 15· 50;
Gal· 5· 21; Ephes· 5· 5·

Verse 23

"And when they had ordained them elders in every church, and had prayed with
fasting, they commended them to the Lord, on whom they believed· "

"ordained. · ·" - this was not an election after a vote had been taken amongst
the new converts· It would be a formal appointment in accordance with the practice
of those days which was to stretch out the hand towards the person elected* It is
in no sense the same as a modern election by a church*

"elders*·*" - Gk· "presbyters" an assembly of aged persons· Paul would not
appoint men according to age without having regard to their knowledge, personality
and preaching ability· The word here means "teaching elders" and not adminis-
trative elders*

"in every church···" - in every ecclesia·

"and had prayed*··" - see Acts 6· 6; and 13· 3·

"and fastings··*" - t is was the custom in early ordinations· Pasting was
a common practice in 0*T

#
 days but fell largely into neglect in N

#
 T· times* It

was used however, at times of appointments such as we have in this verse* See Acts
13· 2 and 3· Other fasts in Ν·Τ· times seems to be voluntary ones and not compul-
sory fasts as was the case under the Law of Moses* See 2 Cor· 6· 5; H · 27*

"they commended them to the Lord* · · " -
 f
fcut them in turst* "

"on whom they believed*·* " - their belief in the Lord went further than an
assurance that Jesus was the Messiah and the Son of God* They believed in his
power to save so that if they lost their lives, they would find them in terms of
the Lord

f
s words recorded in Matt* 16. 25/26* Eaul therefore, put them in this

trust* Such a faith was linked with the tribulations through which they would
have to go*

The ecdesias had now been put on a firm basis* Not only had they been
given a knowledge of the Truth but they had been organised into bodies of believers
who woxild stand together when trouble came their way* They could join together for
the purpose of worship* If suffering was to come their way, they could, at the very
least, be confident of sharing the blory with Christ* See Eom· 8* 17; 2 Thess* 1,
verse 3 to the end of the chapter; 2 Tim· 2

#
 12*
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Verse 22*.

"And after they had passed throughout Pisi&ia, they came to Pamphylia* n

"Pisidia.. *!f - this was a whole province north of Painphylia*

"PaiirphyliaV '- This province is south of Pisidia (wherein is Hsidian
Antioch) and abuts the Mediterranean Sea·

Verse 25

"and when they had preached the word in Perga, they went down into Attalia* w

"the word**·11 - The Logos·

"Attalia* " A city of Pamphylia which is at the mouth of the river Gatarr-
hactes. It is a sea port which introduces us to the action of the next verse*
The modern name is "Antalya".

Verse 26

"And thence sailed to intioch, from whence they had been recommended to the grace
of God for the work which they fulfilled* "

The verb "sailed" in this context means "sailed away" and indicates a long
journey*

Luke closes his narrative of PaUl*s first missionary journey with an obser-
vation that they had fulfilled the work which the Lord God had called upon them
to do*

Verse 27

"And when they were come^ and had gathered the church together, they rehearsed all
that God had done with tha^ and how he had opened the door of faith unto the
Gentiles."

"gathered the church together^* *n ~ lit* "assembled the ecclesiaw# The verb
"assembled" denotes gathering a number together, but the word "ecclesia" denotes
ONE. This is as it should be for all the brethren and sisters are "one in Christ
Jesusff. (Gal. 3· 28*) The translation consistently puts "church" but Luke always
writes "ecclesia".

"all that God had done with them*** " - they gave acknowledgment to God for
the word done, thus regarding themselves as His servants for His work*

"he had opened a door of faith***" ~ Paul and Barnabas had not opened the
door of faith* It was God who had opened it*

"door of faith"..· - this is the door which is kept by the good shepherd*
See John 10* 9/18* Jesus was that door*

"unto the Gentiles. " - see the words of Jesus $ "Other sheep have I which
are not of this fold:..*" (John 10. 16*,) This refers to the Gentiles*

The further words of Jesus connect all believers in the one ecclesia or
Household of Faith. He said9 "...them (the other sheep) also I must bring, and
they shall hear my voice; and there shall be one fold, and one shepher.i!

VersS 28

"And there they abode long time with the disciples."

"And there.·*" - the word "there" is omitted by the R.V*, R.S.V*, Emphatic
Diagott^ AfriliB.an3 version and others*
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"lofcg t±m*..n - l i teral Greek wa tiine not a l i t t le*· E.V· "no l i t t l e
tiiae" which is also given in the

"the disciples "• The word means those who listen to the words of another
and follow him# Ehe disciples referred to in this passage were the new converts
who, being pupils, were in need of guidance· A dynamic change was overtaking the
ecclesias wherever they may be* Opposition from the Jews was becoming more active
and, in the course of time, the Gentiles too would join in £he "witch hunting" and
would persecute the Christians* The new converts needed all the strengthening
Paul and others could give them* A further danger was the gradual infiltration
into the church of false doctrines -which started in a mild way in the form of
Judaising but which were to grow into something very serious©

In his narrative, Late anticipates this for we now turn to chapter 15 which
records how the problem of false doctrines was dealt with* The details which
Luke has just given, show how strength was built up and prepare us for the
dissension when it arose*»





THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES·

Chapter 15·

1ISS1.KSIOI IN

Luke now introduces h i s readers to a serious c r i s i s i n the fas t growing
Christ ian movement· The dissension in the brotherhood at tha t time stemmed
from a deep-rooted source which was fundamentally Jewish in origin» For close
on 1,500 years the people of I s rae l had been indoctrinated in the Law of Moses
u n t i l i t became something of great importance to them, and clouded t h e i r whole
thinking of s p i r i t u a l th ings · The blindness of I s r a e l t o the s p i r i t of circum-
c is ion was evident in the days of Moses fo r the people had, by tha t time, begun
to regard i t as a r i t e t o be performed and did not look to the lesson underlying
i t · God had given Abraham the covenant of circumcision when He had cal led
Abraham t o come Out of the land of the Chaldees» God promised him tha t He would
be a God unto him and to h is seed in t h e i r generations and Abraham for h i s pa r t ,
was t o circumcise himself as a token of t h i s covenant* I t symbolised the fact
tha t he had cut himself off from h is people and had come to a foreign land, t o
be the father of a people of God. Therefore, circumcision was given as a reminder
of God!s covenant with Abraham and the need for cut t ing onesself off from the
lus t of the f lesh and from other people who were not in the same covenant of
promise·

The people of I s rae l soon regarded circumcision as a mark of iden t i ty but
did not remember the covenant and did not cut themselves off from the l u s t s of
the f l esh , the l u s t s of the eyes and the pride of l ife» Moses had t o impress
upon them the need for circumcisi w t h e i r hear ts and h is warning i s recorded in
Deut# 10. 16* This pr inciple was established again in Deut. 30.6. Notwithstanding
the fact t ha t circumcision was given to Abraham 450 years before the giving of
the Law, i t became a r i t u a l as powerful and Important as aiiything given under
the Law.

The Law was followed for about 1,500 years and although i t was not. kept
as Moses had shown the people, i t nevertheless became a very important law of
r i t u a l t o I s r a e l . The mediator of the Law, namely Moses, was given an importance
tha t elevated him to a higher pos i t ion in the respect of I s r ae l than any other
man in t h e i r history* Such was the importance of Moses and the Law t o I s r a e l ,
t h a t the Jews based t h e i r accusations against Jesus on the fact tha t he had
threatened to destroy the temple in three days. (Matt. 26. 61.) By destroying
the temple, Jesus would, apparently, destroy the place where par t of the Law
was observed and brin^ ifoses into d i sc red i t . Stephen was a lso involved in a
similar accusation. (Acts 6. 11.)

The rapid growth of Chris t iani ty brought another problem. For centuries
the Jews had been characterised by an aloofness which made them a pecul iar people»
They were very proud tha t they were the people of Yahweh* To them the Promises
had been made and the Law given» To them the prophets of I s r a e l had been sent .
I t was unthinkable t o a Jew tha t he should share the Promises with Gentile people
who,dn h is eyes,"were "dogs"# There was a type of Jew who did what was known
as "proselyting" with a view to ge t t ing Gentiles into the House of I s r a e l but,
at the same time, there was a conservative number who objected t o Gentiles
joining the people of I s rae l in t h e i r worship. The "conservatives" could accept
Jesus as theix* Saviour and Messiah bat i t was d i f f i cu l t for them to allow Gentiles
to come into the Covenants of Promise with Abraham· Just as Judaism had been a
closed re l ig ion to Genti les , so Chris t iani ty should be kept exclusively for those
who were the natura l descendants of Abraham and should be closed to a l l Gentiles.

The passage of time brought a fur ther complication and t h i s Has very
serious indeed t o the maty Jews who const i tu ted the Household of Fai th in pa r t s
where Gentiles were joining them. More converts came from the Gentiles than from
the Jews so tha t a stage was reached where an ecc les ia consisted of more Gentiles
than people of Jewish or ig in . The Jews gradually found themselves t o be i n the
minority and were joined in worship with a people who once had been the hated
Genti les .
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Against the aloofness of the conservative Jews, was contrasted the desire
of Gentiles such as Cornelius for a religion which had an element of Truth in i t ·
As a contrast to the pagan worship of many gods which could be carved out of
stone or other suitable material, coupled with i t s superstition^ corruption and
undesirable sexual practices, Judaism presented a constructive religion with i t s
worship of the Great Invisible God of Israel, Creator of heaven and earth, and
i t gave a hope to the worshipper through the Promises· Devout seekers after
truth were attracted to i t · The basic beliefs of Israel were not fundamentally
changed with the coming of Christianity because Christianity remained a religion
of Israel» The big differences were that the bondage of the Law had given place
to the l iberty in Christ Jesus,and the long looked for Messiah had now come and
had made an atonement for sin which the Law could not give* The bondage of the
Law had fallen away in Christ and so had a l l i t s many ramifications· Christ wqs
now the al tar and the mediator; he was the high priest j he was the sacrifice;
he was the incense, the ark of the covenant and the Mercy Seat» But the great
hope of Israel was s t i l l the same. Ths voices of the prophets of Israel had not
been s t i l led· The kingdom of God had j e t to be established on earthy.ruled over
by the Messiah at his second coming. The tabernacle of David was yet to be
restored· The seal of the covenant with Abraham, namely ̂  the r i t e of circumcision
was now circumcision of the heart, in the spir i t and not in the l e t t e r ·

The attitude of the Gentile to the Jewish Faith had been one of devotion
to God· This i s shown fcy the character of Cornelius. Gentiles found l i t t l e
difficulty in surrendering the i r belief in a multiplicity of gods such as Mercury,
Venus, Jupiter, and so on ( f o r the Romans) or Hermes, Aphrodite and Zeus (for
the Greeks)· They found i t difficult but not impossible to accept abstention
from certain meats such as swine*s flesh· They could give up the i r objects of
worship in their temples arr! the sabbath observance was not a hardship.
Circumcision, however, was a big stumbling block. This was not a problem for an
infant but for a grown man, i t was not only dangerous, but i t was exceedingly
painful* As a result of t h i s , a class of worshipper appeared who was a proselyte
of the second degree. He could not go to full worship with the Jews but he could
worahip separately because of his Uncicumcision. Again, Cornelius is an example
of t h i s type·

Another point for consideration i s the immorality of the Gentiles·
Looseness of morals and carelessness in dress, led to a familiarity of sex to
such an extent that in one lamentable instance, a Christian was accnsed of incest.
(1 Cor· 5. 1.) Such was the complacency amongst ths people concerning a crime
of th i s nature, that disfellowship did not automatically follow. On the contrary,
the membersof the ecclesia at Corinth were rather proud of the manTs achievement·
( l Cor. 5# 2·) Such immorality was unthinkable under the Law and would offend
Jewish principles very severely·

In the face of the fore-going, the conservative Jews saw a breaking down
of barriers in the Ifew Faith in Christ Jssus. When the Seven were appointed,
(Acts 6. 5.) one of them was a proselyte najned Hicolas· I t was hard for converted
Jews to accept as a senior a Gentile· This was followed by Stephen *s speech in
which he showed that the Law was vanishing away in Christ Jesus· After t h a t ,
Fhilip baptised Samaritans and after that , the Ethiopian eunuch was baptised
and joined the ecclesia· Under the Law, because of his mutilation, he would have
been banned from the congregation· Then Cornelius and his friends were baptised
and after that , a central ecclesia was founded at Antioch where many Gentiles
joined the Faith/ Thus barriers were destroyed for a l l were one in Christ Jesus.

The isolationism of Judaism found i t s way into the Christian Ecclesias
but, at the same time, a l iberal elemonl was there in the person of such men as
Paul, Barnabas and the i r companions» Therefore, there were conflicts within the
ecclesias and, from the opposition from the reconverted Jews and the Priests,
there were conflicts without* The tiire had to come when, in modern parlance, a
"show -̂down" was inevitable. The apostles at Jerusalem had to deal with the
objections which had arisen concerning Peter ! s v i s i t to Gornelius and their
baptism, but t h i s was dealt with satisfactori ly· (Acts 11· ΐΑδ·) I t was proper,
therefore, that the present cr i s i s should be brought to the apostles for their
consideration.
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To summarise the situation, the problems were as follows:-

A· From the point of view of the Jews who were not Christians:~

(a) Jews were "being converted from Judaism to Christianity and the worship
at the temple was disregarded by such converts·

(b) The law of Moses was no longer held in high esteem by the converted
Jews· * .,

(c) Efforts were being made to woo converts away from Judaism to the New
Faith·

(d) The authority of the priests was flouted·
(e) With the number of Gentiles joining Christianity, the number of Jews

was gradually becoming less·

B· Frcm the point of view of the Jews who were Christians :~

(&) The Conservatives:

(i) They accepted Jesus as the Messiah but felt that circumcision
should still be practised·

(ii) The New Faith, still being an Israelitish Hope of Salvation,
should be confined to Israel and not to Gentiles·

(iii) The large number of Gentile converts made the Ecclesia Gentile
in character·

(b) The Liberals:

'(i) Circumcision should be a matter of individual conviction·
,ii) Others said circumcision was unnecessary·
[iii) All men should be given a chance to join the Household of Faith·

C* From the point of view of the Gentile converts:-

a
b
c

(a

They could accept the worship of ONE GOD IN ISRAEL·
They could give up idols·
They brought loose morals into the Faith·
They objected to circumcision·

The extremists on both sides were comparatively few but they were active·
Between the two extremes were a large number of converts who did not care one
way or another but who could be guided by personalities·

. . . . . • . . . , . / •

The method of those wix> hated the apostle Paul was to discredit him in
the eyes of his converts· They accused him of being a "men-pleaser* and, in
case this.was insufficient, they stated that he was not a true apostle but had
beeh sent either by Peter or the council at Jerusalem· :

The method of the conservatives was to insist that "except ye be circum-
cised, ye cannot be saved"* They were the Judaisers and such still exist to this
day where sabbath observance is insisted upon·

Paul dealt with the problem by writing to the Galatians· His epistle to
them is worthy of careful study in the light of the fore-going description of
the crisis· It will be noted that he proves his apostleshipj he denies being a
man-pleaser and he shows how he confronted Peter over the question of circumcision·
Then he goes on to describe the liberty of Faith as opposed to the bondage of the
Law»

The Ecclesias dealt with the problem by taking it to Jerusalem where a
Council wg.s set up to settle the question for all time* Why Paul does not refer
the Galatians to the letter which was written is not a study for the present
undertaking but it can be argued that he wrote the letter independently before
the matter came before the council· Luke describes the problem and how it was
dealt with in his 15th· chapter to which we shall now turn·
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Verse 1

".And certain men which came down from Judea taught the brethren, and said,

Except ye be circumcised after the manner of Moses, ye cannot be saved·
tf

"oertain-men·**·
11
 — these men vrere very likely the same as those

described by Paul in Gal· 2· 12· These men had come to Peter from James, the

Lord
f
s brother who was as staunch a worshipper as any Christian· James, being

a Jew, had been circumcised·

w
from Judea··β

11
 *~ thus giving them an appearance of authority, coming

from the country of the mother ecclesia·

"taught the brethren···
11
 - the verb is in the imperfect tense showing

that there had been a contiguous teaching· "the brethren
1
* in this reference

means the converted Gentiles·

"circumcision·. ·
fl
 ~ coupled here with the words "after the manner of

Moses
11
 makes it go further than just circumcision· This drew attention to the

importance of the Law·

Alexander ("Acts of the Apostles" Part 2 page 71) suggests that the

people known as the "Ebionites" originated at this time· They were an ultra-

Jewish party within the Christian Church who used only the Gospel of Matthew

on account of it being written by a Hebrew in Hebraic style ( "kingdom of heaven"

instead of "kingdom of God")· They rejected Paul and his epistles and adhered

strictly to circumcision· Whereas the doctrine of the pre-existence of Christ

was unknown in the days of Paul, it crept into the Christian faith and was rightly

rejected by the Ebionites in later years· They kept the sabbath as well as the

first day of the week and were divided in their belief in the virgin birth· As

the centuries went by, false doctrine entered the faith of the Ebionites· They

were absorbed by Islam in the 7th· centurg*·

The introduction of "circumcision" in the church at Antioch by these men
created a great deal of confusion* The new converts from Gentilism did not have
sufficient Biblical knowledge to debate the point with the Judaisers.

Verse 2

"When therefore Paul and Barnabas had no small dissension ojod disputation with

them, they determined that Paul and Barnabas, and certain other of them,

should go up to Jerusalem unto the apostles and elders about this question·"

"When therefore···" "- as a result of this error of teaching·

"dissension··" *~ Bid-linger defines the meaning as "a setting up,
erection?, hence an upstaoad, uproarj of a popular conniotion, insurrection;
in a private sense, controversy with the idea of violence"· See Acts 23· 7 and 10·

"disputation···" ~ a Joint enquiry·

"determined··." - decided after giving consideration to the mattei*·

"Paul and Barnabas·*·" — an obvious choice as these men had had so much

influence in the ecclesia at Antioch*

"certain other of them
f #
 ·". - most likely part of the travelling company

who, together with Paul and Barnabas, had done missionary work» It is possible

that Titus was amongst these· (Gal· 2. 1·)

"to Jerusalem· ·•
 M
 ~ to the apostles who were hv3ld in high esteem and

were men of great authority. The suggestion here firomthe narrative is that

whatever the apostles decided would be accepted by the ecclesia at Antioch·

"unto the apostles·»·" - those who elected to remain at Jerusalem after

the persecution which arose following the death of Stephen· ( Acts 8· 1·)

"and elders···" - of whom James, the Lord's brother was one·
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Verse 3

"And being brought on their way by the church, they passed through Phenice and

Samaria, declaring the conversion of the Gentiles: and they caused great Joy

unto all the brethren* "

''being brought on their way*»
#
 " ** this was a custom in those days for

such people to be accompanied on a journey· They would then be brought to a

certain place and left to continue on their own» The point of separation was

probably Seleucxa which is the port for Antioch* This constituted a sort of

official send-off· See Acts 20· 38 j 21
#
 5j Bom* 15· 2!fj 1 Cor* 16· 6;

1 Cor· 16· 11; 2 Cor· 1· l6j Titus 3· 13$ 3 John 6·

Ir
by the ecclesia,• ·" - by the ecclesia χ·β· a body of believers·

"Phenice···" - the territory of modern Lebanon·

"Samaria· ··
 w
 - The country of the Samaritans where Philip preached and

baptised· The province is mentioned here and not the city.

'•declaring· · ·
w
 - giving a full account· Not merely telling but giving

all details·

"conversion.··" ~ lit· a turning round or turning about· By inter-

pretation, a turning from the worship of idols to the worship of the living God·

"all the brethren· " To all the nsw converts in Phenice and Saiaaria who

would experience the joy that others had turned to the Faith· Such joy on hearing

of conversion is a characteristic of the Household of Faith even in modem times·

It is not a joy whick is experienced by other denominations·

Verse l±

"And when they were come to Jerusalem, they were received of the church, and of

the apostles and elders, and they declared all things that God had done with

them."

"They were received·.·" — Gk· "received γ/ith joy"· They were joyfully

welcomed· See Luke 8· 40·

"of the church,···" ~ by,the ecclesia* The whole epcleaia welcomed

theau This was not the Council which was appointed later·

"declared*«· " ~ a different word from that einployed in verse 3* Here

it means "reported officially"·

It is to be noted that Paul declares that he "went up by revelation"

(Gal· 2· 2·) Here in Acts 15 > nothing is said of "revelation"· It simply sta.tes

that he was sent up by the ecclesia at Antiociw There is no inconsistency here

for it is explained by the fact that the Ecclesia sent them, but the sending was

inspired or willed by God* A similar occurence is found in Acts 13* 3« which

states that Barnabas and Saul were sent by the ecclesia at Antioch' and" verse 4

states that the sending was *by the Holy Spirit
??
*

"all things···* - Gk· "what things···"

"God had done···
1
 - acknowledgement that God worked through them· They

could have done nothing without His help*

Verse f>

"But there rose up certain of the sect of the
:
 Pharisees which bblieved, saying,

That it was needful to circumcise them, and to command them to keep the law of

Moses·"
m

"certain of the sect of the Pharisees···" - opposition from such men who

had been well taught in the Law, would follow the declaration of the things that

God had done with them as explained in verse 4·· At this time, Paul gave his

account as he explains in his letter to the Galatians· (Gal· 2· 2·) S;\^
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These Pharisees were still Jews at heart· The determination of the Pharisees
is shown by the fact that they put spies amongst the Christians with a view
to underlining the Ghristian Faith in regard to circumcision· (Gal·2* 4·)
But Paul did not yield to such for one moment· (Gal· 2· 5·) The Pharisees
appeared to be men of importance but such an air of importance meant nothing
to Paul. (Gal· 2· 6·) They did not add to Paulfs declaration of the gospel
but limited their remarks to the alleged need for circumcision·

"it is needful···" - ffit is necessaiy···"

"to circumcise them,*·* — the presence of Titus who was a Greek,
(Gal· 2· 3·) would horrify many of such Fh&risees as he would be uncircumcised·

wkeep the law of Moses·11 - this was the ultimate desire of these
Judaisers* They might be prepared to accept Jesus as the Messiah but they could
not give up the Law which had meant so much to them·

Verse 6

"And the apostles and elders came together for to consider of this matter·"

"cajne together···* '— a meeting was convened.

"matter·" - Gk· "LOGOS"· The apostles and elders held a meeting to
consider what answer was to be given to their question, taking the answer from
the "Word of God", the LOGOS*

Verse 7

"And when there had been much disputing, Peter rose up, and said unto them, Men
and brethren, ye know how that a good while ago God made choice among us, that
the Gentiles by my mouth should hear the word of the gosp el, and believe·"

"much disputing· · ·ff - the debate must have been fairly even as they
could not come to a solution·

"Peter rose up,*·" ~ this is the last appearance of Peter in the Acts
although lie does appear in this dispute to a greater extent than Luke shows here·
See Gal· chapter 2. It is to be noted that James is the head of the Jerusalem
ecclesia and not Peter·

"a good while ago· · · " ~ as far as Peter was concerned, this must have
been the occasion of the vision of unclean beasts which he was given·

"God made choice···" — Peter now makes it clear that the question which
they were disputing had already been decided long ago when God showed Peter veiy
clearly that the Gospel had to be taught to the Gentiles· Peter had long ago
given the Jerusalem ecclesia a full explanation of this· (Acts 11· 3/l8·)

"should hear···" ~ should hear with understanding·

"the word··." - the LOGOS· - but not C3bould hear the Law"· God did
not impose conditions such as these men re quire •

Verse 8

"And God, which knoweth the hearts, bare them witness, giving them the Holy
Spirit, even as he did unto us;"

"knoweth the hearts*··" — a compcnnd word in Greek also found in Acts
1· 22t.· The thoughts in those days were considered to originate in the heart·
Therefore, "to know the heart" was to knc%- what the thoughts were· In Greek,
the literal meaning is "the heart knowing Cod"·

"bare them witness,··" - lit· "testified to them···" that is, knowing
the hearts, gave evidence that the thoughts were correct by giving them the Holy
Spirit·
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^evenas.he did unto us"· - Making no difference between Jew and

Greek (Gentile)• There was no diacrirnination» .

The verse is incomplete as it stands and is continued in the next verse·

Verse 9

"And put no difference between us and them, purifying their hearts by faith·"

There had always been a distinction between Israel and the Gentiles· Now

all that difference was done away with·

"purifying their hearts by faith"· ~ Under the Law, the first puri-

fication came by circumcision and then by the coremony of purification

prescribed by the Law# (See Numbers chapter 19 for the law concerning the

red heifer and the water of purification») The Law having been done away with

in Christ, now no longer applied· Justification now came by FAITH just as

Abraham was justified by Faith·

Verse 10 .

"Now therefore why tempt ye God, to put a yoke upon the neck of the disciples,

which neither our fathers nor we were able to bear?"

"Now··*" - used with significance here. In the previous verse, Peter

has just made it clear that one
T
s heart is now purified by faith and no longer

by circumcision nor the law· .Ν0Ϊ7, faith was the supreme test· Therefore,

these things having come about NO?/, why should they NO?/ put God to the test?

"tempt ye God»·»" apply a test for further proof· Ananias and

Sapphira had lost their lives through tenipting the Holy Spirit by applying a

test as to whether it was operative enough to ascertain whether they were

gemdne or not, (to see how much they could get away with) now the Christians

were tempting God (if that were possible) by doubting His ability to know the

"heart"· They felt that their outward show of piety and obedience was necessary·

"to put a yoke upon the. neck of the disciples,··
11
 - the "yoke

11
 is

referred to in Gal· 5· 1· This is the "yoke of bondage" that was the Law
#

They had been liberated from that Law by Christ, therefore why seek to be under

it again* "the disciples" does not refer to the apostles but to the new

Christian converts·

"which neither our fathers nor we were able to bear"· - The fathers

had shown themselves able to bear the, burden of the Law and its ritual· They

often, tried to carry additional burdens under the law in the hope of making

themselves more acceptable· But the great burden referred to here, which

neither the fathers nor the apostles could bear, was the whole law as James

points out· (Jas. 2
#
 10·) To offend in one point was to offend in all·

Carrying out the ritual of the Law was burdensome but could be obeyed· The

motive behind the observance of the law was not always correct because their

hearts were not right with God·

Verse 11

"But we believe that through the gpace of the Lord Jesus Christ we shall be
saved, even as they·"

"but···" - as opposed to the burden of the law which we are unable to
bear··»

!
Ve believe·»·" - w e expect· This is our expectation·

"through the grace of the Lord Jesus Christ··" - it is the great hope
and expectation of the true Christian Believer that through his Faith, the
grace of God will operate· See Ephes. 2» 8· "For by grace are ye saved through
faith; "
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"even as they," See Bphes· 3. 6· "That the Gentiles should be
fellowheirs and of the same body, and partakers of his promise in Christ by
the gospel·"

This concludes Luke*s precis of Peter
1
 s speech* Peter must have said

much more but Luke gives enough to show not only the theme of his speech
but also the character of Peter· See his impulsive statement in verse 10.
' Luke

 f
s account fits Paul

f
s letter to the Galations to show the following

pattern: ~

Gal· 2· 1/2· The visit to Jerusalem·
Acte 15· k/5* Their reception by the ecclesia and the statement of the question·
Gal· 2· if· The extent of,the opposition and the unfair tactics adopted*
Gal· 2· 6/10.) The preliminary discussions between the apostles.
Acts 15. 6 )
Acts 15* 7/i1* Peter's address to the people·

Verse 12

"Then all the multitude kept silence, and gave audience to Barnabas and Paul,
declaring what miracles and wonders God had wrought among the Gentiles by them·"

Multitude··· " - Gk· great number, throng, crowd. . There must have
been very many people there·

"kept silent···" Gk. one word meaning "was silent"· They had nothing
to say after hearing Peter· The theory of the Judaists had now been called into
question by one who was considered to be a leader amongst the Apostles·

"gave audience*.." "listened···" The tense is in the imperfect so the
sense is "listened continuously..." .

"Barnabas and Paul·.·" .— Luke suddenly changes his order of names· See
verse 2 referring to a dissension where, no doubt, Paul did most of the talking
is mentioned first. See Acts 14· 14· where Barnabas is mentioned first because
the passage refers to both P&ul and Barnabas "hearing". Where it is not clear
as to who did the talking, Barnabas should be mentioned first because he intro-
duced Paul and was an apostle before him. Seniority is not involved here. It
is merely courtesy

β
 See verse 25·

''declaring what miracles and wonders God had wrought..·" ~ Barnabas and
Paiil take advantage of the silence referred to, to make their position quite
clear. They may hare told about Cornelius but it is more than likely that Peter
would have told the people of this· Other Gentiles had been brought into the
covenants uf promise by their Belief and baptism without being.required to abide
by the law of Moses nor to circumcise. Regarding miracles and signs, see
Acts 14· 3· The healing of the man of Acts 34· 8/10· is an example of this·

"God had wrought···
11
 - see Acts 14· 27· Acknowledgement that God did

the miracles and sigjas· They had no power within themselves to do these things·

"by them·
11
 *- See verse 4·

Vgrse 13

"And after they had held their paace, James answered, saying, Men and brethren,
hearken unto me:

w

An incomplete verse which is concluded in the next verse.

James answers here and the question which he answers is that raised by
Peter then by Barnabas and Paul, namely, "through the grace of the Lord Jesus
Christ we shall be saved ̂ . . · " (Acts 15· v· 11.; James v/as the chairaan of the
meeting so when the top speakers had said what they wanted to say, it was proper
for him to summarise the matter. .
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n after they had held thei r peace·»." - does not refer to the crowd
keeping quiet but to Beter, Barnabas and Paul not having anything further to say·
That was the signal for James to summarise.

"James·.." ~ James the LordTs brother· (Gal. 1· 19·) His great humility
prevented him from giving himself any high position because of his relationship
to the Lord Jesus» (Jas. 1· 1· where he refers to himself as "the servant of
God and of the Lord Jesus Christ".)

"Men., brethren· . · " - as in a l l other cases, the word "and" is not stated·

Verse 14

"Simeon hath declared how God at the f i r s t did v is i t the Gentiles, to take out
of them a people for his name·"

"Simeon·.." — the original Hebrew form of the name Symeon or Simeon
which in Greek> is "Simon"· In this passage, the Simon referred to i s Peter·

"at the f i r s t · · · " - t h i s must refer to the spreading of the Gospel
amongst the Gentiles in this new era· The indication* was, given to the apostles
by Jesus in Acts 1* 8# where Jesus told them that they would be his witnesses
to "the uttermost parts of*.the earths» Then, la ter , God gave a vision to Peter
of the sheet of unclean beasts* At the. f i rs t however, could also refdr in a way
to God visit ing Ur and calling;out Abtm to be part of a people for His Name.

"a people· · · " - Gk* "laos" from liiich we get the English " laity"· This
has a special meaning of "a people assembled"· Contrast t h i s with "demos"
meaning "people" in the sense of ^ group having a constitution which governs
them· Such people are free, one ffom the other© The ward here refers to a
special group of people·

"for His Na#ie"· This i s the prophetic name of "IAHWEH" which was the
name given at the burning, bush· / "Ey.afr asher eyah" — " I will be who I will be."

Verse 15 .

"And to th i s agree the words of the prophets; as i t i s written,"

An incomplete verse which introduces the subject of versas 16 and 17.

"agree. . ." - th i s verb is used in Matt. 18. 19} 20· 2 and 15j implies
co-operation one xdth the other·

"as i t i s written..*" - quoting Scripture.

Verse 16

"After t h i s Ϊ will return, and will build again the tabernacle of David, which
is fallen downj and I will build again the ruins thereof, and I will set i t
up:"

James quotes Amos 9· 11 /L2. but in the LXX version. This will become
apparent in the next verse.

Verse 1 of Amps chapter 9 s tarts with a prophecy wherein God says that
He will smith the l i n t e l of the door, that the posts may shake:. ·" If ye regard
t h i s in relat ion to the Divine instructions to the people of Israel before the
Passover, we shall remember that φΓΐώζ^ϋ^ΐΙιβ blood· on the l i n t e l and posts
would save the first-born from death· Kbw there would be no saving sprinkling
for the wicked. No matter what tike people may do> they will not escape the
judgments of God. At t h i s time, God will sift the house of Israel among the
nations, that i s to say* He will take them out of the nations to save them.
In that day, the tabernacle of David will be raised· The name "David" means
"Beloved of God" and should often be translated this way instead of just giving
the name. If t h i s i s done in t h i s verse, i t immediately becomes Messianic.
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" I will r e t u r n · · . " ~ not given in the verses ty Anos.

nbulld again. · · " - Anos does not say t h i s · His words are " I will
raise up**·'* This however, i s not inconsistent with Scriptural teaching·
(Adts 1· 11#) I t is close to the Septuagint version.

Verse 17

"That the residue of men might seek after the Lord, and a l l the Gentiles* Upon
whom my name is called, saith the Lord, tiio dcetii a l l these things·"

"the residua of men*·." - Amos wrote "the remnant of Edom·*" but with
the change of one l e t t e r , "Edom" is.changed to "Adam"· The people upon whom
Godrs Name was called was Israel but in the words of Amos, the "remnant of Edom"
represents a particular Gentile nation which was an enemy to Israel# The meaning
here, shows that Jew and Gentile will rejoice in the return of the Lord when
he returns to build again the tabernacle· Such a joyous occasion is not reserved
for the residue of "men" in the persons of Israel , but for the remnant of "Edom"
representative of the Genbile nations who at that time, were uncircumcised·
Those of the Gerrtiles who had teen brought into the Covenant of Promise were
circumcised of heart, which i s indicative of the fact that they are no longer
under the yoke of the law· James allows the alteration of the words of Ames
to stand and adds, "and a l l the Genti les, · · " describing such as "upon whom m̂
name is called."

"saith the Lord, who doeth all. these things"· - showing that t h i s i s
the plan and purpose of God which no one can a l t e r .

Verse 18

"Known unto God are a l l his works from the beginning of the world?•

There is some doubt as to whether or not t h i s verse is genuine. The R.V.
has "Saith the Lord, who maketh these things known from the beginning of the world f"
The R.S.V· says, "says the Lord, who has made these things known from old". The
Diaglott says, "says the Lord, who does these things which were known from the
age." In Afrikaans, "Aan God is a l sy werke van ewigheid af bekendl?· ("To God
are a l l his works known from theages.")

"teginning of the world,· ·" — see Ephes· 5. 9«

In regard to Baulfs point of view which is not expressed here but i s ir>~
ferred, see th i s clearly pointed out in Rom· 15. 8/13.

Verse 19

"Wherefore my sentence i s , that we trouble not them, which from among the Gentiles
are turned to Gods"

".#my sentence i s , · · " ~ I judge in this way·**" This was a common form
in Greek assemblies of expressing one fs opinion· There i s no arrogance in t h i s
statement. I t is rpt a final decision·

"we trouble n o t · . · " ~ the verb here meafts to disturb in addition to
something else* That i s to say, do not le t us put stumbling blocks in the way.

"which from among the Gentiles, are turned to God*" - present participle
meaning "are turning to God"* Those people who are turning from false worship to
the true worship·

Verse 20

"But that we write unto them, that they abstain from pollutions of idols, and
from fornication, and from things strangled, and from blood."
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n]tfe write unto them,·»" — write by means of a ; l e t te r · That is address
i t personally to a group of people. The, verb comes from the same word as is
derived the word "epist le". The verb occurs again in Acts 21, 25; and Beb· 15· 22*
The meaning is to send instructions by a messenger bat 'this i s done by l e t t e r
which is carried by some person known to the writer who is charged with i t s safe
delivery·

James now deals with a problem which existed between Jew and Gentile as
well as between the converted Jew and the converted Gentile· This concerned,
ajmongst other things, certain food laws* The Jews had been brought up to regard
certain meats as unclean whereas the Gentiles had no restr ict ions in regard to
what they may eat. Their choice was dictated solely by ta s te · If the t w races
•were t o worship in harmony, a change would have to come about· The Gentiles
were not to be upset by the requirement of circumcision because th i s had fallen
away in Christ, neither were the Jews to enforce their food laws opon the Gentiles·
At the same time,the Jews "were to consider the feelings of Je\d.sh converts by
refraining from certain low standards in regard to food laws which would offend
the Jews. I t had been a requirement under the Law that meat may not be eaten if
the blood had not been properly drained ί*το# it« (Lev. 17» 10/16.) The Gentiles
werj not particular about draining the blood from meat·

"pollutions of i d o l s . · · " ~ t h i s refers to the things associated with
worship of idols» It could be any flesh which was left after a sacrifice t o idols.
The Gentiles used to feed on th i s · Often such meat was sold in the market. The
eating of such food was not in i t se l f sinful as Paul points out, ( l Cor. 10* 19/55.)
provided i t was not known that it had been offered as a sacrifice, but if i t is
known that i t was so offered, then i t should be avoided for conscience sake.

"forMcation··*" *- this goes further than improper conduct between male
and female* I t is related to worship and the Gentiles had some abominable
practices which were difficult to stamp out. Their priestesses were mainly
prostitutes and women, not being priestesses, were expected to prostitute them-
selves in an unmentionable way» This should not be done by any who have turned
from idols to the living God· Under t h i s heading wasld come marriage within the
degree forbidden by the law of. Moses.

"things strangled·„•" ~ this appears to indicate choking the l i fe out of
an animal· I t usually applies to meat which has not been bid properly by ki l l ing
i t without shedding the blood· Whatever way i t comes about amounts to the same
thing, namaly, flesh with the blood s t i l l in i t ·

"blood"· ~ the next prohibition is blood i t se l f which was prohibited by
God for food. (Gen. 9« 4.) I t was a Gentile custom to eat blood and since this
conflicted with the Law and would offend those who had been brought up to observe
the law, i t had to be avoided as food·

It will be seen that a l l prohibitions were connected in some way with
worship·

Verse 21

"For Moses of old time hath in every city them that preach him, being read in the
synagogues evBiy sabbath day."

This verse makes sense in i tsel f but the commentators have difficulty in
f i t t ing the sense of it ixrto the continuity of Luke rs story of James! speech·
The point is not that the law would not be forgotten, because i t i s read every
sabbath in the ^rnagogues· That, is of no importance to the propagation of the
Truth in Christ Jesus through whom the law. was to fa l l away. I t is more to the
point that because the law is read every sabbath in the synagogues, i t would
always be noticeable try the Jews if the new ecclesias did things which offend·
Therefore, if converts are to come from Jewry, surely the best thing to do "would
be t o give none offence in anything* This is not meeting anyone half way in
preaching the Christian Faith. The tenets of the new faith would s t i l l be strongly
held, but certain prescribed features of Gentile worship would not be followed·
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This involved abstinence from ary thing which savoured of pagan worship;
mariying within the forbidden limits of marriage according to the lawj
foesh from which the blood had nob been drained and partaking of KLood.
See what Paul has to say in 1 Cor. 8· 15.

1 Cor. 8· 15. "Wherefore, if meat make my brother to offend, I will eat
no flesh while the world standeth, lest I make my brother
to offend*"

Verse 22

"Then pleased it the apostles and elders, with the whole church, to send
chosen men of thei r own company t o Antioch with Paul and Barnabasj namely,
Judas surna&ed Barsabas, and Silas, chief men among the brethren·"

"the apostles and elders,· · ," - th i s constituted the Council at
Jerusalem, "with the whole church..#" involves the whole ecclesia as well.

"sen? chosen men;·." - this would be better than asking Paul and
Barnabas to return with a ^message or a l e t t e r · There would be an air of
authority about the sending of the personal representatives of the Council·

*>to Antioch..." - to where the trouble f i r s t started.

"Judas surnamed Ba^sabasj··" — nothing further is. known of.. him. The
man mentioned in Acts 1· 25. having the same surname and called Joseph, may have
been his brother.

"Si las , · · " ~ th is is an abbreviated form of Silvanus· Having completed
his work at Antioch (ws· 30/35) he went with Paul instead of Barnabas on his
second missionary journey, (vs. 40.) When Paul left Iterea to go to the sea, Silas
stayed on there with Timothy. (Acts 17· 14.) Verse 15 t e l l s us that when Paul
had got to Athens, SILas was sent for· Acts 18. 5. finds Silas arc Timothy with
Paul at Corinth, they having come from Macedonia· In 1 Peter 5. 12. we learn
that Peter dictated his f i r s t epistle to Silvanus.

"chief among the brethren." — • They must have been elders.

Verse 25 ·:

"And theyr wrote I s t te rs by them after th i s manner; The apostles and elders ard
brethren send greeting urtto the brethren viiich are of the Gentiles in Antioch
and Syria and i l i "

The point covered by th is verse i s a delicate one· Sending le t te r s was
the customary way of communicating points of view from one person to another·
The apostles had a difficult task because they had to convey to the brethren the
decision that circumcision was no longer operative under the laws of Christ.
They also had to put a burden on the Gentiles. The le t ter achieves the desired
end and i t i s a masterpiece of tact and diplomacy.

"the Gentiles. . ." - they addressed the l e t t e r s to the Gentiles only·
There would be no point in te l l ing the Jewish converts that circumcision was no
longer necessary because they had already been circumcised. There would be no
point in te l l ing them to abstain from the four points because they did already
abstain from such things·

"Antioch arid Syria and Gil icia ·" - the l e t t e r was > not sent everywhere
but only to the three ecclesias named. The Antioch hers was Syrian Antioch·
See Gal. 1. 21.

The l e t t e r had to take care, that none were offended by i t s message. To
state that circmcision and the law were no longer applicable would offend the
Jews. To lay too heavy a burden on the Gentiles wujc! cause them offence.
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Verse 24

"Forasmuch as we have heard, that certain which went out from us have troubled
you with words, subverting your souls, saying, Ye must be circumcised and keep

the l a s t : to whom we gave no such commandment:"

"Forasmuch a s . . · " ~ "whereas..."

"cer ta in · · " - not "certain" in the sense that they were beyond al l doubt.
The people referred to are an unspecified number and unnamed.

"went out fran u s . · . " ~ those who upset the ecclesia with Judaising
ideas had, originally come from Jerusalem and had gone to Anticoh and Cilicia*
The "us" here mtans those of the council at Jerusalem·

"troubled.. ." cause you some disturbance of mind, you not knowing what
the true position was.

"with words.*•" - with words indeed, and not with doctrines that were
worth listening to.

"subverting..." - turning upside down. To dismantle or take to pieces.
This is the only occurence of th i s verb in Scripture. The Judaisers were so
emphatic that they would try to persuade their l isteners that if they were ui>-
circumeised, they would lose a l l hope of salvation.

"Ye must be circumcised and keep the law.. · " - note that two facets of
religion were involved (l) circumcision and (2) the law (of r i t u a l ) · This i s
important because i t shows that those who demand sabbath keeping nowadays are
also insisting that the r i tual law be observed. Paul would have none of t h i s .

"to whom νθ gave no such commandment·" - It is denied that they gave
such instructions. Note the tact and diplomacy which does not, at t h i s stage,
say that circumcision and observance of the law are not essential but that they
gave no such commandment concerning them. This dispenses with t h e i r importance
without actually condemning such doctrines.

Verse 25

"It seemed good unto us, being assembled with one accord, to send chosen men
unto you with our beloved Barnabas and Paul,"

This sentence which was begun in verse 24 has not yet come to an end·

"It seemed good.·." - It pleased. The same as in verse 22.

"being assembled with one accord.. ·" - "cane together with one heart
ard mind." See notes to Acts 1· 14· This implies a previous disagreement amongst
the brethren· . · " The apostles would not have disagreed on t h i s · There is a
unanimity of mind and purpose indicated by this expression· See Acts 2. 1 and 46;
4. 24; 5# 12; 7. 57; 8. 6; 12· 20; 15· 25; IS. 12; 19· 29·

wto send chosen men.·." — note that the decision is as yet unstated.
Chosen men - Judas and Silas (verse 22) were sent in addition to Paul and Barnabas
to show that Paul and Barnabas did not control the decision of the council·

"beloved..." - the use of th i s term concerning Paul and Barnabas would
give an indication that the council upheld t h e i r views in regard to the subjects
in dispute.

Verse 26

"Men that have hazarded t h e i r lives for the name of our Lord Jesus Christ."

The sentence begun in verse 24, now comes to an end,
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To hazard oneTs l i fe for another i s brave but often quite unnecessary·
But, if one hazards one's l i f e for the Lord Jesus Christ, th i s i s different
and receives h£re the approbation of the council· I t is now broadly hinted
that the missionary work of Paul and Barnabas received the approval of the
council·

Verse 27

lrWe ha^e sent therefore Judas and Silas, who shall also t e l l you the same
things by mouth."

have s e n t , · · " - the verb here is not the same as that used in
verse 25# I t means here "we have apostlelised.. ·" that is to say, i t i s
derived from the same root as the t i t l e "apostle"·

"Judas and S i l a s . · · " - not Paul and Barnabas so that these two, who
had opposed the Judaisers, would not be accused of bringing a false message.

Verse 28

"For i t seemed good to the Holy Spiri t , and to us, to lay "upon you no greater
burden than these necessary things:"

"seemed good·.." «-' see verses 22 and 25 # The use here shows that i t
ιε not a matter of just appearing to be good but that i t is a positive declar-
ation. The reference to the Holy Spiri t , being genuine of course, lends coi>-
siderable weight to their argument.

"lsy upon you.. ·" - "ask you to bear a l i t t l e durden.•*" The sentence
is incomplete and is continued into the next verse·

Verse 29

"That ye abstain from meats offered to idols, and from blood, and from things
sstrangled, and from fornication: from which if ye keep yourselves, ye shall
do well· Fare ye well·"

To understand this verse, we must imagine we are back in these days of
Paul and Barnabas and t h a t , like the council at Jerusalem, *re have t h i s question
to decide. The point to note is that through the false doctrine which some had
endeavoured to bring in to the ecclesias, a great disharmony between Jew and
Gentile converts had come about· Let us look at the points of view of both
sides·

THE GENTILES: (a) Circumcision to an infant is an operation which i s painful
for a moment but quickly heals. For a full grown man,

however, i t could be a very painful and dangerous surgical operation, particularly
in view of the crude surgery practised in those days· Therefore, the Gentile
males took strong exception t o circumcision. Cornelius was one who was not
circumcised but who was quite content to vorship at a distance*

(b) The acceptance of ONE GOD in place of the multiplicity of
gods of the pagans was not a serious difficulty to the

Gentile. In fact, i t made sense to him and was readily accepted·

(c) The studied omission to use the objects of worship in pagan
temples, was not a difficulty·

(d) The keeping of the sabbath would be acceptable aid welcome
to a Gentile.

THE JEIvS: (a) As they looked at the Christians, they could not partake of
"meats" (food) offered to idols because such a thing was

forbidden under the law· Tiiey were forbidden from having anything to do with
the worship of the Gentiles·
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(b) Keeping away from blood was easy to a Jew but difficult for a Gentile·
The Jews knew the provisions of the law so would find no difficulty

(Leviticus chapter 17.) but the Gentile would have to give up something which
he liked·
(c) "Things strangled" does not refer to animals which had been throttled to

death· It means that the flesh had not been properly drained, of jblood
at the time of slaying. The Jews went to extremes in getting rid of blood, so
the Gentile habit of not draining a carcase of blood would offend the Jews but
not the Gentiles.
(d) Fornication was rife and was not looked down upon as it is in cultured

circles nowadays· The dreadful case of incest mentioned by, Paul in 1 Cor#
5· 1# was bad enough to earn a veiy serious rebuke but Paulrs main concern was
that the Corinthian believers held the perpetrator in some regard for his
achievement in this way· They should have been hofrified. This shows to what
extent iinmorality was practised by the Gentiles.

Having regard to the fore-going, we see that the Jew had more reason to
be offended than had the Gentile· Ife had a code of worship and a code of morals
which the Gentiles did not have· Therefore, the Jew was always suffering offence
from his association with the Gentiles· The Gentile on the other hand, did not
suffer one way or another unless circumcision was insisted upon and unless his
traditional ways were interfered with· Paul, Barnabas and the council at
Jerusalem were deeply concerned with keeping ecclesial harmony and used this
means to overcome a very delicate situation which had arisen as a result of the
Judaisers.

The argument of the le t t e r now turns to calling upon the Jews to leave
out circumcision as a Christian doctrine and to refrain from demanding ri tual
observance of the Law. This would put a burden upon the Jew and would please the
Gentiles* At the same time, the Gentiles were asked not to buy at the market
place any food, meat or otherwise, which had been offered to idols as this caused
the Jews offence· They had to abstain from blood so as not to cause offence to
their Jewish brethren in Christ· They had to drain their meat carefully, not
that this was anything of real importance but just that by so dfc&ng, they would
not offend the Jewish converts* Finally, they had to watch their morals and not
indulge in fornication which was offeniive to anyone who was in any way acquainted
with the Laws of God. If they did these things, then there would be ecclesial
peace·

The cancellation of circumcision and the Law as important things in
religious life would be a severe blow to the Jews but i t would bring contentment
to the Gentile believers. The abstention from meats or foods offered to idols,
and from blood and the proper draining of blood from a carcase about to be eaten,
plus the banishment of fornication WDuld be a severe blow to the Gentiles but i t
would give contentment to the Jews· Both sides would have to give a l i t t l e and
take a l i t t l e . Therefore, the Jews wuld be content to regard circumcision aid
the law as having no part in Christian life if only the Gentiles had to sacrifice
something too* Abstention from meats had no importance in itself and eating meat
offered to idols was loot a sin provided one did not eat in acknowledgment of the
pagan god· See what Paul has to say in 1 Cor. 8· Ifete carefully the sentiment
expressed in the last verse· ( l Cor. 8· 1?#)

"You will do well." ~ Gk# "You xd.ll prospern
# As they ware going, with

their disputes concerning circumcision and the law on one side, and meats, blood,
idols, and fornication on the other, they were destroying themselves. If they
could drop a l l these things and get down to true Christian living, they could only
prosper·

Verse 50

"So when they were dismissed, they came to Antioch: and when they had gathered
the multitude together, they delivered the epistles"

The beginning of this verse lays the scene in Jerusalem before the council
who had txritten the letter and given charge to Judas and Silas to go with Paul
and Barnabas end deliver the le t ter . The lat ter half happens some time later
when the party had reached Antioch and were about to read the le t ter .
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"they vere dismissed*.·" '— Lit, "They indeed therefore b&ing dismissed·"
They were given leave to go and bidden farewell.

"gathered.··" -assembled . To gather means to go out and collect one
with the other· The sense here does net indicate th i s . I t merely states that
the people were assembled from which we assume that word was sent round to a l l
to assemble at the i r meeting place, which they did and ware thus assembled·

"the multitude·· ·" ~ again "pl^thos" meaning a crowd or vast number
(of brethren and s is ters) ·

"delivered the epis t le :" — handed the l e t t e r over to the elders.

Verse 51

"Which when they had read, they rejoiced for the consolation·"

This clause brings to an end the sentence which was started in tha
previous verse·

"when they had r ead . · · " - l i t · "having read · . · " The reading here is a
collective ons because in the rejoicing which followed, a l l the ecclesia
rejoiced together· Therefore they must have "read" together by listening to i t
being read.

"they rejoiced. . ·" - there was a sudden and spontaneous outburst of
rejoicing at the message of the l e t t e r ·

"the consolation." - the exhortation, referring to the four abstinences
given at the end of the l e t t e r . ·· .

Verse 32

"And Judas and Silas, being prophets also themselves, exhorted the brethren with
many words, and confirmed them·"

This verse refers to Judas and Silas giving effect to the i r mission to
convey to the ecclesia at Antioch the message by word of mouth· (verse 27).

"being prophets. .#" ~ being teachers as were the prophets of-Israel .

"many words·.·" - Here again the word LOGOS is used. The exhortation
must have teen based upon the Divine Plan and Purpose.

"confirmed them." - The ecclesia had suffered a severe setback with the
dissimulation and had been weakened· Now with the decision which was fa i r to both
sides, having regard to the four prohibitions* the ecclesia rejoiced together
and must have been strengthened·

Verse 53

"And after they had tarried there a space, they were le t go in peace from the
brethren unto the apostles."

"tarried there a space·*" - "having spent sane t ime· · · "

"let go · · . " — they were dismissed·.·

"in peace.. ." - the Hebrew words of parting were "go in peace" or
"peace be with you"· Ifere Lake uses the word to indicate that they returned
with pease, having brought peace to the ecclesia·

"to the apostles·" ~ Some manuscripts have "to those who sent them#"
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Verse 34

"Notwithstanding it pleased Silas to abide there s t i l l*"

Following upon verse 52/53,, th i s appears to be inconsistent'• 'Never-
theless, if there were more than Judas and Silas in thei r party, i t would be
correct to ssy that "they" returned, nevertheless Silas pcefevred to stay
at Antioch. Many of the older M3S omit this verse in view of th is apparent
inconsistency· I t i s thought that i t was introduced la ter to prepare the
way'for verse 40 which t e l l s how Paul chose Silas to accompany him. on his
second missionary journey. Textual evidence is not always reliable but i t must
be admitted that whether the verse i s genuine or not, Silas did stay on at
Antioctu In support of the view that the verse is spurious and a la ter intro-
duction, i t mast be remarked that the "NUMERIC ENGLISH MEW TESTAMENT" can find
no evidence to support i t s inclusion so omits i t ·

Verse 55

"Paul also and Barnabas continued in Antioch, teaching and preaching the word
of the Lord, with many others also."

"continued. .#" - the Greek verb "dietribo" means to "wear away by
rubbing". In regard to time, i t means "to pass the time away· In other
passages i t is translated as "abode". Acts IS· 19; 14. 3, 28; 16. 12* 20. 6;
In Acts 25. 6. the translation is "tarried" and in veBe 14 i t is tfhad been there
many days." The sense seems to be "occupied the time".

"in Antioch..." - th is ecclesia gradually taking over th0 importance
that once belonged to Jerusalem.

"teaching..*" - Bible lectures within the ecclesia,

"preaching..." - lectures outside the ecclesia.

"with many others also"· - a preaching team had developed and were
helping Paul and Barnabas.

Verse 56

"Ard some days after Paul said unto Barnabas, Let us go again and v i s i t our
brethren in every city where we have preached the word of the Lord, and see
how they do."

Luke uses this verse to introduce the quarrel which was about to ensue
between Paul and Barnabas. Note that Paul took the ini t ia t ive in suggesting the
next missionary journey. Luke i s tying up his story well. He has just told us
that Paul and Barnabas were helped by other preachers so the proposed journey
would not mean that Paul and Barnabas were deserting a struggling ecclesia. Ife
introduces the new turn in his narrative fcy stating "some days after" thereby
showing that Paul wDuld choose a convenient time to go and would not leave the
ecclesia uncared for.

It i s typical of Paul that he should want to v i s i t the friends which,
had been made during his f i r s t missionary journey· His epistles and his many
expressions of love and concern for his readers shows his love of his fellowmen.

Verse 57

"And Barnabas determined to take with them John, whose surname was Mark".

This i s how Luke introduces the qiarrel which was now to take place. He
gives no indication whatsoever as to whether he thought Paul or E&rnabas were
right or wrong. The addition of the sunsme helps to establish the identity
beyoifl a l l doubt but i t also shows us that from the point of view of Barnabas,
there was a family connection there· Nevertheless, i t is s t i l l not stated wb
was right and who was wrong.
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"determined..." - in English, th is i s a strong term» A better
translation would be "Barnabas intended·. ." or "Barnabas wished..."

Verse 58

"But Paul thought not gpod to take hin with them,, who departed from them from
Pamphylia, and went not with them to the work."

'thought not good··." ~ th is is the negative form of an expression
translated elsewhere as "thought worthy" or "counted worthy" see Luke 7. 7;
2 Thess. 1. 11; 1 Tim. 5. 17; Heb. 5. 5· and 10. 29. It means that in Paul's
view, Mark was unworthy to be taken.

Paul must have felt that i t was too early after Markfs defection to take
him on this occasion. Paul took his evangelical work very seriously and would
have l i t t l e sympathy with one who left the party at an awkward time when Paul
was i l l .

Barnabas on the other hand, appeared to live according to his name -
"the son of consolation". He may have thought that Mark had learnt his lesson
and that he would do well to accompany such outstanding workers in the Truth.

This i s not the f i rs t tie' Paul and Barnabas had quarrelled. They d is -
agreed over the question of circumcision xiien Barnabas had been carried away by
the persuasion of the Judaisers. (Gale 2. 15.)

Verse 59

"And the contention was so sharp between them, that they departed asunder one
from the other: and so Barnabas took Mark, and sailed unto Cyprus."

"contention..." ~ Gk. "paroxusmos" from which we get the JEhglish word
"paroxysm". I t carries a meaning of sharpness of feeling with a suggestion of
intense anger.

"departed asunder.·." - indicates "violent division" and "forcible
separation". They must have turned upon thei heels and parted without a word
of "Good-bye" between them.

"B arnabas took Mark,.." - as we should expect since he was his uncle.
Col. 4. 10.

"sailed unto Cyprus." ~ Again as we should expect since Cyprus was his
•«home country". (Acts 4. 56.)

Verse 40

"Aid Paul chose Silas, and departed, being recommended by the brethren unto the
grace of God."

"chose..." - the English word does not convey the fuller Greek meaning
of choosing and substituting.

"Silas. ." - if"verse 54 i s spurious, then Silas could have been summoned
from Jerusalem to f i l l the position of assistant to Paul.

"and departed..." - the separation of two such men is to be regretted
but at the same time, the division released them in such a manner that two
preaching teams went forth instead of one* The year was probably about A.D. 48.
and i t was necessary at that time that the Truth should be spread far and wide
with a l l speed* A.D. 70 was not far off.

Like a l l good "brethren in Chris t . . ." they may have their quarrels but
they So not beer malice and do not harbour a grudge. I&ul and Barnabas forgot the
quarrel between them and remained firmfriends» See 1 Cor. 9. 6j Col. 4. 10j
2 Tim. 4. 11; and Philem. 24.
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Verse 41

"And he vent through Syria and Cilicia, confining the churches·"

It is as well to look up these districts on the map· Paul went to the
cities and consolidated his former teaching·

Paul and Barnabas were not to meet again as far as is recorded in
Scripture• They may have met but they did not work together again· Barnabas
disappears from Acts at this stage and goes with Mark· It is sad that two
such men should part but Paul was prepared to sacrifice al l things for Christ.
See his remarks in Phil· 3· 7/8· In the narrative we know as ifThe Book of the
Acts% Paul is about to team up with a man of as fine a character as will be
found anywhere in any story· This meeting is dealt with in the next chapter
and the person concerned is none other than the writer of the gfcory himself,
the beloved physician Iuke.





THE ACTS (F THE APOSTLES.

Chapter 16

000OOO000

THE SECOND MISSIONARY JOURNEY

Pau l ' s new t r a v e l l i n g companion was S i l a s . His choice was not haphazard
but was a good one because he came from Jerusalem and would carry an a i r of
author i ty because of t h i s · Furthermore, there i s evidence from a considerat ion
of Acts 16. 57· tha t Si las was a Roman c i t i z s n · Since Paul was also a Roman
ci t izen* t h i s p r iv i l ege would stand them in good s tead , p a r t i c u l a r l y when
dealing· with minor people in senior p o s i t i o n s , l i k e j a i l e r s · We s h a l l see the
effect of t h i s when we come t o verse 37 and 58. of t h i s chapter ·

Verse 1

"Then came he t o Derbe and Lystra : and, behold, a c e r t a i n d i sc ip l e was t h e r e ,
named Timotheus, t he son of a c e r t a i n woman, which was a Jewess, and be l ieved:
bub h i s fa ther was a Greek:"

"Derbe and l y s t r a : · · " - Paul went by land th i s time and not by sea as
hitherto when he went f i r s t to Cyprus and from there by sea to the mainland· He
would take the opportunity of preaching the Dford of God wherever he could find
people who would l i s t en . This i s confirmed in Acts 15· 41. For comments on
those two c i t i e s see the notes to Acts 14· 6. They are mentioned here in
reverse order to 14· 61· because they were approached in t h i s order on t h i s
occasion·

"behold,.." - again, as in a l l cases, what follows i s the unexpected·
In t h i s case i t was the meeting of Timothy, half Greek and half Jew who was to
become such a good friend to Paul·

"Timotheus,.·" - the name means "of value to God". This is the Latin
form of the name, the Greek being Timotheos and the English "Timothy". He was a
native of Lystra and was probably converted to the Faith during Paul's f i r s t
v is i t there. I$r the time the second v is i t took place, his mother, Eunice and
his grandmother Lois had also turned to the Faith· The reference in 2 Tim· 1. 5 .
refers to the i r "faith" and not the i r conversion to the Faith. That i s to say,
Timothy came from a devout family of worshippers on his mother's side. He was
highly esteemed throughout the country at Lystra and Iconium. He was to join
Paul for a while in his work and in so doing, took the place of Mark· He was a
witness of the persecutions Paul suffered at Lystra - read Acts 14· 19/20. with
2 T I B . 5. 10/11·

"a certain woman···" - the word "certain" is not in the rel iable MSS
so Should be omitted· The woman is Eunice, the daughter of Lois, who was
married to a Greek who now, as i t appears, was dead.

Verse 2

"Which was ve i l reported of by the brethren that were at Lystra and Iconium·"

This completes the sentence started in verse 1. and describes Timothy and
not his father as may be thought from the English t ex t . Note that Timothy was
well reported throughout Derbe and Iconium and that Paul had come to Derbe and
Lystra· Iconiifcn is mentioned here because i t is nearer thaji Derbe, to Lystra.

Terse ·

"Him wuld Paul have to go forth with him; and took and circiancised him because
of the Jews which were in those quarters: for they knew a l l that his father
was a Greek."

"would...have.·" - wished to have.. Paul's wish in th i s case, may have
been based upon a broad knowledge of the Jews and the Gentiles with Aiom he would
come in contact. In t h i s , we see the reason why Luke i s careful to stress
Timothyfs ancestry, coming as he did from a line of faithful Jewish women, and
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and that his father was a Greek* Having such a companion viouLd be helpful
because the Faith he had to teach, was to be given to al l people, both Jew
and Gentile· In Tamothy was a man who combined both nations· The Law forbade
marriage between Jew and Gentile (Beut. 7. 3. ) but on his mother1 s side,
Timothy could quote as an excuse, the marriage between Esther and Ahaseurus·
There was one drawback regarding Timothy, but Paul soon overcame th i s . He
circumcised Timothy not as a surrender of principle, but as an act of concil-
iation towards the Jews· The Jews would a l l know that Timothy was uncircumr-
cised so th i s act by Paul would be understood as being an act to consider
their feelings.

If this act is compared with that of Titus who w$s not circumcised
(Gal· 2* 3.) the position will be imder stood. Titus was not circumcised by
Paul because at that time the Judaisers maintained that circumcision was
necessary to saltation· To have circumcised Titus would have been tantamount
to yielding to th is claim· With Timothy, there was no such doctrine put
forward so the Jews and others would know precisely that the act was made
through expediency·

Verse 4

"And as they went through the c i t i e s , they delivered them the decrees for to
keep, th&t were ordained of the apostles and elders which were at Jerusalem·"

"went through..." ~ passed through"

"the c i t i e s . . . " - where they had preached before, najnely Pisidian
Antiocli, Iconium, Derbe and Lystra.

"decrees" - Gk· "dogma" from which we get the English word. Means
"that which appears to be t r u e . · · " also "an opinion expressed with authority".

These were the dicisions of the council at Jerusalem. See the explanation
given towards the end of the verse·

Verse 5

"And so were the churches established in the fa i th , and increased in number
daily".

"churches..." -• "ecclesias. . ."

"established·.·" - were made strong· Their faith was consolidated
and their knowledge was increased.

"increased in number·.·" - th i s refers to the increase in the number
of believers although Lake is i^iting about "ecclesias"·

With th is verse, an important stage in Luke's narrative i s reached.
Paul has delivered the message from the apostles and elders and i s now about
to embark upon the most important part of his l i f e ' s work. The Second
Missionary journey is not really a journey but i s more in the nature of a
campaign which was spread over a number of years. In fact, i t lasted for five
years* A sojourn of several months at a place would hardly f i t the description
of a "journey". After an introduction of 4 verses, Luke brings us to verse 10
wherein he introduces himself for the f i rs t time.

THE CAMPAIGN BEGINS.

Verse 6

"Now when they had gone throughout Pnrygia and the region of Galat ia , and v^re
forbidden of the Holy Spir i t t o preach the word i n A s i a , . . "

An incomplete v^rse which i s continued into verse 7.

Now "they had gone th roughou t · · · " - not the same as "irent through" of verse 4«
I t means "Journey through" ,.
"throughout P h r y ^ i a . • · " - Leaving Lystra and Iconium, they turned north
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and journeyed through the province of Phrygia and then through Galatia. To the
east of Phrygia, lay the province of Asia with its capital of Ephesus· For
notes in "Asia" se Acts 2. verse 9·

"forbidden of the Holy Spirit·.." - how this came is not stated. It
could have come through an angel, a vision, a dread. In the absence of any
could have come through an angel, a vision, a dream. In the absence of any
information from Luke, we must just accept that the Divine Wish was
communicated to them and it was obeyed.

'(forbidden) - to preach the word,.·11 - here again, the "Word" is
LOGOS, the Plan and Purpose of God»

"in Asia." We must not regard usia of those days as a continent. It
was a province in which was situated the famous city of Ephesus with its high
Greek culture. Paul was not fitted at that time, to oppose Greek culture of
that nature* His training had to come in the other provinces.

Verse 7

* After they were come to Mysia, they assayed to go into Bithynia: but the
Spirit suffered them not·"

"Bithynia*.·" - this was the northern province abutting the Black Sea.
This i s not to say that Paul and his pompanions went as far as the Black Sea,
because they were not permitted to enter the province.

Verse 8 *

"And the;y passing by Mysia came down to Troas·"

"passing by..." - means what it says. They did not preach there.

"Mysia... " - This province was contiguous with Bithynia bat lay to
the west of it, south of the Black Sea and had, as its northern boundary, the
sea of Marmora.

"Troas." - A sea port on the coast of Lysia on the Aegean side.

Verse 9

"And a vision appeared to Paul in the night· There stood a man of Macedonia,
and prayed him, saying, Come over into Macedonia, and help us."

"a vision appeared to Paul in the night;.." - that it was a vision in
the night suggests that it was a dream. Having received Tv/O warnings from
God not to preach in Asia nor in Bithynia, they could do either of .two things.
(l) They could go back to iarfcioch and start again on another journey in another
direction; or (2) they could cross the sea to a place of their choice. God
gave them the decision by means of the vision in the night. That the vision
"appeared" to Paul would more than likely mean that Paul saw an angel.

"There stood..." - the verb is "had been standing, beseeching..." which
combines "There stood..." with "prajed..."

"a man of Macedonia,.." - how Paul kney* it was a man of Macedonia is not
stated. If it had been a dream, his accent may have betrayed him or, as
happens in dreams, one automatically "knows" without being able to give any
logical reason therefor. On the other hand, if it had been a visitation by an
angel, Paul would have been shown a vision and given an explanation·

Some commentators think the "man of Macedonia" was Luke himself but in
the absence of knowing that Luke was a "man of Macedonia" this carmot be
accepted.

"Come over..." - lit. "having passed over into Macedonia, help thou us"·
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"help us·" - that i s , "help us to get salvation*"

rus"· - the people of Macedonia·

Verse 10

nAnd after he had seen the vision? immediately we endeavoured to go into
Macedonia, assuredly gathering that the Lord had called on us for to preach
the gospel unto them·"

"immediately···" - having received two prohibitions, and having obeyed
them, Paul now acted immediately to the commandment from the vision.

"endeavoured···" ~ l i t o "we sought to go in to . . · " i*e· they looked for
suitable transport»"

"YJE···" $ all commentators are agreed that this betrays for the first
time, the presence of Luke· This is the first use he makes of the plural
personal pronoun. I t is difficult to say when Luke joined Paul because he is
careful not to mention himself by name at any time· I t is no proof of course,
tftat because he uses "we" that he is now for the first time with the party· I t
merely indicates that he discloses his presence with them·

Luke could very well have joined them at Paphos during the first
missionary journey. He could have been called to Paul1 s bedside when he was
i l l , and left all to go with him from then on.

"assuredly gathering.··" - the product of one Greek word meaning
"inferring" or "concluding"· This may have arisen as a result of some
discussion betv/een them·

"called on us · . ·" - "called to us· · ·"

"preach the gospel.·." - G-k. one v*ord meaning "announce glad tidings"
or "evangelise"·

Verse 11

"Therefore loosing from Troas, we came with a straight course to Samothracia,
and the next day to Keapolis;"

"Therefore loosing from Troas,.·" - lit· "Having sailed therefore from
the Troas···" See notes to Acts 13· 13·

"came with a straight course·.." - a straight course is never, if ever,
achieved by sailing ships which are dependent on the wind which blows from
several quarters. Luke has a wide nautical knowledge and uses it in this
instance· It means to "sail before the wind" which is to say, the wind was
behind them· The return journey from Philippi was to take five days later on.
(Acts 20· 6.)

"Samothracia,··" - This is an island in the northern portion of the
Aegean Sea. It rises from the sea to a height of 52^0 feet and is a very
imposing sight as it is approachud* Its mountainous character and.its almost .
complete lack of a suitable harbour for trade^ prevented it from having great
political importance· In ancient times it was noted for its ?irorship of three
gods known as "Cabeiri" or "Cabiri". The island is noted for a
Yfonderful statue of a v/oman with a long skirt blown by the wind. It is hard
if not impossible to fault this statue for technical detail of a windblown skirt
It was erected in B»C· 305 and now stands in the Louvre in garis. It is
called * Winged Victory" or "Victory of Samothrace."

>iS an interesting side issue to this study, Samothrace was at one time
the home of an exporter of wine from Samothrace to Athens· One year he was
blown off course by an unusual wind and continued until he reached the coast
of Spain. In a little cockleshell of a boat, it was' an astonishing journey for
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that time inhistory. He delivered his wine to the inhabitants and promised
to come back again the next year· True to his word, he did and the people werB
so impressed, that they struck a medal in his honour, having a crest of a
double curve in the shape of the letter !tSt! to indicate the return journey· To
show that he had done it twice, they put two lines across the "S" making "S" plus
w=ff, "fi"# This afterwards became a coin and was known as a "Thaler11. In the
centuries which followed, the double lines through an "8" were retained until
the time came when its significance had long since been forgotten· The name
changed too and became known as a "Dollar". Thus a man from Samothrace whose
name has long since been forgotten, gave to the iiinerican people, the design
and sign of their standard coin·

"Neapolis···" - from the Greek "Keo-" meaning "New" and "polis"
meaning "city", thus making the name "Keapolis" for the new city* There were
many such names through the Greek empire before the days of Roman domination·
One such arose in Italy but through the centuries the naae became corrupted from
Keapolis to Naples· The people of Naples are called "Neapolitans" - the people
of the new city· The "Neapolis" of this verse was a seaport for the city of
Philippi and, was about 30 miles distant from Samothrace·

The Greek sailors of the days of Paul always Iked to anchor at night·
Therefore they would sail to the lee of the wind near the island and complete
the journey the next day· That is why Luke mentions such places, because they
were used as places at which to anchor for the night·

Varse 12

from thence to Philippi, which is the chief city of that part of
Macedonia, and a colony: and we were in that city abiding certain days·"

"Philippi·.·" - The city was founded upon the ruins of other cities by
Philip of Macedonia and called by his name. This was in the fourth century
B.C. It was on the highway between Neapolis and Thes salon ma. It was to the
ecclesia at Philippi that Paul wrote his epistle to the Philippians· It became
a Roman colony in B.C. 42·

"which is the chief city···" - Gk. "which is the first city..·" A
great deal of discussion has ensued about the meaning of this phrase. It could
mean that Philippi was the first city of any importance to be reached in Mace-
donia, Neapolis being regarded as belonging to Thrace and not to Macedonia. On
the other hand it could mean that it was the first "colony/city" of Macedonia,
a colony being given a higher status by the Homans· Philippi may have been
given this status because it was the scene of the victory when Octavian and
1 ark Anthony defeated Brutus and Cassius in B.C. 42. Thirdly, it could mean
that it enjoyed a first political importance in that part of Macedonia. It
rivalled Amphipolis which was the real capital of Hacedonia. In Luke's simply
told story, it most likely means that it was the first city of any importance
they came across after crossing over from Troas.

"and a colony:.." - it was given "colony" status which meant that it
enjoyed "Jus Italicum", this being immunity from a ground tax on provincial lands
Its mag strates carried titles borrowed from Rome and its coins (of which none
are known to exist) laws and official language were all in Latin. The people
were proud of their citizenship and 1 aul, in his epistle addressed to them,
reminds them of a more important "citizenship" which is in heaven. See Phil.
1· 27; and 3# 20· where "citizenship" is translated as "conversation"·

"certain days·" - It is suggested by Walker that they were in the
city waiting for the sabbath so that they could preach·

Verse 1J

"and on the sabath (margin: sabbath day) we went out of the city by a river
side, where prayer was wont to be made; and we sat down, and spake unto the
women which resorted thither."
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"we went out of the city..·" - there were few Jews there so there was no
synagogue available where they could preach» Nevertheless they must have
sought out the Jews and gone outside the city for the purpose of worship©

"by a river side,.*" - if they Jews did not have a place of worship, they
preferred to be near water where they could perfor the ablutions required by the
Law of Moses·

"where prayer was wont to be made..." - as explained, this would be near
water.

"we sat donn..." ~ it was usual when coming into a "place of prayer", to
sit down. See Acts 13· 14©

"spake unto the women..»" - this has been explained as bein^ due to the
fact that there were no male Jews there or that the men came late. The truth
of the matter could be that the men were engaged in prayer or in preliminary
worship leading up to the proper worship, so only a group of women were
available to talk to. (A quorum of ten men is necessary to constitute proper
worship by Jews·*) If there was a lack of a quorum, then the women could gather
together and this is the most likely explanation. The river was, no doubt, the
G-angites on which Philippi was situated.

Verse 14

"And a certain woman named Lydia, a seller of purple, of the city of Thyatira,
which worshipped God, heard us: whose heart the Lord opened, that she attended
unto the things which were spoken of Paul·"

"woman named Lydia,.." - she came from Thyatira which was in the province
of Asia. At one time in the past, Thyatira had been in the kingdom of Lydia so
she took her name from that. The district was famed for its* manufacture of
purple dye and it appears that Lydia had come to Philippi to trade in that dye.
The city of Thyatira had a guild of dyers who specialised in that work. In
Hev. 2 18/29· we find one of the letters to the seven ecclssias, this one to
Thyatira.

"which worshipped G-od..." - she was a worshipper of God without knowing
of Jesus Christ. She must have been a proselyte, or perhaps, a Jewess by
birth. See Acts 13· 43·

"heard us:.." - imperfect tense indicates continually hearing us.

"whose heart the Lord opened,.." - Walker lists the following:-

Opening the ears Iiark 7·
" the eyes. Luke 24· 31·
" the Scriptures. Luke 24· 32. Acts 17· 3·
" the understandin. Luke 24· 45·
" the heart. Acts 16. 14.

With the exception of the reference from Mark, all these are written by
Luke. Very important in this connection, is the fact that when the story
of the Acts was taking place, G-od "opened a door of faith unto the Gentiles."
Acts 14. 27.

"she attended·./ ' - she applied her mind to the things spoken of by
Paul. This is so essential that i t is worthy of special mention. No one comes
to an understanding of the Divine Plan and Purpose ?dthout giving careful
attention to the Word- of G-od

Verse 15

"And when she was baptised, and her household, she besought us, saying, If ye
have judged me to be faithful to the Lord, come into my house, and abide there.
And she constrained us."
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"Y/hen she was baptised..·" - the reference is to the time when she was

baptised which could have been some time afterwards. Points to the note are

that she had a desire to worship God. She was a worshipper before she met Paul,

showing that there was a desire in her heart to turn unto the Lord.

The next thing about here is that she attended to $he words which Paul

spoke. That is to say, she made an effort to understand the Scriptures and in

doing so, she acquired knowledge, having acquired that knowledge and believing

in it, she signified her belief and acceptance by submitting to baptism. This

is the γ/ay of every true Christian Believer.

"her household,.." - a definite answer cannot be given as to what

constitutes a "household". In Greek the word is "oikos" meaning a house with

particular reference to its inmates. This could include servants and it is

very likely that Lydia was a successful business won;an and had more than one

servant. She would not have invited the whole travelling party to sbay with her

if she did not have a large house and she could not have had a large house un-

less she had the means to afford it, and to keep the servants necessary to run

it. One thing can be stated definitely and that is that this verse cannot be

quoted as proof that children - small ones, and infants - must be baptised.

There is no proof of this neither is there proof that there were not such

children. It shows however, that Lydia was the head of the household and since

the Bible is particular when speaking about women, to state whether they are

married or widowed, we can be reasonably sure that Lydia had not been married

otherwise she would have been described, as a "widow" · Being described as a

"woman" the indication is that she was a single person. This being the case,

she had servants but not children. It was the custom at that time that the

head of the house set the religious pattern for his family. Lydia being single,

would then have the power to set the religious pattern for her household. The

facts before us make this very reasonable but in the absence of complete proof,

one cajj'.'.-ot be dogmatic about this»

"If ye have judged me to be faithful..." - lit. "if ye have judged

me to be faithful to the Lord..." and they must have so judged her by admitting

he to baptism.

"my house..." - as stated above, Lydia showed signs of being wealthy

Verse 40 shows that the first meeting place at Philippi was at her house. She

was hospitable and showed it by inviting the travellors to stay with her. The

liberality given to Paul and mentioned in Phil. 4· 15· no doubt started at her

home.

"she constrained us· - The only other occurrence of this word is found

in Luke 24· 29· where those who accom anied the risen Lord on the way to Emaus,

brought pressure to bear upon him to stay with them. Likewise, Paul and his

companions must have shown polite reluctance to stay with her and accept her

hospitality, but she would have none of their arguments and brought pressure to

bear upon them so they stayed.

Verse 16

"And it came to pass, as we went to prayer, a certain damsel possessed with a
spirit of divination met us, which brought her masters much gain by
soothsaying:"

"It came to pass..." - this indicates a passage of time before what is

about to be related actually happened. Some have thought that this followed

immediately upon the baptism of Lydia. Luke is selecting incidents from

history to teach a series of lessons and is careful in this in tance, to show

the passage of time by "It came to pass..."

"as we went to prayer,.." - one day when they were going down to the

river, where, according to the information of verse 13, "prayer was wont to be

made..."

"a certain damsel..." - a young \Yoman
#
 The term is usually applied to

a slave girl. Rhoda was one of these, iicts 12. 13·
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"possessed with a spirit of divination·. .
!t
 - the margin has a reference

to "Python"· "Python" was the name of a great dragon at Delphi· It was

killed by Appollo who was given the title of "Pythius" and was supposed to

inherit its power to act as an oracle or prophet· Plutarch says that such

"Pythons" were ventriloquists" who had the power to cause an illusion of

origin of voice* All this is akin to "demon worship"·

"her masters···" - this supplies proof that she was a slave working for

some priests.

"soothsaying." - telling fortunes.

Verse 17

"The same followed Paul and us, and cried, saying These men are the servants of

the most high God, which show unto us the way of salvation·"

"The same···" - thos woman

"Paul and us,··" - Paul, Silas, Timothy and Luke·

That the slave girl called out something which seems to be in support

of that which was taught by Paul, lends confusion to this verse· In those d;ajs,

the belief in one god was quite popular.and everywhere there was a desire for

salvation. The pagan *gods were given the title of "saviou" so when we read

that the slave girl called out such things, we realise tnat she was doing nothing

more than advertising the gods of her masters, thereby detracting from the .God

Of Israel and the Saviour the Lord Jesus, whom Paul preached.

Verse 18

"And this she did many days. Bui Paul, being grleYid, turned and said to the

spirit, I command thee in the name of Jesus Christ to come out of her. And

he came out the same hour."

"being grieved,·." - he was worn out from the constant repetition and

had lost patience. He became indignant.

"said to the spirit..." - this is Luke's record. He was a doctor and

would be interested in her mental condition. Modern medical science knows that

there was no evil spirit in the girl but the medical fraternity of Paul
1
s day

did not know this. Therefore they wrote in accordance with the belief of the

times.

"the same hour." - what is meant here is "instantaneous."

Verse 19

"Aand when her masters saw that the hope of their gains was gone, they caught

Paul and Silas, and drew them into the market pLace unto the rulers,"

This verse is the beginning of a sentence which comes to its end at the

end of verse 21, and should be read with this in mind.

"when her. masters saw..." - they did not actually see but perceived by

her subsequent silence what had happened to her.

"the hope of their gains·." - this should be in the singular, "their

gain". Hitherto, anypunishment meted out to the evangelists by pagans was at

the instance of Jews and not because the pagans objected to their religion being

assailed. In this case which we are now studying, the repercussions came about

because a gain had been lost. The question of the True Religion did not enter

into their objection, although they did subsequently make mention of it. Their

prime motive however, is anger at the loss of gain.

"was gone,.." - lit. "gone out" as the "spirit" was supposed to have

gone out.
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"they caught Paul and Silas,..ft - Timothy and Luke attracted no
attention because of the minor role they played. Their silence and subordination
did not bring them into prominence before the masters of the slave*

"the market place***" - in ancient oities, this was either in the middle
of the city or at the gate» Here it was that people met to do business or to
hear the law· It was called "agora" and the Romans called it the "forum"· It
was a kind of civic centre where there were colonnades and shops and markets·

"the rulers·" - This would be the group of magistrates who would control
matters in a Greek city. They would be the men at the agora who dispensed
justice at that time· They would most likely, be at the town hall.

Verse 20

"And brought them to the magistrates, saying These men, being Jews, do
exceedingly trouble our city,"

"brought them to the magistrates·. ." - brought them before the two men
who were called "duumvirs" or "djpviri" (the Hwo men"). Yftiat happened was that
tney brought the men before the authorities mentioned in verse 19 but in this
verse, the information i s more specific and states which of the authorities i t
was to whom they were brought. The margin of the R.V· gives "preators" but
this is not correct. Places l ike Philippi did not enjoy such a high ranking
status.

"being Jews,·4" *- spoken in contempt of the Jewish people·

"exceedingly t rouble · . ·" - this is a compound word in Greek meaning "to
throw into thorough disorder". A similar expression is used in Acts 15· 24. and
17· 8 and 13· where the use is milder in form.

"our city"· Used in personification of "the people of our city"·

Verse 21

"And teach Gxjstoms, which are not lawful for us to receive, neither to observe,
being Romans·"

"teach customs,··" - the word "teach" used here is the same as that used
in verse 17 and translated as "shew11· The "customs" were the insti tutions of
religion as practiced by the pagans. This refers to the r i t e s of worship. See
Acts 6. 14.

"not lawful" - there was no legislation attached to th i s . The meaning
is that i t was not proper because the teaching of a religion other than that
v/hich was generally accepted throughout the city, would cause difficulty because
of army service. The people who followed this new Faith would not copy the
r i tual of the pagan state worship.

"neither to observe..." - this refers to active participation from which
the pagans would be barred.

"being Romans." - In the Roman way, a Jew could l ive as a Jew and a
pagan could l ive as a pagan. The trouble started when Jews or others tried to
break down the pagan faith because th is meant subversion against the State and
against the person of the emperor. Any disloyalty to Rome and i t s emperor
would soon have the people in an uproar.

Verse 22

"*nd the multitude rose up together against them: and the magistrates rent off
their clothes, and commanded to beat them·"

"The multitude..." - the common people, having been aroused by the
suggestion of a threat to Rome and its emperer, now behave according to the
pattern of mob lav/ and mob hysteria.
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"rose up together*··11 - mob hysteria spreads very rapidly, giving the
appearance of affecting everybody at the same time·

"rent off their clothes,··" - the sense of the English translation is
that the magistrates rent off their own clothes· This is not the case· The
fact is that the magistrates tore the clothes off Paul and Silas so that they
were stripped naked preparatory to being whipped· This would shame the
evangelists very much indeed because to be stripped in public was a great
disgrace·

"and commanded to beat t&em"· - "commanded to beat them ?dth rods·"

No chance was given to the two men to reply to the charges which were
laid against them. Paul, in writing his first epistle to the Thessalonians,
mentions the disgraceful treatment he was given (l Thess 2·2·)

Verse 23

"And when they had laid many stripes upon them, they cast them into prison,

charging the jailor to keep them safely:"

"And when they had laid···" - lit. "Having laid···"

"many stripes···" - "they", the magistrates, did not do this γ/ork but

commanded their officers to do it· See verse 22· See also 2 Cor· 11· 23·

"cast them into prison,.." - lit. "committed them to prison, i»e·

without physical violence. See Acts 8· 3· P&ul now suffers what he gave

others·

"jailor···" - he was probably the govenor of the prison and a centurion
The instructions to keep his safely would mean that he would not leave them in
the outer prison but would take them to the inner prison· See, how securely Peter
was imprisoned in ̂cts chapter 12*

Verse 24

"Who having received such a charge, thrust them into the inner prison, and
made their feet fast in the stocks·"

"having received such a charge,·." - Luke now prepares us for the
conversion of the jailor within a few hours. Putting the prisoners into the
inner prison and fastening their feet in the stocks was not necessarily the
work of a cruel and heartless man. He was merely obeying the instructions of
the Magistrates· Luke does not intend us to &et any harsh thoughts about the
Jailor other\7ise how are we to accept the fact of his sudden baptism later on?
Here Luke shoves further evidence of his skill as a writer·

"thrust···" - the same Greek word as that translated "cast·.·" in the

previous verse.

"inner prison..·" ~ one is tempted to think of this as being a dungeon

in the depths of the prison, with little light. This is not indicated by the

script but is simply a prison further away from the main entrance.

"the stocks·" This instrument differed widely. Some were used as a

punishment where the limbs were stretched· Others just were instruments for

securing the prisoner by making his detention certain· The tomb of Jesus

was also securely fastened·

Verse 23

"And at midnight Paul and Silas prayed, and sang praises unto God: and the
prisoners heard them·"

"prayed, and sang···" - the two verbs are separated by a comma but it

is most likely that the singing was done by chant, and the chant was offered in

the form of a prayer, both being done simultaneously· See Acts 12· 5· where
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Peter prajred without c easing *

"the prisoners heard them·" Gk· "the prisoners listened to them".
If one should wonder why Luke added this little piece of information, there is
little to go on unless on regards it as being a statement inserted
to draw the situation is such terms as to discount any knowledge of what was
suddenly about to happen» Paul and Silas were singing chants of praise to God
and the prisoners were listening to them, hearing perhaps, for the first time,
something about the G-od of Israel· Their minds were on spiritual things when
suddenly·... ·

Verse 26

"And suddenly there was a great earthquake, so that the foundations of the prison
were shaken: and immediately the doors were opened, and everyone1 s hands were
loosed·"

"•••earthquake···" - from Gk. "seisinos" from which we get English
"seismic", "seismology"· I t means a shaking, a shock, a -movement to and fro,
with the idea of concussion attached to i t · See Matt· 24· 7j 27· 54j 2&. 2;
Hark 13· 8j Luke 21. 11 j Acts 16. 26; Rev· 6. 12; 8.5; 11. 13 (twice)
11· 19; and 16· 18· (twice)· I t is also used of a tempest in Matt· 8· 24.

"the foundations of the prison were shaken·.·" - i t i s thought that the
effect of this was to loosen the catches, bolts and bars on the doors, the
sockets of the chains which bound the prisoners, thus making i t possible for the
prisoners to escape. This would not explain how the "prisoners* hands were
loosed·"

"immediately···" - a l l at the same time, not one after the other·

"everyone's hands were loosed·" - this was due to Divine Power and not
to the effect of the earthquake. L sudden shock, no matter how severe, could
not loosen the chains on their hands and feet. See Acts 12· 7·

Verse 27

"imd the keeper of the prisoner awaking out of his sleep, and seeing the prison
doors open, he drew out his sword, and would have killed himself, supposing
that the prisoners had been fled·" ·

"keeper of the prison···" - from one Greek word meaning "jailor"·

"awaking out of his sleep···" - Lit· "out of sleep and having arisen
the jailor.·."

"he drew out his s?7ord..." - lit. "having drawn a sword..."

"would have killed himself..." - lit. "was about himself to kill..·"
There was a strong possibility that the jailor would have been killed if his
prisoners had escaped· See nets 12· 19· On the other hand, it was considered
a noble thing to do under such circumstances, for the jailor to kill himself·
He. would have been much praised as a hero if he had done so. It is unlikely
that this motive applied in this instance, because of the subsequent humility
and belief of the jailor.

"supposing that the prisoners had fled." - this shows that the motive
was one of. avoided a cruel punishment ending in death for having permitted the
prisoners to escape· In such circumstances, they should have been killed·

That the jailor was awakened out of sleep while the prisoners were awake
is explained by the fact that the jailor's house was near the jail, (verse 34·)
so he would not be near enough to be kept awake by the chanting of Paul and
Silas· Luke cuts his narrative short here from the "awakening" to the "drawing
of the sword" without explaining that the Jailor, having been awakened, rushed
over from his house to the jail, and, having found the prisoners loose, would
have killed himself so drew his sword to do so· The fore-going explanation can
be inferred from the script and does not need to be told·
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Verse 28

"But Paul cried with a loud voice, saying, Do thyself no harm: for we are all

here·"

"cried with a loud voice,.·" - the Greek here is, literally, "Cried out

and with a voice loud···"

"Do thyself no harm:··" - the word translated as "harm" here means

harm which includes every form of evil, moral or physical·

"we are all here·" * Paul, with Silas, had been put in the inner jail,

yet knew that all the other prisoners were there, although it must have been

dark· There has been much speculation as to how he knew that all were there

and some commentators have suggested that he knew because of the power of the

Holy Spirit working upon him· This may be true but it would be usual under

such circumstances, for all to have called out "iire you alright?" so that with

this individual checking, Paul would know that all were there· It seems to be

carrying commentaries too far when such ppints as this are debated· If there

is a value in the statement it is that whereas ALL were saved fiOm this dangerous

arthquake which seemed to have been very severe, only CBS turned to God· This

is characteristic of mankind and once again shows the Divine teaching that

only a comparatively few will be saved from all ages.

Verse 29

*
!
Then he called for a light, and sprang in, and came trembling, and fell down

before Paul and Silas,"

"he called for a light,.*" - as indicated above, it was dark. He would

"demand" a light and his attendants would obey.

"sprang in..." * it is thought that the phrase "sprang in" shows that

Paul and Silas were in a dungeon. The verb however, means "rushed in" as

one should expect him to do in view of his anxiety about the safety of his

prisoners.

"came trembling..
#
" - Diag· "having become terrified..." R.V· "trembling

for fear·.·" iUS.V. "trembling with fear..." In view of what had happened, his

fear is not surprising·

Verse 30

"And brought them out, and said, Sirs, what must I do to be saved?"

"iind brought them out · . · " - Lit· "having led them out · . · " or "having
conducted them out . . · " They may have had to be helped out because of their
wounds from the "many stripes" of v§rse 23·

"Sirs , · · " - a term of respect· Contrast with the brutal /teatment they
had been given a few hours previously. There is no Greek word for "Sirs". The
word means "Lords," "masters". In Eastern culture and courtesy, i t would be
used to show humility to the person addressed and to show respect to him, or
them.

"what must I do. . · " - similar' to "what shall we do?tf of Acts 2. 37·
See notes for that versa. The sense here is "What .i& i t necessary for me to
do.·?" There was obviously a great need but the jailor did not know what i t
was.

"to be saved?" - l i t · "that I may be saved?" The whole question is
"What is i t necessary for me to do in order that I may be saved"· The saving
here is personal and not collective for all who were there, although i t would
apply to them al l · The jailor at that moment, was concerned with his own
salvation.
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Verse 31

"And they said, Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, and thou shalt be saved, and
thy house·"

The reply which Paul gave to the question and which is recorded here,
differs from that given by Peter in answer to a similar question. Lets 2· 38·
Peter called for "baptism" whereas Paul calls for "belief". The two must go
together as Jesus demanded· Mark· 16· 16. Baptism took place in both
instances thus showing that there is no inconsistency, in vtfhat was said by both
men· . -.

"thou shalt be saved···" - saved from his present state of being
spiritually dead· Salvation in the Kingdom of God is not promised here· This
is subject to the operation of the grace of God and is not a sine qua non of
baptism, although baptism is an essential and indispensible preliminary. See
Ephes 2· 5· and verse 8.

"and thy house"· . His house, if they believed and were baptised too, would
be saved in a similar way through their belief and baptism· Not by th£ beLief
and baptism of the jailor but by their own belief and baptism, This applies
only to those who can believe, thereby eliminating infants and small children
who have not yet reached the age of discretion and understanding·

Verse 32

they spake unto him the word of the Lord, and to all that were in his

house".

"they spake unto him.·." - they taught him·

"the word of the Lord·.." - the LOGOS - the Plan and Purpose of God·

"to all that were in his house"· - His wife, grown up children and

servants· Paul and Silas would not talk to infants about the Divine Plan and

Purpose so there is nothing here to, support the practice of infant sprinkling·

Verse 33

he took them the same hour of the night, and washed their stripes; and was

baptised, he and aLl his, straightaway."

"he took them···" - the same verb is used in Acts 15· 39· where Barnabas

"took" Mark with him· The same sense is meant here·

"washed their stripes*·." lit· "he washed from them the stripes.··"

which means he washed the blood from the stripes. See comments to verse 30

under "brought them out". . · ,

"was baptised,.·" - the jailor washed away their blood, a symbol of death,

and they "v/ashed" him in water of baptism, thus washing away from him the symbol

of death· He was now assured of a resurrection·

Some commentators ask where the water of baptism could come from, and

point out that it was still dark· The answer is, of course, that it came from

the plc.ee where the jailor would draw his water, a cistern, a well, a stream

or anything which would supply enough water for a complete immersion which is

what the word Baptism requires. When Luke mentions baptism, he expects his

readers to understand what he writes. He does not have to explain the obvious·

If he said, "they partook of food" he does not need to tell us what that food

was.

"straightway". «- The jailor first washed their bodies and then, without

delay, was washed himself.

"he Θζιά his···" - again we have an instance where the master of & house

orders his servants what to do and they do it.
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Verse 34

".and when he had brought them into his house, he set meat before them, and
rejoiced, believing in Gid with all his house*"

"when he had brought them into his house···" - "having led them up into
his house.··" This indicates two things:- (1) his house or lodgings was UP so
he could have led them upstairs from the jail precincts below; (2) he had been
outside for the baptism and then had come from the place where the water was, and
then led them into the house*

"he set meat before them,.·" - Gk· "he set a table" The HV has a
marginal reference against "meat" reading "a table"· This is more to the
script for it indicates more than just having a neal of food after so spirutal
a ritual as baptism· The "table" which was set before them was more likely to
be a "table of the Lord" where a memorial feast was celebrated· This would be
more in keeping with the character of Paul and Silas·

"rejoicedo··" - the verb is used here and carries a meaning of "exult"·
The noun is used in ̂ cts 2* 46· and translated "gladness"· The word "rejoiced"
occurring in ucts 2· 26

Φ
 comes from a different verb altogether. The v/ord

"was glad" in relation to the "tongue?
1
 (in ixts 2· 26.) is from the same Greek

verb as we find in Acts 16· 34· For other uses of this verb, see Luke 1* 47j
1 Pet· 1· 8j Rev· 19· 7; but Matt· 5· 12* gives the verb in the Middle Voice,
as does John 5· 35j and in the verse now being studied· Also 1 Pet. 1· 6j 4.
13; Luke 10· 21 j John 8· 56.

Thr verse indicates that the jailer and his household rejoiced but we can
be sure that Paul and Silas rejoiced too, forgetting in their exultation that
a short while before, their stripes were washed and they had been severely beaten.

"believing in God···" - lit· "having believed in God··." The use of
this expression shows that because they believed in God, they rejoiced.

Verse 35

"And when it was day, the magistrates sent the Serjeants, saying, let those men
go·"

"when it was day···" - Gk· "Day and having come·.." or, "day having
come··." This shows the stirring events just recorded, from the earth-quake
onwards, must all have taken place during a period of darkness·

"the magistrates··." - the commanders, duumviri or pra^ors.

the Serjeants··." Lit· "rodholders" or "lictors"* These were the
ministerial officers of the colonial rulers and carried rods with which
they gave cruel punishment.

"those men···" - no names mentioned, thereby indicating utmost contempt
for the prisoners· Luke

1
 s use of this expression is seen in a moment when Paul

was to show that they, the prisoners, were worthy of every consideration· Thus
Luke shows his skill in choosing carefully his words so that one thought leads
naturally and conveniently to the next.

Verse 36

"And the keeper of the prison told this saying to Paul, The Magistrates have
sent to let you go: now therefore depart, and go in peace."

The rulers felt that the rods and the night of imprisonment had taught the
prisoners the lesson thqy needed and the rulers thought they would have no more
trouble with them. Therefore getting rid of them now was simply done by telling
them to go.
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"told*·*" - announced - as one would pass on an order by making an

announcementο See the following verses for the use of this words- Acts 4o 23J

5o 22 and 25j 11
0
 13 J (lie shewed us) 12* 14 and 17; 15^ 27o In all these

the sense is to make an announcement
 0

"Let go.ο·" - this teim is used for a judicial discharge See Act3

3. 13; 4o 21 and 23} 5* 40·

fl
now therefore*·*" - because of this, (take the opportunity of getting

away and go)

"go in peace*" - an expression meaning "go with peace" being a parting

wish from those who have been left behind
o
 This would come from the jailor and

his household*

Verse 37

im
ut Paul said unto them, They have beaten us openly uncondemned, being Rc&g&s-,

and have cast us into prison} and now Ίο they thrust us out privily? nay,

verily} but let them come themselves arid fetch us out©"

There ha,s been some misunderstanding of the motive behind Paul
1
 s demand·

Alexander ("The Acts of the Apostles") has suggested that Paul deliberately

allowed himself to be beaten so that he could leave Philippi with an infant

"church" which would now be respected by the rulers· It is hardly likely how-

ever, that Paul would work all this out during the emotional outburst with

which he was confronted·

There has also been some criticism at what is called "Paul
1
 s belligerent

attitude in demanding that the rulers should come and fetch them out<> It is

felt that he was standing upon his dignity in the sight of others» This would

be contrary to his character© It must be remembered however, that Paul and his

companions had been very severely treated in public the previous day· They had

been beaten without a trial in spite of the fact that they were Roman citizens·

If Roman citizenship couldn't save them, thenit would be foolish to send them

on to the streets again without adequate protection· If they were recognised,

then what was to stop the people attacking them again and this time, giving them

a worse beating than they had before? If they could be fetched out under

guard then they could get to the border of the city and get away unharmed* Paul's

statement was not one of dignity, indignation, belligerence or pride but merely

a sensible precaution for their own safety·

"said unto them·.·" - the "them" were the men who had brought the

message from the rulers therefore they must have been present when the jailor

passed on the message to Paul and Silas·

"beaten us·©·" -*' the verb here is used in hyperbole· It means "they
have skinned us··." or "they have flayed us"· This idiom has been carried
over into the English language where the expression "they flayed us" is used·
Then, having removed the skin, it is tanned into leather, hence the expression,
"we were t&ined"·

Paul
1
 s statement covers four points» Luke sots these out as under: —

1· They flayed us· Hyperbole used to show what a terrible beating they received·

2© "openly"0. - in public before all the people
o
 They should have been

brought to trial before the rulers·

3·
 w
 uncondemned· ·*'' there having been no trial, they ooujd not have received

a legal sentence for any crime·

4© "being Romans,••"both Paul and Si las had that great p r iv i l ege in those days
of being able to say, "CIVIS HOlIiiHUS SUM11 - " l a m a Roman

c i t i z e n · This pr iv i lege was not given to anyone born as a subject of the Roman
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power» Apart from other privileges, officially recognised Roman citizenship

entitled them to immunity from imprisonment unless brought to trial before a

properly constituted body of jurists· Being able to exclaim "Civis Romanus

sum" was a wonderful defence in all sorts of situations· Roman citizens were

spared from having to undergo degrading forms of punishment·

"have cast us into prison·.·" as reported in verses 23 and 24·

"now do they thrust us out·;·" - the reverse action of verses 23 and 24·

"privily··»" - all that the people did to us was done in the sight of

everyone· Now, having imprisoned us without being entitled to, they thrust us

out privately·

"nay, verily:·." - Not They are not going to get away with itI

"let them come themselves···" - lit· "having come themsleves··."

"and fetch us out·" - "let the lead out" or "let them conduct out"·

Υ/Θ- now see Paul
1
 s argument· If all this has been done to us withoutn

regard to the privilege we have of being Roman citizens, what further hope have

we if we are put on the streets without an escort· The people will attack us

again· So, let the come and conduct us out so that we can get away in safety·

Verse 38

"And the serjeants told these words unto the magistrates: and they feared,

when they heard they were Romans*"

"told·.." - a different word from that given in verse 360 The meaning

is "rehearsed" See Acts 14· 27; In Acts 15o 4· the translation is"declared"·

"they feared···" - as well they might in view of the very serious

offence of punishing a Roman without a trial, and for punishing them openly and

in a degrading manner to bring ridicule and disrespect upon men who could say,

"Civis Romanus sum"· The rulers feared for their own safety because they were

liable to be dismissed and punished· Our view regarding the reason for Paul
1
 s

attitude seems to be correct as the next verse will show*

Verse 39

"And they came and besought them, end brought them out, and desired them to
depart out of the city."

"they besought them
pe
.

lf
 - lit· "they invited them" or "they exhorted

them" to leave the city· They could not order them to leave as the men had not

yet been formerly charged of a crime nor had they been brought to trial· Until

they had been formerly charged^ tried, found guilty and convicted, they were

entitled to remain inside this Roman occupied city for as long as they chose·

Furthermore^ the rulers would be obliged to give them protection for as long as

they stayed there· This put the rulers in an almbst impossible position· They

had acted the day before in a manner which pleased the people and they were now

proved to be wrong in doing so· How could they n&w give them a free pass in the

city and give them protection after they had almost killed them? Yet they had

to ensure their safety otherwise they would get into serious trouble·

"and brought them out..." - lit
o
 "having brought them out··." that is

to say, having brought them out of the jailor
1
 s house,

"desired them··." - the Greek woird means to ask but it carries the sense

of asking a favour· Paul must have seen some humour in the proud rulers now

asking him to do them the favour of leaving·
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11 to depart out of the city". - the motive was that they should depart
and not come back· The Greek word is used in Luke 4· 42· in such a way as to
mean "depart and not come back"· See also Matt© 9· 31·

Verse 4^

"And they went out of the prison, and entered into the house of Lydia: and when
they had seen the brethren, they comforted them, and departed·"

"they went out of the prison,·." - Luke is very exact here and is
telling us that with true Roman dignity, Paul did not show any haste in getting
out of the city· Up to this point, Luke tells us that they went out of the
prison· This does not mean that they went out of the city·

"entered into the house of Lydia:.." - This was in response to her
invitation as mentioned in verse 15·

From here on until their departure, Paul and Silas, with Timothy, did
all they could to strengthen the brethren· No doubt they stayed in Lydia1 s
b" * house to which the brethren came·

.They then spoke to them·

"they comforted them,·." - lit* "they exhorted them···11 This
exhortation may have taken the form of that given in Phil* 1. 27/30· The
many exhortations in the epistle to the Philippians suggest what Paul might have
said to the brpthren· See Phil· 2· 1^/i6j 3· 1/3J 3# 1i|/i6; 4· 3/8·

"departed"· - Paul lef t Philippi with Timothy and Silas· Luke,
apparantly, stayed behind, because the "we" sections of Acts does not appear
again unti l Acts 20· % (for "us") and 20· 6· (for "we")·

I t is thought that Luke is deferred to by Paul in Phi l . 4· 3* && "true
yokefellow" · If this is so, then Lukefs personality must be such that he
buil t up a very kind and considerate ecclesia there· With Lydia' s hospitality
and Luke1 s love of his fellow men, the ecclesias became generous and helped
Paul with a donation· See Phil · 4· 16*

The epi t t le to the Philippians makes pleasant reading and one may assume
with some degree of confidence, that the believers were lef t mucjsr to themselves
in view of Paul's statement to the rulers of that ci ty· Even after the passage
of time, the Philippians did not fa l l away from the Truth· Paul1 s l e t t e r to
them gives no hint of a falling away· Epaphroditus of Phil · 2· 25; and 4· 18;
is thought to be the jai lor but this cannot be stated with certainty·
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Chapter 17
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Having completed their missionary work at Philippi, Paul and his
companions move westward again by taking the road via Atnphipolis and pp
to Thessalonica and Berea. This was to bring to an end their work in Macedonia*
and to lead to Paul's visit to Athens· Wherever they went .they met with the
same opposition from Jews for it was during the early evangelical period that
tiie Jews vigorously and actively opposed Christianity· Strong opposition from
Gentiles was to cane much later. Luke's record draws a distinction between the
two types:, of Jews, the opposers of Christianity and those who were prepared to
listen and search the Scriptures. The Commentator R#B. I&ckham, points out '
that in ancient and independent Greece, there was a strong opposition between
a large number of democrats and a comparatively few aristocrats. This opposition
divided the whole country· In Luke's account, he also draws a distinction
between the opposition from the democi&ts of Thessalonica and the aristocrats
of Berea· Some commentators suggest that Luke was elates conscious, having come
from a well connected Macedonian family, and was critical of the people of these
cities· This view is unfounded however, and it is more likely that Luke shows
in this chapter his keen powers of observation and his deep understanding of
human nature· '

The modern name for THESSALONIGA is Salonica (Saloniki) and in history, it
took second place after Constantinople (modern Istanbul) as the most important
city of Turkey in Europe· It is situated at the head of a gulf in the north
west corner of the Aegean Sea· ^t is ideally situated for the conduct of trade,
both by land and by sea· The ancients knew it as Therme and the gulf in which
it stands was known as the Thernaic Gulf · About the year B#C· 315* Oassander,
king of Macedon, rebuilt the city and named it after his wife, Thessalonica·
When the Romans took charge of the city, it was made the capital of the province
and the proconsul had his residence there· Ancient coins issued about the time
of the Roman occupation show that the Bomans allowed the city its freedom·
This freedom enabled it at the time of Paul's visit, to have its own Macedonian
constitution· .

Verse 1

when they had passed through Anrphipolis and Aprpollonia, they came to
Thessalonica, where there was a synagogue of the Jews:"

"passed through···" - the Greek word is ndiodeuotf and appears here and
in Luke 8· 1· only* It indicates that the travellors passed through without
stopping (except to sleep)· The road they took would be the Egnatian Way or
"via Egnatia". The distance between these two cities was about 30 miles, the
same as the distance from Philippi to

"a synagogue of the Jews ·" ~ lit· "the synagogue· · ·ff The presence of
this synagogue would have suited Paul admirably· This was more than he had
found in Philippi·

Verse 2

"And Paul, as his manner was, went in unto them, and three sabbath days reasoned
with than out of the Scriptures,w

"as his manner was,.·11 - his custom was to enter into the synagogue·
Compare this with the Lord's custom as epcpressed by Luke in Luke if· 16·

"three sabbath days···* - this meant that Paul stayed there for a
minimum of two weeks·

"reasoned with them.. ·" - this was a discussion in which both sides put
their point of view·
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"out of the scriptures,··" - thus leading into the opening words of the
next verse·

Verse 3

^Opening and alleging, that Christ must needs have suffered, and risen again
the dead; and that this Jesus, whom I preach unto you, is Christ·*

1

"Opening and alleging·.·" - Opening means explaining, opening out so
that all pan be seen· See the use of the same -word in Luke 2k. 32. and verse k5·
*Mlegu^"means propounding" or "setting forth

11
· £*or a similar use, see

Matt· 13· 2if and 31 * iwhere the translation is "put forth"· Such things were
"put forth

11
 in parables by way of elucidation·

Christ must needs have suffered·.·
11
 ~ this was the doctrine that

confounded the Jews who found it impossible to accept· See 1 Cor· 1· 18· and
note particularly verse 23. Even the disciples found this hard to believe·
Matt·--16· 21/22· and Luke 2k. 25/26· See also Luke 2k. 45/48· for the clear
explanation which Jesus gave to his disciples·

"and risen again···" -> a great stumbling block to the Jews because
anyone coming from a grave would have been in contact with death and therefore,
ceremonially unclean* The "uncleariLiness" could have been «moved by
presentation to the high priest and being cleansed according to the Law

t
 but

Jesus did not present himself to the high priest for cleansing after his
resurrection·

It was necessary for Jesus to have risen to make it possible for us to
rise too when ^hrist conies· Paul made this quite clear to the Thessalonians in
1 Thess· k. Ak· In view of this teaching, the resurrection of Jesus was of
great importance to Paul·

"this Jesus··.is Christ·
11
 - One of the most important doctrines of

Christianity which teaches that the Messiah promised unto iibraliam was Jesus of
Nazareth.

Verse 4

"And some of them believed, and consorted with Paul and Silas; and of the
devout Greeks a great multitude, and of the chief women not a few·

11

"some of them···" - some of those to whom Paul spoke in the synagogue·
This would include both Jew and proselyte·

"consorted with···" - this is the only occurrence of the verb· It
means "to cast in one

Y
s lot with»··" They became disciples of the evangelists·

"devout Greeks···" - the uncircumcised Gentile believers, like
Cornelius who had adopted Judaism but would not be circumcised· This would also
include Gentiles (speaking Gareek) who believed Christianity and not Judaism·
Probably Aristarchus and Secundus· ν Acts· 20· k.)

f
'chief women···" - higjb. born women of the city·

Paul was impressed by these followers and mentioned them in 1 Thess· 1·
5/10· In accordance with Jewish custom, the women are not named·

Verse 5 . .

"But the Jews which believed not, moved with envy, took unto them certain lewd
fellows of the baser sort, and gathered a oompaqy, and set all the city on an
uproar, and assaulted the house of Jason, and sought to bring them out to the
people·"

"She Jews which believed not···" - once again the unbelieving Jews were
to be the cause of much trouble to Paul and his companions·
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The stirring events recorded in this verse took place some weeks after
Paul's entry into the city· We have seen that if he visited the synagogue on
three successive sabbaths, the very shortest time he could have been there,
first and third sabbaths inclusive, would be 15 days· It could have been 16
days if allowance is made for entering the city before the sabbath and leaving
it after the sabbath· The tumult follows immediately after the first
record of any preaching but it must have followed at the earliest, the third
sabbath after Paulfs entiy into the city·

"moved with envy···11 - moved with jealousy· The unbelieving Jews would
resent the popularity of the rew speakers and the great interest shown by so
many.

"certain· · ·ff - tf some "

"lewd fellows.·." ~ lit· "men of evil"· Such people would be of low
social standing and of undesirable moral character·

Jfof the baser sort·.." - Gk. "agoraioi" from "agora" meaning market*
Therefore "market men"· The market place was the centre of activity within a
city and would be the gathering place for undesirable characters of all sorts·
Having nothing to do, they would be amenable to any stirring up motive by
those who wished to precipitate a riot· See 2 Thess. 3· 10/13· The Thessalonians
were prone to laziness·

"gathered a company..·" - assembled a mob to do violence·

"set the city on an uproar·.·" - lit· "they disturbed the city" See
Acts. 19· 29· for the uproar in Ephesus and Acts 21· 34· for the uproar in
Jerusalem·

"assaulted.··" - lit· "came upon it by surprise.·"

"the house of Jason···11 ** peihaps Paul was lodged in Jason1 s house·
Jason was a Greek weme adopted by Hebrews in place of Joshua·

nto the people· " - not to the rioting mob but to the constituted
authority· In the United States of America, the State is referred to in legal
matters as "the people11· This sense is used here·

Verse 6

"And when they found them not, they drew Jason and certain brethren unto the
rulers of the city, carying, "These that have turned the world upsidedown
are come hither also j"

"they found them not.··" - lit· "Not finding them···" They would not
find them because some new converts, having learnt of the intention to bring the
evangelists to trial, must have hidden them.

"drew..." - lit· !fto drag" of ten with violence and force· The same
verb is used in Acts 8· 3· and Acts 14· 19·

"the rulers of the city.. · " - Gk. "politarches" (in English
"politarchs"·) Luke^ use of this word is unusual since it is not used by any
classical writer· Mary critics have pointed to the use of this word to prove
the alleged "inaccuracy" of Luke and, therefore, his unreliability. It m s
said that there was no such title in those days· However, a Boman triumphal
arch was erected in the 1st Century after Christ on which the word POLHABCfl
was engraved· It was destroyed in 1867 but the stone containing the word
was saved and is now housed in the British Museum· Since that time, the word
has been found elsewhere in Macedonia. This proves the accuracy of Lukefs work.

"crying,··11 - to shout aloud, to bellow· They shouted in a state of
uncontrolled excitement·

"turned the world iqpsidedown· ·. * - Luke uses one word here meaning
to unsettle, to stir to sedition, put in commotion· News of the trouble at
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Philippi must have reached Thessalonica· The word has a meaning akin to
"revolutionise

n
 (See Alexanders commentary, page 138·)

ft
are come hither also"/ These who have dor» all this are also come to us·

The Romans were very touchy about anything which suggested, even to a
slight degree, insurrection against Rome* Jason and others of his faith were
now charged with harbouring under his roof, people who had stirred up insurrect-
ion elsewhere and were about to do the same here. The trouble with such men was
that-they preached a rival emperor, namely, Jesus Christ·· This charged appears
in the next verse·

Verse 7

"vihom Jason hath received: and these all do contrary to the decrees of Caesar,
saying that there is another king, one Jesus·

11
 ,

"Received· . ·" - taken under his protection.

"these all..·
11
 - Jason, and all his friends who were staying with him*

"contrary to the decrees.··" - contrary to the laws of. Caesar concerning
treason·

"king.··
11
 — The Romans did not call Caesar a king but gave him a more

military title which was "emperor"· The Greeks called him a "basileus" which
was the title they used for the Roman emperor·

The rulers of the city knew that their own status in the eyes of the
Roman emperor depended upon their loyalty to him· Therefore they would be very
anxious to put down any suggestion of insurrection·

Throughout the Roman world, there was a very low state of morality· Paul
would have to give many a lesson in this connection, thus bringing further anger
upon himself from the people* See his lesson to the Thessalonians· .
1 Thess· k. 2/Q.

Verse 8

"And they troubled the people and the rulers of the city, when they heard these
tilings."

"troubled·.." r distrubed in mind. See Acts 15. 22f·

i!
the people..." - the mob and not the city as an entity· See vs 5· i*i

regard to the word "people. "

"rulers of the city" - politarchs.

Verse 9

"And when they had taken security of Jason, and of the other, they let them go."

"had taken security·.·
11
 - took bonds of security· This was a Latin

law phrase·

"and of the other..." - Jason's friends ~ not Eaul and his companions.

"let them go·" - discharged them because there was no proof that they
had done anything unlawfυΐ. The politarchs would be anxious that this incident
should be forgotten as soon as possible rather than that a repprt should @o to
Rome and show that the rulers were incapable of keeping order·

Verse 10

"And the brethren immediately sent away Paul and Silas by night unto Berea:
who coming thither went into the synagogue of the Jews· *
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"The brethren.··" - the ecclesia at Thessalonica·

"immediately.. ·ff - no time was lost in getting them away· No doubt this
was done as soon as it was dark on the same day of the uproar·

This now brought the campaign at Thessalonica to an end· It had been very
short but it was productive of an ecclesia tbsre. Paul wanted to return but did
not find occasion to do so· He wrote to the ecclesia telling them of his desire
to visit them again· 1 Thess. 2. 18·

^n resisting Paul and his friends, the Jews not only turned the Truth away
from themselves, but also prevented it reaching the ̂ entiles. Paul was upset
about this as we see from 1 Thess· 2. 12*/i6·

The Christians were to endure much affliction for their faith but Estul
urged them to stand fast· (1 Thess· 3· 8·)

The coming of the KING AND PRIEST was too much for the people to accept
so in qase the Household of Faith should waver, Paul wrote to them e:xplaining
at the end of every chapter, the coming of the Lord· In case they should think
that the coming was near at hand, Paul wrote his second epistle, telling them
of a great apostacy which was to arise first· (2 Thess· 2· 3/12·)

As Paul had reasoned with them out of the scriptures at the beginning, so
he exhorted them to "Prove all thingsj hold fast that which is good"* (1 Thess*
5· 21·)

"Berea···* ** in some spellinga it is Beroea· Having reached Berea
4.0 miles to the west of Thessalonica, the traveller would turn south towards
Athens· Berea is also in Macedonia and was a colony in its own right * The
modern name is like the ancient one, namely, Verria· Paulfs gpeat interest would
be aroused because there was a synagogue there·

"went into..·" - lit· "went away11 signifying that the synagogue was out
of town.

Verse 11

"These were more noble than those in Thessalonica, in that they received the
word with all readiness of mind, and searched the scriptures daily, whether those
things were so·"

"were more noble..·" - attempts have been made to show that the Jews of
Berea were the aristocratic class while those of Thessalonica were the democrats·
whereas there is no doubt that many from Berea were of noble birth, the sense of
this verse is that the reception of the scriptures in Berea was much more candid
and sincere than it was in Thessalopica· This reason is g^ven in the next
clause, flin that they received the word with all readiness of mind· " The
distinction drawn is one of "readiness of mind" and rejection·

"word... " - LOGOS , the Plan and Purpose of &od.

"searched···" - lit· "daily examining···" The tern means to sift as
evidence· See the use made of this word in Acts 4· 9j and 12· 15· Here is an
exhortation for all newcomers to the ̂ aith and even for those long in the
Covenants of Promise·

"these things···" - those things taught by Paul which is stated above to
be the LOGOS·

Verse 12

"Therefore many of them believed; also of honourable women which were Greeks,
and of men, not a few·11
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"many of them believed; ·«ft - as can be expected when a people received
the LO&OS -with such a kind reception and studied the scriptures to see whether
what was said was true, many believed and, as a result of'that belief, wer#
baptised· ...

"honourable women. ··" - those of good disposition, bearing or repute.
The point of their being mentioned as "honourable" seems to point to the fact
that whereas the democrats were common people and higjtily immoral, these women
held themselves aloof from all such behaviour· One does not n£ed to be
rich to be moral·

"and of men···" - the men too, were moral people an*3· a s such,
considered to be honourable·

"not a few·" This peculiar negative construction is also found at the
end of verse 4-·

Verse 13

"-put when the Jews of Thessalonica had knowledge that the word of God was
preached of Paul at Berea, they came hither also, and stirred up the people·"

Once again the Jews were active in preventing the LOGOS from being
preached· The facts before us indicate that the Jews had a good spy system in
operation so that wherever the LOGOS was preached, they would hear about it*
They were well enough organised militarily to take a vigorous and hostile
action against it·

"the word of God. . ·" ~ the LOGOS· The frequent use of this word must
show that the Gospel was meant and it in no way, refers to a reincarnated Jesus*
J-'he LOGOS was centred in Jesus but it does not give any hint of his pre-
existence·

Verse 14 ' '

"And then iiunediately the brethren sent away Paul to go as it were to the sea:
but Silas and Timotheus abode there still·"

"immediately» .." - previous experience had shown them that if they
were to survive, they had to lake irarjoediate action·

"sent away·.·" - not the same as in verse 10· Here it means to send
out and away, far·

"as it were···'11 — a Greek idiom applying here a meaning that Paul was
sent in such a direction that if he went any further, he would have to go by
sea· It would appear that Paul went by sea although Luke does not say so. The
complete absence of any intervening towns between Berea and Athens indicates
that he did not go by land but by sea·

"Silas and Timotheus···" ~ both were left behind· Paul apparently was
the draw card so it would be better that he gpt away and left others, not so
well known, to build up the ecclesia at Berea·

"abode··.11 - means to stay for a while and not permanently·

Verse 15

"And they that conducted Paul brought him unto Athens: and receiving a
commandment unto Silas and Timotheus for to come to hiufMth all speed, they
departed."

"they that conducted···" ~ Paul!s unnamed travelling companions who
would attend him.on the journey·

"receiving a commandment..·" ~ receiving instructions from Paul to go
back to Berea to fetch Silas and Timotheus·
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The historical record is incomplete at this sta^e· There is no record
that Silas and Timothy came to Athens but it can be inferred· Timothy must have
come because 1 Thess· 3· i/2 reports that lie was sent back to Thessalonica· If
Timothy came, tiien it is inferred that Silas came too. We have to wait until
Acts 18· 5· for information that they both Joined Paul at Corinth·

ATHENS was one of the great cities of the habitable world at that time·
It was the centre of learning and the home of classical literature, art and
sculpture· Under Boman rule, it was included in the province of Achaia and
Corinth was the capital· Of all the university cities in the Roman world, the
university at Athens was the most prominent· Athens was connected with such
great names as Plato, Socrates, Pericles, Demosthenes, Sophocles and Euripides·
No city in the world can point to so many illustrious people as having been
citizens of Athens or associated in some way with it·

Athens was not a port but was served by Piraeus which was not fax from
Athens in Paul

1
 s day but it is now so much part of Athens that the visitor cannot

tell where one city starts and the other ends· The road from Piraeus to Athens
was furnished here and there along its length by altars to the unknown gods of
Grecian mythology· Athens was the stronghold of Grecian mythology·

The city is dominated by the acropolis on which stands the great Parthenon
in honour of the goddess Athene after whom the city was named· To one side of
tis, and on the slopes of the hill, is a theatre which Paul might have visited·
Some short distance away from the hill is a market square, recently excavated
which was called the Agora where people used to congregate and discuss things
as described in verse 21 · On the road to the Parthenon is a black rock with
steps cut into the rock giving access to the top· This is known as Areopagus
(or Mars Hill)· We shall read more of this place when we come to it·

Verse 16

"New.while Paul waited for them at Athens/ his spirit was stirred in him, when he
saw the city wholly given to idolatry·"

Athens does not appear to have been on rkul
f
s programme for his journey·

To him it was a stopping place where he waited for his Frieixls who did not come r-
unless T:unothy came only to be sent forthwith back to Thessalonica·

"his spirit was stirred in him,·." - the verb means to sharpen, or put
an edge on, to'whet· His evangelical spirit was sharpened, or set on edge, so
that he had a desire to preach and show people their folly·

"wholly given to idolatry·" ~ lit·
 n
full of idols·" The altars which

were seen in profusion along the way from Piraeus to Athens are still to be found
in the Greek mainland and in Peloponnesia· They are not altars for Sacrificial
purposes but are small shrines erected by the people at which they say a prayer
or count their beads· This habit has lasted through many centuries and
has been changed throughout that time from paganism to modern Christianity·

Verse 17

"Therefore disputed he in the synagogue with the Jews, and with the devout
persons, and in the market daily with them that met with him·"

"disputed···" - the same word translated as "reasoned
1
* in verse 2·

"the Jews,··" ·- those of Judaism who would listen to him·

"devout persons···" . - proselytes vjiio, having converted to Judaism,
would still listen to o. discourse on one God and His Plan and Purpose·

H
and in the market place· ··" - not content γ/ith his talks in the

synagogue, where he would meet with some opposition, Paul felt it was necessary
to adopt the Socratic method of talking to people in the market square·
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%ith them that met with him"* - lit· "with those he happened to meet
11
·

Socrates had taught his dialectic manner of debate and it is from this

word that we get the English "dialectic
n
 and the translation here of "disputed

11

or "reasoned"· The method is to teach by question and answer so that there is at

all times a two way movement of conversation· The ^reeks would quickly fall into

this method of debate·

Verse, 18 . . · . - . *

"Then certain philosophers of the Epicureans, and of the Stoicks, encountered

him. And some said, What will this babbler say? other some, He seemeth to be

a setter forth of strange gods: because he preached unto them Jesus, and the

resurrection·"

It was Epicurus, born BC^342 in Samos who gave rise· to the philosophy of

the EPICUREANS. In BC 307 he moved to Athens where he expounded his theories

and gathered a following who remained faithful to him all their lives. He

taught that human good or end of life was in the pleasure of each moment.

leasure was an end and not a means to.an,entire life· Each pleasure was not to

be satisifed as it arose but was to be reconciled in a systematic whole so that

each would receive the amount of satisfaction which belonged to it· Before

indulging in any instinct, we are to consider the consequence to ourselves and

those γ/ho are intimately associated with us© By keeping every enjoyment under

control, one could live a life of philosophical contentment· The ultimate aim of

life was the enjoyment of tranquil pleasure· In their religion, they pointed to

the gods who lived in a state of peace, contentment and tranquility·. By bringing

his instinots under control, man was forming his own character and developing it·

This was in direct opposition to the theory of the Stoics who believed that one's

character depended upon the position of the stars at the time of one's birth·

Thus, Epicurus struck at the absurd superstition of astrology, a superstition

which still exists to this day# The theories of Epicurus survive to this day,

hidden under the cloak of Christianity so-called for his teachings called upon

one to believe that the gods were above all human passions - (God is a God of

love say the Christians, and this is so under all circumstances, even if man is

disobedient)· His philosophy demanded kindness and gentleness to man and be
a
st*

thus surviving in ChristieLnity as an exaggerated application of the parable of

the Good Samaritan· ^e required frugality and contentment, this surviving in the

church in the confessional and the submission to the priesthood*

The STOICS had more in common with the Jews than the Epicureans. Their

philosophy of never yield or submit was found in the long enduring character of

the Jews who had endured captivity and oppression for centuries· The founder of

Stoicism, Zeno, established his school of thought about BC 278* The Stoics

who followed his teaching throughout the years which followed, were wide spread

and Tarsus, the city of Paul, was well known as a city of Stoics· In contrast

to the Epicureans who regarded the gods as being in a remote celestial sphere,

the Stoics believed that the gods were everywhere present and that a spirit,

a universal reason, prevaded space· This was the
 $!
anima mundi"· They held

a doctrine of predestination and believed in the survival of an entity which

they called the "soul" and which was supposed to live on aftercfeath·

Eackham sums up the difference between the two by saying that the Stoic

was the idealist, while the Epicurean was the utilitarian· The Stoic was the

stern dogmatist, the unflinching man of duty and the Epicurean was the practical

commonsense XD£XI of the world* The Stoic was deeply concerned with the doctrine

of &od and the soul while the Epicurean had the
v
 scepticism of the man of

culture· 4i» best comparison was made when he wrote that the Epicureans were

the Sadducees of Hellenism and the Stoics were the Pharisees· (Rackham op· cit·

PP 3<V305·)

Stoicism appears under the cloak of Christianity and-is recognisable

in the doctrine of the immortality of the soul; the ideal of the wise man

found in the unquestioned acceptance of the Pope ex cathedra·
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Paul's Pharisaical background enabled him to understand much of the
philosophy of the Stoics· His letters shew that he was acquainted with their
writers· Having been educated in Tarsus, a city renowned for Stoicism, he was
now face to face with them in the city of their origin. But the Athens of
Paul's day was hardly a shadow of its former self when it was the intellectual
and cultural centre of the habitable world· Now, the people were largely an
indolent mob who had little else to do than that which Luke tells us in
verse 21·

"encountered· ··ff Gk. "to meet with11· This means that they met Paul
in the street or square·

"babbler·.·11 - The Greek word means a "seed picker", a bird which looks
in the gutter and picks up scraps for food· Thus, the term is an insulting
one, holding contempt for a low and worthless character who utters borrowed
sayings.

"strange gods..·" - the word "strange" here does not have the meaning
of ^wonderful" or "singular" but refers to something which does not come from
Athenian philosophers and so, must come firom barbarians· This being the case,
the inference is that Paulfs teaching must be worthless·

"Jesus, and the resurrection·" - In the way in which this is set out in
Greek, it appears that the Epicureans and Stoics either in jest or in
contempt, stated that Paul preached "Jesus and Anastasis11, thus giving the
character of a deity to the word "resurrection" which, i*1 ̂ reek, is ANASI&SIS·
The Epicureans regarded all foreign doctrine with levity and the Stoics regarded
them with a superior gravity.

Verse 19

"And they took him, and brought him unto Areopagus, saying, May we know what
this new doctrine, vsihereof thou speakest, is?"

"took him·.·11 - not with force but in a friendly manner. See the
same translation from the same word in Acts 9· 27·

"Areopagus.·." . - or "Mars Hillw from Ares, the god of War· This is a
rocky prominence on the road below the summit of the hill upon which stands the
Temple of the Virgin Goddess, Athene, the "^Parthenon" from the Greek word
meaning a virgin* The top of this rooky prominence was the scene of the hghest
court in the city· Sixteen steps carved out of the rock exist to this day and
give easy access to the flat top· Strictly speaking, "Areopagus11 was the name
given to the Council which met there, all of the members being elderly magis-
trates. Their xnxLings were regarded as being of high authority.

^t is surprising that Paul should have been taken to this place which has
little accommodation for listeners· °ne would have thought that he would have
been taken to the Agora where the wise men were wont to meet and to listen to
theories, philosophies and discussions· Some think that Paul was taken there in
contempt or in ridicule· There is a possibility that this meeting did not take
plaGe on the top of what- is now pointed out as "Mar's Hill" in Athens, but was
held in the city market place (agora) p The Areopagus had transferred its
activities there at a later date, put before the arrival of Paul·

I&ul before the Areopagus was in coinpliance with the custom of
requiring such philosophers to pass a test before the august body of learned
men.

"May we know..." - Gk. "Can we know.. · " This opening remark has led
scholars to think that the trial was one of mockery because this phrase would
not proceed a serious trial of character· Paul started at a disadvantage where
his listeners held him in contempt before he s tarted to explain. It is undea>-
standable that they would be contemptuous because they seriously believed in the
ancient myth of a soul surviving the body after death. The doctrine of the
resurrection is wholly incompatible with this myth·
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Verse 20

"For thou bringest certain strange things to our ears: we would know therefore
what these tilings mean·"

"strange*. ·»" - Gk* "as coining from another country"© Beixag a foreign
and therefore non?~Athenian doctrine, condemned it as being of barbaric origin,
and because of this, it must be wrong*

"what these things mean·" - There is a difficult idiom here· Literally
the sentence is •what may intend these things to be"?

Verse 21

tf(]?or all the Athenians and strangers which were there spent their time in
nothing else, but either to tell, or to hear some new thing·)

Luke adds his character sketch of the people generally* Athens was not
a Commercial nor industrial city so was gi^en over to idleness* laziness and
indolence· Luke does not hold them in high regard as he might liave held the
ancient philosophers who had made Athens what it was·

'^strangers·.·" - tourists, visitors, temporary residents·

"spent their time in nothing else.·,'"" - the meaning seems to be that
they had nothing else to do other than si t around and wait for some discussion
to start·

"some new thing·" - lit. some 1XMER thing· The old things had been
discussed to a point of exhaustion* Modern attitude can be compared when the
daily newspaper does not appear because of holidays· One djapatiently waits for
the first issue to come·

Verse 22 .

"Then ̂ aul stood in the midst of Mars Hill, and said, ̂ e men of Athens, I
perceive that in all things ye are too superstitious·41

"Then Paul stood· · · * - Gk. ^Having stood· · · *

flin the midst of Mars Hill.··11 ~ see margin "in the court of the
Areopag^tes"·

nYe men of Athens···" *- This was the customaory opening salutation "when
addressing th£ council· Paul shows his knowledge of the custom and is very
correct· tkete are many such salutations in the Acts* See 1» 16; 2· 14* 22,
29J 3· 12; 4· 8j 7· 2; and many others·

"ye are too superstitious·n - Lit· v̂vorshippers of danons you I
perceive"· The Greek is "deisidaimon" from "deidoM to fear and ndaimon" a
demon or pagan god© In a polite and generous sense, which is what Paul used
here, it would mean "you are more religious than is usual·" One must be careful
in coming to a "polite" conclusion, however, as Brace points out that it was
forbidden to use complimentary exordia when addressing the Areopagus, in the
hope of securing its goodwill·" (op cit· Commentary page 355·/ Paul could
be polite without flattering.

Verse 23

"For as I passed by, and beheld your devotions, I found an altar with this
inscription, TO THE UNKNOWN GOD· Ihom therefore ye ignorantly worship,
him declare I unto you." .

"As I passed by.··*1 - lit· "passing through·.."

"beheld··." <~ ^beholding.• ·" suggesting a beholding which went on for
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some time· The inference is that I&ul did not make a sudden observation but
studied the devotions so as to be in a position to knew what he was talking about·
The meaning here becomes important when we come to the finding of the altar*

"devotions.·.
11
 - lit· "objects of worship"· Paul was not referring to

the ritual of worship but to the objects worshipped* inclusive of the altars,
images and temples·

"* found..·
Η
 - the use of this verb suggests that Paul did something

more than "see". The implication is that the altar to which he is referring
was not in public view but was hidden away somewhere. He had made a discovery·

"an altar...
1
* - lit*

 ft
I found also an altar..*" That is to say, in

addition to the objects of worship which I found, I found also an altar·

"with this inscription.. ·" - Gk·
 n
in which had been written· · ·

w

"TO THE UHKNOWN GOD..·
11
 - lit. "TO AN UNKNOWT GOD..·

11
 The change from

"the unknown god
11
 to "an unknown god" is obvious because to leave it as '"the"

irould indicate that the god was known but his name was unknown· To use the
indefinite article "an

11
 shows that neither the god nor his name were known·

The gods of paganism were supposed to hurl thunderbolts, bring diseases,
stoims, earthquakes, famines, droughts and other unpleasant things· They did
this in anger and many gods had to be appeased in some way, usually by
sacrifice. If the appeasement was successful, then the correct method of
appeasement had been applied and the correct god had been identified· If the
affliction was stubborn and would not be removed, then, if all the gods had been
tried without avail, a sacrifice was made to an unknown god hoping that the
correct uiiknown gpd would be appeased·

"ye ignorantly worship· · · " - . "what ye worship without knowing· · ·
fl

Paul now uses the Athenian confession of ignorance as his theme· For ail
their confidence in themselves as scholars, philosophers, teachers and learned
nifcn, they acknowledged that they did not know the god whom they worshipped·
At least they acknowledged that there was a God, but they did not know who He
was. They did not worship in this way, the God of Israel who at that time was
unknown to them but Paul makes it appear as such with his clever twist· He might
have said, "You worship amongst the many deities you have made for yourselves*
one particular God whose name you do not know axu of whom you have never heard·
I am going to tell you about this Mighty Being· "

Verse 2k

n
Qrod that made the world and all things therein, seeing that he is lord of
heaven and earth, ctarelleth not in temples made with hands;"

In the previous verse, Paul had said, "Him I declare unto you*· Now the
one whom they referred to as a "babbler" - a picker up of bits of knowledge and
worthy of all contempt, was now declaring to them the God whom they knevir nothing
about· This God was a mighty God as they were now about to be told. He made
the world and all things in it· In this, Paul denied the theory of the
Epicureans who maintained that matter was eternal - that it was impossible to
create something out of nothing -• so they denied the story of creation·

"he is lord of heaven and earth,··" - The Epicureans regarded the gods
as being remotely disassociated with the earth· The God whom Paul spoke about
was not only associated with the earth but was also Lord of heaven and earth·
This being the case, He was not subject to heaven and earth and Paul

f
s further

statement is also true·
 !

"dwelleth not in temples made with hands·" - God cannot be confined
behind four walls as their deities were· See Isaiah 66% 1 ·
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Verse 25

"Neither is worshipped with menfs hands, as though he needed any tiling, seeing
he giveth to all life, and breath, and all things;"

"with menfs hands,.·" - trby men with their hands···" that is to say,
men cannot praise God by building him shrines and beautiful temples·

"as though he .needed anything,*·" - there is nothing that we can give
to God for all 'we have comes from KLmo If we build Him a temple, the stone is
made by himj such skill as we have has been given to us by Him* We cai give
nothing to God that He does not already possess· All we can give Him is
obedience·

"he giveth to all life,··11 - lit· "he giving to all Life etc·," That
God is the source and continual sustainer of life is contrary to theteaohing
of the Epicureans·

Verse 26

"And hath made of one blood all nations of .men for, to dwell on all the
face of the earth, and hath determined the times before appointed, arid the
bounds of their habitation;11, . ,

"hath made of one blood· · ·" ~ the word "blood" is omitted in some
and is unreliable· The sentence then, is, that God hath made from one and the
same origin, all men of. the whole earth· All come from a common ancestor and
all have the same God if only they would turn unto Him* This refers to
siDiritual things only for there, were nations which "God cursed· Paul is not
preaching politics therefore any argument drawn firom this statement trying to
prove that racial segregation or superiority is wrong, has no place in Paul's
discourse. The unity is one for all nations in a spiritual sense under the
conditions laid down by God. '

The Athenians considered that they sprung from their own soil and were
as a result thereof, a superior race to all others· They were undoubtedly a
superior people at one tim& in. regard to their intellect and culture, and they
had been part of a race of people which ruled the whole political earth for
many years, but from the point of view of God and His Plan and Purpose, they
were no better than any other for if they turned to Him, they would be acceptable
to Him·

fthath determined the times before appointed. · " - long before the
nations had come into existence, God had determined where they would live and
He had determined their rise and fall·

"the bounds of their habitation*n ~ God has guided the destiny of
nations and has given then land in which to live· (Deut· 32· 8·)

The more modern scholars appear to have been caught upin the doctrines
of destruction which are sweeping the earth and causing the break down of
standards in so many ways· They see in this verse, support for the destruction
of the supposed evil of what is called "iraperialism11 and "colonialism"· Both
these have brought exfcraoardinary. prosperity to African people and the same
people are now suffering great hardship) now that the influence of inxperialism
and colonialism has been removed. Yet, vast numbers of people have been
convinced that imperialism and colonialism are evil things. The, same .evil
influence in the world has struck against racial superiority when it should
be obvious to all that God has given great skill to people of Europe and
has prospered them· God has given great skill to people of Asia and yet He
has not prospered them· God has given little in the way of skill and initiative
to the people of Africa« and now seems to be destroying them by. the weapons
of their own manufacture namely, anti-imperialism and anti-̂ colonialisin· The
verse before us has NOTHING to do with politics· It solely concerns God
as One to be worshipped by all who would come to Him, without regard to race,
origin, country and culture·
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•That they should seek the ^brd, if helply th^y mî tit feel after him, and fin!
him, though he be not far from evexy one of us:"

^t is essential vtoen studying these verses, to understand that Paul is
speaking about spiritual things· The reference in this verse to "they", means
that Paul is still speaking of the nations of men of the previous verse, *who
will dwell on the face of the whole earth and that God has determined before,
the time when this dwelling will take place· There is a type and anti^type here·

All men come from one common origin· All men in the age to come, will have come
from a common origin which is Jesus Christ.

iill nations have their habitations The "one nation" of the kingdom will have
given to them by God. its boundaries given to it by God·

&od determined beforehand the rise God determined beforehand the coming into
and fall of nations· the kingdom of the ONE NATION of the

Kingdom of God.

All people should seek after God· The redeemed will gain a place in the
Kingdom because they have sought and
found God·

God is not far from all who seek him· God is not far from all who seek him·

The pagans should have knorai that there was a Supreme Being in Heaven·
Many of their poets had stated this· Paul enlarges upon this in t he next verse.

Verse 28

"For in hion we live, and move, and have our beingj as certain also of your own
poets have said, For we are also his offspring·"

Paulfs reference to seeking after God to find him, is directed against
the Stoics who felt that God was everywhere· This is true enough but we must
not suppose that we have found God when we see the wonders of His creation·
This is Godfs handiwork but not

Also, the Stoics believed that God was in us, keeping us alive· It is
better to say as Paul did, that IN HIM we live, move and have our being·
Without God we do not exist· Ke not only maintains life but also maintains
substance·

lfof your own poets.··" - the poet quoted here was Aratus of Cilicia who
lived during the 3*& century before Christ· The words Paul quotes comes ffcx>m
tiiis manfs poem entitled ^Phenomena, which had been translated into Latin by
the famous Cicero and also Germanicus· The same thought is contained in a poem
addressed to Jupiter (or Zeus) found in the old hymn of Oleanthes, the Stoic·

"we are also his offspring·" - we are "sons of Godn by our faith and
baptism·

Paul has in mind ONE NAITCN here in the same way as Jesus said to the
Jews, "The kingdom of God shall be taken from you, and given to a nation
bringing forth the fruits thereof·" (Matt. 21. k$·) This nation to whom
the Kingdom of God is to be given, is being foimed during the Christian era·
^t will be redeemed out of every kindred, and tongue, and people, and nation·
(Rev· 5· 9·) God will set the bounds of their habitation, namely, the whole
earth and Efe will set the times appointed· The members of this nation viaich
is to come, will also be llHis offspring **·
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Verse 29

"Forasmuch' then as we are the offspring of God, we ought not to think that the
Godhead is like unto gold, or silver, or stone, graven "by art ar4 man

T
s device·"

"Forasmuch then··*" - "Being then (the offspring etc·,)"

"ought not···" - "we are under no obligation to think··
f
"

lhat Paul is saying is, that inasnujch as we are the offspring of
 G
od, we

are fashioned according to His likeness, therefore, we cannot imagine that the
great Creator is like what we imagine him to "be· We cannot fashion something
from gold, silver and stone and say "This is like God"· God is the Creator and
not man. God created us; we did not create God so if we accept that the idols
are worth worshipping, then we worship our own creation· How can man worship
something which he made himself and that which can be built tip or knocked down,
as we wish?

Verse 30

"And the times of this ignorance God winked atj but now coramandeth all men every
where to repent:"

"the times· · • " - the preceding ages during which men did not know of
God·

"this ignorance···" - see Acts 14· 16· This ignorance is also referred
to and acknowledged in the sign "To an unknown god

11
 which g^ve r&jse to Paul

f
s

speech·

"winked at; · · " - this is a poor translation· The expre^^ipn
"overlooked· · ·

w
 Paul handles this problem with care and skill, ^ha argument to

be raised by the ^entiles would be much the same as the present d#.y cfuestipn of
w
Shat about the poor Eskimo? Are they not to be brought into the P̂ aji of
salvation?" They could well ask, why did God permit thi^ i^norapoe to exist?
If God is the parent, how could He leave His children to die in theiir ignorance?
In the long history of the human race υρ to that time, therf had be^n times of
ignorance just as there is a time of ignorance duriiig "^ι11φοο&· ApoJ;her way
of looking at the problem is to acknowledge that tfre tim^s of i^orapoe were
there because &od permitted such times to occur· If the ̂ entiles werf unaware
of God and His laws, then where there is no law, sik is not imputed so there
would be no punishment· There would be no reward end no punishment·

To develop the theme further, we must agree that God has not left Himself
without witnesses· To the

 G
entiles who came in contact with the children of

Israel, there was evidence that there was a God in heaven· The statutes and
judgments were evidence that there was a God in heaven· See Deut· 4· 5/8· The
Greek poets acknowledged the existence of G

Now that the "growing tip" period has come to an end, God now requires and
commands, all men everywhere to repent and turn to Him· It is the same with
children even now· When they are young, they are not expected to know God nor
His Plan of Salvation, but when they' grow up and reach a stage of understanding
and responsibility, they are commanded to turn to God.

The "turning to God" is not a matter of choice for individuals· -"-t is a
Divine Commandment for all men everywhere· Tĵ e woixl "repent" means to turn from
idols and serve the living &od·

Verse 31 '

"Because he hath appointed a day, in the which he will judge the world in
righteousness by that man "whom he hath ordained; whereof he hath given
assurance unto all men, in that he hath raised him from the dead· *

The verse we are about to study supplies the reason why God commands all
men everywhere to repent· If

 &
od has appointed a DAY OF H2WABD for obedience,

He has also appointed a time for punishment for refusal to obey· There is now
a time of REWARD and PGNISHMBNT which man can choose·
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"he hath appointed a day···" - this is one of the most serious state-
ments in Scripture· God has appointed a day of reckoning and this day is also
a day of glorious promise and reward· The word "appointed11 means "established"
which is to say, it is definitely fixed and will not be moved· Godfs ELan
concerning this day is sure· (Rom· 2· k/\\\ 2 Cor· 5· 10/11;)

"in the which..·" - an obsolete form which is not used in English now-
adays and has no counterpart in Greek» "in which" is sufficient·

"he will judge the world. · ·ff - see notes to Acts 10· k2. in regard to
Jesus being appointed of God to be the Judge· "the worldt! refers to the
habitable world of people but in effect, refers to "people"·

"in righteousness. ··*' - this is our safeguard· God will do that which
is right so if we are punished, it will be no more than that which we deserve·

<fby that man·.·" - lit· "by a man···" This man has not yet been
revealed to his listeners so Paul does not name him at this stage. But note that
•taul refers to him as a MAN and not as a God· Yet Jesus is now in heaven at the
right hand of God. For all that he is still a man although an immortalised one·
See also 1 Tim» 2. 5· for reference to Jesus as a man, although he is in heaven·

"he hath given assurance unto all men···" - see margin, for "he hath
offered faith..·" This faith is made possible by the evidence of God's -^ower
in raising him from the dead·

"he hath raised him from the dead·" See Acts 13· 34· for a similar
statement· The doctrine of the imortality of the soul which was taught in
Athens and other places, and which was developed in Athens, receives a severe
shaking from the doctrine of the resurrection which Paul introduces here. If
there is a. soul which survives the body after death, there is no need for the
resurrection. Paul new counters one of the most popular of the pagan doctrines·

Paulrs argument comes to an eni here· Lukefs account must be a
very short precis of what Paul actually said but there is no reason to believe
that he continued beyond this point· His construction has been:~

1# The pagan1 s confession of ignorance of God·
2· God is the creator and not the created. Therefore, we do not know what He

is like·
3· Man cannot create God in his mind and then build a temple, an idol, an image

and say this is god·
4· "̂od gives breath to all creatures·
5· All men have a common ancestor, namely, Adam·
6. God has a Plan for mankind and lias planned a kingdom on earth.
7· This kingdom is to be given to them that search after God.
8· God is not far from everyone of us for we live and move through His paver·
9· Greek poets have acknowledged the existence of &od·
10. ^od exercised forebearance in regard to the former ignorance of Himself but

now commands all wen, everywhere to repent. ~
11. The great reason for His commands is that Be has appointed a day in which He

will judge the people by a Judge whom He will appoint.
12. This MAN.who is to be the future judge of all mankind, has been raised from

the dead as God's assurance unto all men tlmt His Plan and Purpose· will be
fulfilled.

No doubt Paul, had he continued, would have taught them about Jesus. He
has brought them to this point where Jesus has-been introduced but left unnamed·
ftote that Estul has set out his beliefs with courtesy and tact. He has gently
rapped over the knuckles the Epicureans and Stoics· He has appealed to
reason which is something the Athenian would appreciate more than others· He
has shown to the men the GGD of Israel by means of logic which would appeal to
the logical Athenians· He has used tiieir methods and spoken of their doctrines·
he leaves Jesus unnamed v/aitdUig to tear what their reaction would be· The
point about the resurrection should not have shocked them for it was the one
doctrine which induced them to invite Baul to address them. See verses 18/19·
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The "assurance11 given unto all men is that because Jesus was raised, those
who are associated with Jesus in accordance with Divine Commandments (belief and
baptism) will be raised too* See 1 Thess· 4· 14·

Verse 32

tfAnd when they heard of the resurrection of the dead, some mocked: and others
said, We will hear thee again of this matter·"

"whenthey heard of the resurrection,·." -. th§y had heard of it before
in verse 18 but h^d not had it explained to them* ^ow, the explanation had been
given and it confounded their opinion which they had held since the days of
ilato, that the body dies and turns back to dust, but the "soul" lives on* Such
a doctrine is quite incompatible with the resurrection preached by Paul· The men
were unwilling to surrender their belief in a soul but being unable to prove- it,
jeered at the teaching of Paul·

Another point to confuse them was that the resurrection is to take place
on a DAY APPOINTED by God· If people are dying every moment of each dayf and
souls are supposed to be going to heaven at the death of the body, then there
must be a constant stream of souls making their way heavenwards. How then
can salvation be delayed for niany years or centuries while waiting for the
appointed day· In the view of the Areopagites, Paul must be wrong· "There cannot
be a day appointed and there dannot be a resurrection of a body which turns back
to dust· ^he turning back to dust is common to all creatures no matter whether >
they are fish, birds, insects or vertebrates· In the Greeks1 opinion, only man
was different* This would also be the argument of inany people to-day as well·
They would argue that people die in a different way from animals,» birds and fish,
and they would hold to this opinion in spite of Eccles· 3· 19/21· Now that
the absurdity of their belief in an immortal soul was showi to them, they would
not yield· Cherished doctrines die a reluctant death, if they ever die at all·
Rather than surrender to Paul's logic, they mocked· The tense is imperfect
indicating continuous mocking·

Mocking is a device of the defeated to stay in the "fight"· Luke's
accurately record of how the Areopagites reacted, is typical of people of all
ages· They will not readily surrender a pet theory no matter how wrong it may
be proved to be·

^ethers said,··" ~ in the ̂ reek, the word order is ."these indeed
mocked, those but said,··" Hie difference is not between nsome" and "others"
but "these" and "those"· This shows thai? there were two sides in the matter·
Either they believed Paul or they didnft·

"We will hear thee again of this (matter)"· -. This willingness to hear
again applied to the whole address and not just to the statement concerning
resurrection· Some commentators consider this statement to be a courteous way in
which to dismiss the assembly· This is not quite true for some did attend to
what Paul had said· Those who listened again were very few and this has always
been characteristic of the True Christian 3?aith· Only a few are prepared to
see the Light and to act upon it· For the most part, Gentiles are unbelievers
by nature· Paul sensed this as we see from 1 Cor· 1· 23·

Verse 35

"So. Paul departed from among them·n

One point to note is that "Paul departed" which is to say he went of his
own volition. He was not cast out from among them· This disproves any idea that
he had "been put on trial before them·

There is tragedy in the way Luke records Paul!s departure from among them·
Here wise men had heard the gospel by the great apostle to the Gentiles and
they had rejected. They allowed him to go unhindered and uninvited to address
them further· Salvation had come within easy reach to all of them yet they had
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allowed it to pass them by· Paul at least, had tiled for their sakes·

Verse 34

"^owbeit certain men clave unto him, and believed: among the which was Bio-
nysius the Areqpagite, and a woman named Damaris, and others with them·11

"Howbeit..·" - "But·.·"

"certain men·.·11 - "some men.·." See notes to Acts 5· 1· concerning
the use of the word "certain11·

"clave unto···" - lit· "cleaving unto him···" The verb is used here
in the Middle Voice shewing that they "clave" unto him for their own benefit·
The meaning is "to adhere to" or "join" with vigour· See the following verses
for the use of the verb - Luke 10· 11; 15· 15· "joined·; Acts 5· 13; 8· 29;
9· 26; 10· 28· "keep company"; Bom· 12· 9; 1 Cor· 6· 16/17{

"believed:··" - "believing· always follows "hearing" and the next stage
not mentioned here is "baptism"· They would believe not only that which he had
spoken to the Areopagites but also that which he must have added, namely, the
things concerning Jesus of Nazareth·

"Dionysius the Areopagite" - this is the only time he is mentioned in
Scripture and there must be a reason for it· The end of the verse tells us that
"others" also reached a state of belief and fellowship (cleaving unto) with Paul·
Why then, does Luke mention him here? The reason is to show the tviro types from
the highest to the lowest; from the intelligentsia to the low class, thereby
showing that Godfs word is for all people, no matter what is their station
in life· The two extremes are:*-

Dionysius who takes the part of Nicodemus, the Pharisee who came to Jesus
by night and clave unto him later on· Dionysius was, like Nicodenius, a
councillor and highly placed amongst the people· Being an Areopagite would give
him a position of great importance and rank him amongst the intelligentsia of
the city·

Damaris was a woman and no self-respecting woman and no woman of apy
culture at all would be seen in the streets listening to a man like Paul or
anyone else· She could not have heard Paul in a synagogue because there was no
synagogue mentioned at Athens· She would not have been admitted to an austere
council such as the Areopagites as a visitor· She must have been a consort of
men and, while walking about the streets, must have heard Paul preach· Thus
&od shows His LOGOS is accepted by all people irrespective of morals, learning,
culture, station in life and education.

Paul!s visit to Athens now comes to an end· &is achievements in this city
were not large· He stayed only a short time - probably only three weeks -
so did not have long in which to build up an ecclesia· There is no record of an
ecclesia having been formed· Baul did not at a later date, write an epistle to
Athens· The city had not been on his programme from the beginning of his
journey so he must have used it as a stopping place on his travels, and siezed
upon his opportunities to preach as they occurred· He now moved on to Corinth
where he was to do a very great work indeed·
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Chapter 18

000OOO000

Luke pays little attention to Paul's missionary work at Corinth for he
covers the whole period in seventeen verses· Perhaps it was the infidelity of
the ecclesia there that caused X»uke to lose some of his interest·. Of the
eighteen names connected withCtorinth, Liikd mentions only three· Yet Paul
thought enough of Corinth to spend some time .there and he used it as a base from
which to write his epistles to the Romans and the Thessalonians·

Corinth (Korinthos) was the capital city of the Eoman province of
Achaia and was in the southern portion of Greece on the isthmus of Peloponnesia·
ythereas Athens was the centre of culture and education, having the greatest
university in the world at that time, Corinth laid claim to fame and importance
by being the commercial capital arid the seat of government· The Governor had
his residence there· It was on the great trade route between the east and the
west· Η lay at a point near the narrow isthmus which joins Peloponnesia to
the mainland so it had easy access to two harbours namely, Cenchreae. on the
east and Lechaeum on the west· In this way it united the Aegean Sea with the
Adriatic Sea· Not far from the city is a high mountain (i800

f
 above sea level)

which made it visible from a long way out to sea and from which & guard could
be set to warn of approaching danger· Thus it had protection from attack from
east and west· Having two harbours and not having a productive soil, the people
of Corinth were forced to turn to a life of commerce by sea whidh they did to
considerable benefit for themselves· r^her£ was no Corinth canal then as there
is now, but the ships were small enougja in those days to permit of hauling them
overland from one sea to the other· Where the ships were too large to be
transported in this way, the passengers came by one ship to one port and then,
having made the trip overland to the other port, continued on their journey
in another ship· Merchandise was also treated in this way, thus bringing
revenue to the city for these entrepot facilities*

In the days of Nero (A
#
D

#
 66/67,) an attempt was made to cut a canal

through the isthmus but the work received considerable opposition from those who
thought that such a project was an interference with the divine will* Corinth
was destroyed by the ^̂ omans in Β·0· 146 and later, In Β·0· 46, was made a
Roman colony with the name of COLONIA LAUS JULIA COEENTHUS· The nature of the
activity of the people of Corinth attracted people from all over so that a
cosmopolitan population was present when Paul made his visit there· We shall
read in verse 4 of this chapter that fchere was a synagogue there when Paul
went there· The presence of Jews was a hindrance in many ways because of the
vigorous opposition they brought against Paul and his teaching·

Corinth was notorious for its immorality· The lamentable incest of 1 Cor*
5· 1-i is one of what could well have been many such instances· Paul

f
s concern

was not so muoh for the intiest itself as for the congratulations. and admiration
given by the bi*ethren and sisters to the perpetrator of such a crioae. See
verse 2»

 r
^he sins of Rom· 1· 26 and 27 were part of Corinthian life and must

have been a source of great distress and anxiety to Ba.ul· The long stay in the
city and the many problems he must have had to face, gave much stimulus to his
work and his two letters to the ecclesia show the variety of problems he had to
deal with·

Verse 1

"After these things Bsiul departed from Athens, and came to Corinth;
11

"After these things···" - It must refer to Paul*s adventures in Athens*
There is no indication that *these things" are limited to *vdiat happened
according to Acts 17· 34· The successes mentioned in that verse %yould tend to
make Paul stay a little longer· The use of the word

 tt
depart" suggests that ikul

may have been asked by the Areopagites to leave· See Philemon 15 for the use of
the word "depart" - These are the only two uses translated in this way·
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"came to Corinth···" - Paul intended to wait for Silas and Timothy in
Athens but apparently something happened which made him leave Athens alone and
come to Corinth by himself· Here again we get the idea that Paul left Athens
because he was told to go· See Acts 17· 16.

Verse 2

"And found a certain Jew riamed Aquila, born in Pontus, lately come from Italy,
with his wife Priscillaj (because that Claudius had commanded all Jews to
depart from Rome:) and came unto them· "

"And found..." - lit· "hiving found··*" It is uncerta±a whether R m l
found Aquila by accident or tj searching for him*

"Aquila·.·" ~ a Roman name for a Jewo Coming from Rome, one would
expect him to have a Roman name· The name means "eagle",»

"born in Pontus..·" - a native of Pontus·

"lately·.·" ~ this is the only occurrence of this word in the N#T· It
means "recently" (as one would expect)·

"Prdscilla; · ·" - This name is a fllminuative of Prisca# This name
Prisca appears with that of her husband Aquila, in 2 Tim· 4· 19· The couple axe
mentioned in the N#T# (apart from this verse viiich we are studying) six times,
namely, Acts 18. 18 and 26; Rom· 16. 3; 1 Cor. 1,6. 19; 2 Tk. 4. 19j In all
of these, except Acts 18# 26. ̂ riscilla is mentioned first, indicating that she
had the greater personality»

"Claudius.··n - it is recorded that Claudius told all Jews at fiome to
depart from the city because they were constantly making a disturbance about one
whom they called ^hrestus". This may have been the Jewish doctrine of a Messiah
who would be king of all the earth. This naturally would upset tne Romans·

"and came unto them." - Paul came to them and not that they
came to him. They must have been Christians because there is no indication
anywhere that they believed and were baptised* They must have been Christians
before they left Rome· The Sirperor Claudius is mentioned in Acts 11. 28·

Paul was to stay with Aquila and Priscilla and it may have been through
their influence that he determined within himself to go to Rome· (Acts 19. 21 j
Rom. 1. 11. and 15.)

Verse 3

"And because he was of the same craft, he abode with them, and wrought: for by
their occupation they were tentmakers· "

"the same craft·.·" - it would be to their advantage to live under the
same roof because of the same trade* Jewish families used to make their
sons learn a trade, regardless of their social standing·

brought..." - past tense of "work" therefore "worked". Paul did not
want to be a burden to anyone so worked for his living. See Acts 20. 34j
1 Thess· 2· 9; 2 Thess· 3· 8. See also 1 Gar· 4· 12; 1 Cor· 9· 15J 2 Cor.
11· 9; and 12. 14·

"tentmakers·w ~ There is a connection between this word arid "leather
dressers *• It is practically certain that F&ul would not have learnt the trade
of a leather dresser because this would have meant his coming into contact with
skins of dead animals· As a strict Pharisee, he would not have put himself in
this unenviable position· Although tents were made of skins, they were also
made of hair and goats1 hair can be obtained from living animals·

To draw a comparison between Peter and Paul, Peter was a fisherman
and became a fisher of men· Paul was a tentmaker and became a builder of
tabernacles for the Gentiles·
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Verse 4

wAnd he reasoned in the synagogues every sabbath, and persuaded the Jevrs and
the Greeks·11

In spite of the opposition he received from Jews, Paul preached unto
them wherever he went· Vie find this in Acts 13· 5; 13· 14j 14· 1j 17· 1>
17. 10; and 17· 17· l

"reasoned·.·" *~ as in Acts 17· 2· and verse 17· (disputed)·

"every sabbath,··11 - not because he kept the sabbath, but because he
was sure on this day, to be able to speak to the largest number·

"Greeks. * - those Gentiles of whatever nation who spoke Greek and
attended the services at the synagogue·

Verse 5

"And when Silas and Timotheus were corns from Macedonia, Paul was pressed in the
spirit, and testified to the Jews that Jesus was Christ·"

"Silas and Timotheus».·" - it is suggested that 'their presence caused
xaul to be pressed in the spirit but 'this"id not indicated by the script· Silas
and Timotheus had arrived and come upon Paul to find him in a certain frame of
mind.

"pressed in the spirit..." - he was being influenced by the Holy Spirit
as to what work he should do· Timothy had come from Thessalonica and had
brought good news. This was a stimulus to Paul. (1 Thess. 3· 6j The gift of
money from the Philippians also affected him· (Phil· 4· 15·) With all this,
the power of the *k>ly Spirit acted upon him, to urge him to greater efforts·

"testified to the Jews···11 - lit· "testifying.··" indicating a
continuous act of testifying·

was Christ·11 - the word "was" is in italics and therefore, not
in the original· There is no need for the verb •Vas* because the original is
"testifying to the Jews the anointed Jesus· In other words, what Luke is saying
is that Paul preached that the aiessiah (Christ) promised unto Abraham and his
(singular) seed was Jesus of Nazareth· This is a very important teaching as it
connects the promise made unto Abraham - the basic Bible doctrine «- with Jesus*
the Saviour·

Verse 6

"^nd when they opposed themselves, and blasphemed, he shook his raiment, and said
unto them, Your blood be upon your own heads; I am clean: ftrom henceforth
I will go unto the Gentiles·*

"they opposed.··" - lit· "they resisting..." Rom· 13· 2; Jas· 4· 6;
Jas. 5· 6; 1 Pet· 5· 5·

"and blasphemed. ##" - lit· "and blaspheming.. •" that is teaching false
doctrines. It also means "reviling" and saying impious things about God·

"shook his raiment..." ~ lit· "having shaken the mantles.·."

"your blood..." - idiom meaning "the blame for your destruction.··"
Anything that they did which resulted in any hurt to themselves would be their
fault· They could blame only themselves. See a similar expression in Josh·
2. 19J 2 Sam. 1.16; 1 Kings 2· 37; Matt. 27. 25j By their rejection of
Paul's teaching, the Jevrs "would have to bear the responsibility.

"I am clean..·" - See Acts 20. 26· It means that his conscience was
clear· ^e had not been slack in preaching to them Jesus of Nazareth. Now that
they rejected the teaching, it was their fault that Paul turned away from them·
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"I will go unto the ^entiles·" - this means a separation between Paul
and the Jews· This has been the pattern of his preaching to them wherever he
has been· * See i 3· 2|£# for his separation from the Jews at Antioch· (Pisidian)
A further separation was to come into effect at Ephesus· See Acts 19· 9· A point
to note is that whenever Paul told the Jews that he was going to the Gentiles,
his statement applied only to the Jews of the city where he made the statement
and- did not apply to Jewry everywhere· A great work lay ahead of him as he
turned to the ̂ -entiles·

Verse 7

he departed' thence, and entered into a certain man's house, named Justus,
one that worshipped God, whose house joined hard to the synagogue·91

^departed thence···" - the verb means "removed from there**· See
Matt· 17· 20· for the translation of "remove" twice»

It is suggested by certain commentators that Paul "removed" from the hduse
of Aquila but there is no motive for doing so· The problem of finding out where
he removed from is solved if we study the preceding verses· Verse k tells us
that Ikul reasoned with the "Jews every sabbath in the synagogue· Verse 5 tells
us that Paul testified that Jesus was the Christ, so talcing our cue from the
preceding verse, we arrive ait the conclusion that he testified in the synagogue·
When the Jews opposed him and blasphemed^ they would do so in the synagogue·
Therefore when Paul decided to remove from them, he must have left the
synagogue·

"entered into a certain manfs house,·»" '- *fhe end of this verse states
tliat this house was either alongside the synagogue or on the other side of the
street.

"named Justus,.·ft - the translation is a bad one because from the word
order, it would appear that the house was named Justus. It is understood of
course, that "the name applies to the owner'of the house· ^n the original Greek,
the sentence is "having removed thence, he went into a house of one by name
Justus,.··"

The older MSS give the name as "Tiiius Justus"· Either form is Roman,
indicating that the man was a Romari but he could also haye been a Jew who
called himself by his Roman name» He does not appear again in Scripture, unless
we accept Bishop Ramsay fs opinion that his praenomen was "GaiusV This could
identify him with "Gaius mine host" of Rom· 16· 23» He may also be the Gaius of
1 Cor· 1· 14· whom Paul baptised himself, being one of the few whom Paul
baptised·

"whose house joined hard to the synagogue·" - The proximity to the
synagogue would give Paul an opportunity of attracting Jews for a discussion·

Verse 8

"And Crispus, the chief ruler of the synagogue, believed on the Lord with all
his house; and many of the Corinthians hearing believed, and were baptised· "

MCrispus,···" ~ this is a Roman name but definitely applies to a Jew
because this man was the ruler of the synagogue· It would have been possible
for him to have been a proselyte· Crispus was another of the few men baptised by
Paul's hand. (1 Cor· 1. 14·) His dose association with Gaius in this way,
lends support to Ramsay's theory that Justus was Gaius·

"the chief ruler of the ^yiiagogue..·" V tiiis translation comes from one
Greek word meaning "synagogue "ruler"· There is nothing In the original Greek to
indicate that he was the chief ruler· He must have been a member of the local
council of synagogue ruXersi In the Greek the article is supplied giving TEE
synagogue ruler, thus indicating that lie raigtlt have been an important one· The
rulers were important enough to warrant separate mention apâ rt from the elders»
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This was the case in the following references - Acts 4· 5> 8 and 23; 5· 21;
6· 12; 23. 14; 2k. 1; 25· 15·

"believed on..·" - Gk· Relieved in···*1

ffvd.th all his house;·<>." ~ .with all his servants and family· This does
not state that all the fmily including babies were baptised but simply that all
in his house, his family and his servants were baptised· If there had been any
babies then they would not have followed the routine mentioned here namely, they
heard, they believed and they were baptised· Babies would not hear and they
would not believe so, naturally, they ̂ ovild not be baptised· In the verse
before us, the three principles must go together, which are, HEARING·,
BELIEVING and BEING

"many of the Corinthians..." - as the verse reads, it would suggest
that the Corinthians, having heard that Crispus and his household had been
baptised, they too, heard, believed and were baptised. This is not correctly
the case. The fact is-that they heard the gospel and then believed that·

Verse 9 • ~

"Then spake the Lord to Paul in the night by a vision, Be not afraid, but
speak, and hold not thy peaces"

The situation in so far as Pfetul was concerned was that he had angered the
militant Jews by his preaching, causing them to blaspheme (which was to say
wicked things about Jesus). He then left them and Went to a house alongside the
synagogue or across the road. He was therefore still within sight of th.3 Jews
and therefore in a dangerous position. To make matters more delicate for
himself, he had baptised Crispus· The defection of this man was bad enough but
for Paul to baptise him and all his house was even worse· The Jews could have
turned upon him in no time· Now we see why Luke mentioned about Crispus and his
baptism· He was using it as an intaroductdon to this delicate position in which
Paul found himself· It also supplies a reason why Luke added a note to the
effect that Paul had moved in next door#

The Lord gave Paul the assuranse he needed. All commentators think that
the vision was given by the Lorn Jesus instead of the Lord God· They quote
Acts 9· 7· as proof but in that reference^ Jesus had appeared unto Paul· Here
it is net stated that Jesus appeared unto Paul. In any case, it was Godfs Plan
and Purpose which was developing· There was no Plan and Purpose of Jesus for
any plan and purpose that he might have would be M s Fatherfs Plan and Purpose·
On this basis, the reference to "the Lord11 is a reference to God·

Verse 10

"For I am with thee, and no man shall set on thee to hurt thee: for I have
much people in this city."

This vision like others (Acts 23. 11 j 27· 23;) came at a critical period
in Paul?s life. If God assured him that what he was doing was God!s Plan and
tliat he, Paul, had nothing to fear, then Paul, being the type of man lie was,
would turn to the task at hand with increased vigpur and confidence·

"set on thee...if - Gk· "attack thee* · · "

flto hurt thee..*" - hurt even unto death.

ftfor I have much people..·" - a call to renewed efforts similar to the
Divine encouragement given to the prophet Elijah when he too, had been in great
danger· See 1 Kings 19· 1/18· If God had people in this city which v/ould turn
to Him, then nothing would prevent their conversion. Paul had nothing to fear·
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Verse 11

"And he continued there a year and six months, teaching the word of God among

them. "

"he continued..·" - margin "sat"· Gk· in the Middle Voice as used here

he sat down for his own benefit»
 B

y interpretation, he abode there*

t!
a year and six months..." ~ in the next verse, Gallio is mentioned*

This enables a date to be arrived at concerning this time* It is estimated that

Paul
r
s 1̂ · years was during the period of the autumn of A«,D· 50 to the spring

of A
#
D· 52.

In this verse it is recorded of Paul that he commenced the first of his

two important sojourns in cities, the first being in Corinth and the other in

Ephesus· -M; can now be. seen why the Holy Spirit did not pennit Paul to go to

Asia when he wanted to the first time· vActs 16· 6.) He was not ready for such

a task· He yet had to win his spurs in Thessalonica and Pliuippi as well

as Athens where he faced the intelligentsia of the Grecian world· Armed and

fortified with this experience, coupled with the vision just mentioned, he uvas

new well equipped to commence the great work he was about to do·

*the word of God..
M
 - Gk. LOGOS of God·

With this phrase "the LOGOS of God, Luke passes over the work of one

year and six months in Corinth· Paul's two epistles to the Corinthians gi:^

much detail as to the problems he had to deal with·

In those days, Corinth was a city in Peloponnesia as it is now, but the

Province of which it was a part was ACEAIA* This included a portion of the

mainland to the north· From his epistles to the Corinthians we see that there

was the tendency as there has been in all ages, for factions to grow within the

ecclesias· Some were even proud to be able to say that they had been baptised

of Paul, some of Apollos and others of Cephas (Peter)· Such divisions, whatever

there cause, were a trial to Paul· (i Cor
e
 1· 1θ/ΐ6·) The high calling to

which we are called was an inrportant point in Paul
f
s mind· (1 Cor· 1· 26·)

The Grecian tendency to debate led to brethren going to law the one against the

other, and permitting the children of darlqaess to judge a matter between

brethren· It were better that True Christian Believers should permit them-

selves to be defrauded rather than be judged by others. (1 Cor· 6· 1/7·)

The sanctity of the marriage state was an inrportant principle to ikul· (1 Cor.

6. 15/20·) This led to a discussion of the problem concerning the believer

married to an unbeliever· Paul*s words in 1 Cor· 7· 8/16. are the standard

answer to all such problems· His exhortation on "idolatry" given in chapter 10

lias been heard on the Sunday morning platform through the ages and still gives

an important lesson to all of us. His commentary on the breaking of bread is

indispensible to all True Believers. (1 Cor· 11·) These chapters give a good

idea as to the nature of the problems confronting Paul tiiroughout his ministry

in Corinth· The ecclesias were well organised as we see from Paul
f
s list of

offices given in 1 Cor· 12· 28·

Verse 12

"And when Gallio was the deputy of Achaia, the Jews made insurrection with one

accord against Paul, and brought him to the judgment seat,"

"Gallio...
111
 - his real name was Marcus Annaeus Novatus but when a man

named Lucius Junius Gallio, lie adopted the name of Lucius Junius Annaeus Gallio·

He was born in Spain, and was the son of liarcus Annaeus Seneca, a noted

rhetorician. He was a brother of Seneca the Stoic who was the tutor of Nero·

The poet
 ij
ucan was his nephew. Having come from a remarkable family and having

been given many opportunities for advancement, he reached the highest office in

the land, that of proconsul (translated in the A
#
V· as "deputy"·; He was very

popular and was known for his kindness and amiable disposition·
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"the Jews made insurrection· ;.n - the amiable character of Gallio may
have been a reason for the uprising, by the Jews· The phrase ftuade insurrection"
appears only here and means ltto se#'%Qn. in a hostile manner· "

"with one accord. · ·" - means a concerted action but with pre~medJation·
It was the result of a carefully worked out plan·

"brought him·.·11 - "presented him to···" but not necessarily with
violence·

"the judgment seat·" — They chose their opportunity caref ully while
Gallic was sitting at the seat of judgment· They would come upon him suddenly
to ijnpress him with the violence and fury of their charge against Paul·

choice of facts in this verse shows his outstanding skill as a
story-teller· His economy of words does not interfere with the tremendous
amount of detail he can give in a short sentence* He mentioned that Gallio was
"proconsul at the time·* Normally that bit of inforraation "was quite unnecessary
but on this occasion it was important· The high rank of Gallio would make any
judgment he might give, a precedent to be followed by consuls in other parts
ox the Bnpire* Therefore, if he had been a brutal man, he would have listened
to the Jews and might have banished Paul or sentenced him to imprisonment for
a long period of time* Hie future of CShristianity amongst the Gentiles
depended upon what sort of man G-allio was* Being an amiable person, he did not
take the drastic steps others might have takers Thus the preaching of Christian-
ity was to continue· Luke notes the fact that Gallio was the judge, thus giving a
tacit reason for his friendly judgment·

Verse 13

"Saying, This fellow persuadeth men to worship God contrary to the law· "

This is a continuation of the previous verse, and completes the sentence·
The charge made is similar to that given in Acts 16. 21. and was not well drawn.
Sallio was a heathen and a Roman· There was a possibility that the Romans had
become impatient vd.th the Jews by this time so they could not expect a
sympathetic hearing. Their sudden rushing upon him was for effect and to build
up a case which they migjit have known was a weak one·

"to worship God··." - this phrase is used here as if it meant that to
worship God was to worship Him under the Law*

"contrary to the law· " The accusation was not that they were teaching a
false worship but that the correct God was being worshipped yet in thB wrong
manner· This was not a good charge at all as Gallio almost immediately and
impatiently points out· The Jews were permitted to make proselytes and
nothing was said against them if they did· ^hey would appear to be unreasonable
in this instance by denying the privilege to others who taught the same G-Od
anyway. The way their charge was stated made it a matter of what was rigjht and
what was wrong in regard to the worship of the God of Israel· On this question
G-allio was incompetent to judge. The least he could do was to throw the charge
back at them and tell them to work out their own problems of the law and worship
for themselves·

Verse 14

".And when jRaul was now about to open his mouth, Gallio said unto the Jews, If
it were a matter of wrong or wicked lewdness, 0 ye Jews, reason would that I
should bear with you:"

"•••when Paul was now' about to open his mouth,·.·" - lit· "Paul being
about to open the mouth..·" This indicates that inasmuch as Paul did not gat
any chance to speak, Gallio could see too plainly the weakness of the Jews*
case.
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l{if it were a matter of wrong.··" - the JtwrongM here is injury done to
others,

'•·"' "or wicked lewdness···" .„- the word "lewdness" appears only here and
means "moral delinquency"· It is allied to the word translated as "mischief"
in Acts 13· 10· ,

Had the charge against Paul involved either of the two crimes mentioned,
Gallio would have to deal with them· Such crimes would h a m the safety of the
State and the people· But they,did not involve these crimes, therefore Gallio
showed a little justif ied impatience·

n0 ye Jews,··" — here Gallio shows impatience·

"reason would that I should bear with you·fl - had the charge involved
the crimes just mentioned, then it would have been reasonable and imperative
for me to have dealt with them·

Verse 15

".out if it be a question of words and names, and of your law, look ye tb pit;
for I w i U be no judge of such matters·11

"words and names· • ·" ~ this quarrel did not concern any point of Bpraan
Law· This was a question of words and names - the God who was worshipped*: The
word "wordsn is in the singular in the Greek indicating that the Jews were
turning to a word rather than taking action according to their own law·

"and of your law,··" - this was far outside the compass of Roman Law#

"look ye to it;··* - lit· "see you to it.*" Judge for yourselves·

Gallio wery wisely did not pass judgpient on matters which did not
concern him nor the Law he was paid to administer· The effect of his wardg
was to dismiss with contempt the application of the Jews for action against
Paul· ;

Verse 16

"And he drave them from the judgment seat· "

A lot can be inferred from this statement· The Gentiles had no love for
the Jews and would be glad of any opportunity to humiliate and rebuff them·
tie can also imagine that after hearing the statement by Gallio giLven in vepse 15*
the Jews would argue the point with him and would voice their protest· In their
defiance and anger, they would not accept the ruling and would demand a further
hearing· Gallio wasted no time and ggtve instructions for them to be forcibly
evicted from the precincts of the court*

This short verse by Luke suggests further action by the Gentiles against
the Jews·

Verse 17

"Then all the Greeks took Sosthenes, the chief ruler of the synagogue, and beat
him before the judgment seat· And Gallio cared for none of those things·w

"all the gpeeks··/* - there is some doubt as to whether it was the
Greeks or the Jews who set upon Sosthenes, the ruler of the synagpgue* If
the fonner, then it is landerstandable that having heard Gallio1 s judgment,
(or lack of it) some Greeks would sieze upon an opportunity to level some scores
against the Jews· If the latter, then the Jews may have turned upon their
local leader for having instigated the uprising against Paul and having brought
then into contempt* Some have suggested that Sosthenes may have become a
Christian convert as did Crispus (verse 8) so the Jews would turn upon him
in revenge· Support for this opinion is found in 1 or· 1· 1· where Sosthenes
is referred to as a "brother"·
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Whoever he was, Sosthenes would not be the RULER of the synagogue but
would be a member of the ruling body» (See note to verse 8 )

#

"beat him·.·" — the tense is imperfect indicating continuous beating·

"before the judgment seat·
lf
 - Such an act of punishing someone in

front of the judgnent seat would not be allowed in these days when a Court is
held indoors· In Ba.ul

f
s day, the judgment seat was a raised platform before

the praetoiaum in £ront of the open court· The open court would have been big
so that the incident could have occurred some distance away from Geluo·

"Gallio cared for none of those things·" ~ this statement by Luke
concerning Gallio

 f
s apparent indifference towards the beating administered to

Sosthenes has caused Gallio to become a model for all those who are indifferent
to r eligion· Making Gallio a type of callous religious iriSif f erence is unfair
in view of the fact that his caring for none of "these things

w
 refers to the

treatment of Sosthenes and has little reference if a;jy, to religion and, in
particular, a religion of which he knew nothing· His chai'&cter of amiability
is not compatible with his supposed indifference to religion* The point Luke
appears to make is that Gellio saw what was going on between the Jews and one of
their number but he did nothing to stop it· His indifference would appear
to be one of not caring what the Jews did amongst themselves· In this he
would show typical Gentile dislike for the Jewish people*

Luke never wastes words so he must have had a motive in mentioning the
fact thê t Gallio did nothing to stop the persecution of Sosthenes. Prom what
follows, it appears that Luke wished to give a reason for the fact that Paul
saw there was no threat to him and that he was tree to stay on at Corinth if
he so wished· Gallio was not partial towards the Jews and would not help them
in anything they wish to do to Paul·

Verse 18

"And Paul after this tarried there yet a gpod while, and then took his leave of
the brethren, and sailed thence into Syria, and with him ftdscilla and Aquila;
having shorn his head in Cenchrea: for he had a vow.

 w

"••Paul after this tarried..·" ~ lit· "Paul yet having remained days
many, to the brethren having bid farewell, sailed out···" The translation in
English is a bit free here·

"the brethren·. · * - those who had become converted to Christianity at
Corinth·

there·

"sailed thence··
11
 - lit· as above "ailed out··" meaning "sailed away"·

"into Syria,··
11
 He went to the province of Syria because Antioch was

"with him Priscilla and AquiTla.·" - these two are never mentioned
separately·

"having shorn his head. • · " - this perplexing question as to whether it
was AquuLa or Paul who shaved his head has never been settled except to the
satisfaction of some commentators* The better the commentator, the more open
and undecided they leave the problem· Grammatically, the shaved head applies
to Aquilla but the emphasis of the passage is undoubtedly turned towards Paul·
On the other hand, Paul showed himself to be indifferent to the terms of the
Law so if the Law required the shaving of the head in the case of a vow, he
would be the first one to avoid it· In the passage before us, Aquilla is
mentioned after Priscilla to come close to the verb as if to indicate that
he shaved his head· As much as one would like to accept this point, it is also
a fact that Aquilla is mentioned second after Priscilla in Rom· 16. 31 &*ώ
2 Tim. 4. 19· although in both these passages, "iriscilla and Aquilla" are the
object of the sentence and not the subject.
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Commentators seem to favour the opinion that Paul observed the Nasarite
Law of Numbers 6· 13/21· by shaving his head "because' of a vow, Reference to
the Nazarite Law honsver, shows that the head was shaved AFTER the days of
separation are over when the vow is no longer operative· LukeV statement
shows that the vow was current at the time ("for he had a vow1*) not ("for he had
had a vow11)/ It is obvious that the vow, whatever it was, was not a Nazarite
vow» Nor does it appear to be motivated by anything contained in the Law so
all reference to Paul's many observances of the Law are pointless· Such
observances are given in Acts 26. 6· for nthe days of unleavened bread% -acts
20* 16· for Paul's anxiety to get to Jerusalem by Pentecost - but the motive
here may be to get there in time to meet the great crowds and not to be there
in time for the ceremonies of the Jews· Acts 27· 9· briefly mentions the time
of the fast· Acts 21« 26*» for Paul purifying himself· iChere are also such
passages as 1 Cor# 9· 20# where Paul stages that "I became a Jew that I might
gain the Jews;.·111

It was a custom amongst the Jews to shave the head when delivered from
great danger, it being indicated that they acknowledged the saving hand of God
and showed the world that they did so acknowledge Him, and that they were now
determined by their vow, to show their gratitude. If Paul became a Jew that
he might gain the Jews" and followed their custom of shaving his head, he
would do so to show them that he attributed his deliverance from their motive
of violence to God and not to Gallio, the Itoman law or anything else. This
being the case, he would by this means, bring home to them the evil of their
contemplated act of violence towards him and show them that God was on his
sido. This hypothesis would account for the remark by Lt\ke that "Gallio cared
for none of these things" of verse 17· Luke would now point out that Galliofs
dismissal of the riotous assembly was not the means of saving Paul's life. It
was God who saved him and Paul acknowledged this fact openly to the Jews in
the way and manner in which would impress them the most. He would then vow to
remember God!s mercy to him in saving him from the Jews and death.

vihereas we do not consider that the shaving of the head here was in
pursuance of any Mosaic Law, it is necessary, to point out that whereas Paul
followed the Law in several ways as indicate^ above, he never violated a
matter of principle. When it came to cijrcumcision, it was a matter of
principle and this brought out all fttulfs determination to show that the Law
was no longer operative. When he followed the'Law in ritual observance, there
was never any principle at stake·

The Greek oxaginal translated as "shorn" is really "cut short"· As a
matter of interest, when one sees a Zulu with his head clean shaven, it is
certain without exception, that he has had a bereavement in his family· -· This
tradition is so old, none of them know why they do it except to say it is
"mteto*8 meaning "custom11·

"Cenchreae.. ·w - The eastern port serving the city of Corinth· There
was a separate ecclesia there. See Rom· 16. 1. Paul mentions sister Phebe as
having helped him -when he was there· Perhaps he had had a recurrence of his
infirmity while he was there and she had nursed him. itom. 16· \/K· make
interesting reading for speculation in this matter·

Verse 19 :

"And he came to Ephesus, and left them there: but he himself entered into the
synagogue, and reasoned with the Jews.n

Modern Ephesus is nox longer a sea port· Throughout the intervening
centuries since the time of Paul, several earthquakes have raised the land to
such an extent that the sea has now receded. The docks are left high and dry·
In faults day it was the centre of the worship of Diana of the Bphesians and
the temple there was one of the Seven Wonders' of the Ancient World. The site
of the temple has been excavated and is to be found on the road from modem
Ephesus to ancient Ephesus· During the days of Paul, Ephesus, with Alexandria
and Antioch, was one of the three great centres for the preaching of Christianity·
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In what is now Asia Minor, Ephesus with Smyrna, Thyatira, Sar&is, Philadelphia,
Pergaixios and Laodicea made up the Seven Ecclesias* Jesus used John fcr the writing
of the famous letters cf Reflation chapters·. 2 and 5$ to those ecolesias*

The port of the city was built on the river Cayster and lay about 3 miles
from the sea· Four great roads served as great traffic routes from Ephesu3 and
the hinterland· The journey to Caesarea via Ephesus would seem to be a big
diversion as it would be shorter and more direct to go via the island of Rhodes
or the island of Crete· That mariners preferred to call at Ephesus first
showed that the traffic was such as to make the journey worth while· It would
also make Ephesus an entre-pot port where travellors would have to change ships
if they wished to continue the journey from Ephesus·

"and left them there··." - Paul left Priscilla and Aquilla there while
he went to the synagogue*

"entered into the synagogue.··
11
 - Paul appears to be fearless where

the Jews were concerned· In every place to which he came, he entered the
synagogues and "reasoned with

11
 the Jews· He never lost interest in preaching

to the people of Israel after the flesh·

Verse 20

"ihen they desired him to tarry longer time with them, he consented notj
 n

This inconrplete statement suggests some tiling which may be connected with
Paul shaving his head· Here we have the unusual event τ/vhere the Jews, having
heard Eaul preach, asked him to stay longer* Normally they would oppose him
with great vigour and do all sorts of things to emba rrass and hamper his
preaching· Now they desired him to stay a little while longer· While there
is no proof of this, it does seem likely that the Jews were impressed by Paul

f
s

willingness to observe Jewish custom by shaving his head· Maybe it was this
incident that induced Luke to tell us how Raul shaved his head·

Verse 21

w
But bade them farewell, saying, I must by all means keep this feast that
cometh in Jerusalems but I will return again unto you, if God will· And he
sailed from Ephesus· *

"bade farewell·.·" - the same Greek verb as is translated "took his
leave

11
 in verse 18·

"I must·.·
n
 - lit· "it behoves me···"

"by all means.··
11
 - coll· "by hook or by crook.··

11

"this feast···" - which feast it was is not stated. It would appear
to be the Passover although many consnentators think it was Pentecost· If it
were the Passover, then Paul's haste is explained because the seas were
considered to be closed to shipping in view of storms and contrary winds at thip
time of the year. See Acts 27· verses 4* 7 and 9#

"that cometh in Jerusalem.." - All Jewish feasts which had been
established by the Law were held all over Judea

#
 The feasts at Jerusalem were

of greater importance because the temple was there and all Jewish feasts under
the Law were connected with the temple.

"I will return..·" - as in Matt· 2· 12; Luke 10. 6j Heb. 11. 15;

"if God will." ~ as used in 1 Cor· 4· 19; Heb· 6· 3; Jas. 4· 15·

"sailed.·" - see note to Acts 13· 13· for the word "loosed".
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Verse 22

"And when he had landed at Caesarea, and gone up, and saluted the church, he
went down to Antioch·11

Luke has no commentary on the sea journey except to indicate that it
finished safely by the arrival at Gaesarea·

ftgone tip.··" - he went up to Jerusalem from the sea coast·

"saluted the church· ··* - greeted the ecclesia which was the first and
the mother church·

"he went down*·11 - he went down from the height of Mount Zion to the
lower level on Antioch in Syria· This brought him back to where he started·

It is strange why Luke does not record what he did at Jerusalem apart
from greeting the ecclesia· He had been so keen to get to Jerusalem that he
would not tarry at Bphesus in spite of the great interest shavvn by the Jews.
Now he gets to Jerusalem and Luke merely records that he greeted the members
of the Faith there and then went down to Antioch· The reason is that Luke
gave an explanation as to why Paul did not stay on at Ephesus but hurried away·
The fact that he wanted to get to Jerusalem to be there in timefbr the Passover
(or Pentecost) so that he could address the great crowds, is not important
to Luke's story so he omits it© He brought Paul back so as to end the story
of his second missionary journey and now brings him to Antioch in prepaiiaticn
for the start of his third and last missionary journey·

This is the last mention of Antioch by Luke in the Acts of the Apostles»
iis we shall see in the next verse, Paul spent some time there but Luke is silent
as to what he did· We can guess that he preached, he related his experiences to
others of the ecclesia^ he made plans for his next journey and he taught others
how to be evangelists·

M E THIRD MESSIQNAEff JOUHMEY·

Verse 23

"And after he had spent some time theref he departed, and went over all the
country of Galatia and Phrygia in order, strengthening all the disciples**

"he departed· ·* ·." - Lit* *came out" or "went forth*#
nGalatia and Phrygia· · · " - these were the interior* provinces of

Asia Minor· Luke covers a journey of about 1500 miles in a few words·

"country· · · n ~ the word means "region· *

"the Galatic region" was a part of Lycaonia whidh was included in the
PwOman province of Galatia· It covered Derbe and Lystra which Paul visited· We
read about this in Acts 1^· 6, 8 and 21 j 16· 1 and 2·

"the Phrygian region···11 was in the province of Galatia and took in the
cities of Iconium and Pisidian Antioch· It is hardly likely that Paul would
iiave gone about 300 miles further north to visit Northern Galatia· He would
foe more likely to go by a more direct route to Ephesus·

"in order.··" - Luke uses this expression in Luke 1· 8· and in this
verse as "working in order"· In LukB 1 · 3· he uses it in connection with
"writing in order" and in Acts 11· 4j we find it used with >sspeaking in order"·
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Verse 24.

"And a certain Jew named Apollos
 f
 born at Alexandria, an eloquent man, and

migfrty in the scriptures, came to Bphesus«
if

"Apollos·. ο
fl
 - short for "Apcllonius"

"born at Alexandriaa · ·
f!
 - leading to the assumption that he had been

brought up in Alexandria which was a city of learning and philosophy· See
notes to Acts 6· 9· for further information about Alexandria· (The Septuagint
was translated here·)

ff
an eloquent man···*

1
 - he used his eloquence to teach others as we

see from verses 27 and 28· The word "eloquent" should be "learned"·

"mighty in the scriptures,··
11
 - his knowledge however, was not as full

as it would appear for he had to learn from Aquila and PrisciHa the doctrine
of baptism· See verses 25 and 26·

Verse 25

!t
This man was instructed in the way of the Lord; and being fervent in the
spirit, he spake and taught diligently the things of the Lord, Imowing only
the baptism of John·" .. .

"instructed.·*" - the meaning is "taught" but especially by word of
mouth or by preaching» That is to say, Apollos had not studied by reading·

"in the way of the Lord;.·" - see John 14. 6· "I am the way, the
truth and the life"·

"fervent in spirit···" - lit· "boiling in spirit.··" The cnly other
use of this word is found in Rom· 12· 11·

"he spake·.·" — imperfect tense indicating "continued to speak..·"

"taught diligently.··
n
 - lit· "taught accurately.··" Prom this

description of Apollos, we learn that what he knew, he knew accurately but
he did not know the finer points concerning baptism·

"knowing only the baptism of John·" - There is no record in the Acts
of an ecclesia having been formed in Alexandria and there is no record of an
apostle having gone tnere for evangelical purposes· John the Baptist did a
great work dtiring his ministry and the effect of his teaching carried as far as
Alexandria· Nevertheless, John

f
s baptism was an incomplete baptism because

Jesus had not died and candidates could not be "buried with him in baptism"·
Until he died, Jesus had not established the "name" into which aspiring
Christians could be baptised· It was only after Pentecost that the complete
baptism could be taught· (Acts 2. 38·)

Verse 26

"And he "bgan to speak boldly in the synagague: whom when Aquilla and
triscilla had heard, they took him unto them, and expounded unto him the way
of God more perfectly·"

"he began to speak boldly· · ·" ~ having known only the baptism of John,
he must have given the teaching of John who called for a baptism unto repent-
ance and not a baptism into the "name". Be would preach of a Messiah who was
to come·

"when Aquilla and PriLscilla had heard,· ·
r!
 - these two must have been

present in the synagogue to have heard him·

"expounded the way of God more perfectly· " - the adverb here means
"accurately"· His knowledge was correct up to a point but it did not go far
enough· Acts 19· 4· suggests the imperfection of his knowledge·
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Verse 27

"And when he was disposed to pass into Achaia, the brethren wrote, exhorting

the disciples to receive him: who, when he was come, helped them much which

had believed through grace:"

ff
..•Achaia·.·" - he would want to go to what is now Peloponnesia in

which Corinth is the major city·

"the brethren wrote,··
11
 ~ if the brethren who were at Ephesus wrote to

the ecclesia at Corinth, urging them to accept Apollos, then we can be sure

that Apollos accepted what he had been taught by Aquilla and Priscilla, and

followed that acceptance with baptism into the "name of Jesus of Nazareth"·

There is an exhortation for us in this story· Aquilla and Priscilla

heard Apollos speak, and were impressed by his Old Testament knowledge· But he

showed a big g£p in his knowledge when it came to the full teaching of Jesus

and baptism into his Name· Many brethren to-day, would have denounced him in

public for his incoinplete knowledge and in doing so would have lost a friend^

Aquilla and Priscilla however, took him in hand and gained a £riend·

*who, when he was come,.·
11
 ~ lit·

 fl
who, having arrived,··

11

"helped···" - Gk· "sumballo" which is a rare word meaning to aid by

conferring a benefit· This means that Apollos, in helping them, benefited

them through his knowledge and his speaking ability· -̂ e also baptised some

converts· (1 Cor# 1· 12·) Later on, Paul was to be impressed by the zeal and

value of Apollos and desired that he should go again to Corinth· (1 Cor· 16· 12·)

Apollos was a great success in Corinth as we see f :rom 1 Cor· 3· 5/6·

See 1 Cor· if· 6· for further evidence of Paul's regard for him· See also

Titus 3· 13·

"them which had believed through grace*" - these are the believers who

had heard the word preached by those who had received the gift of the Holy

Spirit· Such people would have received training in the whole Truth of the

iord of God·

Verse 28

i!
Por he mightily convinced the Jews, and that publickly, shewing by the

Scriptures that Jesus was Christ·
11

"mightily·.·" ~ lit· "with power·" This could refer to the power of
M s voice, the power of his reasoning, the power of his knowledge, the power
of his reasoning ability or the power of his personality· Possibly it was a
combination of all these attributes·

"convinced the Jews· ·." - the meaning in English is confusing here·

The Afrikaans version reads 'Vant hy het die Jode kragtig in die openbaar

weerle···" giving "for he mightily confuted the Jews·.·
11
 which is the meaning

in the Greek·
 il

e destroyed all their counter arguments and showed them beyond

their ability to gainsay that Jesus was indeed the Messiah they were looking

for·

"publickly··" - to the discomfort of those who argued against him·

"by the scriptures···
11
 *- we now see why Luke in verse 2k stated that

Apollos was "mighty in the scriptures.
H
 His great knowledge now helped him·

"Jesus was Christ·
lf
 This is one of the gpeat themes of the New Testament·

See Matt· 1· 1; 16· 16; John if 25j 4· 42; 6· 69; 11. 2?·
· • ' . • • · • • • * • • . ' ·

Luke now has introduced his readers to that great NT character, Apollos

who became such a great preacher arai who was of such value to Paul and the

early ecclesias· To find out the reasons for many of Luke
f
s sudden short

stories, the reader and student must read on until the purpose emerges·
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Chapter 19 records the story of the twelve men whom Paul met when he came
to Ephesus which Apollos had left· These twelve men, like Apollos, knew only
of John's baptism and, we can assume, knew little or nothing of the Jesus of
the post-John the Baptist era· Whereas it cannot be proved that they were
disciples of Apollos, it seems very likely that they were· M s would appear
to give the answer why Luke included this story in his narrative*

Luke*s object might have been to

(a) show how great teachers arose who would take over from Paul when he
was no longer on the scene j

(b) describe how the preachers developed;

(c) show that any baptism other than the true baptism was of no avail
to the person who subsequently learns the whole Truth of the Word of God· Such
a person is not baptised into the NAME and must be re-baptised. This condemns
ciiristening or a baptism into a faith that is incomplete or false.

Luke deals with this problem in his next chapter but we should note that
Apollos was a great man and his disciples were twelve in number· Not only did
he humble himself on hearing the whole Truth from Aquilla and Priscilla, but so
did his disciples· All of them submitted to a fuller baptism into the true
Name of Jesus of Nazareth·





THE ACTS OP THE iPOSTLES

CHAPTER 19

000OOO000

Luke is now about to record the happenings at Ephesus· This city was
mighty in many respects, not the least of which was the Temple of Artemis (to
the Greeks) and Diana (to the Bomans). ^t was one of the Seven Wonders of the
World and represented the highest foim of Greek sculptural art· The worsiaip of
the goddess brought great prosperity to the city because vast crowds would come
from all over the habitable world to consult the Oracle and to worship at the
shrine within the temple· Whereas there can be little doubt that prostitution
was peimitted within the environs of the temple since this was the oase with
much of pag^n ritual, there were also exorcists who practiced a form of faith
healing, and there were magicians lite Barjesus of Acts chapter 13 who crossed
Paul's path at Cyprus* As we shall see, there were artisans like Demetrius who
saw in Paul!s preaching, a menace to the continuance of their business·

The attractions of a place like Ephesus issued a challenge to Paul which
he was prepared to meet· In his letter to the Ephesians, he draws attention
to the prince of the power of the air" which he associates with the course of
this world and the spirit that worketh in the children of disobedience· This
summarised the opposite camp· which he found at Ephesus and which held the people
of darkness in such a vice-uke grip· He pointed out that the true temple which
the Lord pitched was the body of believers and that this spiritual temple was
built upon the foundation of the apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ himself
being the chief corner stone· (Ephes. 2· 19/21·)

Against the sleight of hand of the magicians, Paul warned the flock and
his words are recorded in Ephes· 4· 14· The people who follow such charlatans
have the understanding darkened through the ignorance that is in them. (Ephes·
4· 18· ) Such people have followed the licentious ways of the pagan apostacy·
(vs. 19)·

Ihen the silversmith Demetrius tried to stir up the people against Eaul,
he did so from selfish motives because he could see that if the True Christian
Religion were to prevail, the need for such as he and his craft would fall
away. !2he True Worshipper did not need artefacts to remind him that there was
a God in heaven and that Jesus was his Saviour, ^e knew such things in his
heart and was constantly exercised in his mind about his ̂ aith· Paul reminded
the f&ithful believers that their battle was not against flesh arxl blood such
as he· By destroying the craftsmen would make way for others to arise· The
only way was to get at the false religion and having destroyed that, the false
practices would fall away· Therefore Paul w o te "•••we wrestle not against
flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers
of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in the heavenlies
(high places)·ff

^t is possible that Paul was disturbed &bout the multiplicity of gods
and goddesses worshipped so wrote to the Ephesian believers pointing out that
there was only One God and Father of all. One Lord, One Eaith and one baptism·
The pagan baptism .would not help the believer in the Truth. The immense
problems which confronted Paul at Corinth and Eiphesxis were of such magnitvide
and such variety that it would require a mature evangelist to deal with them·
If we regard the problem in this way, we shall understand why the Holy Spirit
did not permit Paul to continue in Asia but turned him to Macedonia instead·
In his later years, after a wealth of preaching e:xperience had been gathered
and had contributed to the mature character that was Paulfs, he turned to this
cosmopolitan city, well equipped to deal with every type of opposition·

The foregoing introduction has been written to show the tremendous tasks
confronting Paul in his work at Ephesus· That he was Divinely helped is evid-
ent by the appearance of Apollos who, with his knowledge and preaching ability,
was a type of John the Baptist and prepared Paul's way much as Stephen had
prepared the way amongst the Jews. To meet the trickexy, God peimitted Paul to
distribute handkerchiefs whida apparently carried healing powers·
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Verse 1

"And it came to pass, that, while Apollos was at Corinth, Paul having passed
through the upper coasts came to Ephesus: aiid finding certain disciples,"

This verse is incomplete as it stands o^d must be read with verse 2*

"Apollos was at Corinth···
11
 - althou^i their paths were to cross later,

Paul and Apollos did not meet on this occasion because Apollos had gone to
Corinth before Paul reached Ephesus from which place folios had departed· See
Acts 18. 27.

"Paul having passed through the Tipper coasts. ··" « Paul
!
s earlier plan

to visit Asia from which he was prevented by the Holy Spirit, now came into
effect· To get there he had to pass from Galatia and Phiygia where Luke

f
s

narrative left him in Acts 18· 23· ' Luke does not give details as to the route
he took but dismisses the journey with "having passed through the upper coasts"
from which it can be assumed that he returned by the northern route through
Galatia· From Pisidian Antioch there were two routes* one being via Colossae
ana Laodicea and the other, on the high ground following the river Cayster· The
latter would be more preferable during a hot summer so it is more likely that
Paul took this route.

"came to Bphesus:. ·
n
 - thus fulfilling his promise given in Acts 18· 21.

"disciples,.." - Most commentators niainfcain that the disciples here
were the disciples of Christ and not the discipltes of John the Baptist nor of
Apollos because the title is used absolutely· This meaning is not generally
given to the title in the Acts for we have come across the word in other
chapters where the meaning is confined obviously to followers of the Christian
religion but

1
 not necessarily of Christ personally* Prom the context it is

easy to see that such disciples were ill informed as to the meaning of true
baptism, and that they were as τ"Π informed as was ipollos· This being the case
they must have been trained by Apollos and must have been his disciples·

Verse 2

"He said unto them, Have ye received the Eoly Spirit since ye believed? And
they said unto him, We have not so much as heard whether there be any Holy
Spirit· "

if
Have ye received.··" - Luke does not state how Paul came to ask this

question. The preliminary remarks would have no bearing on the outcome and it
is not Luke

f
s purpose to give a reason for every irrelevant detail. It is

sufficient in the teaching of this section to know that these men were not
informed as to the True Baptism· The outcome of such ignorance, is one of the
iniportant

;
 details when teaching Christianity· One cannot rely upon a previous

baptism no matter hem convincing it appeared to be at the time·

• "thfe Holy Spirit..·" - meaning the power which such a gift'would bring·

flt
sinoe ye'believed?··" ~ since they had been introduced to the Divine

Plan and Puipose and had accepted it as being the Truth of the Word of God·

"We have not so much as heard···" ~ this puts them in the same state
as Apollos τ/vhen xiquilla and Priscilla fbund him· The similarity in the lack of
knowledge between Apollos and the twelve disciples is too close to disregard
tiie possibility that the twelve were disciples of Apollos·
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Verse 3

"And te said unto them, Unto what then were ye baptised? And they said,
 u

nto
John*s baptism·*

The question here arises out of Paul's amazement that they had never
heard of the Holy Spirit· It was not always the case that people who were
baptised received the power of the Holy Spirit because this was given only on
certain occasions· There was also the problem as to why they had never heard
people speak about the Holy Spirit because had not the lord instructed that
believers were to be baptised into the "name of the Father, and of the Son, and
of the Holy Spirit· ··" (Matt· 28. 19·) Could they have received a complete
baptism indicative of the fulfilment of the sacrifice of the Lord Jesus?

"Unto John's baptism·" - This\e:xplained their ignorance. This was the
trouble with Apollos (Acts 18· 25·) and links them with him* John

f
s baptism

was one of baptism unto repentance and not $n association with the lord Jesus
in his death. It was- not associating with the analogous sacrificial animal·
John's baptism was a baptism of' initiation into something greater but was
incojirplete· They would understand John

1
 s teaching of bisa who was to come who

would baptise them with the Holy Spirit so th^y must have known much of Jesus
tiie Saviour* Their deficiency was that they did not know of the Messiahship
of Jesus and did not understand the absolute necessity of being associated
with him in his death. Their baptism was one of washing away of sins whereas
the true baptism included this but brought a covenant relationship with the
Messiah which John's baptism did not give·

The True Evangelists of to-day will often find that those who hearken
are prepared to accept the Truth of the Word of God in its simplicity but they
are adamant that their former baptism was sufficient for the purpose of bring-
ing them into covenant relationship v/ith God· Many consider that christening
which is not baptism at all, is sufficient for the purpose· This is very
dangerous thinking and leaves the searchers after Truth without a way of escape
from the parlous condition in which they are fouwl before they come to an
understanding· Surely with such a precious salvation at stake, one would
submit to a proper baptism such as these disciples did and as Apollos did·
The atonement of Jesus is without effect upon those who are not buried with him
by baptism and resurrected with him by coming out of the water of baptism· Δ
symbolical "resurrection

11
 from christening is impossible and must show the folly

of this wicked rite·

Verse 4

"Then said Paul, John verily baptised with the baptism of repentance, saying
unto the people, that they should believe on him which should come after him,
that is on Christ Jesus·

11

The teaching in this verse shows that the baptism of John the Baptist
was one of repentance and his teaching directed the attention of the believer
to him who was to come after him. This implies that John

1
 s teaching was

incomplete in itself and that it was an introduction to the teaching of Jesus·
The completion lay in the coming one.

The teaching is extended to include a belief in "Christ Jesus" which is
another way of saying "The Anointed Saviour"· This involves a belief in the
"Christ

11
 character of Jesus which means that he was the seed promised to

Abraham and that as such, he was anointed to be king of all the earth. It is
unfortunate that many people who submit to baptism do not believe in Jesus in
this way although they are quite prepared to refer to him by these titles. The
reason is that they do not understand the truth as it is in Jesus.

Verse 5

tf
When they heard this, they were baptised in the name of the Lord Jesus."
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"When they heard this,··11 - lit· "And hearing.. ·" The grammar of this
staltement has led to a distortion of what Lukje intended to convey, having regard
to the teaching of Scripture concerning baptism· It is often read like this by
those who deny the need for rebaptism - Mlhen they (the people mentioned in
verse 4- to whom John the Baptist spoke) heard John speak about baptism, they
were baptised into the name of the Lord Jesus· *

This view cannot be entertained by the Bible student for several reasons
and the first of these is that J#hn^did not at any time, baptise into the NAME
of the ^ord Jesus because Jesus had pot established by his cfeath, that NAME
which is known as "the saving Name11, by some believers. The situation is that
"The law and the prophets were until John (the Baptist): since that time the
kingdom of God is preached..·" (Luke 16. 16.) Before the coming of John, the
True Believer believed in the Promises made unto .Abraham and David. This gave
him the great Hope of Israel. He was guided in his behaviour by the Law of
Moses. All this came to finality when Jesus taught because he fulfilled the
analogy of the Law and was the singular seed promised unto Abraham as well as
the son of God promised unto David· See Matt· 5· 1'7· for "I come not. to destroy
but to fulfil the law..." and Matt·. 16. 15· for Peter1 s statement of Faith
ur»on which Jesus said be would build his church (ecclesia)· This left t}ae
believer the necessity of being baptised unto .repentance because such repentance
was essential in view of the Law having been fulfilled in Jesus. He still had
to believe in the Great Hope of Israel according to the Promises, but he had to
signify that belief by his baptism/ The law having fallen away, there was no
mediator in the priesthood} there was. no means of approaching unto God by the
altar because Jesus now became the altar; there was no prayer througja incense
as Jesus was our ..incense· But Jesus was not the perfect mediator until he had
died· ^here was no proper atonement until he had made a sacrifice first for himself
and then for the sins'of the people· (Beb· 9· 7·) When he had done this,
he established the Name so that people could believe and he baptised* thus
becoming part of the Divine Name· ' (Acts 1$. 14·)

The value of John1 s Baptism was that it was an interim measure to tide
the believers over until Jesus should die, be raised again, and thus establish
the Name into which the True Believers could be baptised· The fact that the
disciples were not rebaptised is no proof whatsoever that rebaptism is un-
necessary because in washing their f«fc, Jesus symbolically baptised them and
the effect was that their former sins wei:e forgiven* As Jesus said, "Now are
ye clean every whit.··" (John 13. 10.) The fact that no record is given by
Luke that Apollos was rebaptised is no proof either for it can be assumed that
he was otherwise Paul would not have accepted ham in the way he did· If Aquilla
and Kriscilla corrected his lack of complete knowledge, they would certainly
have put him right about rebaptisnu

Verse 6

"And when Paul had laid his hands upon them, the Holy Spirit came on themj and
they spake with tongues, and prophesied."

Jlwhen Paul had. laid his hands upon them· · ·" ~ lit· "And having placed
to them the Ikul the hands..·" (Diag.)

"the Holy Spirit came upon them· · ·lf - the effect of this is known but
we have to search for the reason why they should have received the Holy Spirit
at this stage in the closing period of apostolic times when the Holy Spirit was
about to be withdrawn· The introduction to this chapter has shown the tremend-
ous difficulties which confronted Paul at Ephesus# Any evangelist having to
war against the spiritual, wickedness in high places at Ephesus would have waged
a losing battle because. Christianity in its true form cannot supply faith
healing (or so-called Divine healing); it cannot produce the magical effects
which ventriloquists, conjurors and magplcians could produce. It was based upon
the logic of the Divine £*lan and Purpose and required Faith in belief rather
than acceptance by the eyes of what was .seen* The giving of the Holy Spirit
which would give the recipients any one of the nine gifts, would be a great
help in the work they had to do·
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"they spake with tongues·. ·ir - Bphesus was a cosmopolitan city and the
many nations who were represented there would require the gift of tongues if all
were to hear the Divine message of salvation· This is the last mention of
speaking with tongues in the Acts*

"and prophesiedo * ~ thqy spoke the Word of God by inspiration· It does
not mean that they foretold the future·

Verse 7

*And,all the men were about.. twelve· n

The number of men is unimportant but Luke considers it necessary to
point out that the men involved in this incident were notnany, being at the
most, twelve. That does not make them twelve so no analogy can be drawn with
the number of the disciples of Jesus· All one can say is that Paul was the
type of Christ, Apollos was a type of John the Baptist (mentioned here for the
last time in the New Testament) and the men about twelve were the anti-type of
the followers of Jesus·

This extraordinary incident now draws to its close· Commentators are
at a loss to explain why Luke should have thought it necessary to break into
his narrative and record this incident which started in Acts 18# 2^· and
ends at Acts 19· 7·

We explain this by showing that Paul was starting his third and last
missionary journey· His work from now on was about to undergo a complete change
in that he would no longer travel from here to there, staying at one centre for
a while or until driven out by the Jews· He was to stay at Bphesus for a long
time for him and a great work was to be done here. This was Asia, one of the
important provinces of Rome and the area in which were to be foui*l the Seven
Churches (Ecclesias) to which the Lord wrote his Seven Letters which are to be
found in Revelation chapters 1 and 2# VThen Luke recorded the early chapters
of the Acts, he introduced Stephen, the fore-runner of Peter· When Luke
started on Part 2 of the Acts, Luke recorded the story of Herod and his death
after receiving the acclamation., of the people· In the case of Peter 9 Stephen
was to show the tasks to be faced when preaching to the Jews and he precipitated
the scattering of the preachers so that the gospel would be preached over a
wide area· In the case of Part 2, the difficulty with ̂ rod showed the
difficulties to be faced concerning the Gentiles to whom Paul was about to
preach· In introducing Part 3* Luke now gives an auccourt which showed how the
preaching team was geared up in Truth to face the difficulties which lay ahead·
There should be no mystery about kuke*s introduction of this sto:ry if we
remember that whenever he introduces something which is unusual, the reason is
always found in the verses and chapters which follow·

Verse 8

"And he went into the synagogue, and spake boldly for the space of three months,
disputing and persuading the things concerning the kingdom of God· "

uhe went into the synagogue···11 - this was Paul!s usual presentation
of the Truth whenever he visited a new centre· He never failed to give the
Jews a chance and seemed to have an affection for them, which affection and
desire he expressed in Rom* 10· 1 *

"spake boldly·.·11 - spake freely·

"for the space of thre<-;> months,·«" ~ this was a longer time than usual
and can be explained by the fact that the Jews were more friendly disposed to
him than had been others· iroof of this is to be found in Acts 18* 20·

"disputing···11 - The Greek is to speak to, to discuss with and to
dispute with· This indicates that Paul spoke to them on doctrinal matters and ̂
not receiving full agreement, discussed the doctrinal points with them·

"persuading· · ·" - here is an indication that he also exhorted them to
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better Christian behaviour· So they received from Paul doctrine and exhort-

ation in the Christian way of life·

"the things concerning the kingdom of God·
11
 - This was the gospel

message which Paul was never to let go· He always was ready to preach the

Glad Tidings of the ̂ Suagdom of God and all that this doctrine meant concerning

the Promises and Jesus of Nazareth, In the last verse of the last chapter of

the Acts we find him doing the same· (Acts 28· 31 ·

Verse 9

wB
ut when divers were hardened, and believed not, but spake evil of that way,

before the multitude, he departed from then, and separated the disciples,

disputing daily in the school of one Tyrannus·
11

"were hardened· · • " - "became obstinate in their unbelief·
 M

"believed not···* ~ this verb indicates that they not only heard

in unbelief but also that they refused to believe - they were stubborn about it·

All this flows from the association of
 f
Hvere hardened" with "believed not".

"spake evil···
11
 - the evil speaking is allied with "that way

11
 so that

they spoke evil against the Word of God and not necessarily agiainst Paul and his

companions. Therefore their sin, being blasphemy, was more evil than appears at

first sight·

"that way·.·" See notes to Acts 9· 2·

"before the multitude·.·" - in the presence and hearing of the

congregation which attended the synagogue ?;here Paul taugjit and where he had

to endure the opposition now recorded*
 v

"he departed from them,.·" - no ir̂ dioation here that he was forced out·

lie went of his own accord as he had done at Corinth· See Acts 18· 6.

"separated the disciples·.#" - B&ul caused the disciples to leave as
well and foim another body of worshippers·

"disputing daily. •· · * - reasoning daily·

"in the school.··
w
 ~ Gk· "scholee" this being the only usage in the

Ν·Τ· The meaning is "a lecture hall
11
· It also means "leisure", "rest

11
,

"freedom from business*
1
· When this leisure is applied in study it carries the

meaning of learned leisure· In the verse before us, it refers to the place of

learned leisure· The English word "school*
1
 is a derivative·

"Tyrannus·
w
 - This is the only occurence of the name in Scripture·

He could have been a rabbi who ran a "Beth^Haramidrash" where the Law and the

traditions were taught· °r he could have been a man like Justus who appeared

in Acts 18· 7· ruce finds a note of humour in his name when lie wonders how he

was given the name· Was it because of his character as a teacher? (Commentary

page 388 footnote No. 18·)

ancient literature there is evidence that public activity ceased in

the cities of Ionia at the fifth hour (11 a.m·) and that the present habit of

siesta was well known in Roman days· This leads students to believe that Paul

would have the lecture hall when Tyrannus was not usiiig it· This puts Paul
1
 s

study periods at 11 a.m· to 4 p»m· During business hours when Tyrannus was

using the hall, Paul would ply his trade as a tentmaloer· (Acts 18· 3ϊ 20· 34J

1 Cor. 4· 12.) In this way, he would work while others were working and i/ork

while others were resting. See his comments in 1 Thess· 2· 9# While one

marvels at Paul*s ceaseless toil, it is necessary also to commend those who came

to study and to learn during their leisure period of the day.
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"And this continued by the space of two yearsj so that all they which dwelt in

Asia heard the word of the Lord Jesus, both Jews and Greeks·"

tf
by the space of.·." - the original Greek has simply "for"· See

verse 8· where the same pajpaphrase occurs.

"two years··." - this seems to disagree with Acts 20. 31, but in Greek

reckoning, any period over two years would be regarded as being 3 yeare· To the

two years of this verse must be added the three months of .verse 8·

M
all they which dwelt in Asia* ·." - all the people in the province of

Asia and not in the continent of Asia as we now know it.. That "all
11
 heard the

Word is permissable hyperbole, having regard to the custom,of the times. Not

all heard by coming to Ephesus so it is safe to assume that.the Word was preached

by being sent to all the new churches (ecclesias) in the province* It would

be during this tims that the seven ecclesias of Revelation chapters 2 and 3

would be formed· The ecclesia at Colosse would also be fozmed about this time.

"the word of the Lord Jesus··.
11
 - the LOGOS of the Loxxi Jesus·" That

is to say, the Plan and Purpose of God concerning Jesus. This information

must be regarded in the light of the contents of verse 9* Paul preached

continually a doctrine which was unpopular amongst a lot of people
β
 particularly

the Jews. From what we have learnt of Luke's narrative style, we must know

that a situation is now building up where the opposition will break out against

him with vigour· It will be interesting from now on to watch how Luke develops

his theme·

Verse 11

"And God wrought special miracles by the hands of Paul:"

"special miracles··**
1
 - "special" has the meaning of "unusual

tf
 or

"uncommon"· This carries the meaning that the miracles were ones which do not

often occur, "miracle" as trans_lated here refers to a "power" or act which is

the manifestation of a power, ^t is not the same word as translated "miracle"

when applied to the miracles of Jesus· Such miracles were "signs" which is

to say they had an allegorical meaning. These miracles were the result of the

exercising of some manifestation of the power of God.

It was necessary in the pattern of things at this early stage in the

preaching of Christianity, for some outward sign, of the manifestation of God
1
 s

power to be given. It was needed to combat the power wielded by charlatans

who were magicians, ventriloquists and what would in modern days be called

faith healers· All such people practice some sort of deception on gullible

listeners who lend tremendous support and give tremendous loyalty to such men.

Without Divine help, Christianity would have have had an almost iinpô sible

task to survive. The manifestation of power recorded in this verse and verse

12 was astonishing enough to convince the loyal supporters of the charlatans.

Verse 12

* .

"So that from his body were brought unto the sick handkerchiefs or aprons, and

the diseases departed from them, and the evil spirits went out of them."

"handkerchiefs.··" - a sweat cloth; a napkin or a handkerchief.

See Luke 19· 20; John 11· 44; John 20· 7· Such articles were in coimnon use

for wiping the face in a hot -climate· Thus many would be used and many would

receive the benefit of the "power"·

"aprons.·." ~ half girdles. The "half
n
 was due to the fact that it

went half round the body and not half way down or half way up· It would well

be a workman*^ apron so the "power" would reach the working class person who was

most likely to turn to the Truth·
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"his body· . · H - this does not imply that Saul wore the garments which
were affected· It denotes that contact was made between him and the article·
There appears to be a parallel here between this "power" and the people wanting
Peter1 s shadow to pass over them* Acts 5· 15· Both incidents have given rise
to superstitions which are followed to this day· It was not Peter's shadow
which cured people and, in the same way, it was not the touching of Paul's body
that gave miraculous powers to the garments· If cures were effected in either
case, they were effected through the Powe** of God· The element of faith must
also be taken into account· Just as Jesus had cured a woman who touched him and
in doing so, showed her great faith in his curing power, so Gures may have been
effected by such touching in the case of Paul* That garments had to touch him
is merely incidental to the cure· Paul could have turned to those who touched
him and cured them by a remark·

"evil spirits···" - "pneumata···n According to medical knowledge of
those days, evexy bodily ill was supposed to be due to the indwelling of an
evil spirit which had to be cast out· When a person was cured, it was said
that the evil spirit had been cast out· iv*odern medical science knows that such
ills are due to a malfunction of a certain orgstn or to gezms, or to injury·

the medical practitioner distinguishes between ordinary and extra-
ordinary diseases by calling the latter "evil spirits11·

The success cf the "power* thus exercised gave a stimulus to the evil
practitioners of wizardry and chicanery· Their work became well Organised and, to
the extent of the credulity of those who heard, had some success· It grew in
opposition to Christianity and was mentioned by Paul in his letter to the
Thessalonians· See 2Thess. 2. 3/12· Thus Paul refers to the superstitions as
"a strong delusion"·

Verse 13

i!Then certain of the vagabond Jews, exorcists, took upon them to call over them
which had evil spirits the name of the Lord Jesus, saying, lie adjure you by
Jesus whom Paul preacheth. w

"vagabond Jews···11 - "wandering Jews.··'1 They travelled about from
nere to there, practicing their magic with incantations and spells for this
was their way of earning their living. The modern faith healer practices his
art in much the same way, that is, by using incantations· Their object is to
whip up as much emotion as they can so as to get their "subjects" in the
right emotional state to bring about a kind of self-hypnosis which leads to
temporary cures· This is done by prayers, the right tone of voice, the use of
fading lights, soft music and so on· Whatever they may call it xiow9 it is a
copy of the ancient art of incantation· ^ike the exorcists, they travel not
only throughout the land, but from one country to another· Simon Magus was one
of these· (-acts 8. 9·) ·& few of the modern exorcists claim to have a healing
power which has descended to them from Solomon· Josephus states that the
itinerant exorcists of his day laid claim to a power from Solomon· These were,
and still are, a lot of followers of this ancient art of deception· It is akin
to magpLc and the magical has always exercised a fascination for the human being·

'the name of the Lord Jesus.··!t ~ because many exorcists had heard
Paul use the name of Jesus, they also used it· Modern faith healers use it too^
Jesus was the son of God and inasmuch as mâ ny pagans knew the Jewish reluctance
to pronounce the Divine Name, they used it to embarass the Jews· Jesus is not
and was not God but the use of the name of the Son of God would be sufficient
for a Jew to suffer a religious hurt· The unbelieving Jew could not admit that
Jesus was the son of the Unpronounceable Name· The Jewish exorcists would
use it to attract believers, or pagans who had seen the success of Ba.ulfs
healing work·

"adjure···" - a word commonly used by faith healers in ancient days·
See Mark 5· 7· where the demented man, Legion, used the word· No doubt he had
often heard it used on him by faith healers who t ried to cure him· The Greek
word translated as "adjure" is "^opi^o" which means "to cause to swear by
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an oath, thus putting the person who swears under an obligation". The word

according to Vine ("Expository Dictionary of New Testament Words" page 30)

the Greek word is connected with the Hebrew word for a " thigh
if
. In ancient

Hebrew custom, anyone talcing an oath had to put their hand under the thigh of

the person to whom they obligated themselves· See Gen· 2k· 2, 9; 49· 29·

Verse 14

lf
And there were seven sons of one Sceva, a Jew and chief of the priests, which
did so·"

"seven sons···" - the Bezan text omits the number "seven" but giLves

the sense that the number of the sons was about seven* The Diaglott has a

hint of this in the translation, "And there were some Seven Sons···"

The word "some* means "certain" as the Μrikaans Version has it
 f!
Dit was

sekere sewe seuns···" ("There were certain seven sons···
1
*) The R.V

#
, R«S

#
V#

and Weymouth make no mention of this possibility·

"Sceva···
11
 - from the Latin "Scaeva" which has been found in an

inscription at Miletus. He was most likely a Jew and there ±s a possibility

that he was descended from a "chief priestly" f amily· It is more likely that

"chief of the priests" was a title conferred on him by himself
#
 The Diag3»ott

has "Jew dhief priest
ff
 which could well be "Jewish chief priest"· That he was

a Jew would give him an importance above other exorcists because.being able to

speak Hebrew, he could pronounce "THE NAMEV He did not use this NAME however,

but ascribed his powers to "Jesus whom Paul preacheth" because this "-Jesus whom

Paul preacheth" was well-known amongst the people by this time· To Sceva

this "Jesus whom Paul preacheth" was an exorcising spirit and nothing else,

so he felt that if he could ceil upon the exorcising spirit to work for him,

he would build up some of the reputation for effectiveness that Paul had·

lie was soon to learn a very severe lesson·

"which did so#" - Related to "took upon them to call over to them

which had evil spirits the name of the Lord Jesus,..
w
 of the previous verse·

This explains what Sceva and his sons did.

Verse 15

the evil spirit answered and said, Jesus I know, and Paul I know; but

who are ye?"

"the evil spirit said···" - there being no evil spirit, it could not

say the words Luke reports of it here· If reference is made to Mark chapter 5

v/herein is recorded the meeting between JesUs and Legion, the demented person,

it will be found from a careful study of verses 1 to 18, that it was Legion

himself who did the speaking and not the collection of so-called
 w
devils"

#

Any record of the devils speaking is merely a personification of Legion in the

mental illness wh±h caused his behaviour· In the same way, in the verse before

us, the devil speaking. is the man himself·

"Jesus I know,··" - This was not unusual for people γ/ho were out of

their minds· The Pharisees had often told such people that when the Messiah

came, he would destroy them because they were $inful people· because
 o
f their

sins, they were in the state of madness· Consequently when Jesus did come,

they recognised him not firom appearance, but from the reputa.jri.on of him which

had gone before him· That is why they are recorded as asking "Art'thou come to

destroy us?
11
 S

e e
 Matt· 8. 29; Mark f>

#
 7· Luke 8· 28j See also Matt· 3· 7#

where John the Baptist asked the Pharisees and Sadducees "who hath warned YOU

to escape the wrath to come?" They had of ten warned the mad men of the wrath

to come· Now, who had warned them of the same? If this reasoning is true,

then the man's immediate reaction to the exorcising of Sceva was to attack

the one who he thought had come to torment him· His attack was from a motive of

self-defence. The verb "know" is used twice in this verse with a different mean-

ing on each occasion· "know" used in connection with Jesus, is to know by

being influenced by the person known· This important meaning is used by Jesus

in his forceful statement of Matt· 7· 23. The second "know" means simply
fl
to have knowledge of

11
·
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•And the man in whom the evil spirit was leaped on them, and overcame them,
and pyejvailed against them, so that they fled out of that house naked tand
wounded·ft

"The man in whom the evil spirit was. ··n - note that the "evil
spirit11 which was supposed to have done the talking, now has no further part to
play· It is the man who takes action· This shows that it was the man who did
the speaking and who now takes action·

"leaped on···11 - the sense is closer to "leapt at·.·" This is the only
use of this word in Scripture·

"prevailed against.··11 - had dominion over them· He overcame any resist^
ance which they offered· ^or the use of this word, see Matt· 20· 25; Maark. .
10· 42; 1 Pet. 5· 3·

"naked...M - clothes such as were worn in those days could be removed
with little difficulty during a fight.

"wounded·1! - Greek· "so that naked and having been wounded..•" they
fled. They might have been heavily thrown to the ground during the scuffle and
hurt. There is.no sense of drawing blood here·

Verse 17

"And this was known to all the Jews and Greeks also dwelling at Bphesus; and
fear fell on them all, and the name of the Lord Jesus was magnified."

The news of this remarkable incident spread rapidly over Ephesus· The
invocation of Jesus by one who was a clmrlatan brought a very unexpected result
and showed that the Name was not one to be trifled with.nor ligfrtly used·
This was to have a profound effect on many of the exorcists and magicians·

To understand the impact of this calamity, one must realise that Ephesus
was a centre of magpLC, spells, incantations and the like which go to make a
really successful and popular faith healing session of our times· Bruce
(Commentary page 391, quotes Shakespeare (Comedy of Errors Act 1 scene 2 lines
97 ff·) to show that Shakespeare was aware of the character of Ephesus·

"they say this town is full of cozenage, (cheating)
As, nimble jugglers that deceive the eye,
Dark-working sorcerers that change the mind,
Soul-killing witches that deform the body,
Disguised cheaters, prating mountebanks,
And many such-like liberties of sin·*

One of the cheats and a well-known one apparently, being "a-Jewish chief
priest", had been disrobed and chased out of a house by an wevil spiritw because
he had invoked the name of Jesus· The "Jesus that Paul preacheth11 usually
prevailed over every evil spirit but what happens when he is involaed by someone
who does not believe in him? That is how the Grecian mind "would work· One can
anticipate that there was about to be a big reformation in their i&inking
from now on· This would affect both Jew and Greek·

"fear fell on them all..·" - the fear at this time was not terror but a
sense of awe which overtakes even the irreligious at times of stress.

<!was magnified." - The "name" was extolled at the expense of Sceva and
others like him whose power could not match that which worked in the deeds of
Paul, ^he tense is imperfect showing that "it continued to be magnified· "
As the story of the incident passed from one to another, respect would grow
for the religion that Paul preached· ·
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Verse 18

"And many that believed came, and confessed, and shewed their deeds.»"

The power of the gospel had taken hold of the people when they saw this
manifestation of the ̂ ower of God·

• » ( • . • ' " , • • .

"many that believed·.· w -'· the form of the verb indicates Sfmany that
had believed···" indicating that many who had believed in the past were now
spiritually awakened by the incident and understood God's anger with all fotms
of magic art -whether it be magic, incantations, spells or faith healing·

"came· · · n — from the tense "continued to come· • ·" That is to say,
they did not all cane at once or, having come, did not come again, but continued
to make contact with Paul·

*fconfessed,..i! ~ has the sense of acknowledging that the religion
preached by Paul was the only true one·

?fshewed their deeds·" - the "deedsft referred to here deal with magic,
sorcery, spells and incantations· These are all connected one way and another
with the great deception by exorcists of the public· Just as the secrets of
the magician can be bought these days by buying the books that have been written
on the subject, so the spells of those days.were committed to writing· When
such people came to Paul, they brought with them their formulae for spells and
incantations· Many of these spells are still preserved in museums in London,
Paris and Leyden· They contain a series of words which'are absolute drivel
but which all had that characteristic desirable to the exorcists, of secrecy·
Just as the Babylonian priesthood was a secret organisation, and the exorcists
kept their spells secret, so the Roman Catholics attempted to preserve the
•Bible as a secret work to be interpreted only by their priests· Now all these
secret f ormulae were brought to Paul·

Verse 19

"Many of them also which used curious arts brought their books together, and
burned them before all men: and they counted the price of theni, and found it
fifty thousaxid pieces of silver·1*

"curious arts···" - those studies which were enquired into such as
how to make some tiling with magical propertiesj how to find the elixir of life
~ that which will enable one to live for ever; how to turn lead into
gold and so on· In this instance, the accent was on the magical· This art was
not limited to the primitive laboratory but to the study where combinations of
words would be experimented with in an attempt to find some "Open rfesarae" to
the magic art· These practices were famous in the days of which Luke writes
and inscriptions known as "Ephesian Letters" were famous all over the habitable
world· Apart from magic words, sentences, letters and so \ on, this also
included charms, amulets and talismans which Luke now introduces in keeping
with his character of preparing the reader ahead for what is to follow· We
shall learn more of this when we read from verse 22*. onwards· The Greek word
used here is the same as that translated as "busybodiesn in 1 Tim» 5· 13·

Since the days of Moses, secret things have belonged to. God and anything
man should know has been revealed to him in God*s Word· See' Deut· 29· 29·
Other things such as a study of the subconscious mind have b een expressly
forbidden by God· (Lev. 19· 31J 20. 6; 20. 27j Deut· 18· 1O/12#)

. "books..·" - Gk· "biblous" from which our word ^ible" is derived·
These papers would contain the "Bphesian letters", formulae, spells, etc·, all
of which were used by exorcists (faith healers)·

"burned them·..11 - the imperfect tense indicates "kept burning them"·
There is an important point to note here. Suchpapers and formulae were sold
for huge sums of money because anyone who had them and could use them, was in a
position to make a lot of money. The converts to Christianity must have bought
such things for a high price but now they were not prepared to sell them and
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get some of their money back* They were prepared to burn them so that they
could not be sold, they could not recover any of their money, and the art which
they described, could not be pursued as a result of selling such papers·

"counted···
11
 - a verb peculiar to this verse meaning "reckoning item

by item*

"found···" ~ reached a result of the reckoning of item by item·

"fifty thousand pieces of silver·
11
 - The country was ruled by the

Bomans but was predominantly Greek* Therefore Greek money would be considered·
The drachma was approximately 2£§. to the £ so in Sterling, the value would be
about £2,000# Taking into account the changed value of money, the value here
must have been considerably more in current purchasing power·

Verse 20

"So mightily grew the word of God and prevailed·
n

"mightily···" - refers to the power and speed of its growth·

"grew···" ~ the word of God is always the same, so it did not grow in
this case· But the growth here refers to the number of hew adherents and the
extent of the territory over which it spread· The t ense is inoperf ect thus
indicating "grew continually· ··"

f
Voixl of God·.." ~ the LOGOS of God*

"prevailed. · •" - grew from strengtli to strength over all opposition·

This statement is a favourite of Luke· He has used it before to end a
story or to introduce some storm of protest or some danger for the disciples
whirii followed· See

Acts 6· 7· Following the election of the seven· This was followed by
the assassination of Stephen·

9· 31· The conversion of Saul; this is not followed by trouble·

12· 2l·· After the death of Herod· Paul starts on his first journey·
13· 49· After the speech at Antioch. The Jews becajcne active against

Eaul and Barnabas and expelled them·
16· 5· Paul at Derbe and Lystra· The journey continues·

Verse 21 ..

"After these things were ended, Paul purposed in the spirit, when he had
passed through Macedonia and Achaia, to go to Jerusalem, saying, After I have
been there, I must also see Home·"

"these things···" - the trouble with the exorcists·

if
purposed·. · * - he determined on a course of action·

"in the spirit.··
11
 « in planning his course of action, he was guided

by the Holy Spirit· This move was to be God
!
s Will and not Paul

f
s·

"when he had passed through···" - when he had made his preaching tour·"

The plans considered at this time may have been communicated to the
ecclesias at Corinth· See 2 Cor· 12· 14· and 13· 1· See also 2 Cor· 2· 1·
The plan also appears to be mentioned in 1 Cor· 5/8· In regard to the latter
reference where he states that he will remain at Ephesus until after Pentecost,
this detail was changed through the opposition he experienced from the guild
headed by Demetrius· In 2 Cor· 1· 16· he appears to change the route by
going via Corinth first on his way to Macedonia·

"through Macedonia and Achaia· ·." - this detail does not include any
visit to Corinth· He must have changed his mind about this later on·
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"to go to Jerusalem.··
11
 - one of the objects was to take to Jerusalem

the collections made by the brethren and sisters at Corinth· (1 Cor· 16· 1/9·)
Collections for Jerusalem had also been m d e by other ecclesias as we readin
Rom. 15· 25/26.

"After I have been there···* - this statement is linked with the one
which follows*

"I must also see Borne·.· ,- combined with the statement "after I have
been theres···* it means that liaving come thus far, I cannot stop here but am
obliged to go further even unto Borne* Although Paul was the great apostle to
the Gentiles, he always looked for any opportunity to speak to Jews· There
must have been a synagogue at Rome for him to be keen to go there· From Acts
2· 10· vre know that there were strangers at Koine, who came to Jerusalem at
Pentecost· ^hese may have had some effect in ?aul

!
s decision which, although

it was guided by the Holy Spirit, nevertheless was taken by Baul· Prom Acts
28· 17· we know that there was a body of Jews there when Paul eventually got to
Borne· , .

Verse 22

if
3o he sent into I&cedonia two of them that ministered unto him, Timotheus
and Erastusj but he himself stayed in Asia for a season·"

"he sent into..·
11
 - lit· "having sent into.··"

''Macedonia· · ·" .-. ^uke does not state which Ecclesias were visited but
it can be assumed that it was the Thessalonians and the Philippians· Therefore
the men were sent to Thesally and Philippi·

"two of them that ministered unto him.·." - two of his assistants
in preaciiing the gospel· Their ministrations would include looking after
necessaries of life such as food ard shelter·

"Timotheus" - without a doubt the Timothy of 1 and 2 Timothy· The
journey he is about to take may be that promised in Phil· 2· 19·

"Erastus^·. · " - one γ/ould like to identify this man with the Erastus of
Horn· 16. 23· who is there described as being the chamberlain of Corinth· He
may not always have held this position which v/ould tend to keep him at
Corinth and prevent him from going to other places· Prom 2 Tim· 4· 20· we read
that Erastus was of Corinth but in the passage before us, Luke does not give any
hint as to where he came from and what he did· Perhaps Luke felt it was not
important that we should know who he was and we are content tb leave it that
way· The name means "Beloved"

1
·

"he stayed·.·" - he continued· The meaning implies movement indicating
that Paul moved about preaciiing here and there extending his work·

"for a season." - Gk
#
 "For a time.·." In English it should be

 lf
for

some time" without saying how long.

Verse 23

"And the same time there arose no small stir about that way·"

"And the same time..·" - "while Paul was making plans for future travels
arid preaching activity and while he was organising the sending away of Timothy
and Erastus, trouble was brewing in Ephesus·

"there arose·..
51
 - it came to pass·

51
 no small stir..." r Gk

#

 ?t
a tumult not small..."

"that way··." ~ see· notes to Acts 9· 2·
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Verse 24

"For a certain man named Demetrius, a silversmith, which made silver shrines for
Diana, brought no small gain unto the craftsmen;

11

"For·.·" - this connects the stir or tumult reported in the previous
verse with Demetrius·

'^Demetrius···
11
 - this is the Latin foxm of a Greek name HDemeter* which

is the Greek name of the goddess Ceres· The name occurs again in 3 John 12·
and attempts have been made to connect the 1wo, assuming that the one-time
vigorous opponent of Paul later became a friend of John· If there was anything
to be gained by proving that the two are oiia and the same, Luke would have told
us so it is better to disregard such possibilities and concentrate on Luke

f
s

story.

11
 a silversmith.··" - one of a body of men who formed a guild of

craftsmen working with silver·
 r
^hey made images of the goddess from silver and

the sale of these was a lucrative source of income. With the growth of Christ·*
ianity a percentage of his sales fell away, thus affecting his livelihood.

"silver shrines..·
11
 - these were not temples for worship but medals of

the goddess to be used in temples during worship. They could also be used for
worship away from the temple. The modern counterpart of this form of idol
worship is the crucifix, or models of the Madonna and child·

 ι

TDiana.·." - this is the Boman name· The original is the Greek name
and it is Artemis, a Greek goddess. Her image was enshrined in the Temple at
Ephesus and is supposed to have been a meteorite which survived a hot searing
entiy through the earth

1
 s atmosphere. It has the shape of a woman and has

many breasts which are supposed to depict the bounteous character of nature.

*ηο small gain.··" - much employment from which gain can be assumed·

Verse 25

"Whom he called together with the workmen of like occupation, and said, Sirs,
ye know that by this craft we have our wealth·*

"called together..·" - lit· '•vrfaom having gathered together···"

"workmen of like occupation· ·." .- thus distinguishing between men
employed by Demetrius and other men employed in the same industry·

"craft·. .
 n
 «- translated in verse 21+ as "gain. · · * and referring to the

employment which provided the gain·

*our wealth*" *- this is not the only point to be made but it is an
important one·

Verse 26

"Moreover ye see and hear, that not alone at Ephesus, but almost througjhout all
Asia, this Paul hath persuaded and turned away much people, saying that they
be no gods, which are made with hands:"

Having drawn the workmen
1
 s attention to the loss of business and wealth,

Demetrius now turns to the religLous and (to him) secondary aspect·

"ye see···" - you know from seeing for yourselves·

"ye hear..." - you hear from others who have travelled abroad.

'^Ephesus, but aknost throughout all Asia···" - all the people not only
of this city but of the whole province of Asia·

•this Baul.··" - note the contenopt of
 w
this Paul"·
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"hath persuaded· ·.
u
 ~ lit* "having persuaded· · ·

H

"and turned away···" - "has misled···" that is to say, diverted them from

their former faith·

"they be no gods which are made with hands·" - see Acts 17· 2)^25·

Verse 27

"So that not only this our craft is in danger to.be set at nought; but also

that the temple of the great goddess Diana should be despised, and her

magnificence should be destroyed, whom all Asia and the world worshippeth·"

"craft··*
11
 - part of a whole. It refers to their part of the world

which would lose a great deal in importance by the growth of Christianity·

For use of the word translated as Craft here but meaning "part*
1
 see Acts 2· 10;

In Acts 5· 2· is the meaning of part referring to part of the whole but not

part of the world.

fl
 to be set at nought;··" - to come into a state of being revealed for

the apostacy it is· Demetrius did not mean it in this way but said that it

could be brought into disrepute by the allegations which Paul had made*

f1
 the temple·.·should be despised···"-..··* once again Demetrius puts first

things first in his approach. First tiling to him is the livelihood, the money

and the gain or employment·
 T
hen follows the loss of prestige of the work

taey do with a consequent loss in money· Finally, almost as a secondary

thought, the temple is likely to be set at nought. One can almost imagine that

to Demetrius, the setting at nought of the temple is a loss to his business

rather than a loss to his system of worship·

fi
her magnificence··." - The temple was of long standing as a shrine

for the Greek goddess. It had originally been built on a grand scale but was

destroyed by fire in BC 356· It was replaced by a buijjding which took 220 years

to build.
 x
t was 425 feet in length and 220 feet, in breadth having 1 27 Ionic

columns of sixty feet in height· Each column had been donated by a king· To

finance the building of the temple, cities in Asia had to contribute. The statues

of male and female were painted in natural colour so as to make them look real.

"should be destroyed···
11
 - the statues and temple were eventually

destroyed and the greatest work of human hands was lost for all time. Modern

sculpture has nothing to compare with this· To Demetrius, such destruction

would be a dishonour to the goddess.

"all Asia and the world*·.* - an exaggeration if everyone is taken

into account. But when regarded from the point of view that the worship of

Artemis was followed all over the γ/orld, then the statement was true·

A modern counterpart is to be found in the Roman Catholic church which

has wealth and grandeur of a magnificence to be seen to be believed· «all the

very greatest of Middle Age artists combined to adorn this church whose worship

of Mary is so akin to the worship of Artemis and St. Peters Basilica at Borne

takes the part of the temple of Artemis in ancient Ephesus.

Verse 28

when they heard these sayings, they were full of wrath, and cried out,

saying, Great is Diana :of the Ephesians.
η

"when they heard (these sayings)..·" - lit. "having heard..." the

translators have supplied "these sayings" so the words are in italics·

cry out*

"they were full of wrath,··
11
 - lit· "and having become full of wrath."

''cried out·.
11
 - the tense is imperfect, therefore they continued to
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"Great is Diana of the Sphesians·" - Lit· "Great Artemis of
Ephesians·" The verb "is" is not in the original·

Verse 29

MAni the #iole city was filled with confusion* and having caught Gaius and
Aristarchus, men of Macedonia, Paulfs companions in travel, they rushed with
one accord into the theatre·"

Mob law now took over, hence I4xke!s apt description by the use of
the word "confusion"· Having been whipped up into a state of excitement, a mob
must do something to dissipate the nervous energy thus built up· Shakespeare
was aware of this characteristic of mob law and showed his knowledge when he
put into the mouth of Mark iintony who had raised the crowd to a great state of
excitement and indignation, the words,

"Now let it work: mischief thou art afoot,
Take thou what course thou wilti n (Julius Caesar, Act 3· Sc· 2#

lines 265/266

"Gaius.··" - Greek form of the name "Caius" which 1ms a common name
in the Empire at that time· He was one of the seven travellors of Acts 20· 4·
In 1 Cor· 1· 14* & Gaius is named but this is not necessarily the samei The
Gaius of Bom» 16· 23· was a resident of Corinth· No one can be sure of the
identity of the Gaius of 3 John 1·

"Aristarchus···11 - This is the first mention of him· lie was a native
of Thessalonica (Acts 20· 4j and a companion of Paul on his hazardous ship
Journey· (Acts 27· 2·) Col· 4· 1Q/11· show that he was a converted Jew· His
last appearance in the N#T# is in Philemon 24·

"companions in travel··•" - fellowtravellors· One Greek word·

"the theatre·n - In recent years since World War 2, the theatre
has been excavated and has the character of all such theatres of astonishing
accoustics, having been built in a perfect circle· If the speaker stands
on the centre spot, the people on the topmost row of seats, although a long
way from the speaker, can hear the noise as the speaker draws his next breath·
It can hold a large number of people· The wonderful acoustics are largely
due to the fact that all sound coming from the centre spot, moves towards the
circumference where the listeners sit, and follow the track of radii· Therefore
there is no bounce and no echo·

Verse 30

"And when Paul would have entered in unto the people, the disciples suffered
him not·"

"When Paul would have entered.··" -• lit· "Paul wishing to enter.··"

"the disciples.·." - these having been caujit in the forward rush of
people· These would be the converts from Ephesus· They showed concern for
Ads safety· ^aul by this tine had addressed so many large crowds, that one
more, even if much incensed, was not something to be feared in his estimation·

Verse 31

"And certain of the chief of Asia, -which were his friends, sent unto him,
desiring him that he would not adventure himself into the theatre· "

"certain of the chief of Asia···" - "some Asiarchs·. · w They were
neither magistrates nor priests but were men who were chosen each year to
conduct the sacrificial services and the games held in honour of the goddess·
They derived the name of their title from the province in which they were
elected· Thus we get Cypriarchs, Syriarchs, Lydiarchs etc·,
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*which were his friends· · ·" - it is difficult to understand how
officials charged with the conduct of the sacrificial services to Artemis
could be friends of Paul· ^his pays tribute to the character of Paul who did
not preach in secret and who came into contact with men of every walk of life,
from the highest to the lowest·

n
sent unto him··." - probably sent messengers to ask him not to expose

himself to danger*

"desiring him·.·" - Bullinger describes the meaning of the word
"desire" as "to use every kind of speaking to which is meant to produce a
particular effect." Lexicon Page 218·

 N
o* 4·

Verse 32

"Some therefore cried one thing, and some another: for the assembly was
confusedj and the more part knew not wherefore they were come together·"

Luke
f
s report here is accurate and clever· When Demetrius made his

speech, he could not have addressed more than 100 people, unless he had an
exceptionally loud voice· As the crowd rushed along to the theatre, many
people would join them to see what the commotion was all about· Then when the
shouting in praise of Artemis continued, they would join in the shouting, in
full belief that Artemis was ircleed great. Having reached the theatre and
taken their seats, they would all be talking at once, probably asking each
other -what it was all about· As Luke says, some cried one thing, and some
another· He states that the assembly was confused and adds,

*the more part knew not···" - most of the people did not know why
they had come together·

Luke now shows that he knows the character όί mob psychology· Any
speaker now taking control of the unruly meeting could sway the mob

r
s thinking

along any channel which would seem to them to be reasonable· Any description
of events following Demetrius * speech which differed much ftrom what Luke now
records v/ould seem to be unreal· This is human character as it really is·

Verse 33

"And they drew Alexander out of the 'multitude, the Jews putting him forward·
And Alexander beckoned with the hand, and would have made his defence unto
the people·"

"Alexander..·" - since the days of Alexander the Great, the name has
been very popular so there were many Alexanders to choose from· Whether this
was the Alexander of 2 Tim· 4· 14· is impossible to say· Nor is it of much
importance·

"multitude..." - from a small body of men addressed by Demetrius, it
load now gpown to a multitude·

"the Jews putting him forward. · <," - The Jews did this out of fear for
their own safety/ Since Paul was a Jew, repercussions might come upon them·
It would be better to put forward a scapegoat and save themselves from harm·
The charitable view is that Alexander was a good speaker and could have made
an explanation of how Christians differed from Jews· It would appear from
the next verse that there is some support for this view as .the mob were
defending themselves against Christians and not against Jews.

"beckoned with the hand···
11
 - raised his hand to silence them.

"made his defence*·." - "defence* here is not used in the modern sense
of defence against physical attack but is similar to the "apology" made by
Stephen which, in the true sense of the word, is "explanation"·
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Verse 34

"tint when they knew lie was a Jew, all with one voice about the space of two
hours' cried out, Great is Diana of the Ephesians·"

"when they knew·*·" - lit, "knowing that.··" They knew probably,
from appearance or perhaps he was a well-known character·

"all with one voice· ·." - taking up the rhythym of the phrase would
maJkb it less strenuous for each person·ν

The ciy "Great is Artemis of the Ephesians" was shouted out more as a
defence o£ their belief that Artemis really was what they said, than as an
exhibition of their zeal· The repetition of the Bosary by some these days is
similar· They have been taught to repeat certain phrases and do so without
being urged by their understanding or their zeal to say such things* No doubt
they believe what is said but their belief does not induce them to say it*
The repetition is done because it is considered to be the proper thing to do

#

Jesus warned his followers against "viain repetitions* as thfc heathens do·
(Matt· 6· 7·)

Verse 35
 :

 >

•And when the townclerk had appeased the people, he said, Ye men of Ephesus,
what man is there that knoweth not how that the city of the Bphesians is a
worshipper of the gpeat goddess Diana, and of the image which fell down
from Jupiter?"

"the townclerk·.·
11
 ~ the secretary of the city· Under Roman Law,

Ephesus had been granted the rights of a free city with power to retain
its own democratic municipal senate of leading citizens who managed the city·
Visitors to the excavated city of Ephesus are shown the "townclerk

1
 s office

but it is doubtful whether this was indeed his office· Gk* means "a scribe"·

"appeased* ·.
li
 - "quieted·.." He did this by appearing in his robes

of office.

"the people.··
11
 - once the people had quietened down, they were no

longer a mob or rabble· They could listen to a speech in silence·

"Ie men of Ephesus.,,,," ~ lib· "Ephesians*"

"what man.·..knoweth not..·" - rhetorical form of interrogation·

"worshipper..." - "temple keeper·.."

"the great goddess Diana.··
11
 - using the words shouted out by the

mob. The word "goddess" does not appear in the original Greek but the
translators and editors of this portion of Scripture have not used italics.

"the image..." - see notes to verse 2^· This is a common super-
stition amongst primitive or pagan people· Pliny and other writers of this
age stated that there was a wooden image of Diana at Bphesus and that it was
old enough to have survived several restorations of the Temple. That there
had been an actual image which cams as a meteorite is higjaly doubtful.

The modern counterpart of the fallen image from heaven is to be found
in the doctrine of the pre-existence of Christ who is supposed to have
existed in heaven before he was born and to have come down literally from
heaven. There is no support for such a myth in Scripture although many
passages are distorted in meaning to "prove" it.

Any religion which lias to rely upon miraoulous tilings or happenings of
the nature of a fallen image has little to commend it. God does not manifest
His Plan and Purpose to mankind in that manner.
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The reference to the image having fallen from Jupiter shows clever and
quick thinking on the part of the town clerk· He had heard of the criticism by
Paul that God is not worshipped in temples made by hands· This would be a very
hard statement to refute, so he thought of the image superstition and showed
that Paulfs statement does not really matter because the image which was
worshipped was in the temple and could be seen by all who entered the temple
for worship. In this way, he restored their confidence in their goddess·

Verse 36

"Seeing then that these things cannot be spoken against, ye ought to be quiet,
and do nothing rashly·lf

"these things cannot be spoken against. ··" - the things concerning the
city of Ephesus· Thus the Town clerk restored their pride in their city· He
also restored their pride in themselves as citizens of such an· illustrious city·
^t was true enough that the things mentioned could not be spoken, against· It
was true that ail the world knew of the importance of Ephesus as a guardian of
the -linage of Artemis. All the world knew that the people of Ephesus worshipped
the image which, men said, had fallen down from Jupiter· There is nothing
wrong in ail this» All the world did indeed know such things· Nevertheless,
althou^x the Town Clerk did not say so, the mere saying of these things does
not make them true· The majority are not necessarily right in their beliefs·
In fact, the evidence of history and the Bible story is that the majority
are usually wrong and it is the minority that is right·

ffye ought to be quiet···" - "to be.quiet" is the passive participle of
the verb MappeasedM at the beginning of verse 35· The Latin Vulgate uses the
word *sedatos* from which is derived the English "sedate* which gives the idea
of self-control·

"do nothing rashly·tf - Do not do anything hastily and without consider-
ation of the consequences· If they were the people of an illustrious city
which had the respect of the rest of the world, then they should behave in
a manner suiting to citizens of such a city·

Verse 37

•'For ye have brought hither these men, which are neither robbers of churches,
nor yet blasphemers of your goddess·"

"these men.··" - Gaius and ibristarchus· See verse 29· The word
"hither" should be omitted because it is not in the original· The R#V· has
"hither" in italics; the R.S.V· has "here" and the Afrikaans version omits
it altogether, saying "Want julle bet hierdie manne gebring,.··" (For you have
brought these men»9m) The Afrikaans version is more powerful as it has
reference to place and also to the manner of getting them there· .This
accentuates the rashness of which the Town clerk is complaining.

"robbers of churches··." - Gk· "temple robbers"· Unier pagan law,
"temple robbery" (sacrilege) was forbidden by law and was a criniinal offence·
Blasphemy or the use of insulting language against the god or goddess, was also
an indictable offence· The jewels and precious metals connected with thie
temple were considerable· and were subject to the risk of being stolen· Also
the wealthy people of the city used to deposit their wealth eupd treasures in
the temple for safer keeping than was affoarded by their home?. The Christian
converts would not rob churches although there J,s .a, hint in Rom. 2. 22· that
some had been guilty of this crime of sacrilege· V

"blasphemers···" '- using insulting larigpage concerning the goddess·
The two offences mentioned in this verse cover wrong-doing by deed and wrong-
doing by word of.mouth·

There is an exhortation here regarding the true Christian attitude ±0 the
unbelieving churches· One should not indict them severely unless one is sure
of one's own impeccable behaviour· Resting on onefs laurels is foolish as Eaul
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points out in his epistle to the Romans chapter 2 verses 17/23· One can
achieve little by criticising others· It is better to show how correct is the
proper behaviour by quoting Scripture and leave the faults of other churches
to supply their own condemnation·

Verse 38

n/herefore if Demetrius, and the craftsmen which are with him, have a matter
against any man, the law is open, and there are deputies : let them iraplead
one another·11

"the craftsmen which are with him···11 - not only those craftsmen who
are with him personally at this meeting but also those who were on his side in
this natter, whether they are here or not*

"matter···" - LOGOS, not the Divine Plan and Purpose but mahfs purpose
in bringing the indictment9

"the law is op^n···11 - see margin "the court days are kept11· Such
courts were held in the agora· See note to Acts 17· 19· under "Areopagus11·
See also Acts 16· 19· under "market place"*

"deputies···" ~ "proconsular • · " Governors of an imperial province
such as Asia· The use of the plureuL here is difficult to explain unless one
assumes that proconsuls firom other provinces then visiting Ephesus were called
in to help· It may mean that there is an unbroken succession of proconsuls so
that the city is never without a governor·

Verse 39

"But if ye inquire any thing concerning other matters, it shall be determined
in a lawful assembly·"

"other matters···51 - What the Town clerk is pointing out is that if
they required a decision on any other matter falling outside the jurisdiction
of the ruler referred to, then it should be decided in a lawful assembly and
not by riotous means·

"lawful assembly·tf - this is an important point in view of the state-
ment of the next verse· .An assembly/was a meeting of properly elected perspns
to conduct a lawful meeting· The strict requirement of "lawful" was important
because the Romans who were the ultimate rulers of the empire at that time,
were extremely nervous about any gathering, riotous or other, which could in
any way be regarded as being subversive and likely to be construed as being in
opposition to Roman rule· The Romans had determined which we*% itstoffvCL arid which
were unlawful assemblies·

Verse 40

"For we are indanger to ibe dallM in question! fot this day's uproar, there being
no cause whei^b^ we fci&y give an dcpount of thid concourse·"

The bortn dlerk now points out a fiirthsr dahgei*| namely, that not only
the present assembly but the whole ooimunity (we) are likely to "be cabled to
account for what had happened* Assembling in large numbers had been forbidden
by the Romans· In addition, the Romans had forbidden any form of uproar·

"there being no cause· · ·n, - there was no valid reason for their having
assembled in that riotous manher·

"concourse·* - The same word is used in Acts 23· 12· where certain Jews
had BANDED themselves together for a seditious purpose against Paul·
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Verse VI

"And when he had thus spoken
P
 he dismissed the assembly»

ff

"And when he had thus spoken···" - "And these having said..·"

"he dismissed.··
11
 - Gk· "he let them go..·"

This incident brought to a close Paul's missionary v/ork at Ephesus·
£'rom here on, the historical record by ^uke reports his journey to Macedonia*
The Commentators close Paul's v/ork at verse 20 of chapter 19 and consider the
riot as an interlude between the finish of his v/ork at Ephesus and the start of
his journey to Macedonia. With this view we disagree because Paul had sent
Timothy and Erastus to Macedonia in advance of his coming and during the
interval while they were on their way he continued to go more deeply into Asia,
preaching the gospel· (See notes to verse 22 under the heading "he stayed"·)
This being the case, Paul's work did not stop at verse 20 but continued right *
throu^i until the riot just recorded precipitated his departure· The satisfactory
conclusion to the riotous objection by Demetrius and his friends and associates
to Paul and hia work, brought a finishing touch to the missionary campaign
which had lasted for two years·

In view of the fore-going, we consider that Paul's work in Asia and
Sphesus in particular, came to an end at the last verse of chapter 19·

Some commentators consider that the riot at Ephesus which brougjit so
much danger to Paul's life, was referred to by him in 1 Cor· 15· 32· where he
asks, "If after the manner of men I have fought with beasts at Bphesus,
what advanbageth it me, if the dead rise not?..·" If Paul had actually fought
with the real beasts, he would not have survived· He must therefore, be
expressing himself metaphorically»
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Chapter 20

oooOQOooo
The Third Missionary Journey - continued

Paul's Missionary Tour of Macedonia and Greece*

oooOOOooo

The verses which follow, record the journey through Macedonia and Achaia
which forms part of Paul's main journey to Jerusalem. Paul is now putting into
effect his intention to go bade to Jerusalem which we read about in Acts 19· 21.
He took this long way round because he had sent Timothy and Erastus to
Ivlacedonia (Acts 19· 22.) Prom -there they were to go to Corinth, of which city
ISrastus was the treasurer· (Horn. 16. 23·) For the intention to send than to
Corinth, see 1 Cor· k* 17· and 16· 10. Paul's stay in Asia was cut short by
the riot at Ephesus. He had had a very narrow escape indeed and was to refer to
this in his Second Epistle to the Ctorinthians· See 2 Cor. 1 • 8. The reason for
•faul not visiting Corinth at this time may have been due to the urgency with
which he left Asia.

 ix
e may not have had time to wait for a suitable vessel but

took the first available one which made a coastal journey to Troas. Having
arrived at Troas, Paul found conditions for preaching were encouraging> for he
wrote, "a door was opened unto me of the Lord," (2 Cor. 2. 12.) Nevertheless,
things did not go smoothly for Paul because he was anxious about the ecclesia
at Corinth and eagerly awaited the arrival of Titus for news of his friends·
iihen Titus did not come, Paul was exceedingly unhappy· (2 Cor. 2. 13·) Having
waited in vain for Titus, Paul left Troas for Macedonia. Eventually Titus came
to Macedonia and great was Paul*s joy. (2 Cor· "7.6.)

During this trying time, Paul had one anxiety upon another because the
Judaisers who had caused him so much trouble with the Galations, went to Corinth
and undermined Paul's authority there* The second epistle to the Corinthians
from chapter 10 onwards shows Paiil*s agitation over this development and his
humility when he acknowledges his shortcomings and weaknesses· (2 Cor· 11· 6.)
Paul preached throughout the province and may have gpfie as far as Illyrioum*
(See Rom· 15· 19·) ^uke does not give details of Paulas journey on this tour
but the details may be filled in from a study of the epistles, especially
2 Coidnthians which is a kind of diary of events and stirring comments on his
fears and anxieties· This information^ as slender as it is, may help in our
understanding of LukB

f
s record to which we shall ΏΟΨΤ turn.

Verse 1

"And after the uproar wa& ceased, Paul called unto him the disciples, and
embraced them, and departed for to go into liaceddnia.

n

"after the uproar was ceased,··
11
 - ^t is not definitely stated that the

uproar precipitated Paul
f
s departure, nor is it stated how long after the uproar

Paul set sail· There is no indication of Paul having done any f urther preacliing
after the riot, so it can be safely inferred that he did not waste much time in
being on his way to other fields.

"called unto him the disciples. · ·" - Paul did not suddenly leave but
planned his departure carefully, and called a meeting of the disciples.

"embraced them,.." - did not put his anas around them but greeted them.
(Afrikaans version has "gegroet" - "greeted") ^he greiing carries a sense of
friendly welcome, ^here is another Greek usage which means "took leave of" or
"bade farewell

11
· ^oth meanings could apply here - greeting when they answered

his call, and farewell when he left them.

"departed..." - lit. "went out"· See Acts 16· 36 and 40.

"for to go into Macedonia." As he had planned before. See Acts 19· 22·
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Verse 2

"And when he had gone over those parts, ard had given them much exhortation,
he came into Greece*"

This verse which is incomplete, finds its end in verse 3·

il
when he had gone over those parts···" - lit· "having gone through those

parts·
11
 His journey through Macedonia would include Philippi, Berea and Thess-

alonica and appears from Rom· 15· 19· to have penetrated as far as Illyricum#
Paul was collecting donations for the poor at Jerusalem and would go to as many
ecclesias as he could· This unhappy time in Paul's life is mentioned in 2 Cdr·
8· and at verse 16 we read that Titus volunteered to gp to Corinth· The party
of travellers sent "the brother, whose praise is in the gospel throughout all
the churches;

 n
 this "brother

11
 being thought to have been Luke· It is also

supposed that Titus was Ijuke
f
s brother· (See 2 Cor· 12· 18·)

"had given them much exhortation,.· " r this is similar to verse 1 which
records Paul giving an exhortation or greeting to the disciples by way of a
farewell message·

"came into Greece," - thus his intention of Acts 19* 21· was fulfilled·
"Greece

11
 here means "Achaia" which was a Roman province, in which was Corinth·

Verse 3

"und there abode three months· And when the Jews laid wait for him, as he was
about to sail into Syria, he purposed to return through Macedonia·"

"three months···
11
 - Walker considers that these months were December,

January and February· (Page 432) It was at this time that Paul wrote his
epistle to the Romans· (Rom· 16· 1/2·) and sent it by Phebe.who attended the
Cerichrea ecclesia· When Paul wrote this epistle, he recorded that Timothy and
ij
Oke sent greetings to the ecclesia at Bocae (Rom· 16· 21·) and that he had for

many years desired to gp there· He planned to call at Rome on his way to Spain·
(̂ om· 15· 23/2k·) These three months were during A*D· 56 to 57·

"laid wait for him,·*" - lit· "being formed him a plot against by the
Jews···* (Diag·) Luke doê i not. record what the plot was nor how Paul came to
know about it· He may well have been Divinely warned·

"as he was about to sail into Syria,· ·
Μ
 - he had planned to sail to

Syria where he would, no doubt, visit Antioch· Then he could fulfil his
intention of going to Jerusalem· But having discovered the plan to destroy him,
he suddenly changed his plans and decided to retuxn by the longer route through
Macedonia and thence via the coastal route, bypassing Ephesus· The plot could
have been to throw him overboard at night· This would not have been difficult
on a crowded ship·

Verse 4.

if
And there accompanied him into Asia Sqpater of Bereaj and of the Thessalonians,
Aristarchus and Secundusj and Gaius of £>erbe, and Timotheus; and of Asia,
Tychicus and Trophimus·"

"accompanied·.·" - Gk· "followed···" That they "followed" shows that
they were personal attendants and that Paul was the leader and director of the
party·

"into···" - Gk· "as far as···" That is to say, they did not accompany
him all the way to Jerusalem· Some mss· omit this word· Some did go' all the way·

fl
Sopater· · ·" ~ short for "Sosipater"· lie is mentioned in **οπι. 16· 21·

"of Berea;··
11
 - Berea is in Macedonia· ^ee Acts 17· 10/12·
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"Aristarchus·.." - see note to Acts 19· 29·

"Secundus·.·" - this is his only appearance in Scripture and nothing is
known of hi*n· He might be one of four brothers, the first of whom is unknown.
Since his name means "Second", the other brothers may be "Tertius" meaning "Third11

(Horn· 16. 22·) and "Quartus" meaning "Fourth11· (Bom· 16. 23·)

"Gaius·.·" - see note to Acts 19· 29·

timothy * - he came from Lystra·

"Tychicus··.11 - a faithful fellows-worker with Paul· He appears in
Ephes· 6· 21 f and in the subscription to this epistle· Col· 4· 7· as well as in
the subscription to that epistle· 2 Tjoa. 4. 12; Titus 3· 12·

"Trophimus···11 - Hey/as with Paul in Jerusalem and was closely connected
with the tumult there when the Jews considered that Paul had taken an Ephesian
into the temple· In 2 Tim· 4· 20· we learn that he had been left at Miletus
because he was sick· Ke and Tychicus came from Asia (probably from Ephesus -
see Acts 21· 29·) and the indication is that they did not start from Corinth but
joined the party in Asia· The next verse to this one we are studying is thought
to refer to the two last names on the list of verse 4· Had it not been for
the plot, they would most likely have been picked lip at Ephesus· Instead they
joined the party at Troas· (see next verse·)

No representative came from Achaia» Ssunsay suggests that Paul was given
the contribution to take to Jerusalem· All other travellers carried the
contributions from the places named with them· No name is assigned to Ccrinth
in Achaia· Some think that Titus may have been entrusted with the money but he
is not mentioned in Acts· This inay be due to Luke*s humility and self-
effacement if Titus was indeed his brother· See 2 Cor· 8· 6.

these men carried a collection from their ecclesia· For collections
for this great donation to Jerusalem, see, 1 Cor. 16· 1/4; Bom· 15· 25/27·

Verse 5

"These going before tarried for us at Troas· w

"These···" - some commentators think this refers to the seven travellors
mentioned in verse 4· Others think it refers only to the last two named -
Tychicus and Trophimus· ·..

*for us···* - here is the re-entry of Luke into the narrative· This
lends support to the thought that ̂ uke and Titus waited here because Luke had
previously been left at Macedonia· &e would now find it much easier to wait at
Troas than go to Asia to join the party there©

Verse 6

"Ani we sailed away from Philippi after the. days of unleavened bread, and came
unto them to Troas.in five days; where we abode seven days·11

ft#e..·" - At least Luk© and Paul who had now got as far as PhoJULppi
where Luke joined him·

"sailed away···11 - lit· "sailed out···" This compound verb is peculiar
to the Acts· See 13. 4j 14· 26; 20. 15; 2?· 1· The A.V. and ILS..V· have
ifsailed away" but the Diaglott has "sailed out" and the Afrikaans version says
"uitgeseil" (sailed out)·

"From Fhilippi···ff - Paul's first visit to this city was recorded in
nets 16· 12·

"thedays of unleavened bread···" - the days after the Passover, lasting
a week» See Acts 12· 3· ikul stayed there probably because there would be a
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concentration of Jews there to vdiom he could preach· It is also possible that
Luke, T/vhose city this was, was there as well with ̂ aul while the others waited
at Troas· Paul would not keep the Passover "by giving it a Christian character·
His words to the Corinthians are plain enough· (1 Cor· 5· 6/8·)

M
in five days···

1
' ~ At this time of t&e y^ar. (mid-April) the winds

would be contrary which explains why they took five days as compared with the
two days of a previous occasion, sailing the other way· (Acts 16· 11/12·)

ft
we abode seven days*" - These details are typical of Luke and signify

his joining the party· The time lag here would very likely be due to the
delay in transshipment· The or>-carrying vessel would not sail immediately
they arrived·

THE mCIDMT AT TROAS·

Verse 7

"And upon the first day of the week, when the disciples came together to break
bread, Paul preached unto them, ready to depart on the morrow; and continued
his speech until midnight·*

si
the first day of the week..." - this seems to have been the usual

Sunday observance by ^aul and the early Christians, for we find a further refer-
ence to it in 1 Cor· 16· 2

#
 In these early days, the Christians followed the

Jewish reckoning of starting their days at sunset· Therefore the sabbath, or
seventh day of the week would end at sunset on Saturday, and the Christian
body would then hold their service starting after sunset on Saturday· This
would explain how Paul

f
s speech lasted until midnight·

B
ruce however, ("Commentary" page 408, footnote No· 25·) states that Luke

is not referring to the Jewish way of counting but to the fioman method of taking
days from midnigjit to midnight· He says that the usual Christian practice was
to hold a service on Sunday evening and it appears that the meeting here was
held at that time of the day· It is to be noted that later on in this verse,
Luke says that the time intended for departure was "on the morrow

11
· That would

be break of day, so here is further evidence that the meeting was during the
evening·

*to break bread·.·" ~ the commentators seem to be reluctant to admit
that this refers to "breaking of bread"· Many would much rather it was a meal#
It was probably both because in those days, the early Christians used to meet at
each others

1
 houses, have a meal and then "break bread·" (1 Cor· 11· 20/22·)

rf
^aul preached unto them.··" - imperfect tense, therefore "continued to

preachV This indicates that he gave a long lecture·

w
on the morrow,.." ~

 w
on the next day.··

1
* which is Mondaj^ morning·

"continued his speech..." ~ prolonged his speech.··"

"until midnight· " - It was not unusual for the early Christians to keep
awake until all hours of the night. See Acts 16· 25· for Paul and Silas singing
hymns at this hour. The word

 if
midnight" occurs four times in the Ν·Τ· as

under:*·*

Mark 13. 35· - %dnight watching;
Luke 11. 5· - Midnigjat entreating·
Acts 16· 25· - Midnight praying and praising·

iicts 20· 7· - Midnigjtit preaching·

The "midnight" of Matt· 25. 6· is a parable and not an incident·

Verse 8

"And there were many lights in the upper chamber, where they were gathered
together·

 w
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1 'many lights· ··" - Gk· "lamps···" This word includes torches, candles
and lanterns* The English "lights11 includes any source of artificial light with-
out describing the source· Therefore in view of the wide Greek usage, the
English "lights" is a good translation·

"upper chamber···" - This was the chief room in an ancient house of
those days· It was the normal place in which to entertain large numbers· See
Acts 1. 13; 9· 37, and 39·

There has been some discussion amongst commentators concerning the use of
lights by Christians· They ask, Was it a copy of the Jewish practice of using
lights? Did the Christians use lights so as to avoid any suspicion as to their
meetings? Did the many lights cause the drowsiness of Eutychus? Does it explain
why the fall was seen immediately? These questions are of no importance at all·
Alexander feels that Luke mentioned the ligjits as aa indication that he was an
eye-witness of the remarkable miracle which was about to follow· There could be
no argument that the lad was not dead· There were so many lights about that
all could see what happened·

ffthey were gathered together·Jf - some old MSS have "we were
gathered together" indicating that Luke was there to see for himself·

Verse 9

i!iind there sat in a window a certain young man named Eutychus, being fallen into
a deep sleep: and as Baul was long preaching, he sunk down with sleep, and fell
down from the third loft, and was taken up dead*"

"window···" - With 2 Cor· 11· 33· this word appears on only these
two occasions· It would not be a gLass window but would just be a slit in the
wall to supply ventilation·

"Eutychus·· ·" appears only here in Scripture· riis name meana "fortunate11

"prosperous *#

"fallen into a deep sleep···" - the present participle indicates a
gradual falling into sleep as if the young man had been fitting against sleep
and had finally been overcome·

"fell down from the third loft.··" ~ The roof or the highest point in
the house· There 7ms the ground floor, the upper room and above that, the flat
roof, just below which was the window vent at which he was sitting·

"was taken up dead·" - This is Luke*s account· Being a medical man, he
would certify that the young man was dead· This is added to prevent any argument
that he was not subsequently raised from the dead·

Verse 10 . .::'-.

"und Paul went down, and fell on him, and embracing him said, Trouble not* youi>-
selves; for .his'life is in him·"

"went down···" ~ lit· "having gone down···"

"fell on him,.·" ~ This is what Elijah did to the widow1 s son· See
1 Kings 17· 21· This is how Elisha dealt with the dead son of the Shunamite
woman· 2 Kings 4· 3k· ^aul now joins the Bible elite with this act·

"embracing···" ~ a different word from that used in verse 1· It means
sinrply to gather in the arms·

"Trouble not yourselves··." - lit· "Stop makirig a fussi" R*V· "Make
ye no ado!" R^S^V· *Do not be alannedj" Afrikaans version, "Moenie so te kere
gaan nie,··" (an idiomatic expression meaning "Dont make a fuss·11) On a
previous occasion, Jesus had put a stop to the weeping and wailing of the mourners
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See Mark'5· 39· ̂ eter also put the mourners out before he performed the miracle

of raising Dorcas from the dead· (Acts 9· k-0·)

life is in him·" - cf·
 w
the damsel is not dead but sleepeth**

(Acts 5. 39.)

Verse 11

*When he therefore was come up again, and had broken bread, and eaten, and

talked a long while, even till break of day, so he departed*"

''When he therefore was come up again,··* - the Greek text has 'Having

come up and having broken bread, and having tasted,··."

This portion of verse 11 shows that Paul had stayed with these people for

the purpose of exhorting them, teaching them and joining than in the "breaking of

bread" ceremony· This is in keeping with his exhortation in 1 Cor. 11· 23/29·

and verse 25 which says
 ff
as oft as ye do it,.·"

"talked a long while,.·" ~ he "conversed" showing that it was not a one

man talk but a discussion in which all joined· "a long while" means "for a

sufficient time" probably to answer all questions·

"break of day···" - "broad daylight···
w
 That means that they didnt stop

at daybreak but continued until the day was bright, the essence of the word

means brightness
111
·

"so he departed·*
1
 - "so he went out···" See verse 1 where the sane

word is used·

Verse 12

"And they brought the young man alive, and were not a little comforted·"

"they brought the young man···" - this statement is to be regarded in

conjunction with "so he departed
11
 of the, previous verse·

 !
Ήβ departed

11
 means

"he went out
11
 not only of the room, or the house, but also of the city, his

purpose being to join the ship· Before the ship sailed, "they brought the young

man" for Paul to see·

"not a little···" - Greek figure of speech called "meiosos" or

"litotes" which uses a negative form to accentuate a very positive meaning·

:!
comforted·" - relieved from the great shock they had suffered·

This incident is now closed and Paul goes on his way* Luke has interrup-

ted his narrative to give us this story and for a very good reason· The raising

of the young man from the dead was an outstanding event and would be so in any

age. The effect it had amongst enthusiastic believers, and they must have been

enthusiastic to listen to and discuss with Paul all night until well into the

next morning, was not to preach the gospel which they understood, being

believers, but to prove beyond all doubt that Paul was indeed an apostle and

that God was with him· This being the case, we have an explanation why ifeiul

held a "breaking of bread" between the time of resurrection and the discussions

which followed· The establishment of ikul as an apostle
%
would lend great power

to his preaching and wonderful authority to his voice· Therefore they discussed

problems as Luke indicates. Once again Luke shows himself to be the careful

writer, never wasting words and always giving us matter which is relevant to

his theme, namely, the preaching of the Gospel» By mentioning this incident,

Luke establishes the authority of Paul and his apostleship, and shows by the

miracle, a sign of what Jesus will do when he returns to this earth.

Verse 13
 f

"And we went before to ship, and sailed unto Assos, there intending to take in

Paul: for so he had appointed, minding himself to go afoot·
1
*
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"we···11 - Luke and the others carriers of donations for Jerusalem·
Paul was not amongst these»

"went before to ship··*ff - "going before to the ship·.·" that is, ilwe
went to the ship before Baul did·.·11 (Paul having other things to do·)

"Assos..·" .·* This little port was on the south west coast of Mysia in
what is now "Turkey~in-Asia· It is south of Troas and about 20 miles from it·
The road connecting Troas with Assos makes a shorter journey than going by sea
because the land juts out into the Aegean to form a cape· Directly south of
iissos is the island of Lesbos and in the south east corner of the island is the
port of

"so had he appointed··." - lit· "for so it was having been arranged.."
That is to say, Paul had so arranged or planned·

binding. ··tf - intending..."

"to go afoot·" - to walk instead of to go by sea. This is the use of
the verb which states *go by £oot" as a distinct difference from going by
sea· Why Paul preferred to go by land instead of by sea is not stated but it
could be that he had outlying ecclesias to visit. See final note to verse 3·

Verse 14

"And when he met with us at Assos, we took him in , and came to ^itylene.*

"met·· ·* - the Greek verb means "to join together*· Other uses are
«conferred* (Acts 4· 15); "encountered" (Acts 17· 1 8 . ) J "helped" (Acts 18·
27·) The sense bsre i s not that the meeting was fortuitous but that Paul met
them by arrangement so that a l l were together when they met·

"Mitylene·" - The capital of Lesbos, the island described in verse 13
under the sub-heading *Assos. · · *

Verse 15

ifixnd we sailed thence, and came the next day over against Chiosj and the next
day we arrived at Samos, and tarried at Trogyllium; and the next day we came
to Miletus·"

"And we sailed thence..·" - lit· "and thence having sailed away..·'1

A different verb from that in verse 6 which has "sailed out"· This is "sailed
away·tf

"Chios..·" - An island directly south of Lesbos and separated from the
mainland by a narrow channel through which Paul sailed. The modern name is
3cio.

"Samos..·" -* an island separated from the mainland by a channel. It
is S.S.W. of Chios· The verb "arrived .at·.·»* in the Diag. is given as
"touched at" but Eamsay states that there is classical precedents for trans-
lating as "we struck across the sea to Samos·'1 in passing south frofe Chios to
Samos, Paul would sail across the wide entrance into the bay where Bphesus was
situated·

"tarried···" - lit· *having remained at.··"

•'Trogyllium;.. * - not mentioned in the R«V. and EUS#V· It is supposed
to have been a town on the coast S.i?· off Ephesus· It is not gp.ven in the best
maps· %rvce thinks that the place is genuine and that (quoting Hamsay) the ship
could not g<3t past the promontory because the wind had fallen, so they spent the
night there· (See "Commentary* page 410·)

"Miletus···* - a Fort on the mainland in Ionia near the Carian border^
-̂ t is about 30 miles south of Bphesus and on the same latitude as the island of
Patmos to the west·
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Verse 16

"For Paul had detennined to sail by Ephesus, because he would not spend the time
in.Asia: for. he hasted, if it were possible for.hiin, to be at Jerusalem the
day of Pentecost·

fl

"had determined..·" - the verb here implies more than a resolution·
>t indicates a decision reached after careful deliberation· See the use of the
word in Acts 3· 13? 25· 25; 27· 1; 1 Cor· 2· 2j 2 Cor· 2. 1; Titus 3· 12;
also Acts 15· 19# where the translation is "sentence" - that is, a decision
after a deliberation-·

w
to sail by···'

1
 - "to sail past···

11
 without calling in at Ephesus·

The reason why Paul decided not to call at Ephesus is given later in this verse·

"because he would not spend the time in Asia:··
11
 - The Diag^Lott gives

a word for word translation thus:-
 n
so that not it might be for him to spend

time in the Asia· · ·" A more correct interpretation tiian is given in the A·V·
would be "so that he would not be forced against his will to spend time in Asia

11
·

The Η·ν. says "that he might not have to spend time in Asia··" and the R»S
#
V·

also gives this paraphrase· The Afrikaans version giving "sodat hy nie in Asie
tyd sou verloor nie,···" (so that he would not lose time in Asia) is probably
what Paul had in mind but it does not accurately give the s ense· The R.V. and
R.S.V. version is better.

i!
for he hasted..·

ft
 - the action is continuous. Lit. "he was hastening.

11

The G-reek word "speudo" from which we get the English "speed" and the Afrikaans
"spoed" does not indicate a short time in getting from one place to another as
with miles per hour, but indicates impatience and earnestly desiring· The use
in the N.T. is found in Luke 2· 16; 19. 5; 19· 6; Acts 22. 18; 2 Pet. 3· 12;
Rot all these references indicate speed. Some show an earnest looking for·
The sense here supports the Afrikaans translation of

 n
not wanting to lose time"

t

and. shows what reason Paul had in mind. He knew well enough that if he went
ashore at Bphesus, lie would visit as many ecclesias as he could and may be
induced to stay with some of them and so lose time and arrive at Jerusalem late
for the day of Pentecost.

"day of Pentecost·
11
 - See note to Acts 2. 1. .

Verse 17

M
An& from Miletus he sent to Ephesus, and called the elders of the church."

"he sent to Ephesus·.·" - the quickest route would have been to cross
the bay by boat and walk from there to Ephesus, the total distance being about
35 miles· To go by land all the way would be very much further. - The journey
here suggested could have been completed in a day.

"the elders···* - the presbyters· These were the leading brethren·
The commentators are disagreed as to where the presebyters were summoned from*
Some say the whole district of Afciaand others maintain just from the city of
Ephesus* as there was no time to summon others from afar· Verse .25 indicates that
the brethren who listened to Paul came from the whole province of Asia· It was
necessary in view of Paul

f
s urgency, that they should come to him rather than

that he should go to them and be delayed. It would be unlike Paul to summon
only the nearest brethren because he was so thorough in all that he did. There
is little doubt that the brethren were siunmoned from the Asian ecclesias and
that Paul waited until they were all there before making his speech.

PAUL'S PARTING SPEECH TO THE EIDERS OP EPHESUS*

Verse 18

"And when they were come to him, he said unto them, Ye know, from the first day
that I came into Asia, after what manner I have been with you at all seasons,"
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This verse is incomplete in itself because the opening address continues
to the end of verse 21· The structure of the speech is as follows:-

(1) Verses 18 - 21 Appeal to the elders* memory of Paul's faithful and
continuous service to them·

(2) Verses 22 - 27 a warning that his troubles had merely begun and that
much tribulation awaited him» They would not see him again in this
life·

(3) Verses 28-31 ^ appeal to resist those who would introduce false
doctrines into the ecclesia· This was a warning of the great apostacy
which was to arise·

(if) Verses 32 He commends them to God!s care·

(5) Verses 33 - 35 Paul appeals to them to follow his example· In
verse 35 he concludes with a statement by Jesus which is not quoted
elsewhere in Scripture·

(6) Verse 36 Kis final prayer is mentioned but not recorded·

(7) Verse 37 The tragic parting·

"Ye know,.·11 ~ "You are witnesses to my work.·" Pkul here, mates
reference to the malicious reports which had been circulated by his enemies
about him. In other words, "You brethren have seen for yourselves what work I
have done and how sincere I have been· Contrast this with what has been said
of me by others who have not seen, or having seen, have distorted· M

Paul referred to this appeal to* knowledge in other works. See 1 Thess. 2. 1 ;
also verses 5 and 10j 3· 3; 4· 2; 2 Thess. 2· 5; 3· 7j Gal·" 4. 13;
1 Cor· 3· 16; Phil· k. 15 j

"first day that I came into Asia,··" - "first day that I entered into
Asia···" See ucts 21. 2} 25· 1.J for the use of the verb.

"I have been with you at all seasons,n - Paul makes the point that
they had been with him at all times since his first entry into Asia until
he left, so that there was not a time v/hen there were no witnesses to the manner
of his work amongst them· This was proof enough that the reports about him
were false· Paul had a prophetic vision of the effect of this opposition
because it was to take another form in the years to come when false teachers
would arise teaching things he, Paul, had not taught·

Verse 19

"Serving the Lord with all humility of mind, and with many tears, and temptations,
which befell me by the lying in wait of the Jews:11

"Serving..." - Gk· "douleuo" meaning "serve as a bond slave*# See
Horn. 12. 11; Titus 3· 3· for "serving11; Gal. k· 8; Ephes· 6. 7. for
1 Tim. 6. 2; for "service"; Rom. 14· 18; for "serveth"; Phil· 2# 22; for
"servedft· John 8. 33; Acts 7. 7; Bom. 8. 15, 21; Gal. 4· 9, 2k, 25; Gel.
5. 1; ixeb. 2. 15; for "bondage"·

In the fore-going uses of the word, the idea of "bondage in service" can
be seen. It is an exhortation to all members of the Household of Eaith to
consider themselves under bondage unto Christ, not free to do their own will,
but to be ready at all times to serve the Lord in His Work· Their spare time
is not their own. If spare time is used in the lord's Service, the bond slaves
are giving no more than their reasonable service. See the parable given by the
Master in Luke 17. 7/10· Relating all this to Eaul and his work to which he
now refers, he worked very hard indeed without regard for self yet in all that,
ae did no more than was his duty to do·

"humility of mind,.." - Gk· "lowliness"· Paul was very disturbed
about the weakness of his bodily presence (2 Cor· 10· 10·) People coming into
contact with the True Christian Believer are inclined to regard their humility
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as servility, thus putting a "burden vqpon the religious person· Paul received
his great example "from the humility of Christ and referred to it in his
epistles· See 2 Cor. 10· 1; Phil· 2. 1/8; Ephes· 4# 2j See also Col. 2«
18, 23? 3· 12j (hunibleness of mind)· If, through one.fs humility· one is
oast down, be sure that comfort will come from God· (2 Cor· 7· 6·) For
"humbleness of mind" see also 1 Cor· 2· 3;

"And with manytears,··" - most texts give just "tears" omittirg the
word "many11· The R.V· and R#S#V· omit "many" and the Afrikaans, .unreliable for
once, has "baie tranew (manytears)·

Like all sincere, devout men, Paul could turn to tears quite easily· In
verse 31 of this chapter, we find him shedding tears because of the danger to
the Truth of the Word of Godj he shed tears because of the tendency of the
Corinthians to turn to false doctrines; (2 Cor· 2· 4·) and Phil· 3· 18· shows
him shedding tears because some brethren were not walking as they should· From
these references we find Paul very ready to shed tears when there was any
departure from Truth and correct behaviour before God· If Paul could feel
great sorrow when he learnt of any departure from truth and behaviour, we can
be sure that the lord will feel sorrow even more#

"and temptations,·." - not temptations to sin but "trials" as the Greek
word means, which led to a test of character· The idea is expressed in Jas·
1, 12; 1 Pet· 1· 6; 4· 12;

"the lying in wait of the Jews·" - No detail is given as to the nature
of these dangers and trials· Luke is recording the stozy of the spreading of
Christianity amongst the Gentiles and is not writing a story giving the character
of Paul· Be has no intention of making a martyr out of Paul· All Luke does is
record the fact that the Jews lay in wait for Paul to destroy him· See Acts
9· 24; 20· 3; 23· 30; See a reference to his dangerous existence as given in
1 Cor· 15. 30·

Verse 20

"And how I kept back nothing that was profitable unto you, but have showed you,
and have taught you publickly, and from house to house,w

"kept back nothing·.·11 - the verb means "to draw back from timidity"
and is often used thus in military operations· The verb also occurs in Gal·
2· 12; and He"b· 10· 38· Paul means that he kept back nothing from than which
would in any way promote their spiritual well-being· He did not hold back
anything as a poor soldier might withdraw his service·

"shewed you, and have taught you···" - two things which I&ul did and
which he claims he did not withhold from them, "shewed11 - see Acts 19# 18·
"told" Acts 16. 38j "declared" Acts 15· 4j "rehearsed" Acts 14· 27· In all
these the sense is "to announce" or "proclaim the news"· The second of these,
namely, to teach, is found in Acts if· 2; and verse 18; 5· 21. 25, 28 and 42}
11· 26; 15· 35; 18· 11, 25·

By expressing himself negatively in this, manner, Baul is accentuating that
which he did· "I kept; back nothing" 'is a mild express ion fop "I gave you every-
thing"· . · · · " • '• '" : " ' '<',.'[-.

"pubuck^y· · · " - in the synagogues where nor>~believers also heard·

"from house to house·11 Lit· *fin houses" as .opposed to "publickly"·

Thus Paul claims to have given them everything he had to give and did so
in the two proven methods, namely, in the synagogue and in private homes· The
True Believers, in proclaiming the Gospel, have found no better methods than
these two, the preaching of public lectures in their .own halls and speaking to
interested persons in their homes·

Verse 21 .

"Testifying both to the Jews, and also to the Greeks, repentance toward God,
and faith toward our Lord Jesus Christ··
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"Testifying.··* - how the work of "testifSdng" was done, can be
followed by referring to Acts 2· kO} 8· 25; 10· 42; 18. 5j 20· 23/2k}
23· 11; 28· 23· Paul brought testimony from the Word of God to bear to show
the Way of Salvation as it is in Christ Jesus·

11 to the Jews,··11 - in their synagogues·

"to the Greeks···11 -\ in their homes· Both Jew and Greek, irrespective
of »ce, were in need of Paul's message· Both were outside the covenants of
promise, not having been baptised into Christ· The Jews could no longer rely upon
fleshly descent from Abraham to bring them into the covenants c^ MBK$^ju What
was necessaiy was a repentance from former misdeeds and a h u m b l e ^ xhrougja
baptism·

"repentance toward God.··11 - Paul's epistle to the Ephesians
describes this more fully· He shows that the enmity between Jew and Greek had
now been done away with by the sacrifice of Christ· Both could approach unto
God through Jesus, the mediator· (Bphes. 2· H4/15·) Both were reconciled to
God through the death of Jesus· (Ephes. 2· 16·) ^he Gentiles now could become
fellow heirs with the Jews and share in the great covenants of promise by being
in Christ· (Slphes· 3· 6· The "repentance" Paul spoke about required a different
thought process and an abandonment of former ways. Such ways would be given up
when passing through the water of baptism, for therein the old man of sin died·
If all this were done, then those who were "strangers" (Bphes· 2· 12·) would be
no more strangers and foreigners, but fellow citizens· (verse 1$·)

"faith toward our Lord Jesus Christ·" - Paul mentioned this "faith" in
M s epistle to the Ephesians in chapter 1 verses 12 to 33· This required a
complete belief in that what God had promised, he was able also to perform·
(Rom· 4· 21·) If the believer had illicit faith in the Divine liromises, he would
mould his life accordingly and this would require a courplete change in behaviour
and in thoughts· One can never earn salvation but according to the measure of
one18 faith, so xa&n and women would change their whole lives and conform to
Divine precepts· No matter how much faith a person may have, if it is not
manifested by a complete change of character of that person, it never becomes a
true and living faith· If it is so accompanied, then it brings works and faith
together in the same person· Faith induces works and works are induced by faith·
Such faith iniplies ijnplicit belief in that the Divine Promises concerning Jesus
of Nazareth will be fulfilled·

Verse 22

wAnd now, behold, I go bound in the spirit unto Jerusalem, not knowing the things
that shall befall me there:"

Having completed his opening statement, Baul turns to the next theme, a
warning of the troubles to come* this being tied up with a later warning of a
great apostacy which was to destroy the True Faith in Ephesus, and reduce it to
a trace in the rest of the world·

"And now···11 - A common statement denoting the transition from one
theme to another· See Acts 3. 17; k. 29; 5* 38; 7· 3k; 10· 5; 13· 11;
16· 37; 20. 32;

"behold,··11 ~ introducing a surprise item to his listeners*

rtI go bouixl in the spirit···" - lit· "having been botand I in the spirit
to go to Jerusalem.··" (Diag·) See Acts 19· 21· Paul felt that his going to
Jerusalem was in Godfs Plan and Purpose and that nothing he cotild do could
prevent his,getting to Jerusalem· Just as he had on a former occasion been
prevented by the Spirit (Power of God) from going to Asia* so now he was pre-
vented again because it was in the Divine Purpose that he should go to Jerusalem*

"not knpwix^g· · · " - what the Divine Purpose is in sending him to
Jerusalem has not been revealed to him·

"the things that shall befall me there*lf - He must have had an idea that
suffering would be his portion there· When Jesus went to Jerusalem for the last
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time, he experienced suffering· Just as Jesus did not shirk from the Divine
Will, so his servant and bond slave Paul, would not shirk either·

Verse 23

re' that the* Holy Spirit witnesseth in every city, saying that bonds and
afflictions abide me·"

ftsave that·.·* - "Except that.··" '

"witnesseth in eveiy city.··" - lit· "spirit the holy eveiy city
witnesses to me···11 (Diag.) As Paul went from city to city, he received
knowledge by the Holy Spirit Power working in him that he could expect
afflictions in Judea. This knowledge was most likely sent to tiy him*
He was not found wanting in zeal and coitrage·

"saying..·" - if an angel of God had spoken to him directly, no doubt
that would have been recorded and Paul could not have said that the Holy Spirit
spoke. That/ the Holy Spirit did speak would mean that· he· received the message
by inward revelation·

"bonds···" - - imprisonment·

"afflictions·.·" - Paul's attitude to these is described in 2 Cor·
12· 10·

Although Paul showed great courage in making this journey and was not
only deteiinined to go but hastened to get there, he was nevertheless vary
apprehensive about what was going to happen to him and asked the brethren -in
Rome to pray for him· See Rom· 15·' 29/32·

ifabide me···" ~ Margin has "wait for me"·

Verse 24

"But none of these things move me, neither count I my life dear unto myself, so
that I might finish my course with joy, and the ministry, which I have received
of the Lord Jesus, to testify the gospel of the grace of God·11

"none of these things move me..." - lit· "of no account I snake·.•"
In view of his concern regarding his personal safety "which he mentioned to the
believers at Rome, it would appear to be a contradiction for him to say that
none of these things moved him. The prayers he asked for at Rone were not that
he might simply be spared but that he might be spared so that he could come to
them.* (Rom· 15· 32.) His object then, in asking for prayers for his safety,
was that he might continue in the Lordfs work and go to Rome.

"neither count I my life dear unto myself..." - Paul shows his
indifference in this statement· The word''"dear" means Valuable11. He put no
value on his life except in so far as ;it was-necessary for him so that he could
do the Lord's work· He expressed this philosophy and attitude in Phil· 1· 2i/24«
He desired to live so that he could serve God and show many the way of salvation·
Paul was not alone in this attitude towards the LOrd

f s Work for we read of a
similar indifference in Epaphroditus of Philippi· See Phil· 2· 25/30·

"so that I might finish my course..·" - "so that.··11 is "provided that"
Paul uses an illustration from the Olympic Games, using the figure of striving
in a race to win a prize· To finish the course was an achievement· Saul used
this figure when writing the following verses, 1 Cor· 9# 24/27; Phil· 3· 13/l4j
2 Tim· 4· 7/8·

"with joy···11 - the joy of victoa?y and receiving a prize·

"the ministry.··11 ·* the service he has to render· The word is not to
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be regarded as being the dignified office it is to-day with the Ministry* A
minister in Paul

!
s day was one who served God and was not regarded as a leader·

The leader was Jesus, the minister was his servant and God was the Provider of
the power and the promise of salvation·

"received of the lord Jesus,··.· - See Acts 9· 15; 26· 16/18; Paul
again proves his apostleship and answers criticism in this connection· See his
Epistle to the Galations, chapter 1, verse· 1· also verses 11/12 of that chapter
as well as verses 15/17·

w
to testify···* - see note on the word "testifying

11
 in verse 21 above·

"gospel of the grace of God·" - the "grace of God" was the power of tte
Holy Spirit which was given to the apostles and early believers so that they
could preach the gospel to a ντο rid riddled with paganism, magic, trickery,
and a multiplicity of gods made by men

f
s hands· This "grace" was given to Paul

for the. expressed purpose of enabling him to preach "the unsearchable riches of
Christ*· (Ephes· 3· 3·) The gJrace was given also, to enable the Gentiles to
understand the mystery of the gospel which aforetime was hidden but is now
revealed "unto his holy apostles and prophets by the spirit"· (Ephes· 3· 5· and
verses 9 and 10·)

Verse 25

now, behold, I know that ye all, among whom I have gone preaching the
idLngdom of God, shall, see my face no more·"

"And now···" - see note to this under verse 22 above·

"behold,··" ~ introducing the element of surprise· They were to
learn that they would never see him ag^dn as a preacher·

"I know that ye all···" ~ this statement leads commentators to believe
that Paul was now addressing his remarks solely to those who were with him·
hitherto his remarks had been addressed to these men but concerned the ecdesias
throughout Asia wherever, they may be· Now Paul was narrowing his remarks to the
men whom he had summoned and, inasmuch as he addresses them as "ye all, among
whom I have gone preaching· · · * it is thou^it that there were more men here then
Just those representatives from Ephesus· If Paul had gone about preaching to
them all, then there was a good representation of the Asian ecclesias· Another
thought from this, verse is that inasmuch as Paul did not know what lay in store
for him, he could not say with certainty that he would never see them again·
This must have been his fiim conviction at the .time and the indication is that
he felt that his work on 1iie Aegean coast had now ooiae to an end and that God
would henceforth send him to the other side of the Aegean, to what we should
now call Europe· Failing this conviction, then the fact that they would not see
Paul/s face again must have been revealed to..him in some manner which Luke chose
not to disclose*

Some seek to show that Eaul was speaking to. "all
11
* This being the case,

he meant that "all" would not see his face again but that some might· There is
no support for this view from the order of words in the Greek, -which is,
tf
tbat no longer will see the face of roe you aXL

f
\ That, emphatically, is spoken

to all and no twist of the sentence can find a meaning that some v/ouldsee his
face again· The meaning is that Eaul

f
s work in that part of the world had now

come to an end·

Verse 26

if
vrtierefox*e I take you to record this day, that I am pure from the blood of all
men·" .

"I take you to record···
11
 - lit·

 M
I testify··" see note to verse 21

above· Paul lias used this phrase before and on each occasion, it carries the
sense of "calling his listeners to witness on his behalf·

fl
 The ••witnessing'

1
 of

Acts 26· 22/23· is interesting in this connection·
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day·. ·ff - "this very day· · w The statement is emphatic»

"I am pure from the blood of all···11 - See Acts 18· 6· Paul appears to
be quoting fronnEzek· 3. 17/21 j and 33· 1/9· Paul had done all he could for
them so if they fell back into disbelief or to sinful ways, they would have
themselves to blame· The word "men" should be omitted.

Verse 2? · * - . ·

tfPor I have not shunned to declare. unto you all the counsel of God·"

lfI have not shunned.·." - see note to verse 20 under heading "kept
back nothing.··" .

"the whole counsel of Godn· - See note to Acts 2. 23· This refers to
the entire Plan and Purpose of God which is often referred to as the I£GOS#
This includes» the Promises, the Saviour, the inheritance ard the way of living·
Paul made all this very clear to the people of Ephesus not only by his preaching
but also by his writings· See his epistle to the Ephesians which is intimately

on this topic· Note in particular Ephes. 1.11·,

(3) Warning of the apostacy

Verse 28

ftTake heed therefore unto yourselves, and to all the flock, over the which the
Holy Spirit hath made you overseers, to feed the church of God, which he hath
purchased with his own blood·11

This verse is a favourite amongst those who believe in the doctrine of
the trinity of a triune god· Eackham regards the doctrine of the trinity arf
being taught implicitly here. All those who do itot understand the manifestation
of God must find difficulty with references to the Holy Spirit which-they do not
regard as the Divine Power of God. In this verse, confusion becomes worse
confounded when Eackham can find reason for believing in the "blood of God"·
Such a theoiy is incredible coming from a man of Eackham !s undoubted learning
and it is astonishing how far away from the Truth he can get because of his
belief in the Fourth Century apostate doctrine of the trinity· Paul gives
his listeners a charge - to guard the flock which, by the power of the Holy
Spirit given to the apostles and early Christians to enable them to teach,
grew as a result of that preaching· This flock was the ecclesia of God, which
God had purchased by the blood of His own Son· The original Greek word order
is "Take heed to yourselves and to all the flock in which you the spirit the
holy placed overseers to feed the ecclesia of the Lord which he purchased
through the blood of the own·.·." The sentence comes to an incomplete end
leaving the reader to supply the ownership of the "blood".Eackham â cgoes
that it was the "blood of God" which is a blasphemous thought and one which
brings the great and eternal Creator of heaven and earth, the Sustainer of the
mighty Universe, down to the level of man»

In John 3. 16. we read that "...God so loved the world, that he gave his
only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him should not periiutv, but have
everlasting life." This means one thing ar4 that was that God gave His only
begotten Son as a sacrifice· That is emphatic. It cannot mean anything else·
It cannot mean that God gave Himself in another fom· It is precise in it&
•choice of words and cannot be distorted.'· All students of the Bible must admit
that God gave a Son who was not Himself although Jesus did manifest God in his
speech and the miracles he perf o:nned. In Rev· 1 · 1 · we learn that the prophecy
which follows was given by God to Jesus who gave it to an angel who gave it to
John· Beading that statement again up to half way we find that God gptve to
Jesus. God did not give to himself something which he God, did not have. In
Rev. 7· 14· we read of the price of the sacrifice of Jesus and that was "the
blood of the lamb11. In no place in Scripture is God ever referred to as a
"lamb". Where Lambs are mentioned, they often are sacrifices made to God and
in type they foreshadow the sacrifice of Jesus who was also called the "lamb
of God"·

From the fore-going, the conclusion is that the ecclesias of believers
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were washed in the blood of the lamb when they were baptised^ the act of being
washed in this manner being the washing in the blood of the lamb· In other words,
being buried with him by baptism into his death· (Rom· 6. 4·) See also 1 Peter
1. 18/195 Ephes· 1· 7j 2· 135

Some who rightly object to the "blood of God" being inferred iVom this
verse, state that the

 w
c&urc& (ecclesia) o £ ( ^ "church of the

Lord
n
 meaning the "church of Christ V This phrase "churqh of God" appears many

times in Scripture whereas the "church of Christ" is unknown except amongst
mankind who supply the title to suit themselves· See 1 Cor· 1· 2; 10· 32j
11· 16;22J 15· 9; 2 Cor· 1. 1· Gal* 1· 13j 1 Thess· 2. 14j 2 Thess· 1· 4·
1 Tim· 2· 5

f
 15;

Verse 29

"£br I know this, that after my departing shall grievous wolves enter in among
you, not sparing the flock·"

I know this···
11
 - here is the reason why Paul enjoins them to

 w
take

heed" to the flock· Because of what was about to happen· One feels it is a pity
that*the commentators whq would stoop to writing about the supposed "blood of
God", did not read as far as this verse and take heed to Paul's warning of the
coming of the great apostacy which would hold the whole world in its grip of
false and often blasphemous doctrines, of which the trinity is possibly the?
worst· .

 Vfi
 ·" :

"after my departing···
11
 ~ the Greek original means *arrival

H
> and not

"departing
11
· What Paul means is that "when I reach toy home, a great apostacy

will arise·" This is more logical than stating that when I go, an apostacy
will arise· The rising of the apostacy would be a gradual thing and not some-
thing immediate·

"shall grievous wolves enter in among you·.·
11
 - Jesus also warned of

the same when he gave his parable.of the shepherd· (John 10· 12·) See also
Matt· 7· 15? 10· 16; Luke 10· 3· JEkuZ. ha^ already had experience of the
Judaizers· In later years Peter was to warn of the same evil influence· See
2 Peter 2. 2· · , < " " . V .; / '/ • _ '

lf
not sparing the flock·" - Paul's experience with the Galations may

have-been on his mind· (Gal· 3· 1/4·) Also Gal· 4· 9/i1# See also 2 Peter 2·
/

Verse 30

"Also of your own selves shall men arise, speaking perverse things, to draw
away disciples after them·

11

only had they to guard against false teachers from other parts, but
also be on the lookout for men who would arise amongst their own people* The
Pstoral epistles of Paul area sorry record of r such apostacy which was now at the
end of Paul

%
 s life, rampant in the world· . It did not take long for false

teachers io arise· See Hymenaeus and «Alexander of 1 Tim· 1· 20; and Hymenaeus
and Philetus of 2 Tim· 2· 17· In 2 Tim· 1· 15· we yead of the defection of
Ehygellus and Hermogenes* See also the troubles mentioned in 1 Tim· 1· 3/7?
6· 3/10; 2 Tim· 3· 1/9Γ See also 1 John 2· 18/22J 4· 1/3|

!
> . . • ' · • ·"•

"perverse things·*·
11
 - 3ee Acts 13· 8/10· for an exajaople of such

wickedness· The perverse things were perverted doctrines which had sta?ayed
far from the Truth

f
 Iri'writing to Timothy, Paul ifiientioned this danger to

him. See 1 Tim· 4· i/% To the Romans Paul had a
1
 warning· (Rom. 16· 17/ΐβ·)

See further warnings given by Paul in Col· 2· 8? 2 Tim· 3· 1/9; Titus 1· 10/11;
2 Tim· 4· 3/4J Gal· \* 6/Q+

Verse 31

therefore watch, and remember, that by the space of three years I ceased not to
warn every one night and day with tears·

 w
 .
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"Therefore·.·
!t
 - "because of these dangers···

11

"watch,··" - "be awalse, do not be spiritually asleep·" (1 Thess. 5· 2/9)
See also 1 Cor· 16· 13· In 1 Peter 5· 8· is a powerful warning to be vigilant
because of the "adversary" who could do them a great deal of harm· The Greek
word from which "adversary" is translated is Antidikos which means an opponent at
law· The Jews were such opponents who, judging the Christians by the Law of
Moses, attacked them quite openly.

Regarding the attitude of the world to the True Christian Believers, Paul
wrote to the Corinthians to warn them of the contempt in which they would be
held. (1 Cor· If· 12/14.)

Jesus gave many warnings to his disciples to Watch· Matt· 24· 42j 26· 41 j
Mark 13· 35} 14. 38} Luke 21· 36.

ff
by the space of·*·" - this expression should be in italics for it is

not in the original.

"three years..·" - see note to Acts 19· 10·

"ceased not.··" - a normal hyperbole·

"night and day.··" - another normal hyperbole·

"every one···" - all those who came into contact with him·

'
f
with tears···" - see note to verse 19·

Verse 32

"And now, brethren, I commend you to God, and to the word of his grace, which
is able to build you up, and to give you an inheritance among all them which
are sanctified·"

"commend you to God···* — the verb is in the Middle Voice indicating
that the commendation is for their advantage. The word means

 w
to entrust as a

deposit"· See Acts 14· 23·

"the word of his grace· • · " - see verse 24 and note thereon· The "word"
of grace is the written word of God given through His servants, the writers of
scripture· This contained the Plan of salvation, the LOGOS, and the command*
ments of God and His Christ·

"to build up.··" - The verb is the same as that used in 1 Cor· 3· 10·
("buildeth thereon")· 2he meaning in both ν is "edify"· The verse from 1 Cor· 3·
10. referred to here links the "gpace of God" with the "building up"· The
indwelling of the Word of God must bring about a change ina person and it is a
change for the better· The old character is broken down while the new character
modelled after Christ is built up· The Word of God having been written by the
Power of the Holy Spirit working upon God's servants, is a manifestation of
±iis Grace· The foundation is to be found in God

f
s Word, that which was written

bythe apostles and prophets by the spirit· (Ephes· 2· 20j Col· 2
#
 6/7# and

Jude 20·")

"an inheritance· · ·" - this is the hope of the calling of the True
Christian Believers· See Ephes· 1· 14· and 18J anl the warning of Ephes· 5· 5·
See also Acts 26· 18; Col· 1· 12; 3. 24; Heb· 9· 15; 1 Pet. 1· 4· An
inheritance 3s given to "heirs" and the heirs in this connection are those who
may, by their belief and baptism, regard themselves as ''heirs according to
the promises" made unto Abraham· See Gal· 3· 27/29·

"them which are sanctified·" - those people who have been separated
from the world and have become part of a chosen generation, a royal priesthood,
an holy nation, a peculiar people as described in 1 Peter 2· 9· See also
Acts 26· 18.
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Verse 33

'fl have coveted no manfs silver, or gold, or apparel·11

In pointing to his disinterestedness in material things, Paul was giving
them an exhortation in that true wealth was in things of the spirit and not
in the woffily wealth which a man possesses· Alexar&er ("Acts of the
Apostlesft page 254) points out that "raiment" and "clothing" is referred to in
Scripture as a kind of riches in the east where fashions seldom change anfl. a
son often inherits the clbthes of his father· Hence the reference to
"moth" in Matt· 6· 19/20* "by Jesus· Samuel also pointed to his lack of interest
in material thin@3· (1 Sam· 12· 3·)

Verse 34

"Yea, ye yourselves know, that these hands have ministered unto my necessities,
and to them that were with me·"

••ye yourselves know···" ~ Paul again calls upon than to witness to the
truth of what he says· See verse 18· 1 Thess· 2. 10; Phil· 4· 9·

1fthese hands···" - this statement could occur only to a person
speaking and not to a writer· Walker ("The Acts of the Apostles" page 451)
says that Paul must have exhibited his hands which were well worn and hardened
by toil· This is most unlikely· Paul was not telling them how hard he had
worked nor of the nature of the work done, but merely indicating that he had
worked to provide for himself all during his three years of ministxy·

"them that were with me #
n - Paul helped to provide for his companions,

thus showing that he considered their wants to be his own· Ikul is telling his
listeners that he has acted honestly in all ways throughout the period of
his ministry· His sole motive was their spiritual welfare· Hie shows elsewhere
that it is peradssable for a preacher of the gpspel to live on a stipend or
donation, yet he never availed himself of this in case he might have been
charged with dishonesty· (1 Cor· 9· 11/15; 2 Cor· 11· 9/10J 12# 13/15?
2 These-· 3- 7/11? 1 Diese* 4# 11J 5· 12; 1 Cor· 4· 12; Sphes· 4· 28·

Verse 35

ftI have shewed you all things, how that so labouring ye ought to support the
weak, and toasmember the words of the Lord Jesus, how he said, It is more
blessed to give than to receive·"

"I have shewed you all things···" - lie has shewn them by his speech
how his behaviour, zeal and work have been an example to them· The saire thing

said by Jesus· (John 13· 15·)

"so labouring..·" - "work as I have done.··" the meaning is "labouring
toil"

"support the weak· ·· * - 1 Thess· 5· 14j Gal· 6· 2; Eom. 15· 1?
xiphes· 4· 28· This can also mean those wijo are weak in the faith· Bom· 14· 1·
see also verse 12· 1 Cor· 8· 9/12; 11· 30;

"It is more blessed to give than to receive·11 - This saying of
Jesus is not recorded in the New Testament but is one of the sayings which has
been handed down through other channels, this verse being one of them· The
Lord's teaching was consistent with this maxim, as is found in 2 Oor· 8· 9;
Ephes· 5· 2; For words expressed by Jesus giving this teaching see Lute 6· 38;

"blessed·.·11 - the same word used in the beatitudes·

Paulfs speech as recorded in precis form by Luke has now come to an
end· There can be no doubt in view of the affectionate parting which followed,
that the brethren there assembled would have returned to their respective
ecclesias resolved to continue the good work which Paul had done· Nevertheless,
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the growth of the apostacy could not be prevented. Yiolves did enter amongst
them not sparing the flock and drew disciples away after them· In the course of
time the doctrine of the immortality of the soul, which was to make the
resurrection of the dead quite unecessaiy

f
 became a problem to Paul and he wrote

about it· (2 Tim· 2. 18.) The doctrine of "satan" and the "devil" as being the
originator of sin was unknown as a doctrine in -^aul^ day therefore he never
mentions it· The pre-existence of Christ was another doctrine which was to
take hold of the ecclesias and lead to many distortions of Scripture in an
endeavour to *prove" it© The final and greatest blasphemy of all was the
doctrine of the trinity which was forced upon an unwilling church by the Council
of

 N
icea in A.D. 3251 and which gave rise to the Nicene Creed· It was an

unholy marriage of the doctrines of the pagans concerning their gods, the sun-
god, and the moon goddess and the god of the morning star, and connecting them with
the one God of Israel which Paul wrote about· (Rom· 15· 6; 1 Cor· 8· 6;
2 Cor. 1. 3j 11. 31| Gal· 1·.1; Ephes. 4· 6.)

The ecclesia at Ephesus received a final warning from Jesus and this is
recorded in Rev· 2· 1/7· In verse 4 it is recorded that they had left their
first love. Jesus warned them that unless they returned to their former
beliefs, he would remove their candlestick out of its place· That their light-
sland no longer exists is proof enougti of the truth of P^ul

f
s prophecy concerning

the growth of the apostacy· It was inevitable and inexorable· The Truth died
out in Ephesus and was replaced by Roman Catholicism. Now it is given over to
the faith of Islam·

Verse 36

"And when he had thus spoken, he kneeled down, and prayed with them all·"

"he kneeled down,.." ~ lit· "he placed the knee..·" without stating
waere he placed the knee· The same expression occurs in Acts 21 · 5· Reeling
γ/as not a customary attitude of prayer in those days· It belonged more to the
pagan method of supplication· It was usual for Christians to stand in prayer·

^prayed with them all·
H
 - they all joined together in a communal prayer

most likely offered by Paul·

Verse 37

tf
And they all wept sore, and fell on Paul

f
s neck, and kissed him,

11

An incomplete sentence ending at the first full stop in the next verse·

all wept sore.. ·
 w
 - lit·

 fl
Much and was weeping of all; · ·" In the

east, men did not conceal deep emotion by stifling tears· The verb indicates a
deep wailing·

"fell on Paul's neck,.." - This refers to an affectionate embrace·
See Luke 15· 20· where the father welcomed the prodigal son· Also in the 0·Τ.
therq is the meeting of Esau and Jacob· (Gen. 33· 4·) See also the emotional
incident when Joseph disclosed his identity to his brothers and embraced
Benjamin· (Gen· 45. 14.)

"and kissed him·* - In the east, kissing was a.means of greeting and
salutation· (Luke 7· 45ί Exod· 4· 27 J Gen· 29· 11·) The kiss was also a sign
of reconciliation· (Gen· 33. 4; 45.· 15ϊ 2 Sam· 14· 33} The kiss was a sign
of parting. (Ruth 1.9j 1 Sam· 20. 41 j) The kiss which Judas gave Jesus was a
kiss of betrayal but it was also a parting kiss· He had turned against his
Master and spiritually parted from him* but it was customary for a pupil to kiss
his teacher as a way of. greeting·
Verse 38

"Sorrowing most of all for the words "which he spake, that they should see his
face no more· And they accompanied him unto the ship."
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"sorrowing.··
11
 - full of grief· The Greek word indicates "pain of

suffering"·

"see···* - the verb irdicates to gaze at with attention and to
attentively consider· It is used of bodily sight τ/hen the object looked at is
present· It also carries the idea of continually seeing· That they would not
see Paul again in this manner, showed the brethren that they were definitely
seeing him for the last time·

"accompanied·*··
1
 — they conducted (escorted) him to the ship

#

Paul was the last of the great evangelists· After him no one was to
arise who had the same 2̂ >ersonality, education, courage, zeal, ability and
knowledge that Paul had,, This was the Divine Will as Paul explains in Ephes·
If· 11/16· God gave the people apostles, prophets, evangelists, pastors and
teachers, all with a different degree of ability, knowledge and spirit gifts·
The combined effort of all was to produce the Ν·Τ

#
 "for the edifying of the body

of Christ
n
 (verse 12·) Once the full scriptures had come, there would be no

need for the apostles with their gift of the Holy Spirit because the Scriptures
were now complete and men could derive the whole Plan and Purpose of God
fjsom them· The point is, however, that men have to study the Scriptures and
obey the Truttu A casual reading of scripture will not reveal the LOGOS to the
seeker· There must be a diligent study· Paul put all this in other words in
1 Cor· 13· when he pointed out that the spirit gifts had helped to a knowledge
of God's Word, nevertheless they saw ΐΐιτοιαφ a gLass darkly· When the Bible
(that γ/hich was perfect) had come, then they would have the Word of God face to
face·





ΊΗΕ ACTS OF THE APOSTUES

Chapter 21

000OOO000

THE JOIEKSI TO JERUSALEM CONTH3TJES·

Verse 1

M
And it came to pass, that after we were gotten from them, and had l&unched, we
came with a straight course unto Coos, and the day following unto Rhodes,
and from thence unto Patara:

 n

"After we were gotten from them,··" - The verb means that they were
torn away from then. This indicates the sad parting one from another· The
voice is passive showing that Estul was pulled away from those who had escorted
him to the ship» The sailors must have become impatient as the tearful farewell
was delaying the departure of the ship· Therefore, having called to him without
response, they dragged him away and put him on board* This is inference but it
is very likely what happened·

"had launched···" - set sail··

:f
came with a straight course···" ~ the wind being favourable, they did

not need to tack but sailed on a straight course·

"Coos.··" - an island 40 miles south of Miletus at the south
west corner of -what is now Asia Minor· This is one of the islands of the
Dodecanese and was famous in ancient days for wine, silk and cotton· There was
a shrine here to Aesculapius, the god of medicine to the Greeks* Hippocrates
had his home here· The Romans regarded it as part of the province of Asia·

"Rhodes···
11
 ~ The name means "roses

11
, from

 w
rhoda"· The name Rhoda

appears in Acts 12
#
 13/15· Rhodes wgs one of the most brilliant of the many

brilliant cities of ancient Greece* The "Rhodes" referred to here is most
probably the city at the extreme north eastern point of the island of Rhodes*
It was founded in B.C· 408 by combining three cities, namely, Lindus, Camirus
andlalysus into one· One of the wonders of the ancient world, the Colossus at
Rhodes, stood at the entrance to the harbour but fell during an earthquake in
Β·0· 224· It was 105 feet in height· Rhodes at one time controlled both
provirfeS&ii Caria and Lycia in what is now Asia Minor· To reduce her strength,
Rome took this control away from Rhodea by declaring Caria and Lycia independent
in Β·0· 166· Dtirifcg the civil war period of B

#
C· 47 to 43» Rhodes supported

Caesar and'suffered very severely as a result of this· The island which is 43
miles long and 20 miles at its widest point, was a natural stopping place for
ships plying between Africa, Syria and Caesarea to the south and east, and
the east and west coasts of the Aegean Sea, as well as Italy to the far west·

"Patara·" -· This city lies to the east of Rhodes on the Lycia coast·
It was the harbour for a flourishing hinterland in the region of the Xanthos
valley through which a river of the same name flowed·

"Myra·" - This port lies further to the east of Patara and is mentioned
in the Bezan text as having been a port of call during this Journey· It is
mentioned in Paul

f
s journey to Rome» See Acts 27· 5·

Verse 2

"And finding a ship sailing over unto Ehenicia, we went aboard, and set forth"·

"sailing over···" - lit· "passing over" or "crossing over"*
Luke shows his nautical knowledge here as in other phrases and statements· At
this tliije of the year it would be possible to cross over fairly directly as he
indicates. Ships coming the other way would find the winds contrary and would
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have to tack along the southern coast of Asia Minor· Paul was fortunate and got

a clear run through to the coast of Phenicia· The distance sailed -would be

about 400 miles·

'Vent aboard*
 β
 ·

Μ
 - the same verb is used here as appears in Acts 20· 18·

where it is translated
 K
came inbo (Asia)"ο

"set forth*" - sea note to Acts 13· 13· under heading "loosed"·
It is to be noted that they made a change of vessel here»

Verse 3

"Now when we had discovered Cyprus $ we left it on the left hand, an! sailed into

Syria
 t9
 and landed at

 r
lSre: for there the ship iras to unlade her burden* *

"when we had discovered Cyprus···" - lit» "Having come in view and the

Cyprus·»*" That is to say, having sighted Cyprus at a distance^··

left it on the left hand,··" - lit· "and having left behird her on

the left···" That is to say, bŷ -passed Cyprus on the port beanw·· The

navigator would use Cyprus as a navigational beacon so that, having passed it

on the rigiht by keeping it in view to the port side, they would by-pass the

port of Paphos (Acts 13· 6·) and make a slight change of direction to get to

Tyre·

"and sailed···" - iniperfect tense, therefore "continued to sail·.·"

The verb appears again in Acts 27· 2, 6, and

"Syria···" - Here was Antioch but no mention is made of a visit to that

city·

"and landed at Tyre···
11
 - lit* "and were brought to Tyre.··"

"unlade her burden·
 tf
 - lit· "for there was the ship unloading the

freigiht·" Note the continuous action of unloading·

Verse if

"And finding disciples, we tarried there seven days: who said to Paul throu^i

the spirit, that he should not go up to Jerusalem·*

"finding disciples··.
 w
 - lit· "having found disciples···" This

indicates that a search has been made for the disciples· They would know tiiat

disciples were there as an ecclesia had been formed some years previously· See

Acts 11· 19· and 15. 3*

"tarried. ··" - same verb as translated "abide
11
 in Acts 15· 34·

"sevenckys..·" - a delay of one week which would give them aniple

opportunity to search out the disciples·

"who said to Baul..·" - those who said were the disciples whom he had

found. The tense is iniperfect indicating "continued to say to Paul'
1
·

"through the spirit···" - they were moved by the spirit to do so·

"that he should not go up to Jerusalem·
w
 - The apparent contradictions

between the words of the spirit here with the urging of the spirit telling him to

go to Jerusalem, is explained by the fact that the words of the disciples here

were warnings of the dangers which lay ahead and were not specific iratruotions

to Paul not to go· If he was being put on trial, he was certainly able to

prevail. Cf· Acts 19· 21·

Verse 5

"And when we had accomplished those days, v/e departed and went our way; and

they all brought us on our way, with wives and children, till we were out of the

city: and we kneeled down on the shore, and prayed*"
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nffhen we had accomplished those days··oif - The verb here "accomplished*1

is the same as the verb "thoroughly famished11 of 2 Tim· 3. 17· In the latter
quotation the meaning is "thoroughly fitted'1· From this comparison, we gather
that the days of discharging cargo were used to the. utmost limit by Paul and
his helpers· No time nor opportunity was wasted·

"we departed and went our way··.·* - lit· lthaving gone out we went our
way· · · w

"they all "brought us on our way.·*" - they all escorted us· The tense
is imperfect indicating "they escorting us···11

"till us were out of the city···" ~ omit "we were" see italics· They
escorted them to a place outside the city which was on the sea shore·

"we kneeled downo.·11 ~ lit· "having placed the knees on the shore··"

"and prayed·" - Once again Luke does not say who led the gathering in
prayer but the inference is that it would be Paul.

Varse 6

"iind when we had taken our leave ore of another, we took ship; and they
returned home again· w

"when we had taken leave one of another..·" -. lit· "having
:\embraced each other..."

" we took ship.··11 - "we entered the ship···"

It was not unusual for Jews in those days to perform their devotions on
the seg. shore· vie read of this in Acts 16· 13· (riverside) see note to this
verse· That such devotions were public did not seem to disturb them·

"they returned home again·" - they returned to their own· The word
"home" is supplied by the* translators without putting the word in italics as
they should have done· The same word appears in John 19· 27· where John is said
to have taken Mary, the mother of Jesus, into his own "home" with the word
"home" in italics irdicating that he took her to M s own· That which "own"
qualifier must be left to the sense of the passage and, in this instance, it
appears to mean "homes*·

Verse 7

"And when we had finished our course from Tyre, we came to Ptoleraais, and
saluted the brethren, and abode with them one day·"

"had finished our course from ^yre,.·" - when we, the travellors who
continued in the ship, had finished our entire journey, not only from Tyre, but
also from Macedonia^··

"we came to Ptolemais,..*1 - "we arrived at.··" Ptoleraais has the
modern name of Acre and is situated at the northern extremity of the bay of
Acre. In Old Testament days, it was known as "Ac6o" (Judges 1· 31· "Accho")·
It lies to the north of the present day port of Haifa· It is about 30 n&les
south of Tyre· It was named after PtolenQr I Philadelphus·

Verse 8

"And the. next day we that were of Paul*s company departed, and came unto
Gaesarea: and we entered into the house of Philip the evangelist, which was
one of the seven; and abode with him·"19
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"the next day···" -
 fr

on the morrow···
11
 as in Acts 10. 9

9
 23 and 24;

14· 20; 20· 7·

"of Paul
f
s conipany·. ·

n
 - although this is probably true, it should be

omitted as it is not in the original· The R.V· , R
#
S*V· and DiagJ.ott omit·

"departed and came unto Caesarea;· ·" - they did the 40 odd miles on
foot·

"Caesarea·" - see note to Acts 8· 40·

"Philip the evangelist···" - as here described "one of the seven of
Acts β. 5· &nd the evangelist who baptised the Ethiopian eunuch· See Acts
8· 5/40· Philip is the only man described in the N

#
T. as an evangelist·

The title however, occurs in Ephes* 4· 11; and 2· Tim· 4· 5· He was probably
title to distinguish him from Philip the apostle·

Verse 9

if
-ind the same man had four daughters, virgins, which did prophesy·"

It is so characteristic of Lute to mention Philip
 f
s four daughters

although it would appear that they play no part whatsoever in his story· This
makes his record appear to be authentic because no other writer of Scripture
would have noted the fact about the daughters·

"virgins···" - this has no reference to chastity but means the
unmarxied state· This is clearly explained by Paul in 1 Cor· 7· 34# where in
the one verse, a woman is referred to as a virgin and as an unmarried woman·
It is essential that this definition be understood to combat the impertinent
Boman Catholic statement that the four daughters were the first nuns· There
is nothing.about these women to suggest that and noting in Scripture to warrant
"nuns" who are the Christianised adaption of the pagan priestesses·

"prophesy"· - does not necessarily mean that the women foretold the
future· The word is also used to indicate teaching, preaching, etc· , See
note to Acts 2· 17*

Verse 10

"And as we tarried there many days, there came down from Judea a certain
prophet, named A

"many days·. ·" - Gk. "more days"· as in Acts 13· 31; 25· 14; 27· 20·

"came down.··" he came from the mountainous region of Judea to the
coastal region·

"^gabus." - see Acts 11. 27/28. See note to verse 28·

Verse 11

"xind when he was come unto us, he took Paul
f
s girdle, and bound his own hands

and feet, and said, Thus saith the Holy Spirit, So shall the Jews at Jerusalem
bind the man that owneth this girdle, and shall deliver him into the hands of
the Gentiles·"

"when he was come unto us···" - lit· "having come unto us···" This
means that he had come to them at the house of Philip·

"be took Paul
f
s girdle.•·" ~ in accompanying his prophecy with a sign,

he followed the usual practice of the prophets of Israel· See Jer· 13· 1/7J
Ezek· 5· ΐ/4· The girdle was an essential garment to all active movement so
that in using it, Agabus fore-shadowed the physical restrictions which would
come upon Paul·
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wSo shall the Jews at Jerusalem bind·..11 > the isanner of the binding is
significant here, and not who did the binding. By binding the hands and the
feet, Agabus signified restriction of movement (feet) and restriction of work
(hand's)·"'"'

Mdeliver him into the hands of the Gentiles·" - this is an important
prophecy for hitherto, the Gentiles had been extraordinarily lenient with Paul.
It was only at Ephesus that they caused some danger to him· Even on that
occasion, they raised little objection to his preaching in so far as religion
was concerned, but complained about the adverse effect his preaching was having
upon" their industry. Historically the opposition from Gentiles towards
Cliristianity was to grow to an enormous extreme and many Christians were to be
put to death. Here then is a hint of what was to follow with increasing
severity·

"the Gentiles·" - the nations, the pagans, the non*-Jewish people·
Kov/adays, it is used to describe Christians with more truth than is real isedt
because modern Qaristianity is a Christianised adaption of a pagan religion·

Verse 12

"And when we heard these things, both we, and they of that place, besought hiin
not to go up to Jerusalem·"

"we. . · " - Luke, and the other travellors·

"they of that place,.." - Gk# "those of the plaoe* comes from one
Greek word· It means Philip, his four daughters and the brethren and sisters
of the ecclesia which was there·

*besought him not to go tip to Jerusalem·'1 - Agabus iiad not prophesied
death, nor had he warned Paul not to go. His prophecy was merely a fore-telling
of what would happen to him if he went to Jerusalem* Paul!s mind however, was
still firmly made up·

Verse 13

"Then Paul answered, ihat mean ye to weep and to break mine heart? for I am
ready not to be bound only, but also to die at Jerusalem for the name of the
Lord Jesus.w

" rhat mean ye to weep....?" - "What do you weeping. .·?" or 'Why are
you weeping? What do you hope to achieve?"

rfto break mine heart?. · " - "are you trying to break down my resistance?
Their continual tears, coupled with the love Paul had for them, must have come
near at times to breaking his resolution to go to Jerusalem·

"for the name of..." - "on behalf of..."

Verse 14

"And when he would not be persuaded, we ceased, sauing, The will of the Lord be
done."

"he would not be persuaded... " - "not being persuaded... "

It is unfortunate that Luke does not tell us why Paul was so determined
to go to Jerusalem although he states that he "purposed in the spirit"
(Acts 19© 21.) He also received instructions from God through the power of
the Holy Spirit working in him yet no reason is given· The lesson here seems
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to be that having put one
1
 s haad to the plough, one should not turn back

whatever the temptations may be*

"we ceased,··
11
 - we were silent···

11
 This silence was not because of

instructions from Paul to be quiet but because they saw the futility of further
persuasion·

"The will of the Lord be done·
11
 - Paul was to refer to this in his

epistle to the Ephesians at chapter 5 verse 17· Note Eaul
f
s attitude of mind

expressed by
 lf
if God will" in Acts 18· 21 · The point to note here is that if

all present acknowledged that it was God^ Will, then the prophecies were
warnings and not prohibitions· If it had been against God

f
s Will, Paul would

not have gone no matter how much he was determined to go*

Verse 15

$!
And after those days we took up our carriages, and went up to Jerusalem·

11

"After these days···" - at the end of many days···"

"carriages···
11
 - Alexander (op· cit* page 268) points out the individ-

ual meanings of "carriage" from "car", "luggage" from "lug" and "baggage" from
"bag"· The "carriages" were "carried"· It has been suggested by Ramsay,
that "carriages" here means "horses" because they had to get to Jerusalem which
was 65 miles away and they did it in two days· That was faster than they could
travel on foot· (The two days is taken from the Bezan text·) However they
managed it, the text states that they made ready their baggage and started
on the journey to Jerusalem as soon as they could·

PAUL AT JERUSALEM·

Verse 16

"There went with us also certain of the disciples of Caesarea, and brought
with them one Mhason of Cyprus, an old disciple, with whom we should lodge·"

The commentators start this division of The Acts at verse 15· We have
started at verse 16 because verse 15 records the fact that they

 f
Vent up to

Jerusalem" but does not record them getting there. Verse 16 infers the arrival
at Jerusalem and the party lodging with their host, a man named Mnason· The
sojourn at Jerusalem, therefore, starts with verse 16 and that is where we start
this division·

The party of travellors now raade their way to Jerusalem and were
accompanied by some of the brethren from the ecclesia at Caesarea·

'and brougiht with them one Mnason of Cyprus,··" - there is some doubt
about this translation· Was Mnason at Caesarea so that they could have brougjit
him with them from Caesarea to Jerusalem? If so, was he, being a Cypriot, on
his way from Cyprus to Jerusalem? If he had a home at Jerusalem, was he now
returning from visiting his former home at Cyprus? These questions are left
unanswered by Luke but arise out of the statement that he was brought with the
disciples from Caesarea, and that he was from Cyprus· The R.V· puts the
words "with them" in italics indicating that they were not in the original·
The Κ·3·ν· has "bringing us to tha house of Mnason of Qyprus,··" The Afrikaans
Version has "qn ons by *n sekere Mnason van Ciprus gebring,.·." ("and brought
us to a certain Mnason of Cyprus···") The Emphatic Diaglott has a word for word
translation thus, 'Went with us and also of the disciples from Caesarea with us
leading with whom we might lodge to Ifoason one a Cyprian an old disciple·"
Having regard to the alternate translations, it would appear to be more accurate
to say that they brought with them disciples from Caesarea and led us to the
house of Mnason, a man of Cyprus now living in Jerusalem, with whom we were due
to lodge, he being an early disciple·
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^Mnason. ·.>f - this is the only verse in Scripture in which his name
appears· His name was a common one amongst the Greeks and he could have been
a Greek speaking Jew, or a Greek convert· The slender evidence points to the
former, because of the fact that he was an early disciple·

"and old disciple···" - the word "old11 does not necessarily refer to
age but to the fact that he had been a disciple long ago· He might have known
Jesus but it would be safer to date him from the day of Pentecost of Acts
chapter 2.

"with whom we should lodge·" - arrangements had been made by some
unknown person on an unrevealed occasion to accommodate the travellors· The
house must have been a fairly large one and Mnason must have been a man of
comfortable means· The distance from Caesarea to Jerusalem is about 65 miles
and could not have been done on foot in a day· Therefore it appears that Mnason
lived in a village on the way to Jerusalem and that the travellors spent the
night there before moving on to Jerusalem the next day· That Mnason came from
Cyprus suggests that he migjat have known Barnabas (Acts 4· 36·)

PAUL AT JERUSALEM·

Verse 17

"And when we were come to Jerusalem, the brethren received us gladly."

"when we were come···1* - "having arrived at. ••tt

"the brethren received us.··* - this was not an official welcome. It
was just a glad reception by such brethren as were assembled at the place where
they were going to stay· s

Verse 18

"And the day following Paul went in with us unto Jaznesj and all the
elders were present·"

Paul was still a free lance evangelist and could choose where he would
go and whom he would see. He chose to go with the travellors to see James,
one of the elders of the Jerusalem ecclesia. Luke was amongst the party of
visitors as is seen from the word "us". This is the last time he appears in
the. narrative by indirect reference of the words "we* and "us11 until he
reappears in Acts 27· 1·

"James..." - In view of the inrportance to the Christian world of the
ecclesia at Jerusalem, there is no doubt that the man appointed to be in charge
would be an apostle* No other person would hold a rank authoritative enough
for such work· James, the apostle, seems to have been the ideal man. He was
James the son of Alpheous, (&feitt. 10. 3.) otherwise known as James the Less·
( 15· 40.) James the son of Zebedee Was killed with the sword· (Acts 12. 2»)

"all the elders were present.ft ~ the elders were not necessarily
apostles but an apostle could be an elder· See Acts 15· 2· where apostles are
mentioned separately from Elders© See also 1 P'eter 5. 1· where Peter claims to
be "also an elder"·

If all the elders were present, then this was an official welcome
from the Jerusalem ecclesia· They would be gathered together at this time to
receive the alms brought by the travellors from many ecclesias· It is not
known how many constituted the council of elders·

Verse 19

"And when he had saited them, he declared particularly what things God had
wrought among the Gentiles by his ministry·11
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"saluted.··" - the Greek word means "embrace, salute or greet"· It is
unlikely that Paul would embrace them and more likely that he would greet them
with polite phrases·

"declared·.·" — "expounded·.ff See Acts 10· 8. and note thereon·

"particularly.··" - the Greek original means "one "by one* indicating
th$t Paul explained in great detail all that had occured* He did not give a
general survey of the work done but gave a comprehensive account of his
canrpaigns*

"what things God had wrought·. · " - Paul attributed everything to God
who had called Paul to His service and had. directed his ways· If any increase
had been given, it was God who had given it© (1 Cor· 3· 7·)

*among the Gentiles···11 - "among the nations···11

"by his ministry·11 - by using Paul as His servant· Lit· "through the
service of him"·

V^rse 20

"•And when they heard it, they glorified the Lord, and said unto him, Thou
seest, brother, how many thousands of Jews there are which believe; and they
are all zealous of the law:w

*when they heard it,.·* ~ "they11 means James and the elders·

"they glorified God.." - as in Acts 11· 18; and 13· 48· The tense is
imperfect therefore they continued to glorify God·

"Thou seest.··" ~ "you see (by giving close attention to) See note
to Acts 20· 38· under heading of "see"·

"brother^.·" - denotes personal affection as well as official,
recognition by the council· It was the highest title one could receive at that
time.

"how many thousands. · · " - typical Pauline hyperbole· No particular
quantity is indicated here, but Just means a large number» See Paulfs use of
this hyperbole in 1 Cor· 4· 15· They had not had anywhere near ten thousand
instructors and Paul would not mean this· We should say, "lou have had
numberless instructors·.·" Also 1 Cor· 14· 1.9· where Paul expresses a
X^reference for five words he could understand than ten thousand words in an
unknown tongue· .Again, exact quantity is no part of his meaning· It is
doubtful whether there were thousands of converts in Jerusalem at that time
but even so, comparatively they would be veiy numerous·

11which believe.··11 - there were many Jews who did believe in Truth·
There were many Judaisers and later many were to apostacise and become
Ebionites· They would believe basic doctrines but would adapt other theories
and religious practices into their number and, in the course of time, become
something quite different to what they were at the beginning* If the Jews could
have done this, then the newly converted Gentiles could have done the same·
Thus it is that the pagans brought with them tl̂ eir heathen doctrines and these
were given a Christian character· For instance, they brought a belief in a
multiplicity of gods to the Christian who believed in the one God of Israel·
The early Christians compromised in this and invented the doctrine of three
gods in one or a triune god· Whereas the pagans worshipped the "queen of
heaven11 (Jer· 7· 18·) this being the moon goddess Astarte from which is
derived Easter, so the early Christians adopted this into ChrdLstianity and
worshipped the person they call the virgin Mazy· The Jews were not alone
in bringing abominable doctrines into their faith and calling it "Christianity11·
The fact that the Jews distorted religion from the days of Moses and later
during the years of rising Christianity, is a warning to everyone that perhaps
their religion is founded on distortions too and an examination should be made*
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"and they are all zealous of the law#
if - lit· "all zealots of the law

being." The Zealots were known as the ttCanaanites or Cananaean* In Matthew
10. 4· we read of Simon the Canaanite and he is also mentioned in Luke 6· 15·
and Aots 1. 13· as "Simon Zelotes" or Sinpn the Zealot· See also Jflark 3· 18·
The sect was founded in ̂ .D· 6 or 7 "by Judas of Gamala· They bitterly ax&
vigorously resented and resisted the domination of itome and opposed them at
every opportunity· To a vexy large extent they were responsible for bringing
the Romans against them in the siege of Jerusalem in A.D· 70* because the Romans
tired of their continual opposition and were detemined to get rid of them·

Verse 21

"And they are informed of thee, that thou teachest all the Jews which are
among the Gentiles to forsake Moses, saying that they ought not to circumcise
their children, neither to walk after their customs·11

"are informed of thee·.." - "they were instructed orally of thee·. ·"
The same verb occurs in Acts 18· 25· where it is translated as "instructed"·
Note the use of "of thee" which is "concerning thee11 and not "by thee".

"thou teachest all the Jews,··" -- The Jews mentioned here are described
as being "among the Gentiles"· That is to say, all the Jews who were scattered
among the Gentile people·

"among..·" - "throu^out..." which is much wider in its application·
The rumour was that wherever there are Jews, to be found amongst the ^entile
people, Paul had been teaching or instructing them to...

"forsake Moses.··" - the allegation here is that Paul did not encourage
or insist upon the Jews obeying the Law. To a Jew, any such teacher would be
slacking in his duty·

"they ought not to circumcise their children,..'1 - this was much worse
than "forsaking Moses"· Not insisting upon a strict observance of the Law was
bad but to go against the law of circumcision was worse (even although this
rite foimed no part of the Law of Moses, having been given unto Abraham· (Gen·
17· 10·) But worse was to follow·

"not to walk after their customs·" - This involved a ban against temple
worship, sacrifice, washings, incense and such like, all of which formed part
of the Law of Moses·

In speaking about such things, Paul did not say they were now unlawful·
He maintained that they were not necessary to salvation· His views on
circumcision is seen in Bom· 2· 28/29· $hen it came to the Law, Paul was
more severe and taught that they should not live after the manner of the Jews
in keeping the Law. He regarded himself as dead to the law and alive unto God·
(Gal· 2. 19.)

Verse 22

"What is it therefore? the multitude must needs come together: for they will
hear that thou art come."

lfWhat is it therefore?.·" ~ "What is it then?.·" This maybe
preted as being a question, "What really is your view on such matters?" In the
absence of any answer being given, it is. more likely that the question was,
'What is to be done about it?t!·

"the multitude must needs come together:.." - this is omitted by the
Diaglott as do the R.V* and R.S.V· If it is genuine, then it means that a
multitude (not THE multitude) will call a meeting now that they know you are
here.
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"they will hear that thou art come·tT - The whole question is frffhat
should be done about it now because the people will be sure to hear that thou
art come to Jerusalem (thus iiif erring that they will want to find out exactly
what your opinion is· ")

Verse 23

irDo therefore this that we say to thee: Vie have four men which have a vow on
them;lf

The last sentence in this verse is incomplete ard comes to a finality in
the next verse.

"Do-—this that we say to thee·. . " - Here is our plan and we should
like you to fall in with it· Note the use of "We··* James was the leader
in the ecclesia but his word was not law amongst them* They went by
ecclesial opinion and desire*

rtle have four men·.·" - The precise meaning of this statement cannot
be. stated with certainty· Either they had four men- just at that time who were
all of one mind in regard to their vcw, or there were a large number of men at
tliat time who had taksn a vow but they, the council had chosen four of them to
take part in the proposed demonstration·

tfa vow· · ·ff - It is not stated what the vow was but it can be inferred
that it was a Nazarite vow because of the purification necessary· See Num*
6. 1/21 · If Paul could endorse the observance of the ceremonial rites, then,
perhaps, the Jews would be satisfied·

Verse 24

"Them tsute and purify thyself with them, and be at charges with them, that they
may shave their heads: and all may know that those things, whereof they were
informed concerning thee, are nothing; but that thou thyself walkest orderly,
and keepest the law·*1

"Them take· . • n - "take them with you in your company· · · tt

"purify thyself with them· · ·" - join them in the ceremony of purific-
ation·

*be at charges with then···11 - pay for the cost of the sacrifices·
The verb, translated as "spend11 occurs in Mark 5· 26; Luke 15· 14; 2 Cor· 12#
15; and as "consumed^waste) in Jas. 4# 3·

"that they may shave their heads.··" - when their vow is over· See
Num. 6. 18· Paul would not be obliged to shave his head· All that was
required of him was that he would give public endorsement to this observation
of the law of ritual·

It may seem extraordinary that Paul who made such a complete break away
from the Law and his fomer way of life should turn back to the law in these
very minor things in which no point of principle was involved* He explains that
he did it to gain the Jews· See his explanation in 1 Cor# 9· 18/23· 3y paying
for their sacrifices, Paul was doing that which had, become customary amongst
Jewry after Herod Agrippa in A.D· 41 • had paid for sacrifices·

wall may know..." - all those, who have heard things about you may know
that what they heard is not true.

"thou walkest orderly.." - the verb ''walk* here is a military tenn
meaning "to hold or keep rank· To march in order rather than to march by
obedience.

"keepest the law· n - to obey the law without sacrificing principle·
Prom his writings on the Law, it is certain tlxat Paul would not sacrifice
principle to keep the law·
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Verse 25

"As touching the Gentiles which believe, we have written and concluded that they
observe no such thing, save only that they keep themselves from things offered
to idols, and from blood, and from strangled, and from fornication·

ff

There was obviously one law for the Jews and another for the Gentile
believers. The Jewish believer was allowed a minor observance of the law but
the Gentile believer has to refrain fz-om any observance of the law· The
prohibit ions mentioned here were explained in the notes to Acts 15· 20· The
notes should be read again to learn the principle involved, that Gentiles had to
surrender these things so as not to give the Jews offence·

Note: The word "we" appearing here refers to James and his colleagues
on t he council and does not refer to Luke and the travelling companions, or
Luke and Paul as a pair·

Verse 26

"Then Paul took the men, and the next day purifying himself with them
entered into the temple, to signify the accomplishment of the days of purific-
ation, until that an offering should be offered for every one of them· *

"Then Paul took the men··." - "Then Paul having taken the men.··"

"entered into the temple··ο
w
 - from what happened as a result of this

entry
f
 it is apparent that Paul went into the "court of Israelites

11
 which

is beyond the "middle wall of partition
11
 (Bphes. 2· 14·) and in which Gentiles

are forbidden to enter· If Paul had taken Trophimus with him he would have
precipitated an outburst of resentment flx>m the Jews, The Jews had a law which
was respected by the Romans even when their own citizens were accused by the
Jews, and which provided for a sentence of death upon any Gentile who entered
the Court of Israelites· Notices were well displayed setting out this law
so no Gentile could excuse himself for not seeing it· The notice read:-

"No foreigner may enter within the barricade which surrounds the temple
and enclosure· Anyone who is caugjit doing so will have himself to
blame for his ensuing death·

 w

"to signify···" - "to announce.··" or lit· "announcing···" The
ceremony he was about to perform had to receive the co-operation of the priest
on duty at the time*, so he would have to announce his intention to him, stating
-when it was to start and when to finish·

"accomplishment··•" - the "fulfilment··." of the ceremony to be
performed· This was at the end of the seven day period· (Num. 6· 13· ©t seq·)

"an offering.··" - see Num· 6· 14/Ί5·

Verse 27

"And when the seven days were almost ended, the Jews v/hich were of Asia, when
they saw him in the temple, stirred up all the people, and laid hands on him,"

The sentence given in this verse is incomplete and comes to an end at
the conclusion of the next verse.

w
the seven days···

11
 - it is not known why there were seven days and it

is futile to hazard a guess or guesses· The point is not important so it is
best left alone·

if
the Jews which were of Asia,··" - many of these would have come

from Ephesus and would know of Paul well· The Jews of that part were vitile in
their opposition to Paul and Christianity and would not be slow in opposing Paul
now· (See Acts 19· 10; 20· 19·)

"stirred up.··
11
 - "stirred up into a state of excitement·"
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"laid hands on him·11 -* they arrested him ard in doing so, brought to an
involuntary end Paul's freelance preaching, ^rom now on his life enters a new
phase and he was to be held captive for some time·

, PAUL IMPRISONED AT JERUSALEM.

Verse 28

"Crying out, Men of Israel, help: This is the man, that.teacheth all men every
where against the people, and the law, and this place: and further brought
G-reeks also into the temple, and hath polluted this holy place·tt

"Men of Israel.··11 - lit· "Israelites···ft

"Help···" - the verb here is the same as that in Acts 16· 9· Walker
draws a distinction between the two occasions by pointing out that in Acts 16. 9·
it was an appeal to preach the gospel· Here it is an appeal to hinder it·
(jrage 467·)

"teacheth all men everywhere·.·'1 - without any intention to do so, the
people were paying tribute to the universal preaching of Paul·

"against the people, and the law, and this place,.." - this is very
similar to the accusations made against Stephen· See Acts 6. 13·

"further brought Greeks also into the temple,··" ~ according to Jewish
law, this woul4 pollute the temple· In the eyes of a Jew there was nothing
worse than polluting the temple and speaking against Moses·

"hath polluted· · · n ~ ifhath desecrated· · · *

"holy place·1* ~ "consecrated place. · A place set apart for Jews only·

. It is very unlikely that Paul did "pollute" the wholy place as he was
accused of doing· Paul was so anxious to obtain the favour of the Jews that it
is almost certain he would not do anything to offend them in this manner*

Verse 29

^(For they had seen with him before in the city Trophimus an Ephesian, whom they
supposed that Paul had brought into the temple·)"

"they had seen with him before.··" - they had seen Trophimus in the city
before they had seen Paul in the temple·

''an Ephesian·.·" - lit0 "the Ephesian·.·" This is more specific and
refers not to any Ephesian but to one particular Ephesian and that was
Trophimus.

"they supposed..·" - That they supposed that Paul had brought
Trophimus into the temple exonerates them from any charge of having
invented the story· ixll they did was decide without proof or enquiry, that Ikul
had actually taken Trophimus into the. Temple past the middle wall of partition·

This hast decision was to have far-reaching results· The effect was
immediate upon a people who were ultra-sensitive about the sanctity of their
temple·

Verse 30

"And all the city was moved, and the people ran together: and they took Paul,
and drew him out of the temple: and forthwith the doors were shut·11

"all the city···" - an acceptable hyperkoLe meaning the entire
population· See Matt· 8· 34; 21. 10; Mark 1· 33; 6· 35} kuke 8. 1; and 4;
Acts 13· 44·

"the people ran together:·." - those away from the "storm centre* would
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hear a conmotlon and would go ninning to see what it was all about· Having

reached the nucleus^ they would be caught up in the mob hysteria and act as mobs

usually do$ without knowing much about "what was going on. The &reek original

says, "was a running together of the people,··* (Diag·)

"they took Paul,··
51
 - lit. "having taken hold of the Paul..·

1
* The

verb sometimes suggests violence but not always· In the context of what

follows it seems to suggest a violent arrest·

"and drew him out»··? - lit* "they were dragging him outside of the

temple,.." If this act is combined with the expression "they took Paul
1
',

there can be no doubt that Paul was taiasn with violence· This was the same

treatment as meted out to Stephen. (Acts 6. 1.2·)

"and forthwith the doors were shut." - lit· "and immediately were

closed the gates*»" That is to say, the temple guards would shut the gates

without delay· Several explanations have been offered as to why the temple

gates were shut inmediately· A list of the suggested reasons would mate

interesting reading but would be valueless in view of there being no proof· The

most likely reason is the simplest which is that the guards, seeing a riot

developing, shut the gates to prevent it from spreading inside the temple and

letting a lot of unauthorised persons enter the prohibited area·

Verse 31 "

"And as they went about to kill him, tidings came unto the chief captain of the

band, that all Jerusalem was in an uproar·
1
*

"As they went about to kill him,..
11
 - lit· "Seeking and hina to kill.··"

"tidings.··" *- Bullinger defines the meaning as "report, information,

light shed on anything by speech·" (Lexicon page 8Ο3) This is the only

occurence of this word in the N.T·

"came unto..·
41
 - Gk· Vent up to..·" This is true of the ascent of the

report from junior ranks up to the senior rank of the commander· It is also

true of the way in which it went» The cattle where the commander and the two

centuries (one-third of a cohort) were stationed· The castle occupied higher

ground than the temple and was built on a rock which jutted out of the ground

thus giving it extra height. and enabling it to overlook the temple. It had been

built as a fortress by Herod the Great s^ named by him as Antonia after his

friend and protector Anthony· ^he two centuries which were stationed there

would have the task of keeping peace and quelling riots which would happen during

festival days. The castle lay to the north of the temple·

"chief captain..." - "the cb.iliareh of the cohort"· This made him a
"leader of a thousand

11
· In Latin, he would be known as the "tribune "

#

This military title was used in the N
#
T

#
 to denote the levitical guard of the

temple. See Acts 4· 1; 5· 21+ and 26; See also John 18. 3 and 12·

"band..." - cohort· This body of men was necessary to put down riots

and insurrections which often happened. See Mark 15. 7j Luke 23. 19 and 25j

Acts 5· 36/37; This explains why it was that Roman soldiers arrested Jesus and

bound him· See John 18. 3 and 12.

" was in an uproar." ~ G-k. %as in confusion"· See the same verb

translated as "confounded" in Acts 2· 6·

Verse 32

"*$ho iiiijiediately took soldiers and centurions
$
 and ran dpvna unto them: and when

they saw the chief captain and the soldiers, they left beating of Paul·
11

"centurions..·
11
 - commanders of a hundred men* If he took centurions
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(plural) he must have taken at least two* Since centurions commanded one

hundred men each, the least number of soldiers he could have taken would be two

hundred· This was a large number of armed men and shows that the riot must have

been a very big one.

ft
ran down unto them,·.

11
 ~ the squad went at the double and in a downward

direction, from the castle to the temple area· ̂ he Jews in the temple area

would very likely think this was an attack»

"unto them**·" This phrase shows that they ran davvn to the men who

were attacking and "beating Paul· Having regard to verse 31 9 it is obvious the

men who were beating Paul were about to kill him* The squad brought about

a timely rescue from certain death. Paul should have been dragged out of the

city and stoned to death but the mob had lost its reason in the excitement*

This is characteristic of mob hysteria*

if
they left beating.*·" - The word translated here as "left" means

<f
paused" or "ceasedV

 :
 It is characteristic of mob psychology to submit to a

sudden arrival of armed force and might·

^
r
erse 33

"Then the chief captain came near, and took him, and commanded him to

be bound with two cliainsj and demanded who he was, and what he had done·"

"Then the chief commander came near. . · " ~ lit· "Then laving approached

the commander laid hold of him
lf
#

"commanded him to be bound with two chains.. · " - commanded that Paul

should be tied by two ^bonis" or "chains"· This meant that he would be tied

to two soldiers, one on each side· See Acts 12· 6α

"demanded who he was· · · " - "demanded
11
 of the Jews near by and not of

Paul· He evidently thought it was best to arrest first and conduct an enquiry

afterwards· The Greek is "who he might be" ~ not "who he was
11
 which

denotes positive knowledge but "who he migjtit be" which suggests uncertainty·

"what ha had done." ~ The captain assumes that Paul lias done something·

There is a tie-up with this enquiry and the information to be given in verse 34

which tells us that the people were confused and did not know what it was about·

The verb "demanded" is in the imperfect tense indicating repeated enquiry

first of one person and then of another. Luke
!
s record of the behaviour of

a wild mob is vei^y accurate from a point of view of mob psychology·.

Verse 34

"And some cried one thing, some another: and when he could not know the

certainty for the tumult, he commanded him to be carried into the castle·"

"cried..." - "shouted..·" - the verb is in the iiiperfect tense thus

indicating continuous shouting.

"some cried one thing, some another:.." - the Greek is "others

were shouting some other thing.··"

"he could not know..." - this is understandable in view of the state

of mob hysteria which prevailed at the time· Those to whom hs spoke would

either be too excited to speak coherently or they knew nothing of what it was

all about and had come to find out·

"to be carried.. ·" - this does not mean that Paul was lifted off the

gpound deliberately but that he was brou^it or led to the Castle·
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Verse 35

"And when he came upon the stairs, so it was, that he was borne of the soldiers
for the violence of the people»f!

"the stairs···11 - these -were to "be found at the end of the pavement
leading to the castle· Being on a different level, there were s.tairs to the
higher position·

wso it was,··" - "thus it happened,··11 implying that what happened was
not by design but just happened as a result of mob violence·

"he was borne of the soldiers··" - "he was carried by the soldiers·" If
they had not helped him, he must surely have been crushed in the press· To
make things very difficult for Paul, he had been tied to two soldiers and so did
not have complete freedom of movement·

"violence·. ·" -• this word occurs only in The Acts at 5· 26; 21*.· 7}
27. 419 and in this verse. It means a violent or unjust exertion of strength
or power·

"of the people·" ~ wof the crowd·"

Verse %

"For the multitude of the people followed after, crying, Away with him·w

"the multitude·.·11 - Gk· ^plethos..11 meaning "fulness, a great number
a throng· * This refers to size and not to character·

"the people···£ - Gk· *laos", means "the mass of people, the mob, the
people collectively·

"crying···" - Gk· "krazo" which is an onomatopoeic word taken from
the cry of a raven· wTo cxy out··1' The word is used to denote an inarticulate
cry of pain, or fear· This indicates that the people who were doing the shouting,
were shouting without much thought being given to what they were shouting
about·

"Away with him···" - A similar cry used against Jesus· See Luke 23· 18·
John 19. 15.

Verse 37

"And as Paul was to be led into the castle, he said unto the chief captain, May
I speak unto thee? Who-said, Canst thou speak Greek?"

"Canst thou speak Greek?" ~ There is an element of surprise in this
question· The chiliarch had thought that Paul was an Egyptian who had greatly
deceived the people sometime previously and now the people had caught him and
would deal with them. This is all explained in the next verse. Instead of the
chiliarch1 s fears proving correct, he suddenly hears his prisoner speak to him
in faultless Greek which was the language of the cultured and well educated
ones·

Verse 38

"Art not thou that Egyptian, which before these days madest an uproar, and
leddest out into the wilderness four thousand men that were murderers?*

Josephus ("Wars ii· 13· 5·*) gives an interesting account of an Egyptian
who, posing as a prophet, got together 30>000 *aen and led them to the Mount of
Olives where they prepared to attack Jerusalem. Felix however, forestalled him
and put his army to flight, killing many and taking a large number prisoner*
The Egyptian then escaped leaving his friends to face whatever consequences may
follow· The chiliarch thought that his erstwhile friends had caught him and
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that Paul was the Egyptian· When he heard Jxun speak faultless Greek, he was
astonished·

"four thousand men that were murderers· n - Lit. "fstur thousand men of
the sicarii11· The "sicarii" was a short stabbing knife which assassins carried
under thei* cloaks and infested Judea in the days of great opposition to Rome·
It is obvious that the ohiliarch had spoken to the Egyptian and knew that he
could not speak Greek· Hence his surprise·

Verse 39

"But Paul said, I am a man which am a Jew of Tarsus, a city of Oilicia, a
citizen of no mean city: and, I beseech thee, suffer me to speak unto the
people."

"I am a man which·..!t - lit· "I a nan indeed am a Jew of Tarsus.."
He was a municipal voter in Tarsus and a citizen of the Snpire. (Acts 16. 38·)

"no mean city..." - "not an undistinguished city"· Paul did not
disclose his itoman citizenship·

Verse 40

!lund when he had given him licence, Paul stood on the stairs, and beckoned with
the hand unto the people· And "when there was made a great silence, he spake
unto them in the Hebrew tongue, saying,n

An incomplete sentence which comes to its finality in the first verse
of the nesit chapter·

"when he had given him licence..·" - lit. "having permitted him.. .if

The verb is the same as that translated "suffer" in the preceding verse·

"beckoned v/ith the hand..." - See Acts 12. 17; 13* 16; .19· 33; Made
a sign with the hand· It says much for Paulfs platform personality that he
could, quell the crowd in this manner·

" a great silence..·* - Luke draws a tense atmosphere· An apostle's
chained hand, raised in an appeal for attention from an unruly throng, suddenly
brings about a dramatic hush over the whole assembly while they wait for him to
speak·

"he spake.·.Hebrew..." - Paul was clever here· He could well have
spoken Greek because the majority would have understood him· But he had earlier
determined to gain the confidence of the Jews so what better gesture at this
stage, than speaking their own home language just to show that he was one of
them.



THE ACTS OP TUB APOSTLES·

Chapter 22

PAUL'S DEFENSE TO Β2Ξ JEWS

000OOO000

INTRODUCTION: It may help U3 in our studies, if we realise the parallel between

Jesus ani Paul·, If we know this, we shall be better able to
recognise the events as they occur. It will also help us if we know in advance
of the pattern of events as outlined by Lute so that we may be led from one
defence to another and understand the structure of what is happening·

The Lord Jesus set the pattern for his servants to follow and Peter
filled an important part during the period recorded of his ministry by Luke·

1· Jesus preached to the Jews and received their hostility· Iteter and Paul did
the same·

2· Both Peter and Paul addressed the Sanhedrin at Jerusalem·
3. The addresses were made at a time of Pentecost·
if· The Sanhedrin passed judgnent against Jesus, Peter and Paul·
5· At the time of their arrest, Jesus, Peter and Paul were bound·
6· Jesus and Paul were smitten in the face·
7· Jesus, Peter aru Paul were accused of preaching against the temple·
8· Jesus was accused before the governor; Paul before* Herod and Felix·
9· The main accusers of Jesus, Peter and Baul was the Sadducean higjapriest*
10* Jesus, Peter and Paul were scourged·
11· The trial of Jesus tealed a breach of friendship between Ulate and Herod·

Likewise, the trial of Paul enabled Feux to be friends with i^grippa·
12. Jesus and Paul are thrice said to be innocent of the charges brought

against them·
13· Jesus and Paul were accused of treason·
14· After his resurrection, Jesus had a period of peace; after his symbolical

resurrection (release from jail) Peter disappears from Luke
f
s stoiy

unfc-1 for a short time, he is found at peace in Jerusalem; after his
trial before Nero, Paul is found in his ovm hired house, preaching and
no man forbidding him·

The short ministry of Jesus laid the basis for all Ciiristian endeavour
anywhere· No man has craramed into a lifetime of work the tremendous
accomplishment of Jesus· Yet Jesus knew the limitation of his ministry which
was for a short while over a very limited area and to Jews only· He foretold
that his servants would do greater works· That is to say, they would preach
for a longer period over a much wider area· See John 14. 12· They would also
preach unto all nations· (Matt· 28· 19·) As we have seen, Paul was the servant
chosen to take the gospel to the ̂entiles· To do this, he irade three recorded
missionary journeys and was taken to Home where lie spent all his available time
in preaching the gospel. Luke

f
s record of his work and the many letters which

he wrote to the various ecclesias survive to this day not only as a tribute
to the work which he did, but as the inspired Word of God· The Bible would be
much poorer without any mention of Paul or his work· He was the apostle to the
world·

* In writing his account of Paul
f
s work^ Luke gave considerable space to

the captivity of Eaul and to the defence which he made of "the hope of Israel
 η

Φ

Jxt the instance of the Jews, he was arrested and held captive by the Eomans, by
whom he was to be tried· In Paul

f
s case, his arrest and trial were unusual for

most people and we are led to assume that Paul
!
s circumstances had vastly

improved by the time he arrived at Borne· When writing to the Philippians, he
"suffered the loss of all things "· (Phil· 3· 8.) At that ti£ie, he had no money
and thanked the Philippians for their care for him in sending him money·
(Phil. 4·· 10·) But when we find him at Jerusalem, we read that he was prepared
to finance the Kazarite vows of four men· Later, (ikrts 23· 16·) we fini him
accepted by his family and we learn that his nephew and his sister at Jerusalem
γ/ere prepared to help him in his trouble· A further point for consideration is
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that his several appearances before important men like Felix and Agpippa would
cost more money than people of nomal circumstances could afford· The conclusion
is that Paul1 s finances must have been restored to him for such a change in his
circumstances to come about.

Before the days of Jesus, the true religion was in the hands of the Jews
and even then, in the hands of a few of them for the ruling classes, the
Pharisees and the Sadducees, had turned to false doctrines and to traditions·
The rest of the Gentile world was an apostate one and between the two, Judaism
and Gentilism or paganism, came Jesus the Saviour who preached only to Jews·
The men who were trained and chosen by him then went into all the world to
preach, thus giving the light of the gospel of Jesus Christ to a world overcome
by a multiplicity of gods, a belief in Plato's immortal soul, a fear of pagan
evil spirits and the closed fist of a wicked ignorant priesthood· Everywhere
one could go thoughout the civilised world at that tdjne, there were beautiful
temples, images of worship, oracles to be consulted, mystic faith healing and
people who did not want to believe· They were quite content to be as they were*
The Jews were ignorant of the Truth as it is in Jesus and the Gentiles had yet
to hear of it· In between the two sides stood men like Paul and now he was
under arrest by the one side at the instigation of the other·

Paul had a unique position· Between Jew and G-entile, he had the advantage
of both· He was a Jew of the tribe of Benjamin· To the Gentile, he was a
Roman citizen with municipal voting rights at Tarsus and the citizenship of
the Roman Stapire wherever he went· This gave him unusual power for a Jew amongst
Gentiles· It was to save his life in the present stage in Luke's stoiy but it
was to insist that lie should .go to Rome to state his case before Caesar· At
that time, there was an advantage in this, because the Romans had no love
for the Jews and as far as they were concerned, the Christian faith had not
yet made sufficient inroads into their traditional form of worship to cause
them much concern· This was true in spite of the fact that the humble
Galilean appeared before Pilate and was handed over to an unruly mob of Jews
who were adamant that he should die· Now, bis successor Paul, was rescued
from an unruly mob of Jews intent upon his death, and his rescue was effected
by the same Roman Power that had meekly handed over Jesus to die·

Having been arrested by the Shamans, Paul now makes the first of four
great speeches in which he defends the True Christian Faith· This speech is
made to Jews· The second is made to the Sanhedrin - the Jewish rulers; the
third is made to Felix, and the fourth was before Agrippa at Caesarea, when©
Peter before him had appeared before Herod· Finally Pkul must have made a
further defence before Nero at Rome but this has not been recorded·

We who study these things, have much to engage our thoughts· We too live
ina an apostate world which has beautiful temples made with all the skill in
men's hands; there are stained glass windows of exquisite beauty; there is
a wicked priesthood in charge of a laity overcome by blindness and there are
in Catholic churches, the oracle to be consulted and confessed to; in various
parts of the world and at different times, there are faith healers who are no
better than the charlatans of old and alongside all of this apostacy there is
the world of Jewry -who are as blind as were the Jews of Paulfs day· Over and
above all this, there is a world of Gentiles who do not want to believe· They
are quite content to be as they are·

It will be interesting for us who have to make a defence to the apostate
world of our day, to study how Paul deals vdth the people and with his subject·
To this interesting study we shall now turn·
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Verse 1

'•Men, brethren, and fathers, hear ye my defence which I make now unto you.
11

The opposition to Paul v/as three-fold, namely, he had taught that the Law
of Moses was no longer operativej he had tau^it that the temple worship and
ritual had to fall away in Christ Jesus, and he had taught that the Gtentiles
were now to share the precious Promises that for two thousand years had belonged
to the physical seed of Abraham* The last of these appeared to arouse more
anger amongst the Jews than the other doctrines· That Paul was a Jew made it
worse for him because a Gentile teaching such things would be bad enough but to
hear it from a Jew would be much worse.

"Men, brethren and fathers,··" - Speaking in Hebrew would give him
a good start. The Jews would know at once that he was one of them· Most of
than had not heard of hun before and most of them did not know why they were
there and why they had reached a stage of excitement· Paul was always courteous
and is so on this occasion, ffe read of the same salutation from Peter in
Acts 1.16; 2· 29 J and 37; Paul used the same in Acts 13· 26; Peter again in
Acts 15· 7j and James in 15· 13· The word •fathers" might have been added
°s a mark of respect to such priests as were there· Paul was to use this
salutation again in Acts 23. 1» without using "fathers

ft
·

ft
my defence...

11
 - The Greek word is "apologias

ft
 from which we get the

English "apology*· See Introduction to Acts chapter 7 aj)d in particular, the
comments on the word *apology"· See the use of the word "defence" in Acts 19#
33Φ See 1 Cor· 9· 3· for the word "answer"; 2 Cor· 7· 11· for the word
"clearing"; Phil· 1· 7· for the word "defence"; See also Phil· 1. 17· for the
word "defence*· Note that in the H.V· R.3.V· Afrikaans Version and Diaglott,
verses 16 and 17 are interchanged· 2 Tim· 4· 16· for the word "answer"; as
also in 1 Peter 3· 15· All these words come from the same Greek word translated
here as 'defence"·

Verse 2

"(And when they heard that he spake in the Hebrew tongue to them, they kept
the more silence: and he saith,)

"he spake in the Hebrew tongue..." - their surprise that he could speak
in their tongue or dialect, showed that they could speak Greek or, at least,
they could understand it. ^he Hebrew language had fallen into disuse from the
time of the Babylonian captivity, and it was replaced by Aramaic or Syro-
Chaldaean. Had Paul been addressing the Sanhedrin which would be composed
of well-educated men, he would have spoken pure Hebrew. But, speaking to the
common people, he would choose their vernacular which was Aramaic·

"more silence. " *•* a different Greek word from that used in Acts 21. 40#
This denotes a stillness and wrapt attention.

Verse 3

"I am verily a mati which am a Jew, born in Tarsus, a city in Ciiicia, yet
brought up in this city at the feet of Gamaliel, and taught according to the
perfect manner of the law of the fathers, and was zealous towards God, as ye
all are this day·"

"verily..·" - "inieed..." That is "it is true that.··"

"born in Tarsus..·" - he was born in the diaspora. This should make
no difference because a Jew who was born abroad would be accepted with full,
equality as Judean Jews, provided he had not married out of the house of Israel·

"brought up·.·" ~ "nourished..·" both in mind and in body· This gives
the sense that he was educated every bit a Jew.

"in this city..·" - in the heart of Jewxy·
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"at the feet of Gamaliel..." - taught by one of Jewry
1
 s greatest

scholars and most respected teachers. This accentuates his mental training·

perfect manner..·" - lit. "with accuracy..·"

"law of the fathers..." -
 n

the ancestral law..·"

"being zealous toward God..·" - a Zealot in God
f
s service· See Acts

21. 20·

All the fore-going descriptions of himself show that he was a Jew just as
they were· He had been educated as a Jew and his teacher had been the greatest
of all teachers. He had been brought up in this city* the very heart of the
Jewish nation* He was as zealous as any of them had been· Finally, with
excellent psychology, he pays tribute to their ζ sal·

Verse 4

"And I persecuted this way unto the death, binding and delivering into prisons
both men and women.

H

"This way..." ~ the new Christian faith·

"unto death..." - such was his zeal that he would.not pern&t Cfaiistians
to live. Just as they had wanted to kill him, thinking he had defiled their
temple, so he had desired to kill others.

"binding and delivering. •
 #
" - he arrested violently, not shewing any

mercy.

"both men and women." - Such was his zeal that he spared neither sex.

This is an extension on his proof of his essentially Jewish character ar*d
behaviour.

Verse 5

"AS also the high priest doth bear me witness, and all the estate of the elders:
from whom also I received letters unto the brethren, ani went to Damascus, to
bring them which were there bound unto Jerusalem, for to be punished·"

"also the high priest..·" - This referred to the well known Gaiaphas
who may well have been still alive at that time· ^he high priest at this tine
was Ananias· (Acts· 23· 2.) With his subtlety, Bsiul gets than on his side with
this reference to the respected high prie3t.

"the estate of the elders,.." - the presbytery, ^he sajihedrin^
See Luke 22. 66. Acts 9· 2· says that Paul desired letters from the high
priest· Paul now mentions the Sanhedrin ani the high priest and says, "from
whom also I received letters···"

outlines his î otive in going an far as Damascus, showing, in the
first place, that he was prepared to pur-Bua his persecuting ways outside Judea,
and in the second place, using this adventure as a lead into the great crisis
of his life·

Paul has npw completed his build up which must appear to be very powerful
to his listeners· Here was a man, a Jew, educated as a Jew by the finest teacher
in history, he was known to the high priest and sanhedrin, and went far out of
his way and countiy to persecute Christians· What a strong supporter of Jews
he was· All this was not known to them

e
 It must have impressed them a great

deal. Paul has now built up an almost iLxnpregnable position so that if they were
to change now from support to opposition, it could be due only to some motive or
feeling within them which was so deeply ingrained that nothing could remove it

#
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Verse 6

"And it came to pass, that, as I made my journey, and was come nigft unto
Damascus about noon., suddenly there shone from heaven a great
light around about me. "

See notes to Acts 9· 9· where the three accounts of this incident are
set out side by side· It will be noted .that the stozy told by Luke in chapter
9 verses 3 to 9· varies vezy sligihELy from that told by Paul in this chapter
we are studying· The differences are those of grammatical foxm and tenses·
This verse is parallel to verse 3 of chapter 9·

Verse 7

"And I fell unto the ground, and heard a voice saying unto me, Saul, Saul, why
persecutest thou me?"

This verse is parallel to 9·Λ· In the former account, Ba.ul fell to the
earth· Here he falls' to the ground, the word used here referring to a floor
or pavwnent and may have special reference to the road leading into Damascus·

Verse 8

"And I answered, Who art thou, Lord? And he said unto me, I am Jesus of
Nazareth, whom thou persecutest·"

The parallel verse is 9· 5· ^he differences are that in the former,
it has ",And the Lord said,.·

11
 and "I am Jesus···" leaving out "of Nazareth*" and

adds "it is hard for thee to kick against the pricks (goads)"·

Verse 9 . . .

"And they that were with me saw indeed the ligiht, and were afraid; but they
heard not the voice of him that spake to me·"

The parallel verse is out of sequence with this verse
 t
 being 9· 7·

fonner account states that the men -who were with him "stood speechless" but it
does not record that they were afraid· It also records "hearing a voice" which
appears to be contradictozy to this verse which says "heard not the voice

11
· The

difference as explained in the foxraer notes, is that in the one case they heard
the voice but did not understand and in this case, they did not hear with the
understanding·

Verse 10

".and I said, what shall I do Lord? And the Lord said unto me. Arise, and go
into Damascus; and there it shall be told thee.of all things which are
appointed for thee to do·

 n

The parallel verse is 9· 6· the differences are that instead of "What
shall I do Lord?", the fomer account has "What wilt thou have me to do?"
Instead of "Go into Damascus" it has "Go into the city"· The verse ends
"and it shall be tola thee what thou must do·"

Verse 11 .

"And when I could not see for the gloiy of that light, being led by the hand
of them that were with me, I came into Damascus·"

The corresponding verse is verse 8 of chapter 9· In substance there is
very little change from the fuller account in chapter 9· In the verse we are
studying, Paul ascribes his blindness to the glory of the light· ^n the former
verse, Luke states sirnply "when his eyes were opened, he saw no man· ••"and adds
as an additional verse (9· 9·) that he was three days without sight and did
neither eat nor drink*
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Verse 12

"And one ilnanias:, a devout man according to the Law;, having a good report of

all the Jews which dwelt there,"

The difference between Luke
1
 s account in Acts 9 from \fap.t Paul tells us

here is that in Luke
f
 s version, he reports the conversation between the Lord and

Ananias from Acts % 10/i6* Paul omits all that because he is telling a story

concerning himself» His listeners are not interested in what happened with

Ananias· Paul's statement here introduces 4â tnias very briefly in an unfinished

sentence -which is continued into the next verse*

Verse 13

"Came unto me, and stood, and said unto me, Brother Saul, receive thy si^at.

And the same hour I looked up upon him·
lf

Having introduced Ananias as a devout Jew and stressing "according to

the law," Paul shows that the Jews there at the time, accepted him as a devout

man of whom the Jews there present anl listening to Paul, would accept· Paul

also combined this with the presence of the Lord, showing the Divine character

of the incident·

"Brother Saul,··
11
 - Paul refers to two things here· First there is

the friendly nature of the greeting "Brother"· It would not occur to those

listening that Saul was being addressed as a brother in Ghrist because of the

calling from the Lord· The second is that Paul reverts to his iJewish rame of

Saul· He does not use his Roman name· Although the situation was still a

delicate one and he had every reason to refrain from using his Roman name,

he was quite correct in irohat he said· He was actually addressed as Saul in the

early account· See "Saul, Saul" of verse 7·

Verse 14

"And he said, The God of our fathers hath chosen thee, that thou shouldst know

his will, and see that Just One, and shouldest hear the voice of his mouth·"

The parallel account of chapter 9· 17· is different from what is said

here· In the former account there are words by Jesus to Ananias and by Ananias

to Paul· Both accounts are in precis form so it must be expected that when

extracts are given from a speech of some length, there are bound to be

discrepancies# Such discrepancies are not inaccuracies but are the result of

inclusion in the one case and omission in the next·

ts
The God of our fathers···" - thus showing that Christianity is based

upon the beliefs of the patriarchs, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. The pity of it

is that modern Christianity does, not see the Truth as Paul saw it· Present day

Ministers would not report the beliefs of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob as proofs of

what their flock should believe· In fact, they would deny the Ptromises made unto

the fathers· If God is the God of the fathers and also the (3od of Christians,

then the fathers must have believed what Cliristians believe· If Christians do

not believe what the fathers believed, then they do not have the Truth·

"thou shouldest know his will," - this could be possible only by Divine

revelation in some form· The manner just described by Paul was sufficient·

"see that Just One,,·" - to be a witness of his resurrection which was

one of the qualifications of an apostle· (Acts 1· 22· The Just One means

the Righteous One, or simply "the Ri^iteous"·

"the voice of his mouth·" - to be a witness that his eyes did not

deceive him. This was no vision^ He actually saw and he heard· Furthermore,

he heard Jesus give him his commision as an apostle· All these were very

necessary preliminaries to the ordination of an apostle, and would give him his

authority· λ
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Verse 15

"For thou shalt be his witness unto all men of what thou hast seen and heard·"

This statement is not given in the account of chapter 9· On this
occasion it is necessary to repeat the Iord

f
s words because of their importance

in establishing Paul as an apostle of Jesus Christ· Compare the words here with
those of Acts 1· 8· By "seeing

ft
 Jesus, Paul was his "witness"·

"all men···" *- this appoints Paul to preach to all nations , w hether
they be Jew or Gentile· This appointment corresponds vezy nearly with the
statement of Acts 9· 15· τ/foich records the words of Jesus to Ananias·

Paul now begins to tread upon dangerous ground when he says that lie was
sent to preach unto all men· He lias not as yet mentioned that he was sent unto
Gentiles so from the point of view of those who heard this speech, he may have
been sent to Jews only· This thought would keep them quiet for a while·

:i
what thou hast seen»··" - he has seen the riseii lord as a proof that

he was raised f rom the dead·

"and heard·" - He had heard his appointment as an apostle·

Having reached this stage in his speech, Paul must have iittpressed those
who thought a little about what he had said because here was a man who was
educated in the manner of a devout Jew and who had shown zeal for Israel by
the energy with which he persecuted the Christians· To suddenly change as he
had done was remarkable· The change had been immediate thus indicating that
something very unusual had happened to him·

Verse 16

"And now why tarriest thou? arise, and be baptised, and wash awsLy thy sins,
calling on the name of the Lord·"

"now why tarriest thou?···" *· "why are you delaying?
11
 combined with

the word "now" it suggests "why are you delaying at thi6 important time?"

"arise,·t" - see note to Acis 9i 6i The word "arise" as a command is
combined with a word, shewing the abtion dtesired· In this instance ̂ it is
baptism·

"wash away thy sins,··" - see Col· 2· 1^/13· The act of baptism was
something the Jewish listeners could understand as it was a Jewish rite·

"calling on the name of the Lord·
11
 - See note to Acts 2· 21 j 9· 14j

Verse 17

"And it came to pass, that, when I was come again to Jerusalem, even while I
prayed in the temple, I was in a trance;"

"And it came to pass·.·" - The meaning here is "After a while··." or
"after a certain period of time···" The effect is to change the subject from
one theme to another· Paul now enters upon a very delicate subject indeed which
was hinted at in verse 15 in the note following the section dealing with
"all men· · •"

"I yfias come again to Jerusalem·.·" - Paul is aware of the dangerous
ground he is about to tread and cleverly refers to Jerusalem again and to the
fact that he had entered the temple to pray· If they had any thought that he
had deserted True Judaism and turned away from the God of Israel, they were
quite wrong· Here he had returned to the Holy City, the city of David, and had
entered the temple to pray· There must have been several listeners by now who
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began to feel a bit uneasy about Paul, yet they were uncertain enough to maintain
the same discreet silence·

ffI was in a trance·t! - see note to ikrts 10· 10·

Verse 18

"And saw him saying unto me, Make haste, and get theee quickly out of Jerusalem:
for they will not receive thy testimony concerning me·"

"saw him saying···" - saw him as he was saying···

"Make haste···11 - lit# "Do thou hasten···*

"get thee quickly out of Jerusalem.··" - lit· "come out with speed from
Jerusalem···" The instruction is not to "go out" but to "come out"· In the
first, he would gp alone· In the second, he would have the Lord with him·

"they will not r^oeive·. · n -. they will not believe· .· Eaul is building
the situation carefully for the time or moment when he has to put his case
before than· Will they receive or not receive?

Verse 19

"And I said, Lord, they know that I imprisoned and beat in every synagogue them
that believed on thee:"

Paul is confronted with the antagonism which met him during the visit he
refers to· After he had been such a zealot for the Jews, he was later accused
of being a traitor to the Jewish cause· He has to guard against a similar
attack on this occasion so builds up his defence by referring to his former zeal.

"imprisoned and beat· · ·" - imperfect tense showing that he continually
imprisoned and beat·

"them that believed on thee·" - those who believed in Jesus and not
such as the present listeners who did not so believe·

Verse 20

when the blood of thy martyr Stephen was shed, I also was standing by, and
consenting unto his death, and kept the raiment of them that slew him·*

"thy martyr Stephen··51 - Paul did not use the word in-its modern sense·
The meaning in Paul's day was a witness who lias a knowledge of something ar*l can
give information concerning it ani confinn it· Later many were to be martyrs
and shed their blood for their convictions and so the Greek word became
Anglicised to its modern meaning· See Bullinger's definition in his Lexicon at
page 483· See the usage in Rev· 2· 13 ard 17· 6· In mentioning Stephen with
the word "martyrn Eaul shows that Stephen was a witness to Christ as he Eaul, was
a witness but in a different way· He ..co.uld very well die the same way·

"standing by. . · " . - almost, as a superintendant of the killing.

"kept the raiment···" - this was the custom in those days· He who kept
the raiment was a witness of the death of the victim and that the killing was in
order·

The murder of Stephen made a profound impression upon Paul which he was
never to forget· In this situation, he uses it to build up his position in
readiness for the tremendous shock he is about to deliver·

Verse 21

"And he said unto me, Depart: for I will send thee far hence to the Gentiles·"
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'Depart;··" - lit· ftGo thou for I to the nations at distance will
send thee· n

ftthe Gentiles·w - Paul comes to the fatal word - Gentiles· To the Jew
a Gentile was a dog· To share the precious promises with a Gentile was un-
thinkable to a Jew. It not only, horrified him but it angered him as well·
It was akin to bringing a despised and rejected Gentile into the holy part of
the temple, the penalty for which was death·

Paul has built up the situation as best as he could, showing that True
Jewish religion is no different from True Christianity except in the fact that
whereas the Jews looked for the coming of the Messiah, the Christian maintains
that the Messiah has come and he is Jesus of Nazareth· Furthermore^ he
maintains that Jesus will come again· The point to note however, is that the
Jews believed in the Promises, in One Godv in Jerusalem being the city of the
great king who is to come, in the restoration of the, foimer kingdom of God on
earth, in the Holy Spirit being the Power of God, in the Coming of the Messiah
and the True Christian Believers believe in exactly the same· All the people
had to do now was to accept that in the Will of God, salvation was nav to be
preached unto the Gentiles·

Verse 22

they gave him audience unto this word, and then lifted up 'their voices, and
said, Away with such a fellow from the earth: for it is not fit that he
should live· n

The storm now broke in all its fu*y· The Jews could not endure the
thought of sharing salvation with the Gentiles. Thus they listened to him
patiently up to the moment he uttered the sentence containing the word
"Gentiles", and ending in "send thee"·

The word of the Lord given in verse 18 - "they will not receive thy
testimony···11 were about to be fulfilled·

"Away with such a fellow· · ·lf - see note to Acts 21 · 36·

nit is not fit···11 - it is not proper.·." The tense indicates "it has
not been fit all along that he should have lived." This was probably a
criticism of the chiliarch for rescuing him·

Verse 23

"And as they cried out, and cast off their clothes, and threw dust into the air,11

"as they cried out.··" - lit. "as they were crying out...11 the verb
^cry" is a strong one meaning yelling, shrieking, shouting·

"cast off their clothes· . · " - this does not mean that they stripped
themselves naked· Such an act would be severely frowned upon by Jews. Nor
does it mean that they removed their upper garments nor loosened them prepar-
atory to stoning Paul for they would not have been permitted by the soldiers
to do so· Nor does it mean that they prepared themselves to beat Paul and
resume the act which they ceased doing in Acts 21. verse 32· The Diaglott
translates "tossing up the mantles..." which was a show of rage in which they
waved them to signify anger·

"threw dust into the air." - lit· "dust throwing into the air.·.11

This was another method of displaying anger· See the display of anger by
Shimei against David recorded in 2 Sam· 16. 13· This was a common method in
the east of giving vent to angered feelingp·

The use of dust was an oriental method of displaying grief· v/hen Jobfs
friends caiue to see him after his tragedies* they put dust upon their heads·
See Job 2. 12· See also Kev. 18· 19· for the act of showing grief at the
destruction of *the great city"· Therefore the use of dust in this way is to
exhibit great emotional stress·
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Verse 24

"The chief captain conttnanded him to be brought into the castle, and bade that he
should be examined by scourging; that1 he might know wherefore they cried so
against him·11

The chief captain felt it was time to effect a second rescue of the
prisoner so he had him brought into the ca&tle· The speech had told him nothing
about the previous trouble which led to the arrest of Paul, either because he
did not understand the language in which Paul spoke, or, in spite of that, he
would not have understood it unless he had had some grounding in the Hope of
Israel. •

Therefore the chiliarch decided to use torture in order to get the
required information· This barbatOus treatment would extort a confession from
the victim or would get him to accuse himself. The sudden outburst by the Jews
must have intrigued him^ making him all the more determined to find out what it
was all about·

Verse 25

i!And as they bound him with thongs, Paul said unto the Centurion that stood by#

Is it lawful for you to scourge a man that is a Roman, and uncondemned?"

"as they bound him with thongs.··'1 *- The method of applying the scourge
was to tie the victim to a pillar in a bending position, or to stretch him on a
frame· They would then lash the victim with lashes containing on the ends small
pieces of lead* The verb here means "extend·. f! which is to say, stretch him
forward over something· Jesus suffered something like this during his mockery
of a trial. (Matt· 27. 26·)

"Is it lawful.··" - Paul now insists upon his civil rights to a proper
tidal·

Hthe centurion.··" - the Tribune would not see to the scourging
personally but would delegate that Unpleasant task to a man of authority such as
a centurion· It appears that when Jesus was scourged and crucified, a centurion
was standing by. (Matt. 27. 54j Mark 15. 39> hh/k5i Luke 23· 47· 5

wfor you.. ·.w - this was an important qualification because the soldiers
were the guardians of the State and the enforcers of its laws·

Verse 26

"vihen the centurion heard that, he went and told the chief captain, saying,
Take heed what thou doest: for this man is a Roman·tf

The centurion quite rightly reported the matter to his chief. Paul had
not given any proof of his Roman citizenship yet the centurion and the chief
captain were not prepared to risk anything· They felt it was better to be sure
than sorry· See notes to Acts 16. 37· for the power and influence of Roman
citizenship· « •·

Verse 27 ' · · · . · .

"Then the chief captain came, and said unto him, Tell me, art thou a Roman? He
said, Yea· *

The motive behind the chief captain1 s enquiry was surely one of proof
that such a bedraggled individual as Paul must have appeared after the'rough,
treatment he had received, now claimed to be a Roman. Roman citizens were
usually proud individuals and did not appear in the state i&ul was in· All Romans
were exempt from the Third Degree methods Lysias was about to apply to Paul·
How did a Roman citizen manage to get himself into such a state and such a fix?
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Verse 28

*And the chief captain answered, With a great stun obtained I this freedom· And
Paul said, But I was free "born·11

"With···11 - Not in the original which reads, ffI of a great sum of money
the citizenship this purchased.n

"obtained· · • " - from the fore-going word for word translation, it will
be seen that the "freedom" or "citizenship" was purchased rather than obtained·
During the reign of Claudius, freedom was sold at exorbitant prices· His wife,
Messalina, was at the back of this form of extortion but in later years, she
exhibited great contempt for such freedom by selling it almost for nothing·

"I was free born·" - the word "free" in the translation is in italics·
The R*V· lias "a Roman" in italics making the sentence WI am a Roman born·" The
R^3.V. has ftI was born a citizen11· without any indication as to the words added
to the original. The DiagLott says, *I but even have been born51· The Afrikaans
Version has n#»ek het dit deur geboorte." meaning "I have this through birth"·
The latter is the most accurate interpretation of all the versions quoted
"ecause Paulfs reply is a ire joinder to the centurion1 s statement· It was almost
as though Paul had said, "You may have purdiased your right to be a Roman
citizen but I was born into it through family distinction· "

Verse 29

"Then straightway they departed from him which should have examined him: and
the chief captain was afraid, after he knew that he was ?. Roman, and because
he had bound him· "

"straightway. . · n - immediately· Those who were about to apply the
third degree method of "putting the question" as it was called, realised the
great risk they were in of having to account for their rough handling of a
Roman citizen· It is not recorded that any order was given by the centurion and
this is understandable· The soldiers would know well enough the seriousness of
the crime of illtreating a Roman· If found guilty, they cou£ be made to suffer
the same punishment which they were about to give to Paul·

"they departed..." - because of the illegality of tying him to a post,
they would loose him from this first. Be still was bound by his chain·

"was afraid..." - lysias was afraid because of the consequences of his
action in having Paul bound to a post when he was a Roman citizen· This fear
is related to the statement of verse 28 where he confesses to having purchased
his Roman citizenship· This was illegal for there were only three ways in which
one may become a Roman citizen and they were (i) by birth? (2) by grant for sorae
service to the State, and (3) by "manumission" giving it by hand for any reason
by the proper authority. There was no provision for buying and selling the right*
This being the case, Lysias could have had his citizenship taken away from him
and, in addition, he would have to undergo some form of punishment not only
for binding Paul but also for buying his citizenship. He was in a worse state
than any of his soldiers.

Paul is not to be criticised for appealing to his Roman citizenship to
save him from further stiffering. It was not one of his principles to endure
needless suffering. (1 Oor· 13· 3·) If he had died under further punishment,
he would have been of no use in preaching· By mentioning his Roman citizenship9
he was saved for further work in the Lord1 s Service·

Verse 30

"On the morrow, because he would have known the certainty wherefore he was
accused of the Jews, he loosed him from his bands, and commanded the chief
priests and all their council to appear, and brought Paul down, and set him
before them·"
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would have known the certainty· · · M - this heavy clause is much
siinpler in the original Greek, which, when translated, is "wishing to know·.·**

"the certainty..·* - the true facts·

"loosed him···41 - by militaiy rule, he would still be bound to a
soldier· He may have been loosed from this but still retained either one or two
of the chains of 21. 33.

"the chief priests.·.11 - see note to Acts k· 6·

"all their council...11 - all the council to which the chief priests
were attached· That is the Sanhedrin* See note to Acts k· 6#

"set him before them·w - in the council chamber· The chief captain
was doing the rigtit thing here because if Paul had been guilty of breaking a
Jewish Law of which Rome took cognisance, then the sentence x̂ hich was imposed
according to Jewish law would be enforced. On the other hand, if Lysias had
liberated Paul and it was found later that his crime was one which Rome
recognised, then the chief captain would suffer the same sentence that Paul
would have suffered had he been arrested, tided and found guilty·

Paulas defence before the Jewish people came to nothing and he is now
about to commence his second defence against the Jewish council* He had made
a final attempt to gain Jewish favour by going into the temple in the manner
described, but his plan came to nought· He had made a masterly speech in tiying
to win their favour but the innate Jewish hatred of the Gentile was more
than Paul could persuade them to forget· If his appeal to the Sanhedrin was to
fail, then there was nothing left for him to do but to bow to the inevitable and
turn from Jewiy by going to Borne, the heart of Gentile
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* Paul's defence before the Sanhedrin

The Sanhedrin had been called upon before to adjudicate in matters
concerning the Gospel and its teachers· They were

(1) The Trial of Jesus . ' Luke* 22· 66/71·
(2; The Trial of Peter arid John· . Acts 2*- 5/22.
(3) The Trial of the disciples* Acts 5·' 2iA0

o

(if) The Trial of Stephen· Adts 6v T2 ~ 7· 60.

* Now a fifth Trial is added to the list, Acts 23· 1/1'O. This was to be
Paul

f
s last chance in getting the Jews

1
 sympathy but, in view of the character

of the Sanhedrin as a body, the hope was a forlorn one· If we look at the
problem the other way, this was to be the Jews

1
 last chance of receiving the

Divine favour for their is none other name under heaven gpiven among men, whereby
we must be saved· (Acts 4. 12«) If they turned away from the Name, then their
hope would be lost·

The question of right and wrong would not be the whole problem particul-
arly as far as the Sadducees were concerned· They were jealous of their
standing with the Roman authorities and were very keen to safeguard their
position· The Romans for their part, were touchy about any street scene or
any demonstration of whatever nature as they would assume without proof that a
plot was being hatched against them· The Romans would deal very severely with
any hint of insurrection* This being the case, the Sadducees were keen not
to upset the Romans so the uproar by the Jews in connection with Paul would
induce them to be severe with anyone whom they may think was the root cause·

We must expect that Paul's attitude towards the Sanhedrin would differ
largely from that of the humble submission of Jesus, the preacher from despised
Nazareth and Galilee· Peter and John showed a confidence and boldness which
took the Sanhedrin by surprise because they regarded them as "unlearned and
ignorant men

11
· (Acts 4· 13·) Stephen was a man on a much higher intellectual

plane and showed no fear of them· With Paul however, there was this difference
that intellectually he was their equal. His education was as. good as any of
them had had and in many cases, had been better· Socially he was as well
connected as any of them and he had been a member of the Sanhsdrin too· He
had belonged to the Pharisees and was one of them. He described himself as
"••.an Hebrew of the Hebrews; as touching the law, a Pharisee;" (Phil· 3· 5·)
and "...after the most 3traitest sect of our religion I lived a Pharisee·

tf

(Acts 26· 5·) It is interesting to speculate on the meaning Paul attached to
the description "an Hebrew of the Hebrews·.·

2
-- bemuse the name Hebrew means

 tf
a

crosser over" and refers-to that people who crossed over the Red Sea to make the
wilderness journey· If Paul claimed to be "a crosser over amongst those who
crossed over

w
 he could have meant that* he had classed over from the Law to

Christianity by leaving the other crossers over. .

The salutations which opened the speeches show the difference between the
accused:~

(1) Jesus: "as a sheep before her shearers is dumb, so

qpeneth he not his mouth·" (isa· 53· 7·)
Peter and John: "Ye rulers of the people, and elders of Israel
The disciples: ·- No salutation*
Stephen: "Men, brethren, and fathers,···"
Paul: "Men and brethren·.. "
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Verse 1

"And Paul, earnestly beholding the council, said, Men and brethren, I have lived
in all good conscience before God until this day·"

"earnestly beholding···" - saine verb as in Acts 1· 10J 3· k and 12;
6· 15l 7· 55? 10· 4; 11· 6; 13· 9ϊ 14· 9? The meaning is that Paul looked
at the Council members boldly and with, .confidence·

"Men and brethren···" - the Gk· is
 fl
Men brethren·.·" This was less

respectful than to the assembled mob when he spoke from the stairs· ( Acts 22#1·)
This is quite in order· He was a.ble to assert his equality as a member of their
august assembly· The address is in frgLerdly terms· ,.,

v

"I have lived..." - the pattern of his life had been, shaped by what he
believed to be the Word of God· Paul use£ this expression again in 1 Tim·
1. 5. and 19; Heb· 13·. 18. Peter also used it· 1 Pet· 3· 16· The references
here are to. the "conscience"·

"until this, day·" — without wavering right up to this very moment·
There never had been a moment in his adult life that he was not guided by his
understanding of the Word of God.

Verse 2 .

"And the high priest Ananias commanded them that stood by him to smite him on
the mouth·

11

There are several theories as to why Ananias gave such instructions. It
might have been Paul*s bold assertion that he maintained a clear conscience
towards God and men (as he was later to declare to Felix - 26· 16.) Baul was
meticulous about his behaviour in this way, and expressed a similar opinion to
the Corinthians· (1 Cor· 4· 4·) His opinion of his behaviour while under the
Law is even more strict· (Phil· 3· 6.) Paul was not referring to his behaviour
in the past from a point of view of being right or wrong· He is concerned only
with how he behaved according to his conscience before God. Even when he was a
persecutor of Christians, he felt he was doing the right thing· (Acts 26. 9·)
Ananias was a brutal man and a dictator· In addition to his many unworthy
qualities, the following, represents a few comments made about him by Josephus:-

"...he was a great hoarder up of money; he therefore cultivated the
friendship of Albinus and of the. high priest by making them presents.; he also
had servants who were very wicked, who joined themselves to the boldest, sort of
people, and went to the threshing floods, and took away the tithes that belonged
to the priests by violence, and did not refrain from beating such as would
not give these tithes to them....so that priests that of old.•.died fprmnt of
food." , . . . · , , : . -

With his great wealth, ijianias wielded great power* (Ant· Book 20·
Chap. 9· part 2.) He was the s<m of Nedebaeus;, and received office from Herod
of Chalois, a brother of H^rod Agpippa I, in A.D. 47 and held it for about 11
years. He was murdered together with his brother in-a^D. 66·

"smite him on the mouth*" - Ananias was wrong in jgiving. tlfe order·
The symbol of it was to shut.up the mouth that had uttered sayings· which
offended· This was probably the same type of smiting which Jesus 'suffered
because he had given a reply which stung the high. priest· (John 18# 22·)

"them that stood by him...
11
 - attendants but not members.

Verse 3

"Then said Paul unto him, God shall smite thee, thou whited wall: for sittest
thou to judge me after the law, and commandest me to be smitten contrary
to the law?»
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This was a different reaction to that of the Lord Jesus when-.he was
struck· Paul may be thought by normal standards that he gave way to righteous
indignation· Pd.gjiteous men had been smitten before him· See 1 Kings 22· 22t/25·
for Micaiah* s retaliation when Zedekiah the son of Chenaanah smote him on
the cheek· See Jer· 20· 2/3 for the long-suffering Jeremiah* s rejoinder when
Pashur smote him* Having been smitten, Paul turns the action into a word for
Ananias "God shall smite thee*··"

"Thou whited wall···11 - a wall white -washed or plastered with lime to
make it white· A "wall11 is a symbol of defence and whiteness should represent
righteousness· Paul uses a sarcastic whiteness here which brought iinanias1

unrigiateousness to the fore and by referring to hina as a wall, Paul showed that
he should have been a wall of defence to Israel but instead, was weakening it by
his abominable rule· The Lord Jesus had referred to the Pharisees and scribes
as "whited sepulchres11 indicating that they had a form of righteousness which,
in itself, was full of undeaness leading to death·

Did Paul give way to righteous indignation? Having re^ird to the
recommendation given him by the Lord in verse 11, it would appear that he
did Hot· Paul was a follower of Jesus and Jesus of the exesngplary character
never did anything for which he could be criticised· His was always the
perfect attitude and shewed njore than· anything his wonderful achievement in
keeping all his feeling3 in complete check* Paulfs remazte may have gone further
thak the short report indicates* He could have given Ananias a short prophecy
that the system which he represented and for which he was sitting in judgment,
was about to be smitten by God and in a far more serious way than ESLUI had been
smitten» Quite apart from any inrperfections in the rule of Ananias, the
Sanhedrin had not done right in any of the judgments they had delivered
against tli3 servants of God· In their opposition to the growth of Christianity
they were filling up their cup of iniquity to the brim· Looked at in this way,
Paulfs outburst.was not one of righteous indjgpation but of a prophetic warning
for an evil system which condemned him before any evidence was heard·

Verse k .

flAnd they that stood by said, Revilest them Godfs high priest?"

"They that stood by.. ·i! - these are most likely the attendants of
Ananias and, therefore, his friends· This being so, their statement that
Ananias was God's high priest had no authority· It was a remark of flattexy
for Ananias·

"God!s high priest·11 - It is not certain that Ananias was "God's high
priest" because the office of high priest was given to a man by the Romans and
not by any predetermined succession· This point is inrportant in view of Paul1 s
remark in verse 5·

Verse 5

"Then said Paul, I wist not, brethren, that he was the high priest: for it is
written, Thou shalt not speak evil of the ruler of thy people·"

There are a number of theories concerning Paul*s words here· Some say
that ftml spoke in a sudden burst of rigjhteous indignation and afterwards said
he was sorry· Another theozy considers that Paul Ts infirmity was inferior sight
and as a result thereof, he could not see that Ananias was the man who spoke and
that he was the high priest· If Paul, the great apostle to the Gentiles, erred
on this occasion, are we to assume that his great admirer, Luke, was inspired by
God to record Paulfs weakness on this occasion when he must have suffered many
worse indignities over the past years?

In the foregoing notee, it lias heen pointed out that in his statement,
Paul could well have given a pcropheqy concerning the future of the Sanhedrin·
Two quotations were given from the 0#T· to show how other men of God reacted to
being struck· In the first of these, namely, 1 Kings 22· 22̂ /25· Micaiah
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uttered a prophecy concerning the fate of the man who struck* In Jer· 20« 2/3·
when Jeremiah had "been struck by Pashur, he immediately uttered a prophecy of
the future of the striker· Is it any m>nder then* that Paul, another man of God
should make a prophecy concerning God's smiting the Sanhedrin and the whole
system it stood for?

iijiother point for consideration is that Jesus had prophesied

Matt· 10· 19· "But when they deliver you up, take no thought how or what
ye shall speak: for it shall be given you in that same hour
what ye shall speak·

20* For it is not ye that speak, but the Spirit of your Father
which speaketh in you.tf

See also Mark 13· 11. and Luke'21· 14/15· In view of this testimony,
were the words spoken by Paul his owi words, or the words of Divine inspiration?
would God inspire his servants to be angry against an insult?

Regarding the priesthood, it must be remembered that by that time, there
were a number of high-pariests so that it was difficult to tell "which one was
the chief high-priest· The proper high-priest presided at such meetings but in
view of the character of Ananias and the tremendous influence he had through
his wealth, he would be able to sit at one side and disregard the presence of
the off iciating high priest While he said something to his attendants·

"I wist not···11 - the tense here indicates I did not know and still do
not know, that'he was the high priest· Bhy did he not know this? Would not the
high priest be in the Chair presiding over the meeting? It must be remembered
that it was Ananias?s attendants v&o were spoken to by Ananias, and it was the
same attendants who remonstrated with Paul© They could have stated that their
master, Ananias was the high priest when he was not the officiating high priest·

The fore-going discussion shows that iranL did make a legitimate error
and that there were several reasons why this should have been so# Therefore
there was no righteous indignation* Paul could have said something like this:~
"I did not know which of these men all dressed up as high, priests was the
officiating high priest· The office of high priest has become something which
the law did not envisage and will, as I. have prophesied by Godfs Power working
in me, that it will be struck as I have been struck· In the mouth so that it
will never speak again*lf

"Thou shalt not..·" - Paul had criticised Ananias for contravening
the law·' Now it is pointed out to Paul that he is breaking"· the law too. He is
very quick to put matters right* This must be contrasted with Ananias who did
nothing to make amends after his indiscretion had teen pointed out to him·
For the Law which was contravened see Exod· 22. 28·

Verse 6

when Paul perceived that the one part were Sadducees, and the other .
Pharisees, he cried out in the council, Men and brethren, I am a Pharisee,
the son of a Pharisee: of the hope and resurrection of the dead I am called
in question·11

Paul has been criticised for setting the Sadducees against the Pharisees
in this manner but one must realise that the Pharisees were in the majority and
they were a united body of believers, even although they believed in error· The
Pharisees were divided amongst themselves but there were some fine men amongst
them· Nicodemus was such a mail· To Paul it was obvious that there was
insufficient opposition to the Sadducees to carry the day and he must have
known that inasmuch as the Sadducees would not surrender their opposition to the
resurrection, they would never become Christians· To turn to the new faith,
they had to accept the very point they denied· It would have been much easier
for a Pharisee to accept Christianity thgtnit would a Sadducee· This is very
much the case to-day when people who believe in an immortal soul going to
heaven at death, will not accept True Christianity when it is taught to them·
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"lam a Pharisee··*
11
 « whereas Paul had claimed Soman citizenship when

he spoke to the tribune, now he claims that he is a Pharisee when he speaks to
the Sanhedrin· By speaking to the Sadducees, he was driving a lost cause· He
had failed to arouse interest smong the people of Israel and he would fail to
arouse interest amongst the Sadducees· Only the Pharisees were left so PSaul
rightly turns to them in such a manner as to ensure that they would be on his
side·

"the son of a Pharisee·" - some versions have
 M
son of Pharisees'

1

See R.V. Η·3
#
ν

#
 and Diaglott. This shows that he was of a Pharisaical line and

came from a family of long association with Pharisees· This should make him
more of a Pharisee than many Pharisees who were there and would gain a measure
of their respect.» This would also have a powerful pointer to the fact that
he was not prone to friendship with the Romans as the Sadducees were. Paul
was friendly to anyone or any nation who was interested in the Faith of Israel
even if such people should be Romans or any other nationality· His friendships
were not made because of any political gain he might derive from them·

ll
the hope and resurrection of the dead·

1
' - this is usually interpreted

as "the hope of the resurrection of the dead
11
· But Paul did not say this· His

words were as stated· Where the "hope" fits in is difficult to say but since
xsrael (with the exception of the Sadducees) had a hope of salvation which was
to come at a time of resurrection of the dead, when all would get their
salvation at once, it is safe to assume that Paul referred to the hope of Israel
which would be realised after the resurrection of the dead. Paul referred to
this hope later· Acts 28· 20· and in 2 Tim* if· 1· and 8·

Verse 7

"And when he had so said, there arose a dissension between the Pharisees and
the Sadducees s and the multitude was divided·

n

Paul had not been called in question on the doctrinal issues which he
named but was arrested as a result of the uproar which followed his statement
that the Gentiles were to have a chance of salvation· Taking the long view,
he could have found himself in that position as a result of the hope of Israel
(and the resurrection of the dead) because such issues were to apply to Gentiles
in future·

The fact that Gentiles were to share the Promises made unto Abraham,
Isaac and Jacob was not mentioned at this stage. That may have antagonised
the friendlier Pharisees· The point to be decided now was the hope of Israel
which was closely connected with the resurrection· The Pharisees affirmed this
doctrine whereas the Sadducees denied it·

"dissension.··" - see definition given against 15· 2·

"multitude· ··
ff
 - refers to the assembled members of the Sanhedrin·

"was divided." '-. see definition of "divided" against 12*. 4*

Verse 8

"For the Sadducees say that there is no resurrection, neither angel nor spirit:
but the Pharisees confess both·

11
 .

tf
the Sadducees say· · ·

if
 - that there is no resurrection of the body·

This denial assumed that there would be no resurrection because the supposed
n
soul" survives the body after death, thus rendering the resurrection quite
useless· To hold this view, they would have to follow Platonic teacMngs in
connection with the immortality of the soul· Although they believed that a soul
survived the body at death, they did not believe that there were angels who did
God's bidding· They did not offer any explanation as to why angels are
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mentioned so frequently in the Q.T. which they professed to uphold· In this,

the upholding of .the 0·Τ· they opposed the Pharisees who believed in the

commentaries and the traditions· Their denial of the "spirit existence
11
 was

two fold, angel (angelos) and spirit.(pneuma)· The latter would include those

supposed agencies of evil which were "cas.t out" when a sufferor was healed*

That the Pharisees affirmed the existence of angels and of "spirits" does

not prove the existence of either· The existence of angels does not require

confirmation from Pharisees "because their existence is too obvious from a stud#r

of Scripture^ That the Pharisees believed in-"spirits" does not prove that

they existed because a study of Scripture will show that where "spirits
11
 were

"cast out", the sufferor was healed of something v/hich to-day, is known to be

caused by gerois, infection, glandular disorder or other physical imperfection·

That the Pharisees believed in a physical resurrection is a point, of interest

only and no proof that there will be a physical resurrection· The proof comes

from £aul
f
s masterly discourse to the Corinthian* believers in 1 Cor· 15·. /

"the Pharisees confess both· " *- the question here is , to what does the

word "both" refer when three problems are mentioned, namely, resurrection,

angels, and spirits· The problem is resolved to two when we consider the first

question being that of resurrection and the second being the existence of

supernatural beings of whatever nature, angel or spirit·

Paul
f
s reference to the resurrection was not niade with a view to

setting the Pharisees against the Sadducees. and vice versa· He had just been

explaining that he had a strong Pharisaical tradition and was still loyal to it

because he believed in the doctrine of a resurrection· This was the Pharisaical

hope and the hope of true Israel, whether Mosaic or Christian·

"True Israel" was Mosaic before the first advent of Jesus· It is now

"Christian" because just as the Mosaic Israel were the seed of Abraham, so the

True Christian believer is the seed'of Abraham· (Gal. 3· 29·)

Verse 9

"And there arose a great cry, and the scribes that were of the Pharisees
1
 part

arose, and strove, saying. We find no evil in this man: but if a spirit or

an angel hath spoken to him, let us not fight against God·
11

"there arose a great cry···
81
 - lit· "Great and becoming dispute··."

Being interpreted, this would mean, "And the dispute becoming great·.·"

"arose.. .
 M
 - "came into being.·. " "happened* ·." (-1st·)

"arose..." - "stood up". (2nd.)

"scribes·.." ~. the learned men, the professional leaders such as

lawyers, bankers, etc., the guardians of the law· All these took the Pharisees
1

part·

" we find no evil in this man·.·" - similar to "I find no fault in him"
from Pilate concerning Jesus· (John 19· 6.)

"if a spirit or angel hath spoken to him··" - they would never admit

that the risen Jesus had.spoken to him but they would be prepared.in the face of

Sadducean opposition, to claim that an angel spoke to him·

"let us not fight against God·" - this is the philosophy of Gamaliel·

(ucts· 5· 39·)

Verse 10 .

"And when there arose a great dissension, the chief captain, fearing lest Paul

should have been pulled in pieces of them, commanded the soldiers to go down,

and to take him by force from among them, and to bring him into the castle·"
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wAnd when there arose a great dissension,.. * - lit* "Great and becoming
dispute.··11 That is to say, "And the dispute becoming vehement..·11 The support
given by the Pharisees to Paul was too much for the Sadducees to endure so they
took matters into their own hands by coming to blows with those who opposed them·

In the confusion which followed, the Sadducees fought against the Phar*·
isees but did not forget to do some damage to Paul as well so that Lysias was
afraid for the safety of his prisoner© If anything had happened to Paul, the
chief captain would have been held responsible·

*pulled in pieces···" - &k· ftpull asunder" or fltear in pieces1*· The
word is the same as that from -Mark 5. k· translated as "plucked asunder"· This
means that Paul was being attacked by several men at once· The dignity of this
august assembly had gone completely. As a result of this, the proper trial of
Paul could not take place and there would be no point in continuing with the
meeting· The Pharisees appear to have been pulling Paul to their side of the
council chamber, and the Sadducees must have been pulling him to their side·

11 commanded the soldiers to go down..." - If Lysias was to save his
prisoner, he would have to act quickly and in strength· Therefore he sent a
detachment down to the council chamber·

"take him by force. ·· n - that would make a third force pulling in the
direction of the door· This was the second time that the soldiers had to run
"down" from the castle to save Paulfs life. See Acts 21· 32*

"bring him into the castle· n - the second time the soldiers bring Paul
into the castle to save him from further damage and, possibly, death· See
Acts 21· 3/f#

One cannot help feel a little sjmjpathetic towards Lysias in his difficulty.
He came across a wild mob of Jews who were yelling, shouting, throwing dust
into the air and beating Paul· Naturally he would want to know what it was
all about· But when lie started questioning the Jews, he could find no one who
knew what started it and what the basis of the incident was· yuite rightly
and with good common sense, he brought "Paul into the safety of the castle,
hoping the next day to adopt a third degree method of extracting information
from Paul and found himself thwarted by learning that Paul was a Etonian citizen and
that he, Lysias, could get himself into serious trouble if word of this leaked
out and reached a higher authority· Therefore he decided, again wisely and
correctly, to call a meeting of the influential and dignified Sanhedrin who
could then put Paul under trial in accordance with Jewish custom· All this
was very well-meaning so just imagine M s great disappointment when he hears a
noise and finds that the Jews again, and in this case the Sanhedrin, were fighting
amongst themselves over Paul· iiis problem had immediately become a two-fold
one, first to find out what it was all about and secondly, to keep the Jews
at peace one with the other. There was one thing Lysias had discovered, and
that was that Paul was a very important person. This no doubt, caused him to
pass the matter on to a higher level with far-reaching results for Ikul and
the Lordfs work· Thus Luke prepares his readers for the next meeting under trial·
Prom the pattern of the incident, we can be quite sure that Lysias never found
out the truth of tha matter for the rest of his life·

Verse 11 -

"And the night following the Lord stood by him, and said, for as thou hast
testified of me in Jerusalem, so must thou bear witness also at Borne.'1

"the night following..." - Gk. "the next night..·" Here is an indication
tliat Paul had to wait for twenty-four hours before encouragement came. He must
have fe?-t very depressed as he would be in pain after the several beatings he
had had, and in addition to this, he would be very depressed that his final
attempt to save the Jews from their blindness, had failed. Not only had he
failed to draw the common people, but he had also failed with their leaders.
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"the Lord..*" - 'The Lord Jesus..."

"stood "by him
e
,.

u
 -*' the appearances of the Lord to Paul were, well tinned

and had a great effect upon his career as a servant of the Lord. The first was

on the road to Damascus when Paul was changed from a persecutor to a preacher
9

It was the great crisis of his life. The second was at Corinth where the Lord

encouraged him to the extent that he remained at Corinth for 1 year and six months·

His Corinthian ministry was very important as his two letters to that ecclesia

show. Then the Lord appeared to him in a trance while he was at Jerusalem and

told him to go to the Gentiles. (Acts 22* 17/21.) Now Paul is to be told that

his work has been pleasing and that he is yet to fulfil his ambition by preaching

at Home.

Tf
Be of good cheer..." - the Greek is the same as "be of good comfort"

in Matt. 9· 22; "be of good cheer" in Matt. /Ik· 27; Mark 6. 50; John 16. 33j

and again "be of good comfort
1
 in Mark 10. k% -̂t was a favourite expression of

Jesus and means "take courage
!l
. Paul realised that all his disappointments had

some good about them for they led to greater things in so far as the gospel was

concerned. See his remarks in this connection in Phil. 1. 12. .

"so must thou bear witness also at Rome·" *- this was Paul
f
s intention

(Acts 19· 21
#
 but he could not go when he wanted to. JThe Lord had work for him

in other places first. Having done what the Lord wanted, Paul would be sent· It

is always the Lord's will that prevails and not our own«

Verse 12 .

"And when it was day, certain of the Jews banded together, and bound themselves

under a curse, saying that they would neither eat nor drink till they had killed

Paul."

"when it was day,.·" - the Lord must have appeared to Paul during the

night so that the incident Luke now records
s
 took place the next day, early in

the morning. This shows that the Jews acted fast without wasting much time* The

men involved in such a crime would be Zealots γ/ho were v/ell known for their

murderous ways. They used to mingle with the crowds, even in the tenrple, and

carry a dagger under their cloaks which they would use stealthily when the

opportunity occurred· The particular division of the Zealots who did this work

were called 'Sicarii
11
 from the name of the dagger which they used^ the "sica".

These assassins also operated in the roads and highways of Judea, thus causing

the Romans much annoyance. The Sica rii contributed largely to the Romans turhing

upon the Jews and destroying them in A.D
d
 70· The danger from the Sicarii

supplied the reason for the great precautions .taken by Lysias to ensure Paul
f
s

safety. , •

"banded together··." -. "formed a conspiracy". The same Greek word as
used for "concourse" in Acts 19. kO.

"bound themselves under a curse..»" - "declajred that they were anathema

or cursed of God if they did not fulfil their intention to slay Paul. For Paul
f
s

use of this word "Anathema" see Gal. 1. 8/9; Rom. 9. 3; 1 Cor· 12· 3; 16. 22·

"neither eat nor drink..." - See 1 Sam. 14. 22*.; 2 Saig* 3. 35; a Jewish

custom of long standing. The desire to eat and drink is very great amongst all

^ desires. Therefore such a declaration would be a sign of great sincerity·

Verse 13

"And they were more than forty which had made this conspiracy."

Luke must have had a purpose in stating that there were more than forty

who joined in this "concourse"·. This was a big organised movement within the

Sanhedrin and had that assembly*s endorsement·. It is not known that the

Sanhedrin endorsed the effort but the fact that they did not object nor do

anything to stop it shows a tacit approval · That the conspiracy was made public
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shows that it was not an underhand intention through personal anjjnosity but
was rather a religious ambition Thereby the conspirators thought they would be
doing God a service· Jesus had predicted this attitude in John 16. 2*

Looking at LukeTs construction of these verses, we see that in verse 11,
the Lord Jesus commends Paulfs work and tells him he will preach in Rome· That
was the Divine intention, told to Paul through Jesus· Now, in verses 12 and 13
we find a conspiracy of Jews condemning Paul and determining within themselves
to prevent him going to Rome· Here we have the will of man as opposed to the
viill of God.

Verse 12f

!lAnd they came to the chief priests and elders, and said, We have bound ourselves
under a great curse, that we will eat nothing until we have slain Paul·"

By coming to the chief priests and elders, they would come to the power
section of the Sanhedrin· They solicit help by telling them that they intend
to kill Paul·

"We have bound ourselves under a great curse···" — " we have anathemat-
ised ourselves under a great anathema·.·" this is the literal Greek· See
note to verse 12·

"eat nothing.. · * a repetition of their vow· They vowed; they eat nothing.

Verse 15

therefore ye with the council signify to the chief captain that he bring
him down unto you tomorrow, as thougjh. ye would inquire something more
perfectly concerning him: and we, or ever he come near, are ready to kill him·11

The conspirators suggested to the group of chief priests and elders that
they should consult the -whole body of the Sanhedrin regarding the proposed plan
of killing Paul· How the deeply religious portion of the Sanhedrin could have
entertained such thoughts for a moment is hard to understand but it indicates
the depths to which they had sunk·

The idea was that the Sanhedrin should ask the chiex* captain to bring
Paul down on the morrow to the council chamber under the pretext of their desire
to ask him a few questions concerning himself. The chief captain would have
liked to be a listener at that conference so that he may at last be able to find
out what the fuss and ado was all about· The Sanhedrin as a body may feel that
their meeting of yesterday which was so rudely interrupted by the fighting,
could well be continued with Paul there.

The plan was that all responsibility for Paul's death would not attach
to the Sanhedrin· The murder would be carried out swiftly and some distance
away from the council hall. The problem was to get Paul out of the castle and
this seemed the best way in which to do it· The determination of the Jews to
kill Paul may be judged from the fact that although Paul would move under a
heavy body-guard, the fanatics would follow out their intention to assassinate
him regardless of the fact that the soldiers would fight to protect him and
there would be a heavy loss of life·

Verse 16

nJwd when Paulfs sister1 s son heard of their lying in wait, he went and entered
into the castle, and told Paul·"

This is the first and only mention of Paulas family· Apart from this,
nothing is known· It is thought that when Paul wrote to the Philippians
saying, "I have suffered the loss of all things,··11 (Phil· 3· 8·) he meant that
not only had he been disinherited but he had also lost the support ard friend-
ship of his family. He was an outcast yet he didn't mind because it was for
the Lord's sake· Now we find that his sister must have retained her love for
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her brother and must have sustained that famly affection in her son· It is
unlikely that she lived in Jerusalem because--Paul, did not stay with her on this
visit© Where she lived is unknown and unirrportant to the dory© Her son, Paul's
nephew, must have come to Jerusalem to the University and, through family
connections, have had access to the Sanhedrin council chamber· Since Baul had
been connected with Pharisees, for so long, it must "have been a sad blow to his
family when he deserted the family tradition and followed the Lord Jesus· Yet
there was sufficient affection between the family members for the nephew
to risk M s life by disclosing to Paul the plot that had been hatched·

"heard of their lying in wait···" - it is interesting to speculate as
to how he could have come to know· Did he hear it in council chambers? Did he
visit other Sanhedrin members in their homes and hear it discussed^ The point
is unimportant but it is important that it was .Paul1 s nephew who warned the
chief captain because Paul was under loose arrest and could receive visitors·
But in view of his recent beatings, he would rather be left alone· However,
when a nephew came to see him, and a member of & family once estranged but now
on friendly terms again, it would be imperative for I&ul to see him· That would
be as good a reason as any why Luke, who does not waste words on unnecessary
details, would record such information in his story. In view of the secrecy of
the matter and that Lysias did not know from any other source, it was necessary
in the Divine Purpose that Paul should be saved· Therefore God chose to reveal
the plot to the very one whom Paul would be pleased to see at that time. Had it
been revealed to someone else, it is possible that Paul would not have received
them at that time, and his life would have been endangered as a result· .

Verse 17

"Then called Paul one of the centurions unto him, and said, Bring this young
.man ynto the chief captain: for he hath certain thing to tell him·11

Paul takes a necessary precaution· He does not tell the centurion what the
news is but asks the centurion to take the young man to the chief captain· There
was a possibility that the Sanhedrin may have spies in the castle or in the
Roman guard who would not pass on the message which would save Paul fs life·

"this young man···" - with Paul at his age, we can imagine that his
sister would be about the same age· Therefore the son must have been in his
early twenties· The word for tfyoung man" is the same as chat used of Paul
in Acts ?· 58·

Verse 18

tfSo he took him, and brought him to the chief captain, and said, Paul the
prisoner called me unto him, and prayed me to bring this young man unto thee,
who hath something to say unto thee·M

The centurion showed respect for Paul. One would not expect this of a
soldier guarding a prisoner but it must be remembered that Paul was a Roman
citizen and that the chief captain had very recently ordered a third degree to
cease and the prisoner to be released, because Paul was a Roman citizen· Word
must have gone about the castle that Paul was a very inrportant person, hence the
centurion1 s willingness to do his bidding· : .-

"Paul the prisoner···11 - in expression used by Paul in Ephes. 3· 1}
Hiilem· w s , 1 and 9; also Ephes· 4. 1· for "prisoner of the Lord" and 2 Tim· 1·8«
where Paul refers to himself as being a prisoner of the Lord·"

Verse 19 . ... . .

irThen the chief-captain took him by the hand, and went with him aside privately,
and asked him, What is that thou Iiast to tell me?"

Luke describes this incident in great detail so there must be some
importance attached to it· It appears that JEkul is treated with every courtesy
and consideration by the Castle staff under Lysias· Luke*s record indicates
politeness and consideration in every line, showing Luke*s skill as a writer*
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It seems as though Lysias is anxious to make up as much as he can for
dealing with Paul in the -way he did before he learnt that Paul was a Roman
citizen·

"privately·.." - Lysias was anxious to speak to the young man alone
and could very well have asked him if he knew what the fuss was about the other
day· Paul's importance appeared to grow by the hour so Lysias may have been
anxious to learn more about him·

Verse 20

''And he said, The Jews have agreed to desire thee that thou wouldest bring down
Paul to morrow into the council, as though they would inquire somewhat of him
more perfectly."

If Lysias ever rued the day he arrested Paul in the first place, he would
never have done so more sincerely than he did now* He had had nothing but
trouble with Paul since that time, and his efforts at finding out why Paul m s
being illtreated all ended in failure, leaving him with a problem which
was right outside the "book of rules"· What was he to do? It mattered
little to a Roman that a Jew might lose his life at the hands of other Jews
but when the endangered Jew was a Reman citizen and a prominent one at that,
iiis problem was magnified·

The report given here was substantially the same as recorded by Luke in
w s 12/15.

?linquire···" - the verb here means "to" ask for information"· The verb
"•inquire" of verse 15 is a different word and means "to obtain an accurate
knowledge of"·

Verse 21

"But do not thou yield unto than: for there lie in wait for him of them more
than forty men, which have bound themselves with an oath, that they will
neither eat nor drink till they have killed him: and now are they ready,
looking for a promise from thee#"

"But· · ·" - "therefore , · . "

lfnot yield unto them···" ~ do not allow yourself to be persuaded of
them···"

"have bound themselves···" - same verb as in verse 12·

"have killed him*" - a different verb from that used in verse 42 which
is a strong word meaning "to put to death" or "kill outrigjit". Here and in
w s 15 and 27 and in 25· 3· the verb is simply "to kill"·

"promise. ·· " - the promise here is not something which had been
promised in the past· What they wanted was a promise fran Lysias to do as they
wished and to give them an undertaking that he would do so.

Verse 22

"80 the chief captain then let the young man depart, and charged him,
See thou tell no man that thou hast showed these things to me*fT

"let··••depart..·" - for the use of this verb, see Acts 3· 13; 4· 21;
k. 23; 5· 40; 13· 3; 15· 30; 33; 16.· 35/3&; 17· 9; 19· 41; and notes
thereon· There is no sense that he discharged the young man nor ordered him to
go· He was given freedom to go unhindered*

"charged him···* - "warned him···" "put him under an obligation not
to tell.*
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"See thou t e l l no man · · . 1 1 - Luke uses t h e Greek form where he mixes
1 s t · 2nd and 3**d· pe r son i n the same sen tence 'with ^ t e l l no one t h a t thou h a s t
told these tilings to me·"

"tell···11 - "told me"1 that is ^revealed to me" or "let out these
things to me·*1

Verse 23 " "'

"And he called unto him two centurions, saying, Make ready two hundred soldiers
to go to Gaesarea, and horsemen threescore and ten, and spearmen two hundred,
at the third hour of the nightjtf

An incomplete sentence teiminating at the end of the next verse.

"two centurions*··" - by their title they had control of one hundred
men each· Therefore two centurions would mean two hundred soldiers would be
sent· This is the case, the horsemen would be guards to the troops and the
spearmen* All would combine to make "two units over which two centurions would
norimlly have charge·

"Caesarea.··" ~ Caesarea Maritime, to-day a few miles north of Tel Aviv·

"horsemen threescore and ten.··" - seventy horsemen* The soldiers were
of the heavily armed type; the horsemen had the mobility; and the spearmen
would be the close body-guard of BSLUI·

"spearaien···if - lit· "those who take the right hand···" or "a body-
guard·" Tney were lightly armed soldiers and. extremely agile at close-quarters*
The word is unknown in classical Greek and this is its only occurrence in
Scripture*

Verse 2k

"And provide them beasts, that they may set Paul on, and bring him safe unto
Felix the governor.*11

"beasts·.·" ~ animals of conveyance or transport, (horses and asses.)

"they may set Paul on···" - lit· "that having mounted the ifeul, they.·"

"Felix. · ·" - His name was either Claudius Felix or Antonius Felix and
he had obtained his freedom from slavery from the emperor Claudius· His brother
Pallas was on friendly terms with Nero and through the influence of Claudius^
Felix was made Procurator of Judea which he governed first with a man named
Cuinanus, and later by himself. His childhood and former slavery made him a
bitter and cruel man -who was ruled by his passions· It was said of him that he
ruled as a king' with the spirit of a slave· He was a second I&ul in his seal
for ridding the country of Zealots· His merciless character is shown by
the fact that he hired assassins to kill a man named Jonathan, the High Priest,
who had been largely resporisible for getting him elected to office· His high,
landed methods of rule in Caesarea during the last two years of his career,
caused him to be recalled to Some where he had to face certain serious charges·
lie escaped death through the intervention of his brother, Pallas·

Verse 25

"And he wrote a letter after this manner:"

If afly should, criticise Luke for recording the letter because he could
not have access to such a document1, the answer is in this versei He did not.
see the original draft so wrote, "after this manner." Luke could get to know
from a servant or scribe, the gist of the letter·

In those days, it was often the case that one would write at the dictation
of another and the dictator would
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Verse 26

"Claudius Lysias unto the most excellent governor Felix sendeth greeting·"

"Claudius Lysias·.·" - the first name is Latin and the second is Greek·
Since he obtained his Roman citizenship by purchase, it is thought that he must
have been G-reek by birth· He would add a Latin name to his own, namely,
Claudius, in honour to the man -who sold him his citizenship· See note to Acts
22· 28· against the word "obtained"·

"most excellent·.." - the modern equivalent would be tfYour Excellency.•"
Luke is the only Biblical writer to use this style· Festus is again
addressed in this manner in Acts 22+.· 3; and 26. 25·

"sendeth greeting·" - This salutation also occurs in JLcts 15· 23·
The Greek word "chairo" carries a meaning, of "rejoice% srbe gLad" and by
inference, "to wish well" or "to Yri.sh good health*· The word is also found in
Jas. 1· 1· The H*V. has "greeting"· The fi.S#V# also has "greeting

11· The
Diaglott has "health* in the word for word translation and "greeting" in the
interpretation· There is no verb to justify "sendeth"· The Jkfrikaans has
"Groete11· (Greetings.)

Verse 27

"This man was taken of the Jews, and should have been killed of them: then came
I with an army, and rescued him, having understood that he was a Roman·"

"This man was taken··." ~ lit· 'The map this having been siezed.··"

"should have been killed·.·" «- lit· "and being about to be killed by
them (the Jews)·.·11 The verb "killed" is the same as that used in verses 15
and 21 · See note in verse 21 ·

"then came I with an army,.·" — lit· "having come suddenly with the
armed force,.·"

•'rescued him,.·" - the sense Lysias conveys is that having come with
the armed force, I rescued him,..11

"he was a Roman·" - Lysias conveys the meaning that he came with an
armed force or body of armed fighting men, when he heard that Paul was a Roman·
As we have seen, he discovered that Paul was a Roman citizen after he had
rescued and bound him, and as he was about to scourge him· Lysias omits these
unpraiseworthy details, and has earned a lot of criticism for himself because of
th$s deceit· However, at this distance one must not be too harsh· No officer
of rank would confess to mistakes when making out his report concerning his
own action· In this case, Lysias must have realised that a word from Paul or
any individual of the escorting squad would have disproved the statement and
got lysias into trouble· He did what any officer would have done and that is
report the events briefly and justify his action as much as he could, without
pointing to his faults and mistakes· The point is that he saved Paul from
certain death and is so saving him again· His duty to Paul is to make as clean
a case as is possible· This view is not a condonation of deception at any level
but is merely pointing to facts as they are presented and which tend to show
the authenticity of the incident· See the view expressed by Tertullus in 24· 7·

Verse 28

"und when I would have known the cause wherefore they accused him, I brought
him forth into their council:"

"when I would have known.··" - lit· "Wishing and to know the cause on
account of which they were..·"

"accused him.··" - Gk. "egkaleo" which is the same verb used in Acts
19· 38· as "implead"· The word conveys the idea of question and answer. It
also appears in Rom· 8· 33· where it is translated as "charge"* See also Acts
26.27.
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''council·.." - Gko "synedrion" smilar to Saiihedrin·

Verse .29,

tr
vihom I perceived to be accused of questions of their law, "but to have nothing

laid to his;charge worthy of death or of bonds.
1
' < .'

f ;
. "accused of .questions·

 Ο Λ
" - see note in previous verse· The trial

would have been one of question and answer if it had been allowed to proceed

normally· This is always the character of any trial*

"their Law,.." - the law of Moses and generally the traditional laws

formulated by the Jews for the conduct of their religious worship. The final

uproar amongst the common people had been the statement that the Hope of Israel

would, be conveyed to the Gentiles* The uproar amongst the Sanhedrin was the

statement about resurrection. The one fits the other because the Hope of

Israel requires & resurrection for the Promises of God to be fulfilled. If

thought is given to this by rno&sm Christianity, & number of embarrassing

questions would a rise amongst which would be, If the Hope of Israel was some-

thing that ikul preached, does the church preach the same now? and if Paul

7ooked foiward to a resurrection, does the church teach a resufrectiogi now?

If the answer is "No* as it certainly is, then surely (Christianity should make

a rapid and complete revision of the tenets of their faith. How would they

answer Paul's questions ησ//?

"laid to his charge..•" - one Greek word meaning ^accusation
51
 being

the noun of the verb "accused
11
·

It is to be noted that Lysias made no mention of the uproar in the

Sanhedrin and how he had to come with an armed force the second time and rescue

Paul. If he had reported this, it would have been a confession of his slackness

in keeping order.

It is interesting to compare this assessment of the dispute with that of

Gallio (Acts 18. 14/15) and Festus (Acts 25. 18/19·)

Verse 30

if
imd -yvhen it was told me how that the Jews laid wait for the man, I sent

straigirtway to thee, and gave commandment to his accusers also to say before

thee what they had against him. Farewell.
if

The opening sentence of this verse is, literally, "having been disclosed

but to me a plot against the man to be about to be
 n
oy the Jews,··"

"plot;,··" - this word is used in Acts only at 9. 2l+; 20. 3 and 19;
and here· On each occasion it concerns an attempt on the life of Paul.

"I sent straightway.··" . - "instantly I am sending·..
!t

commandment to M s accusers* ·.
fl
 — having commanded also the

a c c u s e r s . ; *•' '

"Farewell.1·1 - Be healthy·" See Acts 15. 29· ·"

Felix has now been briefly informed of the problem and knows that he will
have to judge between Paul and the ^nhedrin who have also been warned to appear.
In making these arrangements, Lysias did not know that he was going to give Paul
another opportunity of preaching before the Sanhedrin and he would also get an
opportunity of preaching to the Roman authorit ies.

Verse 31 . · . . . . . .

"Then the soldiers, as it was commanded them, took Paul, and brought him by

night to Antipatris."

The soldiers, which means all three types, the infantry, the horsemen and

the spearmen, took Paul as they had been commanded. The roads in the vicinity
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of Jerusalem would be the most dangerous part of the journey so the infantry,
horsemen and spearmen would be necessary to Paul's safety· They left at night
and would continue throughout the nighty journeying at a time when identification
would be more difficult than at other times· This would tend to discourage
attack·

"Antipatris·<f ~ This city was about thirty-five miles from Jerusalem*
It had been built by Herod the Great in honour of his father, Antipater the
Idumean· It would have been a long journey to be accomplished in the night so
it is assumed that they started during the night and travelled throughout the
hours of darkness* They reached Antipatris during the course of the next day*

It was at Antipatris that the foot soldiers and the spearmen returned to
Jerusalem leaving the horsemen to conduct Paul over the remaining 27 miles to
Caesarea· .

Verse 32

fl0n the morrow they left the horsemen to gp with him, and returned to the
castle:ft

11 On the morrow··." - during the course of the day, when they reached
Antipatris, the infantry and speaxmen discontinued the journey· The point is
that the returning forces detached themselves from the body-guard and returned·
The detaching was done on the day mentioned but it is unnecessary to suppose
that they returned the same day without a rest. This would be done on the next

"left.··" - "let11 or ^permitted*1· This gives the idea of detachment
from the main body by allowing the horsemen and Paul to proceed into the city
while they stopped· Having stopped for a rest, they would set about their
return after a night's rest·

Verse 33

"who, when they came to Caesarea, and delivered the epistle to the governor,
presented JRaul also before him»w

"Who,.·11 - refers to the horsemen who arrived at Oaesarea*

"Caesarea·.·" - Caesarea Ivikritime wliich they had left about 14 days
before· Paul's state at the time of arrival was proof of the accuracy of the
prophecy of Agabus (Acts 21· 11·)

"delivered·.·11 - "gave up...*1

"presented..·" ~ "caused to stand by or near"· This covers the English
"presented before %

Verse 34

"And when the governor had read the letter, he asked of what province he was·
.njfid when he understood that he was of Cilicia; n

An unfinished sentence which ends in the next verse·

"The governor·.." - this is ur&erstood. The words are not in the
original·

"the letter..·" - in italics in the translation, therefore it is to be
ur&ersiood from the context· The literal Greek is "Having read and:, having
asked·. ·lf

"asked···11 - The meaning Bullinger gives is ftto consult, inquire of,
question,11 (Lexicon page 70·) The question was asked in the form of a
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preliminary enquiiy and not just on a point of curiosity© $hen he saw Paul for

the first time on arrival
Λ
 it was an official hearing and not a personal meeting

on a social occasion.

"of what province he was.··
11
 - a very necessary question in view of the

strict formality of Eoman Lav/. Felix had been informed in the letter that Paul

-was a Roman citizen* This meant that the Roman Law applied in his case and it

applied as much to the judges as it did to the plaintiffs and the accused·

Therefore, having heard that Paul was a Boman, Felix would have to make quite

sure that Paul came under his jurisdiction* If he did not, then Felix would be

forced under the law, to commit him to trial at some place which ruled his

province of citizenship· Cilicia aid Judea were now attached by Home to Syria

of which province Felix was the administrator· Η e could therefore, proceed

with the trial in safety, ard would not be usurping the authority of anyone

else. For an example
#
 of this, see Luke 23· 7· where on learning that Jesus was

of Galilee, Pilate sent him to be tried by Hsrod·

"Cilicia.. ·
!l
 - see note under this heading in Acts 6· 9· The Cilicia

mentioned here is Cilicia Pedias which is a low lying and fertile plain

abutting the Mediterranean Sea and separated firom Syria by the Ananus range of

n)ountains«The western portion is high, ragged and wild. It reaches as far as

Panxphylia· It does not contain the city of Tarsus, which is in the Pedias

section·

Verse 35

!f
I will hear thee, said he, when thine accusers are also come· And he

commanded him to be kept in Herod's judgnent hall·
11

"I will hear thee,.*" - *I will fully hear thee...
if
 meaning that

 lf
I

will give your case a thorough examination.
n

ft
thine accusers..·

11
 - the Sanhedrin members referred to in the letter·

See verse 30·

"are also come..." -
 lf

are also arrived" or "are also present"·

See Acts 5. 21, 22, 25; 9. 26; 9· 39; 10·.32; 11. 23; 13· 14; 14· 27; 15· 4;

18. 27; 20· 18· (first) 24. 17, 24; 25· 7· (first) 28· 21·

"Herod
1
 s judgment hall·

11
 - "Herod

1
 s Praetorium* Originally this was

the tent of the military commander and eventually the word came to mean the

residence of the provincial governor· (uatt· 27· 27; Mark 15· 16; John 18·

28 and 33} 19· 9·) "the palace
w
 of Phil· 1· 13· is also a praetoriunw

Paul had now come to the same Praetorium that Eerod had occupied just before his

horrible death at Caesarea· (Acts 12. 19/23·) It was also a fortress in

which a garrison lived·

PaLul was kept in the praetorium because of his Roman Citizenship» He
was not put in the common prison·

A parallel with the Lord Jesus may be drawn here· Paul had been rejected

by his own people as Jesus was too· l*he Lord left Jerusalem for the last time

when he was too weak to carry his cross· Paul left Jerusalem for the last time

when he was too weak to walk and had to be given a beast to carry him· The Lord

had been delivered up to the Gentiles· Paul was also delivered up to the

Gentiles, and the Jews had nov power to get him back· Having been rejected by

the people and the rulers, Jesus could look upon all Israel as a guilty nation·

Paul had failed to arouse interest in either the people or the rulers so the

whole nation had rejected him· By rejecting Jesus, the nation rejected the

man whom God had sent to them. By rejecting Paul, the nation had rejected the

man God sent to them·

Luke makes no further mention of the "over forty Jews" who had bound

themselves by an oathc If they had pursued th6ir oath to its ultimate finality,

they would be dead men and as such, Luke the physician, would have no further

interest in them· But with the growth of the apostacy mentioned by Paul in

2 Thess· 2· 8· et seq· , and manifested in our days by those who forgive sins for
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a fee, there would be high priests enough who would give them absolution and
release them from their vowsc

We shall see that Felix was to Paul what Pilate was to Jesus. Both men
could have released their charges but preferred not to do so because of purely
selfish motives.





THE ACTS OP THE APOSTLES

Chapter 24

000OOO000

Verse 1

"And after five days Ananias the high priest descended with the elders, and with

a certain orator named Tertullus, who informed the governor against Paul·"

"after five days.··
11
 - The commentators are.almost unanimous in

starting these five days from the day Paul was brought before the Sanhedrin at

Jerusalem· -̂ rom the context of the verse, there seems to be no justification

for this· The end of the previous chapter told us that Felix kept Paul in the

Eraetorium until his accusers should come· Then the verse we are studying tells

us that five days later Ananias came with the elders from "wfoich it is reasonable

to assume that Paul was kept indoors for a period of five days· We cannot see

that the day of apprehension or examination in Jerusalem has anything to do with

the case at all· See notes below to verse 11·

"Ananias.··
11
 - the man who commanded his attendants to smite Paul on

the mouth· Acts 23· 2·

"descended. . ·
w
 ~ came down from the height of Jerusalem to the coast*

. "with the elders· ··'* - the elders being considered as all thenBmbers

of the Sanhedrin other than priests and scribes, would not apply here as it is

most unlikely that all of them came down. The R.V· has ''certain elders", the

R
#
S.V· has "some elders" which limits the number to a few·

"Tertullus.. ·" - diminutive of Terfcius, a Roman name and probably a

Roman employed by the Jev/3 to state their case in Latin which was the official

judicial language·

"who·.·
11
 - relative to Ananias who was the official accuser·

"informed··· " ~ the Diaglott has "appeared before·.·" and is consistent

in this, in Acts 25. 2. . <

Verse 2

"And when he was called forth, Tertullus began to accuse him, saying, Seeing that

by thee we enjoy groat quietness, and that very worthy deeds are done unto this

nation by thy providence $'
r

An incomplete sentence which conies to. its end in the next verse·

The opening gambit appears to be one of flattery in an attempt to gain the
governors support, but one must look to the custom of the age: The Romans called
this form of oratory "captatio. benevolentiae"# He may have tried to obtain the
governor *s goodwill but this was the usual flowexy opeiaing address called an
exordium·

"began to accuse him,··** - the sentence is confusing here because it

with words of praise for the presiding Judge·
1
*

% e enjoy great quietness.·
#

η
 - to a certain extent this was true·

Felix had put down the Zealots who were an ever present threat and danger even

to Jews. Felix had also disposed of the Egyptian false prophet. (Acts 21· 38·)

Nevertheless, it was said of the Romans that when they made peace, they create

desolation·

"worthy deeds..•" - his military aehieveiaents had brought a measure of
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peace to the country·

"providence. · · " - "foresight".

Verse 3

."We accept it always, and in all places, most noble Felix, with a}.!
thankf ulness· " »

"&ccept.·.·" - a word favoured by Lute. See Luke 8· 40? (received)
Acts 2....41; 15· 4; 28·' 30* Acts 18· 27; The meaning is "gladly acknowledge"·

"most noble···" - a teim of praise and respect to an office and not
necessarily to a person·

Verse 4

"notwithstanding, that I be not further tedious unto thee, I pray thee that
thou wouldest hear us of thy clemency a few words·"

Δ continuation of the exordium·

"I be not tedious···
11
 — it was the character of a Roman orator that he

should not be tedious· The point was that it was customary for an orator to
promise brevity· The word appears as "hinder" in Rom· 15» 22j Gal· 5· 7}
1 Thess· 2· 18; 1 Pet· 3· 7·

"I pray.··
11
 - the infinitive means "to call upon someone with a view

to persuading them"· See Acts 8· 31 ί 9. 38; 13. 42; 16· 9, 15 and 39;
19. 31; 21· 12; (The translations are "pray", "besought

11
 "desired"·)

ff
to hear us···" - may be a Roman advocate identifying himself with the

person or persons he represents, or it may show that Tertullus is a Hellenistic
Jew, who speaks Latin· 3-n view of the Latin characteristics of his speech,
it is more than likely that he was a Roman advocate employed by the Sarihedrin·

"of thy clemency. · ·
if
 - "in thy moderation and impartiality. "

c Phil. 4* 5· for the word "moderation".

"a few words·" ~ "concisely"· "hear us speak concisely."

Verse 5

"For we have found this man a prestilent fellow, and a mover of sedition among
all the Jews throughout the world, and a ringleader of the sect of the
Nazarenes:"

"a pestilent fellow· · ·" - this is the first of three charges to be
brought against Paul· The reference here is "a public nuisance.·." The word
actually means "pest" "plague" but has its metaphorical meaning·

"mover of sedition among all the Jews..." - one vfoo stirs up a rising
among Jews all over the Roman empire·

"a ringleader of the sect of the Nazarenes:" - a military rank is used
here to indicate one who goes right to the front, a leader·

"sect.··
11
 -" this word was used in Acts 5· 17· of the Sadducees and in

Acts 15· 5· of* the Pharisees·

"of the Nazarenes·" - a name used in contempt· Bollowers of the
despised Nazareiie·
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Verse 6

"Who also hath gone about to profane the temple: whom we took, and would have
judged according to our law.11

This is tlie third charge against Paul*

"hath gone about···" - hath attempted· This is different from the
accusation of Acts 21. 28/29· where Paul is definitely accused of taking
Trophimus into the temple« Verse; 29 casts a doubt upon this and from what we
know of Paulfs genuine and sincere desire to gain the Jews for Christ, he would
not have deliberately flouted them in this way· So being unable to prove their
first assertion, Tertullus nay suggests tliat Paul attempts to profane the
temple ·

"profane the temple" - by taking Christians who were not Jews by birth,
beyond the barrier in the Temple·

"whom we took.··" - this Paul we the Sanhedrin, took (arrested)

"and would have judged···" - we wanted to put him on trial according to
our law·

Verse 7

".But the chief captain I/ysias came upon us, and with g^eat violence took him
away out of our hands,"

"but···" -• meaning, %ere it not for the Roman ruler, we should have
judged this man and not be bothering you now·"

i!came upon us.··*1 - lit· "having come with a great force·"

"took him away·. · n - "led him away.. ·"

There is a great deal of distortion here· Tertullus is determined to
put Paul and Lysias in as bad a light as possible because of their hatred for
Paul and because Lysias had come upon them at an inopportune time and prevented
their killing i&ul. Then, when the fight started in the -jouncil chamber, Lysias
once again interfered and saved Paul» In all this, Lysias had not acted
according to law but because he had the army behind him· It is possible for
Tertullus to argue this way because he did not disclose to i'elix the brutality
meted out to Pkul by the Jews and from which Lysias rescued him·

The errors of exaggeration ani omission may be legal skill but when a
manfs life is at stake, it was a despicable method of attack and accusation·

Verse 7 is not accepted by the A«V# R*S#V. except as marginal notes·

The charges as presented are:- , - -

(1) Paul was inciting the Jews to rise all over the Empire· No proof is given
by Tertullus but what we are given in this chapter is Lukefs summary of
what was said· Luke's narrative of the apostolic era of which Paul was an
important part, shows-that the early Christians had no government ambitions
at all but were looking for the return of Christ to set up the Kingdom of
G-od on earth· This is the POLITICAL accusation·

(2) Paul was a ringleader of the Nazarenes. What effect this would have on
FeD-ix is difficult to. say· It may have contained, the germ of an idea that
there was a new body of people (dissenters) who would be worse than the
Zealots he had put down· Tiie early,Christians were known as the Nazarenes
and this may have induced Felix to look upon them with disfavour·
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(3) Paul had attempted to profane the temple· They could not prove that he had
so they turned to an accusation that he tried to do so· This led to the
point that if Lysias had not interfered, Paul would have been caught red-
handed and then he could have been dealt with according to Jewish Law· The
Romans were prepared to support Jewish Lav/ in connection with any violation
of the temple even if the violator was a Roman* This was putting Lysias
in a very difficult position because he had interfered with the Jews
attempt to maintain order within the precincts of their own temple* This
was not the true facts of course, but Tertullus was arguing on very biased
lines» This shows how dangerous facts can become if they are distorted by
a clever and ruthless man·

Verse 8

"Commanding his accusers to come unto thee: by examining of whom thyself mayest
take knowledge of all these things, whereof we accuse

"Commanding his accusers· · ο" - Tertullus continues his complaint
against Lysias· He had not only prevented them from keeping peace in their own
temple and tiying the culprit according to their own law which Rome permits them
to do, but Lysias had also put these old men to great inconvenience and physical
Hardship by commanding them to come down here to attend this trial (and waste
thy time, most noble Felix!) These words are rejected by the R«V· and R*S

#
V·

because they are not found in the oldest manuscripts· This, however, is no
proof that they are not genuine* In fact, the sense of the narrative would
be very much impaired by their omission· On the contrary, if it is claimed
that they are a later insertion into the text, then there seems to be no
reason why such words should be chosen·

Another point for consideration is that if the words are omitted, then
41
 of whom

11
 must refer to Lysias· The sense then is that Felix must examine

Lysias·

"examining· ··
tf
 - see note to "examined···

11
 inlets 4· 9·

"thyself mayest..·" -
 n

you may be able" The tense is future·

Verse 9

if
^nd the Jews also assented, saying that these things were so

#

tf

"the Jews.··" - the high priest and the elders who had come to the
trial.

"also assented.·." - "united in inipeaching..·" This is one Greek verb

"saying...
ft
 "asserting..·" The Jews who were there, gave voice to their

support of what Tertullus had said·

Verse 10

"Then Paul, after that the governor had beckoned unto him to speak, answered,
Forasmuch as I know that thou hast been of many years a judge unto this nation,
I do the more cheerfully answer for myself:

n

commences his speech with an exordium as was customary in those
He compliments Felix and states that because Felix has been a judge of the Jews
for many years, and must have acquired a knowledge of Jewish affairs during that
time, he would be able the better to assess the charge against Paul· Therefore
Paul was pleased to be called upon to state his defence before Felix·
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Verse 11

^Because that thou niayest understand, tli&t tliere are jet but twelve days since
I went up to Jerusalem for to worship·"

The "twelve days
fr
 mentioned here have given rise to some* speculation and

some calculation» It would appear that the commentators have erred in thinking
that Paul spent five days in connection with the vows at Jerusalem. We are of
the opinion that Paul spent only one day with the four men· Mien the Bible
says in Acts 23· 35· that Paul was kept in Herod*s judgment hall and Acts 2l·· 1·
says that "five days after" the high priest and elders came down from Jerusalem,
we accept those facts as they are stated· Therefore the five days must "be
reckoned with the twelve· This "being the case, we find

Day 1
2
3
4
5
6.
7.
8
9
10
11
12

The interview with James and the elders.
Paul in the Temple with the four men.
Paul was arrested.
Paul s tands before the Sanhedrin.
A conspiracy is formed.
Paul arrives at Antipatris·
Paul arrives at Caesarea and meets Felix·
Paul

spends
these

five days
waiting.

Acts 21. 18«
21. 26.
21. 27.
22. 30.
23. 12.
23. 31.
23. 33*

-

24. 1·

The commentators maintain that Paul spent the first to the sixth day
with those who had vowed and find themselves short of days to account for Acts
24· 1· Therefpre they assume that the counting of the five days started at
the time of the conspiracy, disregarding the fact that the record does not say
that· They put his arrival at Caesarea on the day following his night depart-
ure from Jerusalem but this is much too tdg a journey for 1 day· The above
list allows for an overnight stop at AntipateLs which seems to "be indicated by
Luke* s narrative·

Si
went up···* - In view of the altitude of Jerusalem, 2?aul could only

go up there from the coast· This is consistent with Biblical usage where one
"goes down to" or "comes up from" Egypt· See Gen· 12i 10; and Gen·. 13· 1

#
 for

this usage in connection with Egypt and Matt· 20· 17/i8j and Mark 3* 22
#
 for the

usage in connection with Jerusalem.

?t
to worship·" ~ and not to preach because of the arrangement of

Gal. 2· 7· Note also that he did not go there to profane the temple nor to
rouse the people to stage a demonstration against the Romans·

Verse 12

"And they neither fouiid me in the temple disputing with any man, neither
raising up the people, neither in the synagogues, nor in the city:"

In making this portion of his defence, Paul denies the charge of
disturbing the public peace· Paul had been accused of this before at
Philippi· (Acts 16· 21·) and Thessalonica. (Acts 17· 5·) He denies the
charge of being a ringleader of any body against the religious practices of
the Jews, and denies that he has profaned the temple·

M
they neither fovoad me···* ~ if they found him not then they have no

evidence against him·

"in the temple· · ·
fl
 *- one of the places v/here they could have looked·

He went into the temple to worship and not to preach nor incite the people·

"raising up the people···" - "making a tumult of the crowd.·
Μ
 that is

making a riotous mob of them·
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"neither in the synagogues· ·•" - not in any of the places where Jews
worship have I taught the Jews»

"nor in the city·" - I have not preached at street corners or noraial
gathering places*

Paul denies the charges and says there is no proof· It is now for the
Sanhedrin to supply that proof when their turn to speak comes again·

Verse 13

"Neither can they prove the things whereof they now accuse me·"

Lukefs account here is a precis so Paul must have said much more than is
reported of him here* Having denied the charges he now calls for proof of such
charges· His mention of 12 days in verse 11 adds a powerful argument in his
favour· He had been in the country only twelve days, seven of which were spent
in Herod1 s judgment hall waiting for his accusers to come, so how could he have
achieved all the subversion he is accused of by Tertullus?

Verse 14

"sut this I confess unto thee, that after the way which they call heresy, so
worship I the God of my fathers, believing all things which are written in
the law and in the prophets:n

Having denied the things he was accused of and showing that he did not do
them, ̂ aul now turns to telling the Governor -what he did do·

"I worship the God of my fathers,··'1 - that was the God of Israel» The
One God, the Creator of heaven and earth. By their belief in the three gods
which are not of Israel, Christianity could not support Paul in this declaration·
No Jew ever believed in three gods in one or a triune god, or a trinity of gods·

Paul's statement on behalf of the Christians of his day in Ephes· 4· 6·

"the law· · ·" - this would include all the teaching of the first five
books of the Bible, the Penxateuch· In these books are the Promises made unto
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob· iuodern Christianity repudiates these doctrines and
would oppose Paul if he were to defend himself in this manlier

"the prophets···" - the men of God who, writing under Divine inspiration
prophesied the coming of Christ to establish the kingdom of God on earth·
Christianity as we know it to-day, would oppose Paul in his belief in the
prophets of Israel·

"the way which they call heresy···* - lit· "the way which they called
a sect···11 - in other words, the religion which the Jews called a sect· Paul*s
use of the word "sect" (translated here as "heresy") shows that he did not want
Christianity to be called a "sect" as were the Sadducees and the Pharisees·
Both of these were sects in nominal parlance but this could not appljr to Christian-
ity because it was a way of life, a behaviour and a frame of mind· A *sect" on
the other hand, was an exercise of free will in choosing an opinion and adhering
to it· The word *sect* means "choice*1·

When the True Christian Believer regards modem Christianity in the
ligiht of PaulTs teaching, he must consider ii? as being a heresy"· Paul makes
it quite dear in his teaching, that Christianity is not a different faith
from that of Israel· They still believe in the same promises and still worship
the same One and Only True God of Israel, but do not follow the Law of Moses
because that has been fulfilled in Christ· Temple worship, circumcision,
sabbath keeping and sacrifices must fall away because in their symbolism, they
point toward Christ· Now that the anti~type lias come, the need for the types
falls away·
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Verse 15

"And have hope toward God, which they themselves also allow* that there shall
be a resurrection of the dead, both of the just and unjust· n

Paul now turns to the doctrine which upset the Sadducees and precipitated
the f ight in the council chamber· Paul says he has the same "hope1* and in the
next breathy relates this to the resurrection· Both Paul and the Jews load a
"hope" in God which is to say, they had faith in God*s Promises of the
establishment of the future Kingdom of God on earth* The Jews also believed in
that and to make this possible, and to justify onefs faith in this, there must
be a resurrection of the dead· This had been the belief and hope of the Jews
for centuries so in preaching this, Paul had not been building up a sect which
was different from the Jews· The self «-righteous Pharisees might object to the
"just and unjust* taking part in t he resurrection but if they did, there was
the prophecy of Daniel 12· 2e to support Paul's statement· Paul's epistle to
the Coidnthians contains the best proof yet written concerning the future
resurrection of the dead· See 1 Cor. 15# In all this, the beliefs of the Jews
and the True Christian Believers were identical·

It is to be noted with regret that modern Christianity would deny Paul's
teaching in this verse·

Verse 16

"And herein do I exercise myself, to have always a conscience void of offence
toward God, and toward men*11

"I exercise myself···" ~ "discipline myself·.e"

"void of offence·.·" - an offence in the N.T. is not something which
offends one's pride, dignity or sensibilities· It is something which leads
one astray from the Truth· Jesus was very emphatic about this and foretold
woes to him who would bring offences into the Faith· See Matt· 18· 7· $hen
Peter tided to dissuade Jesus from following a course which would lead him to
a fulfilment of the Divine prophecies concerning himself, Jesus said, "thou art
an offence unto me···11 (Matt· 16. 23·)

Therefore, Paul's teaching here is that he lias not brought any new -Earth
into existence. The Faith he has been teaching is the same as that taught by
Judaism for many centuries· In verse 15 he showed that this was the teaching
of the law and the prophets "which he would never surrender· He believes in the
One God, One Hope, One Faith, One resurrection, One Messiah as taught by the
law and the prophets· This is the Truth of Godfs Word and to teach anything
else would be bringing an offence to bear on those who heard him and who were
moved by what he taught· Anything c ontrary to this would be an offence against
God because it would teach against His Word· If he taught anything contrary
to this to men9 he would br bringing an offence to them and, since men were
the creatures of God, it would be an offence against God·

Paul wrote to the Corinthians on the necessity for teaching the Truth
not only to Jews, but to Gentiles and to the household of faith· There was to
be no compromise when teaching religion. (1 Cor· 10· 32.) See also 2 Cor©
4. 1/5;

Verse 17

"Now after many years I came to bring alms to my nation, and offerings· w

"after many years.·." - "in the course of several years..." In this
case, it is about four years since he was last in Jerusalem*

"to bring alms to my nation..·" *- lit· "I came alms bringing to the
nation of me,.." Luke does not record that Paul brought alms but Paul mentions
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them in his epistles· See Rom. 15. 25/28j 1 Cor. 16. 1/2*.; 2 Qor· 8. 1/22*..
and chapter 9·

uunto my nation.if - note the refessence to the Jews being his nation·
-taul had not forgotten that he m s a Jew not only by birth but by re-birth.
(Gal. 3. 27/29.)

lfand offerings·.." - these are not to be considered as being gifts of
money. The Greek word here is that used to denote the offerings of the Mosaic
ritual. See Heb. 10* 5^ 8, 10, 11, ik9 18. See also Rom. 15* i6j liphes. 5. 2.
The verb appears in Luke 23· 36· The offerings wlxich I&ul had in mind are not
stated but we can "hs sure, in view of his strong attitude towards the Law, that
he did not yield any point of principle in this·

Paul mfiJrac some points here»" He is pointing cut to the Jews that the
Gentiles frora afar ma.de a substantial oontributaon to the poor Jews of Jerus-
alem, Whether they made this as a token of the debt they owed to the Jsws of
this city* as Bruoe suggests? ("Commentary" page 470*) is of no importance» The
fact is that the people reg&rued once as "dogs* and untouchable by Jews, had now
joined the True Eaith and had made a cash contribution to those Jews who were
in need of help· Perhaps that would induce a sense of gratitude to the Gentile
believers and soften the hard attitude of the Jews towards them·

A further point for consideration is that if Baul had brought alms from
the Gentiles to the Jews, how could he be consistent in his attitude towards the
Jews by defiling their temple? The two actions would have been inconsistent·
Apart from this, leaving aside his kindness towards the Jews in collecting money
for them and bringing it to them, how could he offer offerings in a temple
which he deliberately profaned?

Verse 18

'thereupon certain Jews firam Asia found me purified in the temple, neither
with multitude, nor with tumult*"

"Whereupon·.«" - "in which.. ·i! referring to the temple Paul was in at
the time of the accusation·

"found me purified·.*" - the point Paul now makes is that the Jews from
usia (Ephesus and district) had seen him in the act of devotion and had accused
him of profaning the temple· How could he, in an act of worship, profane the
temple? None of those Jews were here and none had come forward to testify»

"neither with multitude, nor with tumult·11 - when found, Baul did not
have with him a mob of people. If there were people there, they were 3001
making a noise.

Verse 19

"Who ougjxt to have been here before thee, and object, if they had aught
against me·"

If the Jews of Asia felt that they had a case against him, why were they
not here so that they could give evidence? As stated in the previous verse,
Paul was found in the temple in a state which did not give offence to anyone
and which disproved the charges brought against him· Since the Jews from Asia
had laid the charge, they should be here now to answer for themselves· Instead,
the high priest and Tertullus who did not have first hand information, were
leading their case· The wrong people are here.

1 object·.·" - Gk· "accuse,··"

Verse 20

if0r else let these same here say, if they have found any evil doing in me,
while I stood before the council,"
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Since the Jews of Asia had not come forward, let the Sanhedrin explain
what crime was found in him· He had stood before them in Jerusalem as Lysias
may explain, so they should be in a position to know what the charge was*

Paul has now made a delicate turn in his argument· He has disposed of
the charge of sedition and rioting as well as being a Nazarene· Now he turns
cleverly to a line which brings the Sanhedrin into the debate more closed·
Amongst that body of men were the spiritual leaders of Israel· They could deal
with the final charge, namely, that of destroying some facit of their Faith·

Verse 21

"Except it be for this one voice, that I cried standing among them, Touching
the resurrection of the dead I am called in question by you this day·

 w

"Except it be**·" - "Unless it was·.·"

"this one voice..·
Μ
 - "this lone voice to which you are now listening,

namely, my voice,.·
w
 Paul refers to his declaration which he is about to

quote as a "voice"·

"Touching the resurrection. · · " - Paul
f
s quotation of his words in

Acts 23· 6· is reasonably accurate. He omits
 tf
hope and" and adds "this day"·

There is no evidence against me and if there is anything which started
this unfortunate business, it could have been my statement which I novr quote·
The statement about the resurrection gave ample evidence that Paul had not
surrendered the True Jewish Faith, the Great Hope of Israel as promised xo the
fathers by God and communicated to Israel by the prophets· He believed in the
resurrection and to believe this, he had to look for the coming of the Messiah·
These things he believed with all his heart· Bow could he be profane when he
believed such things. The Gentiles were indoctrinated with the theories of
Plato who reasoned that there must be a soul wiiich goes to heaven at death·
At no time did Paul ever teach that. Modern Christianity sides with Plato and
would excommunicate Paul for such beliefs, yet that is what he, the inspired
servant of God, taught.

Verse 22

"And when Felix heard these tilings, having more perfect knowledge of that way,
he deferred them, and said, tfhen Lysias the chief captain shall come down, I
will know the uttermost of your matter·

ff

The Η·Υ·, R*.S
#
V·, and Diaglott omit "when··..heard these tilings..." The

sense is "And Felix, having more perfect knowledge···"

"of that way,.·" - of the Jews
1
 religion, because of his long experience

in Judea· His wife may have taught him something too for she was a member of
the Herod family and was called Drusilla· He probably had a small knowledge of
Christianity as well·

"deferred them.*." - "put them off..·" There is every reason to
suppose that Felix would have dismissed the charge because of Paul

T
s Roman

citizenship were it not for the fact that the Sanhedrin were represented there
by their top men and they represented all Jewry throughout the world as it then
was. He could not leave the matter here so decided to adjourn the case sine die·
On the next hearing, he would have Lysias there as he would be a good witness·

It is assumed that the case was adjourned sine die (to a date to be
determined) because nothing further is heard of it and the matter probably was
shelved long enough for it to be forgotten· Luke is silent upon what happened
over the next two years until Paul again was brought before a ruler·
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Bruce says, "Drusilla was the youngest daughter of Herod Agrippa being

born in iuD· 38· She was betrothed by her father to Spiphanes, son of King

of .Commagene, but did not .marry him as he refused to be circumcised. Her brother

Agrippa II gave her in marriage to Azi&us, king of Emesaj but Felix, by

mediation pf a Cypriote magician named Atomos, persuaded her to leave her

husband and join himself as his third wif e
#
 Their son Agrippa perished in the

eruption of Vesuvius in A*D. 79· "(Bruce:. "Text
11
 page 427·) This eruption

was the same that destroyed Ponipeaii and Kerculaneum*

Verse 23 . '

"And he commanded a centurion to keep Paul, and to let him have liberty, and

that Ii3 should forbid none of his acquaintance to minister or come unto him»
 ff

tf
a centurion.·** -?•. Gk

#
 "the centurion* · ·" This may be the centurion

who brought him to Caesarea, frOm iyatipatris, the other centurion having

returned to Jerusalem*

"keep Paul, . . ·" - "to guaxu Paul. ·."

"let him have liberty· • · " - apparently contradicts the information that

Paul was held prisoner· He cannot be held prisoner and given liberty. The

Greek word is "let"· That is "permit him to have this favour···" The meaning

implies a relaxation of tension· See 2 Cor* 2· .13* "rest"; 2 Cor· 7· 5· for

."rest"; 2 Cozv 8·. 13· for "eased"; 2 Thess. A. 7· for "rest"·

ft
his friends···" - these may. have been Paul's companions who had been

with him during his travels· Since Paul was ncm at C&esarea, v/e may assume

that amongst his friends were residents of Caesarea namely, Philip and his four

daughters, (Acts 2· 8·) Luke no doubt was with him too·

"to minister·*·" - to cater for his needs.

"to come unto him·" - just to visit him without caring for any erf his

needs·

Verse 24

"And after certain days, when Felix came with his wife Drusilla, which was a

Jewess, he sent for Paul, and heard him concerning the faith in Christ·"

"And after some days.··* -• see note to Acts 9· 19ο under the heading

"certain days*·

"Felix came..." - Drusilla was about 6 years of age when her father

died and would be about 18 at this time· It is said that Felix called for Paul

to satisfy her curiosity., . The word "came
11
 indicates that he came from his

place of residence to the council hall·

"which was a Jewess.. ·" - Luke may have mentioned' this to explain why

Drusilla ahould be interested in hearing and seeing Paul· She, being a Jewess,

would be interested in hearing of this man whom the Jews had so strongly

opposed.

"sent for Paul..."- -. Felix would not go to the prison! quarters but

would send for Paul to come to the council hall·

"heard him concerning the faith in Christ." -' he listened to Paul

explain the new Faith in Christ Jesus which was really the. old Faith of Israel

with the added interest of the Messiah and the teaching about him·

V e r s e 25 . . ν . - . · • '

"And as he. reasoned of righteousness, temperance, and judgment to come, Felix

trembled, and answered, Go thy way for this time; when I have a convenient

season, I will call for thee·
n
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"reasoned..·" - ^aul did not preach the Gospel of -the Kingdom of God
but gave him a discourse which was directed against the loose morals of Felix
and his wife, Druscilla, who was married to Felix while married to another man·
Felix had persuaded her to do this· Now he was to get from Paul much the same
as Herod had received from John the Baptist· (Matt· 14· 3/4·)

"righteousness· ·/" - doing that which is right in the sight of God·

"temperance···11 ~ self-control·. Keeping the many lusts of the flesh in
check· This would be directed against Felix's evil deeds of the past, and the
fact. that he had married a woman who was already married·

"judgment to come**·" - Paul was speaking to his judge of present
matters concerning the coming of the Greater Judge who will come at some future
time. This future judge will take vengeance on them that knOTr not God, and that
obey not the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ·" (2 Thess. 1· 8·)

"Felix trembled···" - lit· "being terrified, Felix.··"

"Go thy way for this time,.·" ~ this was a fatal remark by Felix· His
opportunity for repentance was there and then· Instead he procrastinated and
this meant that time 'cOiild heal the wound he had received so that within a short
time he would forget about it·

"convenient season···" - in actual fact, this was as good as saying,
"I will listen to you again if I feel like it but I know I wont·"

Verse 26

"lie hoped also that money should have been given him of Paul, that he might
loose him: wherefore he sent for him the oftener, and communed with him· "

"also..·" - "at the same tiane.··"

"he hoped···" - it is difficult to know how Luke would have known about
this unless Felix had actually asked for a bribe· That he did so is indicated
by the words, "communed with him" but this is not certain. Paul would not
spend any time discussing the pros and cons of a bribe» The taking of bribes was
expressly forbidden in Rome by legislation to that effect· Nevertheless, this
law was often observed in the breach. Felix would not ask outright for a bribe
but would make it plain to Paul that his freedom was available to him if he
would be prepared to pay for it·

Felix sent for Paul more frequently to bring great persuasion to bear.
That Paul refused and aroused the anger of Felix by his constant refusal,
may account for the fact that Felix kept Paul in prison for two years without
doing anything further to bring the matter to a conclusion*

Verse 27

ifjJut after two years Krcius Festus came into Felix1 room: and Felix,
willing to shew the Jews a pleasure, left Paul bound."

After two years Felix was succeeded by his successor, Festus. Some
historians say that the year for this event was AJD· 61 · Felix was recalled
to hear complaints lodged against him by the Jews· In viefw of this turn of
events, he left Paul in bonds to earn some support from the Jews·

Some commentators suggest that Druscilla was at the back of Paul's
imprisorsnent because of what he had said during his discourse to her and Felix·
If this were so, then Druscilla was no different from HerodTs wife who called
for the head of John the Baptist·

This stage in Paul's life was now drawing to a lingering close· He was
more estranged from the Jews than ev^r· His life too, was nearing it!s end and,
at the same time, the enmity displayed by the Jews towards the Romans was
growing in intensity and would, within a decade, bring about the destruction of
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Jerusalem and the scattering of the Jewish people throughout the length and
breadth of the earth© In the words of Jesus, Jerusalem was to be "trodden down
of the Gentiles until the times· of the Gentiles be fulfilled*® (Luke 21. 2k·)
This prophecy by Jesus was to run out on June 7th, 196.7, when, after a short
war between the Arab Bloc and the .Jews, Jerusalem would be. liberated from
Gentile domination and no longer be trodden down of them. Paul must, have
known of the nemesis awaiting the Jews and their land and city, and must have
felt a great desire in his heart to preach to them again and again so that they
v/ould turn back again to the God of Israel*, (Eom« 10. 1.)

Paul had niade bis defence to no avail. He was yet to make a fourth
defence to Festus*



THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES·

Chapter 25

000OOO000

Verse 1

"Now when Festus was come into the province, after three days he ascended from
Caesarea to Jerusalem·"

"Festus···11 ~ called Porcius Festus in 24# 2JQ He was to .have a short-
lived term of office for he died in AD 62, having officiated for two years·
Three days after he had taken up the prefecture, he went up to Jerriaalem* Apart
from any interest he may have had in the city as the capital of the country, he
wanted to gain the favour of the Jews*

Verse 2

"Then the higjh. priest and the chief of the Jews informed him against Paul, and
besought him," .

An unfinished sentence which comes to its end in verse 3·

"the high priest···" - some texts have "high priestsn
#

"and the chief of the Jews···" — the elders· The two classes together
made up the Sadduccean group and were the leading men of the Sanhedrin·

"informed.··" - Gk* "appeared", "manifested", "informed", "indicted"·
The verh is also used in Acts 22*.· 1 · and in Acts 23· 15 and 22 where it is
translated as "informed", "inquire" and "shewed" respectively*

Verse 3

"And desired favour against him, that he would send for him to Jerusalem, laying
wait in the way to kill him· "

It was natural that Pestus should go to Jerusalem at the beginning of his
prefecture· The fact that the Sanhedrin approached him on this occasion shows
careful planning on their part· They were anxious to test him and act upon any
mistake he may make, at all times with a view to taking Paulfs life· That those
in charge of the spiritual life of the Jews should be so taken with such an
ambition says little for them as religious men· The Law of Moses taught nothing
wash SB izkdm It was, this wilfiial &fggm&afcireiDBS& a@ai$0t $Se Romans which
eventually brought the Romans against them in A9D· 70· Maybe their animosity
against Paul was symptomatic of the age·

"desired favour···" - This was a disgraceful request· They asked
Pestus to gpLve them preference against Paul so that he should be brought to
Jerusalem· They did not want to bring him to trial again for they knew that
their case was too weak to face up to another defensive speech by Paul·

"laying wait···" - they wished to ambush Paul on his journey to
Jerusalem so that they could kill him· This was a more certain way of getting
rid of him than going to further litigation before Festus·

Verse 2f

"But Pestus answered, that Paul should be kept at Caesarea, abd that he himself
would depart shortly thither·"

It says much fox the justice of Roman Law that Festus would not entertain
the plan asked for by the Sanhedrin members·
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Festus did not intend to stay long at Jerusalem so ordered that if they
wanted to accuse him, they had'better come down to Caesarea and do it· He,
Festus, would be returning there sooru

Verse 5

ifLet them therefore, said he, which among you are able, go down with me, and
accuse this man, if there be any wickedness in hinu w

"are able·»·"-' - "have the "power to do so·.·" This usage is found in
Luke 14· 31; Rom. if. 21; 11. 23; 14· 4j 2 Cor· 9· 8; 2 Tim· 1· 12;
Titus 1· 9; Heb· 11. 19; Jas* 3.. 2̂  The journey was a long and arduous one
so onljr those young and vigorous* enough could do it» Tiriis, however, is not ..the
meaning ascribed to the word by the commentators· It is felt that the word
means, !* those who are powerful enougja" - "those whose position, makes them
powerful enough to be there·11 See the following references where the word
"mighty* or "powerful" occurs:- 1 Cor· 1* 26; 2 Cor· 10* 4; 12· 9; 13· 9 J
and Rev· 6· 15· The reference from 2 Cor· 13. 9« has "strong11· The same Greek
word appears in all these verses·

"if there be any wickedness.··*1 "— Italics are not used in the English
translation yet the word "wickedness11 does not appear in the original· The
sense is wif there be anything amiss in the man. · · " a,s given by the R·V* or
*if there be anything wrong about the man···" as supplied by the R*8.V· The latter
translation gives the English meaning of the Afrikaans "as daar iets verkeerds
in hiedie man is,.·"1*

Verse 6 ;

"And when he had tarried among them more than ten days, he went down unto
Caesarea; and the next day sitting on the judgpient seat commanded ikul
to be brought. ·

ifmore than ten days...'1 - the commentators are agreed that the
translation here is wrong and should be "not more than ten days" or "eight to
ten days...tf or "not more than eight to ten days." ·· By modern standards that
would be a long time if Festus said "float he would "depart shortly"· In those
days, such a delay would be normal·

"the next day..." - he must have .made a rapid journey from Jerusalem to
Caesarea to be able to sit at the judgment seat the next day. It could have been
done if he rode on horses, changing his horse at intervals, or went by chariot
with a change of horses· . .

"sitting on the judgment seat..·" - The judgment seat or tribunal, was
the official place for the. passing of judgment. Therefore, he.would have to sit
at the judgment seat so that his judgments and sentences were official.

Verse 7
> • ' • · ' • • .

"And when he was come, the Jews -which, came down from Jerusalem stood round
about, and laid many aid grievops complaints against P^ul, which they could
not prove©"

"when he was come..#
m - lit· Slaving approached..·"

"which came down from Jerusalem,j. • " - "having come down from Jerusalem· "

wstood around about·.·11 - there is a threat in this statement· It
appears that they stood round about him ready for the kill·

"many and grievous*··" - "many and heavy·.·"

"which they could not prove."' r .,Thsy had had two years to .prepare for
this examination and trial yet they had not yet worked out an indictment which
they could substantiate.
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Verse 8

"while he answered for himself, Neither against the law of the Jews, neither
against the tenrple, nor yet against Caesar, have I offended any thing at all·"

"answered· .." <* the Greek word is "apologia11 from wliioh is derived the
English "apology"· The meaning is to talk one'sself out of a difficulty" see
Bullinger" Lexicon page 55) It also means to defend onefsself by speaking
before a tribunal. The meaning is not the noimal English "answer" in reply to a
question because no question was put· No evidence was raised. No proofs of
statements were given· Therefore Paul is defending his right to be the man he
is and to follow the religion to which lie has been called· Again his defence
takes the threefold line:-

(1) "neither against the law·.." - Paul denies the charge that he
has attempted to destroy the Law of Moses. This was one of the charges
a^inst Stephen. (Acts 6· 13/14.·)

(2) "against the temple...w - what is meant here is the ritual of
worship which was performed in the temple· The offerings and the altar were
symbols pointing towards Christ· (̂ eb. 10. 1.) Now that Jesus had come and made
the perfect sacrifice, the need for such things fell away· Instead of the
priesthood which was the mediator between God and man under the Law, Christ is
now the mediator· (1 Tim· 2. 5«) Therefore there are now better things in
Christ (iieb. 12· 2k*) and the Law must fall away. (Heb. 8. 13·) This was not
condemning the Law but establishing it· (Rom· 3· 31·)

(3) "against Caesar..." - this was also directed against Jesus end
called forth from the Jews, the statement "We have no king but Caesar·"
(John 19· 15·) see also John 19*12£X There were two reasons for such an
accusation against Paul, (i) The Jews v̂ ere afraid of the Romans and thought
that any hint of subversion against Caesar would bring all the brutality of the
Romans upon themj (ii) The Sadducees were keen on getting the favour of the
Romans so they would allow nothing to offend them· In other words, there was
more fear of man than of God amongst the Jews.

In consideration of the fore-going, see notes to Acts 2l±. 7# In this
particular trial, no proof has been given against Paul so Paul need not bring
foiward proof concerning his faith. All he need do is to deny the charges
which he does. Now it is up to the Jews to bring forward their proofs but having
none, they cannot continue.

Verse 9

"But Festus, willing to do the Jews a pleasure, answered Paul, and said, Wilt
thou gp \ip to Jerusalem, and there be judged of these things before me?"

Festus now finds himself in a difficult posit ion* Unlike Felix, he
had no knowledge of Judaism, so was perplexed and unable to come to a
decision. With the lack of evidence before him, and with the trial on that
account have been reduced to an accusation without proof followed by a denial,
his duty was to dismiss the case and reprimand the Sanhedrin for bringing their
petty personal quarrels to him and wasting the Court* s time* But there was a
political issue involved· The Jews could write to Rome and make things
embarrassing for Festus. Therefore he made the mistake of seeking the Jews
favour.

"to do the Jews a pleasure..·" - lit· "wishing a favour to lay up for
himself..." This is the same as in Acts 24· 27· where the translation is
"willing to show the Jews a pleasure..." the only difference being that in the
verse we are studying, the "favour" is single whereas in the other verse, it is
in the plural. This indicates that Felix used many methods of conciliation
whereas Festus used only one, that being the suggestion given here*

"before me.'1 - if Festus was in the judgment seat, then justice would
be assured* This, however, was not what the Jews wanted, fttul must have had
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a suspicion.of danger, because he refused to give M s permission for a trial as

suggested· Since he was a Roman citizen, his permission would have to be

obtained first before he could be brought to trial before a provincial tribunal·

Verse 10

"Then said Paul
 $
 I stand ett Caesar^s judgment seat , where I ought to be judged:

to the Jews have I done no wrongs as thou very .well knowest·"

I stand at Caesar's judgment seat···*
1
 ~ Paul

!
s statement here was an

uncomfortable one for Festus· The judgnent seat before v/hich Paul was now

standing was indeed Caesar
1
 s judgment seat inasmuch as Festus was Caesar

1
 s

representative* Would Caesar be as lenient upon the Jews as had Festus? Would

Caesar leave the matter undecided as Felix and Festus had both done?

lf
I ought to be judged: «>·" ~ "I should have had a judgnent given which

would have had the effect of closing this case·" Also inferred, "I am being

tried by Caesar
1
 s court representative and not by the Sanhedrin· They are

leading evidence and not hearing it· They are accusers and not judges· I am

a prisoner of the Romans and not of the Jews. Must I then stand trial at the

Jews* tribunal once again?"

"as thou very τ/ell knowest·" - In actual fact, Festus did notk/ow very

well as he was not informed on the tenets of Judaism nor of Christianity· The

words here indicate that Festus was now better informed on these things than

he had been when the trial started· That is to say* "if you did not know this

at the beginning, you know it now*
?f

Verse 11

"For if I be an offender, or have committed anything worthy of death, I refuse

not to die: but if there be none of these things whereof these accuse me, no

man may deliver me unto them* I appeal unto Caesar.»"

Paul now explains that he is not saying this to escape. trial and punish-

ment·

"For···*
1
 - this connects the present statement with "I have done no

wrong
11
 of verse 10· Thus we have the continuance

9
 '*For if I have done wrong",

translated here as "For if I be an offender· · · *

"committed anything worthy of death,··" - this would include leading a

Gentile behind the middle wall of partition in the temple | sacrilege in the

temple, both of which are punishable by death under the Law and traditions, and,

on the Romans
f
s side, doing anything subversive against the State·

"I refuse not to dies··" ~ The Greek means "I entreat that something

may not take place
9
··"

 H
I ask leave to be excused.··" (Bul"linger

Y
s Lexicon

page 631 under "Refuse
41
 No·· 1o) In other words, "If 1 have done wrong against

the Law and the Temple and if I have done anyttiing subversive against the State,

I do not ask a favour of the Court to .excuse me from my punishment·
 n

"no man may deliver me unto them· " - "no one may deliver me over to

them to gratify them·
 n
 (Bullinger

f
 s Lexicon page 214 No· 12·) What Paul is

saying is, "if I am not guilty, then to make me over to the Jews just to please

them, is not something which even you can do·" Further inference, "Therefore,

if we all go to Jerusalem for a further trial in their court, even if you

jjreside, what are you going to achieve? You could not be bound by their decisions

nor their wishes. This is Caesar
1
 s court· Act as though it were* The Jew&

are trying to work upon your ignorance and lack of experience, therefore, it

must follow that I··•.·

"appeal unto Caesar·
tf
 ~ Latin "Caesarem Appello"· Once these words

are spoken, they may not be retracted· The Law must now take its course· Paul
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puts himself beyond the reach of the Jews· The word "appeal
1
* means

 !t
to invoke"

"to call to one
!
s aid*· The same verb is used in "call upon the name of the

Lord.
11
 See Acts 2· 21; 7· 59J 9· 14 and 21; 22· 16·

Here we are at another of the great crises in the Acts· By making this
appeal , Paul

1
 s case is automatically taken away from Pestus and transferred to

the Emperor· Paul knew he could not expect justice from Pestus and he could
see that the Jews were working /upon Pestus

1
 weakness , his lack of knowledge of

Judaism and Christianity, his desire to please the Jews* and the pressure of
their good relationship which the Sadducees had built up with the Romans*
His appeal now ensured that he would be transferred to the great capital of

the Gentiles, the heart of the pagan empire·

Verse 12

"Then Pestus, when he had conferred with the council, answered. Hast thou
appealed unto Caesar? unto Caesar shalt thou go·"

"when he had conferred..." - "having conferred with· · • "

"the council.. ·" - his own council· Those who sat with him as
assessors· He did not consult the Jews nor the Sanhedrin as may be thought·
The conference was solely with his council of assessors·

"Hast thou appealed.··?" - no question is asked in the original· It
is a simple statement "thou hast appealed unto Caesar. ·." It would appear that
having consulted the council of assessors and had the appeal accepted, Pestus
gave to Paul the reason why he is to go to Caesar - "because you have appealed"·
l*ot every Roman citizen who appealed could have the appeal granted. Anyone
who was caught in the act of sabotage against the State, could have no such appeal*
On the other hand, a Governor could .commit a prisoner to Caesar's court but this
would have to be something very serious and altogether justified.· To avoid
any doubt in the matter, Pestus said, "Thou hast appealed unto Caesax and because
of this, you are going to Caesar·

n

Verse 13

"And after certain days king Agrippa and Bernice came unto Caesarea to
salute Festus*

1
*

"And after certain days···
11
 *- lit. "Bays and having intervened some.·

tf

"Agrippa··#· - the son of Agrippa the 1st, who is always called Herod
and whose miserable death is recorded in Acts 12· 23· At the time when this
happened, Agrippa II was at Rome where he was being brought up at the court of
Claudius· νί/hen Herod I died, Agarippa H was only 1.7 years of age so Claudius
did not give him his father

1
 s kingdom of Judea but waited a further eight years

when his uncle Herod of Chalcis died· Claudius then gave Ohalcis to Agrippa·
In A.D

#
 53 Claudius gave him the rulership as king of certain principalities

in Northern Palestine·

"Bernice.··" - was the daughter of Agpippa I and the sister of
Ivlariarane and Bruscilla* For Druscilla see Acts 2l·· 2Z*.· Berm.ce married her
uncle, Herod of Chalcis

9
 When he died she went to Rome to live with her

brother, Agrippa H but when their relationship aroused some scandals, she left
to marry Polemo King of Cilicia* Soon after she deserted her and she returned
to her brother and here we find her at Caesarea· She was an undesirable woman
without morals for she later became the mistress of father and son, namely,
Snperor Vespasian and Titus. She first married her uncle at the age of 13.

The a rrival of Agrippa waa a fortuitous circumstance to Eestus because
Agrippa was a Jew and well informed on Judaism· In committing Paul to Eome
he would have to make out a, report and would have to g^ve an intelligible
account of the Jews

1
 religion; With Agrippa here, he could get his advice

as to how this should be done. Agrippa was a Jew but had received a Gentile
education at Rome·
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Verse 14

"And when they had been there • maijy days, Festus declared Paul
1
 s cause unto the

king, saying, There is a certain man left in bonds by Felix:
11

."•declared ̂ aul's cause*··" - lit· "submitted the things against .the

Paul···
11
 or "stated th$ things concerning Pauloα

9

η
 The Greek verb is the

same as that translated as "communidated" in Gal· 2* 2. The. meaning is

to give the details concerning a matter with a view to consulting·

"in bonds···" - "a prisoner*··" % e sentence is "having been left

behind in prison· · * "

Verse 15

whom, when I was at Jerusalem, the chief priests and the elders of the

Jews informed me, desiring to have judgment against him·"

"the chief priests and the elders···" - .see verse 2 .where it is stated

"the high priest and the chief of the Jews·" See notes to this verse.

"desiring to have judgment···" - verse .3 does not go this far in

stating the motive for the request for Paul to stand further trial at Jerusalem·

According to verse 3 all they wanted was for Paul to go to Jerusalem so that

they could kill him by ambushing him· Pestus did not know about the ambush

plans but he rightly summed up the mptive for a trial· This understanding

substantiates Paul
 !
s assertion of verse 10, "as thou very well knowest·*

Verse 16

*to -whom I answered, It is not the manher of the Romans to deliver any man to

die, before that he which is accused have the accusers i?ace to face, and have

licence to answer for himself concerning the crime laid against him·"

Pestus is giving here a lot more than Luke reported in verses 7-12·

There is the strong possibility that the statement here recorded of what Festus

said about himself and what he did, may be subject to the same embellishments

that Lysias gave in his report· One would not expect Pestus to confess to

indecision or to a desire to build up favour amongst the Jews» These things

must be borne in mind when examining his speech to Agrippa. The tribute to

a Soman sense of justice and fair trial is genuine enough·

"deliver··*" - this is the wooed'Paul used when he referred to Pestus
presenting him to the Jews-as a gift· . See notes to verse 11· -

"to die··." R.V. R.S..V· and Diag· omit* . .:

"face to face..·"- ~ see 2 John 12· (marg.) also margin to 3 John 14·

"licence to answer···" - opportunity for apology in the sense of

defence· Lit· "place of apology"· See "place of repentance" in Heb· 12· 17·

Verse 17 , -

"Therefore when they were come hither, without any delay on the morrow I sat

on the judgment seat, and commanded the man to be brought forth·
11

. "without anyoblay on the morrow..·" - a true statement. See note to

verse 6 under heading "the next day···
1
' r Pestus may-have made this statement

to contrast his action with that of Pelix who deferred the matter until Lysias

should come down. (Acts· 22+.· 22«) · ;

"brought forth.*
1
 ~ "forth

1
* does not appear in the original Greek·

The R.V. and Diag· omit· R
e
S.V· says ."brought in"·
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Verse 18

"Against whom when the accusers stood up, they "brought none accusation of such

things as I supposed:
11

"Against··*" . «- "concerning···"

"the accusers stood up·.*" - "the accusers stood around·..
η
 See note

to verse 7·

"such things as I supposed*" - here is a confession of ignorance

concerning the doctrinal issues vfoich must have been discussed during the trial*

See Acts 18· 14/15* for the manner in which Gallio handled this matter about

which he was ignorant·

Verse 19

ttij
ut had certain questions against him of their own superstition, and

of one Jesus, which was dead, whom Ikul affirmed to be alive·"

"questions·.·" - topics of enquiry. See Acts 15· 2; 18. 15; 23. 29;

26. 3;

"superstition·.·" - the Greek meaning of this word is "fear of the gods
11

(in a good sense). Adapted to English, it is simply "religion"· The noun

occurs only in this verse· For the adjective, see Acts 17· 22*

"of one Jesus,··
11
 - Jesus being a name used by several people, it was

necessary oo single out a particular Jesus.

w
affirmed..α" - imperfect tense, ̂ constantly and repeatedly affixmed"

"to be alive»" ~ to a Roman and pagan who believed that one has an

inmoortal soul which goes to heaven at death, the resurrection is a doctrine

almost impossible to accept. There is no sense in being resurrected if one has

a soul. A belief in the resurrection requires a rejection of the soul theory

because the two cannot exist together·

Verse 20

"And because I doubted of such manner of questions, I asked him whether he would

go to Jerusalem, and there be judged of such matters,"

ir
because I doubted*··" - "being in doubt·.·" or being at a loss·

"of such manner of questions··*" - the sense is "being at a loss to
how an enquiry regarding such questions or doctrines may be investigated·.·"

"whether h§ would go.··" - "whether he would be willing to go··."

This statement by Festus gives the impression that Paul refused to go on

trial about a matter which was perplexing.to the Roman mind· Paul's refusal

was not concerning a trial but against the unfairness of a situation which

should have been resolved long before. See notes to verse 11.

Verse 21

when Paul had appealed to be reserved unto the hearing of Augustus, I

commanded him to be kept till ̂  migjht send him to Caesar.*

"when Paul had appealed to be reserved. ·." - lit. "The but P&ul having

appealed to be kept himrelf..,
n
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"the hearing of Augustus·..
ft
 - margin "the judgment of Augustus·

11
 The

Greek -word for "hearing* is "diagnosis
n
 which is used in English as a medical

term indicating a critical examination and discrimination of diseases·

"Augustus·..
11
 ~ Gk. "Sebastos*

1
 meaning "august", "venerable", feverend"

which was a title given to the first Emperor $ Octavian Caesar, in pagan

recognition of the divine origin of his august self. The idea of divine origin

of kings is a Babylonian one and is allied to the Babylonian worship of the sun-

god, the moon-goddess and the god of the morning star* this trinity being

preserved to-day in the worship of a trinity of gods* The term of veneration is

not used by Raul but by Festus* Paul did not believe in a trinity of gods

but worshipped ONE GOD, the Father. (1 Cor
0
 8· 4 and 6.)

"to be kept
0
»." - "to be watched and guarded·"

"until I might send·.*" - certain formalities would have to be conrplied

with. The journey would have to be organised. An escort would have to be

arranged. Borne would have -to be advised*

Verse 22

"Then Agrippa said unto Festus, I would also hear the man myself. Tomorrow,

said he, thou shalt hear him."

ft
I would also hear the man myself«

fl
 - Lit. "I was wishing also myself

the man to hear.
w
 The imperfect tense shows that Agrippa had been wanting to

see Paul, for some time* Herod had entertained the same desire to see Jesus,

and had so desired for a long time. See Lute 23· 8. The statement is made in

a polite way as if to say,
 ft
if you dont mind, I should like to see him on this

visit of mine."

"Tomorrow, thou shalt.··" - Festus promptly replies that Agrippa will

see Paul· Festus would be pleased for this to happen if his dilemma could be

solved by such a meeting.

Verse 23

"And on the morrow, when Agrippa was come, and Bernice, with great pomp and

was entei-ed into the place of hearing, with the chief captains, and principal

men of the city, at Festus
1
 commandment Paul was brought forth.

ft

"On the morrow.
 ft
." - Next day. This expression occurs more in the Acts

than in any other book.

"γ/hen Agrippa was come·.." - "Agrippa having come,*.
11

"and Bernice.·." - mentioned as a companion and not as a wife.

M.th great ροίκρ..** — "with great display·.." Gk. "phantasia" from

which the English "fantasy" is derived.

"the place of hearing·.." - Gk· "akroaterion" a place of audience»

This is not a particular place but any place" where one is heard, such as a

lecture room, a council chamber, or a court room· Nothing definite is stated

here so the assumption is that it was a place set aside of furnished for this

particular occasion. This is the only appearance of the word in Scripture*

"chief captains.··
11
 - "ciiiliarchsô

"principal men··**
1
 - The more illustrious the men around Agrippa $ the

more pomp to the occasion· This was gpcatifying to his pride
#
 This would

include Jews as well as Gentiles·
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"Paul, was brought forth·?* -* Paul would be brought forth to stand before
them in chains· Acts•-••26·. 29* indicates the piresence of chains·

Verse 2k ;

"And Pestus said, King Agrippa, and all men which are here present with us, ye
see this man, about whom all the multitude of the. Jevfs-':h&T& dealt with me,
both at Jerusalem, arid also here, crying that he ou^it not to live any longer·11

"And Pestus said^·." - Pestus nakes an opening speech to inform those
present why this augueft^-assembly had been called·..; He would also have to make
an explanation as to why Paul, was apparently being tried when he had already
appealed unto Caesar and was thus freed from any further enquiry·

"King Agrippa···" - lit. "Agrippa, 0 King]" He is mentioned first·

"all men which are here present·.·11 - to-day, an orator would say,
simply, "Gentlemen.· w or "Ladies and Gentlemen" if ladies were present· The
females are omitted here because this is a judicial enquiry from which they
would be excluded·

nall the multitude···" ~ a hyperbole, customary to the age·

"dealt with me···" - "applied to me·*·" or "petitioned me··*11

"here···" -. at Caesarea·.·"

Verse 25

when I found that he had committed nothing worthy of death, and that he
himself hath appealed to Augustus, I have determined to send him·11

"when I found···* - "when I perceived.··* or fVhen I ascertained···"

Hhe had committed nothing worthy of death.··11 ~ Pestus does not give
any reason as to why he did not immediately discharge Paul· Instead he asked
him whether he was prepared to stand a further trial before a more prejudiced
assembly* If Pestus had acted as he should have done, Paul would not have felt
obliged to take matters into his own hands by appealing to Caesar·

"he himself hath appealed unto Caesar···** ~ the entire blame for this
appeal is laid upon Paul· No reason is given as to -why Paul appealed· This
Pestus could not do without admitting to his own laxity in judgment· The
translation gives "Caesar" but it should be tfAugustus"·

"I determined to send him·11 -* I decided to send him· Pestus claims
the decision for himself but there, was no other alternative.

%· admitting that Paul was innocent in his view, Pestus tacitly
admitted that Paul's appeal was made because of a lack of decision on his part·
The indecision of Pestus now complicates matters for him as he himself admits
in the next verse·

Verse 26

"Of whom I have no certain thing to write unto my lord, V/herefore I have
brought him forth before you, and specially before thee, 0 King Agrippa,
that, after examination had, I might have somewhat to write·11

"I have no certain thing to write···" - Pestus will not admit his own
lack of decision and his desire to bm]d up popularity for himself amongst the
Jews, (verse 9) so he clriins that there is nothing positive about which he can
write·
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Festus attempts to clear himself "because of M s ignorance of Jewish

customs and beliefs so he brings Paul before Agrippa, the Jew, so that after

they both examine Paul, He, Pestus, may have something to write to Rome about

Paul so as to justify his appeal to Caesar· Without a proper explanation as to

why Paul has so appealed, the authorities at Borne would realise that Pestus had

neglected his duty at the trial^ Pestus must^ by this time
 7
 be "very sorry he

had shown such favour towards the Sanhedrin and had been so undecisive at the

trial·

"my lord,.*" - The Greek is "kurics" and is applied by the writ ears of

the N.T
#
 to Jesus· The Latin form is "daminns

11
 meaning "Lord of the house"

(English "dominate% "domnion") from
 l?
domi*s" a house. English "domicile"•

Augustus Caesar refused the title and so did Emperor Tiberius. Later, the

Caesar3 did not shew such humility and accepted the title. Nero demanded it

and it is to him that the title is now directed·

Verse 27

"For it seemeth to me unreasonable to send a prisoner, and not withal to signify

the crimes laid against him·
11

"unreasonable···" - "absurd··ο* And well might Pestus say this. Why

then, did he not dismiss the case against Eaul? The answer is because he had

more thought for his own position in the eyes of the Jews·

It would appear that Pestus has reached a stage where he would give

anythirig for Paul not to go to Rome and to Caesar· Whatever he would like to

happen now
f
 such as a new trial at Jerusalem, or to let Paul go, he could not

overcome three things:-

(1) Paul
f
s keeness to go to Borne. After two years of languishing in

jail, he now has a chance of going to Rome^ which he has wanted to do for a long

time· (Acts 19* 21·)

(2) Paul
f
s Roman citizenship made him entitled to a special consider*·

ation and, having appealed to Caesar, he must go through with it»

(3) Whatever reasons may be ascribed to the appeal unto Caesar, there is

no doubt that it was the Divine Will that Paul appealed as he did· It was God
f
s

.fill that Paul should go to the Gentiles· (Acts 22· 21·) Nothing that Pestus

or Agrippa could do would change the course of events now, Paul would have to

go to Rome.

It was at this stage that Festus concluded his speech of which Luke has
given us a precis· Agrippa would have heard all this before from Pestus so
wlat was said now was for the people present at the assembly. Agpippa would
Lear Paul, so Paul is about to make his defence before the world and his last
defence in, this part of the world·
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Chapter 26

oooOOOooo

Verse 1 BLTJI^S SPEECH BEFOHE

f!Then Agrippa said unto Paul, Thou art permitted to speak for thyself· Then
Paul stretched forth the hand, and answered for himself:"

This speech is one of the great discourses of the Actse ^t is a triumph
both for Paul who made the speech and for Luks who recorded it and summarised it
as published in this chapter* Those who were present and privileged to hear the
Divinely inspired words of a master of rhetoric, did not realise the greatness
of the occasion to which they were witnesses· His logic, his choice of words
and his moments of emotion make Paul one of the great orators of any age. His
speech is a model of style and presentation for any who wojuLd be a public
speaker and hold forth on the same subject as Paul gave here»

"Agrippa said unto Paul,··11 - thus ugrippa acts as the cliairraan or
president of the Meeting by calling upon Paul to speak and giving him permission
to do so· Normally Festus would have been president and Agrippa would have been
txie honoured guest· It says little for the personality of Festus that Agrippa
could have supplanted him in this manner·

"Thou art permitted to speak for thyself·.·" - "It is permitted for
thee in behalf of thyself to speak»11 That is the literal translation and means
that Paul was now penoitted to speak in his own defence·

ifstr3tched forth the hand···" - lit· "having stretched out the hand.11

This may have been a characteristic of the age that a speaker did this at the
beginning of his address. It would not call for silence as the people present
would not mumble to each other while Agrippa was there. It may have been to
exhibit the chains on his hand but this is very unlikely with a man of the
brave character of Paul·

"answered for himself·" - lit· "made a defence"· The word "defence"
comes from Gk· "apologia"·

Verse 2

The exordium:

ftI think myself happy, king Agrippa, because I shall answer for myself this day
before thee touching all. the things whereof I am accused of the Jews:"

The opening sentence is, literally, "Concerning all things of which I am
accused by Jews, 0 king Agrippa, I esteem myself happy before thee being
about to-day to make a defence· " (Diag.)

It is to be noted how different this opening is from that given to
Felix (Acts 24· ...10·) and Festus (Acts 25· 8 and 10*) Felix as the opponent of
the Zealots, was well-known in ^udea while Festus was a newcomer and an ignorant
man concerning anything to do with Jewish custom and religion·

nhappy···" - compare with the less forceful "more cheerfully" of 21±. 10·

*before thee· * ·" - Paul would be pleased to make his defence before
Agrippa and his tribunal as a preliminary to speaking before Caesar·

the courtesy with which Paul addresses Agrippa when he must have
despised him for his incestuous association with Bernice, his sister· In things
concerning the preaching of the Truth, Paul did not pre-jiaige but gave every man
a chance·

"of the Jews·11 - "by Jews"* The word "the" is not in the original and
should be omitted· This applies to the whole speech where "the" Jews are
mentioned·
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Verse 3

"especially because I know thee to be expert in all customs and questions which
are among the Jews: wherefore I beseech thee to hear me patiently·

 tf

"because I know···" - omit· These words are not in the original·

"expert···" - this word is connected to the opening "especially" making
"especially expert" meaning "you are expert in many things 0 king, but, being
a Jew are especially expert .in.all··.·

11

"customs.·a" - the operation of the Law of Moses· See Acts 6· 14·

"questions···
11
 - such as circumcision· See Acts 15· 2·

"patiently·
w
 - a word peculiar to this speech·

His Pharisaic upbringing and origin·

Verse 4

!
ily manner of life from my youth , which was at the first among mine own nation
at Jerusalem, know all the Jews·

11

"manner of life···" - comes from one Greek word which is used only in
this speech·

"among mine own nation···" - that is among the Jews and not among the
Gentiles in foreign lands·

Verse 5

ir
vfliich knew me from the beginning, if they would testify, that after the most
straitest sect of our religion I lived a Pharisee·"

Paul was a well-known character and as a result of this, he would have
been talked about and so all men would come to know something about him·

"if they would testify·.·" - "they would if they were willing···"

"most straitest.··" - in English a double superlative characteristic
of the age of the translators· (Early 17th Century·) Means ''most rigid sect"
That is to say, the most inflexible of all the sects of the people· They would
not change from their set opinions· Paul emphasises this so as to lead into
his great argument that the appearance of Christ to him made him change from
this inflexibHity· How else could one explain such a sudden change of heart?
Therefore the appearance of the Lord to him must be true·

i!
I lived a Pharisee·" ~ not "lived as a Pharisee but "lived a Pharisee"·

The difference is important because Paul did not live a make believe life·
He genuinely thought, behaved, worshipped and believed in the Pharisaical way
of life· He,embodied it in his life and habits· See Acts 23· 6· Phil· 3· 5·

Verse 6

"And now I stand and am judged for the hope of the promise made of God unto
our fathers:

tf

"And now···
11
 - as opposed to "from the beginning.··" of verse 5·

"X stand and am judged···"; - *Ι have stood being judged···
11

"for the hope of the promise···" - note that it is not for the promises
of God but for the hope given him by those promises in which he so earnestly
believes· Christianity would condemn Paul to-day for believing in the promises
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made unto Abraham, Isaac and Jacob axu the Covenant with David* In the opinion
of modern Christianity such promises have "been fulfilled in the coming of Jesus
"but that was not Paul's opinion· Thirty years after Jesus had ascended into
heaven, Paul was still believing in the promises made unto the Fathers© By and
large, Christianity does not knew what such promises are· Therefore, if modern
teachers had listened to Paul*s speech which Luke records Iiere, they would have
condemned him»

ttour fathers:* - the "our** limiting such promises to the fathers of
the Jewish people* The use of ••our" also brings Agrippa into the picture
because he was a Jew· That this is the theme of Christianity, see Acts
3* 13? 5o 30; 1. 2/3? 7· 17; 7· 32; 7· 37; 7· 46; Some editions
omit "our11 but the R©VO, R*S»Ve, and Diag* retain it·

Verse 7

"Unto which promise our twelve tribes, instantly serving God day and night*
hope to come· For which hopefs sake, king Agpippa, I am accused of the Jews·"

This verse is a continuation of the previous unfinished verse· The word
"Oromise* is not in the original and appears here in italics· Grammatically
it is in order and does not destroy nor distort the sense of the passage·

"twelve tribes··." - one Greek word correctly translated and occuring
only here· It is neuter indicating a body of people representing twelve
tribes· According to a religioue body of people, there were not twelve tribes
in Judea at that time because the ten northern tribes had teen scattered
and were on their way to Britain. If this is so, then Paul must be wrong -
there were not twelve tribes there. Alternatively, accepting that there were
not twelve tribes, the ten must have forgotten the Divine Promises, so they
were not hoping for their fulfilment arid Paul was wrong· We feel that the twelve
tribes were indeed in Judea and also scattered abroad with those of Judah·
They were the Hebrews to whom James wrote· (Jas· 1. 1·)

if instantly.. ·* - "intently·"

"serving..·" - "worshipping..." with a meaning of serving and at the
same time, having in mind a recompense for such work· That is to say, worship-
ping God with the hope of salvation in the kingdom of God on earth, in terms of
the promises.

"For which hope's sake.·*11 - the hope of the Messiah who must come and
the hope of the resurrection· This would explain why he was so fanatical a
Pharisee·

The Jews who were present, as well as Agrippa, would hear that the
Christianity was no different from the Jewish faith with the sole exception of
the identity of the Messiah and the change of ritual of worship·

"king Agriprpa..." - some texts omit "Agrippa11* -Omitted by the R.V·,
R#S.V· and Diag·

tfI am accused of the Jews·" ~ This is a repetition of the phrase in
verse 2. The repetition adds emphasis to what Paul is saying. The Jews accuse
him of believing the same as they do· The sole exception were the Sadducees
who denied the promise of a resurrection»

Verse 8

"Why should it be thought a thing incredible with you, that God should raise
the dead?"

"Why should it be thou^rt..." - Lit· "ahatl Is it thou^it incredible
by you that..·*1
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: "That God should raise the dead?
11
 -' lit. "if the God dead ones

raises?" ;

As.the verse stands translated ̂ it appeal that Agrippa would consider
that the resurrection was an incredible tiling and something he could not believe·
$he literal translations as supplied above shovf that Agrippa $ having been
trained in Jewish beliefs ̂ would not think it an incredible thing» It is so-
called Christians who do not believe Paul

f
s v/or&s· In this, Paul appeals to

Agrippa as a fellcw believer in the resurrection·

"dead"© - Some unbelieving Christians attempt to ellmimte the
resurrection by stating that the word "dead" here is singular and points
to the raised Christ* This is wrong however, because the Greek for "dead" is
a plural word·

Paul
!
s fomer zeal as a persecutor*

Verse 9

"I verily thought of myself, that I ought to do many things contrary to the
name of Jesus of Nazareth."

"Verily*·." - "Therefore.«
#
" or "So then..·" The conneption is with

the words "I lived a Pharisee.
ft
 at the end of verse 5· From there on there is

a digression while Paul states with surprise that he should be accused by the
Pharisees of holding the doctrine of the Pharisees· Having finished with the
digression^ he brings his listeners back to his m i n theme.·· Ί lived a
Pharisee, therefore I thought within myself that I ought to do many things···"

"contrary to.··
n
 - "against.·* " or "in opposition to.··"

"the name of Jesus..." - this is more than doing something against
Jesus· It is against all that he stood for, all'that he means to nankind· It
is against the "name

11
 which he established by his death -.the name into which

baptism is made· (Acts 2· 38*)

"of Nazareth·" - lit* "the Nazarene."

Verse 10

"*ihich thing I also did in Jerusalem: and many of the saints clid I shut up in
prison^ having received authority from the chief priestsj and when they v/er̂ e
put to death, I gave my voice against them·"

"I also did·.·
111
 - the verb here is different from the verb

 tf
to do" in

verse 9· In the previous verse it is used as a continued act not completed
but to be done continually· In this verse, it refers to the action and not the
contemplation of an action·

-. "the saints..·
1
* — -"the separated ones.·»" Those who have separated

themselves from a world of unbelief· The word is used four times in the Acts,
namely, 9· 139 32, 41J 26* 10· It is much more frequent in use. in Paul

1
 s

epistles· Paul's use of the word at this stage shows an admission of his
former error* ' He would not have called then "saints

11
 before but he does so

now. This admission is directed at the remainder of the sentence which now
follows.··

"having received authority..." - his error just referred to was
authorised by the chief priests· He had the zeal and the desire but could have
done nothing about it without the proper authorisation. In saying this, Paul
does not attempt to excuse himself but brings some of the guilt upon the proper
authorities who have been accusing him

a

"when they were put to death..« " - "they being killed. · ·
 H
 There were

many such martyrs· See Acts 22. 4·
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. "I gave my voice against them·" - lit· "I brought against a vote·
lf

See Acts 8* 1; 22· 20. The word "voice" or "Vote
11
 comes from the Greek

"psephos" meaning a stone which Was used In voting© Two colours were used,
white and "black* Wliite indicated acceptance of

 ff
yes" and black indicated

rejection or "No"* The word (Greek) occurs only twice in the Ν·Τ
#
 here and in

Rev. 2· 17· In the latter reference it appears as "stone" and in particular
a white stone, showing acceptance of the saints into the kingdom of God·
In the use made of the word here, it suggests that when the Sanhedrin considered
whether or not a person should die because of their adherence to the Christian
Faith, a vote was cast and Paul would cast a black stone·

The act of Paul casting his vote (literally) raises a question which
cannot be answered with any degree of certainty· If he had been a member of
the Sanhedrin arxt had been admitted to that body according to its rules, he
must have been married before but was later a widower, as seems to be suggested
by 1 Cor· 7· 7· Sanhedrin rules required their members to be married, hence
the qualification which we state - "admitted according to its rules,

11
· Failing

this, then he used the term metaphorically knowing that everyone who heard the
expression would know that he was in favour of the death of the saints,
without exercising a vote in the Sanhedrin which he did not have· The wei^it
of evidence leans towards Paul having been a member of the Sanhedrin·

Verse 11

"And I punished them oft in every synagogue, and compelled them to blaspheme;
and being exceedingly mad against them, I persecuted them even unto strange
cities·

ft

11
 in every synagogue···" - hyperbole customary to the age· Lit·

 tf
In all

the synagogues· #•" thus shewing his zeal and thoroughness· This would mean
that he went throughout the country, for there were many synagogues·

"punished them··*" - the original states "and punishing them often in
all synagogues, I compelled them···" The punishment, if not ending in death,
would be by scourging» For the method of scourg;lng, see notes to Acts 22

#
 25·

under "as they bound him with thongs·. •"

"compelled them to blaspheme;··" '- lit*
 if
I was compelling···" thus

showing the constant work being done by him· "to blaspheme" see Acts 13· 45·
means to revile Jesus Christ - to curse the name of Christ· In this, P&ul
would find out who were the true Christians because the true Christians would
not yield in this and preferred death rather than such blasphemy· Bruce quotes
Pliny the Younger

1
 s report to Trajan: "if people suspected of Christianity

blasphemed Christ
P
 he discharged them as this was something true Christians

could not be compelled to do· ( "Commentary" footnote No· 17 on page 490)·

"being exceedingly mad against them···" - lit· "being furious towards them·
11

"I persecuted them···'
1
 - imperfect·

 if
I went on (continued) persecuting

them· · · "

"even unto strange cities·" - "even to foreign cities
11
· There is

no record in the Acts that Paul went further than Damascus, before vhich city
he was arrested in his progress and held captive by Christ from then on·
He may have made unrecorded journeys to other cities beyond the borders of
Judea·

The Vision of Christ and Paul's conversion:

Verse 12

"thereupon as I went to Damascus with authority and commission from the chief
priests,*
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The speech to this stage has shown- the, tremendous work Paul, did in his
ignorance and with the authority of the Sanhedrin· Having.built up this intense
picture, he shows what an enormous and sudden change had come over him·"; It
must have taken s omething terrifying to bring about such a, sudden change in so
devout an enthusiast»

This verse is uncompleted and cornea to its end in the next verse· The
translators (or editors) of the Book of the Acts have set this verse apart
in! this manner so as to allow Paul

f
s exposition of his conversion to start with

a verse to itself· .
 /:i

 ;
:
 ·-,..·;·

thereupon···" - lit· "in which·**
11
 referring to.the persecution,

mention in the next verse·

lf
as I was going to Damascus with authority· · ©" - note the emphasis on

the authority given to him* The Sanhedxin wanted him to do what he was doing·
Jesus did not want him to do so». The choice is left with the listeners *· the
Sanbedzin or Jesus· .

Authority and commission· * ·
f f
 - Acts. 9· 2· and 22· 5· mention

"letters" being letters of authority· Paul now discloses more about the
contents of those letters by saying that they gave authority (license) to do
what he did and, in addition, gave him "commission" (full powers) to kill,
arrest or scourge whomsoever he would· The Sanhedrin not only gave him per-
mission but authorised him to do the dastardly work· The inference to follow
is he was converted but the Sanhedrin continue to seek his lifρ as they sought
(and still seek) the life of Christians·

"from the chief priests·" - That is, from his present accusers·

Verse 13

"At midday, 0 king, I saw in the way a light from heaven, above the brightness
of the sun, shining round about me and them which journeyed with me·

 w

The corresponding verses are 9. 3/9 Γ 22
β
 6/11· and 26· 12/18· See

notes given under Acts 9· 9· for the parallel accounts·

"At midday.··" - 22· 6. says "noon"· The "midday
1
* here accentuates

what follows about the "brightness of the sun
if
 because at miuday, the sun is

brightest» The times are the same of course, but the usage here is more •power-
ful··

w
0 king···

1
* - G-k· "basileus*·." viherever the word "king" appears in the

Ν·Τ· this word is used·•

"brightness of the sun·.·
11
 - the use of midday also shows that this was

not an imagined scene but was seen in tlie middle of the day· This account gives
more detail than the other two, here showing the brightness of the sun·

"shining round about me··" - additional infotrnation·

"them which journeyed with JOB.*11 - The extent of the sMning is
additional in this' account·

Verse 14

"And when we were all fallen to the earth, I heard a voice speaking unto me,
and saying in the Hebrew tongue, Saul, Saul, why persecutest thou me? it is
hard for thee to kick against the pricks·"

"we were all fallen to the earth,·.
11
 - the other accounts state that

Paul fell to the earth· Ikul makes his account more general here by stating
what happened to his companions as well·
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"falien· ..
 n
 - a verb peculiar to the Acts and appears here and in 28· 6·

The meaning is "fallen prostrate" or "fallen down dead." In this instance,

obviously "fallen prostrate*
ff
 Acts 9· 7· states that the men who were with

Paul, "stood speechless" γ/hereas here they are stated to have fallen prostrate·

3ee note to Acts 9· 7· The meaning there for
 !t
stood still" is that they stopped

and made no further progress in their journey· Thereafter, they fell as Paul

did· They could, not have seen the light as brightly as Ifetul did for they did

not suffer blindness as Paul did·

"Hebrew tongue.··" ~ see note to Acts 22·-2·

"It is hard for thee to kick against the pricks·" - This proverbial

expression would require no explanation for those to whom it was addressed. The

Jews were a pastoral people and also an agricultural community so kicking

against the goad would be something they all knew about. It is also found in

Latin and Greek literature·

Some critics see in the expression, a pricking of Eaul
!
s conscience since

the day of Stephen* s apology delivered in the presence of Paul. Bis explanation

covered 0
#
I· ground which would be familiar to Paul and he must have understood

the message which Stephen found in O.T. history· Perhaps Paul thought to himself

that Christianity may be rigjit after all but, through his zeal for other things,

he kicked against this prickLqg of conscience and tried to disrega rd it. If this

were not so, what reason would Jesus have had for asking him why he kicked

against the pricks? What was goading his mini to stop his persecutions? There

seems to be no answer to the question, "$hat pricks was ikul kicking against?"

other than that of his own conscience, pricked into a mud response to the

logical teaching of Stephen·

Verse 15 . .

'^nd I said, Who art thou, Lord? And he said, I am Jesus whom thou persecutest·"

There is little difference between the three accounts except that the

record in Acts 9· 4/5· change the order of words but in no way alter the sense·

Verse 16

rise, and stand upon thy feet: for I have appeared unto thee for thds

purposej to make thee a minister and a witness both of these tilings which thou

hast seen, and of those 1dh±ng3 in the which I will appear unto thee;
 w

This record differs from the other two by putting into the mouth of

Ananias the words spoken here by Jesus· Paul appears to consider that the

messenger is not as important as his message and in this case, the message cane

from Jesus· Therefore he attributes it all to Jesus and dispenses yd.th Ananias

altogether· This is in order as such a small detail, while interesting to the

Bible student, would have been of no value whatsoever to Agrippa.

"Stand upon thy feet..·" - A comparison with Ezek· 2. 1/3· is intex*-

esting because the prophet had fallen upon his face when seeing the vision. He

was then told to stand upon his feet and, in verse 3> h© is told that he wi.11 be

sent to the children of Israel, to a rebellious nation that had rebelled against

God. Being a Jew, and a well educated man, Agrippa may have been familiar with

the prophet
f
s words. If he were not, the point would not be lost because the

Jews would certainly have known the allusion to Ezekiel·

"for this purpose,··" - Paul had to stand upon his feet because Jesus

had purposed to send him forth as a minister of the Word of G-od. He could not

go forth if he remained on the ground.

"minister.·." - see note to Acts 13· 5# under "to their minister."

"these things which thou hast seen..·" - that Jesus was alive, having
been raised from the dead. Only an eye witness of such things could be a true
apostle·
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"those things in the which I will appear unto thee·" ~ Jesus appeared

unto Paul on subsequent occasions· See Acts 18* 9. 22. 17/21; 23· 11
 #

Verse 17

"Delivering thee from the people, and from*the Gentiles, unto whom now I send
thee,*

See Jer· 1· 7 &* seq* for the sending of the prophet Jeremiah.

"The people.
 o
.
ft
 « - the

"delivering thee***
11
 - Middle Voice meaning ^taking thee out of the

people for my sake·..
 w

Paul is new to be taken from the covenant people and given to the new

covenant people.

ΪΙ
Ι send thee·

11
 - the verb is "apostello" denoting an apostolic

coiflmission. It is Jesus who sends, and thi3 accounts for Paul's statement in

Gal. 1· 1. and Horn· 1· 1·

Verse 18

M
To open their eyes, and to turn than from darkness to light, and from the

power of Satan unto God, that they may receive forgiveness of sins, and

inheritance among them which are sanctified by faith that is inme/
1

M s concludes the sentence commenced in verse 16.

"to open their eyes· ·." - metaphorically to make it possible for them

to see the light of the truth of the G
O S
p

e
l

e
 See Isa· 55· 5· &nd 42· 7· which

Paul may have had in mind as he uttered these words· The light is that which

shone in the face of Jesus Christ· See John 8· 12; 9· 39/41? 2 Cor. 4· 6.

"turn them from darkness to light···
11
 - darkness is the Biblical symbol

of ignorance of the LOGOS - ignorance of the Plan and Purpose of God. See

Matt· 4· 16J Rom. 13· 12; Ephes. 5. 8; Col· 1· 12/13; 1 Thess. 5. 5j

1 Pet· 2. 9; 1 John 2· 8.

"from the power of Satan , * · . " - lit. "from the authority of the

adversary···" The "adversary" in this case being the High Eriest, the Sanhedzin

or perhaps the Romans, and their rulers all of whom opposed the spreading of

the light of the gospel, ^hen Paul wrote to the Corinthians and said"···for

Satan himself is transformed into an ajagel of light»" he could have written

those words while he was in jail at Caesarea before the coming of Festus. If

that is so, he could well have had the chief priest in mind, or even Felix or

Festus because they were opposing the Way of the ̂ ord· (2 Cor. 11. 14·)

"that tfrey may receive forgiveness of sins···
11
 - which the Law could

not give and which was not given to Gentiles because of their unbelief and their

being strangers from the covenants of promise· See Acts 2. 38 j 5· 31J 10· 43J

13. 38.

"inheritance· ·· etc·," - that they may receive the inheritance which is

the hope of the Faith that is in me, that is, the same Faith that I am in·

His obedience to the Vision·

Verse 19

fr
vvhereupon, 0 king Agrippa, I was not disobedient unto the heavenly vision:
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"thereupon* # ·
ll
 ^ "Thereupon.··" Because of this vision and these words·

* "disobedient. ·." -
:
 "ixnvd21±ng to be persuaded··."

"heavenly .vis ion· ν ·
n
 ' ~ the* · tase of the ̂English word' "vision" seonis to

suggest that what Ikul saw was imaginative and not actual." This is not the ·
sense of the words in Greek which mean "heavenly sight" or "appearance"·

Verse 20 . ; ···....

shewed first unto them of Paiaascus, and at Jerusalem, euid through-
out all the coasts of Judea, and then to the ^entiles, that they should repent
and turn to God, and do works meet for repentance.

11

"shewed. · *" . - "declared.;.*

^Damascus.. · .'Jerusalem.. ·
lf
 - See Acts 9· 20/29.

 :

^ "all the coasts of Judea··." - there is rio Record in Acts that Paul did
this preaching tour but that does not mean- to say thstt Paul is in error here·
It is possible and very probable that he ctid this preaching when he returned to
Judea with famine relief· Acts 9· 29/31* Acts 11· 30; 12· 25·

"the Gentiles··*" - Paul mentions these last because they were always
preached to after the Jews had rejected him. Being* the-apostle to the Gentiles,
he would regard than with great inportance· ' ·*<*•·,•

"repent··." - see note to-Acts 2· 38*
 :
 " ' "

;
 * .

'do works···" -
 if

doing works" or "perfoitaing works"· Note the idea of
continuation·

Paul's arrest: ' - ' -

Verse ̂ 21 ' ' ·

"For these causes the Jews caught me in the temple, and went about to kill me.
 w

"For these causes···" - On account of these things··." The "these
things** mentioned here refer to Paul

1
s preaching to Jews and to Gentiles.

(2 Tim. 1· 11.) The Jews could not endure the thought of Gentiles coming into
tiieir Divine Covenants of Promise· Paul created an insuperable difficulty
by by-passing Judaism by allowing converts to share in the Promises without
having to become Jews first by circumcision and submission to the temple ritual·

"cauglat me in the temple·.·" - "having siezed me in the temple··.'* This
shows where their resentment lay· The profanation of tiieir temple was* the
reason given by the Jews from î sia· (Acts 21· 28·)

about to kill me·" - ^attempted with violent handb
:
 to;kill me·"

This is the literal translation but the R
#
V· -has "assayed to kill'· me·" The

R
#
S«V· has "tried to kill me·* The verb translated as %ent about" comes from

"peirao
11
 meaning "to attempt"*, ^undertake*, "endeavour"» The verb "to kill"

comes from "diadheirizo
w
 appears in the Middle Voice and gives the sense' of

^laying hands upon, to kill" hence the DiagLott
f
s "with violent hands· "

: ;
/ '

Verse 22 -- " '·' - ·. ^ '
 :
 •

"Having therefore obtained help of God, I continue unto this day, witnessing
both to small and»gpeat, saving none other things than those which the prophets
and Moses did say should come:" ·· *

w
 - ;

fr
Having therefore obtained help of God,..

51
 — The Diaglott renders the

woixi for word translation thus:- "Help therefore 'having obtained of that from
of the God,.·" which is to say, "Having obtained therefore, that succour -which
is from God,.·"
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>?
help·.·" - the word means 'succour" such as is given by an ally·

{|
unto this day.··" - these words can fit either side of "I continue

11

to give either of two senses, (1) having obtained succour from God unto this
day, I continue,,/

1
 or "having obtained succour ftrom God, I continue unto

this day.··"

"I continue.·." - "I stand·..
11
 This can be used in either of two senses

or both, namely, (1) "in spite of their attempts to kill me, I am still
standing···" or (2) "in spite of everything, I still maintain my position, I
still hold fast to my doctrine··." "Furthermore, I still stand as a preacher
of these things···

11
 See Eaul

f
s remarks in Rom· 5· 2j 1 Cor· 15· 1; Ephes·

6· 13/14; Col· k. 12;

"witnessing both to sirall and great··.
11
 - the result of his still

standing· Not that he does so of his own volition but as an apostle,
one sent by Jesus· This has reference to verse 1? above·

51
 small and great·.·" - does not only refer to rank but to age (young

and old), social standing (important ard unimportant) class (higji and low) thus
carrying the distinction through all strata and types· Covering all types, it
could be rendered "from the least unto tte greatest"· The only other usage of
this expression in the N.T· is Rev. 11· 18; 13· 16J 19· 5 ard 18; 20

#
 12·

if
none other things...prophets and Moses." ~ The complete answer to all

who accuse him of destroying the religion of their fathers· Not only did he
teach those tilings spoken of by the parophets of Israel, but he spoke also those
things spoken by the great prophetic law-giver, Moses· The Jews accused him
of speaking against Moses· Paul claimed that he spoke the same things that
Moses spoke· See his declaration under Acts 24· 14·

"should come·" - "being about to take place·" Note that Moses spoke of
things yet to happen relative to his day· Therefore he is one of the great
prophets of Israel· His teaching was not static and applicable to his times·
It also had relation to Jesus, as the epistle to the Hebrews shows so well·

Verse 23

"That Christ should suffer, and that he should be the first that should rise
from the dead, and should shew light unto the people, and to the Gentiles."

"Christ should suffer. ·." - The verb is peculiar to this verse.
^t means "Christ should be liable to suffer... " The Jews could not understand
a Saviour who had to endure suffering· hey repelled the thought· Their
0·Τ. was full of such references. See Luke 24

#
 44/46. Isaiah 53 is the best

known of such 0·Τ· prophecies· The sense of these words by Paul is "That the
Messiah should be a sufferer·*

1

"first that should rise···" - this qualification of Jesus is insepai*-
able from % e should suffer." The two had to go together, "death" (after
suffering) followed by resurrection· He was the first-fruits. (1 Cor· 15· 23·)

"shew light·.·
n
 - for the Gentiles, see Isa· 42· 6j 49· 6; 60· 3:

The "light*
1
 thus proclaimed was the resurrection through Jesus· Paul brings his

listeners back again to the question of which he was accused by the Sadducees
and to which he referred in Acts 26· 7/8· This connects the suffering with
the death, with the resurrection, with the preaching to the Gentiles· All
of this is 0·Τ. teaching· All of it is Paul

f
s teaching. His accusers accuse

him of turning away from Moses and the prophets but these things which he
taught were spoken of by Moses and the prophets· Where, then, is their
accusation? The resurrection of Jesus is the greatest miracle of all time·
There was no evangelist standing by to call him from the dead or pray over
his dead body as Jesus had done over others· Without any mediator of any nature,
Jesus was raised from the dead· This could only be the Power of God working
through him· This shows that Christianity is true·
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: "Gentiles*" - This was referred to in verse 17· Jesus was· doiftg no
more than had been prophesied. - '*' ' ..,. .

Verse 24 - ' · '"" •

. "And as he thus spake for himself, Festus said with a loud voice, Paul, thou *

art beside- thyself; much learning doth make thee mad·
ff

This is the first recorded interruption Paul had· The resurrection was

too much even for Agrippa who- should- have· believed in it if' he had known

the 0·Τ· Scriptures·. When Festus listened to Baul, he must have noticed the

tremendous enthusiasm of the apostle· Paul lived for his Faith and spoke about

it with such conviction that Festus came to the conclusion that Paul must, have

been overcome with rapture, hence his rather absurd statement concerning Paul
1
 s

sanity· '·'·.-··

lf
as he thus spake for himself*,··

11
 - "as he was thus apologising.··

11

or "defending·.·
11

"thou art beside thyself.··
11
 - "thou ravest (as a madman)...

11
 or

simply
 w
thou art mad·.·*

, ' • • · • . · \ . ' • ' " ' » . « - . . , > • '

"much learning»..
11
 - lit· "many letters·.." - an acquaintance with

literature without any specific reference to the type of literature. This will

be inferred in the next clause. • .

"doth make thee mad." - "turns thee to mania.
ft
 The inference appears

to be tliat much devotion to the Hebrew Scriptures had turned Paul
!
s thinking to

mania· Tc this day
7
 non-religious persons accuse the religious of having

religious mania* Religion can often lead to mania or-fanaticism which is much

the same thing. Paul
f
s religion however, was a religion requiring its

adherents to grow in knowledge of the Word of God· Thus
r
, no room'is left for

mania. See 2 Tim. 2* 15· 1 Thess. 5. 21. John 1?· 3; 1 Cor·' 15. 34;

Ephes. 4. 13j Phil· 1. 9; Col. 1· 9; 1 T̂ jn. 2· U.

Verse 25

if
i3ut he said, I am not mad, most noble Festus; but speak forth the words of
truth and soberness·"

Paul's rejoinder to this silly accusation is the essence of politeness·

To appreciate hw polite Paul was and what forebearance be exercised, one

must realise that Paul was speaking to Agrippa 'and not to Festusi Therefore,

if he had shown some impatience with Festus, iriany would have excused him· But;;

this he· does not do· ,- .·. * '
 /!

" "
 ;
·•";

 l

"I am not mad..·"- — this must be regarded as a'rejoinder to the
 1f
Thou

a r t m a d . . . " f r o m F e s t u s · * · . •; . ·. ;J'..- ' ·• '·•
 ; :

 *"•„'•'•:
j'j , ,, ·

"most noble·.." - no doubt Paul did not, for one moment, regard Festus
as Toeing most noble· This, is merely a term of respect to & position· It is
like our modern, *Iour. Excellency." * - · * ' '' •

i!
speak forth..." — *I utter..."

"words of truth·.·" - ."truth* as opposed to the theory of Plato about

an immortal soul
1
 that goe3 to heaven at death- #iich is not Truth, but a

persuasive error; of mankind
 f
s philosophy* "

"soberness·^ -
 n
sanity" as opposed bo Festiis

1
 insinxiation that he was

m a d · , • • • · • " * • ' . .
 ;

 -. ' .' ' • • - · • · • • • ' ' '
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Verse 26

"For the king knoweth of these thing*, before whom also I speak freely: for I
am persuaded that none of these things are hidden from him; for this thing
was not done in a cortaer·"

Let us give some consideration to the factsi at this moment:-

1· Festus had already sat in judgnent oVer Paul &nd had not gpLven any decision·
2# He had tried to get Paul to agree to a further trial under the Jews·
3· Through his willingness to ingratiate himself with the Jews, he had forced

Paul to appeal to Caesar·
4· Having gpt himself into a very embarrassing situation, Festus confessed that

the situation was more than he could handle· (Acts 25· 20 and 26·)
5· Because of his incompetence, Festus had asked Agrippa to attend this

meeting·
6. Since this meeting was called for Agrippa, and Agrippa had invited Paul to

speak, (verse 1) Paul was addressing Agpippa and not Pestua·
7· Pestus had no knowledge of the Jewish nor the Christian Faith and was

not in a position to pass any judgment at all·

These factors gave Paul every reason to be rude to Festus, yet he was not
rude but spoke very politely to Festus·

w
the king knoweth· · ·" - "the king is informed" as opposed to Festus

who is not*

"these things···
11
 - the religious beliefs of the Jews which are almost

identical with those of the Christians^

l!
before whom also I speak freely. · · " - lit, "to whom also being

confident I may speak..." I speak with confidence before Agrippa (but before
Pestus I am interrupted. ·.)

"none··.·are hidden from him...
11
 - BaxjOL assumes that Agrippa not only

knows something of the Scriptures but also has had knowledge of Jesus and must
have heard of his resurrection·

"this thing..." - "this whole affair...
1
· The resurrection·

Verse 2?

"King Agrippa, believest thou the prophets? I know that thou believest·"

i/ftiereas the Gentiles τώιο were listening would not know much of what had
been said, with Agrippa it was different· He was a Jew and must have known
something of the Scriptures· At the veiy least he would have had a respect for
the Word of God whether or not he was obedient to it· If Agrippa could be
brought to a confession of these things, his attendants would have been
astonished and Paul

f
s case would have been immensely strengthened· lie would

have been a link between Rulership and the Faith; Gentile and Christian and
Jew and Christian·

"believest thou the prophets?" -•• Relieving" means much more than just
believing that they existed· The believer of the prophets had to know their
message and believe in it· He had to trust their word, knowing it to be the
inspired Word of God· He would regard them as the spokesmen for God·

Agrippa was in a difficult situation at this question and appeal. He
knew the prophets to be true· He must have heard of Jesus for this was common
knowledge all over the country wherein he now was· Could he give Paul his
patronage and receive the enmity of the Jews? Alongside of him was Festus who
had just expressed an opinion which was wrong but which would have a great deal
of support from many people. On the contrary, how could Agrippa state emphat-
ically that he did not believe in the Prophets and thus speak against the Most
High God whose servants the prophets were?
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"I know that thou believest·
ff
 - It was not a matter of Paul knowing what

was going through Agrippa
 !
s mind· Paul knew that any Jew would know something of

the prophets« He knew also, that recent history confirmed many of the things

spoken about by the prophet?· This evidence could not be denied, especially by

a man like Agrippa* Every Jew knew of the prophecy of Deut· 18· 18· and a short

account of the work of Jesus compared with that of Moses, would show that this

prophecy by God had been fulfilled-in Jesus·

Verse 28

"Then Agrippa said unto Paul, Almost thou persuadest me to be a Christian·"

Now we know why Luke added to his record, the statement by Festus concerning

Paul
f
s alleged "mania% This had had an effect on Agrippa whp could not now

support Paul and by' so doing, support a man who was suspected of being mad, -

of being a fanatic·

°n the other hand, what was
1
 Agrippa to say? If he denied the prophets, he

would offend the Jews who regarded him as their helper· He would lose his

influence with the Jews if he dared give any indication that he did not

believe the prophets·

"Almost thou persuadest me to be a Christian·" - Gk. "Within a little

thou persuadest me a Christian, to become·"

It is accepted by Commentators, that the title "Christian" had the same

meaning then as it does ηζΜφ rfith this, we disagree, being the only one out of

step. See notes to Acts 11· 26· Agrippa got out of the difficulty by making

a joke about it· "With a little more effort you could persuad.e me to become

a goody-goody." Note that he did not align himself with the Christians· He

could not use that word in a nice sense · It had to be contemptuous* He could

not say in effect, "Almost thou persuadest me to be a follower of Christ" because

that would acknowledge in the presence of Jews tiiat Jesus was the Christ· There-

fore at the risk of disagreeing with such famous scholars as Alexander, Yifalker,

Eackham and the modern authority, Professor F»F. ̂ ruce
P
 we must still maintain

that the term "Christian* did not mean then what it means now·

Verse 29

"und Paul said, I would to God, that not only thou, but also all that hear me

this day, were both almost, and altogether such as I am, except these bonds·"

"I would to God..·" - lit. "I would pray to the God·.. " Thus Paul

passes off the slight against the Believers as "worthy fellows
M
· He finds

nothing worthy of conteirpt in the word but adds that he could pray to God
 s

for all men to be the same
 n
worthy fellow" that he was·

"not only thou.·.
 n
 - all along Paul had been addressing Agrippa except

the few words he spoke to Festus after that man
f
s rude interruption· Now Paul

deftly and without giving any offence, turns from Agrippa to all men.

"were both· · · such as I am. ·.
ft
 - this sentence is not quite what

Paul said. Lit. "within a little and within much, tut also all those

hearing me today, to become such as even I am··."

"except these bonds." - No doubt, holding up one wrist to which a chain

was fastened. If anyone was to be held captive, let them be held captive by

the Lord Jesus.

If Agrippa was ashamed to admit the truth of the prophets,

rejoinder here must have made him more ashamed· Paul showed courage which is

'much more than Agrippa displayed· .
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Verse 30

"And when he had thus spoken, the king rose up, and the governor, and Bernice,

and they that sat with them 2
M

"When he had thus spoken··•" these words are omitted in the

R.S.W and others such as the DiagLott, Schonfield, Weymouth and the Ν·Ε·Β·

The address seems to come to an abrupt end at this stage· Perhaps

Agrippa was embarrassed or thought he had said too much in the presence of Jews

and Gentiles· Paul had been too logical for comfort for such as he.

"the king rose up··." - no one would dare move as long as he was seated.

Therefore it was Agrippa who broke up the meeting·

"the governor· · ·" —· Festus.

"and Bernice. ·." - the order of lea-zing is correct. They all left

according to rank· As Shakespeare once jmb it into the mouth of Lady Macbeth,

"Stand not upon the order of your goingo. ·
 o

 :t
 - "Do not follow protocol in

going·.." (Macbeth Act 3, Scene 4 line 119·)

Verse 31

"And when they were gone aside, they talked between themselves, saying, This

man doeth nothing worthy of death or of bonds·"

"when they were gone aside.·.
11
 - lit· "hairing retired.·." This

indicates that they withdrew to a place whore they could discuss matters amongst

tliemselves privately·

"they talked between themselves... " - Lit. "they spoke to each other..."

Tiie question now arises/Who is referred' to by "they"? It is improbable

that all the assembly, including Bernice and the Jews would retire for private

discussion amongst themselves. In view of the "Then said Agrippa to Festus.. "

of the next verse", it is more than likely that Agrippa and Festus withdrew for

a private talk between themselves· Festus was anxious to know what he should

do and how he should report the matter to Home· Nowms his opportunity while

the matter was fresh in the mind of Agrippa·

Verse 32

"Then said Agrippa unto Festus, This nan might have been set at liberty, if he
had not appealed unto Caesar."

"Then said Agrijpa unto Festus···" - see concluding note to the pre-

vious verse· These words identify for us the people who went into a private

discussion·

"This man might have been set at liberty.. ·" - "set free" or "dis-

charged..·" - "release" "let... go·" See John 19· 12; Acts 3· 13;

4· 21, 23; 5· 40; 16· 35/36j> 17· 9? 23, 22; 2k
c
 23; 26· 32; See also

Matt. 27. 15, 17* 21; Mark. 1$* 9
$
 11; Liiks 23· 16/18 and 20; Also Mtt· 27·

26; Mark 15· 6 and 15j Luke 23* 25·

"if he had not appealed unto Caesar*" - There is a fore-boding in this

qualification of Paul
?
s possible liberty. Does the appeal to Caesar take away

any chance that Paul would have liberty? Perliaps Agrippa knew the character of

the Caesar who was none other than Nero. He was a man who had no sympathy

wliatsoever for Christians, worthy fellows or not.

Having appealed unto Caesar, Paul was now bound to go to Rome. Luke has

no further interest in Agrippa or Festus so drops the subject abruptly at this

point· This closes Luke
f
s account of Paul

f
s defence of his Faith· Prom now on

we are given adventure, but at the same time, a historical analogy·
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Up to this period in ecclesiastical history, opposition to the preaching

of the gospel had come from Jews· Luke has recorded how they used to follow

Paul from place to place and tzy to prevent him from preaching© In addition,

they would stir up the Gentiles against him· The Gentiles, on the other hand,

were surprisingly tolerant towards the preaching of Christianity· They appeared

to raise some opposition only when their business interests became affected·

See Acts 16· 16/24· See also the opposition from Demetrius and his men recorded

in Acts 19· 24/41· Whenever the Gentiles raised a protest, they always framed

their objections along religious lines but it is obvious that their main concern

was their business interests· Thus the ̂ entiles were prepared to allow the

preaching of Qiristianity and have a laugh at it now and again when they met

some of the "worthy fellows
11
· The general attitude was that Christians were

fanatics, as Pestus expressed·

The time came, however, when Christianity began to spread amongst the

Gentiles· As long as the adherents kept to apostolic teaching and remained

humble men, they did not interfere with the Law and did not come up against the

rulers or their deputies· Once the wolves entered in among them and souglit to

draw disciples after them, (Acts 20· 29/3Ο·) clashes with the Government and

its servants were inevitable· The gradual appearance of a large body of people

who worshipped a God no one had ever heard of was something t ο be considered

with alarm in countries where the -worship of idols made by man*s hands was a

State religion· It would take only the mildest of causes to trigger off a mass

punishment of innocent people·

.at the time of history Luke has.now reached in his narrative, (A*D· 59)

Gentile attitude was still admirably tolerant towards the Christians· It was

in A.D· 62 that Nero divorced his wife Octavia and married a woman called

Poppea· It was about this time that Agrippa had built himself a large dining

room in the royal palace at Jerusalem but to the dismay of the Jews, it over-

looked the temple in such a -manner that Agrippa could eat while lying down

as the custom was, and see what was going on in the temple area and watch the

details of the sacrifices· To preserve the secrecy of their ritual, the Jews

built a large wall which blocked the view as well as the view of the western

cloisters of the temple· Festus ordered them to pull the wall down again but

the Jews asked to be allowed to send an ambassage to Rome to a sk Nero about it

first· Permission was given and in due course, news of the wall came to the

ears of Poppea· She was a religious woman, and was thought to have been a

proselyte because of her good favour towards the Jewish people and their fozm

of religion· She managed to influence Nero so that he gave the Jews permission

to retain their wall· This story is told in ^Antiquities of the Jews
11
 by

Josephus, Book 20, chapter 8 paragraph 11·

This instance of Nero
!
s mildness and kindness was not due wholly to his

character but to the influence of his religious wife· To what extent she

influenced him in his later attitude towards Christians is hard to say· In

A»D. 64, the great fire of Rome took place and Nero, looking for a scapegoat,

blamed it on the Jews· Perliaps his Jew-loving and God-fearing wife had heard

of the Christians and, in spite of them being regarded as a branch of Judaism,

she followed the more militant Jews and urged her husband to despatch as many

of them as he could· The slaughter of Christians which followed gives history

one of its many lamentable chapters
9
 The cruelty was characteristic of the

age yet it is hard to believe that a religious person could descend to such

diabolical cruelty regardless of who the victim was or what religion was

followed. It is thought that Paul met his death during this time·

Returning to Agrippa
f
s statement that Paul would have been set at liberty

had he not appealed unto Caesar, he must have known of the pro-Jew attitude

of Agrippa
!
s wife, Poppea, and knew that if she had any say in the matter, Paul

would not have been set at liberty at any time· However^ there is evidence that

Paul was set free and continued his travels but more of this anon·

The slaughter orderad by Nero set the pattern for persecution in the
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years -which followed· The tempo of persecution for Christianity increased
after A.D. 70 when the Jews were no longer a force to be reckoned with·
The same years however, saw the growth' of apostacy within the ecclesias
until the True Christian Faith almost died out. The few that held the Truth,
were driven into the "wilderness." (Rev· 12. 14.) and to this day, fora a very
small part of what is called "Christianity"· Once the growth of the apostacy
was complete and doctrines such as the trinity, immortal souls, heaven going
at death, the pre-existence of Christ, the devil and satan, and such festivals
as Christmas, Easter and the various religious holidays became part of
Christianity, the True Christian Faith had gone and in its place arose a pagan
religion with all the pagan beliefs given a "Christian character"·

When this stage had been reached, the Roman Catholic church took over
completely from the pagans and, in the course of time, controlled the State as
well, instead of the higih priest, there was the pope· In the place of the
course of the priesthood, there were the variolas classes of Catholic priests·
The worship of the sun god, moon goddess and morning star was replaced by the
thre~gods~in~one of Christianity· The pre-existence of Nimrod who was now the
morning star was replaced by a belief in the supposed pre-existence of Christ·
The worship of Diana, (Artemis to the Greeks) was now replaced by the worship
of the virgin Mary· Instead of turning departed souls into constellations,
Christianity now consigned souls to heaven at death. Instead of believing in
evil spirits, Christians now believed in a supposedly immortal angel of evil
to which they gave the Hebrew word for an adversary ~ "sahtahn" and
altered the spelling and added a capital to get "Satan"· As the pagans had
done, so the Roman Catholics did with their Inquisitions in which acts of
most appalling cruelty were done to bring about the death of those who would
not bow to their will in matters of belief· This was largely prophesied in
Rev· chapter 13· The complete victory of paganism came about when the mid-
winter festival to the sun god became what is known as Christmas Day and the
festival to the moon goddess (Astarte) became the festival of Easter·
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Chapter 27

oooOOOboo.

Paulfs sea journey and shipwreck·

Lukefs story of Paulfs journey by sea which culminated in shipwreck is a
classic in any age· ^or narrative skill and the power of descriptive writing,
it is unsurpassed amongst the literature of all nations· As a record of sea-
manship of the age in which it was written, it is the most instructive and
authoritative· The details of the story prove the authenticity of Luke*s
narrative for no one could have written such an account without having been
there to experience such a storm and such an ending·

Are we to think that God inspired Luke to write as,he did just for the
pleasure of his readers? Must we think that the Divine story which has just
been told of all that the apostles did said taught over a dynamic period of
thirty years, suddenly came to an end and God added an exciting story for us to
read to our children but in which there is no dida.ctism at all)* When we read
the story, must we notice only the suspense and excitement and feel the relief of
th travellor when all came safely to lard?

tfhereas we shall summarise our lessons when we come to the end of the
chapter, we shall as an introduction, note that 'a voyage is comparable to the
adventures of our lives· We hope for a smooth passage but never get one· We
are tossed about from one difficulty and situation to another· Sometimes events
happen which change the course of our lives and lead us to a different haven
from that we first intended to visit· In hard times and in dangers, the best
and the worst in our characters is revealed· Our detemanation in adversity
shows what stuff we are made of·

From the earliest times in cultural history, man lias feared and avoided
or loved and respected, the sea· To the Greeks and Etonians of Paul's day, it
represented the great tiriknovm and the cockle shell boats plus the ignorance of
navigation, made any sea journey a hazardous undertaking. Such were the dangers
involved that sea journeys during the winter were forbidden. There .was a g^at
traffic on the Mediterranean between Eg^pt, Asia and Europe, yet most of this
was done during the summer when the winds were favourable and the storms were
not so severe as they were in the winter. Nevertheless, sea travel, required
endurance from sailor and. passenger alike· The smallness of the ships necessit-
ated' cramped quarters. The wood from which ships were.made rendered the lighting
of a fire a dangerous risk so all meals were cold, .'̂ here.was no comfort for
anyone who undertood a journey by sea. The lack of knowledge or trigonometry
and geometry and the lack of navigational instruments of reasonable accuracy
left the sea farer in the hands of God and gave rise to superstition amongst
those who believed in gods of their own makir̂ g. If the .particular godw$iich
was worshipped did not calm the sea within a very short time,., the sailor would
quite easily turia to another god.v Thus' it was' that tHe· pagan sailors who had
^onah in their ship, prayed to all their gods in a time of distress. («ionah 1·5·)
iiince these gods did not do anything about calming the'stoxin, the ship*s master
came to Jonah and, asked him to pray to his God, ftif so be that God mil think
upon us, that we perish not.fl (Jonah' 1.6.) When the God of Israel calmed the
storm, 'tĥ  sailors offered a sacrifice unto tae LORD, and would r emember Him.
the next'tiifle a storm arose·

We shall now give attention to the 27th chapter and in doing so, shall
note from time to time, the various allegories which point to the Christian way
of life· If we regard Paul as a type of Christ and the passengers and crew as
the believers making their journey,through life, we shall be helped in our study
and much interest will be added to the task before us. ' > -
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Verse 1

ffAnd when it was determined that we should sail into Italy, they delivered Paul
and certain other prisoners unto one named Julius, a centurion of Augustus1

band."

ffit was determined· · ·ff - it had already been determined (decided) to
send Paul to Borne. See Acts 25· 12, 21 and 25· The determination in the
present instance refers to the time of sailing· ^he decision in this matter
could be taken finally after the officials at Rome had signified their assent
to Paulfs appeal·

"Italy·.·11 -- apart from this reference, Italy is mentioned in Acts
18. 2j 27· 6j and Heb· 13· 2k· It referred to the country south of the Alps,
and does not include the Alps as does modern Italy·

"we.··" - indicating the presence of Luke· This word was last seen in
Acts 21· 18· as "us11· Nothing is known of Lukefs movements during the two years
of Paulfs imprisonment but he must have lived nearby so that he could join his
leader whenever he came out of prison. Luke must have had money of his own to
"be able to afford a passage such as this·

"they. .." - Festus, the governor would have the power to give the order·
Paul was being taken to Rome after Festus had reported his appeal to Caesar·
The order would be given by both Festus and Agrippa, hence the use of the word
"they11· Alternatively, it could be used as a generic plural and mean only
Festus and all that he controlled·

"certain other prisoners···11 - from'the treatment given to them, it is
certain that they were not appelants as Paul was· They were most likely^
criminals who were being sent to Rome to certain death in the amphitheatre·

"Julius·.·" - this centurion was, as is the case with other centurions,
an outstanding character·

"Augustus1 band." - the word "band" means "cohort11· See introduction
to Acts chapter 10· This particular cohort was one of five auxiliary cohorts
stationed at Caesarea» It carried the title •Augustan" to indicate that it was
an Imperial cohort· With the extension of the Roman Empire throughout the
habitable world at that time', consnunications between the provinces and the
controlling centre at Rome were essential· To enable this to come about, bodies
of troops were formed which were called "frumentarii". They travelled back and
forwards between Rome and foreign parts and the centurions in charge were officer-
couriers· They formed an excellent means of conimunication for the Etaperor
and his foreign arari.es. Their head-quarters were at Rome on the Caelian Hill
and only foreigners called "Peregprini" could be recruited for these cohorts·
That this cohort was called the "uugustan cohort" showed that it was an Imperial
cohort and one likely to be entrusted with the conveyance of prisoners·

Verse 2

entering into a ship of Adramyttium, we launched, meaning to sail by the
coasts of Asia; one Aristarchus, a Macedonian of Ihessalonica, being with us·"

•Entering. · ·ft ~ "embarking.··" (going on board).

'kdramyttium· ··" - a port of Mysia, about k5 miles east of Asso& (Acts
20· 14··) at the deepest end of the gulf of Adramyttium. It was a popular
trading centre and dealt in ointment· Exports used to go as far as Syria and
the coast of Caesarea so this vessel was probably on its way back to its home
port.

ftwe launched. · · " - "we put to sea·. · "

"meaning to sail by tte coasts of Asia,.." - lit. uwas about to sail to
places in Asia.tf
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They would go to the coasts of Asia hoping to find a ship sailing to
Italy* There was more hope of finding such a ship on the Asian coast than there
was at Caesarea because of the'greater traffic between Italy and those parts·

"Aristarchus,.·
11
 - he is mentioned in Acts 19· 29; 20· 4. which

verses show him to have tieen 'a companion with Paul on his travels· He is
mentioned in Col· 4· 10· as "my fellow prisoner·.·" and in Philemon 24, he is
described by Paul as "my fellow labourers"· He and Luke were constant
companions of Paul, the two of them representing Jewry and"Greek· It is
difficult to account for the dr presence here because ordinary passengers
would not be allowed to travel on such a ship with all those soldiers and
prisoners· Paul was an important prisoner, being a Roman citizen and an appelant
unto Caesar· Therefore he -might have been permitted to have with him his
chosen slaves or attendants·

Verse 3

"And the next day we touched at Sidon· And Julius courteously entreated
Paul, and gave him liberty to go unto his friends to refresh himself»

ff

*we touched at Sidon··." - "we were brought to land at Sidon."

"Sidon·..
1
! - often mentioned with Tyre which lies twenty miles to the

south· Sidon was about 70 miles north of Caesarea· It was of more irziportance
in 0.T· days than it was at the time of I&ul's visit· It had fallen to
Alexander the Macedonian and had never regained its foimer importance·

"courteously···" -
 f

*philanthropically.· ·"
 :

"entreated· ··
tf
 - "used" or "treated

w

#

"his friends·.·" - there might have been brethren there as there were
at Tyre· Acts 21· 4/5· The word means "loved ones" or persons for whom one
has an affection· After a long period of work in the Master

1
 s service, it is

unlikely that Paul would have had friends who were not Christians· On this .
basis, it is more likely that there was an ecclesia there and that the members
of it were close friends of P

a
to refresh himself"· — -"to receive hospitality" and also "to

receive care and attention'*. Prom the meaning; of this word ("receive attention
11

either as hospitality or care) there is a strong suggestion that Paul was in
poor physical condition and that his friends gave him such attention as they
could· ν ' - .

Julius immediately rises in our estimation of his character and we find
a^ain that

;
 a centurion is 'one to be admired·

Verse 4 "' • · ' '
 ;

"And when we had launched from thence, we sailed under Cyprus, because the winds
were contrary."

"when we had launched...
 w
 - "having "put out to

5
 sea..." -

11
 we sailed under Cyprus··." - they sailed under the lee of the island

of Cyprus, which means that they sailed west and north of Cyprus. During the
summer, the winls are westerly· If a voyage was being made from Asia, a
vessel would hold Cyprus on its port beam, which is to say that it would pass
to the right of Cyprus· See note to Acts 21 · 3·) They would therefore, pass
Cyprus north of the island· This would bring them into the lee of the wind.
It would also help them in regard to a current which flows strongly westward,
enabling them to make progress against a wind.· This fact shows that Luke

r
s

record was accurate and that the ship was navigated by experienced sailors·

"the- winds were contrary·" - they were from the west and they were
sailing westward· By sailing north and west, they would avoid this·
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Verse 5 · ,

"And when we had sailed over the sea of Cilicia and Paiophylia, we came to Myra,
a city of Lycia."

"sailed over. . ...· - "having sailed through··· "

"the sea of Cilicia and Baraphylia·..." - Cilicia lies due north of
Cyprus and Panrphylia is to the north, north oast (Ν*Ν·Ε·) This means that the
ship, having passed Cyprus to the east and going north, would come "in sight
of the mainland· Then it would turn west and follow the coast westward until
it came to Myra, the most southerly port of Asia Minor· Little is left to-day
of this old city» Its theatre remains as a vestige from which it can "be
gathered that Myra was a city of good size. (A city can often "be gauged for
size by studying the size of its theatre·)

Verse 6

"And there the centurion found a ship of Alexandria sailing into Italy; and he
put us thereon·"

4W
yr

a
 was one of the grain ports and Egypt was the supplier of Grain·

This accounts for the fact that the ship came firom Alexandria, Egypt, and was
carrying some of its cargo of wheat to Italy· This brought to an end the first
stage of the journey because they had a change of ship here·

Bamsay points out that Egypt was one of the granaries of Rome and the
trade in wheat between Egypt and Borne was of the highest inrportance· It was
also very large as can well be imagined with a city the size of Rome· The
ship would call first at Myra in order to discharge some of its cargo and
would then continue its journey· (Ramsay: "St· Paul the Travellor" page 318)

Verse 7

ft
And when we had sailed slowly many days, and scarce were come over against
Cnidus, the wind not suffering us, we sailed under Crete, over against
Salmone;*

"sailed slowly·.·" - a term used only navigationally, showing Luke
f
s

knowledge of the language of the sea·

"Cnidus·,." - the sea journey took them along the coast and to the
north of the island of Rhodes· Then, turning a little southwards, they would
make their way along the mainland until they came to the port of Cnidus on the
mainland· This was another favourite port of call for ships from Egypt· Here
they could have waited for a favourable wind as there were two harbours there·

"not suffering us···" - "not permitting us.··" A verb peculiar to
this verse· Used by sailors·

"we sailed under Crete,·." - along the lee of the island, that
is along its southern coast· The wind at this time would be north west· It is
now known that at the time of late summer referred to here, this wind does blow
north-westerly·

The sense is that they did not land at Cnidus because the wind did not
permit them to do so· Therefore, they turned southwards along the lee of Grete,
making for the cape of Salmone as a guide to their further course·

Verse 8

"And, hardly passing it, came unto a place which is called The fair Havensj nigh
whereunto was the city cf Lasea·"

"hardly passing it,··" "having passed it with difficulty..·
11
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n
The fair Havens· . · * ~ to-day the place is called in Greek "Limeonas

Kalous" meaning "The fair Havens
w
· Having rounded the cape SaJonone, they

sailed along the south coast until they came to this port* Not far from this
port is a place called Lasea· This place has almost disappeared but vestiges
were discovered in 1856·

A few miles to the west of The fair Havens, is Cape Matala, not
mentioned by Luke, but beyond, which, the coast turns northwards· Any ship
sailing at-this··time., wpuld find itself beating up against a head-wind. We
shall see. when we come to. verse 12 how this affected the travellers

Verse 9

ff
ibw when much time was spent, and when sailing was now dangerous, because the
fast was now already past, Bsiul admonished them/

1

'Vhen much time was spent··." - "much time having been spent.··" They
had spent a lot of valuable tune in sailing against a contrary wind and in
waiting at The fair Havens for better sailing weather.

"sailing was now dangerous·.." - this helps us to place the time of the
year. The dangerous time for sailing was between September 14th. and November
11th. After November 11th· all navigation ceased until the winter had passed·

"the fast was now already past,··" ~ the fast referred to is the Day of
Atonement which, in A.D. 59, fell on 5th. October. But the fast was already
past so it must have occurred while they were at The Fair Havens* They would
have sailed from The Fair Havens about the middle of October·

"Paul admonished them,* - "Paul advised them,"

Ramsay (op. cit·) suggests that· a council was called and that Paul had
been invited to attend and express his opinion as to what they should do. It
seems strange that a. captain should call such a council because he is the sole
and supreme authority on the ship· In verse 11 the centurion's opinion is
recorded. The point to note is that such was the importance of the wheat trade
between Alexandria and Some, that the transport was not left to the caprice of
private enterprise but was run as a State Department· Therefore, when the
Centurion came aboard the ship, he was the highest ranking Government officer
aboard· This could not occur in our times, unless it was Soviet Russia, but in
those days, they had different ranks of seniority and different rules from what
we have ncm. In our custom, the Captain alone would take the decisions even
against the Owner and would be protected by the State if he did· In those days,
however, the Centurion.was the senior officer therefore he had to be obeyed·

Verse 10 -

"And said unto them, Sirs, I perceive that this voyage will, be with hurt and
much damage, not only of the lading and ship, but also of our lives·" -

"Sirs,·." - "Men,··"

"I perceive.·. " ·- the. meaning is that having be£n a spectator of what
had occurred and what was happening, and having given consideration to these
things in the light of future possibilities, I understand that··.·.

"hurt and much damage·.·" - relevant to the risks involved·

"the lading·. ·" - the cargo·

Λ
οιχτ lives.

11
 - in this Paul was wrong· There was no loss of life·

In this he was not inspired. But, in so far as he states that there is a risk
to the cargo, the diip and the lives, he was quite right· It is in this sense
that the passage was written·
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Verse 11 -: .

"Nevertheless the centurion believed the master and the owner of the ship, more
than those things which were spoken by Paul»"

nthe master···" - the person responsible for the navigation of the ship·
Rev· 18· 17· - "the shipmaster11· He ,was the pilot.

*the owner of the ship· · · n - it would be better here to translate the
word as "captain11· Two people are involved here regarding the ship, the master
and the captain· The Master would be the navigator, and the owner would be the
captain, the person in command.

"the centurion believed····" - he beliored old and experienced sailors
and v/ould have been vezy foolish if he had not done so. Although Paul was
right and the men of experience turned out to be wrong, the c enturion was still
correct in listening to the men of experience rather than to a land-lubber whom
he knew nothing of· Nevertheless, in view of the gale which was blowing and
the contrary nature of the winds, it would seem — at this distance - to have been
foolhardy to set sail from The Pair Havens which, at least was a harbour and
afforded much more protection than the open sea·

Verse 12 .

"ind because the haven was not commodious to winter in, the more part advised to
depart thence also, if by any means they might attain to Phenice, and there to
winter; which is an haven of Crete, and lieth toward the south west and north
west.w

"because the haven was not commodious. · ·rt -v this is not saying that the
haven was not commodious but that the majority advised that they should leave
because in their opinion, the haven was not commodious to winter iru

ifto winter in.··11 ~ used as a, noun wfor wintering in11 as one word·

"the more part...11 ~ "the greater part* or "the majority",

"to depart·.·" - to be led out.·.*

"thence... w - "from The Fair Havens·. ·"

"they might attain to Phenice.··" - see note to verse 8· The coast
a few miles from The Fair Havens suddenly turns northwards exposing the vessel to
a strong head-wird· This actually happened to them. See verses / 6

"Phenice.. ·" - a port on the south coast of Crete where the coast line
turns northwards· The modern name is Lutro· It is the only port on the south
coast which has some protection from all winds· It is mentioned in Acts 11· 19;
15· 3j 21·.· 2j It had a good harbour in those days and this was the reason for
the decision given by the pilot and the captain when the matter was discussed·

"there to winter..." - they had abandoned all hope of getting to Italy
before winter· They.would remain there during the closed months fto shipping·

"the south west and north west·" - it lay on the coast that turned
northwards.

Verse 13

when the south wind blew softly, supposing that they had attained their
purpose, loosing thence, they sailed close by Crete."

"when the south wind blew softly..·" - "the south wind laving underblown·
The verb "underblown" means "blow more than gently·" This would help them in
their five mile journey to Cape Matala and thence the thirty-four mile journey to
Phenice·
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They had wished to proceed to Hienice but .were "unable rto because· of the
direction of the* wind. When the wind suddenly began to blow from the south and,
better s t i l l , to blow softly instead of as a £^tle, they thought that they would
achieve the i r purpose t of getting to ^the,desired

"loosing thence..·" - the word, "thence·
1
 does not a£>pear· in the original·

,Tlie sense is. "weighing anchor··. " Lit. '.-lifting
w
iip···"

"sailed close by Orete·
fl
 - "sailed close irchoreo " A peculiar arid

nautical term*

Verse 14 ; ., . •·..- -.v , ; . . . t : . . ·•

not long after there arose against it a teirpestuous wind, called
Euroclydoru "

"Not long after... f ~ lit· "After not much..." That is to say, hardly
bad they rounded Cape Maiala. ··.

 ;
 . ·> : . - .

ft
arose..... " - ., "but beat against, her· ·. " It appears that .they had not

gone far - probably sufficient to round the cape - when a wind arose which was
contrary to them·

 r
 The south, wind favoured .their direction of travel·. This wind

beat against Jthaai and made it impossible for
 ;
them to continue -on their chosen

course· If the wind blew from the north, it would blow over the mountains of.
Crete and beat down upon the ship*

"tempestuous wind.·»" - G^· ,
w
t^3ao3oiicps

f
 ·." fyom γ/liich.we get typhoon^

A sudden change frOm,a gentle .south wind.to .9. violent
s
 mx*h.

x
wind is common in

these parts·

"Eurpolydon. " - also known as ̂ Buracjuilo
11
·! These names are.capable of

break downs into -forms which.might be satisfactory· For exanxple, "Euros" the
east windj "Aquilp" the north wind, making Ε·ίί.Ε·; windo '^uroclydon can be
broken down to "wind causing broad ̂ waves·". It probably refers to the direction
of a prevailing wind as one would refer to

 n
-the, Soutlx. Easter", in the Cape

Peninsula of South Africa, or a "Veaterly buster" in. Durban· Naming winds is and
has been a common praqtice for centuries* V .

Verse 15 , . , . - .

"And v/hen the ship was caught, and could not bear tip into the wind, we let her
drive.

tf

i!
when the ship was caught.·." - "having been caught by the wind..

;
."

"could not bear up..into.the ?/ind,..
if
 - "could not sail into the wind.."

The bow would keep falling away so as to present the ship side on to the wind·

!l
we let h^r drive·

lf
 r,,.. "having given., up we were driven,, or" W Q were

borne along", they turned their stern towards the wind and were carried
along before the wind, that is in the same direction as the wind· This, would

the effect of blowing them a long way out of their way
e

Verse 16

"And inanning.urider β. pertain inland which is, qalled Clauda, we ha4:much work to
come;.by the boat·." " . Γ

 : ;
 .

 (
 , j.. .

 ;
 ,

;

"running under a certain island.*·" ~ "rtmning^ under the lee of a ; ;
certain island. · ·" that is to the sheltered side·

"Clauda·.·" - the moaepa name is 'VGOJZZQ"· It lies to, the j3auth/v|rfst of
Crete·
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had much work·..ft - the use of "we" shows that the passengers had to
help with the work of managing tlie ship·

"had much work· .. n ~ lit· "were hardly able. ·« M

"come by the boat·" - "to become masters of the boat·11 This is a boat
which is towed behind a ship· In the storm, it could easily be lost so it was
thought best to haul it aboard·

Verse 17

"Which when they had taken up, they used helps, undergirding the ship; and,
fearing lest they should fall into the quicksands, stmke sail, and so were
driven."

"Which· ·." - the small boat just referred to· These small boats were
used in harbours where there was no quay· They would anchor the big ship in deep
water and row to the shore in the small boat·

"they used helps···" - these were called "frapping cables"·

"undergirding the ship···" '- this means running a cable round and under
the ship «so as to save her planks from the violence of the waves· This work uvas
also called tffrapping11·

"quicksands,··" - they were being driven towards Africa· . On the north
coast there are quicksands, one called Syrt'is Major and the other Syrtis Minor·
The former is near Tripoli and the other near Tunis· The one they had in mind
was Syrtis Major·

"strake sail·.. ! - lit· "loosened the main sail···" Commentators are
disagreed on this and some suppose that the sail was loosened in such a manner
that it did not catch any wind but just flapped loosely. This is most unlikely
as no captain would risk his sail being torn in this way· It could also mean
that they put out a sea-anchor· This is something which is let into the sea at
the end of a cable and, at the same time, the bow is turned into the wind·
The boat then drifts before the wind but progress is slow·

"And so. • ·. " - "and thus·. · " or "and in this manner. "

Verse 18

"And we being exceedingly tossed with a tempest, the next day they lightened the
s h i p ; w • ' '

"the next day·*·." ~ there was no abatement of the storai on the following

day.

"they lightened the ship". - lit· Ha throwing out the began."

Verse 19

ffAnd the third day we cast out with our own hands the tackling of the ship·fl

"we·.·" - again an indication that Luke was called.upon to help·
One feels that Luke mentions these personal things to indicate Hm seriously they
were placed· Normally sailors would not allow non-seafaring persons to interfere
in any way. On this occasion however, they were quite prepared to receive what
help they could and probably asked for it.

"with our own hands···" - they could not use the ship's gear to off-load·
The derricks could not be used because of the storm·

"the tackling of the ship·" - the shipfs furniture. This would add to
their discomfort in an extremely uncomfortable situation·
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Verse 20

"And when neither sun nor stars in many days appeared, and no small tempest lay
on us,, all. hope vthat we should be 'saved was then t aken away."

"neither sun nor stars· .." - In navigation, a compass merely shows the
direction in which a craft is travelling· Sights with a sextant and the
calculations, .consequent upon'such observations, enable the navigator to plot his
position· JBut he must iiave sight of either sun or the stars to find his co-
ordinates· In those days,, there was no compass so a sight of the sun or stars
would be necessaiy to check their direction of travel· Day to day differences
in latitude or longitude would not be noticeable» ..

"In many days··.·" - they would certainly have had a method of what is
now known as "-dead ̂ reckoning". This is a method whereby the position at noon
the next; day is anticipated and "when the time comes, any variation will give an
idea of speed and direction of travel. Thus, daily checks can be made· Not
having had a chance to malos checks for several days, the people would be quite
lost an<l would lose all hope of getting toland safely· · .

s.
?fno small.··" - common figure- of speech used by- Luke·

"lay onus·.·" - "pressing bn us·.·w * ., : .

"all hope.·.11.,^ ; ,the darkness, ths stormy the Ikck of checks of position
or direction, the need for frapping, and the lack- of :a*iy sign of abatement, took

- away any hope they may have had of being saved;

Verse 21

t after long abstinence Paul stood forth in the irddst of ;theia, and said, Sirs,
ye should have hearkened unto me, and not have loosed from Crete, and to have
gained this harm and loss·"

"long abstinence·.·" - "no food for a long time,··" Lit. "Long but
abstinence existing··.w - -

"Paul stopd forth in the midst··. " - showing his talent for leadership.

"Sirs,.." - lit. "Omen·."

"not have loosed..." - "not to have sailed..." from the Pair Havens·

"hann and loss·" ~ the same words as translated "Kurt and damage" in
verse 10.

Verse 22 ' -^

"And now I exhort you to be of good cheer: for there shall be no loss of any
manfs life among you, but of the ship."

In desperate situations, the calm person is invaluable. Paul was on this
occasion· He showed concern for their welfare rather than his own. He!
exhorted them and not himself.

"there shall be no loss of life·...111 ~ this alla/jfed their worst fears·

Verse 23

^or thex̂ e stood by me this night the angel of Godj whose I am, and whom I servei

"Ppr there,.3toad by.me..t." ~ «thê  angel· was clos^ and riot at a distance·
Divine help wâ s et hand and not far away· (Psa· 34W 7·)1 • ;

"whose I am·..11 - lfto whom I belong." He is a bond servant·

"whom I serve·.· * - "whom I worship.11 (lfI offer service")
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Verse 24

"Saying, Pear not, Paul; then must be brought before Caesar: and, lo, God hath
given thee all them that sail with thee·

1
'

"Fear not,.»" - this expression occurs frequently in the N*T. and is
sometimes translated as

 Η
άο not be afraid··." or."be not afraid.." An occur-

ence in Acts is found in 18. 9« where the encouragement "Be not afraid" is
given to Paul. See the Divine assurance of Acts 23· 11·

"brought before..." - this is passive* In vsrse 23 it is active and
appears as "stood by

!t
« The same Greek verb is used.

w
lo,.·" - "behold·..

 w
 yet again signifying something surprising to

follow, in this case, the safety of all the passengers, whether free or
prisoner·

"God hath g£ven thee.·.
11
 - Gk« "God hath graciously given thee··.

ff

The R*V· and R.S.V. have "God hath (has) granted to thee..·" The verb
"granted" carries the idea of granting as a favour or act of graciousness·

"given thee·.·
11
 - or "granted thee

11
 raises the question $hy should God

grant the people to Paul? Why not just "God will spare the lives of all vfho
sail with thee"· But the lives were to be granted to Baul· This tells us that
Paul must have prayed very earnestly for tlie lives of all his companions whether
known to him or not, to be spared and God had answered that prayer affirmatively·

Verse 25

"Wherefore, sirs, be of good cheer: for I believe God, that it shall be even as
it was told me·

n

"Wherefore,· ·" - "therefore,. · "

u
be of good cheer, sirs,··" - "take courage, xt&n

9
.
9

n

tf
I believe God,··" - Paul shows his utmost faith in God· His religion

was based upon God fulfilling his promises, and Abraham was quoted by Paul as
one who believed God· (Acts 4· 19/22·)

Verse 26

'̂ iowbeit we must be cast upon a certain island·" .·

ff
God did not reveal to Paul the name of the island, apparently, otherwise

Paul must surely have mentioned it·

"Howbeit.·.
11
 - "But...

w

"we must be cast... " ~ Gk. "it is necessary us to be cast·
 n
 It was

necessary in the Divine Ban &nd Purpose to cast theni upon a certain island·

Verse 27

when the fourteenth night was come
?
 as we were driven up. and down in

Adria> about midnight the shipmen deemed that they drew near to some country;
lf

"the fourteenth night···" - Since leaving the Fair Havens at Crete·

"driven up 'and down·. ·
w
 - lit·

 ft
being driven along· ·.

fl
 It is unlikely

that they would have been driven on a zig-zag course as here indicated· The
wind blew from one direction and would blow them in one direction· The
translation is incorrect and the Greek is as indicated here.
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"Adria.··" - "the Adriatic Sea in the ancient sense and not in the
modern one which limits it to the Gulf. of Venice. In Paulfs day, it covered the
part of the Mediterranean Sea which lies between Crete, Greece, Italy and
westward as far as Malta.

"shipmen···" - "sailors··.11 Mentioned here to distinguish them from
the soldiers, prisoners or other passengers who would not have the knowledge of
the sea to express an opinion.

"deemed...11 ~ suspected.·." Soijie commentators, supply "supposed" but
this would indicate guesswork whereas practiced sailors feel by the swell of the
sea, or "bounce back" waves which go in-a reverse direction after striking a
shore, that land is near· Therefore it would be more correct to say "suspected"
which indicates some thought being put to the matter..

"they drew near to some country.··*1 - lit. "to draw near some to them
country". That is "some country drew ne^r to them"· Some texts give
"that some land was resounding.. · w which means that they could hear the
sound of the breakers. Hearing sudh a sound is most unlikely. Breakers a mile
off could never b§ heard in a gale; such-as that they were experiencing. It is
pore likely th§tt an optical illusion of the sea gave them the impression that
land was approaching them instead of the other way round.

Verse 28

".and sounded, and found it twenty fathoms: and when they had gone a little
further, they sounded again, and found it fifteen fathoms."

"And sounded...11 - "having sounded,.*" The method of sounding is to
swing the lead at the side of the ship and let go on the forward swing. The
lead sinks to the bottom and the sailor reads off the depth, from the number of
cloths tied to the line at regular intervals. The depth is recorded in the
distance between the tips of the fingers of out-stretched arms. This approx-
imates one fathom, or six feet. Two, expressions come from this practice. One
is "to sound" a person for infozroation. This comes from soundingthe sea for
information as to its depth. The other is "to swing the lead". If the sailor
was not, working, he would just swing the lead back and forth without getting
any information of the depth. IJis swinging the lead would give the impression
that work was being done but in fact, he would just be bluffing.

"when they had gone a little further,.." - lit. "a little and having
intervened. ··ft This expression appears in Luke 22. 59;

"fifteen fathoms. n - The part of Malta they would reach first would be
a bay which is now known as flSt. Paul's Bay". Soundings here show 20 fathoms
and 15 fathoms exactly as here described. :

It has been calculated, by one writer (The Voyage and Shipwreck of Sti
Paul - by James Smith) tirat by drifting before the wind, the ship would travel
at 1^ miles an hour· This would be 36 miles a day or 504 in 14 days. The
distance between Clauda and 'the point of Kbura.at the entr&nqe to St. Paul's
Bay is 476· 6 miles· He calculates that this would take 13 days, 1 hour and 21
minutes for the journey: if the ra*ce of drift is correct* Purtheimore, he
showed that there is no other island where they could have landed in view of
the direction of the wind·

Most commentators agree that the mariners would hear the sound of the
waves breaking against the shore but we feel this is most unlikely· The "bounce
back" waves would came from all directions if there was a bay nearby, and would
make the sea-choppy. A choppy sea is a good sign* of land nearby. The sloping
sea bed would also cause higher swells to build up which would eventually break
as waves upon the shore. The rising steepness of the swells would also signify
land ahead. If waves could have been heard, then the passengers would have
fceard them, yet Luke is careful with his words and states that the jailors
suspected the proximity of land. Only they could tell from the sea surface·
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Verse 29

"Then fearing lest we should have fallen upon rocks, they cast four anchors out
of the stern, a»d wished for the day**

"lest we should have fallen upon rocks* <,·" - lit, "lest on rough places
we should fall·*·" "Bough places

11
- ia a Greek teciiiiical term for rough places

of the sea sueh as a ΐοοίς/ coast* Luke shows his knowledge of sea-faring
language here*

lf
four anchors out of the aiern. • · " — it must have been a powerful wind

to require four anchors to arrest the progress of the ship* Commentators appear
to be mystified that the anchors were cast out from the stern but it must
be realised that if they were drifting before the wind, they would not drift stern
first· They would be bow first and it was in this position that they cast
out the four anchors· It would nake it much easier, when day broke and they
could see where they were going, to release the anchors and drift toward a beach
if one was there, and grotuxl the ship·

"wished for the day·" - lit· "wishing for the day to be·" It will be
noticed that "wish" is imperfect denoting continuous wishing

#
 It must have been

a /ery anxious night and the continuous wishing indicates that aobody slept*

Verse 30

"And as the shipmen were about to flee out of the ship, when they had let down
the boat into the sea, under colour as though they would have cast anchors out
of the fore-ship,

11

An incomplete verse which comes to completion in the next verse·

"the shipmen· · •
 n
 ~ "the sailors*

"were about to flee· · ·
if
 • - they were determined to g et away from the ship

without caring what happened to the others·

"had let down the boat···" ~ the method of escape which they planned,
was to use the small boat which had been rescued from the sea and brought aboard
as described in verse 16· This they would launch from the bow of the ship·

"under colour·· · " - "under pretence· · · "

"cast anchors· ·•* - they had to work at the bow of the ship to lower the
boat· To justify their being there, their pretended to be casting out anchors
from the bow.

Verse 31

"Paul said to the centurion and to the soldiers, Except these abide in the ship,
ye cannot be saved*"

Paul sums up the situation quickly but realises that he is powerless
to stop determined sailors from doing this· He therefore, calls upon Julius the
centurion and the soldiers with the hint that if the sailors did not stay in the
ship, they would not be saved· The centurion was the most important person
aboard and would give the instructions to the sailors· The soldiers would see to
it that his instructions were carried out· The proper reason for preventing the
sailors from deserting the others was really due to the fact that God had told
Paul that all.would be saved· This was how the saving of the crew came about·

This is the third recorded time that Paul spoke to the ship
1
 s company·

See verses 10 and 21·

Verse 32

"Then the soldiers cut off the ropes of the boat, and let her fall off·"
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fl
the soldiers cut.off the ropes of the boat.··

11
 -.. "the soldiers" means

"some soldiers"© They acted in accordance with instinactioris from the centurion
or from their own fear that Paulas words would come true®

"the ropes· © β
11
 - the ropes in those days would be made from twisted

rushes fashioned into ropes· They v/ould not be difficult to cut with a sharp
sword· The short sv/ords which they used were sharpened for close combat·

"of the boat,··" ~ nowadays we should call this boat a dinghy· It must
have been let down from the bow by this time, preparatory to, the sailors getting
into it

d

"let h^r fall offo" ~ lit· "let her fall away·* They were prepared to
sacrifice the dinghy to. save all lives·. This took faith and courage because it
could be useful in getting people ashore if the sliip'stucl? fast some distance
from the shore·

All this time, the ship would be held by her anchors· The sea bed in St·
Paul

f
s Bay is sandy so the anchors would hold·

V^rse 33

"And while the day was coming on, Paul besought them all to take meat, saying,
This day is the fourteenth day that ye have tarried and continued fasting,
having taken nothing· " ·

"while the day was coming on,··" - lit· "Till arid while about day to
be,.."

"Paul besought them···" - "Paul exhorted them···" They had a hard day
ahead of them and would need all the strength they could muster for the task of
landing·

"to take meat,··" ~ lit· "to partake of food,··" It is within .
Biblical character to refer to food as "meat"· This is Middle English· See .the
translation in Gen· 1· 30* and note that vegetable matter is referred to as
"meat"· < . · . · • · . · . ·

"ye have tarried···" ~ "you have waited··." for deliverance· This
expression indicates the suspense all had been througjh·

"and continued fasting···" - the sense of this translation is that they
had fasted for the, past fourteen days· This is not the case in the original
Greek which is "and ye continue fasting···" That is to say, you have been
thorough all this suspense yet you continue to fast·

"having taken nothing·" — This is another example of permissable
hyperbole· They had not fasted for fourteen days so what Paul means is that
for the past fourteen days they had not had a proper meal· ·

V e r s e 3 4 • • . . . · - · . - . ..· .

u
therefore I pray you to take some meat: for this, is for your health: for
there shall not an hair fall,from the head of any of you*"

"Wherefore*,*·" - "because of all this,.·"

"I pray.·." - "I entreat..." or "I plead with you.··"

"take some meat:··" - "take some food:.·" See note to previous verse·

"this is for your health: . · " ~ lit· "this is for your salvation:.·"
The Greek word translated as "health" here, appears in Acts 4· 12* where it is
translated as "salvation

11
· The Greek word means ^safety

11
, "preservation from .

destruction·" In classical Greek, the word means physical safety and not .
spiritual safety· See also Acts "13· 26 arid 47j i6· 17·
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"there shall not a hair..·" - This is a Jewish,proverbial expression
meaning that no harm shall come* See 1 Sam* 14· 45; 2/Sam· 14· 11 j 1 lungs
1· 52; Luke 21. 18«

Verse 35

11
 And whexi'he had thus ''sjjoken, he took bread, and gave thanks to God in the
presence of them all: and when ha had broken it, he began to eat."

"when he had thus spoken,·*
11
 ~ lit. "Having said these (things)·.·"

"gave thanks to God...
11
 - this wsis a Jewish custom from ancient times

and was carried on in Christian homes by the saying of Grace before meals· As
is usual with commentators, some find problems everywhere and the problem here
is whether Paul started a "breaking of bread" ceremony; behaving like a father
of a family or behaving in the manner of a pious Jew who acknowledges that
everything comes from God· The latter is nearer the mark and is probably
correct· He would not have broken bread in the presence of uribaptised people in
view of what he had to say to the Christian believers at Corinth. See 2 Cor·
6. 14/18# In so far as acting as a father of a family is concerned, there is an
element of truth in this because this is the fourth time, Paul took charge of
the people on board. He saw what was good for their health so he took approp*-
riate action as a father would care for his diildren·

"in the presence of them all:.#
ff
 - The Gentile people on board were to

learn in this simple act, what faith in God means
o

"he began to eat·" - Paul set the example so that others would follow·

Verse $6

"Then were they all of good cheer, and they also took some meat·
11

"were they all of good cheer,··" - "having been encouraged···
ft
 The

adjective here is from the same word as the veifo in verses 22 and 25· The
modern English derivative of the Greek is "enthuse

1
*· Gk· "Euthumeo

11
 (verb) and

"euthumos" (adjective)*

"took..·" - this is the same word as the second "take
1
* in verse 33

which means "take by the hand and draw on one side· That is to say, they each
took their share of food axu. went to one side to eat it· The first "take" in
verse 33 is another Greek word meaning to take in sharing with others· Each
meaning is very appropriate in the senses in which they are used.

"some meat." - "some food."

Verse 31

"And we were in all in the ship two hundred threescore and sixteen souls·"

The Vatican MSS has "three score and sixteen" (76) but this would make
the ship a small one and of a si^e unlikely for the transport of important
people or prisorars· The Historian Josephus was wrecked a few years later in
a ship carrying 600 people (souls) and of these, only 80 were saved including
Josephusο Luke

f
s 276 people is correct·

There must be a reason why 276 is given· Some commentators say that the
number was known because a roll call was taken for the distribution of meals·
This is most unlikely because they would have known how many were sboard at the
time they left Myra* (vs 5·)

Bullinger points out (Companion Bible, Appendix No. 10. page 11·) that
13 is the number of rebellion (Gen· 14· 4· and· Gen· 17* 25·) lie states that
13 and all its multiples are associated with rebellion· 13 is the sixth prime
number and the number of man is 6· Bearing these facts in mind, turn to John
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21 · 11· for the 153 fishes which were caugjat and "yet was the net not broken·"
That the net was not broken indicates that none got away as some did in Luke 5· 6·
when the net broke· The significance-of the net breaking in the one instance and

not in the other, shows that the preaching of the gospel brings many people
into the spiritual net that is Christ but after a while, some turn away©
When Christ returns, all those found worthy ra.ll be taken in another spiritual
net and none will turn away· They will all be saved by the Grace of God·
(Ephes· 2# 8·) "Grace" occurs as a word 153 tines in the N.T. (see Young's
Concordance)· It was through Grace that Jesus died and through Grace that we are
saved· Op· Heb· 2* 9O and Bphes* 2* 8* The Hebrew word for "Sons of .God" is
ifBeni Elohim" and the numerology of that word is 153· The numerology of the word
"Bezaleel" meaning MIn the shadow of El" is 153· (See John 10c 28/29·)

This study of 153 discovered by bro* Arthur Hall of the Coventry
Ecclesia shows one way in which the number 276 may be studied· If 153 is
deducted from 276, we are left with 123 the factors, of which are 3 X 41· Now
3 is the. sign of Divine completeness· Jesus rose on the third day· On the third
day of creation, the earth rose up from the waters and was separated from the
waters· The vegetation of the earth rose up from the earth on this day· The
figure 41 is the thirteenth prime number and 13, as stated above, is the number
of rebellion· So, taking GRACE away £rom 276, we have the product of the Divine
Will against those who rebel against Ham· In other words, the significance of
276 may be this, that if that ship*s complement of people were to lose the Grace
of God, they would perish· Also, if those few who were baptised believers
by the Gmce of God, were removed from the ship, there would be left the 123 who
were spiritually rebellious and who would come under the completeness of Godfs
warning of destruction upon such rebellious people*

The fore-going.is a suggestion* God does not waste words and if Luke was
inspired to set down the figure 276 for us, there must be a reason for it· It is
not there for interest only·

Verse 38

"And when they had eaten enougja, they lightened the ship, and cast out the wheat
into the sea·ft

flthey had eaten enough··'1 - lit· "Being satisfied with food···"

"they lightened the ship··»" - see verse 18 for when this action mxs
started· The tense here indicates that they continued to lighten the ship· The
phrase used is an ancient nautical one, showing Lukefs knowledge of the sea·

. "cast out the wheat·.·" - this was the last of the cargo to be thrown
out· As a cargo it; was important §0 they would not jettison it while on the high
seas as there would be no chance of rescuing it later· .Here, in St. Paulas Bay,
with the shore not far off, there was every chance of saving it· If the ship was
to be lost, some of the cargo of wheat would be lost too, so it was best to take
the barrels in which it was stored, and. cast th^m into, the, sea so that they
could wash ashore. No commentator reasons this wgy but considers that this was
the manner in which the ship was lightened» It. certainly was lightened but a
careful reading of the ;verse shows that (i) the. ship twas lightened and (-2) the
v/heat was cast into the sea» The wheat would not be.carried in bulk as it is in
ships these, days but would be stored in barrels· Casting out the barrels of wheat
is the same as casting out the wheat· .

Verse 39 . ._ -. '·.

"iuxl when it was day, they knew not the-land:: but they discovered a certain
creek with a shoreP into the which they were, minded,, if it were possible, to
thrust in the ship·"

"when it was day···" - ."when it became (Jay···" The translators took no
notice of the difference between the verb "to bew and the verb "to become"©

"they knew not the land·.·" - they did not recognise the land·
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The tense indicates that they continuously tiled to recognise the land, but they
could not· If the sailors had been to Malta before, they would have landed at
the proper harbour» Being at this end of the island, they would not recognise
it··

"discovered*·»" '- they observed and examined closely, the tense indic-
ating that they continued to do so*

"a creek· ··" - the Greek word here means "bosom
11
 being that part of the

chest between the arms* This has no reference to the female bosom but refers to
the hollow formed in the upper part of a loose garment which was bound by a
girdle and in which things were carried or kepto See the following verses
for the manner of hew this is used figuratively;- Luke 6. 38; Isa· 65+ 6;
Jer· yi. 18· The bosom is used of a place where a reward is given· The gift
can be keptfc there» It is also used figuratively as a place of blessedness*
See Luke 16· 22/23* John 1· 18

#
 Some claim that the shape of tiae

 ff
bay" is the

same as that of the division between the breasts but such a meaning would not fit
the figurative sense which is used in the references given» The derived meaning
is "bay"· In the figurative sense of this story which is yet to be discussed,
the use of bosom as a place of reward and blessedness rather than of shape is
much more to the point·

"with a shore*••" - "having a beach···" A sandy beach would extend
below the water line and make a good place for casting an anchor· A sandy creek·

"they were minded···" - They consulted one with the other·

"to thrust in the ship·" - "to thrust OUT the ship·
11
 They did not

decide to thrust the ship into the creek but decided to thrust out into the sea
so that they could safely sail into the creek·

Verse 40

"And when they had taken up the anchors, they committed themselves unto the sea,
and loosed the rudder bands, and hoisted up the mainsail to the wind, and made
toward the shore·*

"when they had taken up the anchors,··" - when they had cut off the
anchors· This was much easier than having to raise them against the pull of the
ship· If the ship was to be wrecked, there would be no point now in saving the
anchors by hauling them aboard·

"they committed (themselves) unto the sea···" - the word "themselves"
is in italics showing that it was not in the original Greek· The sentence
relates to the anchors and not to themselves· They had just cut off the anchors·
The next thing consequent upon that act was to let them fall into the sea·
That is what Luke is saying here.

"loosed the rudder bands···" ~ ships in those days had tv/ό rudders which
were long oar like implements· These were lashed together with ropes so that to
pull on one oar Meant that two were being pulled together· When lying at anchor,
they would be lashed together· If they were about to sail, they would have to
have the use of""the rudders so they loosed the bands with which they were lashed·
The steering oars< (rudders) would be lashed so as to bring them out of the wat<sr#
Now they would drop into the water again and could be used to steer the ship·

"hoisted up the mainsail···" - "hoisted up the foresail·" The foresail
was not used as a driver but as a means of holding the bow into the wind· It
was necessary for steering· The Greek is "artemon" and the use of it shows
once more Luke's nautical knowledge© This is the only appeiarance in the Bible of
this word·

"to the wind,··" - the participle is used here indicating that they
raised the sail into the "blowing wind"·
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'•made toward shore·11 - "pressed towarcte the shore·" or "held her down
towards the shore·" iill the foregoing narrative complies with the phrase Hto
thrust out the ship" as described in the notes to the previous verse·

V e r s e 4 1 ;' "".""'... . ' , ' . - . . ... , , · . . .. ; " ,-...-..•• · \ · ; ,• · · • . -" • •· "••' "*-'•"•.

"And falling into a place where two seats met, they ran the ship agroundj and the
forepart stuck fast, and remained unmovepble, but the hinder part was broken
with the violence of the waves* M :

"a place where two seas met··©" - St. PaulfsBay is separated from the
main island by a channel about 100 yards wide» Malta is on the one side and a
small island called Salmonetta is on the other© This channel can be described
as â place where two seas met·" The Greek is "a place :with a sea onboth
sides·"

"they ran the ship aground· " - there is one word in Greek to convey the
iTieaning of "run aground·" It is a nautical term and is one more; to add to Luke

!s
nautical knowledge· . ·

"the forepart·.·" - in verse 30 this taranslation appears as "fbreship"·

"remained unmoveable*··" - "liaving stuck fast remained ajnmoveable·

"the hinder part·.·" - rendered "stern" in verse 29·.,

!lwith the violence..*11 - li*v l?by the violence·" The word is also
used to describe the "violence" of human beings· See Acts 5· 26; 21· 55}

24.7· ;

Verse 42 ,: , · ,, . .

"iind the soldiers counsel was to kill the prisoners, lest any of them should
swim out, and escape·w

Such was military discipline amongst Roman soldiers that they would do
anything to prevent prisoners from escaping* An escape, would bring disgrace
upon the army and a terrible retribution,on themselves· Therefore they decided
to kill the prisoners rather than allow them to escape· There would be no
consultation about this as it'would be normal military practice to which they
would turn without much thought·

We. get a further insight into Roman Mlitary character here· Their plan
was to kill the prisoners lest they should escape· They knew that.avvay from the
ship there was escape but on the ship there was certain death· This means that
they preferred certain death for themselves rather than permit the prisoners to
escape· This is the character of German soldiers too·

Verse 43

"But the centurion, willing to save Beiul, kept them from their purpose j and
commanded that they which could swim should cast themselves first into the sea,
and get to land* "

"The centurion· # #" - he was of first rank above all on the ship· His
word was law·

"willing to save..." - "wishing to save.*·"

"kept them..." *- "restrained them.··" The centurion would be able to do
this on account of the strict military discipline and the utmost obedience by
soldiers to the Girders of a superior· Again the character appears in German
soldiers of to-day who will do almost anything possible if ordered to do so, even
if it was against human naturev

Some would give Julius all the benefit of the doubt and say that he was a
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kind man and much in the same category as Cornelius· However, he was a Centurion
to whom the fulfilment of an assignment was a matter of high honour* He had "been
chosen to lead Paul to Caesar and this he would do so long as it remained within
his power· One does not want to "be uncharitable to a man who showed friend-
ship towards Paul but he was essentially a soldier and a Roman one at that·

"consaanded· * ·" - - Julius gave a command wiiich could have led to the
prisoners

1
 escape, but it nevertheless would mean the saving of their lives*

By landing on an island they could be apprehended in the course of time,
and perhaps Juliua realised that they were on an island· He had one good reason
for believing this* See Verse 26·

"they which could swim··ο" - they would get first to lard and be in a
position to help the less able to reach the shore·

Verse 44

the rest, some on boards, and some on broken pieces of the ship· And so
it came to pass, that they escaped all safe to land·"

This verse is a continuation of the previous one and must be read as such·
This means that Julius commanded that those who could swim should do so, the
rest could get ashore by devious means·

"the rest···
11
 - "the rest of you who cannot swim·.·"

"boards···
 w
 - this is the only occurence of this word which means

boards, planks or ar̂ rbhing made from sucha This would include parts of the
furniture of the ship which had not been jettisoned before· See note to verse 19·

"broken pieces···
11
 - which either they could break off or which were

broken by the violence of the waves· The evacuation would have taken some
hours·

"so it came to pass.··
11
 - lit· "thus it happened·.·

!t

"they all escaped···" - as was prophesied in verse 24· The end of the
story does not justify the prophecy· On the contrary, the end came about
because of the prophecy. The end was not fortuitous but was according to the
Word of God·

It is to be noted that St· Paul
f
s Bay is not generally accepted as the

bay where this incident took place· Some authorities say "Melliha Bay
11
 which is

further north· The actual site is of little importance because as we have seen,
there was much evidence to show that Luks gave a faithful and true record of what
happened^
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An attempt will now be made to interpret the allegory of the story of
Paul

f
s journey and shipwreck*'

DBAM&TIS PERSOME: ; : ··....

Paul representing in general, the True Christian Believers who are on their
pilgrimage at the end of which/'they are; to be judged' by a King in the city
of his throne· (We think the Judgment Seat "will be at Sinai but the
meeting with the Christ will be at Jerusalem, the city of the Great King»

Luke and Aristarchus· Both represent the True Christian believers with the

following characteristics:~

(1) they are a few amongst the ship
1
 s company· Likewise, the True

Christian Believers will always be a few throughout all ages·

• (2) Luke represents the Gentile believer arid Aristarchus the Jewish
Believer of which there are practically none now but there were
many in Paul

f
s day·

Julius represents in type the Gentiles from whom the converts come· In the story
he has the potential of becoming a Believer·

The soldiers represent the type of Gentile who 1ms been disciplined by his church
in accordance with its tenets of faith· He is obedient' to every thing
the Minister says and accepts his word and explajnations without
question· Usually he is an admirable type but not according to knowledge.

The prisoners are types of those unfortunate people who are held captive by a
ruthless apostacy which would destroy them if they wanted to leave
this church· In the past, such deserters were cruelly done to death·

The sailors are typical of the irreligious people who are knowledgeable in
woridly ways and who care nothing for religion· They would not help
others in a time of trouble* bub will go to any lengths to help
each other* '

:
 They make brave soldiers and sailors in real life·

Verses 1 and 2 The introduction to the story and the introduction of the
characters*

Verse 3 They touch at Sidon as their first port of Call· The meaning of the
Hame is "Fishery" where fish are caught· Thus the spiritual net is
spread and the fish^ many of whom are to get away when the net breaks,
start on their journey· Paul, the True Christian Believer meets his
friends· Those in the Household of Faith are always pleased to nieet
others who are on the same journey· That Julius is kind to Paul shows
that those Christians wSo are potential believers aire well disposed
to them of the Household of'Faith·

1

Verse 4 They pass Cyprus· The meaning of the name is uncertain but the name
has been corrupted to ^'copper

11
, this metal having been mined there·

iffe bear in rnind bur sinful «nature·-''

Verse 5 They changed έΜρ at Myra, a city of Lycia· The name of Lycia is
derived from a word meaning "wolf

ff
 and we are reminded that Paul

.'..-. warned the -Erue Christian Believers that' the time would come when
wolves would enter in among them· It was at this place that
they joined with other companions who spiritually were "wolves

11
·

Verse 6 The centurion took action here and chose the ship· The Truth was
committed to the Gentiles· ; ν · < <
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Verse 7
 F

or many days they made slow progress, the reason being that the
wind would not permit them to go any faster* There is a hint here
that the "winds of docteLne" spoken of by Paul, (Ephes· 4· 14·) These
would make shipwreck of any church which adopted them· They were
"over against" Salmone, and the meaning of this name is one which is
derived and refers to the pounding of waves upon a rock*

Verse 8 They came to The Eair Havens near to Lasea·

Verse 9 The calm vMch the early Christians enjoyed at the hands of the
Gentiles was soon coming to an end·

Verse 10 . Tfceir spiritual journey from now on would be characterised by "much
hurt

11
· Not only would their churches be destroyed but also they

would lose their lives·

Verse 11 The good Gentiles who were near to the Truth but who did not have it,
preferred to believe the apostacy than the True Christian Believers·
This has always been the character of evangelism throughout the
Gentile age· The Established Churches have always had a hold upon
the people·

Verse 12 The True Christians were now *οη the run
11
 as was prophesied in Eev·

12. 14·

Verse 13 The
 ft
calm

!f
 after the accession of Constantine "blew softly" but it

was soon to come to an end·

Verse 14 Then the great persecution of the True Christian Believers started in
earnest© This was after the Council of Nicea which gave to the world
a doctrine no ώηβ knew of before, the trinity of gods·

Verse 15 The True Christian Religion could not stand-up to the organisation
which was established to exterminate them, this having been pro-
phesied in Rev· 13· It went where it was blown by the winds of false
doctrine·

Verse 16 The True Christian Believers had to do their best to save what little
they had· The little boat shows the small ecclesia, separate from
Christianity·

Verse 17 Fearing that they would be dragged into the "quicksands" of apostacy
from which there was no escape, they did all they could to strengthen
their ecclesias·

Verse 18 In the years which followed, the True Christian Believers grew in
knowledge and threw over much of their "furniture" which they had
taken from the apostacy· They discarded many rituals which they knew
to be false·

Verse 19 The Reformation Period came and nruch ^ouse cleaning
11
 came about·

Verse 207 As the years went by and it becsine more and more difficult to lead a
good Christian life, one looked for salvation in greater earnestness·
Yet there was no revelation from God, and no God^inspired prophets to
help them· All they bad was the Bible and their own faith·

' · • * • • \ . . . " - . . •

Verse 21 In the great weakness of religion, there s tood up a man who gave them
"good cheer

11
 by showing how the true Christian church had lost much

because of its departure from "The.Pair Havens" of two testaments»

Verse 22 Now there would be "good cheer" because in the Truth, there would be
no loss of life·

Verse 23 The Gospel message had been restored·

Verse 24 The True Christian Believers would .be brought to judgnent before their
great king· All those -who sail in these stormy seas of Gentile times
will be saved·
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Verse 25 The True Christian Believers have faith in God!s Promises·

Verse 26 They realise that salvation does not come immediately* Death comes·

Verse 27 Towards the end of the stormy passage , they became aware from the
signs of the times that they were near the end of their journey·

Verse 28 They examined carefully the signs of the times by sounding the depth
of the sea· The sea symbolises the nations· They looked at the

. state of the nations in the storm .and knew that the end was near*

Verse 29 They feared the spiritual dangers of latter day times &nd did not
want to suffer spiritual shipwreck· Therefore they looked to the
safety of their anchors which were four in number, namely, the OT·
the gospels, the letters and Eevelation or simply, the four gospels·
They wish for the day·

Verse 30 %n the times of trouble which were to come upon the face of the earth,
the ungodly ones will not do anything to help the religious ones·
They may put them in jail for not helping in the war effort· Many
people would leave Christianity and Atheism would abound·

Verse 31 But the message goes out, Except all believers abide in the one and
only Household of Faith, they cannot be saved·

Verse 32 Conditions become harder for the True Believers· The religious people
who lack knowledge will join the irreligious against the believers*
Atheism will abound» Standards of behaviour will be lowered·

Verse 33 The Household of Faith is exhorted to take the spiritual food which
they know so well, the more so as they see the day approaching·

Verse 3k- If the faithful continue in the Lord*s Service and study His Word,
they cannot fail·

Verse 35 They break bread together· They worship in spite of difficulties·

Verse 36 Then they are encouraged to continue in the faith·

Verse 37 In the world just before the end of the Gentile times, there are the
faithful who will be saved and the irreligious rejectors who will be
destroyed·

Verse 38 When the Arxrd comes, and they receive the call to judgment, they cast
aside all worldly things· They leave aside the Bible for the time
has come to leave the ship and meet the Lord·

Verse 39 When they are taken away to the Judgnent Seat, they will not know
where they are·

Verse 40 They will go as a cloud to meet the Lord·

Verse 41 They meet with those from the Mosaic era and the Christian era·

They will leave their place of worship* They m i l not use it again·

Verse 42 The righteous will fight against the irreligious people·

Verse 43 The believers will be conveyed away to escape the wrath to come·
Verse 44 So the Believers will come to the Kingdom of God by being given

immortality· Some will be shining lights* Others will be like broken
boards or pieces of a ship but the point is, they will be saved·
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Chapter 23 as a continuation: ~

Verse 1 Once they escape death by being immortalised, they will know that
they are in the Kingdom of God«

Verse 2 Those who once had been unbelievers, will show kindness to the saints*
They will bring offerings during the time of the rain - the latter
rain* \

Verse 3 The saints will then not be affected by sin, the sting of which is
death» The mortal people will see the immortality of the saints
and will not understand*

Verse i|/6 When the Gentiles see the immortality of the saints, they will
realise that it is Divinely given©

Verse 7/10 During the Millenium, illnesses v/ill disappear· This had been
symbolised in the many cures which Jesus Ixad performed on the
Sabbath Day·
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V e r s e 1 : > . v ·• • • • ~ ." : · ' ·· ' • : ; ••'

"And. when they were escaped^ then they knew that the island was called Melita·"

"And when 'they were -escaped,·»"
 u tf

iind
:
 having safeiy escaped,··"

"then-they knew,·*" - "then-"we knew··.,··
1
 The R*V

o

l

5
 Η·3·'ν* and the

Afrikaans Bybel all translate •tye
11
*- This infers -that Luke also knew tliat the

island was ca3led Melita· " • .

"Melita*
n
 ·*. the ancient name for Malta© It means in Hebrew, "Refuge

tf

and it was most appropriately a refuge-on this occasion· It is situated 60
miles from Cape Passaro, the southern headland of Sicily· It is about 200 miles
from Cape Bon on the African coast

o
 The longest length and breadth of Malta are

17 and 9 miles respectively and the cixOumference is about 60 miles· The first
civilised, inhabitants were the Phenicians and after then, came the Greeks· It
was held by Carthage for some time until in B*C· 218 it came into the possession
of the Romans* Throughout the Middle Ages, it changed hands several times but
resisted invasions from the Turks in AJX» 1551, 1563, and 1565* The last of
these occasions saw one of the great sieges of history when about -'30,000 Turks
lost their lives, being about one quarter of their forces engaged· The people
who defended Malta on tliat historic occasion were reduced f2x>m 9>000 to 600·
Napoleon took the island in A*D

e
 1798 but the British took it from him in

1800 and held it until it was given Tjaclependence in A*D
0
 1967* ^

e
 Islarxi

was given the George Cross for its admirable defence against the many attacks
• by Hitlers forces during JEorld Y/ar II·

Verse 2 · '

"And the barbarous people showed us no little kindness: for they kindled a fire,
and received us every one, because of the present rain, and because of the
cold·"

"The barbarous people»·»" - "the barbarians·.'." Luke applies Greek
custom in referring to all non-Greeks as "barbarians·

H
no little· · ·" -

 w
not common·. · " or

 n
not the ordinary·. · "

"lcindness:··" - the Greek word is
 ft
pliilanthropian

!f
 from which we get

the English "philanthropy% '

"received us··*" -*·
 H
they brought us·**

n
 It appears that the people

saw the shipwrecked people and came to help them* This they· did by, among other
things, lighting a fire to warni themselves and invited the mariners and voyagers
to come and warm themselves.

"the cold·
M
 - that it was cold shows that the north wind must have been

blowing· See John 18· 18 for another cold occasion· Paul refers to his having
experienced cold ill 2 Cor· 11· 27·

Verse 3 '

"And when Paul had gathered a bundle of sticks, amd laid them on the fire, there
came a viper out of the heat, ard fastened on his hand.

tf
 .

"the fire,··
11
 - this does not refer to the flames but to the assembly

of combustible material wliich was
:
 gathered together for the purpose of burning·

"there came a viper···" -' all commentators point out that there are no
poisonous vipers on Malta· This is very true· There are no poisonous snakes on
the island but there are non-poisonous ones which look very much like the
poisonous ones found else#he:re· But £uke

:
 is· not recording the type of snakes to

be found in the twentieth century but states what was there during the first
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century and in particular, on the day that Paul threw some extra fuel on the
fire* During the centuries which followed, the population of Malta increased
until there are over 2,000 people to the square mile* If there were poisonous
snakes after all this, it would be astonishing© So we are not surprised to
learn that there are no poisonous snakes there now* However, there was a
poisonous snake there in the days when Paul was shipwrecked there· Luke tells
us there was and we have no way of showing him he was wyong·

Basically, there are two types of snakes, one is the viperine type
whose poison coagulates the blood· The patient gradually goes to sleep through
the "blood supply being gradually cut off from the brain· Death ensues later·
The other type is called the colubrine species, whose poison paralyses the
nervous system and the patient suffocates through a cessation of breathing* and
general paralysis» The "viper" type comprise all adders - night adder, puff-
adder and so on· The "colubrine'* species comprises all mambas, cobras, ringihals
boomslang and so on· The American rattlesnake is of the colubrine type·

Verse k

"And when the barbarians saw the venomous beast hang on liis hand, they said
among themselves, No doubt this man is a murderer, whom, though he hath escaped
•uhe sea, yet vengeance suffereth not to live·"

"venemous beast···" - "wild beast···" one Greek word meaning a
beast that is hunted·

"hang on his hand.. ·" - which indicates that he was bitten·

"among themselves·.." -. "to each other··•"

"vengeance· ·." - the Greek word here is Dike which is the name for the
goddess of vengeance· She was the daughter of Jupiter and was also known as
"Nemesis"· The only other occurence of the word is in Jude 7* where it appears
as an adjective· The Greek equivalent of Jupiter is Zeus, pxnounced "Zoos"·

Verse 5

"And he shook off the beast into the fire, and felt no harm·.·

One commentator doubts that the snake fastened on to Paul's hand because,
he states, a snake bite3 and then pulls its. head away instantly· This is not true·
A snake prefers to get a good bite and if it does, it lingers so as to bring
about a good injection of venom· Paul therefore, could not drop the snake off
into the fire

0
 He would, indeed, have to shake it off

o

*felt no hajOTk," - Many commentators are reluctant to acknowledge any-
thing supernatural, therefore they consider that the snake which-bit Eaul τ/as not
venanous· The point 3̂ , that it was considered venanous by the islanders and
they, no doubt, had had experience of this type of snake·

Verse 6
 Λ

.,,. .

"Bowbeit they looked when he should have swollen, or fallen down dead suddenly:
but after they had looked a great while, and saw no harm come to him, they
changed their minds, and said that he was a god·"

"they looked·»·" - "they were waiting···" The verb occurs in Acts
3* 5j 10· 24j 27· 35· The translations in these verses are, "expecting",
"waited

ft
, "tarried", respectively·

"should have swollen···" - "to be about to swell···"

"after they had looked···" - the same v/ord as the first "looked" in this
verse· It should be "waited"· See note above.

tf
a god." ~ any god· Not necessarily any of their gods but could be

someone else*s god»
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V e r s e 7* \' -> • • ' • -
:
 · • ' · ' ' • ' • .

 :
 ·- • · ··

 :
 ' •••

w
In the same quarters were possessions of th-3 chief nan of the island^ whose
name was Publius; who received us<> and lodged us three days courteously·"

"In the same quarters· ·»" - "In that vicinity*•·" -· '·'"·

"were possessions··." ~
 ft

$ere lands.··
11
 (estates)

r
 "the Chief -.man·····* - "the first man·· y

n
 (in official; rank) It

does not signify wealth or social standing because his father was έΐίΐΐ alive
and would hold those ranks·

•"Publius····
11
 -· a Roman .name· , . • .· .

"lodged us.*·" - entertained us as guests.

"three days···" - at a guess, this may be during the period proper
. accommodation was being, sought for them. :>••.-.

"us·" - Paul<> Luke and Aristarchus* Not the entire ship
!
s company·

Verse 8 .: ; •

"And it came to pass, that the father of Publius lay sick of a fever and of a
bloody flux, to whom Paul entered in, and prayed, and laid his hands on him,
and healed him·

11
 ; . ;

"It came to pass···
M
 - It happened*.*·" This expression, indicates that

the event which is about to be described happened a little after the period of
hospitality· ; . , ,

ft
lay···" - "was lying

"fever···'* -.-the original has "fevers"·,
 k

 -

"bloody, flux.·." ^ "dysentery·" Qk· "dysenteria
11
· Some scholars

point out that dysentery nowadays is unknovm
:
 on tlie island· This χμ true

of to-day but Luke is writing of A*D
e
 59· when theire was dvVsente:cy on the island

as this incident proves· Bruce (Comme?3±.aiy) observes that Malta has long had a
ftirer<of its. own.lcnown as "Malta Fever" which is,due to microbes on goat

f
s millc·

(page 523. -footnote No. 17·) . ,:·..; j- .
 Λ

"entered in, and prayed,.." - see Acts 9· 39/40·

It is appropriate that Luke should record two noteworthy events at this
stage· They are (1) Paul being unaffected by a serpent

5
s bite, and (2) the

laying of hands on the sick and they recover· See

Mark 16· 18· "They shall- take-up serpents; and if' they drink
£
any deadly

thing, it shall not hurt them; they shall lay hands on the
:
· ' " sick, and they shall irecover·

11
 " •

V e r s e 9 [ ' - ' - ' - ^ - ' · ' • · • ' • - •'• ' - · - · · • • · ' -• ' ' - ' • • - · · • • ; ' •• - • · .

"So when this was done, others aleo, which had diseases in the island, came,
and were healed." •* :• :·•" '

 ::
 ; •'. •

"So i/-vhen this was done··*" - lit. "This therefore being done.··"

"others..." - "the rest reimindng,··" That is to say, all the others
in th£ island who had infirmities· " Tiiere being a small population at that
time, and their stay being protracted for three months, a wholesale curing of
illnesses was quite possible·

csmae···
l? ;
 ~ "oame ΐό'ϊ-··"

11
'- as

;:
he could not go to them.-
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n came, and were h e a l e d · " - Tlirough t h e t e n s e , we see t h a t t h e y cont inued
t o come and t h e h e a l i n g was cont inuous β Doctor Luke would have helped*

Verse 10 _ .

tr
Who also honoured us with many honours$ and τ/hen me departed, they laded us
with such things as were necessary·"

"honoured us with many honours···" ~ deemed us worthy to receive an
honorarium - (valued at a price·) To value at a price is the sense in
which this word is used throughout the Acts· See Acts 4·· 34; 5* 2/3; 7· 16;
(sum of money) 1 Tim* 5· 17· (honour)·

"they laded us···" - they loaded onto the new ship in -which we were
sailing, many things - probably to replace what we had lost in the storm and
shipwreck·

Verse 11

"And after three months we departed in a ship of Alexandria, which had wintered
in the isle, whose sign was Castor and Pollux»

ff

"After three months·. ·" - When Winter was past and navigation was now-
possible again· The usual time for going to sea again was 5th March· The
terai "three months" is not to be taken precisely as 90 days» It is probably a
round figure.

"we departed···" ~ "we set sail.··"

"a ship of JULexandria· · · " - this was another of the grain ships· That
the ship came from Egypt and wintered in Malta shows that the sailors of the
wrecked vessel could have visited Malta before but, because they did not touch
the island at the recognised port of entry,, they were not sure where they were
when the unorthodox landing was made*

"whose sign was Castor and Pollux»
!l
 - their ensign was Dioscuri·

"Dioscuri* is the Greek name but the Latin is Gtemini, the "heavenly Twins,"
of the astronomers· Castor and Pollux are the twin stars of the constellation
"Gemini", and from South Africa, are seen in the northern hemisphere rather low
down· The mythical brothers were regarded as being the patron saints of mariners·
The static electricity which appears in the rigging of ships is known as "St·
Elmo

f
s Fire"* The ancient sailors used to think this shewed the presence of

the two brothers·

Verse 12

"And landing at Syracuse, we tarried there three dajra·"

"landing at Syracuse···" - "Having been led down to Syracuse·*·"

"Syracuse*·*" ~ it was founded in B^C* 734 by colonists from Corinth·
It became the most important fcity in Sicily and was powerful enough in
3·β» 415-412 to defend itself against an invasion by the Athenians· It
became the capital of Sicily, and came under Roman control in B

#
C· 212·

"three days·" - In those days, a ship would wait some days for a wind
to become favourable·

Verse 13

"And from thence we fetched a compass^ and came to Rheg^um: and after one day the
south wind blew, and we came the,next day to Puteoli;"

"we fetched a compass···" - this does not mean they went to a ship
f
s

chandler and bought a compass· Such things had not been invented at that time·
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. it means .that they "made a circuit
ff
 or they tacked from here to there and "back

" again while sailing into the wind.· . •

"Rhegium···" - the modern name is "Reggio di Calabria"© It lies
directly across the Strait of Messina opposite the Sicilian port of Messina·

It. is dangerous sailing in tliese parts because
1
 of the whirlpool of

Charybdig and the rock of Scyllao Therefore it was the practice for mariners
to await a convenient wind before setting sail from there* This all seems to
be connected with Castor and Pollux,, the patron saints of sailors who would
welcome the gods in such a dangerous part of the sea·

W
A south Wind·· *

n
 - this they got after one day ο

"the next day»··
11
 - "the second day»··" actually the following day·

• Tlie distance travelled was 182 miles and this pould have been accomplished in a
little over 24 hours· Therefore they would arrive at Puteoli the next day·

Verse 14 .

"Where we found brethren, and were desired to tarry with them seven days: and
^0 we went toward Rome· "

"we found brethren·.·" ~ by this time, the 6ospel had spread very nearly
over the whole habitable world· . See Col· 1· 6· and verse 23· · .

·.,.
 fl
we were desired···" ~ /Ve were invited*··"

"to tarrjf with them seven days:.·" - Julius must have treated Paul with
the same consideration and liberty as he did when they reached Sidon* (Acts 27·

3 . ) • .. . . . · . . • • :•: · •

"so we went toward Rome·
11
 ~ "So v/e came to Rome*" Luke makes this

statement ,and then adds a little story in retrospect which h§ gives in the next
, verse· . ·...'.

Verse 15

"And from theme, when the brethren heard of us, they came to meet us as far as
Appii forum, and The three taverns: whom when.Baul saw, he thanked God, and
took courage·

11
 ,. -

•' ' "from thence,»»·
11
 - *from Rome*

"
 >:
 "the'brethren·

β#
"' - the believers at Rome· . .

"they came to meet us···" - if Paul had. had any anxiety as to the
reception he would receive from the bretljren,' they would have been dispelled at
this.ineeting· It would appear ftrom this .'that .God gave His Blessing to. Paul*s
visit tb Roine

0
 ,

 ;
 . .·...--

'
 ft
the Appii fon^n,··" - the market place on the Appian Way·

M
 This was

43 miles from Rome on the road from Rome to Brindisi· It is. thought that the
Appian liiay ireceived its name from Alliixs Claudius who constructed a large, port ion
of the road about 310 B»G

#
 It was at this Market that a change of horses would

take place· ·. . .. \ · - :

three Taverns,··" '"- Latin:
 fl
Tres

:
'Tabernae"· It was t en miles

neai^er to Rome and was at the juriction/oi^ the Appian Way and a branch road
which went to Antitun and the sea 'coast· It was aa inn or a aresting place·

"lie thanked God·.·* - no doubt in prayer· His frequent prayers of
thanks are an exhortation to us· See Acts 27· 35*
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"he took courage
&

 u
 - He would delight in the evidence, of Divine approval

of his visit· It would encourage him to greater efforts*

Verse 16

"And when we came to Rome, the centurion delivered the prisoners to the captain
of the guard: but Paul was suffered to dwell by himself v/ith a soldier that
kept him·*»

"we came to Rome···" ~ a repetition of the information given in verse
14, the intervening reniarks being a statement of the reception given to the
travellors by the brethren» Luke is not about to describe the reception given to
the travellors by the authorities·

"Rome.··
0
 ~ situated on the river Tiber and reputed to be the oldest city

in the world, Rome is the capital of Italy· The Bible does not mention it in
very early times, so it is certain that there are a number of ancient cities in
existence which pre-date Rome· Jerusalem is one of them· Tradition has it that
Rome was founded by twin brotheate, Romulus and Remus who had been put in a small
vessel on the rivei* Tiber and w#re found tod suckled by a she-wolf before being
cared for by a woman· Remus was killed at an eaiiy age and Romulus went on to
wexd the tribe known as the Latins into a powerful group who afterwards controlled
all of Italy· Having founded the city of Rome, the people then called themselves
Romans but still spoke the language of the Latin tribe, and called the language
Latin· The story of the twins and the wolf is ridiculous of course, but it was
probably allegorical for some other manner of rising to great power· They were
supposed to have founded the city in Β

α
0· 753* this year being known as "urbae-

conditi
11
 (

n
the foundation of the aLty

ft
)

o
 This was written U>C· For infoimation

only, we state that there are:-

Α·Μ« s anno mundi

B. 0· » before Christ =
U· C· β urbae conditi =

A· D· s anno domini s

the year of the world, that is the number of
years since the world was made·

the number of years before Christ·
the number of years since the foundation of
the city of Rome·
the year of our Lord - the number of years
since the year of the birth of Jesus·

-In the early Christian era, from the third and fourth century, the priests
of the Roman Catholic church were known as the latins· This was due to the fact
that they spoke Latin and not Greek as did nearly everyone else· Thus it is that
all Roman Catholic church notices are in Latin and their prayers and the luass are
said in this language· Ehis is a copy of the pagan priests who also spoke Latin
in their pagan ceremonies·

"the captain of the guard···
1
' - the Greek is "stratopedarcho" which the

Diaglott renders "prefect of the Praetorian cafip"· This would be "the captain of
the Praetorian guard, who, at that time, was a man named Afranius Burrus· The
camp of the Praetorian Guard was on the Caelian Hall· (See note to Acts 27· 1·)
Historically it is known that Afranius Burrus was put to death in March A*D

#
 62·

so Paul's arrival must have been before that date· It would have been proper for
Julius to have handed the prisoners over to his superior officer which here
he appears to do·

"Paul was suffered to dwell by himself···" - Paul was permitted to dwell
by himself with a soldier who would have been chained to him· Paul

1
 s reference

to this may be that written in Phil· 1· 13# See also Ephes· 6· 20· The soldier
would have been relieved at regular intervals much to the relief of Paul who would
have someone new to talk to arid to the relief of the soldier who could get away
from a man of Paul's dynamic character»
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- The % e " section ends at
4
 this verse» Apparently Luke became separate,

from Patil for a while during his incarceration^ Luke did riot desert Paul but
was with him to the endo 2 Tim* 4· 11#

 s

Verse 47
 j ;

 " "
?4
:\

:
*' " ' " " ' ' '" ' "' * "'.' ' '"' ' .

"And it came to pass, that after three days Paul called the chief of the Jews"
together: and "frhen they were come together, he said unto them, Men and
brethren, though I have committed nothing against our people, or customs of our
fathers, yet was.. I delivered prisoner from Jerusalem into the hards of the
Romans·

ft ;
 '''

;
''

;;
 ' " ' " " ...

 !;
 / ' · . "

< . . . ι " " · · , · . . . • .

Paul v/as now about to meet the Jews, In the past he had always made it
his purpose to visit them in their synagogues* but being bound to a soldier, he
would find this method almost impossible* Iherefore he load to call them together
to rneet-liim; His wish to meet -with the Jews at Rome and with the brethren
there, was now being fulfilled after a chain of events had led up to this*
He had prated to God to bring him" to Rome safely, (Born;' 1· 10

e
) the meeting

with Aquila and Priscilla who had come from Italy, (Acts 18· 1·) his declared
intentiofa after he had passed i^obgh Macedonia, (Acts 19· .21.) the Divine
Declaration at Caesarea, (Act^'23· 11*) his appeal unto Caesar, (.Acts 25· 11·)
the Divine encouragement at sea, ('Acts 27. 2^·) his d elivery from

T
 the bite of

the serpent, (Acts 28· 5·) had all in some inevitable w&y, cOntiributed to his
arrival at Romeo .

"the chief of the Jews·.·
ft
 ~ See Acts 25

#
 2

9
 and note thei^epn· Luke

records this meeting here "but does, not state whether Paul met the Christians
first* "•We m^r infer that' he did. since they came f^om Roine to meet him on the
Appian Way· . < · • • · · ·

tr
Men and brethren··*

w
 - lit* 'lien, brethren···

91
 It is to be noted that

Paul.still refer to them as ̂ brethren* being of the house of Israele Here is a
poinier to the fact that the early Christians such as Paul was, regarded the
Jews as theiir brethren of the house of Israel»^ To-day, Christiana would"'deny
any such relationship but the True Christian Believer would admit that God still
has a Plan and Purpose with Israel after the flesh· (Romi 11· 2.)

tf
I have coimatted nothing against our people,·.." ^ Although the Law was

no longer operative, Paul is speaking of his Faith^ and hot of ritual· He still
looked forward, as a True Christian Believer, to the fulfilment of the Divine
Promise to Abraham, and so did thd Jews at tiiat.'fimê

 >:
The modera Jew has discarded

this portion'of his faith. ; He. still believed in the' One God of Israel· He
looked for. his salvation on earth as did the Jews· The modern Jews;do not look
forward to salvation on earth but have,adopted the pagaxi belief that the ''soul

11

(whatever that iriay be) goes to heaven at death. '

lf
or customs of pur fathers· ·#

!|
 - Paul had not spoken against the,Mosaic

ritual.
 ?
 Such .ritî al had automatically fallen away in, Christ* Tiiere was now nq

need for an altar when Christ our altar was here
1
. There, was no need for &''

priest novC that our High Eriest had cbme. Theire v/as no need for the sacrifices
now that Jesus had made the perfect sacrifioe. All these things were not
Paul

T
s doing* They were all in the Plan and Purpose of God.

• .In sopite -jo? all these things, said Paul, he was delivered into the hands
of Gentiles' at Jerusalem· He had been preaching a gospel of peace· His present
condition was due to the violence of the Jews and not for anythiiag violent that
l?aul had done. His appeal to Caesar was not rnade' to embarrass the Jews but to
save his own life which they had'^thr^aten^d to take© in this the Jews hkd been
most unreasonable· '

 :
 "

 i:
 ' ' ['

V e r s e 1 8 •' '' ' ·
 ; : :

-' '
 : ; l ;

 . . ^ : . v , - ^ · · , · . . . : • · , . . • • ••'. . '•:''• . · . • ;. ^. ::-

flWho# when t h e y had exsuiiiried me, would have l e t . me gp, because t h e r e was no
cause of d e a t h i n me*"-: ; ' 1 •""•' « * . · · - . .
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Paul now pursues his point that the Jews were responsible for his present
impasse» The Gentiles who had arrested him, had found him not guilty· This was
insufficient to release him because of further difficulties from the Jews* Paul
explains this in the next verse·

"vyould have let me go···" - "wished to release me·./1 The tense here
is imperfect suggesting that their willingness to release him was a continuous
one·

Verse 19

"But when the Jews spake against it, I was constrained to appeal unto Caesar;
not that I had aught to accuse my nation of · ft

"when the Jews spake against it···" - the continual opposition from the
Jews prevented k m being set at liberty as the Romans desired to do· His bonds
therefore , were due to the unforgiving and militant character of the Jews·

"I was constrained···11 - "I was forced···" for my own safety·

"not that I had aught···" — lie had lots to complain of in the way the
Jews had treated him but he had nothing of a criminal nature which he could
accuse them of· He had acted on defence for hie own protection against the Jews1

determination to kill him·

Paul, therefore, was not a criminal as the other prisoners were# He had
not come on trial to Rome· He had come to be heard and to be exonerated· He
was not a criminal pleading for mercy· He was not even accusing Israel bat, on
the contrary, had addressed them as brethren" thus identu*jdng himself with
them· They had attacked hinia He was not attacking them·

Verse 20

"For this cause therefore have I called for you, to see you, and to speak with
you: because that for the hope of Israel I am bound 'with this chain·11

"For this cause···" - "this cause" is that he was on the defensive so
he had called for them to explain all things to them· lie did not want them to
think that he had abandoned the religion of Israel· He had not. He still
believed in the Hope, of the Promises and the promise of resurrection·

"the hope of Israel,··11 ~ what Christian could make such a statement
to-day as Paul made on that occasion? To make a statement such as Paul made here
would bring excommunication from many a modern Christian church· Only the True
Christian Believer woul4 accept * Paulf s declaration about the "hope of Israel"·
The' Jews had accused him of abandoning their faith. Here he was making a firm
declaration of support for it· There are two Testaments but only ONE FAITH·

"I am bound with this chain·" - the Ohain by which he was bound to the
soldier· Bstul used the chain as a metaphorical example of the binding influence
of the Gospel message, "In thee shall all nations be blessed·" (Gal· 3· 8·)

Verse 21

they said unto him, We neither received letters out of Judea concerning
thee, neither any of the brethren that came shewed or spake any harm of thee·"

The Jews1 reply may have surprised Paul because throughout Lukefs record
of Paul's preaching career, we find that the Jews were detexmined to undemine
his influence and followed, him around to oppose him wherever he went· Shy then,
had not the Sanhedrin sent letters to Rome? Maybe they had but they were held
back by the Postal authorities because winter sailing had beenclosed for some
months·

"the brethren that came..·11 - those of the Jewish conmunity· The
translation here indicates that some had come but they brought no inf ormation
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concerning him·' This is not the sense of the Greek* The indication is that no
one came who.gave any such infonnation concerning Paul* ; ..

"But we desire to hear of thee what thou thinkest: for as concerning this sect,
we.know,that evejy where it i^ spoken against©"

' "! . iThey.had.come to Paul.to hear him and to learn of him — what he taught,
what he believed» Above all th^ywaxited tq.hear frofe him $he reason for his
imprisonment· He was a Roman citizen and had. successfully appealed unto Caesar*
He. load been heard by'Festus, and. later by Agrippa/ Now he was to be heard by
Nero himself* - This did. not put him in a favourable light with the Jews* ,

:
If

this sort of thing happens to a Christian, then we do not. want to hear, about.it*

"sect..·" ~ Greek "haire sis "from which the En&Lish'
 rt
heresy" is

derived. It is translated as "heresy" in Acts 24* 14· It means a "choice" but
in the fuller meaning of the tezra, it denotes a bias for one choice of thinking
and its development* In I%Lui

f
s day^ it was regarded &β something which was not

the True ChristianFaith (or not the True Hope .of Israel)* ,Nowadays, it is.
regarded by the Roman Catholic church as any group of believers who do not believe
as they do* In the days after Paul, wh^n.the apostacy was growing quickly, the
True Christian Believers y^

r
.]aad'i^t^±o..t^

:
.tx^ Hcipe .of Israel of Paul, Peter

and the others, regarded the ^catholic church" as a sect· iind in this sense,
the Roman Catholics remain a sect unto this day*

w
it is everywhere spoken against··*

n
 it is opposed everywhere* People

are speaking in opposition against it .everywhere, therefore we do not wish to
have anything to do with it*

Verse 23 . '.'.""'' . '". . ; ' ' , V ' .:/ V ",·.'· ' . ...'.;' ,
;
 ,·

"und when they had appointed him a day, there carne many to hirn into his
lodgingj tq whom he expotmded and testified the kingdom of God, persuading
them concerning Jesus, both out of the law of Moses, and out of the prophets,
from iriorning till evening*

n
 . . .

Those who heard Paul were very interested in all lie had to say for they
made an appointment to hear him agairu

.'[ . "when they had appointed·.··" ~ lit* "having appointed to him a day···"

"there came many to him···" - the word "many" is correctly translated
in one sense of the word but there is also tlie sense of a largo number, or a.

 :

larger number. tha,n be.fore*
 ;
 The sense here is cpmpajratiire rather than precise*

"lodging···" - the word is used here and in Philem 22
#
 It refers to

a room with a friend rather than an "hired house" (vs 30·) In this respect it
would mean a temporary abode·

"expouxiied·*·"' - this word is ussd solely by.Luke in iots-11* 4;
18* 26} and in the verse before us* In all cases, it is. used to, indicate the
careful and detailed exposition either of a happening or of a concept·

^nd;testified··." - the.,G-reek iŝ^ "earnestly testified·.·", Shis must
not be regarded as an act separate from the "expounded"* The two must go
together as

 lf
expoxax̂ ied and testified"* For "testified

11
 see Acts 2· 40; 8* 25j

10* 42j 18· 5} 20« 21, 23, 2ifj 23* ,11; In this, .Paul acted, as an apostle*
(see Acts 1· 8·) .'. ... .

"the kingdom of Godtp,!
11
 A," 1̂0 g i ^

 (
it its ft^ ^iile^ "tha gospel of the

kingdom of^CJod"· This l&jagiom is to be given to Jesus as the Anointed Son of
God, so Jesus was the Messiah (The Anointed One)* He was also the central figure
of the promises made ]0E.to Abraiiapi aî d also the covenant with David. Therefore,
in β2φουτμϋη§ the "kd^g^m" Ρ ώ ί ;imist have spoken aboixt
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"persuading them concerning Jesus» ©β" - as we have seen, it is
impossible to expound the gospel v/ithout mentioning Jesus* It is impossible to
testify without referring to the resurrection of Jesus· Therefore Luke records
that P&ul did all these things·

"out of the law of Moses···" — there being no New Testament, Paul had
to refer to the Law of Moses which is the first five books of the Bible. This
portion contains the promises, the law with its symbolical ritual pointing to
Christ, and mariy references to the coming of the Messiah· This was the only
portion of God*s Word the Jews would accept· If the teachers of modern
Christianity were to be asked to expound and testify Jesus from the Pentateuch,
they could not do so* The earnest True Christian Believer would have no
difficulty· If one accepts the Promises made unto the Fathers and the Divine
Covenant with David as Peter did (Matt· 16· 16·) a great deal of Bible
teaching becomes dear·

"out of the prophets*" - Particularly Isaiah who was one of the
greatest of the Messianic prophets· They all testified to the coming of the
Lord and of his future kin@iok on earth·

"morning till evening·" - all day long· They did not have lunch in
those days so his discussions would last "from morning till evening" without a
break© ·

Verse 24

"And some believed the things which werfc spoken, and some believed not· "

w
some believed···" - this was not a new experience to Paul· See Acts

13. 43/43; 14· 1/2$ 18· h/6; 1δ· 12; 19· 8/9* The Greek sentence gives
"And these indeed were persuaded·«·

n
 The tense is imperfect giving "And these

were in the course of being persuaded···" which is to say that they did not turn
to Paul's teaching right away, but that they showed a tendency to believe·

11
 things which were spoken,©·

11
 - in the subject matter covered and

detailed in verse 23, these "things" were a summary of the LOGOS^ the Divine
tlan and Purpose·

"some believed not·" - also imperfect indicating a continuous disbelief·
7hen the Word of God is preached these days, the same reaction is apparent· The
genuine seeker after Truth is profoundly interested but will not make up his
mind until much more study has been done· On the other hand, the unbeliever,
without being able to prove from Scripture that what is being taught is wrong,
will maintain an iron curtain which no persuasion will pass· Of such it can be
said that their minds are blinded· (2 Cor

o
 4· 1/4·).

Verse 25

"And when they agreed not among themselves, they departed, after that Paul
had spoken one word, Well spake the Holy Spirit by Isaiah (Esaias) the
prophet unto our fathers," -

"when they agreed not···
11
 - lit· "being not harmonious···" This is a

musical expression· This negative fom appears only here· The positive is
found in Acts 15· 15·

"they departed···" - lit· "they were dismissed· ·*" Paul had no time
to waste on those who were deteitnined not to believe· MaEy people come to us,
not to hear what we have to say, but to express their opinion and get us to
believe es they do· No amount of persuasion will change such people· The same
verb is used in Acts 19· 41·

"Well spake the Hcly Spirit···
11
 - In turning away from hearing the Truth,

the Jews were doing no more than had been prophesied of them· In the same way,
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those who scoff at The True Christian Believers (Christadelpians) in their
interest in prophecy, are doing no more than was prophesied of them· In their
scoffing, they are fulfillixig the prophecy they despise· (2 Pet* 3* 3/4·*)

"Well···" - meaning %rkkm appropriately Isaiah said·.·"

"spake the Holy Spirit···" - the trinitarians quote this passage to
show that there was another "person" and that this ^person* wrote the passage
from Isaiah· (See Acts 1· 16; 4· 25;) The "holy Spirit" in the prophets was
the Power of God working in them·

"Esaias···" - Isaiah» The quotation is from Isa· 6· 9/10· The Lord
Jesus also quoted this prophecy and appropriately we too might quote it of
the present generation· It has been true of all generations* Men will not
believe if what the Truth teaches is something they do not wish it to be·

"unto our Fathers·" - Paul is clever here· He lias just expounded the
gospel to them and the gospel was taught to Abraham* (&aJL· 3· 8··) That is to
say, if the gospel was taught to the fathers, then the fathers were also told
that in the years to come, many would not believe that Gospel·

Verse 26 . \

"Saying, Go unto this people, and say, Hearing ye shall hear, and shall not
understand; and seeing ye shall see, and not perceive:"

"Hearing ye shall hear,·©" - Xou vdJJL hear because God will see to it
that the Truth comes your way* If you shut your mind to it then, it will be
taken away from you and taugjxt to somebody else· You will get a chance of hearing
the Truth of the ?/ord of God·

"shall not understand;··" - "hearing11, and "seeing" in English are
different words with different meanings applying to two different senses· In
Greek the meaning is closer and follows a Hebrew idiom which emphasises what is
being taught or said* The Greeks had an idiomatic way of describing those who
willnot hear because they do not want to· They say, "hearing not to hear···11

Verse 2?

f*For the heart-of .this .people is waxed gross, and their ears are dull of
hearing, and their eyes have they closed; lest they should see with their eyes,
and hear with their ears, and understand with their hearty and should be
converted, and I should heal them·"

The quotation follows closely the LXX Isaiah wrote "Make the heart of
this people fat,»·11 which is given here as %axed gross·" rBiis suggests that
God hardens the heart and this gives rise to the question, "Why does God harden
one person's heart and not another*s? Paul answers this question.in Rom* 9·
13/33· We must accept this fact and also accept the teaching that if we turn from
the Truth and turn unto fables, God will deal with us even more severely»
(2 Thess. 2. 10/12·) ·:.;

The effect of hardening the heart is the one instance and giving the
increase in the other, is to drive further and further apart those who believe
and those who dont· It is a Divine separation of Has people from the vessels
of wrath· The actual heart is not meant· The Biblical significance of a
heart is the intellect·

"dull of hearing.·." - hear indistinctly·

"eyes have they closed,;··" ~ "eyes they ha~*e shut down··" To shut the
eyes in death·

"be converted···" - they should turn and retrace their steps· The
effect of this would be to walk' against themselves ·* to go against the direction
in which they are going·
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, "heal them
o

lf
 - sin is. represented .-.as an illness which require^ a cure©

The meanxrig. of this, ̂passage.from Isaiah is' found- in certain variations in
Jer· 5a 21 j Ezek« 12· 2j and is quoted "by Jesus in Matt· 13· 14? Mark 4· 12;
Luke 8* 10; John12» ij-0^ ΙΛ e&fch of the passages 'quoted, tiie statement is
made againstdeliberate: unbelief *«> · ,.: * r .• v, ·

Verse 28 "'.·.:•• '. i >

!f
Be it known, therefore unto you, that the salvation of God is sent unto the
Gentiles, and that they will hear it*.

11
 .- -., ., :

' • ' · ' * * • • · • • ' ' " ' . ' • •

This; passage is supposed to "be a quotation from Psalm 67© 2· That. Psalm
refers amongst other things, to the sending forth of the Word of God to the
nations· See Acts 13© Λ6/47? 18* 6j '19© 9j Paul had his vray in preaching to
the Jews (Ronu. 10« 1©.) but in view of? the hardness* of* their; heart,. he turned so
often to the Gentiles* This was in obedience tq tJie word of .poropheoy··

"they will hear it·
11
 - The Gentiles heard but still the pattern of

Scripture remains© Only a few from every age turn to the Truth· The statement
hear means that they will have the chance of hearing it· It does not state that
axl men.-will hear it in the sense of believing it* . .-.-. .· .:;·.,. >-., ,·.-./. ; .,·..

Verse 29

"And when he' had said these words, the Jews departed, and had great reasoning
among themselves*,-

 :
 - , .,;.:... ,0 / ; :; . -.; . *

Some of the oldest versions omit this verse α It is difficult to see what
can be gained .by anyone having inserted it as a distortion of the .original»

·:.. "the «Tews departed· ·ν" - there is a dramatic note here· Paul had been
preaching the LOGOS to them and shewing. them the way to everlasting life in the
Kingdom of God through Jesus Christo . It required a simple belief in the Di^Γine
Promises in which they believed already«, but in addition, it required them to
identify Jesus with the Messiah© The slightest turn of thought from them and
they would be on the way to live forever in the sight and glory of God· In a
moment, they turned away and went out into the street, casting, away: in that act,
a chance of eternal life* There, is also in this, a great sorrow·

 :
 : >

"great reasoning..
o
" - much dispute». Some said this and some said that·

No doubt that little word
 ft
but" appeared· The word "but" will keep many a

persQia out of the Kingdom of God« "They do not want· to change to the truth but
would rather believe a falsehood·· , To bolster lip a .falsity, they counter with.

·.··
11
 and then quote one verse out. of its co&text*. Such .a verse is John

3Ο«· which is often quoted to support a belief in the trinity of god<Sa "I
my father are one"© Obviously-three gods are - not mentioned· Obviously*. -

if put back in its. context
P
 the words cor&ern PELLOl^HIP with the Father and ,

with the Son* They do not in any way concern three gods in unity· Ye.t people
will hang on to the destixrying trinity doctrine and say "But·*··.what about

 1
my

father and. I are one
1
"? .-. . .,. ,

i;
 ....-

:

"And Paul dwelt two whole years in his own hired house, and.received all, that
came in unto him,"

had now come to the heart of a Gentile and unbelieving world· This
was the seat of the great apostaoy which had taken over from Babylon the
leadership of a world of false doctrines· In the years to come, .the great.,
apostacy would still be there, making the kings of the earth drunk with the wine
of her fornication·. (Her· 17« 2

O
) The influence of - the Falsity of Rome would

spread into evexy faith too-matter where 4.*femight be·. The Jews adopted a·
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belief in the doctrine of the irmnortality of the soul and heaven going at death,
thus giving up a belief in the promises of God contained in Gen* 17· 8;
22. 17/18; 26· 3Av 28© 13/14· Although some religions may have cast out
false doctrines, they nevertheless cling to certain false doctrines* For example,
the Seventh Day Adveniists reject the immoirfcality of the soul but cling to the
trinity of gods and the pre~existence of Christ as well as a belief in satan·
The Jehovahs Witnesses reject the soul theory and, to a certain extent the
trinity abomination, yet they cling to the myth of satan firmly, and the pre~
existence of Christ* Ikul was not to experience the introduction of the dreadful
apostacy of the early Epurth Century whioh came with the Council of Nicea and
brought the Nicene Creed to an unbelieving world© Nevertheless he was contending
against false preachers as he tells Timothy,, (1 Tim· 1· 19/20§ 4* 1/3; 2 Tim·
3- 1/9.)

"dwelt.·." - "remained" or "continued" ·

"two whole years·.*" ~ two unbroken years· There was no disturbance of
the work he did· It continued for all of that time*

The significance of "two whole years" is important to Luke's story because
it was a provision of Roman Law that the plaintiff 'had., two years in which to .
pxove his charge, failing which the accused would go free* .Luke must have
supplied this information to tell his readers that the Jews once again had
failed to convince the adjudicators that they, the Jews, had a legitimate
charge against Paul· After the two whole years had expired, Paul would be free
to go where he wished»

"his own hired house..·" - not a dwelling which he was wont to hire out
or rent to others, but a house which was let to him and for which, presumably,
he paid rent* The words "his own" do not imply ownership but that he lived in
the dwelling by himself and did not share it with others· He was howe^r,
chained at all times to a soldier with a light chain on the wrist·

"received.·." - visitors came to Mxao He did not go out to others»
It was at this time that the gospel had bean preached unto all the worldQ
Therefore it was unnecessary for him to go to other places to preach· The
Jehovah* s Witnesses would not agree with Luke*s record here but it must be
accepted that at that time, Paul would have written hi3 epistles to the Colossians
in which he said that the gospel had been preached to all the world in terms
of Jesus1 words in Matt* 24· 14· See Col· 1· 6 and 23·

Verse 31

"Preaching the kingdom of God, and teaching those things which concern the Lord
Jesus Christ, with all confidence, no man forbidding him·"

"Preaching..·" - in regard to the meaning of the word "preach" here,
Bullinger defines it as "to be a herald, discharge an herald*s office, to make
proclamation, proclaim, announce publicly, publish announcements*fl It refers
to making known and not to teach· He made the gospel known and then taught·

"the kingdom of God.·." ~ the gospel of the kingdom of God. This was
proclaimed· See note to vsrse 23·

lfteaching·«· w - this covers the teaching of the contents of what was
proclaimed· The teaching was done by discussion and answering questions»

"those things···" - lita "the things.··" all the Biblical doctrines
concerning the Lord Jesus Christ; M s place in the Promises of God; his part
in the future kingcLom; his atonement; his resurrection; what his resurrection
means to all who believe; fellowship with him and with God; forgiveness of
sins through him only; baptism into his Name· His future Kingship and Priest-
hood·
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'·. ''"'" ^With all confidence,··
w
 - witli all boldness»Iie preached freely and

with plainess of speech· He did hot v/ithhoid certain doctrines because they
were'unacceptable to thepfeople· His enthusiasm-for what he believed would be
passed on to those who hesrd him*

 s
 ' • *

 :

r
 ' "no man forbidding- him*" - IF&ul had freedom to preach in-spite of the·

fact that.he was still 'a/prisoner·' Ίη-teims of Bullinger's definition of the
word "preach

11
, Baul-also preached by letter and during ixis stay a/t Rome, wrote

his epistles to the Ephesians, the Philippians, the Colossians and Hiilemon
#

His last fepistle, namely 2 Timothy, was also written from Borne but probably not
during these two years· It was written

5
 just before his death, with Luke, the

faithful companion, still by his side*·

At this stage, Luke lays down his^pen· liany would wish that he had
continued to write the history of the early chirrch but he was not writing
history alone, he was showing us how the Word of God was established by God*s
Grace, beginning at Jerusalem as Jesus had predicted (Acts 1· 8·) the heart of
the Jewish world, and going by devious routes and in different ways, to the
heart of the Gentile world· Thus the Word of God went from Jew to Gentile and
Luke

f
's -story ends on the happy noie of harmony in Paul's home, ani a work

continuing with full vigour· The Jews had misused the oracles of God which
 :

had been committed to'them^ with the result that they fell into disfavour«
 }

The tragedy of it is that the Gentiles did the
1
 same·

 ;
 -
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